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Methodology 
······~·-----··-------· 

N ations in Transit 2014 measures progress and setbacks in democratization 
in 29 countries from Central Europe to Central Asia. This volume, which 
covers events from January 1 through December 31, 2013, is an updaced 

edition of surveys published in 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 
2005,2004,2003,2002,2001,2000, 1998, 1997,and 1995. 

Country Reports 

The councry reporcs in Nations in Transit 2014 follow an essay format thac allowed 
the report auchors to provide a broad analysis of che progress of democratic change 
in their country of expercise. Freedom House provided chem with guidelines for 
racings and a checklisc of questions covering seven cacegories: eleccoral process, 
civil society, independent media, nacional democratic governance, local democratic 
governance, judicial framework and independence, and corrupcion. Scarring with 
the 2005 edition, Freedom House incroduced separate analysis and· ratings for 
national democracic governance and local democratic governance to provide readers 
with more detailed and nuanced analysis of these two imporcanc subjects. Previous 
editions included only one governance category. The ratings for all categories reflect 
the consensus of Freedom House, che Nations in Transit advisers, and the report 
auchors. 

Each councry report is organized according co che following: 

D National Democratic Governance. Considers che democratic characcer 
and stability of che governmental system; the independence, effectiveness, 
and accountability oflegislacive and executive branches; and the democratic 
oversight of military and security services. 

Ill Electoral Process. Examines national executive and legislative eleccions, 
electoral processes, the developmenc of multiparty systems, and popular 
participation in the political process. 
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B Civil Society. Assesses the growth of nongovernmental organizations 
{NGOs), their organizational capacity and financial sustainability, and the 
legal and political environment in which they function; the development 
of free trade unions; and interest group participation in the policy process. 

B Independent Media. Addresses the current state of press freedom, 
including libel laws, harassment of journalists, and edicorial independence; 
the emergence of a financially viable private press; and internee access for 
private citizens. 

ii Local Democratic Governance. Considers the decentralization of power; 
che responsibilities, election, and capacity of local governmental bodies; 
and che transparency and accountability of local authorities. 

II Judicial Framework and Independence. Highlights constitutional reform, 
human rights protections, criminal code reform, judicial independence, 
the status of ethnic minority rights, guarantees of equality before che 
law, treatment of suspects and prisoners, and compliance with judicial 
decisions. 

II Corruption. Looks at public perceptions of corruption, che business 
interests of top policymakers, laws on financial disclosure and conflict of 
interest, and che efficacy of anticorruption initiatives. 

Ratings and Scores 

For all 29 countries in Nations in Transit 2014, Freedom House-in consultation 
with che report authors, a panel of academic advisers, and a group of regional expert 
reviewers-has provided numerical ratings in the seven categories listed above. The 
ratings are based on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 representing the highest and 7 the 
lowest level of democratic progress. 

The racings follow a quarcer-poinc scale. Minor co moderate developments 
typically warrant a positive or negative change of a quarter point (0.25), while 
significant developments warrant a half point (0.50). It is rare for any category co 
fluctuate more than a half point in a single year. 

The ratings process for Nations in Transit 2014 involves four steps: 

1. Authors of individual country reporcs suggests preliminary ratings in all 
seven categories covered by che smdy, ensuring chat substantial evidence is 
provided where a score change is proposed. 

2. Each draft report is then sent to several regional expert reviewers, 
who provide comment on both che score change and the quality of its 
justification in che repon's text. 
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3. Over the course of a cwo-day meeting, Freedom House's academic advisory 
board discusses and evaluares all racings. 

4. Report authors are given che opportunity to dispuce any revised rating 
chat differs from the original by more than 0.50 points. Final editorial 
authority for the racings rescs with Freedom House. 

Narions in Transit does not rate governments per se, nor does ic rate countries based 
on governmental intentions or legislation alone. Racher, a country's ratings are 
determined by considering che practical effect of the scate and nongovernmental 
actors on an individual's rights and freedoms. 

Nations in Tramir ratings, which should not be taken as absolute indicators of 
che sicuation in a given country, are valuable for making general assessments of how 
democratic or authoritarian a country is; They also allow for comparative analysis of 
reforms among the countries examined and for analysis of long-term developments 
in a particular country. 

Nations in Transit 2014 Checklist of Questions 

National Democratic Governance 

1. Is the country's governmental syscem democratic? 

Does che Consticucion or ocher national legislacion enshrine che 
principles of democratic government? 

Is che government open co meaningful citizen participation in political 
processes and decision-making in practice? 

Is there an effective system of checks and balances becween legislative, 
executive, and judicial authority? 

Does a freedom ofinformacion act or similar legislation ensure access 
to government information by citizens and the media? 

ls the economy free of government domination? 

2. ls che councry's governmencal syscem scable? 

Is there consensus among political groups and citizens on democracy 
as the basis of the country's political system? 

Is stability of the governmental system achieved without coercion, 
violence, or other abuses of basic rights and civil liberties by state or 
non-state actors? 

Do citizens recognize the legitimacy of national authorities and the 
laws and policies chat govern them? 

Does the government's auchority extend over the full terricory of the 
country? 
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Is the governmental system free of threats to stability such as war, 
insurgencies, and domination by the military, foreign powers, or other 
powerful groups? 

3. Is the legislature independent, effective, and accountable to the public? 

Does the legislature have autonomy from the executive branch? 

Does the legislature have the resources and capacity it needs to fulfill 
its lawmaking and investigative responsibilities? {consider financial 
resources, professional staffs, democratic management structures, etc.) 

Do citizens and the media have regular access to legislators and the 
legislative process through public hearings, town meetings, published 
congressional records, etc.? 

• Do legislative bodies operate under effective audit and investigative 
rules that are free of political inRuence? 

Does the legislature provide leadership and reRect societal preferences 
by providing a forum for the peaceful and democratic resolution of 
differences? 

4. Is the executive branch independent, effective, and accountable to the 
public? 

Is the executive branch's role in policy making clearly defined vis-a-vis 
other branches of governmenr? 

Does the executive branch have the resources and capacity it needs ro 
formulate and implement policies? 

Do citizens and the media have regular access co che executive branch 
to comment on the formulation and implementation of policies? 

• Does a competent and professional civil service function according co 
democratic standards and practices? 

Do executive bodies operate under effective audit and investigative 
rules that are free of political influence? 

Does the executive branch provide leadership and reRect societal 
preferences in resolving conRicts and supporting democratic 
development? 

5. Are che military and security services subject co democratic oversight? 

• Does the Constitution or other legislation provide for democratic 
oversight and civilian authority over the military and security services? 

Is there sufficient judicial oversight of the military and security services 
to prevent impunity? 

Does the legislature have transparent oversight of military and security 
budgets and spending? 
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• Do legislators, the media, and civil society groups have sufficient 
information on military and securiry matters to provide oversight of 
the military and securiry services? 

• Does the government provide the public with accurate and timely 
information about the military, the securiry services, and their roles? 

Electoral Process 

1. Is the auchoriry of government based upon universal and equal suffrage 
and the will of the people as expressed by regular, free, and fair elections 
conducted by secret ballot? 

2. Are there fair electoral laws, equal campaigning opportuniries, fair polling, 
and honest rabulation of ballots? 

3. Is the electoral system free of significant barriers to polirical organization 
and registration? 

4. Is the electoral system mulciparty based, with viable political parties, 
including an opposition parry, functioning ar all levels of governmenc? 

5. Is rhe public engaged in the political life of the country, as evidenced 
by membership in political parties, voter tumour for elections, or ocher 
factors? 

6. Do ethnic and ocher minoriry groups have sufficient openings to participate 
in the political process? 

7. Is there opportuniry for the effective rotation of power among a range 
of different political parties representing competing interests and policy 
oprions? 

8. Are the people's choices free from domination by the specific interests of 
power groups (the military, foreign powers, toralirarian parties, regional 
hierarchies, and/or economic oligarchies)? 

9. Were the most recent national legislative elections judged free and fair by 
domestic and international election-monitoring organizations? 

10. Were the most recent presidential elections judged free and fair by domesric 
and international election-monitoring organizations? 

Civil Society 

1. Does the state protecr the righrs of the independent civic sector? 

2. Is rhe civil sociery vibrant? (Consider growth in the number of charitable, 
nonprofir, and nongovernmental organizations; improvements in the 
qualiry of performance of civil sociery groups; locally led effons to increase 
philanthropy and volunteerism; the public's active participation in private 
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voluntary accivity; che presence of effective civic and .culmral organizacions 
for women and ethnic groups; che panicipacion of religious groups in 
charitable accivity; or other factors.) 

3. Is society free of excessive influence from extremist and intolerant 
nongovernmental inscitutions and organizations? (Consider racists, groups 
advocating violence or terrorism, xenophobes, privace militias and vigilante 
groups, or other groups whose actions threaten political and social stability 
and the transition co democracy.) 

4. Is che legal and regulatory environment for civil society groups free of 
excessive stare pressures and bureaucracy? (Consider ease of registration, 
legal rights, government regulation, fund-raising, taxation, procurement, 
and access-to-information issues.) 

5. Do civil society groups have sufficient organizational capacity to sustain 
cheir work? (Consider management strucmres wich clearly delineated 
authority and responsibility; a core of experienced practitioners, trainers, 
and che like; access to information on NGO management issues in che 
native language; and so fonh.) 

6. Aie civil sociecy groups financially viable, wich adequace conditions 
and opportunities for raising funds chat sustain their work? (Consider 
sufficient organizational capacity to raise funds; option of nonprofit tax 
scams; freedom co raise funds from domestic or foreign sources; legal or tax 
environment chat encourages private seccor suppon; ability to compete for 
government procurement opportunities; abilicy to earn income or collect 
cosc recovery fees.) 

7. Is che government receptive to policy advocacy by interest groups, public 
policy research groups, and ocher nonprofic organizations? Do government 
officials engage civil society groups by inviting chem ro testify, comment 
on, and influence pending policies or legislation? 

8. Aie che media receptive to civil society groups as independent and reliable 
sources of information and commentary? Aie chey positive contributors co 
the country's civic life? 

9. Does che state respect the righc co form and join free trade unions? 

10. Is che education system free of political influence and propaganda? 

Independent Media 

1. Aie there legal protections for press freedom? 

2. Aie journalists, especially investigative reporters, protected from victimiza
tion by powerful scare or non-stare actors? 

3. Does the stare oppose onerous libel laws and ocher excessive legal penalties 
for "irresponsible" journalism? 
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4. Are the media's editorial independence and news-gathering functions free 
of interference from the government or private owners? 

5. Does che public enjoy a diverse seleccion of print and electronic sources of 
information, ac both the nacional and local level, chat represent a range of 
political viewpoints? 

6. Are che majority of print and electronic media privacely owned and free of 
excessive ownership concentration? 

7. Is che private media's financial viability subject only co markec forces (chat 
is, is ic free of policical or ocher influences)? 

8. ls che discribucion of newspapers privately controlled? 

9. Are journalises and media ouclecs able co form their own viable professional 
associations? 

10. Does society enjoy free access co and use of che internee, is diversity of 
opinion available chrough online sources, and does government make no 
actempc co control che internee? 

Local Democratic Governance 

1. Are che principles of local democratic government enshrined in law and 
respected in praccice? 

Does che Conscicucion or ocher national legislacion provide a frame
work for democratic local self-government? 

• Have subscancial government powers and responsibilities been 
decentralized in praccice? 

Are local auchoricies free co design and adopt insticucions and processes 
of governance chac reflect local needs and condicions? 

• Do central authorities consulc local governments in planning and 
decision-making processes chac directly affecc che local level? 

2. Are citizens able to choose their local leaders in free and fair elections? 

• Does che Conscicucion or ocher national legislation provide for local 
elections held on che basis of universal, equal, and direcc suffrage by 
secrec balloc? 

Do local governments derive their power on che basis of regular, free, 
and fair local elections (eicher chrough direcc eleccion or chrough 
election by local assemblies or councils)? 

• Are free and fair local elections held ac regular intervals and subject to 
independent monitoring and oversight? 

• Do mulciple candidates representing a range of views parcicipace in 
local elections and in local government bodies? 
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Are voters' choices in local elections free from domination by power 
groups such as national political parties, central authorities, economic 
oligarchies, etc? 

Are citizens engaged in local electoral processes, as evidenced by party 
membership, voter turnout, or other factors? 

3. Are citizens ensured meaningful participation in local government 
decision-making? 

Do local governments invite input from civil society, business, trade 
unions, and ocher groups on important policy issues before decisions 
are made and implemented? 

Do local governments initiate committees, focus groups, or ocher 
partnerships wich civil sociecy co address common concerns and 
needs? 

Are individuals and civil society groups free to submit petitions, 
organize demonstrations, or initiate ocher activities chat influence 
local decision-making? 

Do women, ethnic groups, and ocher minorities participate in local 
government? 

Do the media regularly report the views of local civic groups, the 
private business sector, and other nongovernmental entities about 
local government policy and performance? 

4. Do democratically elected local authorities exercise their powers freely and 
autonomously? 

Do central authorities respect local decision-making authority and 
independence? 

• Are local governments free to pass and enforce laws needed to fulfill 
their responsibilities? 

Do local authorities have the right to judicial remedy to protect their 
powers? 

Do local governments have the right to form assoc1attons at the 
domestic and international level for protecting and promoting their 
interests? 

5. Do democratically elected local authorities have the resources and capacity 
needed to fulfill their responsibilities? 

Are local governments free to collect taxes, fees, and other revenues 
commensurate with their responsibilities? 

• Do local governments automatically and regularly receive resources 
that are due from central authorities? 
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Do local governmencs sec budgecs and allocace resources free of 
excessive policical influences and cencral concrols? 

Are local auchoricies empowered co sec scaff salaries, scaff size and 
scaffing patterns, and is recruitment based on merit and experience? 

Do local governments have the resources (macerial, financial, and 
human} co provide quality services, ensure a safe local environment, 
and implement sound policies in practice? 

6. Do democracically elecced local auchorities operate with cransparency and 
accountability co citizens? 

Are local authorities subject to clear and consistent standards of 
disclosure, oversight, and accountability? 

Are local authorities free from domination by power groups (economic 
oligarchies, organized crime, etc) that prevent them from representing 
the views and needs of the citizens who elected them? 

Are public meetings mandated by law and held at regular intervals? 

Do citizens and che media have regular access co public records and 
information? 

Are media free to invescigace and report on local politics and 
government without fear of victimization? 

Judicial Framework and Independence 

l. Does che constitutional or other national legislation provide protections 
for fundamental political, civil, and human rights? (Includes freedom of 
expression, freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of association, 
and business and property rights.} 

2. Do the state and nongovernmental actors respecc fundamental political, 
civil, and human rights in practice? 

3. Is there independence and imparciality in the interprecation and 
enforcement of che constitution? 

4. Is there equalicy before che law? 

5. Has there been effective reform of the criminal code/criminal law? 
(Consider presumpcion of innocence until proven guilty, access to a fair 
and public hearing, introduction of jury trials, access to independent 
counsel/public defender, independence of prosecutors, and so forth.) 

6. Are suspeccs and prisoners protected in praccice against arbicrary arrest, 
detention without trial, searches without warrams, corcure and abuse, and 
excessive delays in the criminal justice syscem? 

7. Are judges appointed in a fair and unbiased manner, and do chey have 
adequate legal craining before assuming the bench? 
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8. Do judges rule fairly and impartially, and are courts free of political control 
and influence? 

9. Do legislative, executive, and other governmental authorities comply with 
judicial decisions, and are judicial decisions effectively enforced? 

Corruption 

1. Has the government implemented effective ancicorrupcion initiatives? 

2. Is the country's economy free of excessive state involvement? 

3. Is the government free from excessive bureaucratic regulations, registration 
requirements, and other controls chat increase opportunities for corruption? 

4. Aie there significant limitations on che participation of government 
officials in economic life? 

5. Aie there adequate laws requiring financial disclosure and disallowing 
co nfl ice of interest? 

6. Does the government advertise jobs and contracts? 

7. Does the state enforce an effective legislative or administrative process
particularly one that is free of prejudice against one's political opponents
to prevent, investigate, and prosecute the corruption of government 
officials and civil servants? 

8. Do whiscleblowers, anticorruption activists, investigators, and journalists 
enjoy legal protections chat make chem feel secure about reporting cases of 
bribery and corruption? 

9. Aie allegations of corruption given wide and extensive airing in the media? 

10. Does the public display a high intolerance for official corruption? 

Democracy Score 

Freedom House introduced a Democracy Score-a straight average of the ratings 
for all categories covered by Nations in Transit-beginning with the 2004 edition. 
Freedom House provided chis aggregate for comparative and interpretive purposes 
of evaluating progress and setbacks in the countries under study. 

Background note: Jn the years before the 2004 edition, Freedom House 
used cwo aggregate scores to assist in the analysis of reform in the countries 
covered by the Nations in Tramit study. These were Democratization 
(average of electoral process, civil society, independent media, and 
governance) and Rule of Law (average of corruption and constitutional, 
legislative, and judicial framework). Analysis showed a high level of 
correlation berween the previous scoring categories and the Democracy 
Score. 
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For Nations in Transit 2014, Freedom House once again uses the Democracy 
Score. Based on the Democracy Score and its scale of 1 to 7, Freedom House 
defined the following regime types: 

Democracy Score Regime Type 

l-2 

3 

4 

5 

6-7 

Consolidated Democracy 

Semi-consolidated Democracy 

Transitional Government or Hybrid Regime 

Semi-consolidated Authoritarian Regime 

Consolidated Authoritarian Regime 

Ratings and Democracy Score Guidelines 

Beginning with the 2006 edition, the following guidelines were used to assist 
Freedom House sea ff and consultants in determining the ratings for electoral process; 
civil society; independent media; national democratic governance; local democratic 
governance; judicial framework and independence; and corruption. Based on the 
aggregate Democracy Scores, che descriptions are intended to explain generally che 
conditions of democratic institutions in che different regime classifications. 

1.00-2.99 Consolidated Democracies 

1.00-1.99 Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 1.00-1.99 closely embody 
the best policies and practices of liberal democracy. 

I The authority of government is based on universal and equal suffrage as 
expressed in regular, free, and fair elections conducted by secret ballot. 
Elections are competitive, and power rotates among a range of different 
political parties. 

I Civil society is independent, vibrant, and sustainable. Rights of assembly 
and association are protected and free of excessive state pressures and 
bureaucracy. 

~ Media are independent, diverse, and sustainable. Freedom of expression is 
protected, and journalises are free from excessive interference by powerful 
political and economic interests. 

National and local governmental systems are stable, democratic, 
and accountable to the public. Central branches of government are 
independent, and an effective syscem of checks and balances exists. Local 
authorities exercise their powers freely and autonomously of the central 
government. 
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II! The judiciary is independent, impartial, timely, and able co defend 
fundamental policical, civil, and human righcs. There is equalicy before che 
law, and judicial decisions are enforced. 

!! Government, che economy, and sociecy are free of excessive corruption. 
Legislacive framework, including scrong conflicc-of-interesc proceccion, is 
in place so chac journalises and ocher cicizens feel secure co invesrigace, 
provide media coverage of, and prosecuce allegacions of corrupcion. 

2.00-2.99 Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 2.00-2.99 closely embody 
che besc policies and praccices of liberal democracy. However, challenges largely 
associaced wich corrupcion contribuce co a slighcly lower score. 

The auchoricy of governmenc is based on universal and equal suffrage as 
expressed in regular, free, and fair eleccions conducced by secrec balloc. 
Eleccions are compecicive, and power rocaces among a range of different 
political parries. 

Civil sociecy is independent, vibrant, and suscainable. Righcs of assembly 
and associacion are procecced and free of excessive scace pressures and 
bureaucracy. 

Media are independenc, diverse, and suscainable. Freedom of expression is 
procecced, and journalises are free from excessive interference by powerful 
policical or economic interescs. 

S Nacional and local governmental syscems are scable, democratic, and 
accountable co che public. Central branches of government are independent, 
and an. effective syscem of checks and balances exiscs. Local authorities 
exercise cheir powers freely and auconomously of che cencral government. 

II The judiciary is independent, imparcial, and able co defend fundamental 
policical, civil, and human righcs. There is equalicy before che law, and 
judicial decisions are enforced, chough cimeliness remains an area of concern. 

~ While governmenc, che economy, and sociecy are increasingly free of 
corrupcion, implementacion of effeccive anticorrupcion programs may be 
slow and revelations of high-level corruption may be frequent. 

3.00-3.99 Semi-Consolidated Democracies 

Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 3.00-3.99 are electoral democracies thac 
meec relacively high scandards for che seleccion of national leaders bur exhibic some 
weaknesses in cheir defense of policical righcs and civil libercies. 

ii The auchoricy of government is based on universal and equal suffrage as 
expressed in regular eleccions conducced by secrec balloc. While elections 
are cypically free, fair, and compecicive, irregularities may occur. Power 
rocaces among a range of different policical parries. 
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l Civil society is independent and active. Rights of assembly and association 
are procecced. However, the organiz.acional capacity of groups remains 
limited and dependence on foreign funding is a barrier to long-term 
sustainability. Groups may be suscepcible to some political or economic 
pressure. 

§ Media are generally independent and diverse, and freedom of expression is 
largely protected in legislative framework and in praccice. However, special 
interescs-boch political and economic--do exerc influence on reporting 
and editorial independence and may lead co self-censorship. While print 
media are largely free of government influence and control, electronic 
media are not. 

I National and local systems of government are stable and democratic. While 
laws and scruccures are in place co promote government transparency 
and accountability, implementation is lacking. The system of checks and 
balances may be weak, and decentralization of powers and resources co 
local self-governments incomplete. 

a The framework for an independent judiciary is in place. However, judicial 
independence and che proceccion of basic rights, especially chose of ethnic 
and religious minorities, are weak. Judicial processes are slow, inconsistent, 
and open co abuse. 

!I Corruption is widespread and state capacities co investigate and prosecute 
corruption are weak. Efforts co combat che problem produce limiced resulcs. 

4.00-4.99 Transitional or Hybrid Regimes 

Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 4.00-4.99 are typically eleccoral 
democracies char meec only minimum standards for the selection of national 
leaders. Democratic inscicucions are fragile and substantial challenges co the 
proceccion of political rights and civil liberties exisc. The pocencial for sustainable, 
liberal democracy is unclear. 

ti National eleccions are regular and compecicive, hue substantial irregularities 
may prevent chem from being free and fair. Government pressure on 
opposition parties and candidates may be common. 

I Civil society is independent and growing, and rights of assembly 
and association are generally protected. However, philanthropy and 
volunteerism are weak, and dependence on foreign funding is a barrier 
co long-cerm sustainability. Democratically oriented NGOs are the mosc 
visible and active groups, especially during election seasons, and may be 
subject co government pressure. 

I Media are generally independent and diverse. Legislative framework co 
protect media may be in place but is not matched by practice. Special 
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interests-both political and economic---exert influence on reporting and 
editorial independence, and may lead to self-censorship. Harassment of 
and pressure on journalists may occur. 

B National and local systems of government are weak and lacking in 
transparency. While the balance of power is fragile, a vocal yec fractionalized 
opposition may be present in parliament. Governance may remain highly 
centralized. Local self-government is not fully in place, with some local 
or regional authorities owing allegiance to che central authorities who 
appointed chem. 

II The judiciary struggles to maintain its independence from the government. 
Respect for basic political, civil, and human rights is selective, and equality 
before the law is nor guaranteed. In addition to the judiciary being slow, 
abuses occur. Use of torture in prisons may be a problem. 

m Corruption is widespread and presents a major impediment to political 
and economic development. Anticorrupcion efforts are inconsistent. 

5.00-5.99 Semi-Consolidated Authoritarian Regimes 

Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 5.00-5.99 attempt to mask authorita
rianism or rely on external power structures with limited respect for the institutions 
and practices of democracy. They typically fail co meec even the minimum standards 
of electoral democracy. 

I While national elections may be held ac regular intervals and contested by 
opposition parties and candidates, chey are marred by irregularities and 
deemed undemocratic by international observers. Public resources and 
state employees are used to guarantee incumbent victories. Political power 
may change hands, yet turnovers in the executive are well orchestrated and 
may fail to reflect vocer preferences. 

m Power is highly centralized, and national and local levels of government 
are neither democratic nor accountable to citizens. Meaningful checks on 
executive power do not exist, and stability is achieved by undemocratic means. 

Ill Space for independent civil society is narrow. While governments 
encourage nongovernmental organizations that perform important social 
functions, they are hostile to groups chat challenge state policy. Institutional 
weaknesses and insufficient funding, save international support, also 
contribute co the limited impact of politically oriented groups. 

~ While independent media exist, chey operate under government pressure 
and risk harassment for reporting that is critical of che regime. Investigative 
reporting on corruption and organized crime is especially risky. Harsh libel 
laws sustain a culture of self-censorship. Most media, particularly radio 
and television, are controlled or co-opted by the state. 
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The judiciary is restrained in its ability to act independently of the 
executive, and equality before the law is not guaranteed. The judiciary is 
frequently co-opted as a tool to silence opposition figures and has limited 
ability to protect the basic rights and liberties of citizens. 

& State involvement in the economic sector is sizable and corruption is 
widespread. Efforts to combat corruption are usually politically motivated. 

Countries receiving a Democracy Score of 6.00-7.00 ace closed societies in which 
dictators prevent political competition and pluralism and are responsible for 
widespread violations of basic political, civil, and human rights. 

~ Elections serve to reinforce the rule of dictators who enjoy unlimited 
authority for prolonged periods of time. Pro-governmental parties and 
candidates dominate elections, while an independent opposition is 
typically barred from seeking office. Rotations of executive power are 
unlikely absent death or revolution. 

Power is highly centralized, and the country's national and local govern
mental systems ace neither democratic nor accountable to the public. 

Civil society faces excessive government restrictions and repression. A 
formal state ideology, or cult of personality, may dominate society and 
serve to justify the regime. 

Freedom of expression is stifled, and independent media are virtually 
nonexistent. Media are typically state-owned or controlled by individuals 
connected to the regime. Censorship is pervasive, and repression for 
independent reporting or criticism of the governmenr is severe. 

~ The rule of law is subordinate to the regime, and violations of basic 
political, civil, and human rights are widespread. Courts are used to harass 
members of the opposition. 

Corruption and state involvement in the economy are excessive. Allegations 
of corruption are usually intended to silence polirical opponents of the 
regime. 

Research Team and Data Sources 

Freedom House developed the inirial survey and subsequent editions after 
consultations with the U.S. Agency for International Development. Freedom 
House staff members and consultants researched and wrote the country reports. 
Consultants are regional or country specialists recommended by recognized 
authorities. The research team used a wide variety of sources in writing the reports, 
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including information from nongovernmental organizations, multilateral lending 
institutions and other international organizations, local newspapers and magazines, 
and select government data. 

The economic and social data contained in the country header pages of the 
2014 edition were drawn from the World Bank's World Development Indicators 
2014 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, April 2014). 



Nations in Transit 2014: 

Eurasia's Rupture with Democracy 
Sylvana Habdank-Kolaczkowska 

T he current crisis in Ukraine has focused che world's accencion on che sharp 
ideological and poliric:al divide becween Europe, which operates according 
co democratic principles, and Eurasia, where nearly four ouc of five people 

live under auchoricarian regimes. In realicy, che fault line becween chese cwo regions 
has been deepening for many years, and Russia's malign inl1uence on che governance 
practices of its neighbors was rising long before che invasion of Crimea. 

Throughouc 2013, governments across che former Soviec space worked co shuc 
off che remaining oxygen supply co cheir democracic insticucions, using corrupt 
judicial and law enforcement bodies co incapadcace civic acciviscs and eradicace che 
independent media. 

The Kremlin accively pursued a policy of imensified repression thac dated co 
Vladimir Pucin's recurn co the presidency in 2012, using a series of new laws co 
persecuce LGBT people, harass independent civil sociecy, expand scace control over 
che media, and bring che imernec co heel. 

This crackdown in Russia escablished a pauern for che surrounding region, 
where coumry after country in 2013 cook up antidemocracic innovacions that were 
pioneered by Moscow. In Kyrgyzscan, for example, a governing parcy proposed 
a virtual replica of Russia's 2012 law requiring many civic groups co register as 
"foreign agenrs." A bill introduced in March of chis year emulaces Russia's 2013 law 
againsc LGBT "propaganda," prescribing fines for anyone who spreads information 
abouc gay rights. 

Similar measures have been proposed or broughc up for discussion in 
Kazakhstan, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia, and even Larvia, a European Union 
member scate. In June 2013, Moldova passed a law thac banned che promocion 
of "relacionships ocher chan those linked to marriage and che family," but removed 
che relevam legal clause four momhs lacer under EU pressure. As in Ukraine, che 
back and forch reflecced an ongoing tug of war becween forces seeking European 
imegration and chose chat idencify wich or serve as proxies for Moscow. 
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Indeed, Ukrainian leader Viktor Yanukovych continued to push the Russian 
model in the last month of his presidency, introducing "foreign agent" legislation 
and a requirement chat consumers show their passports when buying SIM cards 
for mobile devices. These measures were quickly rejected after Yanukovych's ouster, 
but the original Russian versions will be enforced in occupied Crimea, along with 
dozens of other restrictions. 

Even in states where government and law enforcement already surpass their 
Russian counterparts in institutionalized brutality and intolerance, the Kremlin's 
legislation has served as an inspiration. In Azerbaijan, authorities in December 
adopted restrictions resembling the "foreign agents" law, though the move seemed 
redundant given the array of existing tools for muzzling critics of President Ilham 
Aliyev. Similarly, in Turkmenistan, where virtually all functioning civic organizations 
either support the government or receive direct government funding, a January 
2013 presidential decree created a state commi~sion to supervise all foreign-funded 
"projects and programs" and limited outside money to "legal and physical entities." 

Grim as they were, the events of 2013 represented the acceleration of an 
existing trend. The findings of Freedom House's Natiom in Tramit report, an in
depth annual assessment of democratic governance in 29 postcommunisc states, 
show that democracy in the 12-country region of Eurasia has been in steep decline 
for over a decade, leaving 78 percent of its population living under consolidated 
authoritarian regimes. Key regional findings of this year's Nations in Tramit report 
include the following: 

Eurasia 

Civil Society under Siege. In February 2013 alone, authorities in Russia used the 
"foreign agents" legislation to inspect, disrupt, or-at least in the case of election 
watchdog Golos-dissolve around l ,000 nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). 
Throughout the year, che authorities used the threac of prosecution to reduce the 
number of activists participating in street protests against the regime. Charges were 
filed against 28 individuals for demonstrating on Moscow's Bolotnaya Square on 
6 May 2012, the day before Putin's inauguration, and many of those individuals 
remained entangled in the legal system during 2013, mostly on charges of resisting 
or assaulting the police. Lawmakers also followed up the previous year's raft of 
illiberal legislation by amending a child protection statute to make distributing 
"propaganda" in support of"nontraditional sexual relationships" a criminal offense. 

In Azerbaijan, the run-up to the October 2013 presidential election prompted 
yet another government crackdown on civil society activists, political opponents, 
and the media. After six consecutive years of decline, the largest and wealchiesc 
country in the Caucasus-and the newest chair of the Committee of Ministers 
for the Council of Europe-now has the democracy racing of a deeply entrenched 
Central Asian dictatorship, with less freedom of assembly or expression than 
Tajikistan and more flagrant corruption than Kazakhstan. 
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Kazakhstan itself received a fourth consecutive downgrade co ics civil society 
rating in 2013 due co broad extralegal enforcement of ics already strict 2011 law on 
religious activity, with numerous arrescs on related charges of "extremism." 

Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan continued co earn the report's worse possible 
racing-7, on a scale of 1 co 7-for civil society, as they do on most ocher indicators. 
In Belarus, che government of Alyaksandr Lukashenka faced no significant 
challenges co its authority in 2013, having pummeled civic activism with a sustained 
crackdown chat daces co the posceleccion protests of December 2010. 

Popular Resistance, Events in Ukraine since November 2013 clearly demonstrate 
why civil society is the only Nations in Transit indicator chat never declined during 
Yanukovych's otherwise disastrous four years in power. By the beginning of 2013, 
Ukraine's democracy score was already worse than before the Orange Revolution of 
2004, and it declined further during the year due co deteriorations in media freedom 
and the ongoing and extremely rapid enrichment ofYanukovych's close associates. 
But when Yanukovych abandoned a deal with the EU in favor of stronger ties with 
Russia, the country's reservoir of civic engagement erupted into massive protests in 
Kyiv and ocher cities, with ciciz.ens demanding accountability and good governance 
from its corrupt authoritarian leadership. 

Civil society also proved resilient in Kyrgyz.nan. Throughout 2013, voices in the 
parliament sought to challenge the protections enshrined in the 20 IO constitution 
with new and restrictive legislation, including the bill modeled on Russia's "foreign 
agents" law. In nearly every case, the response of Kyrgyzstan's increasingly vocal 
civic sector played a key role in bringing international attention and pressure 
co bear on these problematic proposals. Since che 2010 ouster of authoritarian 
president Kurmanbek Bakiyev, Kyrgyi.stan has been the only state in Central Asia 
to show any genuine opening for civil society, as well as a small improvement in its 
media environment. However, the country still suffers from enormous weaknesses 
that threaten its modest democratic gains. Chief among chem are the dominance 
of the presidency as it fills a power vacuum left by the unstable and undisciplined 
legislature; the persistence of egregious ethnic bias and unprofessionalism in the 
judiciary; the self-censorship and limited reach of the Kyrgyz media; a trend coward 
illiberal legislative initiatives; and pervasive corruption. 

Uncharted Territory for Georgia. Aside from Kyrgyzstan, Georgia is the only 
state in Eurasia whose ratings have consistently improved over the last few years, 
thanks in large part to more free and fair elections in 2012 and 2013, and the 
increased pluralism they introduced. In May 2013, Georgia's parliament also passed 
important amendmencs co media legislation that increased the transparency of 
broadcaster ownership and made the preeleccion "must carry/must offer" rule
requiring cable companies co carry all stations' signals-applicable year-round. 

However, the year and a half since Bidz.ina lvanishvili's Georgian Dream 
party swept Mikheil Saakashvili's long-ruling United National Movement (UNM) 
into the opposition has not been free of challenges or ambiguous developments. 
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Throughout 2013, the Georgian Dream government continued to preside 
over controversial invescigacions and prosecutions of former UNM officials on 
charges ranging from abuse of power to corruption. President Saakashvili himself 
remained in office through most of2013, and his cooperation with Prime Minister 
Ivanishvili was limited. In March, members of the influential Georgian Orthodox 
clergy led a crowd of thousands in an attack on a small gay rights rally in downtown 
Tbilisi. 

Central Europe 

Democratization trends in Central Europe are more nuanced, and certainly less 
dire, than in Eurasia. In the 25 years since the collapse of communist rule, nearly 
all the countries in the region have consolidated their democratic institutions and 
created strong protections for civil society organizations and the media. Elections 
are free and fair, and the public has high, if sometimes unmet, expectations of 
inclusion in the discourse of policymaking. 

For all these achievements, the role of money in politics, the pliability of 
judicial institutions, and economically weakening media sectors all raise concerns 
about the durability of democratic gains. Collectively, the Nations in Transit ratings 
of the countries chat joined the EU in 2004 and 2007 have declined, rather than 
improved, since accession. In 2013, the only country to register a net improvement 
was Romania, one of the region's poorer performers, whose national government 
returned to normalcy afcer a presidential impeachment attempt and related 
disruptions in 2012. 

Worsening Conditions in Hungary. Hungary's multiyear governance decline, 
reflected in every Nations in Transit indicator, remains the most poignant reminder 
that democratization in postcommunist Europe is neither complete nor irreversible. 
By the end of2013, Hungary's democracy score was one full point worse on the 1-7 
scale than in 2004, when the country entered the EU. Without counterbalancing 
improvements, any further deterioration in governance, electoral process, media 
freedom, civil society, judicial independence, or corruption under Prime Minister 
Viktor Orban's recently reelected government will expel Hungary from the category 
of "consolidated democratic regimes" next year. 

Entrenched Corruption. Throughout 2013, public protests-sometimes on 
a massive scale-drew attention to the persistence of political corruption, most 
notably in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Slovenia. Bulgaria's largest protests 
in 15 years brought down the center-right government of Prime Minister Boyko 
Borisov in February 2013. After a new, center-left government took power in May, 
the public was outraged by its appointment of a widely distrusted 32-year-old media 
mogul to head the national security agency. The move was quickly reversed, but it 
resonated as a symbol of creeping state capture by a corrupt nexus of politicians, 
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businessmen, and criminal groups. In che absence of meaningful reforms, procescs 
continued chroughouc che year. 

In early 2013, Slovenia's parliament voced co dissolve che government of Prime 
Miniscer Janez Janfa, whose coalition had been ceecering amid public procescs over 
government corruption and auscericy measures introduced in 2012. Janfa was 
subsequently convicced of caking bribes in one of che year's several high-profile 
corruption cases. Nevercheless, Slovenia is scill Nations in Transit's besc performer, 
jusc ahead of Estonia. 

High-level corruption scandals have been occurring for years in che Czech 
Republic, buc che crend has gained momentum recently, possibly because of a 
more proaccive prosecucor general's office. In 2013, che government came under 
fire in conneccion wich charges ranging from bribery co illegal commissioning of 
surveillance by milicary intelligence. Prime Miniscer Peer Neeas's chief of scaff and 
alleged paramour, Jana Nagyova, was indicced for abuse of power and bribery in 
June, and Neeas resigned shorcly afcerward. However, charges of corruption against 
chree members of parliament were annulled afcer che Supreme Courc ruled char 
chey were procecced by immunicy. The unwillingness of che Czech Bar Associacion 
co turn over important files in che case highlighced problems in prosecucing high
level crime in che country. 

Poland also received a downgrade co ics corruption racing in Nations in Transit 

2014. Alchough che syscem of inscicucions casked wich combacing grafc in Poland is 
well developed and efficient, a sceady accumulacion of new cases over several years 
suggests char public figures are undecerred by che prospecc of punishment, and 
char corruption is more entrenched. In Hungary, abuse in public-procurement 
praccices, co che benefic of business groups and communities char are loyal co che 
government, became increasingly obvious in 2013. Afcer a scandal over reporcs char 
che nacionalizacion of Hungary's cobacco induscry had deliberacely favored some 
local allies of che ruling parry, che government made i cs freedom of informacion law 
more rescriccive. 

Pressure on Independent Media. The only EU member scare in Central Europe 
whose independent media racing has not declined in che lase decade is Estonia, and 
nearly all of chese countries' media seccors have decerioraced more rapidly since che 
European economic crisis. Though cicizens across che region have access co a wide 
range of news sources and opinions, che qualicy and dependabilicy of invescigacive 
reporcing are increasingly compromised by economic and policical pressures. 

In 2013, Lithuania received ics second media downgrade in chree years afcer 
the authorities raided the offices of the Baltic News Service in Vilnius, confiscating 
computers and interrogacing journalises abouc a leaked government document char 
implied Russia was crying co discredic che Lichuanian president. Meanwhile, media 
ownership in Latvia is becoming increasingly concentraced, raising concerns abouc 
che seccor's abilicy co ace as an effective wacchdog. In 2013, che depucy edicor of a 
regional newspaper was harassed and chreacened wich house arresc ifhe did noc reveal 
his sources. 
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In the Czech Republic, the concentration of major print dailies in the hands of 
two business magnates, one of whom fared well in the 2013 general elections, points 
to growing ties between business, politics, and the media. The election campaign 
also featured attempts to curb editorial freedom at the public television broadcaster. 

The Balkans 

With the end of the Yugoslav wars just 15 years behind them, most countries of 
the Balkan region continue to make only fitful progress on Nations in Transit's 
democratization indicators, and there are still no consolidated democratic regimes 
in the region. Even new EU member Croatia's democratic institutions are still 
considered "semi-consolidated" under the report's methodology, which cakes 
into account the nation's overwhelmed court system, its struggles with high-level 
corruption, and the pressure and intimidation frequently faced by its journalists. 

Nevertheless, the EU continues to exert a positive influence in the Balkans, 
with the prospect of membership arguably serving as the single greatest motivation 
for democratic behavior and reform in these countries. The Balkans is the only 
Nations in Transit region to show improvements in civil society over the last decade. 

Serbia, Kosovo, and Albania Turn a Comer. After years of escalating rhetoric, 
abortive negotiations, and occasional violence, there was a breakthrough in the 
EU-brokered dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia in 2013. In February, Kosovo 
president Atifete Jahjaga met in Brussels with her Serbian counterpart, Tomislav 
Nikolic, marking the first meeting between the countries' heads of state since 
Kosovo's 2008 declaration of independence, which Belgrade does not recognize. 
In April, the talks yielded a landmark agreement under which Kosovo granted its 
Serb minority increased autonomy, and Serbia recognized Pristina's authority in 
predominantly Serb areas where Belgrade had long funded shadow government 
structures. The two parties also agreed not block each other's EU accession bids. 

Just to the south, Albania earned its first positive ratings changes since 2008 
thanks to flawed but competitive parliamentary elections in June and a peaceful 
transfer of power lacer in the year. The country had suffered steep declines during 
Sali Berisha's second term as prime minister, as he and his Democratic Party (PD) 
sought to consolidate their authority through politicized appointments to the 
judiciary, the presidency, and other key positions. 

Setbacks for Bosnia and Macedonia. Two ratings declines in 2013 caused 
Macedonia to be demoted to the middling Nations in Transit category of 
"transitional/hybrid" regimes. The country was paralyzed by a political crisis chat 
had erupted in lace 2012 when the government of Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski 
pushed through its annual budget after forcibly ejecting opposition members and 
journalists from the parliamentary chamber. Several opposition legislators quit, and 
it took an intervention by the European Commission and other international bodies 
to dissuade the main opposition party from boycotting local elections in March. 
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Macedonia's growing rescriccions on independenc journalism drew incernacional 
accencion in 2013 when reporcer Tomislav Kezarovski was arresced for allegedly 
revealing che idencicy of a procecced wicness in a murder case. Kezarovski was kepc 
in precrial decencion for five monchs and chen sencenced co four and a half years 
in prison in Occober. In lace December, che parliamenc adopced concroversial 
legislacion co creace a new, governmenc-dominaced media regulacor. 

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, a perennial policical crisis concinued co paralyze 
scace-level governance in 2013. le is increasingly clear chac che councry's policicians 
are unwilling or unable co compromise for che sake of achieving eicher shore- or 
long-cerm goals, even chose chac chey claim co share. In June, reporcs chac a chree
monch-old infanc was unable co travel abroad for medical care because legislacors 
could noc come cogether on a law regulacing idencificacion numbers oucraged the 
public and led co demonscracions. The complecion of che 2013 populacion census
Bosnia's firsc since 1991, and an imporcanc milescone-was deeply policicized and 
partly marred by accusacions of irregularicies. Meanwhile, unfulfilled promises co 
the EU prompced significanc funding cuts. 

LGBT Rights Contested. Conservacives in a number of Balkan councries are 
pushing back against attempts to harmonize nacional laws and social norms with 
European standards regarding equal rights for LGBT people. In Serbia, authorities 
canceled the capital cicy's Pride Parade for the third year in a row in 2013. The 
last such parade in 20 I 0 had ended in violence, and the cicy has since claimed 
chac it lacks the resources to cope with threats against the marches from far-right 
groups. Montenegro held its first Pride Parade in 2013, but societal discrimination 
remains strong, with 71 percenc of respondents in a 2012 survey agreeing that 
homosexual icy is an "illness." 

Croatia hosted its largest Pride Parade co date in 2013, as accendces showed 
solidaricy in the face of a campaign to enact a constitutional ban on gay marriage. 
A referendum on the amendmenc was held in December, and 66 percent of those 
parcicipating supporced it, though only 38 percenc of eligible voters turned out. 
The initiative came in response to a government-backed bill that would allow same
sex couples to register as "life partners," with rights equivalent to marriage except 
in adoption. The bill has since stalled in the parliament. The referendum effort 
was part of a broader rise in activism by ultraconservative groups within Croatian 
sociecy, many of which are nationalist in orientation and have in the past opposed 
accempts to punish Croatian war criminals. 

Conclusion: Peace and Democracy 

Twency-five years ago, in June 1989, Poland's Solidaricy movemenc swept the ruling 
communists aside in an election viccory that would change the face of Europe. This 
year also marks 15 years in NATO for Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary, 
and 10 years of EU membership for those countries plus Slovakia, Slovenia, and the 
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Balcics, which also joined NATO in 2004. The fall of communism and che gradual 
expansion of NATO and the EU have been accompanied by remarkable overall 
improvemencs in democratic governance in che scaces affecced, as recorded in nearly 
two decades of assessments by Natiom in Transit. 

Bue che reporc has also cracked che scagnacion and decline of governance condicions 
in che councries co che ease. This divergence is noc simply che resulc of internal weaknesses 
or the EUs absence. The Kremlin's recent belligerence in Ukraine has made ic dearer 

chan ever chac scruggles for democracy in a given country do noc play ouc in isolacion
chere are excernal adversaries working co chwart and reverse chem. 

Consequencly, a failure by che democratic world co parcicipace in chese scruggles 

wich sufficient vigor will noc only mean a lack of progress, ic will mean recreac and 
real danger. Democracies muse recognize chat their auchoricarian opponencs are 

neicher valuable parcners nor guarancors of regional scabilicy, and craft cheir policies 
accordingly. Any cooperation with undemocracic scaces muse be tied to genuine and 
irreversible reform. 

While calls co supporc fair elections, civil society, independenc media, and the 
rule oflaw across the posccommunisc world may seem trivial or at least modest when 
compared with che threat of war, invasion, and energy embargoes, democratizing 
initiatives are ulcimacely the besc and lease coscly way of prevencing chose ouccomes. 
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Overview of Ratings Changes 

Electoral Process 

J. 3 declines: Montenegro, Bulgaria, Tajikistan 

1' 3 improvements: Albania, Kosovo, Georgia 

Civil Society 

J. 4 declines: Croatia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia 

1' 4 improvements: Kosovo, Bulgaria, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine 

Independent Media 

J. 5 declines: Macedonia, Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine 

1' 2 improvements: Georgia, Kyrgyzstan 

National Democratic Governance 

J. 7 declines: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Slovakia, Tajikistan, Ukraine 

1' 4 improvements: Albania, Kosovo, Latvia, Romania 

Local Democratic Governance 

1' 1 improvement: Poland 

Judicial Framework and Independence 

J. 2 declines: Croatia, Moldova 

Corruption 

J. 8 declines: Macedonia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, 
Slovenia, Russia, Ukraine 

Democracy Score 

J. 16 declines: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine 

1' 5 improvements: Albania, Kosovo, Romania, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan 
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Tables 
Table 1. Nations in Transit 2014 

Ratings and Democracy Score Summary 

Country EP cs IM NGOV LGOV JFI co DS 
Albania 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.75 3.50 4.75 5.25 4.18 

Armenia 5.75 3.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.25 5.36 

Azerbaijan 7.00 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.68 

Belarus 7.00 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 7.00 6.25 6.71 

Bosnia 3.25 3.50 4.75 5.75 4.75 4.25 4.75 4.43 

Bulgaria 2.25 2.25 4.00 3.75 3.00 3.25 4.25 3.25 

Croatia 3.25 2.75 4.00 3.50 3.75 4.50 4.00 3.68 

Czech Republic 1.25 1.75 2.75 3.00 1.75 1.75 3.50 2.25 

Estonia 1.75 1.75 1.50 2.25 2.50 1.50 2.50 1.96 

Georgia 4.50 3.75 4.00 5.50 5.50 5.00 4.50 4.68 

Hungary 2.25 2.25 3.50 3.75 2.75 2.50 3.75 2.96 

Kazakhstan 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.61 

Kosovo 4.75 3.75 5.75 5.50 4.75 5.50 6.00 5.14 

Kyrgyzstan 5.50 4.50 6.00 6.50 6.25 6.25 6.25 5.89 

Latvia 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 1.75 3.00 2.07 

Lithuania 2.00 1.75 2.25 2.75 2.50 1.75 3.50 2.36 

Macedonia 3.25 3.25 5.00 4.25 3.75 4.25 4.25 4.00 

Moldova 4.00 3.25 5.00 5.50 5.75 4.75 5.75 4.86 

Montenegro 3.50 2.75 4.25 4.25 3.25 4.00 5.00 3.86 

Poland 1.25 1.50 2.50 2.50 1.50 2.50 3.50 2.18 

Romania 3.00 2.50 4.25 3.75 3.00 3.75 4.00 3.46 

Russia 6.75 5.75 6.25 6.50 6.00 6.00 6.75 6.29 

Serbia 3.25 2.25 4.00 3.75 3.50 4.50 4.25 3.64 

Slovakia 1.50 1.75 2.75 3.00 2.50 3.00 3.75 2.61 

Slovenia 1.50 2.00 2.25 2.00 1.50 1.75 2.50 1.93 

Tajikistan 6.75 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.32 

Turkmenisran 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 7.00 6.75 6.93 

Ukraine 4.00 2.50 4.25 6.00 5.50 6.00 6.25 4.93 

Uzbekistan 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 7.00 6.75 6.93 

Average 3.99 3.58 4.53 4.72 4.29 4.45 4.89 4.35 

Median 3.50 3.00 4.25 4.75 3.75 4.50 4.75 4.18 

NOTES: The ratings are based on a scale of I IO 7, with I represeming the highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 the lowest. The 2014 ratings reflect the period I January through 31 December 2013. 

The Democracy Score is an average of ratings for FJectoml Process (EP); Civil Sociei:y (CS); lndependem 
Media (IM); National Democratic Governance (NGOV); Local Democratic Governance (LGOV); Judicial 
Framework and Independence (JFI); and Corruption (CO). 
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Table 2. Electoral Process 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 
Czech Rep. 

Esconia 

Hungary 
Latvia 

Lirhuania 

Poland 
Romania 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Average 

Median 

The Balkans 
Albania 
Bosnia 

Croatia 

Kosovo 

Macedonia 

Montenegro 

Serbia 

Average 

Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 
2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.25 2.25 2.25 
1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.75 1.75 1 75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 175 2.00 2.00 
1.75 1.75 2.00 200 2.00 1.75 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.25' 
2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.50 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.00 3.00 . 
1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
1.50 1.50 1~ 1~ 1.50 1~ 1~ 1.50 1.50 1~ 
1.73 1.73 1.83 1.83 1.78 1.83 1.73 1.80 1.83 1.85 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

3.75 3.50 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.00 
3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3 00 3.25 3 25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
4.75 4.75 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.25 4.50 5.00 5.00 4.75 
3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
3.25 3.50 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.50 
3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
3.46 3.50 3.57 3.50 3.50 3.46 3.54 3.64 3.64 3.61 
3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25. 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 
6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.CX) 

Georgia 4.75 4.75 4.50 4.75 5.25 5.25 5.00 5.00 4.75 4.50 A 
Kazakhstan 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
Kyrgyzstan 6.00 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.00 5.50 5.50 5.50 
Moldova 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
Russia 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
Tajikistan 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 T 

Turkmenistan 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
Ukraine 3.50 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.00 
Uzbekistan 6.75 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
Average 5.79 5.79 5.79 5.88 6.00 6.04 6.02 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Median 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.63 6.63 6.63 6.63 6.63 6.75 

• Excluding Croatia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The ratings are based on a scale of I to 7, wich I represcming the highcsc level of democratic progress 
and 7 1he lowest. 111c 2014 ratings rcffcct rhe period I January through 31December2013. 
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Table 3. Civil Society 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members* 

Bulgaria 

Czech Rep. 

Estonia 

Hungary 

Larvia 

Lithuania 

Poland 
Romania 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Average 

Median 

The Balkans 

Albania 
Bosnia 

Croatia 
Kosovo 

Macedonia 
Montenegro 
Serbia 

Average 

Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 

Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

Georgia 
Kazakhstan 

Kyrgyz.scan 

Moldova 
Russia 

Tajikistan 

Turkmenistan 

Ukraine 

Uzbekistan 

Average 
Median 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

2.75 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.25 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

1.50 1.50 1.75 175 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.25 1.25 1.50 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
1.73 1.73 1.83 1.75 1.88 1.90 1.93 1.93 1.95 1.93 
1.63 1.63 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 
4.00 4.25 4.25 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 3.75 
3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
2.50 3.00 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 
2.75 2.75 275 2.75 2.75 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 
3.21 3.25 3.21 3.14 3.14 3.07 3.00 3.00 3.04 3.04 
3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
4.75 5.00 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 
6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
5.50 5 75 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 
4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 5.00 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.50 
4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.25 5.50 5.75 
4.75 5.00 5.00 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 
700 ~00 ~00 ~00 700 700 700 700 ~00 700 
3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.50 
6.50 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
4.88 4.98 4.98 5.02 5.13 5.17 5.10 5.15 5.25 5.27 
4.75 5.00 5.13 5.38 5.50 5.75 5.63 5.63 5.88 6.00 

• Excluding Croatia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The ratings are based on a scale of l ro 7, wi1h I rcprcsendng 1he highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 the lowcs1. The 2014 ratings reffcct the period I January through 31 December 2013. 
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Table 4. Independent Media 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 
Czech Rep. 
Esconia 
Hungary 
Lacvia 
Lichuania 
Poland 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Average 
Median 

The Balkans 
Albania 
Bosnia 
Croacia 
Kosovo 
Macedonia 
Montenegro 
Serbia 
Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 
Belarus 

3.50 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 
2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 250 2.50 2.75 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 
1.50 1.75 2.25 2.25 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 
4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 
1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 
2.20 2.23 2.33 2.40 2.43 2.55 2.60 2.63 2.70 2.78 
1.88 1.88 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.50 2.63 

4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 
3.75 3.75 4.00 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 
4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.75 4.75 5.00 
3.25 3.25 3.50 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 
3.25 3.25 3.50 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
4.00 3.96 4.07 4.14 4.21 4.32 4.46 4.50 4.50 4.54 
4.00 3.75 4.00 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 

5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 
6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
6.75 6.75 6.75 675 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

.... 

.... 

Georgia 4.25 4.25 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.00 4 

Kazakhstan 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
Kyrgyzscan 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.25 6.25 6.00 4 

Moldova 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Russia 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 
Tajikiscan 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.25 
Turkmenistan 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
Ukraine 
Uzbekistan 
Average 
Median 

4.75 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.25 
6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
5.85 5.83 5.90 5.92 6.00 6.00 6.02 6.00 6.00 5.98 
6.00 6.00 6.25 6.13 6.25 6.38 6.38 6.25 6.25 6.25 

' Excluding Croatia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The ratings arc based on a scale of I co 7, with I represeming rhe highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 the lowest. The 2014 mtings reAect the period I January through 31 December 2013. 
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Table 5. National Democratic Governance 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 
Czech Rep. 

Estonia 

Hungary 

Lacvia 

Lirhuania 

Poland 

Romania 
Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Average 

Median 

The Balkans 

Albania 
Bosnia 

Croatia 

Kosovo 

Macedonia 

Momenegro 
Serbia 

Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

Georgia 

Kazakhsran 
. Kyrgyzstan 

Moldova 

Russia 
Tajikistan 

Turkmenisran 

Ukraine 

Uzbekisran 

Average 
Median 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

3.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 T 
2.50 2.50 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 3.00 T 
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 
2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.75 T 
2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.00 ... 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 
2.50 2.75 3.25 3.50 3.25 3.25 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.50 
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 4.00 3.75 3.75 4.00 3.75 ... 
2.00 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 3.00 T 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.50 2.45 2.60 2.65 2.78 2.83 2.78 2.80 2.83 2.88 
2.38 2.38 2.38 2.50 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.88 

4.25 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.75 4.75 5.00 4.75 
4.75 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50 5.75 
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
5.75 5.75 5.75 550 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 
4.00 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 
4.50 4.50 4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 
4.00 4.00 3.75 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
4.39 4.32 4.32 4.32 4.32 4.39 4.46 4.54 4.57 4.54 
4.25 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 

5.00 5.00 5.25 5.25 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 
6.00 600 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 
6.75 7 00 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.75 6.75 675 6.75 6.75 
5.50 5.50 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 
6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 
5.75 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 
6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.50 
7.00 7.00 7 00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
5.00 4.50 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.50 5.75 5 .75 6.00 
6.50 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
5.98 6.06 6.10 6.17 6.29 6.35 6.33 6.38 6 .33 6.38 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.38 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 

' Excluding Croatia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: 1Jie ratings are based on a sc;ile of I ro 7, wirh I rer=enring the highest level of democracic progress 
and 7 the lowesr. 1hc 2014 ratini;s reRea rhe period I January through 31December 201 3. 
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Table 6. Local Democratic Governance 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 

Czech Rep. 
Estonia 

Hungary 

Latvia 

Lithuania 

Poland 

Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 

Average 
Median 

Albania 
Bosnia 

Croatia 

Kosovo 

Macedonia 

Montenegro 
Serbia 

Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 
Armenia 

Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

Georgia 

Kazakhstan 
Kyrgyzstan 

Moldova 

Russia 
Tajikistan 

Turkmenistan 

Ukraine 

Uzbekisran 

Average 

Median 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

3.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 2.75 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.50 A. 

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
2.25 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
2.40 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.35 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.35 2.33 
2.38 2.38 2.38 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 

3.25 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.50 
4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 
3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5 25 5.00 5.00 4.75 4.75 4.75 
4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
3.50 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 
3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
4.07 3.96 3.93 3.93 3.89 3.86 3.89 3.86 3.89 3.89 
3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 

5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 
6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
6.00 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5 .50 5.50 
6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 
5.75 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6 .25 6.25 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 
6.25 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
5.98 6.04 6.02 6.06 6.08 6.08 6.17 6.19 6 .17 6.17 
5.88 5.88 5.88 6.00 6.13 6.13 6.13 6.25 6 .13 6.13 

• Excluding Croa1i2, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The racings are based on a scale of I 10 7, wirh I representing che highes1 level of democracic progress 
and 7 che lowcs1. The 2014 rarings reflect rhe period I January 1hrough 31 December 2013. 
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Table 7. Judicial Framework and Independence 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 

Czech Rep. 
Estonia 

Hungary 
Latvia 

Lithuania 

Poland 
Romania 
Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Average 

Median 

The Balkans 
Albania 

Bosnia 
Croatia 

Kosovo 

Macedonia 

Monrenegro 

Serbia 

Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 

Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

3.25 3.00 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 
2.50 2.25 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.75 2.50 2.50 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
1.75 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

2.00 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
4.00 4.00 3.75 4.00 4.00 4 00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 
2.00 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.00 
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 
2.20 2.15 2.13 2.20 2.28 2.33 2.33 2.38 2.35 2.35 
1.88 1.88 1 88 1.88 2.00 2.00 2.13 2.25 2.13 2.13 

4.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.75 4.75 4.75 

4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 
4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.50 
3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 
4.25 4.25 4.25 4.00 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 

4.46 4.36 4.32 4.36 4.43 4.39 4.43 4.46 4.50 4.54 
4.25 4.25 4.25 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4 .50 

5.25 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 
6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Georgia 5.00 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Kazakhstan 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.50 6 .50 6 .50 

Kyrgyzstan 5.50 5.50 5.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 

Moldova 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 T 

Russia 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Tajikistan 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 625 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 

Turkmenistan 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Ukraine 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 

Uzbekisrnn 6.25 6.75 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Average 
Median 

5.65 5.63 5.65 5. 75 5.83 5. 92 6.00 6.13 6.13 6 .15 
5.63 5.63 5.63 5.88 5.88 6.13 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 

• Excluding Croaria, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The raling.s are based on o scale of I to 7, with I rcpreseming <he highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 the lowesc. The 2014 racings rcAecr the period I January through 31 December 2013. 
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Table 8. Corruption 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 
Czech Rep. 
Estonia 
Hungary 
Latvia 
Lirhuania 
Poland 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Average 
Median 

The Balkans 

Albania 
Bosnia 
Croatia 
Kosovo 
Macedonia 
Montenegro 
Serbia 
Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 
Belarus 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

4.00 3.75 3.75 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 .... 
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.50 .... 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 
2.75 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 .... 
3.50 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.25 3.00 3.00 
3.75 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
3.00 3.25 3.00 3.00 2.75 3.25 3.25 3 25 3.25 3.50 .... 
4.25 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 
2.00 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.50 .... 
3.23 3.28 3.23 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.33 3.28 3.30 3.43 
3.25 3.25 3.13 3.13 3.25 3.38 3.50 3.38 3.38 3.50 

5.25 5.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.25 -g".'25 
4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.75 
4.75 4.75 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 
6.00 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 
5.00 4.75 4.75 4.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 
5.25 5.25 5.50 5.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
5.00 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 
5.11 5.00 4.96 4.82 4.79 4.75 4.68 4.64 4.75 4.79 
5.00 4.75 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.75 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.25 5.25 5.25 
6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 
6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 

Georgia 5.75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 
Kazakhstan 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 
Kyrgyzstan 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 
Moldova 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 
Russia 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.00 625 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 "f' 

Tajikisran 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 
Turkmenistan 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
Ukraine 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.00 6.25 "f' 

Uzbekistan 
Average 
Median 

6.00 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 
6.06 6.13 6.08 6.10 6.10 6.17 6.13 6.13 6 .13 6.17 
6.00 6.13 6.13 6.25 6.25 6.38 6.25 6.25 6 .25 6.25 

• Excluding Croatia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The ratings are based on a scale of I to 7, with I rcpresenring the highest level of democraric progress 
and 7 rhe lowest. The 2014 rarings reAecr the period I January rhrough 31 December 2013. 
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Table 9. Democracy Score 

Ratings History and Regional Breakdown 

EU Members• 

Bulgaria 
Czech Rep. 
Esronia 
Hungary 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Poland 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Average 
Median 

The Balkans 

Albania 
Bosnia 
Croatia 
Kosovo 
Macedonia 
Montenegro 
Serbia 
Average 
Median 

Eurasian States 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 

Belarus 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 

3.18 2.93 2.89 2.86 304 3.04 3.07 3.14 3.18 3.25 
2.29 2.25 2.25 2.14 2.18 2.21 2.18 2.18 2.14 2.25 
1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~1~ 

1.96 2.00 2.14 2.14 2.29 2.39 2.61 2.86 2.89 2.96 
2.14 2.07 207 2.07 2.18 2.18 2.14 2.11 2.07 2.07 
2.21 2.21 2.29 2.25 2.29 2.25 2.25 2.29 2.32 2.36 
2.00 2.14 2.36 2.39 2.25 2.32 2.21 2.14 2.18 2.18 
3.39 3.39 329 3.36 3.36 3.46 3.43 3.43 3.50 3.46 
2.00 1.96 2.14 2.29 2.46 2.68 2.54 2.50 2.57 2.61 
1.68 1.75 1.82 1.86 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.89 1.89 1.93 
2.28 2.27 2.32 2.33 2.39 2.44 2.43 2.45 2.47 2.50 
2.07 2.11 2.20 2.20 2.27 2.29 2.23 2.24 2.25 2.31 

4.04 3.79 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.93 4.04 4.14 4.25 4.18 
4.18 4.07 404 4.11 4.18 4.25 4.32 4.36 4.39 4.43 
3.75 3.71 3.75 3.64 3.71 3.71 3.64 3.61 3.61 3.68 
5.32 5.36 5.36 5.21 5.14 5.07 5.18 5.18 5.25 5.14 
3.89 3.82 3.82 3.86 3.86 3.79 3.82 3.89 3.93 4.00 
3.79 3.89 3.93 3.79 3.79 3.79 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.86 
3.75 3.71 3.68 3.79 3.79 3.71 3.64 3.64 3.64 3.64 
4.10 4.05 4.06 4.03 4.04 4.04 4.07 4.09 4.13 4.13 
3.89 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.79 3.82 3.89 3.93 4.00 

5.18 5.14 5.21 5.21 5.39 5.39 5.43 5.39 5.36 5.36 
5.86 5.93 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.39 6.46 6.57 6.64 6.68 

6.64 6.71 6.68 6.71 6.57 6.50 6.57 6.68 6.71 6.71 
Georgia 4.96 4.86 4.68 4.79 4.93 4.93 4.86 4.82 4.75 4.68 .A 

Kazakhstan 6.29 6.39 6.39 6.39 6.32 6.43 6.43 6.54 6.57 6.61 T 

Kyrgyzstan 5.64 5.68 5.68 5.93 6.04 6.21 6.11 6.00 5.96 5.89 .A 

Moldova 5.07 4.96 4.96 5.00 5.07 5.14 4.96 4.89 4.82 4.86 T 
Russia 5.61 5.75 5.86 5.96 6.11 6.14 6.18 6.18 6.21 6.29 T 
Tajikistan 5.79 5.93 5.96 6.07 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.18 6.25 6.32 T 

Turkmenistan 6.93 6 96 6.96 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 
Ukraine 
Uzbekistan 
Average 
Median 

4.50 4.21 4.25 4.25 4.39 4.39 4.61 4.82 4.86 4.93 
6.43 6.82 6.82 6.86 6.89 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.93 
5.74 5.78 5.79 5.84 5.92 5.96 5.97 5.99 6.00 6.02 
5.72 5.84 5.91 5.98 6.13 6.18 6.16 6.18 6.23 6.31 

• Excluding Croalia, which joined mid-year. 

NOTES: The ralings are based on n scale of I to 7, with I represeming the highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 1he lowesl. The 20 14 ratings reAecr lhe period I January lhrough 31 December 2013. 
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Table 10. Democracy Score 

2014 Rankings by Regime Type 

Consolidated Democracies (1.00-2.99) 

Slovenia 1.93 

Estonia 1.96 

Latvia 2.07 

Poland 2.18 

Cuch Republic 2.25 

Lithuania 2.36 

Slovakia 2.61 

Hungary 2.96 

Semi-Consolidated Democracies (3.00-3.99) 

Bulgaria 3.25 

Romania 3.46 

Serbia 3.64 

Croatia 3.68 

Montenegro 3.86 

Transitional Governments or Hybrid Regimes (4.00-4.99) 

Macedonia 4.00 

Albania 4.18 

Bosnia-Hen:egovina 4.43 

Georgia 4.68 

Moldova 4.86 

Ukraine 4.93 

Semi-Consolidated Authoritarian Regimes (5.00-5.99) 

Kosovo 5.14 

Armenia 5.36 

Kyrgyzstan 5.89 

Consolidated Authoritarian Regimes (6.00-7 .00) 

Russia 6.29 

Tajikistan 6.32 

Kazakhstan 6.61 

Ambaijan 6.68 

Belarus 6.71 

Turkmenistan 

Uzbekistan 

6.93 

6.93 

NOTES: 1he rating;. are based on a scale of I to 7, with I representing the highest level of democratic progress 
and 7 the lowest. 1he 2014 ratings reflect the period 1 January through 31 December 2013. 



Albania 
by Gledis Gjipali 

Capital: 
Population: 

GN!lcapita, PPP: 

Tirana 
3.2 million 
US$9,280 

Source: The darn above arc drawn from the World Bank's World D~wlopmem f,,dicotors 2014. 

Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 

l1') '° r- co °' 0 °" 0 0 0 0 0 ,.... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

°" °" °" °" °" OI °' °" 
Electoral Process 3.75 3.50 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.25 

Civil Society 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Independent Media 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 

National Democratic 
4.25 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.75 4.75 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
3.25 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.25 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
4.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.75 

and Independence 

Corruption 5.25 5.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Democracy Score 4.04 3.79 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.93 4.04 4.14 

(V') 

""'" ,.... ,.... 
0 0 
OI OI 

4.25 4.00 

3.00 3.00 

4.00 4.00 

5.00 4.75 

3.50 3.50 

4.75 4.75 

5.25 5.25 

4.25 4.18 

NOTE: The ratings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of this 
repon. The opinions expressed in this report are those of the author(s). The ratings are based on a SC;>]e of l to 7, 
with I representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 rhe lowesr. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Albania has been a member of che Norch American Treaty Organizacion 
(NATO) since 2009 and also aspires co join che European Union (EU). 
The push for European incegracion currencly funccions as che main driver 

for reform in che councry. 
In June, a coalicion led by che opposicion Socialise Party (PS) won a landslide 

viccory over incumbenc prime miniscer Sali Berisha and his Oemocracic Party (PD). 
The eleccions mec incernacional scandards and resulced in a peaceful cransfer of 
power. The new governmenc is composed of firsHime miniscers from che PS and 
more experienced policicians from che Socialise Movemenc for lncegracion party 
(LSI), many of whom were pare of Berisha's governmenc uncil April 2013. 

In Occober 2013, che European Commission recommended chac Albania 
should be granced EU-candidace scacus due co ics demonscraced progress in 
legislacive reform and policical dialogue. Two monchs lacer, che Council of che 
European Union decided to poscpone chis decision for ac lease a six-monch period. 
In che meancime, Albania needs co convince EU member scaces chac che reforms ic 
has incroduced are being implemenced and chac chere is cangible progress in judicial 
reform and che reduccion of corrupcion and organized crime. 

Use of nacionalisc rhecoric chac was increasingly presenc during 2012 
significancly diminished in 2013, despice sporadic use by some parcies during che 
eleccoral campaign. Policical parcies represenced in che parliamenc scill have varying 
views on nacionaliscic issues, buc European incegracion is a shared priority across 
che policical speccrum. 

National Democratic Governance. The governmenc's financial sicuacion 
concinued co deceriorace in 2013 as a resulc of ineffeccive cax colleccion and 
unbridled governmenc spending. No progress was made regarding propercy 
righcs. However, general elections in June were followed by a peaceful and orderly 
cransfer of power-the third in posrsocialisc Albania's hiscory. The new governmenc 
proposed and began implemencing an ambicious reform program chac will be cesced 
in 2014. Albania's national democratic governance rating improves.from 5.00 to 4.75. 

Electoral Process. Albania's June elections were held in accordance with 
incernational standards, bringing new stability to the politics and economy of the 
councry. Election results were announced the following day without significanc 
concestation, particularly due to the wide margin of difference between the cwo 
main blocks. Confroncation that was expected in the streets as well as the courcs 
did not materialize as it had in previous eleccions. Albania} electoral process rating 
improves .from 4.25 to 4.00. 
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Civil Society. The civil society sector in Albania remains weak in organizational 
capacity and political influence. Civil society outside the capical remains especially 
underdeveloped. Labor unions are also weak, and both the authorities and private 
companies ace typically hostile to organizing and collective-bargaining efforts. 
Nevertheless, there were some signs of increased activity in 2013. Civil Society 
mobilized to influence a number of major policy issues, notably the decision of the 
government not to make Albania a site for dismantling Syrian chemical weapons. 
In 2013, civil society was named as a key component of the EU integration process, 
and the government acknowledged the need to establish an environment and 
mechanisms conducive to more inclusive policymaking. Albania's civil society rating 
remains unchanged at 3.00. 

Independent Media. Freedom of expression is legally guaranteed and freely 
exercised in the country, though the media sector lacks both a dear legal framework 
and self-regulatory mechanisms. The number of media operators has increased along 
with internet penetration, but this has not automatically resulted in more diverse or 
high-quality content. The sector suffers significant financial constraints, and poor 
working conditions for journalists compromise their professional integrity. Political 
interference and the media's financial dependence on politicians often produce bias. 
In 2013, media played a larger role in exposing cases of corruption and abuse of 
public office. New broadcast regulations, modeled after European legislation, were 
passed. Albania} independent media rating remains unchanged at 4.00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Local governments are weak, fragmented, and 
subject to political manipulation by che central government, compromising rheir 
ability to function and provide basic services. LSI's abrupt departure from the PO
ied ruling coalition in April affected several local government units by changing the 
existing majorities. Tirana's municipal council could not meet for several months 
after the elections and was at risk for disbandment. The central government reduced 
taxes on small businesses in December 2013; if timely remuneration from the state 
is not provided, this could decrease local governments' budgets by $20 million. 
Albania} ratingfor local democratic governance remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The Albanian judicial system suffers 
from chronic corruption, political interference, and inadequate funding. Political 
conflicts have produced lengthy vacancies in courts and promoted "policical" careers 
within the judicial system. New or revised verdicts from trials of the notorious 2008 
Gerdec Explosion and the killings of January 2011 evoked strong reactions from 
Albanian civic and political actors as well as the international community, which 
generally regards the sentences as unjust or inadequate. Albania's judicial .framework 
and independence rating remains unchanged at 4.75. 

Corruption. Corruption remains a major obstacle to democratization and the EU 
integration process. The government took steps to identify cases of corruption in 
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2013, but most of these efforts yielded poor results due to a lack of political will 
and insticucional enforcement. Well-known public cases against high-level officials 
and politicians from the governing majority and the opposition were taken to coucc 
during the year and were still being processed ac year's end. New anticorruption 
strategies and legislative reform have also been proposed. Albania} corruption rating 
remains unchanged at 5.25. 

Outlook for 2014. The new PS-LSI coalicion now benefits from a qualified 
majority in the parliament and has planned several important reforms for 2014. 
Adminiscracive reform will need to be concluded wichin the year because it direccly 
affects the electoral code, and there will be administrative elections in 2015. Judicial 
reform is also on the majority coalition's agenda, but it can be expected chat friction 
will arise between the governmenc and Albania's president over the appointments of 
judges and chairs of independent institutions. In June, the EU will decide: whether 
to award Albania candidate stacus on the basis of che country's performance in the 
area of rule of law. 
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General eleccions in June 20 l 3 were followed by a peaceful and orderly cransfer of 
power as rwo-cerm prime miniscer Sali Berisha and his Democracic Parcy (PD) were 
replaced ar che helm of government by former Tirana mayor Edi Rama and che 
opposition Socialise Parry (PS). 

The PS-led coalicion was screngthened by rhe addirion of rhe Socialise 
Movement for lnregration parry (LSI), which lefr che Berisha government rwo 

months before rhe cleccion. LSI is headed by Ilir Meca, whose alleged corrupcion 
as depury prime miniscer famously sec off PS-led antigovernmenr procescs in 

2011. LSl's deparcure from che governmenc in April 2013 led co a personnel 
reshuffle wirhin che government, wirh rhe nearly one-chi rd of governmenc posicions 
LSI used co occupy going co members of PD or rhe nexr-largesr parcy in rhe 
coalicion, che nacionalisr Juscice lncegracion and Unity Parry (PDIU). The rapid 
changes in personnel caused insrabiliry in public adminiscrarion during and afcer 
rhe elections. 

Ac che polls, rhe PS-led opposition coalicion (Alliance for a European Albania) 
beac che PD's Alliance for Employment, Prosperity and Incegracion by a wide 
margin, claiming 83 of 140 sears in che unicameral parliament. Two addicional 
MPs defecced from che now-opposirion and joined LSI ac che beginning of che 
new parliamenrary session, srrengrhening rhe PS-LSI coalirion's qualified majority. 
The new governmenr is composed of minisrers from boch parcies, as well as non

polirically engaged professionals. The ministers from PS are relarively new ro 
policies, while most of LS l's miniscers previously served in the Berisha governmenc. 
Meca serves as speaker of che parliament. 

The Rama government, which cook office in Sepcember, proposed an ambirious 
agenda for ics four-year cerm, including reforms in caxacion, hcalrh, employmenc, 
securiry, che judicial syscem, adminiscrarion, and cerrirorial division. However, 
the restructuring of miniseries and key inscirurions as per rhc new governmenr's 
program has been slowed by financial limicacions as well as adminisrrarive and 

legislarive barriers. In Occober, for example, rhe parliament was forced co posrpone 
che enacrmenr of a new law on public employees because necessary supporting 
legislarion was noc ready. 

Albania's financial siruarion did noc improve in 2013. In December 2012, 
Albania abolished irs previous debr ceiling, which had limired public debc co 
60 perccnc of gross domesric produce (GDP). 1 This paved rhe way for extensive 
governmenr borrowing in order ro finance invescmencs and raise salaries and 
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pensions ahead of the 2013 eleccions. As is typical in eleccion years, che governmenc 
overspenc on infrastructure developmenc in 2013, and when tax revenues dropped, 
many of the companies working on these governmenc-funded projeccs were lefc 
in arrears. In Sepcember, the Incernacional Monetary Fund {IMF) declared char 
Albania's public debc had reached unprecedenced levels, partially due co che 
governmenc's unpaid bills and ocher arrears. The IMF further noced char "[e] 
conomic weakness and elevated macroeconomic imbalances pose significanc policy 
challenges."2 The new governmenc expressed ics incencion co complete an agreemenc 
wich the IMF beginning in 2014. 

At the end of the year, the parliamenc approved several governmenc-proposed 
changes co che tax syscem incended co address Albania's growing budgec deficic 
and meec commicmencs the governing coalicion had made during cheir eleccoral 
campaign. As of January 2014, Albania's previous flac cax syscem will be replaced 
wich a proportional income tax char reduces the tax burden on lower-income cicizens. 
Corporace taxes will increase from l 0 co 15 percenc, while small businesses will be 
subject co a new, simplified tax.3 In addicion, the new fiscal package introduces 
higher ducies for produces such as oil, cobacco, and alcohol. 

Property righcs and che rescitution of property nacionalized under che 
communist regime remain a serious concern. The governmenc has adopced a formal 
scracegy co address che problem, bur efforcs co produce concrete resulcs have moved 
ac a slow pace. The scracegy acknowledges chat because che financial cost of che 
process has not yet been decermined,4 ic cannoc provide a dear cimeframe for che 
full resticucion of property righcs. Failure co properly address che issue has broughc 
a large number oflegal cases co the European Court of Human Righcs {ECHR). In 
June, che Commictee of Ministers of che Council of Europe adopced a resolucion 
char urged che Albanian governmenc co establish "an effeccive compensacion 
mechanism" wichin 18 monchs.5 

Albania made some formal progress coward EU incegracion in 2013. In May, 
during che last session of the previous parliamenc, the legislature approved chree 
EU-recommended laws addressing che Supreme Courc, changes in parliamencary 
procedures, and a new civil servants law offering greater proteccion for scare 
employees.6 For the new legislacion co pass, the divided parliament had co agree co 
delay che implemencation of chese laws until afcer a new government and parliamenc 
were in place. In December, the Council of Miniscers of the European Union {EU) 
decermined char Albania was not ready for EU candidace status, contrary co the 
European Commission's recommendacion in Occober. 7 The councry's potencial 
candidacy will be reassessed in June 2014. Ancicorrupcion and judicial reforms, as 
well as che fighc againsc organized crime, are key issues chat need co be vigorously 
addressed in order co advance che EU incegracion process. 
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Electoral Process 
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Parliamentary elections on 23 June were the most orderly in postcommunist 
Albania's history, resulting in an unusually peaceful transfer of power. The country's 
last general and local elections in 2009 and 2011 failed co meet international 
standards of fairness, triggering political deadlock chat slowed down key reforms 
and increased the polarization between PD and PS supporters. 

Preparations for the elections were seriously disrupted by political deadlock 
in the Central Eleccion Commission (CEC). The CEC has seven members--four 
proposed by the majority and three by the opposition. Decisions require a qualified 
majority of five members, which the CEC often fails to reach due to party alliances. 8 

When the LSI party left the PD government in April ro join the opposition bloc, 
the parliamentary majority dismissed the CEC member LSI had nominated and 
replaced him with a nominee of the Republican Party (RP), a PD ally. The legal 
basis for the dismissal was questionable, and the decision was widely perceived as 
politically motivated.9 The opposition refused to accept the legitimacy of the RP 
replacement, and the ocher CEC members proposed by the opposition resigned 
in protest. As a result, the CEC operated with just four members throughout the 
election period, preventing it from making crucial decisions that require a five-vote 
majority. Earlier, after the CEC failed to decide on seat distribution in the country's 
electoral districts, the parliamentary majority intervened and sec the allotments 
using outdated 2009 population figures. 

Following revisions ro Albania's electoral code in 2012, two new electronic 
systems for voter identification and ballot-counting were supposed to be piloted in 
the Tirana and Fier regions during the 2013 elections. Unable to meet necessary 
legal deadlines or implement proper regulation for the technology, the CEC was 
forced ro scrap boch pilots one week before the elections. 10 

Officially, campaigning began 30 days before election day, but intensive 
promotional activities were noted several weeks earlier. 11 Other problems reported 
by monitors from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) included the partisan use of administrative resources, pressure on public 
employees and students ro attend campaign events, alleged vote buying, some cases 
of family or proxy voting, and various missed deadlines. However, the observer 
mission found that the overall campaign was vibrant, competitive, and largely 
peaceful, despite an election-day shooting incident in which an LSI supporter was 
killed and two ochers, including a PD candidate, were injured.12 Perhaps due to the 
wide margin between the two political blocks' winnings, there were few appeals or 
demands for recouncs filed to the Electoral College, and people did not take to the 
streets in protest. 

According w the final results, the PS captured 65 seats, the LSI rook 16, and 
two smaller PS-allied parties-the Human Rights and Unity Party (PBDNJ) , which 
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represenrs erhnic Greeks, and rhe Chrisrian Democraric Parry-each garnered 
I sear. Meanwhile, rhe PD won 50 sears and irs junior parcners-rhe narionalisr 
Jusrice, Inregrarion, and Uniry Parry and che Republican Parry-cook 4 and 3 sears, 
respectively. Voter tumour was reported ar 53.5 percent. 13 

Days afrer his parry's eleccoral defeat, Prime Minisrer Berisha resigned from 
his position as PD parry chair and called for parry elecrions wichin 30 days. After a 
brief campaign, Mayor Lulzim Basha of Tirana was elecced as rhe new parry leader. 

A few local adminisrrarive elecrions were also held in 2013. In rhe dry of 
Kon;a, mayoral elections were held afrer the incumbenr left ro serve as a depury 
prime miniscer in rhe Rama governmenr. Turnout was very low, and rhe campaigns 
organized by rhe rwo conrenders were nor aggressive. After rhe election, however, 
che new opposition (PD) accused che majoriry parry of buying voces after che 
media reporred char PS had offered remuneration ro scudenrs by paying cheir crave! 
expenses. The opposition called for a revore in Kor<;a, bur che Elecwral College 
dropped rhe requesr. 

Clearer provisions in che elecroral code are needed ro facilicace rhe organization 
of local or national referendums. In 2012, rhe CEC approved a requesr by citizens 
for a national referendum on banning che import of nonhazardous waste. The voce 
was planned for December 2013 but canceled afrer rhe newly elecced governmenr 
repealed che legal provisions ac issue. 

Civil Society 
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Civil sociery in Albania is srill developing and resrricred in terms of capaciry and 
inAuence in che public sphere. Because 2013 was an elecrion year, public debate was 
dominated by politicians, leaving liccle room for ocher actors co conrribure ro rhe 
counrry's developmenr. The public continues ro think of civil society as synonymous 
with and limited co the work of civil sociery organizations (CSOs) , rather rhan as a 
broader concepr and mechanism for expressing its needs and concerns. 

CSOs have limited accivicy outside che capiral. All CSOs muse register ac che 
Courr of Tirana Discricr, which complicates che accivicies of chose organizations 
working in che regions. Networks of organizarions are rare and largely inefficienr. 
Overal I, most organizations have limired inreraction with rhe groups of society chey 
scrive to represenr. Since rhe public srill associates CSOs wich compulsory acrivicies 
organized under che communise regime, many Albanians refrain from engaging 
or supporting civil society accivicies. The state does nor proaccively encourage 
volunreering. 14 

As che pool of inrernacional donors shrinks, financial suscainabilicy is becoming 
an increasingly pressing issue for many CSOs. Organizations ofren follow donor
driven agendas and dedicare a large share of rheir capacities ro gram-making 
rarher than pursuing their own organizational goals. Internacional donors have 
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increasingly made chcir funding condicional on che rcccipc of co-supporc from 
cencral or local scace inscicucions, reducing che abilicy of CSOs co remain imparcial 
governmenc wacchdogs. Meanwhile, applying for EU funds involves complex 
procedures chac cax mosc CSOs' capacicies. Accempcs co diversify funding chrough 
for-pro fie accivicies are also difficulc because of a lack of legislacive regulacion and 
unclear caxing procedures. Albania lags behind ocher councries in che region in 
che creacion of legislacion for regulacing charicable donacions from individuals or 
companies. In 2013, che governmenc began appoincing new board members co che 
scace Agency for che Su pporc of Civil Sociecy, whose role is co discribuce governmenc 
funds co CSOs. However, che agency does noc enjoy a repucacion of unbiased and 
cransparenc supporc co CSOs and ics resources remain very modesc. 

There were some signs of a rise in civic accivism during 2013. In aucumn, 
a debace over che American requesc for Albania co serve as a hoscing sice for 
dismancling Syria's chemical weapons quickly expanded in media and public 
dialogue. The councry's quescionable capacicy co deal wich chis cask, alongside human 
and environmencal risks became che leicmocif of an impressive public procesc chac 
grew rapidly. 15 lniciaced by a small group of environmencalisc acciviscs, che procescs 
expanded and involved cicizens of all ages and social groups. The face chac che 
movemenc was noc donor- or policical parcy-driven was parcicularly significanc, as 
was che parcicipacion ofhigh school and universicy scudencs. In response co growing 
public pressure, che govemmenc declared chac ic would noc accepc che mission, 
despice ics posicion as a NATO member. 16 

In December 2013, a large number of accors from civil sociecy organizacions 
gachered and drafted a dedaracion calling upon che parliamenc co provide 
mechanisms and implemenc policies co screngchen and encourage che expansion 
of civil sociecy.17 While CSOs were coordinacing, che governmenc also made some 
nocable accempcs co improve che legal framework concerning access co informacion 
and public consulcacion in che legislacive process. The Miniscry for lnnovacion and 
Public Adminiscracion held a series of public evencs co draw inpuc &om civil sociecy 
accors on a drafc law chac addressed chese issues. The drafc, scill under review ac 
year's end, would incroduce some legal improvemencs and generally adopc a more 
open and cransparenc legislacive process.JS The pocencial impacc of such changes in 
addressing che long-scanding issues of limiced access co informacion and Albania's 
relacively closed legislacive process remains co be seen. 

In November, che EU launched che iniciacion of a High Level Dialogue wich 
Albania co discuss how che councry should address che remaining criceria needed co 
open che accession negociacions. Five issues were discussed in che inicial meecing, 
and greacer governmencal dialogue wich civil sociecy accors was included as a cop 
prioricy and concern. 19 Therefore, che High Level Dialogue formally included 
screngchening and engaging civil sociecy as a vical componenc of che incegracion 
process, and chere is pocencial for CSOs co provide more policical inpuc and 
monicor inscicucional reforms. 

Labor Unions remain weak and wich low membership across various economic 
seccors. When unionired bodies exercise accivism, che recepcion from che governmenc 
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and business communicy is largely negative. Overall, rripartire dialogue in Albania 
is almosr nonexisrenc and remains unable co improve condicions and rights for 
workers. 
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Freedom of expression is legally guaranceed and widely exercised in the councry, 
though rhe media sector lacks borh a dear legal framework and self-regulatory 
mechanisms. The number of media operacors has increased along wirh incerner 
penerrarion, bur chis has nor auromarically resulted in more diverse or higher
qualiry concenc. Television and prim media continued co suffer financially in 2013, 
and rhe salaries of sraff were often delayed. 

Libel has been decriminalized bur remains a civil offense punishable wirh fines. 
Defamation cases against journalises have been on rhe decline in recent years as 
politicians increasingly ope co sue each ocher, cacher rhan rhe media. 

The financial viability of media in Albania relies heavily on the private funds 
of their owners and advertising revenues. Major media ouclers, especially television 
channels and newspapers, are owned by construction or oil companies and generate 
unreliable advertisement revenues. Media depend on advertising concracrs from 
scare insrirurions, which are typically awarded co ouclers char provide favorable 
coverage of the government, leaving few truly independent new sources. In 
December, Defense Miniscer Mimi Kodheli announced char she had presented rhe 
prosecucor general wirh evidence char her predecessor ar rhe ministry had infringed 
tender procedures in a number of areas, including media advertising.20 The Defense 
Ministry reportedly ran four major ad campaigns worth €584,000 chat wenr 
exclusively co advertising agencies Promo Sh.p.k. and Zoom Sh.p.k. Boch of rhese 
agencies were closely affiliated with rhe owner of TV Klan, pare of a media group 
chat was openly progovernmenc at the time. The investigation was scill pending 
ac year's end. Between 2010 and 2012, Promo Sh.p.k. also produced three major 
advertising campaigns worch € 1.4 million for the General Direcrorare of Police. 21 

The partisanship of many news ouclecs was visible during che 2013 election 
campaign, with che main television stations favoring either rhe PD or rhe PS in 
the amount or cone of their coverage. The six television channels monitored by 
the OSCE/ODIHR offered over 387 hours of airtime on election-related issues 
in various formats, including newscascs, free and paid airtime, informational 
programming, and debates. Smaller parties received litcle airtime.22 The election 
commission's media rules were weakly enforced, and a decision by the panel in 
early June appeared co require broadcasters to air parry-prepared footage during 
newscasts, disregarding a 2011 court ruling.23 Several journalises gained political 
positions during chis period, demonstrating che strong ries between rhe policical 
and media seccors 
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The National Council of Radio and Television (NCRT) is che main body 
responsible for regularing public and privace radio and celevision in Albania. As che 
members of che council are elecced by the parliamenc via a simple majority voce, che 
body is perceived as policically biased, leading media professionals and NGOs co 
demand the reform of the law regulating appointments co che council. After a long 
policical banle, a new law on Audiovisual Media Services was adopced in March 
2013. The law was intended ro harmonize broadcascing regulacions wirh European 
legislacion, buc che newly escablished Audiovisual Media Agency does noc guarantee 
che independence of ics members. 24 

Albanian Radio and Television (ART) and the Albanian Telegraphic 
Agency (ATA) are the only public media in che country. Boch maincain a scrong 
progovernment bias. Policically charged content and outdated cechnology have 
reduced cheir popularity wich che public, increasing cheir reliance on funding from 
the srace budgec. Of che cwo, the ART particularly needs significant reform in order 
ro provide citizens with balanced news and information.25 The problems of illegal 
frequencies and piracy of cable television go largely unaddressed. 

Several media organizations and unions exisc, buc chey have had lircle influence 
on working conditions, edicorial freedom, or relacions between journalises and 
media owners. A large majority of journalises work wichouc formal contracts. The 
salaries of media workers are noc standardized according co cheir roles and some 
media roucinely delay the disbursemenc of paymenc co cheir employees. 26 In 2013, 
the Albanian Union of Journalises estimated chac 90 percenc of the privace media 
are lace in paying cheir scaff salaries by between two and six months, and only 40 
percenr of media outlets regularly concribure co their employees' social securicy 
and heal ch funds. 27 Echics and respect for privacy in the news remain an issue, and 
several cases of infringemenc occurred in order co raise viewership. For example, 
news sources ofcen reveal rhe idemiry of child abuse victims. 

lnvescigacive journalism remains weak in Albania, though increased online 
placforms have provided a new space for its developmenc. In 2013, celevision 
channels aired secredy regiscered videos to publicly denounce cases of suspecced 
corrupcion and ocher abuses of public office. 

Albania's switch from analog co digiral broadcasting is supposed co be com pieced 
by June 2015, bur ic is unclear whecher chis deadline can be mec. In lace 2013, che 
new governmem canceled a bid for rhe digicalizacion of ART, citing irregularicies. 

Local Democratic Governance 
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The legal framework for local governmenr in Albania is based on che principles 
of democracy, decentralization, and local auconomy. In practice, che central 
government is generally unwilling ro decentralize power, and local governmencs 
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remain weak, fragmented, and subject to political manipulation by the central 
government. 

Albania is divided into 373 local units made up of 65 urban municipalities 
and 308 rural communes. The mayors of municipalities and communes are directly 
elected through a majority system, while their representative councils are directly 
elected through a proportional closed-list system. Representatives from these units 
appoint bodies that govern the second layer oflocal government-12 administrative 
units called qarku {counties), most of which lack the financial authority or resources 
to fulfill their assigned duties. 

When LSI left the government coalition to join rhe opposition bloc in April 
2013, local government insrirurions were directly affected. The shifting alliance 
of LSI representatives on regional and municipal councils led to filed motions for 
dismissal of current chairs in key cities such as Tirana, Durres, Elbasan, and Fier. In 
Tirana, the municipal council did not hold its required regular meetings for over 
three months and came close to dissolving as a result. The council was able to reach 
a compromise in October, when rhe chair of Tirana's municipal council formally 
resigned and a new i S-LSI backed chair was approved. 

Because local governments are largely dependent on financial resources from the 
central government, they often get drawn into political debates and confrontations 
generated by parties ar rhe national level. The rwo main municipal associations are 
divided across parry lines. Partisanship kills consensus and cooperation at rhe local 
level and also prevents local leaders from expressing their shared needs to rhe central 
government in a unified voice.28 

weal government revenue fell by 21 percent in 2013,29 contributing to the 
growing weakness of local administrative units and their vulnerability to the central 
government's frequently changing policies. Central funding is nor often transparent 
or strategically oriented, and local government administrations hold a high percentage 
of temporary contracts, rendering long-term development efforts difficult. weal 
authorities seek government investments in basic infrastructure like roads, water 
facilities, and irrigation, bur they lack vision or capacity for further social and economic 
development of the localities. The central government decides how investments should 
be spent, and the overall amount to be distributed at the local level. 

Changes to Albania's tax system approved by the parliament in late December 
will reduce rhe flow of funds to local government units by an estimated $20 
million. The government has promised to compensate local government units for 
this loss wich direct transfers from rhe scare budger.30 Ir remains to be seen if che 
compensation will be executed on time with no strings attached, as has been rhe 
case in previous years. Changes in che taxation system rhar reduce the financial 
independence oflocal governments also violate the principle of autonomy enshrined 
in the Albanian Constitution and the European Charter of Local Self-Government. 

Continuous internal migration and emigration have left many local units with 
too few inhabitants and too little revenue to provide basic services. Since the first (and 
last) comprehensive postcommunist administrative reforms in 1990, about one-third 
of Albania's population has left rhe country, and by 2011, rhe approximate percentage 
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of rhe roral popularion living in rural areas had declined from 75 ro 46 percenr. 31 In 
2013, an esrimared half of all communes were collecring no more rhan 0-2 percenr 
of rheir annual spending budger funding from local raxes. Meanwhile, one-rhird of all 
communes spenr over 80 percenr of rheir budget on adminisrrative salaries.32 

The new governmenr has promised 33 ro underrake and complere a new round 
of adminisrrarive and rerrirorial reform before local elecrions in 2015. In the lasr 
months of 2013, it initiated a wide consultarion process with local, national, 
and incernational stakeholders ro implement reform. Wide political consensus, 
including input from rhe opposition, will be needed ro implement che changes 
effectively and co make sure they are not used to influence eleccoral ourcomes. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Albania's judicial system suffers from chronic political interference, funding 
difficulties, and corruprion. In 2013, the parliamenr-appointed High Council of 
Jusrice (HCJ) inrerfered in rhe elecrion process for rhe head of Albania's School of 
Magistrates, a hitherto largely independent body providing rraining for judges and 
prosecutors. 

Albanian legislation guaranrees judicial independence for first-instance rrial 
and appeals courts but provides ample space for politics co influence the Supreme 
and Consrimtional courts. Judges on these high-level courts are appointed by the 
president and approved with a simple majority vote by the parliament. During 
rheir respecrive rerms, President Bujar Nishani and his predecessor Bamir Topi 
both clashed with the parliamentary majority over judges' nominations, leading ro 
leng[hy judicial vacancies on rhe Supreme and Constiturional courts and political, 
rarher rhan merir-based, promorions within the judiciary. The Rama government 
has included judicial reform among its priorities for the next four years, rhough 
ir remains ro be seen how the proposed changes will be implemenred. One goal 
of these reforms is rhe rransformarion of the Supreme Courr inro a career courr, 
insularing judges from polirical pressure. 31 

Esrablished in 1996 under rhe guidance of rhe Council of Europe and European 
Commission, Albania's School of Magisrrares is rhe only insrimrion rhar selecrs, 
educares, and pJOvides conrinual rraining for judges and prosecurors. Prior ro 2013, 
rhe school operared wirh very lirtle polirical inrerference, but when the school's 
supervisory board proposed rhe reelecrion of irs direcror with a close majority in 
June, rhe HCJ denied rhe proposal wirhour explanation. The following month, 
rhe HCJ replaced one of rhe supervisory board's member judges, thus shifting 
rhe majority vote againsr the incumbenr direcror's reelection. Instead, the board 
elecred irs new director from among rwo governmenr-approved candidates: former 
minisrer of jusrice Enkeled Alibej and Neshar Fana, a member of HCJ who was 
elected by the parliament. Mr. Fana won rhe conresr and was confirmed as director 
of rhe school in July. 35 
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AJbania continues to adopt judicial reforms prescribed by the European 
Commission, though implementation lags behind. The most important reform 
introduced in 2013 was the adoption of the Law on the Supreme Court in May, 
which allowed for the implementarion of the 2012 Law on Administrative Courrs.36 

As a result, new administrative courts are being introduced for the first rime in 
AJbanian judicial history, which should reduce the overall workload of existing 
courts while providing faster and better procedures to address disputes filed against 
public institutions, especially those dealing with finance or raxarion. In addition, 
the new law provides "stricter conditions and criteria" for judicial selection and 
imposes a restriction char limits the number of non-judiciary members of the 
Supreme Courr to a maximum of 25 percent.37 

In early February 2013, a low level trial court acquitted rwo members of 
the Republican Guard who had been accused of the murder of three civilian 
prorestors on 21 January 2011. The opposition and international actors expressed 
their disappointment for this decision, particularly because relevant agencies such 
as rhe U.S. Federal Bureau of lnvesrigacions provided assistance to gather all rhe 
evidence available. Both the EU and the U.S. issued declarations pointing out thac 
the outcome of this trial was an indication of the weak credibility of the judicial 
system. A statement from the U.S. Embassy noted: "Regrenably, today's verdict 
has undermined confidence in the ability and willingness of the AJbanian judicial 
system to deliver justice in an impartial, transparent manner."36 The prosecution 
appealed the decision, and on I 8 September, the Tirana Appeals Court found rhe 
members of the Republican Guard guilty of involuntary manslaughter, sentencing 
one defendant to I 2 months in prison and the other three years. Relatives of rhe 
deceased claim that the verdict did noc achieve proper justice, and the prosecution 
filed another appeal ro the Supreme Court that is ongoing.39 

In April 2013, an Albanian appeals court reduced sentences for several top 
defendants convicted in a deadly 2008 ammunition-dismantling factory blast and 
acquiHed one more. The decision was mer with outrage by relatives of the explosion's 
29 casualties, who filed another appeal with rhe European Court of Human Rights 
in Strasbourg the next month. The prosecution, meanwhile, appealed the ruling 
before rhe Supreme Court, bur the appeal was rejected. The explosion also wounded 
300 people, destroyed or damaged 5,500 houses, and caused rhe temporary closure 
of the Tirana airport as unexploded ordnance landed near it. 
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Corruption pervades the public and private sectors, hampering AJbania's economic 
development, democratic accountability, and EU integration progress. Officially, 
fighting corruption-especially within state institutions-has been a government 
priority for many years, bur results have been limited. On the whole, anticorruprion 
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efforts are driven by international expectations rather than pressure from the Albanian 
electorate, with the result chat politicians lack the will to properly implement EU
mandaced reforms. According co Transparency International, Albanians perceive 
their public sectors as highly corrupt, more so than survey respondents in any of 
the other Western Balkan scaces.40 

Ties becween organized crime and corrupt officials run deep. In September 
2012, members of the national assembly finally reached cross-party consensus 
on a constitutional amendment limiting immunity for members of parliament 
and judges. However, the removal of this obstacle to high-level prosecutions and 
convictions did not lead to an increase in either in 2013. The fact chat the Supreme 
Court-whose members are appointed by a simple majority in parliament-acts as 
a first instance court for high officials allows the ruling majority to appoint judges 
unlikely to rule against chem in corruption cases. 

During its first months in office, the Ramagovernmenc proactively implemented 
intensive institutional controls chat lead to the prosecution of several abuse-of-office 
cases. However, the judiciary showed far less drive than the executive branch when 
it came to properly investigating and prosecuting such cases. The wave of controls 
and cases chat were exposed by both the government and the media included high
level officials from key institutions such as the tax office, customs, the judiciary, 
and politicians from the majority and the opposition. Though a number of trials 
were initiated during chis period, there has yet to be a major corruption conviction 
against a high-profile figure in Albania. 

One of the more prominent corruption cases of2013 involved Shpetim Gjika, 
the mayor of Vlora and member of the ruling PS, who is accused of infringing 
tender laws and falsifying construction permits. The investigation against Gjika 
was launched in March, when PS was still in the opposition, but he was formally 
charged in October.41 The trial was ongoing at year's end, but the investigation 
against him sent a strong message that not even figures of the ruling majority would 
be spared in the war against corruption. Another major anticorruption case from 
2013 involved Xhexhal Mziu, the mayor of Kamza and a member of the now
opposition PD.42 By year's end, Mziu was had been charged with dereliction and 
infringement of equality becween bidders on a road construction project. 

To address political corruption, the new government adopted a strategic 
framework that focuses on three pillars: prevention, conviction, and awareness.43 

The strategy is intended to increase control and transparency of institutional 
activity and lead to the introduction of important legislation, such as whistleblower 
protection. Planned anticorruption measures also include broadening the current 
legal definition of corrupt activity and bringing more cases to the Serious Crimes 
Court. 

Improvements in access to information and institutional transparency remain 
a precondition to the fight against corruption. Efforts in chis direction have been 
made, notably by improving e-governance and overall transparency of government 
institutions. For example, the Ministry of Justices now hoses a website through 
which citizens can complain about abuse of office in the judicial system. Inspectors 
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from the ministry have investigated these claims and initiated cases for disciplinary 
penalcies against state officials. In lace December, Prime Minister Rama pledged co 
end a months-long lapse in the online publication of government decisions and 
draft legislacion.44 Recent efforts to improve communication and coordination 
becween law enforcement and judicial institutions are also positive steps. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T he first years following Armenia's independence from the Soviet Union in 
1991 were extremely turbulent. The withdrawal of Soviet economic support, 
a war with neighboring Azerbaijan, an energy crisis, and a transportation 

blockade that left landlocked Armenia with just two open borders-one with war
torn Georgia and the other with Iran-all contributed to the country's economic 
collapse in the early 1990s. Following a ceasefire in the Nagorno-Karabakh 
conflict in 1994, Armenia's economy began to recover, but the territorial conflict 
with Azerbaijan continued to simmer and the blockade by Azerbaijan and Turkey 
remained in effect. 

Abrupt economic restructuring and a decline in living standards in Armenia's 
pose-Soviet economy have caused social frustration and political apathy. Excessive 
overlap between political and economic interests in Armenia has depleted 
public trust in political elites, as has their record of rigged elections and corrupt 
administrative practices. Results of every national election since 1995 have been 
challenged by the opposition, which, as a result, does not recognize the legitimacy 
of Armenia's parliament, president, or constitution and remains personality-driven 
and passive between elections. Mass poscelection protests in spring 2008 evoked 
a violent response from the authorities, leaving ten protesters dead and hundreds 
wounded. Armenia was hard hit by the global economic recession, revealing 
structural Raws-primarily a bloated construction sector reliant on investment 
from the United States and Russia. 

From 2012 to 2013, the ruling centeMight Republican Party of Armenia 
(HHK) won a virtual marathon of elections, starting with parliamentary elections 
in May 2012, followed by local elections in most communities in September, 
presidential elections in February 2013, and elections to the City Council of 
the capital city, Yerevan, in May. The legitimacy of the ruling party is actually 
extremely low, and social discontent is on the rise as the economy continues its 
slow recovery; however, the opposition is passive and weak, unable to create a viable 
or united political movement. In the presidential poll, the Heritage Party's Raffi 
Hovhannisyan achieved a record result of almost 40 percent, yet less than three 
months later, at local elections in Yerevan, the "Barev Yerevan" bloc established by 
Heritage won only 8.5 percent. In chis atmosphere, the ruling party easily reaches 
its goals, whereas social protest is expressed primarily by means of civic activity chat 
does not necessarily upset the political system. This political situation contributes 
to plurality in the media and to the development of civil society, but the need for 
viable political forces active outside election cycles is imminent. 

National Democratic Governance. Despite the occurrence of competitive 
elections, the dominance of the ruling HHK was reinforced in 2013 due to the 
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weakness of che opposicion. There was no progress in peace negociacions wich 
Azerbaijan over che dispuced Nagorno-Karabakh province. Progress cowards 
European incegracion was undermined by che Armenian governmenc's reoriencacion 
coward che Russia-led Cuscoms Union. Armenia[ national democratic governance 
rating remains unchanged at 5.75. 

Electoral Process. Presidencial and Yerevan Ciry Council eleccions in 2013 
showed some improvemenc in che qualicy of eleccion adminiscracion, condicions 
for campaigning, and balanced media coverage, Alchough che scope of violacions 
decreased from che previous year, voce buying and vocer incimidacion remained 
major issues. In che presidencial poll, che Hericage Parry's Raffi Hovhannisyan 
achieved a record resulc of almosc 40 percenc, buc che bloc chat Hericage escablished 
for che local eleccions in Yerevan less chan chree months lacer received only 8.5 
percent of the voce. Armenia's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 5.75. 

Civil Society. Armenia's civil society remains active, diverse, and independent. 
In 2013, civil sociecy-led public campaigns-masc nocably againsc an increase in 
cransporcacion coses and changes co che nacional pension syscem--gained scope and 
had more impacc on policymaking. However, a consistenc agenda was lacking, and 
mosc campaigns were event-driven. Armenia's civil society rating remaim unchanged 
at 3.75. 

Independent Media. Television remains the mosc popular medium and is coopced 
by political forces, with leading nacional scacions concrolled by the ruling parry. 
However, Armenia's online and prim media are pluraliscic and independenc, and 
che popularicy of online news sources is increasing. Building on a trend from che 
previous year, eleccion coverage was moscly balanced and informacive. The praccice 
of politically mocivated defamacion suics significancly decreased in 2013. Armenia's 
independent media rating remains unchanged at 5.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. While nominally independent, Armenia's 
self-governed communities remain weak and underfunded. The long-planned 
communicy enlargemenc projecc is stalling. Eleccions for che Cicy Council of 
Yerevan in 2013 were an improvemenc over previous local elections, buc che 
dominance of che ruling party persisced. Armenia's local democratic governance rating 
remaim unchanged at 5.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Judicial bodies remained dependem on 
che executive branch and encrenched in a cradicion of human righcs violacions. No 
significant struccural improvemencs were made in 2013 co Armenia's overcrowded 
and unsanicary prison facilities, chough a general amnesry late in che year did 
release 700 inmaces. Armenia[ judicial framework and independence rating remains 
unchanged at 5.50. 
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Corruption. Corruption persists as a major and deeply rooted societal concern in 
Armenia. Senior public officials were not prosecuted for corruption in 2013 though 
the overall number oflawsuits increased. Anticorruption measures did not come to 
head in 2013. Armenia} corruption remains unchanged at 5.50. 

Outlook for 2014. Because no national elections are planned for 2014 and as 
the Karabakh peace process is at a standstill, no significant changes are likely to 
occur. Civic activity will continue to develop amidst a growing diversity of political 
activity and extra-parliamentary forms of political engagement. However, as civil 
society organii.ations remain too weak to have a fundamental impact on politics, 
the Republican Patty will most likely hold its ground with ease. The main challenge 
in foreign relations will be sustaining cooperation with Russia while also trying to 
collaborate with the European Union. 
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Armenia's polirical sysrem operares on rhe basis of consensus among dire groups rhar 

control economic and political resources. Society has liule leverage over legislative 
processes or policical decision-making; consequently, rrusc in governing instirurions 
is very low. Only 11 percent of respondents co a lace 2013 survey claimed co have 
full or significant crust in che parliamenc-down from 16 percenc che previous 
year. Trusc in che prime miniscer and cabinec dropped 7 percentage poincs, co 13 
percent; and rrusr in Presidenc Serzh Sargsyan declined from 27 percent in 2012 co 
19 percenc in 2013. 1 

Despice che weakness of che incumbenr governmenc, che even greater weakness 
of che opposicion allows che Republican Parry of Armenia (HHK) co dominace che 
political sphere. Over cime, che HHK has merged wich che scare bureaucracy, furcher 
cementing rhe ruling parcy's concrol of resources. The resulcs of every eleccion since 
1995 have been concesced by rhe opposition, which is fragmenced and personalicy
driven and remains passive becween elections .. 

Presidential eleccions in February 2013 saw Sargsyan reelected wirh 58.6 percenr 
of rhe voce. Firsc runner-up was rhe head of che Hericage Parry, Raffi Hovhannisyan, 
who won 36.7 percenr of che voce. Hovhannisyan, an American-born Armenian 
who had been che councry's firsc foreign miniscer afcer independence in 1991, fared 
berrer chan expected, receiving a majority of voces in Shirak province, in several 
large cicies (including Gyumri and Vanadzor, che second- and chird-biggesc cowns 
in Armenia), and in rhree districts of rhe capical city, Yerevan.2 

Hovhannisyan followed rhe opposition rradirion of rhe lase rwo decades by 
refusing co acknowledge his defeat, and Heritage organized countrywide protests 
on his behalf, including an alcernarive inauguracion ceremony in early April. 
Nevertheless, posceleccion censions were far lower chan in 2008, when opposition 
procescs ended in bloodshed. The duracion of rallies and che number of parcicipants 
were also lower, and no clashes with police ensued. The protests gradually faded, 
and Heritage concinued losing momencum uncil May 2013, when its candidace for 
the local elections in Yerevan received 8.5 pcrcenc-a dramatic difference from rhe 
43 percenc Hovhannisyan had won in Yerevan chree months prior.3 

In August, Armenia began a conscirucional review process in preparation for 
che firsc amendmencs co che conscicurion since 2005. One of che changes under 
discussion ac year's end was che idea of rransforming Armenia inco a parliamentary 
republic. Critics of che proposal have suggesced char chis could be used co extend 
Presidenc Sargsyan's rule afcer his second term ends in 2018.4 
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A November 2013 reporc by che Armenian Nacional Scaciscical Service claims 
char nearly one-chird of Armenian cicizens lived in povercy in the previous year, 
wich 13.5 percenc classified as "very poor" and 2.8 percenc "excremely poor."5 In 
Ocrober 2013, Finance Minisrer Davit Sarkisyan presented a more opcimisric 
picture, staring that Armenia is "no longer poor" by incernacional scandards.6 

The economy was badly hie by che global economic recession due co syscemic 
vulnerabilicies, particularly in che conscruccion seccor, and is scill recovering. Gross 
Domescic Produce (GDP) grew 7.5 percent in the hrsc quarter of 2013 buc slowed 
to jusc 0.6 percent in che second quarcer and 1.4 percent in che chird.7 

Armenia's main foreign exporc partner is che European Union (EU), but ics 
economy also has srrong ries co Russia, which controls che councry's energy system. 
A pocencial increase in che cost of gas imporcs from Russia has been on che cable 
since 2012 and finally occurred in May 2013, when Russia raised che gas price 
for Armenia from $180 co $270 per cubic merer, leading co widespread procescs.8 

Inflacion, which had remained below 3 percent chroughouc 2012, acceleraced, 

peaking ac over 9 percenc in Augusc.9 Meanwhile, Armenia was short on excernal 
financing, including funds needed to pay off foreign debc. In September, Armenia 
issued $700 million in Eurobonds, using most of chem co pay offics debc co Russia. rn 

Remiccances from Russia also accounc for over 20 percenc of Armenia's GDP. 11 

Russia's sway over Armenian foreign policy was highlighced in 2013 by a 
sudden change of course in Armenia's relations wich che EU. Before Sepcember 
2013, Armenia was preparing co sign an Associacion Agreement wich che EU char 
included Deep and Comprehensive Foreign Trade Area (DCFTA) provisions. 
The negociations were finalized on 24 July and che signing of the agreemenc was 
scheduled for November. 12 However, plans for che DCFTA were abandoned 
shorcly afcer Russia flexed its muscles by announcing a $4 billion arms deal wich 
Azerbaijan, Armeni.a's neighbor and rival in che Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. 13 On 
3 Seprember, afcer an unscheduled lasc-minuce meecing wich President Vladimir 
Pucin in Moscow, Presidem Sargsyan announced char Armenia would be joining 
the Russia-led Customs Union, membership in which precludes Armenia from 
signing che Association Agreement.14 Russia responded by guaranteeing Armenia 
che military presence and sup pore ic needs co feel safe as oil-rich Azerbaijan continues 
ics military buildup. 15 The conflict becween Armenia and Azerbaijan was no closer 
co a resolucion ac year's end. In Augusc, former U.S. Ambassador co Bulgaria James 
Warlick was appoimed co co-chair che Organization for Securicy and Cooperacion 
in Europe (OSCE) Minsk Group, che internacional body in charge of peace 
negociacions in che conflict. Ambassador Warlick's mission is co revive the peace 
talks amidst persiscem shelling across the border, which concinues co claim lives on 
boch sides.16 In addition co frequenc violations of the ceasefire, che persiscing idea 
of national enmicy in boch Armenia and Azerbaijan furcher complicaces a highly 
charged dialogue. 17 

In November, Turkey announced char ic would consider opening its land border 
wich Armenia as an incemive for moving progress forward on peace negotiations 
over Nagorno-Karabakh.18 
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Armenia is a semipresidential republic in which the president is the head of state 
and ministerial appointments require approval by the parliament. In practice, 
President Sargsyan has far more power than prescribed by the constitution, using 
the HKK majority in the parliament to ensure his right to hand-pick ministers and 
other appointed officials. Therefore, presidential elections in Armenia are a major 
means co shaping the national political landscape.19 The year 2013 was crucial in 
chis respect, as it began with a presidential election in February and continued with 
elections to local communities and the City Council of Yerevan in May, closing a 
cycle that had begun with parliamentary elections in May 2012. 

The limited participation of major opposition parties, in addition to generally 
low citizen engagement, reflected the superficial quality of the electoral process in 
Armenia. In December 2012, the leaders of Prosperous Armenia, the Armenian 
National Congress, and the Armenian Revolutionary Federation announced their 
withdrawal from and lack of support for the race.20 This left Raffi Hovhannisyan 
of che Heritage Party-a minor party that had received 6 percent of the vote in the 
2012 parliamentary elections-as the main representative of an opposition that had 
already resigned from its role in electoral politics. Voter turnout was 60.2 percent, 
a decline from the 69.8 percent at the 2008 presidential elections.21 Only 6,251 
local observers were active on election day-one-fifth the number active during 
the 2012 parliamentary elections.22 There were also 632 international observers, 
about half of chem affiliated with the OSCE Office on Democratic Institutions and 
Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR) and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council 
of Europe (PACE).23 

Press coverage of presidential candidates was notably more balanced than in 
previous elections. The Yerevan Press Club reported that just 16 percent of the 
airtime of TV and radio presenters was devoted to Sargsyan, whereas runner-up 
Hovhannisyan received 28 percent and some minor contenders receiving coverage 
comparable to that of the incumbent.24 International observers praised the balanced 
coverage but also criticized the lack of televised debates between candidates.25 

OSCEobserversnoted the professional quality of election administration, respect 
for fundamental freedoms, adequate conditions for campaigning, and balanced 
media coverage. At the same time, they pointed out important flaws, including 
misuse of administrative resources, pressure on voters, and undue interference on 
voting day.26 Domestic observers echoed their concerns, emphasizing vote buying 
for petty cash or gifts, violations of the voting process, and cases of ballot stuffing.27 

1he greatest number of serious violations, including large-scale ballot stuffing, was 
observed ac scacion no 17 /05 in the city of Artashat, 30 kilometers from Yerevan. 28 

Overall, however, both domestic and international observers noted a decrease in the 
number of violations; the OSCE reported that violations serious enough to affect 
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the outcome of the election occurred at 5 percent of polling stations, 29 compared to 
9.4 percent in the 2012 parliamentary elections.30 

In the absence of strong competitors, Sargsyan campaigned passively. Three 
of his opponents declared hunger strikes during the run-up to the election day, 
the longest of which lasred three days and none of which appeared to affect the 
overall campaign.31 One contender, Paruyr Hayrikyan, was shot in the shoulder in 
a botched assassination attempt rhree weeks before election day. Another marginal 
candidate, Vardan Sedrakyan, was found guilty of organizing rhe attempt and 
sentenced to 14 years in jail.32 

The only semblance of serious opposition campaigning came from 
Hovhannisyan's ream, which employed American-style door-to-door outreach 
and extensive social media. Hovhannisyan's platform centered on vague promises 
of social equality and recognition of the independence of Nagorno-Karabakh. 
AJchough Hovhannisyan did not cry to unire opposition factions, he achieved high 
public recognition ( 40 percent against Sargsyan's 41) and received 37 percent of 
the vote. 33 Citing electoral fraud, he refused co accept the election resulrs and filed 
a petition wich rhe Central Electoral Commission (CEC).34 The CEC responded 
that it had never seen such an "unsubstantiated and groundless petition,"35 but it 
srill annulled rhe results of Station l 7 /05 in Arrashar, where rhe grearesr number of 
grave violations was observed.36 

Hovhannisyan dubbed his postelecrion pushback rhe "barevolution," a 
wordplay on rhe colloquial Armenian greeting "barev" ("hello") and a reference 
to his direct campaigning style.37 The barevolution peaked when hundreds of 
protesters attended an alrernative inauguration ceremony for Hovhannisyan on 6 
April (rhe day Sargsyan was sworn in for his second cerm).38 The momentum from 
the proresrs did nor lase long, and Heritage's "Barev Yerevan" bloc received jusr 8.5 
percent of rhe vote at Yerevan City Council elections rhe nexr month.39 

AJchough rhe posrelection events show one of rhe positive aspects of Armenian 
domestic politics-that is, the responsiveness of civil society-they also highlight 
persistent underlying flaws of rhe electoral system. These extend beyond violations 
to a deep misrrusr of elections wirhin the electorate itself, a lack of issue-based 
dialogue, and weak interparty dialogue borh during and beyond elections. As rhese 
issues are mutually reinforcing, rhey contribute nor only to general wariness of 
elections as a democratic instirurion but also a low level of public engagement with 
political issues. 
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As of2012, rhe Ministry of Justice had registered 4,543 civil society organizations 
( CSOs) in Armenia, ~0 alrhough only 15-20 percent of chem are consistently acrive. 41 

The strengths of Armenian civil society are advocacy, infrastructure, expertise, and 
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organizational capacity, while their main weaknesses are feeble connections to the 
public and poor financial sustainability. As many CSOs rely heavily on foreign 
funding, their activities and continuity are vulnerable to funding fluctuations or 
interruptions. 

Public perception of CSOs is another problem. According to Caucasus 
Barometer data for 2013, there is more mistrust than trust of organized civil 
society among the Armenians. For example, 18 percent of respondents "fully" or 
"somewhat" crusted NGOs in 2013, compared co 21 percent in 2012; levels of 
distrust stood at 36 percent in 2013, while ambivalence ("neither trust nor distrust") 
was reported by 34 percent of respondencs.42 

Despite these weaknesses and unlike organized political elites, civil society 
actors (more often individuals and groups, rather than major organizations) 
remained active in 2013, organizing their activities around a number of social, 
political, and economic issues and successfully affecting key government decisions. 
Throughout the year, civil society activity occurred on an event- or issue-driven 
basis rather than through comprehensive organizational agendas. As the year began 
with the presidential election, CSOs also began with monitoring, dialogue around 
associated issues, and-after the results were announced--demonscrations either in 
support of or against the winner. Although fewer domestic organizations acted as 
observers in 2013 than in 2012, 43 the weakness of organized debate and dialogue 
among political actors left civil society to serve as an alternative arena for policies. 
The activities of domestic observers during the 2013 elections actually highlighted 
one of the burgeoning successes of civil society in the past few years-namely, use 

of social media, the internet, and public journalism. The crowdsourcing platform 
iOicord ("iObserver"), which had been launched before the parliamentary elections 
in 2012, was successfully used to allow activists and ordinary citizens from across 
the country to record and publicize their observations (including videos, photos, 
and information on violations}.44 It is perhaps the best example of a small but 
growing dimension of innovation in Armenian civil society. 

Public protests cook place frequently in 2013, increasing in scope, efficiency, 
and even internacional notice.45 The best example was the movement against the 
increased cost of public transportation in Yerevan, which grew into perhaps the 
most dynamic social campaign in recent history. Contrary to the pre-election 
promises of newly elected Mayor Taron Markaryan, the Yerevan Department 
of Transportacion announced a 50 percent rise in bus fares in July, raising them 
from AMO 100 co AMO 150 (from $0.25 co $0.37, approximately) per trip.46 

The mayor's office justified the decision by citing high inflation and the increased 
price of Russian gas, the fuel used by municipal buses. Mass protests ensued, led 
by activists and drawing notable youth participation. This was the largest non
political movement in recent years, involving up co 7,000 participants. Even more 
notable than the high participacion and youth involvement was the practice of 
solidarity through civil disobedience that emerged between diverse social groups. 
In addition to a number of bus drivers continuing to accept the lower fare, ordinary 
citizens as well as groups of celebrities began offering shared rides co commuters, 
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culminating in a shadow rransportarion sysrem facilirared by irs own website, 
FreeCar.am.47 One week after rhe beginning of rhe proresrs, rhe mayor's office 
gave in ro public pressure and suspended irs decision ro raise rransportarion fares, 
alrhough ir admirred char current fares are insufficient ro provide quality service or 
decent pay for drivers. 48 Afrer chis, mosr proresrs dissolved, bur one picker remained 
round-rhe-clock in from of rhe City Council building. One of irs parricipancs was 
assaulred by unknown persons.49 Commencing on rhe movement, Prime Minister 
Tigran Sargsyan (unrelated ro President Sargsyan) nor only hailed ir as definitive for 
Armenian civil society bur also said char ir was fueled by yourh who are morivared 
by a quesr for social equality, justice, and proresring against poverty.50 

Young Armenians were also highly active in Augusr 2013, when rhe Ministry 
of Education announced irs intentions ro raise scare university ruirions by $50-
$500, depending on department and degree. Afrer several days of proresrs, a bill 
was passed char sec an upper limh on mirion fees and prescribed more financial 
incentives for high grades, although fees increased in some universities, anyway.51 

Minor proresrs rook place rhroughour rhe year. A recurrent proresr issue was 
rhe plight of Karabakh war veterans, many of whom are living in poverty. The 
protest escalated over rime, and one of rhe vererans was arrested in Seprember.52 A 
number of marginal and radical groups were also active in 2013. An anonymous 
illiberal group char calls itself me "One Nacion Party" rargered religious minorities, 
purring up numerous posters calling for intolerance cowards "seers." The City 
Council organized rhe removal of rhe posters, bur rhey reappeared. This type of 
intolerance is nor uncommon in a country where 90 percent of residents identify 
wirh Armenian Apostolic Church, which is afforded privileges by law; rhough 
minority religious groups made no major legal complaints in 2013, rhey have often 
been subjected ro societal intolerance and discrimination, including by employers 
and media.53 The issue of sexual minorities also came ro rhe sporlighr in July, when 
a marginal conservative group called rhe All-Armenian Parents Commirree staged 
proresrs against rhe newly adopted Law on Ensuring rhe Equal Righrs and Equal 
Opportunities of Women and Men, meant ro ensure equality and criminalize 
gender-based discrimination. The procesrers argued char by introducing rhe 
rerm "gender" into Armenian legislation, the law gives a legal foothold ro sexual 
minorities. The public's arrencion was rhus shifted from rhe equality of men and 
women, which remains highly problematic in practice, cowards rhe issue of sexual 
minorities. Several women's CSO reported harassment.54 The proresrs subsided 
after rhe law was senr back for amendment in September. 

Compared ro previous election years, rhe level of violence against civil society 
activists and berween activists and the police was relatively low in 2013. Although 
police often stopped gatherings and detained demonstrators, the only full-scale clash 
berween law enforcement and protesters occurred when a group of nationalists, 
many of chem wearing Guy Fawkes masks, gathered at Freedom Square in Yerevan 
on 5 November, armed wirh wooden poles, homemade explosives, and flares. Their 
leader, Shane Harutyunyan, the head of the obscure nationalist Tseghakron Party, 
proclaimed a revolution and called on his supporters ro seize the Presidential Palace 
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and orher governmem buildings. As rhe proresrers exired Freedom Square, rhe rior 
police moved in w arresr rhem. In rhe ensuing scuffle, rhe proresrers used rheir 

homemade explosives and poles. Several police officers were hurt, and 37 proresrers 
were derained. Sevemeen were larer released, and rhe remaining 20 are awairing 
rrial on various charges. 55 Two prominem CSO staff-Haykak Aramashyan, Projecr 

Coordinawr of rhe Yerevan Press Club, and Suren Sagharelyan, a board member of 
Transparency lmernational's Armenia chapter- were also assaulred in rhe srreer on 
5 Seprember; a criminal investigation was ongoing ar year's end.% 

Ar rhe end of the year, proresrs unfolded in connection w rwo major issues 
rhar will cominue inro 2014. The firsr, Armenia's porential membership in rhe 
Russia-led Cusroms Union, incired nor only demonsrracions buc also discussion 
of Armenia's imernarional role and furure. 57 The second concerned a new law rhar 
would require cirizens born after 1973 (rhar is w say, a group including Armenia's 

young professional class) w pay 5 percent of rheir momhly earnings ro a pension 
fund.' 8 The movement ser up a websire, Dem.am ("I'm againsr" in Armenian), which 

subsequendy became rheir slogan. On December 17, a 1,500-srrong rally against 
rhe pension reform included acrivisrs from political parries. Ar rhe end of rhe year, 
ir was yer unclear wherher civil society acrors would be able w facilirare dialogue 
wirh rhe governmem or affecr rhe proposed pension reform in a meaningful way. 
However, rhe proresrs did grab rhe anemion of major opposition parries, four of 
which submirred a case againsr rhe proposed changes ro rhe Constitutional Coun.59 
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Prim and online media in Armenia are diverse. The online communiry is growing 
rapidly, and rhe imerner is becoming an increasingly reliable plarform for 
independem information and opinions. However, relevision remains by far rhe 
mosr popular medium for news and entenainmenc, and political bias in broadcasr 
media is heavy. As wirh coverage of rhe parliamentary elecrions in 2012, however, 
campaign coverage in 2013 showed a significant and increasing level of balance. 

A poll conducred in January-February 2013 reponed rhar rhe interner was 
a main source of informarion for 37 percent of respondents (up from 15 percent 

in 201 O). Television was a main source for 91 percent (down from 95 percent in 
201 O), whereas radio and prim press were down at 12 percent and 14 percent, 
respecrively.60 In 2013, 46 percent of Armenians went online at least once a week, 
whereas just 15 percent boughr newspapers.<· 1 Since the internet is a free medium 
in Armenia,6l online access means rhar more users have access w alrernarive sources 
ofinformarion. In 2013, rhe majority of Armenian yourh were online and in social 
nerworks; a reponed 580,000 Armenians used Facebook every month.63 

Two national relevision stations, Kenrron and Yerkir Media, campaigned 
for rhe opposition in 2013. Alrhough rhe law forbids media ro be affiliared wirh 
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policical parcies, Kencron serves as che media arm of che Prosperous Armenia parcy, 
while Yerkir promoces che imerescs of che Dashnakcsucyun parcy. Eleccion coverage 
monicoring by che Yerevan Press Club showed chac coverage of che presidemial 
campaign was balanced,64 whereas during che campaign co Yerevan Cicy Council, 
che ruling parcy was more often covered in a negative lighc for che firsc time in ics 
hiscory, wich che mosc cricicism coming from Kentron and Yerkir.6s 

Politically mocivaced defamacion lawsuics became less common in 2013/><I Suics 
were filed againsc Mir TV, several opposicion newspapers (Zhoghovurd, Hraparak, 
Aravot, Haykakan Zhamanak), and che porcal News.am, among ochers, but all of 
chem were dismissed. In May, blogger Tigran Kocharyan won a defamation lawsuic 
againsc an opposicion weekly, Chorrord lshkhanutyun, afrer che paper ran a scory 
accusing him of"fascism" and using ocher derogacory language againsc him.67 

Meanwhile, the number of chreacs and accacks againsc journalists increased 
from 4 cases in 2012 co IO in 2013/>B On 24 Augusc, che coordinacor of che 
Armenia Today news agency was detained by police during a civic procesc and, 
according co his cescimony, assaulced by officers while inside a police vehicle.69 On 
27 April, a police officer pushed and verbally abused Ani Hovannisyan, a reporcer 
for Hecq.am, a websice run by che lnvescigacive Journalises NG0.70 Following a 
police invescigation, che officer in quescion was fired. However, on 3 May, chreacs 
againsc Hovhannisyan appeared in che online commencs co her video reporc. Five 
days lacer, she received a call from a Russian phone number wich chreacs againsc her 
and her family. The edicorial scaff of Hecq believes che abuse may have been linked 
co research Hovhannisyan was doing on offshore accounts of public officials and 
Armenian invescments in Georgia.71 

Several inscances ofinterference wich the work of journalises were also registered 
during che February eleccions. A member of che organizacion Journalises for Human 
Righcs was accacked ac polling scacion 17/05 in che cicy of Arcashac, che sice of many 
serious eleccoral violations. An incident involving two more journaliscs-reporcers 
from the news sice Jin.am and che Hraparak newspaper-occurred at the same 
scacion. At polling scation 9127 in Yerevan, a reporcer for Aravotwas assaulced.72 

Online media-including social media-were involved in as many confliccs 
and lawsuits in 2013 as cradicional news sources. At che end of 2012, parliamentary 
deputyTigran Urikhanyan (Prosperous Armenia) sued blogger Edgar Barsegyan for 
a satirical photo collage he had published online. The online community came co 
Barsegyan's defense, causing Urikhanyan to withdraw his claim in May 2013. In 
June, journalise Armen Dulyan was fired from his job as a presenter on Sham TV 
for making a derogatory Facebook comment about che public broadcaster.7~ Noc 
long after chat, a police officer received an official reprimand for making an abusive 
Facebook comment about a journalisc.74 

The official report on the implememacion of che EU Neighborhood Policy in 
Armenia in 2012 (published March 2013) criticized the state of media freedom 
in Armenia, recommending improvemems in broadcascing legislacion that would 
encourage che pluralism of broadcascers.75 In October, OSCE Represemacive on 
Freedom of che Media Dunja Mijacovic met with Armenian Foreign Minister 
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Edward Nalbandyan and reminded him of the need to introduce long-promised 
amendments in broadcasting legislation to t:nsure pluralism.76 

Intellectual property, boch legally and in practice, was not well protected in 
2013. Media reports from major outlets were frequently recycled online, often 
without mention of the source. On 21 May, the editors-in-chief of nine Armenian 
print media published a statement expressing concern over the growing number 
of copyright violations onlinc and asserting that online media republishing other 
outlets' work should be required to sign contracts with the original publications.77 

A month later, the editors of 15 online media made a joinc statement to the same 
effcct.78 In response, the parliament adopted amendmencs to the Law on Copyright. 
Mentioning sources is now obligatory when quoting from newspapers, and copying 
an entire scory requires the consent of its author.7~ The draft legislation was shared 
with journalists and adjusted on the basis of their feedback before its adoption on 
30 September. 

Local Democratic Governance 
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Local governance in Armenia is weak and inefficient, as remains true in many 
postcommunist states. Each of Armenia's self-governing communities has a 
representative body called the Council of Elders with 5 to 15 members and an 
executive body (municipality) led by the community head (mayor). Council 
members and mayors are elected via public ballot for chree-year terms. Mayors 
are accountable to the Council of Elders, although implementation procedures are 
often lacking. 

Armenia's total population is approximately 3 million, with over one-third of 
the population concentrated in Yerevan. This means that many of the Armenia's 
915 communities are very small and cannot collect sufficient revenue to sustain 
basic services. Communiries' main expenses are educacion (33.2 percent) and 
municipal adminiscracion and services (26.3 percenc)."0 The income of municipal 
bud gees accounccd for jusc 2. 7 percent of Armenia's GDP in che firsc half of 2013, •1 

wich over half of chis amount coming from scare budget subsidies.82 Mose taxes go 
directly inco the state budgec, and communities only receive land and real estate 
caxes. 1hc smaller the community, che less financially sustainable it is. Indeed, che 
only financially independent community of Armenia is the capital city, Yerevan. 
No changes to taxation or community income structures were made in 2013, nor 
did the government move forward with a long-planned reform merging Armenia's 
communities into 200 brger units. The main obstacle to the latter change is 
resistance from mayors, many of whom will lose their jobs if it is implemented. 

For the first time, elections in mosr of Armenia's communities in 2012 
brought victory co HHK in a majoriry of che country's municipalities. Previously, 
che majoriry of mayors had no party affiliation; now, two out of three are HHK 
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members. Local officials in several regions where Sargsyan lost in 2013 actually 
stepped down shortly the elections. These included the governor ofShirak province, 
Ashor Giziryan, who resigned three days after his province voted for Hovhannisyan. 
He was replaced by Felix Tsolakyan, former deputy director of the National 
Security Service and former head of the State Tax Service.83 The Mayor of Armavir 
city, where Sargsyan also lost, handed in his resignation, but the government 
rejected it. 

In May 2013, Yerevan elected its City Council via a proportional ballot, 
following which the winning party nominated the mayor. The candidates included 
incumbent mayor Taron Margaryan of the HHK, former Foreign Minister Vardan 
Oskanian of the Prosperous Armenia parry, Armen Martirosyan of Heritage, and 
others. As such a large percentage of the national population lives in Yerevan and 
because the election for City Council was held soon after the presidential poll, the 
municipal election acquired nationwide importance. The election campaign was 
quite active, with the ruling party and the opposition employing very different 
strategies. The incumbent authorities emphasized the logistical and managerial 
aspects of municipal government, whereas the opposition treated the post of mayor 
of the capital city as a political office that would offer the winner an opportunity to 
initiate countrywide change.114 

The results of this election were very disappointing for the opposition and 
especially for Heritage, whose electoral bloc "Barev Yerevan" received only 8.5 
percent of the vote. The incumbent HHK won with 56 percent, securing Mayor 
Margaryan's reelection, and Prosperous Armenia followed with 23. l percent. Ocher 
parties did not make it past the threshold required to win seats in the Council of 
Elders {6 percent for parties, 8 percent for blocs). The opposition claimed chat the 
election had not been fair and refused to acknowledge its results.R~ However, unlike 
in previous years, all the parties accepted their mandates to the Council of Elders. 
The 6,595 domestic observers present at this election86 registered 417 violations, 
80 percent more than the number of violations registered in Yerevan during the 
presidential elections. "7 

Shortly after the elections, the governor ofSyunik province, Suren Khachatryan, 
was forced to resign in connection with the fatal shooting of Avecik Budaghyan, 
who had run {unsuccessfully) for mayor of Goris, one of Syunik's largest cities. 
Budaghyan's brother and Governor Khachatryan's bodyguard were wounded in the 
shooting, which cook place at the governor's home on 2 June."" Khachacryan's son was 
arrested for the crime but soon released, prompting widespread media speculation 
and accusations of judicial foul play from the political opposition.89 Commenting 
on Khachatryan's resignation, HHK spokesperson Eduard Sharmazanov said that 
the decision was the result of the party's "political evaluation" of the incident.90 A 
month after the shooting, a new governor was appointed-HHK member Vahe 
Hakobyan, the son of the director of the largest copper and molybdenum mine 
in Armenia. In October, the governor of Ararat province also resigned, reportedly 
under pressure from the central government, and was replaced by former minister 
of agriculture Aramais Grigoryan.91 
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In the spirit of collaboration with civil society, the coordinator of the Association 
of Young Lawyers' Ami-Corruprion Cenrcr in Aragarsom, Mushegh Abgaryan, was 
appoimed vice-governor of Aragarsocn province on 28 Seprember. 

Women's involvemenc in local government remains low and has been 
decreasing in rhe lase four years. None of Armenia's 48 dries and only 20 of 866 
rural communities have female mayors.92 In rhe 10 provinces, there are no female 
governors and just rwo female vice-governors. 
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Armenian sociery has low trust in the judiciary, which is permeated with corruption 
and remains closely connected co executive aurhorities. The functioning of the 
justice sysrem remains one of the weakest links of Armenian governance. Police make 
arbitrary arrests without warrants, bear detainees during arrest and incerrogarion, 
and use corture co exrracr confessions. 

On 10 June 20 I 3, 200 lawyers gathered in from of the Court of Cessation in 
Yerevan to demonstrate against arbitrary decision-making and double standards 
in rhe judicial system.9.\ In December, Ombudsman Karen Andreasyan published 
a scarhing report detailing corruption in the court system thac included a judicial 
bribe "price list," ranging from $500 ro $50,000.94 The report was conresred by 
the Jusrice Ministry and the prosecutor general, who requested concrere proof on 
which co base an invesrigarion.9~ Judges, coo, denied rhe accusations in rhe reporr.9<' 

In May, President Sargsyan dismissed rhe head of the Special Invesrigarion 
Service, Andranik Mirzoyan, for failing ro transform the organizarion inro an 
efficient and independenc body.97 In mid-June, the police began investigating 
the alleged misuse of procuremenc and render procedures by the Office for 
Implementation ofJudicial and Legal Programs.9K 

On 13 September, Prosecutor General Aghvan Hovsepyan's six-year term 
ended. He was succeeded by former military prosecutor Gevorg Kostanyan, who 
promised ro boosr public rrust in rhe judicial system.99 Shorcly rhereafrer, Presidenc 
Sarsgyan announced rhe establishmem of a new cenrralized investigative body 
joinrly affiliared with rhe Ministry of Defense, rhe police, and the Tax Service. 
Hosvepyan was appointed head of rhe commission in charge of esrablishing the 
new body, which was expected to begin operations in January 20I 4.100 

Scare penicemiaries and derencion facilities are severely overcrowded in 
Armenia, where che acquittal rare was just I .6 percent in 2012.'0

' Alrhough the law 
prescribes a Aoor area of 4 square meters per prison inmare, prisoners in 20 I 2 had 
an average of less rhan 1.5 square merers each, so that convicrs in some facilities 
had ro rake rums sleeping. Overcrowding was reduced in !are 20 I 3 by a large
scale amnesry of 700 inmates. 102 Among the prisoners granced an early release 
was Armenian Narional Congress activisf 1igran Arakelyan, convicted in 20 I I of 
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disorderly conduct and disobeying the police in a conAict. 103 Two police officers 
jailed for using torture were also amnestied despite rhe protests of human rights 
activists. 101 

Prison conditions are dangerously unsanitary, and inmates have inadequate 
access ro medical care. In 2012, 28 inmates died while incarcerated-the equivalent 
of 59 deaths per I 0,000 inmates, a very high mortality rare by international 
standards. 105 The rate has declined since its peak in 2010. 1116 Planned improvements 
involve shurring down all 12 existing penitentiaries and replacing them with 3 
modern ones. 107 However, rhe construction of the first new facility, a prison in the 
city of Armavir worth $20 million and intended ro house 1,240 inmates, had not 
yet been finalized at year's end. 

In March 2013, the parliament's Standing Commission on State and 
Legal Matters approved rhe Armenian National Congress's proposal for a new 
parliamentary commission dedicated ro investigating the events of March 2008, 
when a poscelection opposition raJly ended in the deaths of 10 people, including 2 
police officers. However, the ruling party's faction in the parliament voted down the 
bill down with 58 votes against 47. 108 

At the end of 2012, 30 conscientious objectors remained in prison. They 
included Jehovah's Wimesses who had won a case against the Republic of Armenia 
ar the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). 109 Although a law on a1ternative 
military service was passed back in 2003, the service remained under military 
supervision and did not function as intended. In May 2013, the Law on Alternative 
Service was amended, leaving the alternative military service under the control of 
rhe military bur also establishing an alcernative civic service under government 
supervision. 1111 The duration of alternative service was also reduced from 35 to 30 
months. 

Corruption 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
-~~~~ ----------------~ 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.25 5.25 

2014 

5.25 

A high level of corruption has been one of the key challenges to Armenia's economic 
development and democratization since independence. Despite a number of 
improvements, corruption remains pervasive, and bribery and nepotism are 
reported1y common among government officials, who are rarely prosecuted or 
removed for abuse of office. In 2013, the National Statistical Office recorded 782 
registered corruption crimes, compared to 561 in 2012.111 

In June, the Control Chamber of Armenia presented its annual report on state 
spending. The analysis described numerous cases of embezzlement in the spheres 
of procurement, urban planning, road construction, education, and protection of 
the environment. 112 Control Chamber chair Ishkhan Azkaryan seated chat the only 
part of the budget free from corruption risks was social welfare; the rest, or 70 
percent of the budget, is prone ro corruption. This srarement was harshly criticized 
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by President Sargsyan, who called che Control Chamber's conclusions incorrect and 
shortsighced.113 

Major industries, including foreign trade, remain dominated by monopolies, 
which also creates opportunities for corruption. The World Economic Forum 
strongly criticized Armenia's weak antimonopoly policies in 2013,114 and che 
World Bank's 2013 annual Doing Business report named foreign trade as che most 
problematic and corruption-prone business sector in che councry.i 15 

While recorded corruption incidents increased in 2013, che number of 
people who reported having engaged direccly in bribery declined. According co 
Transparency's 2013 Global Corruption Barometer, 18 percent of respondents in 
Armenia reported paying bribes between September 2012 and March 2013,116 

compared co 23 percent in che previous reporting period. This improvement brings 
bribery levels in Armenia closer co chose reported in ocher Central and Eastern 
European countries like Lacvia (I 9 percent), Romania (17 percent), and the Czech 
Republic (15 percent). 117 

Low tax collection, another sympcom of weak and corrupt inscicucions, has 
been improving since 2009, when taxes and social payments accounted for just 
19.9 percent ofGDP.118 In che firsc half of2013, taxes accounted for 29.5 percent 
of GDP. In 2013, che government launched a simplified system of tax forms, which 
may lead co further improvements in chis area. 119 

Two additional infrastructural changes have the potential co increase 
transparency. In 2013, che Special Investigative Service of Armenia sec up a website 
char publishes information on traffic accidents and crimes commicced by police 
officers, including corruption. A new modern building for che Department for 
Visas and Passports was opened in 2013;120 its digitized documentation processing, 
along with new biometric passports to be introduced in 2014, is expected co reduce 
corruption risks.121 

There were no corruption charges brought against senior officials in 2013. 
The more significant lower-level arrests of the year included that of the deputy 
chief operative of the Nubarashen district penitentiary in Yerevan, who was 
arrested in July 2013 for accepting a bribe. 122 In September, the deputy chief of the 
Department of Social Welfare of Army Personnel was arrested for soliciting a bribe 
from the parents of a soldier who had died in service in exchange for implementing 
cheir son's legally guaranteed death enciclemencs. In Occober, two officers of the 
Penitentiary Department of the Ministry of Justice were arrested for soliciting and 
receiving a bribe co add co che name of a particular inmate who was eligible for che 
amnesty to che official lisc.123 

The mosc scandalous corruption allegations of che year implicated Prime 
Minister Tigran Sargsyan and che archbishop of the Ararac diocese of che Armenian 
Aposcolic Church, Navasard Kchoyan. Hecq published macerials in May suggesting 
char the prime minister and che archbishop, in partnership wich business operacor 
Ashot Sukiasyan, had used aliases co register an offshore company in Cyprus 
worch several million dollars.124 Hetq also claimed char che company in question, 
Wlispera, was direccly connected co a case involving che seizure of assecs worch $30 
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million from businessman Paylak Hayrapecyan. Prime Minister Sargsyan called the 
allegations "nonsense" and filed a claim co the Prosecutor General of Cyprus for 
an investigation. He received no written response co his inquiry from Prosecutor 
General Petros Klerides, who seated in an oral interview chat no one could register a 
company in his country under an alias. 125 In a public spat, Prime Minister Sargsyan 
countered that one could register a company in Cyprus in the name of anyone, 
even a dead person, and added that he himself had never been chere. 126 Information 
about the offshore company remains contested and contradictory. 
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Azerbaijan 
Capital: Balm 

Population: 9.3 million 
GN/lcapita, PPP: US$9,410 

Source: The dat• above are drawn from the World Bank's World Develop111e111Indi(atOn2014. 

Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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Electoral Process 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Civil Society 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 

Independent Media 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

National Democratic 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.25 6.25 6. 50 6.50 6.50 

and Independence 

Corruption 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 

Democracy Score 5.86 5.93 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.39 6.46 6.57 6.64 6.68 

NOTE: The ratings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the aurhor(s) of this 
report. The opinions expressed in 1his report are those of the author(s). The radngs are based on a scale of I co 7, 
with I rcpresencing the highes1 level of democratic progress and 7 1he lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A zerbaijan is ruled by an aurhoricarian regime characcerized by incolerance 
for dissenc and disregard for civil libercies and policical righcs. When 

Presidenc Heydar Aliyev came co power in 1993, he secured a ceasefire 
in Azerbaijan's war wich Armenia and escablished relacive domescic scability, buc 
he also inscicuced a Soviec-style vercical power syscem based on pacronage and 
che suppression of policical dissenc. Ilham Aliyev succeeded his facher in 2003, 
concinuing and incensifying the mosc repressive aspeccs of his facher's rule. Since 
then, che inflow of significanc oil revenues has fueled presidencial pacronage, 
screngchened che scace's security apparatus, and parcially subdued both domestic 

and foreign cricicism of che regime. 
In Occober 2013, President Aliyev secured a chird term in office through deeply 

Hawed eleccions. The incumbem's landslide viccory was widely ancicipated due co 
che adminiscracion's monopoly over state resources and its ruthless incimidacion 
caccics. However, unlike in previous elections, a wide spectrum of opposition 
groups-including policical parcies, youch movements, and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs)-managed to unite under che umbrella of che Nacional 
Council of Democratic Forces. 

The year was also marked by a series of procests in the capital and in the regions. 
Some of these derponscracions were organized by che opposition; others appeared 
spontaneous, most notably che riocs in the cown oflsmayilli ac the end of January 
and rallies in Baku protesting violence in the milicary in March. Throughouc the 
year, the regime arresced and detained policical opponents, activists, and journalists 
and used bogus charges against its critics. 

The auchorities continued co crack down on public protescs in 2013, imposing 
high fines for participation in and organization of unauchorized protescs. New legal 
amendments introduced in March, including NGO registracion requirements, 
restrictions on funding, and higher fines for administrative offenses, made the day
co-day operation of civil organizacions cricical of the regime increasingly difficult. 
The free exercise of freedom of religion or belief by followers of a variety of beliefs, 
including che majority Islamic faich, continued to be targeted by che regime. 

National Democratic Governance. The Aliyev regime continued to exercise eight 
control over Azerbaijani society, maintaining a near-monopoly on power. Afcer 
scrapping constitutional term limits in 2009, President Aliyev ran for and won a 
third cerm in office in October. Following che elections, the presidenc reshuffled 
a few positions in governmenc, but the most nocorious oligarchs kept their 
ministerial positions. There was no progress on negotiacions over the breakaway 
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region of Nagorno-Karabakh. Azerbaijan's national democratic governance rating 
remaim unchanged at 6.75. 

Electoral Process. Like every national vote held in Azerbaijan since the adoption 
of the 1995 constitution, the presidential elections of 2013 were marred by 
candidate and voter intimidation, multiple voting, ballot scuffing, and other serious 
irregularities. For the first time, opposition parties ran behind a single candidate. The 
Central Electoral Commission (CEC) disqualified their first nomination, Oscar
winning screenwriter Rustam Ibragimbekov, but accepted their second choice, 
Jamil Hasanli. In the end, President Aliyev won his third term with a reported 84.5 
percent of the votes. Participation was at 71.6 percent. Azerbaijan's electoral process 
rating remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Civil Society. Over the last decade, the regime has steadily increased its control 
over civil society activities through a variety of legal and extralegal means. New 
restrictions adopted in 2013 created onerous reporting requirements for NGOs, 
limited cash donations, and imposed high fines for administrative offenses. 
Authorities also continued to suppress public protests throughout the year, cracking 
down on demonstrations, targeting youth movements, and prosecuting the regime's 
critics on bogus charges. In addition, followers of a variety of religions and beliefs 
continued to be targeted by the regime. As the regime's repression of political 
dissent escalates, Azerbaijan} civil society rating declines from 6.25 to 6.50. 

Independent Media. In the run-up to presidential elections, government 
authorities cook further steps co silence independent media. The government 
extended the scope of defamation provisions co the internet, punishing offensive 
statements online with up to three years in prison. The authorities used fabricated 
charges to muzzle critical journalises on numerous occasions, while violence 
and attacks against journalists remained common. The economic situation of 
independent outlets remained fragile; by the end of the year, cwo opposition 
newspapers, Azadlyq and Yeni Musavat, were in danger of closing down due co 
exorbitant defamation fines. Azerbaijan's independent media rating remains at 6.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. Local self-government bodies are subordinate 
to local branches of state administration and financially dependent on the central 
authorities. Power is distributed through a system of patronage, and several regions 
in the country are ruled as fiefdoms by oligarchs and state officials. In January, 
a minor car accident in the lsmayilli region triggered rioting over economic 
inequality, corruption, and the arbitrary distribution of local executive power. In 
the preelection period, Azerbaijani citizens were discouraged from attending the 
rallies of opposition parties on numerous occasions. Azerbaijan's local democratic 
governance rating remaim unchanged at 6.50. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence. The executive branch routinely uses 
the country's court system and security apparatus to suppress or preempt perceived 
regime threats. Several activists, bloggers, and politicians were harassed or arrested 
during the year, including presidential candidate llgar Mammadov and the head 
of a local election observation mission, Anar Mammadli. Journalises, activists, and 
opposition figures found themselves charged with more serious crimes in 20 l 3 
than in the previous year. Following the October presidential elections, the courts 
began trying and sentencing persons arrested in the first half of the year. Azerbaijan's 
judicial ftamework and independence rating remains unchanged at 6.50. 

Corruption. The state's control over oil resources and the oligarchic structure of the 
economy contribute to widespread corruption in Azerbaijan, as does the existence 
of a Soviet-style bureaucracy. In 2013, the Azerbaijani government attempted to 
fight low- and mid-level corruption by improving access to official documents, such 
as passports or birch certificates, which had changed hands in exchange for petty 
bribes in the past. However, high-level corruption remained wholly unaddressed, 
and the Aliyev family, state officials, and their relatives continued to amass significant 
personal wealth. A stream of video leaks documenting corrupt power-brokering 
in the legislature continued in 2013. Gular Ahmadova, the parliamentary deputy 
implicated in the first of these videos (in 2012), was sentenced to three years in 
prison in December. Azerbaijan's corruption rating remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Outlook for 2014. The government will have little motivation to undertake serious 
policy reforms in the coming year. With the presidential elections tackled, the 
Aliyev regime will continue to consolidate its power. Oil production and growth in 
the non-oil sector are not likely to increase enough co address economic and social 
inequalities. Moreover, price increases of oil products at the end of2013 will result 
in the rise of basic commodity prices. These economic frustrations will result in 
growing social pressure chat the regime is most likely to address by strengthening its 
repressive apparatus. Although oligarchs' informal control over the regions is firmly 
entrenched, the upcoming 2014 local elections will offer another opportunity for 
the opposition to mobilize and attempt co challenge the regime. 
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AJrhough rhe separarion of powers is guaranreed by rhe consrirurion, in realiry the 
executive branch fully dominares borh the legislarure and che judiciary. The 125-seac 
Milli Majlis (parliamenr) is a rubber-stamp body wirh no oversighr or public debare 
function. The fraudulenr 2010 parliamenrary elections furrber reinforced this role, 
as neither of the rwo major opposition panies, Popular Front and Musavac, won 
sears in rhe legislature. The parliamenr remains dominated by the New Azerbaijan 
Parry (YAP), in power since rhe election of former presidenr Heydar Aliyev in 1993. 

In 2013, Presidenr Ilham Aliyev secured a rhird rerm in office through deeply 
flawed elections. Throughout rhe year, Aliyev srrengthened his system of control 
and parronage rhrough rhe distribution of budget funds ro local execurive branches 
in the regions and raising rhe salaries of law enforcemenr bodies. He also mainrained 
his effecrive control over the country's srraregic oil resources. Azerbaijan's narural 
resource wealrh, which fueled a vasr GDP growth in rhe mid-2000s, has helped 
assure rhe srabiliry of the execurive's concrol over rhe counrry. 

Despire rhe economic growth of rhe lasr decade, wealrh and economic power 
remain largely concenrrared among rhe president, his family, and a small group of 
oligarchs, crearing a dangerous convergence of political and economic inreresrs. 
There is a significam wealrh gap, and rhe average Azerbaijani conrinues ro earn 
lirrle. 1 The lack of a comprehensive social policy is pardy compensared by rhe 
shadow economy, which conrribures ro rhe high level of corruption in rhe country. 
Srare employees conrinue ro serve as a major power base for rhe ruling parry because 
of rheir dependence on rheir employer through a ruling parry membership and 
parronage nerworks. Their numbers remained high according to official statistics: 
more than 850,000 people-or by ocher sources, 10-18 percenr of rhe population
are employed by the srare. Salaries in the public secror increased by 6.9 percenr 
in 2013. This symbolic raise, however, did not result in a visible improvemenr of 
living conditions, especially since the Tariff Council decided to increase the rerail 
price of gasoline and diesel and rhe wholesale price of some petroleum producrs in 
December.2 

Azerbaijan was ar the cenrer of increased international attention in 2013. In 
January, following a heated debare, the Parliamenrary Assembly of rhe Council of 
Europe (PACE) voted down Special Rapporreur on Political Prisoners Chrisroph 
Srrasser's report on rhe siruarion in rhe country. Critics debared the definirion 
of "political prisoner" and questioned the accuracy of rhe reporr, as Srrasser had 
been denied a visa ro Azerbaijan. The Baku-based Human rughts Club released 
an updated lisr of 142 polirical prisoners in October and claimed the number of 
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politically motivaced arrescs increased dramadcally afcer che failure co adopc che 
PACE reporc.' As of 31 December, che OSCE office in Balcu was replaced by 
an OSCE Projecc Coordinacor ac che requesc of Azerbaijan! The new office will 
operace ac a more cechnical level, wich fewer responsibilicies. 

Yee ac ics second Universal Periodic Review (UPR, a mechanism addressing 
che sicuacion of human righcs in all UN members) adopced on 20 Sepcember, che 
councry received 162 recommendacions, 5 cimes as many as in che firsc cycle of 
UPR in 2009.5 Excepc for four submicced by Armenia, che Azerbaijani governmenc 
accepced or parcly accepced all recommendacions. 

Azerbaijan is covered by che European Neighborhood Policy of che European 
Union (EU) and is a member of che Eascern Parcnership Program (EaP) bur focuses 
mainly on cooperacion in energy-relaced issues. The councry signed a visa facilicacion 
agreemenc on the Vilnius EaP Summit on 29 November, but negotiations on a Deep 
and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) did noc scare, as Azerbaijan 
has yet co gain admiccance co the World Trade Organization (WTO). According 
co che 2013 Eascern Parcnership Index, Azerbaijan lags behind on a number of 
democracic indicacors, such as fighcing corruption, accouncabilicy and democracic 
control over law enforcemenc inscicutions, and che parcicipation of civil sociecy.6 

The economy continued co grow in 2013 as oil revenues picked up afcer two 
consecutive years of decline and as che non-oil seccor expanded by almosc 10 
percenc.7 The councry's budgec is scill highly dependenc on oil: according co che 
Center for Economic and Social Development (CESD), oil sector revenues account 
for 66 percenc of che 2014 budgec." This excreme dependence on che oil seccor 
makes the country's economy vulnerable co external shocks and contributes co the 
regime's insecurity, which in cum feeds repression and an increasing intolerance for 
dissent. Microcredics and ocher cypes of loans have become accessible co a widening 
share of che populacion; abouc 18 percenc were repaying loans in 2013.9 Inceresc 
races are ofcen high, however, and the need co repay chem forces people co work 
several jobs. The councry's milicary budgec concinued co grow, reaching $3.73 
billion in 2013.rn Moscow began delivering around $1 billion wonh of weapons co 
Baku in accordance wi ch a defense concracc signed two years ago. 11 

The absence of negociacions in 2013 in che breakaway Nagorno-Karabagh 
region confirmed chac panics had reached a deadlock. A ceasefire brokered between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan in 1994 has roucinely been violaced.'2 The conflicc was 
on che eleccoral campaign agenda, and presidencial candidaces addressed it during 
celevised debates in 2013. Despite the lack of progress on che official level, civil 
society accors concinued co hold meecings and discussions during che year. 

Following the elections, the president replaced a few of his miniscers, including 
former miniscers of defense Safar Abiyev and of social policy Fizuli Alekberov. The 
positions of che most notorious oligarchs-Miniscer of Emergencies Kamaladdin 
Heydarov and Miniscer of Transpon Ziya Mammadov-were lefc uncouched, 
however. Ocher changes included the promotion of Miniscer of Agriculcure Ismec 
Abbasov co deputy prime miniscer and the appointmenc of former head of che 
Audie Chamber Heydar Asadov co miniscer of agriculcure. 13 
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Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Azerbaijan has had a dire track record of organizing elections during most of its 
pose-Soviet independence. 1he government has extensively misused administrative 
resources-which have exponentially increased since 2005 due co skyrocketing oil 
revenues-co control and manipulate elections. Internacional election observation 
missions have on numerous occasions claimed that the legal framework falls shorr 
of international standards and criticized serious irregularities during elections, 
including voter intimidation, carousel voting, and ballot scuffing. 

Although Azerbaijan has closely cooperated wich international organizations 
such as the Venice Commission of the Council ofEurope (CoE) or rhe Organization 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), in reforming its eJeccoral laws 
and ensuring a free and fair electoral process, the key recommendations of these 
international bodies have remained unimplemented. Among the problems cited are 
the regime's exploitation of power and resources during campaigns and voring, as 
well as the lack of political balance on electoral commissions, which are dominated 
by the ruling New Azerbaijan Parry (YAP). Constitutional amendmencs adopted 
rbrough a questionable referendum in 2009 eliminated presidential terms limits,14 

allowing Ilham Aliyev to run for a rhird rerm in 2013, while regressive legal changes 
in 20 I 0 reduced che lengrh of election cycles and eliminated scare financing for 
campaigns. 

In 2013, unlike in the 2008 presidential election when the opposition 
boycotted the vote, che major opposition forces united under the umbrella of the 
National Council of Democratic Forces. The Council, representing che previously 
fragmented opposition landscape, amalgamated political parties and civil society 
acciviscs and scood beside a joint candidate, che Oscar-winning screenwriter 
Rustam lbragimbekov. lbragimbekov's candidacy, however, was rejected by rhe 
Central Election Commission (CEC), based on his dual citizenship (Russian and 
Azerbaijani) and rhe face char he was not a permanent resident of Azerbaijan. 
Before che decision, Ibragimbekov had unsuccessfully cried co renounce his Russian 
citizenship. The National Council replaced him with university professor and 
historian Jamil Hasanli. Al rogerher, rhe CEC registered nine candidates in addition 
co incumbent president Aliyev, rhough only Jamil Hasanli could be characterized 
as an opposirion candidate. The remaining eight were representing mainly 
progovernment or "pocket opposition" parties established to maintain a facade of 
pluraliry. 

During the campaign and in che relevised debates, most of the candidates 
were defending the candidacy and policies of che incumbent-who himself did 
nor participate in any of the debates-while attacking and discrediting Hasanli. In 
che governmenr-conrrolled media, only one TV channel, the public ITV, provided 
Hasanli airtime, allotting him and each candidate 18 minuces per week. In the 
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pre-campaign period, che incumbent received 98 percenc of all coverage devoced 
to presidential candidaces, wich che remaining 9 candidaces receiving 2 percenc.15 

Afchough che presidenc had announced chac he would noc be campaigning, che major 
broadcascers widely covered his regional visics, reporcing abouc rhe inauguracion of 
new schools, hospicals, and infrascruccure projeccs. Since January, Presidenc Afiyev 
allocaced AZN 205.6 million ($260 million) from the Presidenrial Reserve Fund 
to 69 regions and towns, distributing AZN 2 to 7 million ($2.5 to $9 million) to 

each for the purpose of social economic developmenc.16 The lack of transparency, 
however, cases doubts on whether che money was used for the indicated purpose. 17 

According co rhe CEC, the official rumour was ac 71.6 percenc ac che 9 Occober 
elecrions, and 84.5 percent of votes were case in favor of incumbent presidenc II ham 
Aliyev, with Nacional Council candidace Jamil Hasanli receiving 5.27 percenc.1x 

CEC and che Conscicuency Election Commissions (Conces) regiscered nearly 
46,000 parry and citizen observers; however, che OSCE Office for Democracic 
lnscicucions and Human Righcs (OSCE/ODIHR) reporced chac while present in 
more chan cwo chirds of che polling scations, local observers frequemly could noc 
recall which organizacion chey represenced. 19 

Local and incernational observers noced serious irregularicies, including 
candidace and vocer incimidacion, violations of the secrecy of the vote, multiple 
voring, and ballot scuffing, both in che regions and in the capital.20 The OSCE/ 
ODIHR reporc cited clear indications of balloc box scuffing in 39 polling scacions 
and assessed the vote count as "bad or very bad" in 58 percenc of the polling 
scarions;21 chis is an increase from 23 percenc in che last presidential election 5 years 
ago.22 The local monitoring organization Election Monitoring and Democracy 
Studies Center (EMDS) conducted monitoring in 769 polling stations and found 
violations in 91 percent of rhem.23 In addition, a mobile election app accidentally 
published che "results" a day before the actual election. The government claimed the 
error was caused by a cesr run.24 

The Baku Court of Appeals received I 8 appeals, mainly related to che relevised 
debates, candidace registration, and che accreditation of organizations conducting 
exir polls.25 OSCE/ODIHR monitored all hearings and cited numerous problems 
wich che appeals process.26 The local EMDC scaced chac the CEC, che Courc of 
Appeals, and the Supreme Court failed to ensure a mechanism of imparcial 
invesrigations of electoral violarions.27 

Civil Society 
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Conditions for Azerbaijan's civil sociery have been steadily deteriorating in che pasc 
decade, wirh repressive laws and restrictions on the right to associarion and assembly 
leading to a dramacic decline in the past rwo years.2

K The regime has gradually 
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increased its control over the activities of civil society and in 2013, among other 
things, made the registration process more difficult, demanded the registration of 
grants, and imposed high fines for minor administrative offenses. 

According to official data, there are more than 2,900 nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) registered with the state,29 while as many as 1,000 remain 
unregistered.30 Some of the organizations, such as the Institute for Peace and 
Democracy or the Election Monitoring and Democracy Training Center, have been 
trying to register for years.31 Several were denied registration in 2013 by the Bairn 
Court of Appeals, among chem the Public Union "Center to Protect Interests of 
Society" and the Human Rights Club.32 

The regime markedly stepped up legal restrictions on NGO activities in 2013. 
In a packet of legislation amending the Law on NGOs, the Law on Grants, and 
the Law on Administrative Offenses, the authorities required NGOs to notify 
them about donations exceeding AZN 200 ($255), banning cash donations 
altogether except in the case of charitable organizations. The latter made it 
practically impossible for unregistered NGOs to receive funding legally. The March 
amendments---which were justified as a means to increasing transparency and 
preventing the international funding of terrorise organizations---also included large 
fines in case NGOs failed to report donations. 33 Together with 2012 amendments 
chat set out increased fines for organizing unauthorized meetings, these measures 
intended to decrease political participation on the eve of the presidential elections. 
The Ministry of Justice prepared an additional round of amendments in December, 
introducing new offenses punishable by heavy fines and additional administrative 
requirements for NGOs. The bill, which was waiting for the president's signature 
at year's end, could potentially compel NGOs to reregister every three months with 
the Ministry of Justice; it also obliged foreign NGOs to appoint Azerbaijani citizens 
as deputy chiefs.34 

At the same time, however, the amount of domestic funds available to NGOs 
increased in 2013. While in 2012 the government transferred AZN 3.8 million 
($4.9 million) from the Reserve Fund of the President of the Republic to the 
Council of Scace Support to NGOs, chis amount grew to AZN 5 million ($6.4 
million) in 2013.35 Additionally, more than AZN 2 million ($2.5 million) were 
transferred from the state budget to the Youth Foundation under the President of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan.36 

The regime also continued to strictly regulate social protests. Following 2012 
amendments chat drastically increased fines for participation in and organization 
of unauthorized protests, the parliament increased the time of detention from 15 
days to 60 days in May 2013. The new regulations allowed authorities to effectively 
isolate activists before and during the elections. Several protesters who refused to 
pay the fines as an ace of civil disobedience had their property confiscated by a court 
order or were sentenced to community service.37 The authorities reportedly filmed 
activists performing community service in an attempt to discredit them. 

Apart from legal measures, the regime systematically used violence to suppress 
social protests. On 12 January, police brutally dispersed an unsanctioned gathering 
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in che cencer of Baku chac was procescing suspicious deachs in che army. On 24 
January, authoricies used excessive force co crack down on procescs in Ismayilli, and 
cwo days lacer chey also dispersed a rally in downcown Baku.38 

The regime parcicularly cargeced youch movemencs chroughouc che year. In 
March and April, auchoricies arresced seven members of che you ch movemenc NIDA 
for parcicipacing in peaceful ancigovernmenc procescs. The acciviscs, who excensively 
used online cools such as Facebook and Twiccer co cricicize che presidenc and che 
regime, were charged wich incicing violence and illegal weapons possession.39 

In addicion co NIDA members, an accivisc of the Free Youch Movemenc was 
also arresced. In April, rhe prosecucor general's office inspecced and closed che 
Wescern-funded alcernacive educacion projecc, che Free Thoughc University-Azad 
Fikir (AFU).40 On 30 April, AFU-which is run by NIDA and anocher youch 
movemenc-was deprived of ics office on very shore nocice. 

Journalises, opposicion members, human righcs acciviscs, and cheir families 
were harassed and incimidaced chroughouc che year. Ali Gulyaliyev, che 16-year
old son of Oqcay Gulaliyev-a civil accivisc and spokesperson for opposicion 
presidencial candidace Jamil Hasanli-was acracked and scabbed on 23 Sepcember 
by unidencified individuals. Also in Sepcember, che son of opposicion policician Ali 
Kerimli was arresced and sencenced co 25 days in prison for noc complying wich 
police orders. After che eleccions, ac che end of Occober, Kerimli's brorher in law was 
sencenced co seven years and six monchs by che Courc of Grave Crimes.41 

Religious communicies are also rescricced chrough regiscracion denials and 
a complex labyrinch of "legal" rescriccions. Under che 2009 Religion Law, scace 
permission is required for any group of people-chac is, more chan one individual
co exercise cheir righc co freedom of religion or belie£ Ocher rescriccions include 
closures of places of worship; a ban on praying oucside mosques; jailing believers 
for exercising the righc co consciencious objeccion co milicary service; arbicrary 
deporcacions of foreign cicizens; and severe denials of human righcs in the 
Nakhichevan exclave. Police raids of meetings of Procescancs, Jehovah's Witnesses, 
and Muslim followers of Turkish cheologian Said Nursi roucinely involve che 
confiscacion of any religious liceracure considered ~illegal," even if che cexcs 
have been formally approved by che State Commiccee for Work wich Religious 
Organisations. 42 

As of 31 December 2013, 570 religious communicies were legally regiscered, 
555 of which were Islamic, 12 Chriscian, 6 Jewish, 2 Bahai, and 1 Hare Krishna. 
Abouc 2,000 religious communicies funccion in some form, wich 406 having been 
regiscered wich the Miniscry ofJuscice before che Scace Commiccee was escablished 
in 2001.43 

Azerbaijan has failed co honor ics commicmenc co che Council of Europe co 
pardon all consciencious objeccors presently serving prison cerms and co adopc a 
law on alcernative service. For example, on 10 Occober 2013, Jehovah's Wlcness 
consciencious objeccor Kamran Shikhaliyev was seized ac Baku's Nizami Oiscricc 
Conscription Office cwo days afcer his 181h birchday. Officials denied chac he had 
been detained and claimed he had simply been senc co a milicary unic.44 
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Independent Media 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 20 l 0 20 l l 2012 2013 2014 
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Azerbaijan's constitution and legislative framework guarantee freedom of expression 
as a fundamental right. In the last two decades, however, authorities have regularly 
used violence, intimidation, and criminal laws to stifle public debate and silence 
dissenting voices. 

While pockets of free expression exisc online and in print media, che 
government completely concrols broadcasc media. The president appoints che head 
of the Nacional Television and Radio Council, which regulates broadcast oudecs 
and allocates licenses and frequencies. There is one stace channel, Azerbaijan 
Television (AzTV), and one public channel, lctimai Television (ITV). In April this 
year, a new director was elected to che Public Television and Radio Broadcasting 
Company-a statutory corporation creaced in 2004 to oversee ITV-but experrs 
noced substantial violations of procedure during the election process. 45 

The legislarive framework became more restrictive in 2013. The Criminal 
Code includes srricc penalcies for libel and insulc, which che government pledged co 
amend afcer receiving excensive international criticism. However, che problematic 
provisions were noc scrapped in 2013, and the parliament excended the scope of 
defamacion laws to che incemec in May. The amendment, which was signed inco 
law on 4 June, made defamatory or offensive scacements online punishable by up 
to three years in prison.46 The firsc conviction under che law happened in Augusc, 
when Astara resident Mikail Talybov was sentenced to one year of "correccive 
labor" for creating a Facebook page critical of his former employer, Accessbank.47 

In September, depucy speaker of che parliament Ziyafec Asgerov prepared a drafc 
bill specifically aimed ac prO[ecting the "honor and dignicy" of che president.48 

Although the number of criminal defamation charges declined somewhat in 
che pasc few years, journalists are repeatedly intimidated and arrested on bogus 
charges. The lisc of charges includes hooliganism, possession of drugs, failure to 
cooperate with police, cax evasion, extortion, violating public order, and supporcing 
terrorism. 49 In September, Bizim Yo! journalist Parviz Hashimli-who also chairs a 
human righrs NGO-was arrested and placed in custody for two months on charges 
of illegal possession of weapons. 50 In November, chief edicor of the independent 
newspaper P.S Nata, Sardar Alibeyli, was sentenced to four years in prison on 
charges of hooliganism.51 Both Hashim Ii and Alibeyli criticized the regime in their 
articles. Ac year's end, eight journalists were behind bars.52 

Apan from political pressure, critical journalises continue to face threacs, 
blackmail, and physical accacks. According co che Media Righcs lnscicuce, an 
Azerbaijani NGO, there were 47 cases of acrncks against journalists in the first half 
of 20 13 alone. 53 The cases included beating, ii legal decent ion, seizure of professional 
tools, and deach threats. Impunity is widespread in law enforcement bodies; in 2013, 
media reported abouc rwo policemen being reprimanded for beating journalists as 
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rhe firsr such case in Azerbaijan.54 There was no progress in rhe invesrigarion of rhe 
murder of two journalises, Elmar Huseynov, killed in 2005, and Rafiq Tagi, killed 
in 2011; nor in che case ofNovruzali Mammadov, who died in prison in 2009. The 
official inquiry inro rhe case of invesrigarive journalise Khadija Ismayilova-who 
has been a rarger of a smear campaign since 2012--did nor move forward in 2013.55 

Exorbitant fines for defamation continued co be widely used co silence 
opposition media and critical newspapers. The newspaper Azadlyq was on rhe verge 
of closure in 2013 due co sreep fines from two separate lawsuits, iniciared by Baku 
Mecro head Tagi Ahmadov and a shopping center owner.56 Ocher ourlers, such as 
Yeni Musavat or Khural, were rargered by scare officials and members of parliament. 
The biggest fine was issued against Yeni Musavat-rhe courrs ordered ir co pay 
AZN 50,000 ($63,000) co rhe Gilan Gabala food processing faccory; rhe faccory 
had originally sued for AZN 1,000,000 ($1,275,000).57 According co rhe Media 
Righrs [nsrirure, claims against media in rhe firsr half of rhe year amounted co AZN 
5,000,000 ($6,375,000). 5" The instir4re also noted rhe increasing number of claims 
against online media. 

Following rhe elections, the Baku Merro banned newspapers from subway 
sracions in Occober.59 This move exacerbated rhe already difficulc financial siruarion 
of media ourlers, which continue co suffer from limired access co che advertising 
marker, a reduction in rhe number of newspaper kiosks, and rhe limited number 
of government-dependent disrriburion companies. In rhe posrelecrion crackdown, 
rhe aurhoriries iniriared a rax invesrigarion against rhe independent publishing 
house Qanun, where mosr aurhors who are critical of rhe government publish their 
marerials.60 

Access co information remains limited, and journalises run into difficulries 
when requesting dara from scare insrirucions. This is parrly due co rhe lack of 
informational deparrments, bur inscirutions often refuse co give information co 
opposition and independent media and have repearedly denied chem accredicarion 
for important national and official events. 

In recent years, che internee and online media have been increasingly rargered by 
rhe government. [n November, a hiscory professor ar rhe Azerbaijan Scare U niversiry, 
Alray Geyushov, claimed he was dismissed by rhe university management for his 
"activity in social necworks."61 Besides extending rhe scope of defamation laws co 
rhe internee, the regime continued co intimidare and harass bloggers who challenge 
raboo copies, such as rhe prohibition of criticizing rhe president and his family. On 
9 May, for example, police derained rhe well-known blogger Rashad Ramazanov, 
who had posted numerous critical articles on his blog and on Facebook.62 He was 
charged wirh drug possession and sentenced to nine years in prison in November.63 

According co rhe lnsrirure for Reporters' Freedom and Safety (fRFS), online media 
porrals reported a series of disrribured denial of service (DDoS) arracks in January, 
a day before mass proresrs against deaths in rhe army.64 
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Local Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
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The conscicucion of Azerbaijan provides for local self-governance, which is carried out 
chrough elecced municipal auchoricies and che local bodies of stare adminisrracion. 
Azerbaijan racified the European Charrer of Local Self Government in 2002, 
granting municipaliries subscantial responsibilities and decision-making auchority. 
In practice, however, municipalities serve as arms of the country's executive branch, 
a reality reinforced in 2012 by a new presidential decree chat significantly extended 
the control of srace authorities over che local scruccures of national miniseries. A 
group of NGOs, created ro promote reform in the area of local self-governance, 
described che relationship berween municipalities and the central government as 
"governed by the principles of'dominance' and 'dependency."'65 

The patterns of governance at the local level in Azerbaijan mirror chose at the 
higher levels of administration. Municipal authorities align chemselves with local 

branches of state adminisrracion, which are exrensions of rhe ruling parry and irs 
srrucrure. These provide access to and furcher disrribuce patronage, also ensuring 
electoral victory ar the municipal level for individuals who comply wich the ruling 
party's wishes. The Council of Europe criticized local governments' financial 
dependence on central auchorities in Bairn and cheic lack of involvement in 
decision-making.66 Ocher observers, such as the European Commission, also nored 
rhac che government pucs significant resources inro improving basic infrastructure 
(waste management, roads, warer, energy) but pays less artention ro promoting a 
more parricipacory and democratic approach ro local self-governance.67 

The firsc municipal eleccions took place in 1999 in Azerbaijan, but a narional 
associarion of municipali ties was set up only in 2006. The body, however, has 
existed largely as a formalicy so far. In 20 I 0, in order ro increase rheir efficiency, 
the Milli Majlis reduced the number of municipalities from 2,757 to 1,766.68 The 
move did nor resulr in increased powers for local governmenr bodies vis-a-vis local 

execurive power scruccures, and an EU commirree expressed regret chac Azerbaijan 
did noc make a simulcaneous reducrion in rhe number of local auchoriries working 
for che scare administrarion. 

Beyond a few presidencial decrees ordering che creacion of maps or signing 
off changes in rhe borders or names of regions, chere were no genuine accempcs at 
decencralization in 2013, and power remained concenrrated in the hands of the 
centraJ governmenc.69 Despite a number of regional development plans adopted 
in chc pasc few years, regional disparicies are significant and even, according co 
some cxpercs, on che rise.70 The Absheron region, for example, conscituces only 
3.9 percenc of Azerbaijan's cerritory buc produces 80 percenc of overall induscrial 
oucpuc and accouncs for abouc 90 percent of al l oil and non-oil invescmenc. The per 
capica GDP in che non-oil sector of Baku is three cimes higher than che nacional 
average. 71 
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Municipalities continue ro be seriously underfunded and do not use the 
property remaining in their hands profitably. Instead of being leased it ro local 
cirizens, municipally-owned lands are ofren sold off. According ro the Chairman 
of the Scare Committee on Land and Cartography, only a minor pare of the 5 
million acres-about 23.5 percem of all lands-owned by municipalities was leased 
ro citizens.72 At the same time, a bill on the seasonal lease of municipal lands was 
delayed in 2013.73 

Regional inequaliries, significant disparities becween the rich and poor, 
and numerous human rights violations led ro spontaneous social protests in the 
country's regions in late 2012 and early 2013. As several regions in Azerbaijan are 
run as personal fiefdoms by wealthy oligarchs close co the ruling clan, the procescs 
were often prompted by cases of corruption and che arbitrariness oflocal executive 
power. In January, a seemingly minor car accident involving Vugar Alakbarov-the 
son of the Labor Minister and nephew of the regional governor-triggered mass 
protest and clashes with police in the rown of Ismayilli. The authorities used the 
protests as a precexc to harass opposition activists and arrest dozens of protesters and 
activists before che upcoming presidential elections.74 

Given their place in the election manipulation machinery, rhe regions' 
importance grew as elections approached. Although the authorities made loud 
promises about the fairness of elections, the OSCE/ODIHR mission noted char 
citizens in a number of regions were discouraged from actending opposition 
rallies already during the campaign. People were told nor co attend che rallies in 
Mingachavir on 29 September, in Shaki on 2 Occober, in Agdash on 3 Occober, 
and in Sabirabad on 4 October. Ac che same rime, participants were reportedly 
prevented from leaving che rallies of the ruling parry.75 

Judicial framework and Independence 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 -- - ---·-----------:1 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.25 6.25 6.50 6.50 6.50 

Despite occasional demonstrations of independence, Azerbaijan's courts are largely 
rools of the regime, which uses chem co protect its own business and political 
interests. The heavy influence of che executive branch undermines the judiciary's 
capacity to provide for citizens' equality before the law and ro impartially interpret 
and enforce the constirurion. In addition ro political interference, courts are plagued 
by a lack of professionalism. 

Fundamencal ro t:he judiciary's Aaws is an entrenched srrucrure of conrrol, 
patronage, and corruption. Judges are selected on rhc basis of exams, a complicated 
process char lacks external moniroring co ensure fairness. Once they have succeeded 
at exams and in training, judicial candidates are put forward by the Judicial-Legal 
Council, chaired by rhe justice minister, and then appointed by the president or 
the parliament, depending on the court. Given the council and the parliament's 
allegiance ro the ruling government, there are no safeguards against political 
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favoritism permeating the selection process. Moreover, courts are financed from 
the srate budget, but the salaries of judges are low, which feeds into widespread 
corruption once judges are employed. 

The courts are widely recognized as instruments for executing political 
orders. In a survey conducted by the Caucasus Barometer (CB), only one-third of 
respondents trusted the judiciary in Azerbaijan,76 reflecting popular disappointment 
with an institution plagued by corruption.77 The government has implemented 
several reforms in the past few years; it overhauled rhe system of military courts, 
increased rhe number of judges, and established administrative-economic courts in 
seven regions. 

The reforms, however, have not reduced the high number of due process 
violations or politically motivated arrests. Court procedures are fraught with 
numerous irregularities, including refusing defendants the lawyer of their choice 
and keeping them in pretrial detention without evidence. In addition to these 
problems, allegations of beatings, threats, and other abuses are repeatedly dismissed 
in the prosecutorial stage without further investigation.78 

The first half of the year was characterized by the regime's severe crackdown on 
dissent-faced with the unification of its opposition, conrroversy around Aliyev's 
third presidential term, and spontaneous protests in rhe regions, the ruling elite 
reacted with intensified repression. Bogus charges employed to silence activists, 
journalises, politicians, and bloggers became more serious compared to last year. 

!lgar Mammadov, the presidential candidare of the REAL (Republican 
Alternative) public movement, and Tofig Yagublu, the deputy leader of rhe 
opposition party Musavar, were arrested on 4 February 2013 after visiting the town 
of lsmayilli co get firsthand information abour protests that took place on 23 and 
24 January.79 Police firsr took Mammadov and Yagublu co the police station after 
they arrived on 24 January and released them with a warning, only to rearrest and 
charge them with organizing mass disorder and inciting violence 10 days lacer. 
According to their lawyers, the investigation had serious flaws and the prosecution 
showed no evidence that the men committed a crime.80 

The trial of Mammadov, Yagublu, and 18 other people arrested in connection 
with the lsmayilli riots started on 18 November ar rhe Sheki court. Alrhough rhe 
rrial was open to rhe public, rhe court did not lee journalises, opposition members, 
or rhe relatives of rhe accused into rhe courtroom because of a lack of chairs. 81 If 
convicred, rhe defendants can face up co 12 years in prison. 82 Earlier, Mammadov's 
lawyer filed a complaint with rhe European Court of Human Righrs, alleging a 
violation of the righr to liberty and security and the right to a fair trial. 83 

The prosecurion continued co serve as the government's extension after rhe 
presidential decrions.84 Opposition Musavat party adviser Yadigar Sadikhov was 
charged wirh hooliganism by a courr in Lenkoran on November 5 and faces up 
to seven years in prison.8

j Following their critical reporr, the Department for 
Serious Crimes of the Office of the Prosecutor General starred an invesrigarion into 
suspecred tax evasion and illegal business acciviries by rhe Election Monitoring and 
Democracy Studies Center (EMDS), an unregistered buc active local NGO. On 
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16 December, che head of che organizacion, Anar Mammadli, was charged wich cax 
evasion, illegal business acciviry, and abuse of official power and placed in prccrial 
detencion. The arresc was harshly cricicized by che inrernacional communiry. The 
charges carry a maximum sentence of five years.K6 

Decainees and suspects in precrial detention concinued co be corcured and 
ill-created during investigation. The lnsricure for Reporrers' Freedom and Safery 
(IRFS) reported abouc rhe corrure of blogger Rashad Ramazanov during cuscodial 
interrogation. Kl 
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Azerbaijan has consiscenrly ranked in the lowest chird of global corruption indices 
as a nee resulc of several faccors. Scare monopoly over oil resources, Soviec-rype 
bureaucracy, and che oligarchic structure of che economy all contribute to low 
racings, along with che absence of independent insricutions and checks and balances 
in government. 

In 2011, Azerbaijan joined rhe Open Government Partnership, an inter
governmental organization promocing transparency and civil sociery involvement 
in monicoring scace finances. In keeping wich ics membership obligations, che 
government adopced che National Action Plan for 2012-2015 and sec up a Scace 
Agency for Public Service and Social Innovacions, supervising che Azerbaijani 
Service and Assessment Necwork (ASAN). As pare of ASAN, nine miniseries and 
agencies offer numerous cypes of services, including issuing residence permics and 
birch cerrificares. In che pasc, many of chese services were accessible co citizens only 
in exchange for a pecry bribe."" 

The regime has widely publicized survey resulcs according co which 68 percenc 
of individuals consider ancicorruption measures to be effeccive, buc che implicacions 
of such measures only affect low-level anomalies ac besc.K9 High-level corruption 
concinues undisturbed despite che National Action Plan. 

There is a greac deal of evidence thac che presidencial family has amassed 
tremendous personal wealch. The issue of high-level corruption was central co che 
campaign of uni red opposition candidate Jamil Hasanli; however, he did nor receive 
any official responses from President Aliyev or anyone on his behalf. The president 
kept silent abouc previous disclosures made by investigacive jburnalist Khadija 
lsmayilova as well. Since revealing ownership structures and acrivicies of businesses 
cied co the presidential family, lsmayilova has been facing increased harassmem 
from govemmenr media, courcs, and likely from che secret services as well.w 

The 2012 Gulargace scandal revealed che possibility of purchasing scacs in 
parliament. A sering of video recordings released by Elshad Abdullayev, a former 
government parry lawyer and university rector, showed MP Gular Ahmadova 
promising a seac in parliament in exchange for a bribe. Ocher foocage incriminated 
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government power brokers who, in exchange for bribes, had offered help to 
Abdullayev in finding his kidnapped brother-likely a victim of a feud wichin 
the regime also involving the securicy services. The case has not been properly 
investigated. However, Ahmad ova was tried and sentenced in 20 I 3, while her 
former assistant died under suspicious circumstances in Turkey in late 20 I 2. 
High-ranking officials implicated in the videos, including head of presidential 
administration Ramiz Mehdiyev and government ministers, seem to have survived 
the scandal unharmed, despite the string of footage releases that continued until 
summer 2013.91 

Azerbaijan joined the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) in 
2003, which was hailed by the international communicy as an important move 
toward transparency in the oil industry. However, of I 4 foreign oil and gas companies 
operating in the country, only BP and the state oil company SOCAR make their 
statistics publicly available.92 The civil sector is involved in the monitoring both of 
production and at least partly of spending income from natural resources through 
the National Budget Group, an umbrella watchdog organization. Overall, however, 
oil revenue distribution has not become more transparent, with resource-related 
income partly disappearing from the budget.93 

Assessing the implementation of the National Action Plan, local experts stress 
that the involvement of civil society in the Open Government Initiative remains 
limited due to the weakness of the organizations themselves as well as to the 
lack of fundamental freedoms and transparency to enable effective monitoring.94 

The implementation of the plan has also been characterized by the sluggish 
introduction of e-services meant to curb petty bribes and by limited anti-graft 
actions in corruption-prone sectors, including public procurement and tenders, 
urban planning and construction, auctions, and real estate transactions.95 Despite 
the Open Government Initiative, high-level officials continue to defy the 2004 law 
against corruption and fail to declare wealth and income. 

The net effect of the lack of transparency and noncompliance with existing 
regulations has been the continuation of past corrupt practices. The regime is able to 
syphon off oil revenues for its own enrichment, use the state oil fund as a budgetary 
lifeline, and exclude civil society from participation in the fund's management. 
The lack of transparency in the spending and distribution of oil revenues has 
strengthened political patronage, one of the critical building blocks of the regime's 
stability. Complicity in this system can ensure high salaries and kickbacks for select 
public officials, while income for most civil servants remains very low. 

Political power and economic power function symbiotically in many cases. 
Corruption extends to issuing export and import permissions and is worsened by 
the increased lack of transparency in the ownership structures of companies---the 
outcome of a law passed in 2012 loosening the duties of enterprises to disclose 
information about their management. While high ranking officials may not start 
businesses, their family members often do and are largely immune to scrutiny, 
partly due to the aforementioned regulation. Transportation Minister Ziya 
Mammadov's son owns Transgate, the company operating much of the capital's 
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public transportation. He also owns 81 percent of the Bank of Azerbaijan, a major 
commercial bank, which has other transportation companies among its key clients. 
Moreover, he is board member ofZQAN, a large holding company with a significant 
presence in the transportation sector that has held major government contracts.96 

Recent investigative journalism has also revealed that the minister's brother and 
son co-own the Baghlan group, another major enterprise that was registered in the 
United Arab Emirates and has been successful in securing tenders from the ministry 
of transponation.97 

While all connections between political power and business interest remain 
impossible to map, new findings in 2013 suggest a pervasiveness of the phenomenon. 
Minister of Agriculture Yunis Abasov's son owns a large $3,000,000 property in 
London and another property estimated at $7 ,500,000 in Kingsron-Upon-Thames, 
in the vicinity of London. The migration of wealth rowards the west is also evident 
in the pro-Aliyev lobbying agency the European Azerbaijani Society, based 
in London and owned by Taleh Heydarov, the son of the minister for national 
emergencies. 9M 

Experts agree that artificially sustained, bribe-based monopolies and links 
between business and political interests, along with the non-transparent regulatory 
environment, create obsrades for foreign investment and regular businesses. The 
size of the shadow economy remains large, and competitiveness lags behind due to 

the difficulties of doing business in the country.99 
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Belarus 
by Alexei Pikulik, Dzianis Melyantsou et al. 

Capital: Minsk 
Population: 9.5 million 

GNI!capita, PPP: US$16,940 

Source: lhe data above are drawn from the World Bank's World Dtvt/qpmmr lndicaton 2014. 
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Electoral Process 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Civil Society 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.50 

Independent Media 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

National Democratic 
6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 7.00 7.00 7.00 

and Independence 

Corruption 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.25 6.25 6.25 

Democracy Score 6.64 6.71 6.68 6.71 6.57 6.50 6.57 6.68 6.71 6.71 

NOTE: 1he ratings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of this 
report. The opinions expressed in this reporr are those of the author(s). ll1c ratings arc based on a scale of I to 7, 
with I re~resenring the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average o ratings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE . SUMMARY 

P
resident Alyaksandr Lukashenka, in power since 1994, continues co preside 
over an authoricarian syscem chac crushes policical dissent while offering 
cicizens an increasingly unstable standard of living. External rems, mostly 

from Russia, come in the form of oil and gas subsidies as well as regional cuscoms 
agreements and supporc in deterring international pressure for democracic reform. 

The two decades of Lukashenka's rule have seen several brief intervals of mild 
political liberalization as the ruling elite courted economic opportunicies in the 
Wesc, parcicularly when che flow of rents from Russia appeared co be in jeopardy. 
The last of these thaws ended abruptly with a police crackdown on protesters after 
deeply flawed presidential elections in December 2010. For the next two years, 
the regime put heavy and sustained pressure on civil society accors and the already 
fragmented political opposition, driving most dissenting voices deep underground. 

Ongoing economic woes prompced a few accempts co creace che appearance 
of liberalizacion during the year, but, as usual, these did not include syscematic or 
lasting improvements in the sphere of political rights or civil liberties. European 
Union (EU) sanctions against key Belarusian regime figures continued. 

National Democratic Governance. The defining features of President Lukashenka's 
aucocratic regime remained conscant during the year, with no genuine breakthrough 
in political liberalization. Faced with severe economic problems, che regime made 
new accempcs co coax support out of Wescern governments in 2013, releasing a 
few political prisoners. Plans to implement cechnical regulacions required by the 
Eurasian Cuscoms Union triggered a major scrike by Belarusian retailers in June. 
Belarus's national democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 6.75 

Electoral Process. Elections in Belarus are largely an administrative formality 
conducced co validate the selection of progovernment candidates. In preparation for 
eleccions in 2014 and the 2015. che parliamenc adopced a number of controversial 
amendmems co che Law on Eleccions and Referendums in Belarus. With vircually 
no space for legitimate compecition between political accors or groups, Belarus's 
electoral processes rating remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Civil Society. After an aggressive two-year campaign againsc civil society activiscs fol
lowing che December 2010 presidencial elections and procescs, che year 2013 wic
nessed fewer government reprisals againsc perceived regime threats. However, there 
were no concrete improvemems in che environment for civil society accivity, nor did 
the reduction in arrescs prompc a resurgence in political accivism. At year's end, 11 
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political prisoners remained in custody, including Ales Bialiatski, the leader of the 
Viasna Human Rights Center. Belarus's civil society rating rrmaim unchanged at 6.50. 

Independent Media. The regime concinued its systematic suppression of media 
freedom in 2013. Internet penetration has increased, and the government has 
responded by restricting and monitoring use of the medium, particularly as the 
influence of social media among younger Belarusians grows. Independent news 
websites and social-nerworking platforms were subject to cyberattacks from 
unknown sources on several occasions during 2013. In an apparent effort to 
improve relations with its European neighbors, the government released several 
prominent journalists and political prisoners during the year. Belarus's independent 
media rating remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. Civic groups at the local level commonly eschew 
political agendas and try to engage the authorities in non-political issues of local 
importance. In 2013, economic pressures prompted President Lukashenka to 
delegate more powers from the central to the local level of government. Belarus's 
local democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Due to the absence of checks and 
balances in the Belarusian political system, the judicial branch lacks any genuine 
independence, and politically motivated prosecutions are common. In 2013, the 
parliament adopted amendments to the Administrative Offences Code, Procedural 
Code, and Executive Code-all in a single session. Already empowered to impose 
fines for minor offences, the police now have the right to issue fines for additional 
administrative offenses. Belarus's judicial ftamework and independence rating remains 
unchanged at 7.00. 

Corruption. Although Belarus has a well-developed anticorruption legal frame
work, graft remains widespread in the country's dominant public sector. The 
reintroduction of the so-called "golden share" policy in mid-2013 expanded 
opportunities for extortion and abuse of power among officials. A number ofhigh
level bureaucrats faced corruption charges during the year. Belarus's corruption rating 
remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Outlook for 2014. Soon after the Third Eastern Partnership summit in Vilnius, 
President Lukashenka made a television appearance in which he declared: "The 
period of dictatorship has come to an end; next year we are switching to democracy." 1 

Norwithstanding this promise, it is unlikely that 2014 will bring any meaningful 
democratic reforms in Belarus. However, with local and presidential elections on 
the horizon, it is possible that the regime will resume its half-hearted attempts 
to gain Western support by allowing some increase in non-political civil society 
activicy or releasing more political prisoners. The Ice Hockey World Championship 
will be held in Minsk in May 2014, creating another opportunicy for skin-deep 
liberalization in pursuit of external legitimacy. 
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MAIN REPORT 

National Democratic Governance 
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Amended in a concroversial referendum in 1996, the conscicurion of rhe Republic of 
Belarus established a system of unlimited presidential authority over the execurive 
branch, local adminiscracions, and rhe security appararus. Presidential decrees 
overrule laws adopted by rhe National Assembly (parliament) and regulate rhe 
activities of the Consrirurional Court. The president appoints and removes regional 
and local governors, all judges (with rhe guaranteed approval of che upper house 
of rhe parliament), half of rhe Consrirurional Court, half of rhe Central Election 
Commission (CEC), and 8 our of 64 members of rhc Council of rhe Republic 
(rhe upper house of rhe parliament). He also appoints rhc prime minister, rhe 
ministers of defense and interior, and che head of chc Scare Security Agency (KGB). 
A consrirucional referendum in 2004-rhe year President Alexander Lukashenka 
finished his second 5-year rerm in office-removed che lase check on his powers by 
waiving presidential rerm limits alrogecher. 

Lukashenka's regime has maintained power by redisrriburing external economic 
rems obtained from Russia-including energy subsidies and privileged access co che 
Russian marker-in exchange for domestic political supporc.2 Wirh up ro 70 percent 
of rhe population employed by rhe scare, rhe government was able co purchase loyalty 
by bailing our insolvent secrors of scare-owned economic enterprises, inAacing 
salaries when expedient, and spending heavily on welfare services. Afcer rhe Aow 
of rems from Russia drastically declined in 2007, Belarus courted support from 
Europe, resulting in the appearance of brief periods of political chaw. However, che 
harsh government crackdown on che opposition following rhe 2010 presidential 
elections brought an end co any illusions of genuine Hberalizacion. 

Faced wirh severe economic problems, che regime made new acrempcs co 
coax support our of Western governments in 2013, releasing numerous political 
prisoners. This time, however, Western funders appeared unconvinced. In October, 
the Council of che European Union (EU) extended ics sanctions against Belarusian 
aurhorities.3 The World Bank, coo, made a scaremem by refusing co grant Belarus 
further credits unless rhey are ried co liberalizing reforms.i 

Belarus also anempred co negociare more economic support from Russia 
wirhin rhe framework of Eurasian integration. Along wirh Kazakhstan and Russia, 
Belarus is a core member of rhe Eurasian Economic Area and Cuscoms Union, a 
project linked co rhe geopolitical aspirations of che Russian establishment, as well 
as to the personal prestige of Russian president Vladimir Pucin. The official launch 
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of the Customs Union's more politically ambitious incarnation, the Eurasian 
Economic Union, is set for January 2015, leaving Belarus and Kazakhstan another 
year co iron out the terms under which chey will deepen cheir integration with 
Russia. In 2013, Lukashenka focused on negotiating che re-export of oil products 
derived from Russian crude at no fee, a potentially lucrative arrangement that could 
bolster economic and social stability in his country before the 2015 presidential 
elections. A conHicc between stare-owned potash company Belaruskali (Belarus's 
most profitable enterprise) and Russian potash producer OAO Uralkali in mid-
2013 could have jeopardized chese negotiations but appeared resolved ac year's end 
(see Corruption section). 

Plans to implement technical regulations required by the Customs Union on l 
July triggered a major strike by Belarusian retailers on 27 June. The regulations in 
question would have forced the retailers to acquire certificates on goods imported 
from Russia, a procedure small retail businesses consider coscly and potentially 
harmful to chem. An estimated 70 percent of all retailers at markers and shopping 
malls participated in che strike. A day earlier, the leader of an entrepreneurs' 
association, Anatoly Shumchenko, who had organized a planned strike in Minsk, 
was placed under administrative arrest for the "organization of an unauthorized 
meeting" and detained for five days.5 Ultimately, however, the strike prompted the 
government to delay the enforcement of Customs Union technical regulations until 
July 2014.6 

Throughout the year, the government attempted to diversify ics sources of 
revenue by using active diplomacy co boost Belarusian exports and by modernizing 
the production processes of various state enterprises. Meanwhile, the 2014 budget 
favors social security over other expenditures. The state claims to have cut the 
number of government employees by 25 percent, though it is believed chat many of 
these were merely strategically reshuffied or immediately rehired.7 

A growing number of Belarus's citizens are seeking employment abroad, 
contributing to a shortage of qualified labor at home. Estimates of the annual 
number ofBelarusians who seek work in Russia alone range between 200,000 and 
500,000 workers.8 As in most matters, the government's reaction to the labor drain 
has been extreme. In 2012, Lukashenka issued a decree that required woodworkers 
to get permission from their employers before quitting their jobs. 

Lukashenka reshuffied several government positions in 2013 according to 
the government's current economic and foreign policy priorities. In June, Piotr 
Prakapovich (70), a former head of the National Bank, was replaced as aide to the 
president on economic issues by Kiryl Rudy, a young economist with a specialization 
in financial markets and a strong international profile. Colonel General Leonid 
Maltsev, a traditional hardliner, was replaced as secretary of the Security Council by 
parliamentary deputy Alexander Mezhuyev. Maltsev himself was appointed as che 
head of the State Border Committee. 
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Elections in Belarus are largely an administrative formality conducted to validate the 

selection of progovernment candidates. Legislation fails to protect such basic tenets 

of free and fair elections as equal campaigning opportunities, represemation of all 

political parties in the country's electoral commission, and transparent vote counting. 

No elections were held in 2013, but the government and the opposition could be 

seen preparing themselves for the 2014 local and 2015 presidential elections. The 

majority of political forces, even those that boycotted past parliamentary elections, 

have declared their intention to campaign and vote in 2014. 
Opposition parties have no representation in the parliament, and most 

lawmakers are unaffiliated with any party. Lukashenka systematically destroys any 

potential alternative to his rule-a poll in September 2013 found that 81.5 percent 

of respondents could not name a single candidate who could compete successfully 

with him in presidential elections.'' Only 14.2 percent of respondents claimed to 
oppose the incumbent regime (down from 16.9 percent in March). Approximately 

15.3 percent said they trusted opposition political parties, while 62.8 said they did 
not. Most people have no idea who actually sits in the parliament. 

In an effort to improve the cohesiveness of the opposition and engage more 

citizens in political life ahead of the next elections, Belarus's leading trio of 

opposition movements-the Belarusian Popular Front Party (BPF), the "Tell the 

Truth!" campaign, and the "For Freedom" movement-launched an initiative 

in May 2013 for a so-called "people's referendum." 10 In October, rhe campaign's 

organizers began going door to door, collecting input on possible questions for 

a referendum on public needs and collecting signatures (500,000 are needed) to 

make the referendum happen. If the initiative succeeds, it will give the opposition 

an opportunity to broaden its communication with the general public before the 

election campaigns of 2014-15. Just as importantly, it is an opponuniry to create 

an opposition platform based primarily on common needs and interests, rather 

than shared hostility to the Lukashenka regime. 

In August, seven opposition groups formed a competing coalition to the 

People's Referendum alliance called Talaka (the "Talaka" Civil Alliance for Fair and 

Honest Elections for a Berrer Life). Talaka's founding members are the United Civil 
Parry, the Belarusian United Lefr Party "A Just World," the organizing committees 

of the Workers' Parry, the Belarusian Women's Party "Nadzeja," the "For Fair 

Elections" association, the Belaruski Rukh (Belarusian Movement) party, and the 

"Young Belarus" organization. 

The rwo coalitions are expected to nominate candidates for the 2015 
presidential election. Informal negotiations on the nomination of a joint candidate 

by all opposition parties have been raking place since September 2012, bur no 

accord has been reached so far. In September, public opinion polls still showed that 
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42 percenr of respondenrs would vore for Lukashenka again if an elecrion were held 
romorrow. 11 

In November, rhe parliament adopred controversial amendmenrs ro rhe Law on 
Elections and Referendums in Belarus. The new legislation, which wenr inro effect 
on 8 December, created regional-level eleccoral commissions for parliamentary 
elecrions and abolished rhe second round of voring in elecrions co the House of 
Representarives. Changes co campaign financing also raised rhe privare donarion 
cap for presidential campaigns from 3,000 co 9,000 base unirs (approximately 
$ 124,000).'2 However, presidenrial candidates no longer receive money direcrly 
from the scare budger; instead, scare funds go co local and precinct-level electoral 
commissions, which produce and disrribure candidates' informational marerials 
among voters. 13 If a candidare has a criminal record, rhis information will be carefully 
specified in rhese marerials, potentially stigmatizing opposition candidates, mosr of 
whom were found guilty of "hooliganism" after the 2010 poscelecrion proresrs. 

Mose significanrly for the opposition, the recent legislation bans "aces of 
disruprion, cancellation or postponement of the elections and referendum." The 
latter stipulation effectively criminalizes election boycotting, an occasional strategy 
of the opposirion.14 

None of the above amendments were discussed wirh experrs from rhe 
Organizarion for Securiry and Cooperation in Europe's Office for Democratic 
Instirurions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR). The Cenrral Electoral 
Commission (CEC) also rejected the opposition parties' demand ro organize a public 
discussion around the proposed changes. CEC head Lidziya Yarmoshyna's official 
response co the requesr was char public discussion of a bill can only be iniriared by 
a srarc body (stare official) authorized co adopt legal aces, and the CEC does nor 
have rhis competence. Yarmoshyna also noted char Belarusian legislation has no 
provision requiring the input of the OSCE/ODIHR or the Venice Commission.'~ 

Mosr independent analyses agree char even rhe seemingly positive amendments 
are largely meaningless in rhc current political conrext. For example, there is little 
chance char a private business would rake the chance of donating officially to an 
opposirion campaign, so the higher limit on private donations to presidential 
campaigns wi ll nor help. 

Civil Society 
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After a rwo-year campaign of incense reprisals against the alleged instigators of the 
2010 and 2011 posrelecrion protests, the year 2013 was comparatively quiet, with 
fewer politically motivated administrative arrests and many detained activists released 
without a trial. However, rhe conditions for civil society activity did nor improve 
in any meaningful way. Belarus's law enforcement agencies continued to harass civil 
activists, political opponenrs, journalists, and other perceived threats to the currenr 
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regime. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) continued to face denial of state 
registration and restrictions on freedom of assembly remained in place as well. 

In the context and aftermath of major public protests following Lukashenka's 
December 2010 reelection, there was a dramatic spike in the frequency of politically 
motivated detentions and arrests. According to the Viasna Human Rights Center, 
the number of administrative detentions in 2011 was 869, 323 of which resulted in 
administrative arrests. Figures compiled by Viasna show that those numbers went 
down by about two-thirds in 2012 (222 detentions, 100 arrests) and declined again 
in 2013 (153 detentions, 49 arrests). 16 The authorities officially allowed all the 
traditional annual mass gatherings of the democratic opposition in Minsk in 2013. 
However, detentions took place during the rallies anyway, and opposition members 
attempting to organize similar events in the regions were prevented from doing so. 

The reduction in arrests during 2013 may be explained by the Lukashenka 
regime's desire to improve political relations with the EU and burnish Belarus's 
image before the 78'h Ice Hockey World Championship comes to Minsk in May 
2014. Another explanation is simply that the crackdown has reached a saturation 
point of sorts, with most opposition activity driven deep underground. Figures 
collected by Viasna show chat the number of prosecutions and arrests picked up 
slightly in the final quarter of2013. 

At year's end, the authorities continued to hold 11 political prisoners, including 
Ales Bialiacski, leader of the Viasna Human Rights Center; former opposition 
presidential candidate Mikalai Statkevich; Eduard Lobau of the unregistered 
Young Front political movement; and entrepreneur Mikalay Autukhovich. Four 
political prisoners completed their terms during the year. 17 However, even after 
their release, they faced multiple legal restrictions on their personal freedoms. In 
July, a Minsk court rescinded the two-year suspended sentence of Icyna Khalip, 
a prominent journalist and the wife of former Belarusian presidential candidate 
Andrei Sannikau, for her alleged participation in protests following the December 
2010 election. The authorities harass dissidents on a daily basis, forcing some, such 
as physician Ihar Pasnou, into psychiatric hospitals. 

The Belarusian National Platform of the EU's Eastern Partnership (EaP) 
Civil Society Forum (CSF), which met twice in 2013, provides a framework for 
communication between Belarus's civil society organizations (CSOs) but still lacks 
the internal discipline to articulate concrete goals. 18 Unlike other EaP national 
platforms, the Belarusian chapter has not formed thematic working groups 
to combine and focus members' demands. Since Belarus is not participating in 
the EaP's bilateral track and has very limited political relations with the EU, the 
Belarusian CSOs taking part in the forum have nothing to monitor or suggest to 
the Belarusian government in terms of its activities in EaP. Discussion at both of 
the platform's 2013 conferences focused a good deal on these shortcomings.19 The 
second conference, in November, led to the platform's adoption of propositions and 
amendments to a draft Strategy of the Civil Society Forum for the 2014-15 period. 
The primacy aim of the Strategy is to strengthen the CSF's role in the political 
decision-making process. 
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Anorher sizable gathering of civil society advocates and acrivisrs rook place 
in Vilnius, where some 110 human righrs activists representing 25 organizations 
garhered in Ocrober for rhe Third Belarusian Human Rights Defenders' Forum. 

The lasr forum, held in 2010, had brought cogecher representatives of only 17 
organizarions. Forum delegates discussed srraregies for rhe human rights defenders' 
communiry and reached agreemenr on the definition of"policical prisoners."20 

While overcly polirical or rights-focused civil society activity saw no resurgence 
during che year, accors involved in ostensibly cultural pursuits beneficced from 
rhe relative lull in che regime's crackdown on nongovernmental activity. In lace 
June, che International Association of Belarusians "Backauscyna" was able ro bring 

rogecher 254 delegates representing che Belarusian diaspora from 20 couorries for a 
cwo-day conference in Minsk char became a major cultural event. The main theme 
of rhe 6rh Congress of Belarusians of rhe World was rhe scams of rhe Belarusian 
narion in rhe contexr of globalizarion. However, the delegates did call upon the 
Belarusian authorities-a number of whom accended che event-ro release political 
prisoners. 21 

Belarus's cwo official scare languages are Belarusian and Russian, bur rhe laccer 
is increasingly dominant, especially in urban areas. The government makes no 
acrem pt co preserve or cultivate rhe Belarusian language, bur some nongovernmental 
associations have taken up the cause. In 2013, a group of language enthusiasts 
launched a series of free Belarusian language courses called "Mova ci Kava"-a 
word-play in Belarusian meaning boch "Language or Coffee" and "Language Is 
lnreresring." The courses were organized simultaneously in Minsk and Moscow and 
had mer with no official interference ac year's end. 
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According co the Belarusian Association of Journalises (BAJ), rocal scare subsidies 
for governmental media ouders amounted co ar least €60 million in 2013.22 Unlike 
independent media, they are guaranteed distribution through scare-monopolized 
press distributors Belposhra and Belsoyuzdruk. 

In the absence of elections or significant political events for most of 2013, the 
regime had no special cause to escalare its sysremaric suppression of independent 
media acriviry. Efforts to mitigate Belarus's economic woes by improving relations 
with the West even !eel ro some positive developmems.23 In June, state security 
officials announced char the criminal investigation into the so-called reddy bear 
stunt of 2012-in which hundreds of reddy bears carrying signs supporting 
free speech were airdropped in the capital and surrounding areas by a Swedish 
advertising firm-was closed. Charges against Amon Suryapin, a blogger and 
phorojournalisr who was the firsr co capture the incident on film, were dropped. 
Suryapin had been facing up to seven years in prison for alleged complicity in an 
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illegal border crossing. In July, a Minsk court lifted the two-year suspended sentence 
handed down to journalist Iryna Khalip, a correspondent for Russia's Novaya 

Gazeta newspaper, which she had received in May 2011 for taking part in the 
2010 postelection protests. Two other journalists arrested after the protests, Sergei 
Vozniak and Alexander Feduta, saw their prison terms expire in July. In September, 
a court in the western city of Hronda threw out the 2011 sentence received by 
Andrzej Poczobut, a correspondent for the Polish national daily Gazeta \.l)borcza. 
In July 2011, Poczobut had been sentenced to three years in prison, with rwo years 
suspended, for allegedly libeling the president in a series of articles he published 
in several independent outlets. An additional charge of libeling the president that 
was filed in 2012 was dropped in March 2013. The beleaguered monthly cultural 
magazine ARCHE also saw criminal charges against it dropped in March. The 
magazine's bank accounts-frozen since October 2012 over allegations of"financial 
irregularities"-were unblocked, and its registration was finally reinstated in May.24 

ARCHE will be re-included in the Belposhta press catalogue and available by 
subscription as of January 2014, as will Borisovskie novosti, a newspaper that has 
been excluded from Belposhta's pages since before the 2006 presidential elections. 

Nocwithstanding these individual concessions, everyday conditions for 
independent journalism remained highly restrictive, and a number of new arrests 
took place. Over the course of the year, the police detained at least 45 journalists 
and bloggers while they were attempting to cover protests or other political events. 
In April, six journalists were arrested while covering an annual march-which had 
been approved by the government-to commemorate the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear 
disaster. Radio Racyja reporters Alexander Yaroshevich and Gennady Barbarich 
were detained for three days. Journalists Oksana Rudovich and Irina Arekhovskaya 
from the independent newspaper Nasha Niva were arrested when they attempted 
to film plainclothes officers beating another protester. They were taken to a local 
police station, where officers examined their cameras and memory cards before 
releasing them. In October, at least 10 journalists were detained at the Minsk train 
station while waiting for the arrival of Pavel Sevyarynets, a political prisoner who 
had just been freed. The journalists were released only after Sevyarynets left the 
train station. Members of the BAJ appealed to the head of the Minsk Internal 
Affairs Department in this matter but were informed that there had been faults 
on both sides and turned away.25 In November, Minsk police detained journalists 
Anastasia Reznikova and Vyacheslav Peshko and filmmaker Olga Nikolajchik. They 
were waiting near a detention center to cover the release ofYury Rubtsov, who had 
been arrested for refusing to take off an anti-Lukashenka T-shirt. 

In September, the 2007 Law on Countering Terrorism 26 was used against a 
publication for the first time. The Information Ministry decided to strip the Minsk
based publishing house Logvinov of its license for publishing a book of photos 
deemed "extremist."27 The album in question showcased the results of the Belarus 
Press Photo 2011 photojournalism contest. Logvinov filed a complaint to the 
Supreme Economic Court, which confirmed the authorities' decision to revoke the 
licensc.2s 
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According co che International Telecommunications Union (ITU), Belarus had 
an incernec penecration rate of54.17 percenc in 2013, compared with 46.91 percent 
in 2012. 29 A report by BAJ notes that the majority of users go online for email and 
search engines, rather than online news outlets.30 The government has responded 
co increasing incernec penetration in Belarus by restricting and monicoring online 
activity, particularly as the influence of social media among younger Belarusians 
grows. In December, Lukashenka issued a decree appointing his aide and the 
head of che Department of Ideology, Vsevolod Janchevsky, as coordinator of all 
incernet media activity and television broadcasting.31 In this role, Janchevsky 
will also approve all regulations in the spheres of information, information and 
communication technology, and telecommunications, as well as state investment 
projects in these and other areas. 

The state-owned telecommunications company Beltelekom, Belarus's sole 
internet service provider (ISP), controls all incernational data transfers and blocks 
some critical websites, while the KGB reportedly monitors internet communications 
and is believed to be behind the use ofTrojan viruses to steal passwords from editors 
of critical websites. Government attempts to reduce the readership of independent 
news websites like Charter97 .org and BelarusPartisan.org resulted in a 2011 
resolution requiring ISPs to block access to these and dozens of other sites from 
all state, cultural, and educational institutions. Independent news websites and 
social-networking platforms were subject to cyberattacks from unknown sources 
on several occasions during the year. In April, BelarusPartisan.org and the website 
of human rights NGO Viasna were both hacked; the same week, a distributed 
denial-of-service attack was launched on the BAJ website. 

At a November 2013 ministers' meeting, Deputy Information Minister Dmitry 
Shedko proposed that the most popular online news platforms be given mass media 
status, making them more accountable for their content under the media law. This 
would also allow their registration to be revoked if they are found in violation of the 
law.32 The only positive effect of this change would be to make ic easier for online 
journalists to become accredited.33 

Local Democratic Governance 
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President Lukashenka direcdy appoints heads of Belarus's regional and district 
administrations. Progovernmenc political forces also dominate direccly elected local 
councils. The nexc round of local elections, scheduled for March 2014, will cake 
place under a revised election code chat imposes still more restrictions on alternative 
candidates' ability to campaign effectively. Opposition groups have a weak presence 
outside of Minsk and concencrace most of their activities at the national level. 

Local officials have extensive responsibilities in carrying out central government 
programs, especially in che areas of health, administration, and infrastructure; only 
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a few services, such as insrirurions of higher education and medical clinics, are 
direccly adminiscered by cencral governmenc bodies. However, local governmencs 

are ofcen underfunded due co che lack oflocal revenue sources. The syscem of local 

governance in Belarus also includes local unics of self-governmenc,34 which serve as 
consulcarive bodies co local councils. These can be formed on a voluncary basis wich 
no funding from the budger. 

As che economic siruacion decerioraced in 2013 and che central government 
scruggled co find competent adminiscracors, che scare appeared inclined to delegate 
addicional powers co local auchoricies. When he appoinced new regional governors 
in November, President Lukashenka called upon chem co cake more responsibilicy 

and iniciacive, encouraging local authorities ro work direcrly with rhe responsible 
governmenc miniseries on issues relaced ro rhe modernizarion of scare encerprises. 
This ser of rights obviously exceeds rhe one originally granced by the consrirurion 
and by che Law on Local Governance and Self-governance. Announcing che 
changes, Lukashenka said: "You [governors] are like presidencs: in charge of rhe 
land you've been given. You have broad rights. Go for it! You are accouncable only 

to the president."35 

Civic groups ac the local level commonly eschew polirical agendas and cry ro 
engage rhe aurhoricies in non-political issues of local imporcance. In Augusc, che 
activists of rhe "Tell rhe Truth" movement successfully filed complaincs on behalf 
of local residencs of che Brest region regarding pavemenr and street conscruccion.36 

However, even focusing exclusively on non-political issues does not always prevenc 
the authorities from treating local NGOs as opposition groups, especially if the 
NGOs are known co have broader political goals. 

Local councils and their administrations are responsible for hearing locals' 
complaincs. Many believe rhat the cencral government allows criticism ac the local 
level in order to moniror and concain public frustrations before they reach national 
political discourse. Often, public hearings are just opporrunicies for local officials 
to voice and reinforce views arriculaced by the governmenc. When "Tell the Truth" 
activim proposed a local referendum over the consrruccion of a Chinese-funded 
industrial complex outside of Minsk;17 local council members merely passed along 
assurances from the central authorities and concinued wirh plans for the complex.38 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Due to the absence of checks and balances in che Belarusian policical syscem, the 
judicial branch lacks any genuine independence. Judges and prosecurors regularly 
defer decision-making co the executive branch for fear of jeopardizing their careers. 

President Lukashenka himself appoints and dismisses all judges based on 
recommendations by the justice miniscer and by the chairman of the Supreme 
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Court-boch of whom are also appoinced by che presidenc.39 Judges are appoinced 
inicially for five years and chen reappoinced, either permanemly or for anocher 
five-year cerm. The criceria for permanenc reappoincmem are noc defined in che 
Code on Scruccure of Courts and Scams of Judges. The presidencial adminiscracion 
also decermines judges' salaries and benefits, while local authorities concrol their 
housing privileges. Mikhail Pasmkhou, a former member of the Conscimcional 
Court, cold journalises: "As far as their scams is concerned, che judges are scace 
officials."40 

Represemacives of human rights organizations and che regime's political 
opponencs are regularly targeted for administrative arrest, usually on dubious 
charges ranging from swearing in public co disorderly conduce of which conviction 
is all buc guarameed. In August, Tacsiana Raviaka and Uladzimir Labkovich were 
detained and fined for handing ouc posccards in support of che jailed human rights 
accivisc Ales Bialiacski.41 In March, che Legal Transformation Cencer wLawcrend" 
published the results of court-hearing monicoring conducted by its expens in 2012 
chac showed violations of procedural guaramees in most cases, as well as rescriccion 
of che freedoms of assembly and expression. Lawcrend represemacives auended 33 
hearings in 12 discricc courts related co administrative offenses such as panicipacion 
in unsanctioned public evencs, hooliganism, and resiscance co police actions. 
Frequemly, the experts were blocked from anending the hearings.42 

On 20 June, the deputy chairman of che Mahilyou Kascrychnicski District 
Coun, Mahamed Umarau, and lawyer Anatol Homanau were detained on bribery 
charges.43 In November, Deputy Chief Prosecucor Aliaksandr Arkhipau was sacked 
and chen detained for alleged bribe-caking and abuse of office. 44 For years, Arkhipau 
had participaced zealously in che prosecution of procescers and opposition members, 
as a resulc of which he received an EU cravel ban. 

According co Viasna, at the beginning of2013, there were 12 policical prisoners 
in jail, while 40 more individuals noc actually in decencion were subject co random 
police visits, travel restrictions, and ocher violacions of their political rights and 
civil liberties.') Four policical prisoners compleced cheir terms during the year: 
"Tell the Truch" campaign accivisc Vasil Parfyankou, Young Franc leader Zmitser 
Dashkevich, anarchisc movemenc member Alyaksandr Franckievich, and Belarus 
Christian Democracy Party co-chair Pavel Sevyarynets. Meanwhile, human rights 
organizacions agreed co recognize Andrei Haidukov-arresced in 2012 for allegedly 
"making a cache of information chat could incerest [other governmencs'] foreign 
imelligence agencies"-as a policical prisoner. In December, civil accivisc Uladzimir 
Yaromienak was semenced co three months' incarceration for allegedly violacing che 
terms of his prevemacive supervision. Parfyankou, who had been released earlier 
in 2013, faced yec another set of criminal charges and was semenced co a year ac 
a labor colony for the same crime. As a resulc of these evems, the total number of 
political prisoners was back up co 11 ac year's end. 

Prison conditions in Belarus are nocoriously poor. Speaking before che Uniced 
Nations Human Rights Council in June 2013, che UN Special Rapporteur on che 
situation of human rights in Belarus, Miklos Haraszti, expressed concern chat the 
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conditions of Belarusian prisoners' incarceration, as well as the psychological and 
physical pressures on them, might amount to abuse and sometimes even corture.46 

Haraszti was not given an opportuniry to visit the country in 2013. In August, Igor 
Ptichkin died on his third day in a Minsk pretrial detention facility, where he had 
been held on charges of illegal driving. Human rights advocates and Ptichkin's family 
allege chat his death was caused by torture and ocher physical abuse. As a result of 
public pressure and mass protests staged outside the prison, the Prosecutor's Office 
was forced to initiate a criminal case, ongoing at year's end, against the guards 
responsible for the murder.47 In September, inmate Mikalay Autukhovich-a civic 
activist who was jailed in 2008 for "illegal handling of arms and explosives" ---cut 
his own stomach with a raror in an act of protest against abusive treatment by 
prison administrators.4s 

In April, the parliament adopted some technical reforms though the Law on 
Constitutional Law Administration but took no steps to increase citizens' access 
to the Constitutional Court. Currently, only authorized bodies {the Office of the 
President, the Council of Ministers, both chambers of the parliament and the 
Supreme Court) have the authority to refer a case to the Constitutional Court. Not 
a single case has reached the Constitutional Court in the last five years.49 

In November, the parliament adopted amendments to the Administrative 
Offences Code, Procedural Code, and Execucive Code, all in a single session. Already 
empowered to impose fines for minor offences, the police now have the right to 
issue fines for some more administrative offences. Defendants have the option of 
turning to a court instead, knowing that this will probably mean spending some 
time in custody before their case is heard. Former lawyer Tamara Sidarenka-who 
was disbarred in 2011 after defending the two presidential candidates arrested in 
December 2010-has spoken out against the recent expansion of police authority, 
saying chat it may result in arbitrary detentions by police.50 

Also in November, Lukashenka announced plans to merge all general, 
economic, and martial courts into a single court system, a stipulation of the Eurasian 
integration process. The merger will require changes to the constitution, which calls 
for the existence of the Supreme Economic Court. Legally, amendments to the 
constitution require a public referendum, but the depury head of the presidential 
administration, Uladzimir Mitskievich, said the report could be changed without 
an amendment. 51 

The application of the law usually emphasizes procedure over substance or 
international human rights norms. For the first time since 2009, the Supreme 
Court repealed a lower court's ruling in October, overturning a death sentence in a 
brutal murder case and sending the case back to its original province~level court for 
a new hearing.52 lhe depury head ofViasna, Valiamsin Stefanovich, assercs chat the 
Supreme Court would only have made such a decision based on a close review of all 
the evidence.53 Anti-death penalry advocate Andrei Paluda agreed that the decision 
was likely due to procedural violations during the investigation and the initial 
hearing, as well as the defendant's alleged mental disorder. Human rights defender 
Hary Pahaniayla noted that the Supreme Court may have been trying to avoid the 
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increased public and inrernarional scruriny rhar cases involving defendanrs wirh 
menral disorders have received.54 

In November, the UN Human Righrs Commirree (UNHCR) ruled char rhe 
Belarusian srare had violared numerous arricles of rhe lnrernarional Covenanr of 
Civil and Polirical Righrs during rhe rrial and execurion of Andrei Zhuk in 2010.55 

There are four more such appeals pending ar rhe UNHCR relating co dearh 
senrences handed down by Belarusian courrs. Three of rhe execurions have already 
been carried our. 

Corruption 
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Belarus's legal anricorruprion framework is quire well developed. Ir conrains a 
resr for rhe corruption porenrial of drafr laws planned for consideration by rhe 
parliament, as well as legislarion defining and banning conflicts of interest. In 
2003, rhe governmenr issued rhe Scare Program on rhe Srruggle againsr Crime and 
Corruption, an acrion plan inrended co berrer coordinate rhe activiries of all law 
enforcemenr bodies. 

Neverrheless, corruption remains widespread. According ro the Office of rhe 
Prosecucor General, rhe number of regisrered corruption offenses during rhe firsr 
half of2013 increased 13.2 percenr compared co rhe same period in 2012.56 

Belarus's public seccor dominares rhe economy, generaring more rhan half 
of GDW7 and rhe vase discretionary power of bureaucrats co regulare economic 
acriviries creates ample opporruniries for excorrion. This is especially rrue in 
profitable and overregulared seccors such as rrade, exports, consrrucdon, and 
petrochemicals.~" In addition, rhe process of privarizing scare properry suffers from 
a lack of rransparency. 

The inrroducrion of rhe so-called "golden share" policy in mid-2013, which 
was previously in effect from 1997 ro 2008, expanded opporcuniries for exrorcion 
and abuse of power among officials. The law allows che scare co "protect" minoriry 
shareholders in enterprises with governmenral shares of less rhan 50 percent by 
sending a governmenr representative co vore on rheir behalf in any shareholder 
meetings they are unable ro anend. The aurhoriries can also appoinr a government 
represenrarive in enrerprises wirhour any governmental share. The representative has 
rhe power co overturn shareholders' decisions in the cases where "che implementation 
of rhese decisions is conrrary co rhc public good and safery, harms rhe environment, 
or infringes on rhe rights and legally protected inreresrs of orhers."~9 In addition 
co increasing srate regulation of business operations, rhe "golden share" policy can 
be easily used co expropriate assets rhrough excorrion and pressure on minoriry 
shareholders. 

The government's capaciry co influence business operations and properry rights 
in Belarus is already very high. Early in rhe year, rhe wool fabrics manufacturer 
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Sukno issued additional shares and transferred chem co the government, reducing· 
minority shareholders' stake in the company from 35 percent co less than 20 percent 
and giving the government a controlling interest in one of the country's largest light 
industry emerprises.60 According co minority shareholder Yuri Pashinin, the decision 
was undertaken without a shareholders' meeting, and che protocol "proving" char 
such a meeting had taken place was forged. 61 The minority shareholders, including 
a number of Russian citizens, cried co challenge che decision before the Supreme 
Economic Court of Belarus, which declined their claim on the grounds chat they 
had missed the filing deadline.61 

In August, the Belarusian government seemingly put its own business interests 
ahead of one of its most precious (and volatile) assets, good relations with Russia. 
Belarus authorities arrested the direccor of Uralkali, Russia's largest potash fertilizer 
producer, shorcly after che company broke off ics consortium with scare-owned 
monopoly Belaruskali, depriving Belarus of significant revenue and causing a 15-20 
percent drop in global potash prices.63 The commiuee casked with the investigation 
alleged char Uralkali's direccor, Vladislav Baumgermer, had concealed information 
about the Uralkali-Belaruskali carrel's finances and manipulated information on 
potash market prices for personal gain.61 Baumgermer, who had arrived in Minsk 
on 26 August at the invitation ofBelarusian prime minister Mikhail Myasnikovich, 
was detained ac the airport shorcly after the meeting's conclusion and kept under 
house arrest for several months. Lukashenka ultimately agreed co extradite 
Baumgermer co Russia on che condition char Russia would press criminal charges 
against him, which it did in lace Occober. Baumgercner finally returned co Moscow 
after Uralkrali sold a minority share co a Belarusian business owner. Belarus also 
put our warrants against Uralkali's four cop managers and its largest shareholder, 
Russian oligarch Suleiman Kerimov. Baumgermer remained under house arrest (in 
Russia) at year's end, and the warrant for Kerimov's arrest remained open. 

Throughout 2013, che absence of cuscoms controls ac che Belarus-Russia border 
contributed co the existence of profitable money-laundering schemes. Under che 
rules of the Eurasian Economic Area and Cuscoms Union-which included Russia, 
Belarus, and Kazakhstan in 2013-an importer need only co show a waybill (which 
can be easily forged) in order co receive goods from across the border. Over the 
lase several years, a high number of bogus import companies have been created 
in Belarus and Kazakhsran in order co launder illegal funds from Russia. Analyses 
agree chat che prolonged exiscence of such bogus companies would be impossible 
without the complicity of Belarusian officials. The Central Bank of the Russian 
Federation estimated che coral amount transferred chrough such financial operations 
by Belarusian companies in 2013 at $15 billion.6~ 

Corruption sweeps are noc uncommon in Belarus; they keep Lukashenka's 
allies loyal and also show citizens who is to blame for che country's economic woes. 
The year 2013 saw an unusually large number of criminal charges against high-level 
bureaucrats and head executives of government-owned enterprises. In February, che 
media reported char three unnamed officials from the Office of the President had 
come under invescigacion for alleged embezzlement.66 In April, the deputy miniscer 
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of sport and tourism, Sergey Nered, was arrested for bribery.67 In July, the KGB 
detained Sergei Sidko-the chairman of Belkoopsoyuz, one of the government's 
largest multisector enterprises-along with several of his subordinates on suspicion 
of bribery. According to the State Security Committee's information, the amount 
of bribes taken by Sidko and his subordinates reached up to $500,000.68 Finally, 
in October, police arrested the deputy director of the state-owned company 
"Belnefrekhim," Vladimir Volkov, for allegedly accepting a $19,000 bribe.69 

A recent Transparency International study on corruption in defense and 
security gave Belarus a grade ofD- due to its nontransparent procurement processes, 
particularly where defense and security spending is concerned.7° In March 2013, 
UN experts accused Belarus of selling Su-25 military aircraft and S-8 "air-land" 
missiles to Sudan, bypassing the UN's embargo on arms sales to that country.71 

Belarus's ranking improved by one place (from 64 to 63) in the World Bank's 
Doing Business report for 2013. The report notes a reduction in requirements for 
dealing with construction permits, starting a business, and getting electricity. At the 
same time, Belarus's ranking in the area of bankruptcy procedures declined quite 
dramatically, from 56th to 74th place.72 
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Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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°' °' °' °' °' °' °' °' °' °' 
Electoral Process 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 

Civil Society 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 

Independent Media 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 

National Democratic 4.75 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.25 5.50 5.50 5.75 
Governance 

Local Democratic 
4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.2) 
and Independence 

Corruption 4.50 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.75 

Democracy Score 4.18 4.07 4.04 4.11 4.18 4.25 4.32 4.36 4.39 4.43 

NOTE: The racings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of this 
report. The opinions expressed in this report are those of the author(s). The ratings are based on a scale of I to 7, 
with I representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories cracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A 
longstanding political crisis continued to paralyze state-level governance 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) in 2013. Crucial reforms stalled while 
the economy floundered, prompting European Union (EU) officials to cut 

down on funding and suspend discussion of future grants. 
The country's first population census since 1991 was conducted in October, 

after years of delay. Full census results, which the government says will be published 
no sooner than the end of 2014, may trigger changes in the electoral process and 
the representation of different ethnicities in state- and entity-level institutions. 

Discrimination against minorities and segregation in some schools persists. 
The year saw no major achievements in anticorruption efforts, hampered in part 
by a highly politicized judiciary. In June, the public pushed back against negligent 
state-level governance with a series of protests over legislative delays that prevented 
newborns from receiving identification documents. 

National Democratic Governance. Politicians in BiH remain unwilling or 
unable to compromise for the sake of achieving short- or long-term goals, even 
the ones they claim to share. All year, personal and interparty disputes sidelined 
important economic and social questions. Even the completion of the 2013 
population census-Bosnia's first since 1991, and an important milestone-was 
deeply politicized and partly marred by accusations of irregularities. Unfulfilled 
promises to the EU prompted significant funding cuts. As BiH politicians fail to 
reach consensus on key issues and jeopardize their country's progress towards EU 
membership, BiH's national democratic governance rating declines from 5.50 to 5.75. 

Electoral Process. Campaigning for the 2014 general elections began in 
2013. Legislators failed to adopt two key electoral amendments based on recent 
Constitutional Court rulings and proved unable co agree on changes co voting and 
vote counting procedures. The EU may not recognize che 2014 election results 
because leaders failed co amend the constitution in line with a 2009 European 
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) verdict on protecting minority rights. BiH's 
electoral process rating remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Civil Society. When stalled legislation threuened the lives of newborn infants, 
protests erupted in Sarajevo over the political infighting that has hijacked the country 
for years. The demonstrations spread co ocher cities and towns but never grew 
inco a nationwide antigovernment movement. Though active, nongovernmental 
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organizacions (NGOs) scruggle financially, depending on funding from local 
governmencs and incernacional donors, and have liccle influence over policical 
decision-making. The educacion syscem remains echnically divided. BiH's civil 
society rating remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Independent Media. The media markec is overcrowded and divided along echnic, 
encicy, and policical lines. Journalism educacion and craining are weak, resulcing in 
low scandards chac make ic easy for policical elices co manipulace coverage. Though 
masc media scruggle financially, 2013 saw che proposal of a new public broadcascer. 
The changeover from analog co digical is behind schedule. BiHs independent media 
rating remains unchanged at 4.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. The year saw efforcs co screngchen local self
governance chrough new legislacion co clarify che role of municipal auehoricies. 
However, local adminiscracions remain financially and policically dependenc on 
encity and scace-level governing bodies. Launched in January, an incernacionally 
backed efforc co reform che Federacion of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) 
conscicucion lead co several proposals for screamlining che encity's nocoriously 
complex governance struccure. None were implemenced by year's end. BiH's local 
democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 4.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The EU ~scruccured Dialogue on 
Justice," a key reform process aimed ac increasing judicial independence, efficiency, 
and accouncability, concinued in 2013. Several changes are under discussion, 
including a new scace appellace courc, hue che dialogue has yielded few concrece 
resulcs, and policicians concinue co propose changes oucside the calks. Case backlogs 
remain high. Some war crimes cases must be retried under a Yugoslav-era criminal 
code following a July ECHR ruling. Public cruse in che judiciary is low, parcly 
because policicians rarely face justice for corrupcion and other crimes. BiH's judicial 
framework and independence rating remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Corruption. There were no significant anticorrupcion achievemencs in 2013. The 
incernacional community and NGOs still do more co fight grafc and misconduct 
chan local officials. Abuse-of-office invescigations were launched against FBiH 
Presidenc Zivko Budimir and FBiH Deputy Prime Minister Jerko Ivankovic 
Lijanovic, hue there is broad concern chat the charges are policical. Anti-corruption 
legislacion remains weak, and implemencation of che Scrategy for the Fight Against 
Corruption is behind schedule. Organized crime and weapons trafficking are key 
problems. BiH's corruption rating remains unchanged at 4.75. 

Outlook for 2014. Before the 2014 general elections, BiH politicians will probably 
make key legislative changes necessary to conduct the polls, but implemencation of 
che 2009 ECHR ruling is doubtful. Campaigning will dominate the political stage 
while key budgetary, social, and other challenges languish. Governmencs at all levels 
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face high deficits, loans are coming due, and the suspension of talks on EU assistance 
funding will further strain public finances. Strikes and public demonstrations are 
likely, due to persistent high unemployment, among other economic concerns. BiH 
will continue to miss EU accession deadlines while political and economic reforms 
Rounder. 
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Eighreen years since rhe end of rhe Bosnian War, rhe rwo-enriry federarion of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (BiH) remains fragile and politically dysfunctional. Throughouc 

2013, an on-again, off-again political sralemare prevented effective governance ac 
the narional level and impeded progress roward European Union (EU) and NATO 

membership goals. Personal dispures dominaced politics and public discourse, 
overshadowing important social and economic questions. 

Under the consrirution, which was wrirren as part of the 1995 Dayron 
Peace Agreement (DPA). BiH is divided into largely autonomous administrative 

units, making it difficulr co implement nationwide reforms. BiH operates under 
inrernational supervision as an asymmetrical federarion between rhe centralized, 
Serb-dominared Republika Srpska (RS); the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(FBiH), which is divided into 10 camons with Bosniak or Croat majorities; 
and Brcko Disrricc, a separate administrative unit in rhe northeast with its own 
governing institutions. The scab ii icy of Bi H remains dependent on rhe Office of the 
High Representative (OHR), which is responsible for rhe civilian implementation 
of che DPA, and che European Union (EU) Delegation ro BiH, which guides rhe 
country cowards EU accession. The EU Delegation is increasingly inAuencial and is 
slowly caking a leading role in talks with local politicians. 

BiH's complex political system includes a rotating, tripartite presidency with 
one Bosniak, one Serb, and one Croat representative. The Council of Ministers 
operates as a state-level government with nine miniseries but does not administer 
certain key policy areas such as industry, education, or culture. The Parliamentary 

Assembly of BiH comprises cwo houses: the House of Representatives and rhe 
House of Peoples, each representing two entities and rhree dominant ethnicities. 
Boch entities have their own governments and parliaments. Each cancon in FBiH 
has a governmem and a parliament. 

Mirroring che behavior of their FBi H counterparts the previous year, politicians 
in rhe RS entity also reshuffled government positions and changed coalition partners 
in 2013. The government led by Prime Minister AJeksandar Diombic resigned in 
!are February, acring on insrrucrions from RS President Milorad Dodik, who is 
also rhe leader of DfombiC's AJliance of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD) 
party. The outgoing prime minister said his cabinet had proved unable co effectively 
combat the global financial crisis and high unemployment rare. 1 Replacements 
were appointed about 15 days lacer, with Zeljka Cvijanovic becoming rhe first 
woman ro lead an RS government. 1he move proved largely cosmetic, resulting in 

no significant policy changes during the year. 
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Conflicts between RS parties affected the makeup and functioning of state
level governing bodies, as well. In September, the SNSD broke off its coalition with 
the Serb Democratic Party (SDS), saying the latter had violated the terms of the 
coalition agreement. In a power grab, President Dodik dismissed SDS members 
from the BiH Council of Ministers, resulting in the replacement ofBiH Minister of 
Foreign Trade and Economics Mirko Sarovic in October, as well as two SDS deputy 
ministers; an additional member of their party, Ognjen Tadic, was dismissed from 
his post as president of the House of Peoples in November. 

Throughout the year, interparty conflicts also paralyzed governing institutions 
in the FBiH. Having broken its coalition with the Party of Democratic Action 
(SDA) in 2012, the Social Democratic Party (SDP) formed a new partnership with 
the Alliance for a Better Future (SBB) and two Croat Democratic Union parties, 
HDZ and HDZ 1990. This coalition was unstable from the beginning and, as 
the year came to an end, it became dear that another reshuffie was imminent. In 
December, SBB President Fahrudin Radoncic announced that his party was leaving 
the coalition.2 In February, the House of Representatives of the FBiH parliament 
attempted to dissolve the FBiH government through a vote of no confidence, 
continuing efforts to eject ministers from the SDA and two smaller Croat parties
the People's Party Work for Betterment (NSRzB) and the Croat Party of Justice 
(HSP). However, Bosniak delegates in the House of Peoples preempted the 
dissolution by initiating a so-called vital national interest protection procedure,3 

landing the case before the FBiH Constitutional Court. At year's end, no decision 
had been reached on this or two other challenged parliamentary decisions-the 
appointment of former FBiH vice-president and Court of BiH judge Sahbaz 
Dzihanovic to the Constitutional Court of FBiH4 and the requested dissolution 
of the managing board of FBiH's national broadcaster. All three decisions require 
approval by the Council for Vital National Interest Protection of the Constitutional 
Court but are blocked because the council is not operational. FBiH President Zivko 
Budimir and FBiH Deputy Prime Minister Jerko lvankovic Lijanovic have blocked 
the appointment of one of its members.5 

While political leaders spent another year attempting to oust one another, efforts 
with regard to EU membership stagnated. The Center for Civic Initiatives (CCI), 
an organization that monitors the efficiency of governments and assemblies at all 
levels of power, noted in its October 2013 report that the ineffectiveness of the BiH 
Council of Ministers and Parliamentary Assembly make them an obstacle rather 
than an engine on the country's road toward the EU.6 According to the report, in 
the first nine months of the year, state ministries achieved less than half of what they 
had each planned, while the Parliamentary Assembly did not adopt a single new 
law. By comparison, legislators in Montenegro adopted 55 laws during the same 
period, Serbia adopted 90, and Croatia adopted 235. The European Commission's 
2013 Progress Report notes that BiH is at a standstill in the European integration 
process, while other countries in the region are moving ahead.7 

BiH and the EU signed a Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA), a 
pre-accession instrument, in June 2008, but the SAA is not yet in force because of 
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unfulfilled commitments, including important conscitutional changes. Currently, 
BiH's constitution limits representation in the tripartite state presidency and House 
of Peoples to Bosnia's three main ethnic groups-Croats, Serbs, and Bosniaks
effectively discriminating against Jews, Roma, and orher minorities. In the 2009 
Sejdic-Finci case, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled that this 
stipulation violates the European Convention on Human Rights. In 2012, most 
influential BiH politicians agreed to reform the constitution in line with the court's 
ruling as part of a "roadmap" of deadlines and obligations BiH must meet on 
its way to EU accession. The other important component of the roadmap is the 
establishment of an effective coordination mechanism on EU matters between all 
levels of government. Lack of progress on both issues in 2013 prompted the EU 
to cut Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA) funding for projects ranging 
from judicial reform to demining by 54 percent, or €47 million.8 Discussions on 
a new IPA (2014-20) were put on hold. In December, the Prosecutor's Office of 
BiH launched an investigation to determine who is to blame for the failure to 
implement the Sejdic-Finci ruling and the resulting EU funding cut.9 RS President 
Dodik, meanwhile, said he had no regrets about losing the money because it was 
for the state-not entity-level government.JD In December, he reiterated that the 
RS aims to become independent.11 

BiH also failed to register immovable military property and place it under BiH 
the Defense Ministry's control-a key step toward full NATO membership. 

The delay in passing the state-level Law on Single Reference Numbers 
epitomizes the increasingly dysfunctional nature of state-level governance in BiH. 
In May 2011, the state Constitutional Court ruled that the Law on Single Reference 
Number was not in tune with the Constitution since RS changed the names of 
some municipalities. The Court ordered the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH to 
update the law by February 2013, when the old version would expire. For rwo 
years, leaders were at loggerheads over the law that, among other things, enables 
newborns to obtain ID numbers so they can travel and receive public services 
such as health care. Bosniak, Croat, and Serb legislators could not agree on the 
assignment of ID numbers, particularly on an RS request that its citizens receive a 
separate set of numbers.12 

The RS government adopted regulations on issuing ID numbers for that entity 
in May, but no measures were taken in FBiH. Public protests began in June after 
reports that a sick newborn could not travel abroad for urgent medical treatment 
because her parents could not get her a passport without an identification number. 
In response, the Council of Ministers adopted a motion allowing infants to acquire 
temporary IDs. Unsatisfied, thousands of Bosnians took to the streets on 6 June, 
blockading the Parliamentary Assembly. Bosnian Serb legislators used the protests 
as an excuse not to attend parliamentary sessions fur a month,13 and parties from 
FBiH seemed equally happy to take a month off. The full version of the state-level 
Law on Single Reference Numbers was finally adopted in November. It defines nine 
registration areas divided by entity borders, as RS politicians have demanded from 
the beginning.14 
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Another longtime casualty of political gridlock has been the BiH state census. 
Until October 2013, the population data guiding many decisions within Bosnia's 
complex territorial and political structure were based on estimates and prewar (1991) 
statistics. Gridlock berween political parties over the nature and use of population 
data-specifically as regards ethnicity and language-prevemed a new census from 
being held for nearly cwo decades after rhe war. New survey data reflecting rhe 
demographic aftermarh of rhe 1992-95 bloodshed could affect the formation 
(ethnic representation) of fucure governing scruccure.s----thus, all ethnicity-based 
political parries have a srake in rhe survey's outcome. 

Bosnia's state statistical agency declared the 2013 census a success,15 though 

some repom case doubt on rhe reliability of collected data. There were census takers 
who claimed chat they had been offered money to falsify dara;16 ochers were caught 
interviewing citizens in restaurants, rather than going door-to-door. Many people 
were left unlisted, while other households reported 20-30 members. Throughouc 
the pre-census campaign, politicians urged Bosniaks, Serbs, and Croats living abroad 
to register in Bosnia ro inflate headcounts. 17 It was also discovered char census takers 
were scoring both blank and completed census materials at their homes because 
storage spaces had nor been prepared in time; chis not only created opportunities for 
census fraud buc also lefr personal data, such as ID numbers, unprotecred. 1K There 
were reports that some census materials were destroyed, while others inexplicably 
went missing, forcing rhe Agency for Statistics ro print an additional 50,000 
packets of material for use in the RS, mid-census. 1~ The census had to be repeated 
in some pares of the Srebrenica municipality after stare border police discovered 
two attempts to transport blank census materials across the border-first from BiH 
co Serbia, and rhen from Serbia to BiH. Political power in Srebrenica, rhe sire of a 
huge massacre of Bosniaks during the war, is hody contested between Bosniaks and 
ethnic Serbs, making the census resulcs very imporcant for all sides.20 

According co rhe survey's preliminary results, BiH currenrly has 3,791,622 
inhabitants-nearly 600,000 fewer than in 1991. 2 1 Dara on ethnic representation 
were nor yet available at year's end. 

Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 

Municipal and parliamentary elections are held every four years in BiH, in cycles 
cwo years apart. Ir has been suggested rhar local and national elections merge onto a 
single schedule to reduce campaigning and coses, bur chis will nor happen before the 
2014 parliamentary pol ls. There is concern that the EU will not recognize rhc election 
results because of the government's fu.ilure ro implement the Sejdic-Finci ruling.22 

Due co the frequency of elections, there is litcle break between campaign seasons. 
Afrer elections, considerable rime is wasred while the parties form coalitions, at 
which point ir is campaign season again. In 2013, census campaigning exacerbated 
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this dynamic, and, with partial results expected in 2014, there is concern that the 
parties will use the census as a campaign tool to appeal to their ethnic bases. The 
census results could also spur changes to the electoral process. 

Electoral legislation in BiH still needs to be amended in line with two 
Constitutional Court rulings. In May 2011, the court ruled chat state-level electoral 
law must be updated to reflect changes in the names of several RS municipalities after 
the war. Meanwhile, the city/municipalityof Moscar has been unable to hold municipal 
elections since a mid-2012 ruling chat it is discriminatory and unconstitutional for an 
area of the city with a population of almost 30,000 citizens to elect the same number 
of delegates to the city council as an area with 7,000 inhabitants. 

Three nearly identical amendments were proposed for parliamentary debate 
to address the RS name issue in 2013-cwo by the SNSD and one by the SDS. 
The House of Representatives of the state parliament adopted the amendment 
proposed by the SDS, but, 11 days later, the House of Peoples voted to accept 
one of the SNS D's proposals.23 The issue was unresolved at year's end. In May, the 
Council of Ministers adopted amendments to address Mostar's legislation, but, due 
to objections from Bosniak parties, these were rejected (twice) by the Parliamentary 
Assembly's constitutional commission.24 According to the Central Electoral 
Commission (CIK), legislation pertaining to Mostar need not be amended in order 
to hold the 2014 elections; however, the RS municipality names must be updated 
soon so chat the CIK can adopt some 40 bylaws by the election announcement 
deadline in May 2014. 25 

The Council of Ministers proposed other electoral amendments during the 
year, including a stipulation-part of an SDP-SNSD agreement-that ballots 
would now be counted locally rather than at the national level. Another proposed 
amendment would have introduced dosed election lists, with voters casting ballors 
for parties only and leaving the choice of parliamentary deputies to the parties 
chemselves.26 These amendments were rejected, as critics claimed chat they would 
increase party power at the expense of state institutions.27 

In November, the CIK joined the tripartite Supervisory Board of the riew 
Association of World Election Bodies, with Hadziabdic as president. 28 Still, at home 
the CI K faced strong criticism from the BiH chapter ofTransparency Internacional. 
The watchdog slammed the CIK for suspending proceedings against the SNSD and 
other political parties for accepting prohibited contributions, misusing budget funds 
during campaigns, and other violations of the Law on Financing Political Parties 
after the Court of BiH repeatedly dismissed related CIK sanctions. Considering 
that sanctions are already low for such transgressions, Transparency said, the CI K's 
decision could encourage parties to violate the law.19 

A newcomer to the BiH political scene, the Democratic Front BiH was founded 
in April by the Croat member of the BiH Presidency, Zeljko Komsic, who left che 
SDP in 2012. In March, FBiH President Zivko Budimir left the Croat Party of 
Justice (HSP) to form the Party of Justice and Confidence. Its reputation suffered 
early after several members were investigated and arrested for corruption and other 
charges. 
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During 2013, elecrions were only held for rhe mayor of Kresevo, in December, 
afrer rhe incumbent srepped down to focus on his business.30 

Civil Society 
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Bosnian cirizens rarely unite around a single issue or cause, bur 2013 saw a norable 
exception when mass prorests formed ro demand rhe righr of newborns ro receive 

official identification numbers. 
Inirially, many in BiH saw rhe government's failure ro update rhe Law on Single 

Reference Numbers by February as jusc another example of political incompetence 
and infighting, buc oucrage erupted afrer rhe reports that a 3-month-old baby 
could not rravel abroad for urgent medical care. On 5 June, a small protest group 
spontaneously blocked entrances to the stare parliament, prompting rhe Council of 
Ministers to pass a measure allowing newborns to receive temporary identification 
numbers. Unhappy with this short-term fix, thousands of people rook to the streets 
rhe next day, surrounding some I ,500 parliamentarians, staff, and international guests 
in the parliament building. The blockade lasted until rhe early morning of 7 June, 
when Valentin lnzko, high representative for BiH, helped negotiate a settlement.31 

Nationalisrs of all stripes arrempted ro undermine the protest's significance as 
a unified show of civil disobedience blind ro erhniciry. The movement nevertheless 
gained huge support nationwide as demonsrrarions spread ro orher dries and rowns, 
even in rhe RS, where rhe government had updated the ID legislation in May. People 
from all over the world also expressed supporr, and gatherings were held in solidarity 
with the Bosnian protesters across the Balkan region. In Sarajevo, protesrs continued 
for weeks over rhe government's feeble response and, more broadly, rhe dysfunccional 
political and economic climate. The movement lost momentum after a planned July 
protest that was supposed ro overtake Sarajevo only drew a few thousand people. 

Orher small-scale protests popped up throughouc BiH over a range of issues but never 
represented an organized popular antigovernment movement. 

In BiH, rhe rerm "civil society organizarion" covers everything from sports 
clubs and veterans' groups ro humanicarian organizations. In 20 I 3, rhe government 
slightly increased consultation with foreign and domestic NGOs in drafting 
legislation on public procurement, whisdeblower proteccion, and other areas, 
rhough only afrer considerable lobbying by chese groups.32 Foreign-financed NGOs 
are warchdogs in key areas such as anticorruption, and some played an important 
role in monitoring rhe census. However, NGOs could nor survive wirhouc funding 
from internarional donors and local government budgers. The allocation of public 
funds is opaque: procurement procedures wirhin srare institurions are unclear, and 
many receiving organizations do nor submit financial reporrs. In 2012, authorities 
allocared some €50 million for NGOs; all the funds were distributed, though only 
abour € 17.S million was allocated via public renders and procurement procedures.33 
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The educarion sysrem is shaped and divided by erhniciry. In rhe RS, for insrance, 
only a Serb curriculum (language, hisrory, religion) is raughr. Bosniaks in Konjevic 
Polje, a rown in norrheasr RS, procesred rhis system in 2013 by pulling rheir 

children our of school and demonsrraring ourside rhe OHR building in Sarajevo. 
By year's end, rhe children had nor arrended school since Seprember. Bosniaks from 
che RS rown ofVrbanjci aJso kepc cheir children our of school for rhe fall semesrer.34 

Some parts of che FBiH srill employ rhe "two schools under one roof" system 
in which Croat and Bosniak children study in rhe same building bur have separate 
enrrances, classrooms, and curricula. In April 2012, rhe Mosrar Municipal Courr 
ruled rhe sysrem discriminarory in schools in rhe towns of Srolac and Capljina, 

following a lawsuir by rhe Vasa Prava (Your Righrs) NGO. The court ordered rhe 
schools ro inregrare classrooms, but a canronal educarion ministry and two schools 
appealed. In June, rhe Mosrar Canronal Court dismissed rhe Municipal Courr 
decision on procedural grounds, saying rhar only parenrs, reachers, and srudenrs 
could file suir, nor NGOs.·15 

Higher education conrinues ro face accusarions of corruption, poor scandards, 

ovcrproducrion of graduares in cerrain professions, and other issues. In December, 
rhe RS governmenr boyconed rhe EU's ERASMUS srudenr exchange program over 
the crearion of a srarewide agency ro coordinate wirh orher participating councries. 
The RS Education Ministry said rhe body rcpresenred an unacceprable transfer 
of authority to rhe scare level. In rhe end, the RS agreed to parrial parricipacion, 
fol lowing srudenr protesrs. 36 

Before rhe 2013 census, poliricians, religious leaders, and others parricipaced 
in campaigns to influence cicizens' responses. The barde was especially heared 
between those who pressed citizens ro idenrify themselves as "Bosniaks"-a rerm 
emphasizing religious (Muslim) idenriry above cirizenship-and proponenrs of rhe 
denominarion "Bosnian," a civic idemiry, rather chan a religious or erhnicity-based 
one. NGOs were divided on rhis issue, as well . Some of them disrribured census 
campaign videos via social media wirh children ro acring our rhe roles of adulr 
census vorers. 37 

Discrimination against the LGBT community is widespread , and acrivisrs face 

threacs and harassment. 

Independent Media 
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Freedom of speech and orher media rights are guaranteed bur ofcen abused by che 
press irself. Media coverage is often biased, as journalises arc susceptible to oucside 
pressure due ro low pay and benefits, as well as intimidation by media owners 
and their policical allies. As a resulr, media are widely viewed as polirical puppers, 

not warchdogs. The outlers rhar remain independenr-mosrly onlinc media with 
relarively low readerships-face harsh criticism and rhrears from politicians or 
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criminals. Most media coverage in BiH is of the tabloid variety, and many reporters 
and editors are ill equipped to handle sensitive issues because journalism education 
in the country is weak. 

BiH has 9 daily newspapers, 7 news agencies, and more than I 00 periodicals, 
from news magazines to agricultural papers.3s Several journalism associations exist, 
but they rarely cooperate. Of the 49 television and 147 radio stations, roughly a third 
of television and nearly half of radio stations are public, including the local outlets.39 

Regional, cantonal, and municipal media are funded by local budgets and so face 
pressure from authorities who interfere with editorial policies, base editorial and 
management appointments on political and ethnic-rather than professional
concerns and stack supervisory boards with allies who limit freedom of the press.40 

Media face widespread political pressure. In May, the Association of BiH 
Journalists reported chat some members of local public media had their jobs 
threatened, among other scare tactics, after coalition changes in local parliaments. 
In the Una-Sana Canton, politicians publicly identified some journalists as «[their] 
enemies" and tried to block media access to public information and reporting on 
certain topics.41 

Financial pressure is also widespread. In June, employees at Radio-Television 
East Sarajevo went on strike because they had not received salaries since April (for 
January), nor benefits since 2011.42 As with their public counterparts, private media 
often rely on financing from local authorities, and money is tight at most outlets. 

In 2013, the Agency for Protection of Personal Data of BiH drafted changes 
to the Law on Freedom of Access to Information. Journalises, NGOs, and media 
experts criticized the proposals for stipulating chat government institutions may 
limit access to information they deem threatening to privacy or other rights.43 In 
May, the BiH Ministry of Justice received the proposals for review, but none had 
been adopted by year's end. 

The digitization of BiH's media is far behind schedule and unlikely to happen 
by the end-of-2014 deadline. Due to bureaucratic red tape, mostly in public 
procurement, the suppliers of technical equipment for public broadcasters are still 
being chosen. After the Procurement Review Body of BiH canceled cwo previous 
supply tenders, the Ministry of Communications and Transport launched a third 
one in February. It received six applications, but no decision was made by year's 
end. The changeover is supposed to be managed by a joint corporation becween the 
three public broadcasters chat make up the Public Broadcasting System (PBS)
state radio and television BHRT, and the entity radio and television broadcasters 
RTRS and RTV FBiH. However, neither the heads of these broadcasters nor the 
parliament have taken the steps necessary to create the corporation. 

Public broadcasters are under constant pressure as political parties try to 

install pliant management and dictate coverage. After BHRT reported on the June 
protests, politicians lashed out. RS President Dodik called BHRT "trash" after a 
report on the use of social media to organize demonstrations in Banja Luka and 
elsewhere.44 At a subsequent management meeting, a BHRT editor commended 
his staff for "caking the side of citizens and not politicians."45 In the RS, several 
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parliamenrarians chrearened co sue media ouclecs for "inflaming che population 
against Serbs.''46 

From a media scandpoinc, the Sarajevo protests were significant for rheir use of 
social networks and modern mobile technology. Acrivisrs organized the parliamenc 
blockade on Facebook and Twirrer, and in rhe coming days more information was 
available on social networks rhan in rradirional media. There are 2,184,500 Internee 
users in BiH, according co rhe BiH Communicacions Regulatory Agency (CRA).47 

In January, rhe Council of Ministers proposed a new public broadcaster, a 
Croatian-language channel. Despite supporc from Croatian policical parries, some 
say rhe new channel would undermine che modernization of public broadcascing
already moving slowly-while creating more echnic division.48 Meanwhile, in 
September rhe CRA decided co limic advertising cime for public broadcasters 
from six co four minutes per hour, scarring in January 2014. All chree broadcasters 
questioned chis decision, citing already tighc finances.49 Ir was not implemented 
by years' end. In December, rhe Parliamentary Assembly of BiH finally appointed 
members of the CRA Council afcer over four years wichour permanent appointees. 
The CRA director-general has had a careraker mandate since 2007. 

In October, rhe RS National Assembly adopted changes co rhe Law on 
RTRS, granting che broadcaster additional funding from rhe entity budget and 
empowering rhe assembly co appoint its managing board. Critics called chis anocher 
acrempr co politicize RTRS and a blow co rhe PBS.50 RTRS was already heavily 
influenced by rhe SNSD and RS government, which also funds private media, 
undermining independence. In 2012, the RS government gave €900,000 co public 
and €750,000 co private media ouclers. Almosc a rhird of rhe private funding went 
ro rwo newspapers, Nezavisne novine and Glas Srpske, owned by Zeljko Kopanja, 
a friend and former business parmer of Presidenc Dodik.51 In FBiH, rhe media 
marker is much more divided between rhe ruling and opposition polirical parcies. 

Local Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 -------
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The righcs of dries and municipalities, rhe lowest levels of government in BiH, are 
regulaced by entity conscicurions, as guaranteed by che European Charter on Local 
Self-Governmenc. RS has 57 municipalities and six cities: Banja Luka, Prijedor, 
Trebinje, Doboj, Bijeljina and Ease Sarajevo, which has six municipalicies of ics 
own. FBiH has 78 municipalities and rwo dries, Moscar and Sarajevo.52 FBiH also 
has 10 cantons, a level of power between rhe municipalities and FBiH enciry. In 
October 2013, rhe RS Nacional Assembly adopted amendments to the Law on 
Local Self-Government chat clarify rhe role of municipal aurhoriries and rheir posc
eleccion appoincmenc procedures. In an efforc co address similar issues, rhe FBiH 
governmenc sent amendments co che Law on Principles of Local Self Governmenc 
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co ics parliamenc in September, buc che legislacion was rejecced in Occober. Cantons 
have slowly scarced co harmonize cheir legislacion wich chis law. 

According co preliminary census resulcs, only six BiH cicies have more chan 
100,000 inhabicants. Sarajevo (which has four municipalities) leads the group 
with 291,422, followed by Banja Luka wich 199,191; Tuzla with 120,441; 
Zenica with 115,134; Bijeljina with 114,663; and Moscar wich 113,169.53 The 
resulcs also revealed huge differences between FBiH cantons. While che most 
heavily populaced-Tuzla and Sarajevo-have 477,278 and 438,433 inhabitants, 
respectively, Bosnia-Podrinje and Posavski count only 25,336 and 48,089.54 

The distribution of power between the entities, cantons, and municipalities 
is unclear and often overlapping. In che FBiH, che cantons' bloated bureaucracies 
drain budgets, so reform is needed co cue coses and make che en city more sustainable. 
However, policicians and many public administrators disagree on che way forward. 
Cuccing cantons, for instance, would send many adminiscracors into che ranks of 
che already 500,000 unemployed in BiH and mean a loss of potential voters for che 
parcies in power. 

In January, the U.S. Embassy in BiH established an experc group co draft 
proposals for reforming the FBiH constitution. Their recommendations, including 
proposals for streamlining che entity's complex and costly governance structure, 
were presented co che public and international community. The FBiH House 
of Representatives discussed chem in June, buc parliament did not hold a vote. 
In August, the FBiH government formed another working group chat had not 
submitted any draft amendments ac year's end.55 

In FBiH, political crises ac the entity level trickled down co che cantons and 
municipalities as coalition shakeups led co personnel changes in local governments. 
In cantons such as Tuzla or Una-Sana, che frequency of these changes paraly-red 
governance, with real consequences for citizens. Ac che end of summer, even Sarajevo 
suffered interruptions in public cransporcacion, gas, and regular water supply ac 
various intervals as an indirect consequence of local leadership's unavailability and 
incompecence. 

Throughout BiH, state officials wield huge influence over local politicians. 
Often, they are all members of che same few ruling parcies. Even if local officials 
are from different parties, they muse still fall in line or risk losing state financing 
for local projects, a serious blow co economies already beset by high unemployment 
and ocher issues. 

In a rare positive development, in January che Sarajevo Camon Assembly 
adopted amendments harmonizing the Cantonal Constitution wich che Sejdic
Finci verdict. In practice, chis allows BiH minorities co form their own caucus and 
have representatives in che Assembly Management. 

Incerechnic relations were generally stable in 2013, with occasional incidents, 
such as che beating of a Bosniak returnee in Zvornik (RS) on the lase day of 
Ramadan.56 Some cities remain echnically divided, including Moscar, where a 
Croat-majority population lives in the west and Bosniaks dominate the ease. 
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BiH has four separate court systems. The State Court of BiH has criminal, 
administrative, and appeals departments and jurisdiction over specific types of 
crimes, including war crimes, financial crimes, and crimes against the state. The 
enrities have cheir own judicial systems, wirh constitutional and supreme courts. 
In FBiH, rhere are cantonal and municipal courts; in che RS, district and "basic" 
(minor offense) courts. Brcko Oiscricc has a separate court system. The complexity of 
chis mulci-layered system leads co frequent conflicts over jurisdiction. Invescigacions 
and trials can also last years, often beyond che statute of limicacions. 

The "Structured Dialogue on Justice" between BiH and the EU began in 
2011 under the SAA, aiming co consolidate the judicial system and strengthen ics 
independence, effectiveness, and accountability in accordance wich EU standards. 
Many reforms are being discussed, including new draft laws on courrs in BiH 
and che High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (VSTV), prepared by the BiH 
Ministry of Justice. They propose changes to VSTV appoinrment procedure and a 
new scare-level appellate court co handle appeals from rhe Court of BiH. Outside 
the dialogue, Serb-oriented parties continue to back changes to undermine scate
level judicial institutions and increase political conrrol over them. One, agreed 
upon by the SNSD and SOP in 2012, would shift responsibility for appointing 
prosecutors from che VSTV to state and encity-level parliamencs. At year's end, no 
changes had been adopted, within che dialogue or otherwise. 

Public rrusr in che competence and independence of che judiciary is low, partly 
because politicians appear above che law. For example, cases against officials are 
often dismissed on dubious technicalities. In 2013, HDZ President Dragan Covic 
and six ochers were cleared of abuse of office while serving in the steering commiccee 
of state-owned Mostar Telecom. The Supreme Court of FBiH ruled that che scacuce 
of limitations on some of their activities in question expired in 2009, a year before 
they were indicted. However, the Center for Investigative Reporting in Sarajevo 
discovered chat prosecutors had all the evidence in 2003 and waited seven years to 

press charges.57 Judicial bodies and personnel also face strong political pressure. In 
2013, BiH Prosecutor Goran Salihovic repeatedly raised chis issue, adding chat the 
judiciary is not sufficiently consulted in che legislative process.58 

Case backlogs remain high at all levels due to limited human and financial 
resources. Cases of unpaid utility bills account for about 80 percent of the total 2.3 
million-case backlog.59 The war crimes backlog is falling because cases are being 
transferred from the state level co courrs in rhe entities and Brcko discricr. In general, 
though, efficiency is a problem. When rhe FBiH Supreme Court received some 
2,000 complaints from veterans over the entity's decision to cut their pensions, rhe 
court president said all the complaints could nor be resolved because handling a 
single case cakes 45 monchs.60 
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In July, rhe ECHR ruled against BiH on appeal of the war crimes convictions 
of Abduladhim Makrouf and Goran Damjanovic. In 2006, Makrouf was sentenced 

rn five years for crimes against Croats in 1993. A year later, Damjanovic received an 
I I-year senrence for participating in the bearing of a group of captured Bosniaks in 

Sarajevo in 1992. The ECHR ruled that the men had been wrongfully prosecuted 
under the 2003 BiH Criminal Code retroactively, rather than rhe 1976 Yugoslav 
version, which would have carried shorter sentences. 61 Damjanovic was retried in 
2013 and sentenced in December to 6.5 years in prison, and Maktouf was awaiting 
a new trial ar year's end. Orher convicted war criminals sentenced under rhe 2003 
Criminal Code were released after a subsequent decision by the BiH Constitutional 
Court based on rhe Maktouf/Damjanovic case.62 

Several ongoing high-profile organized crime and corruption cases61 will 
reflect rhe judiciary's ability ro handle rhese issues. Its track record ro dare is poor, 

with procedural mistakes often undermining police investigations. In December 
2012, police arrested rwo brothers allegedly involved in organized crime and drug 

trafficking, bur the prosecutor released rhe suspects despite rhe risk that they might 
pressure witnesses. The FBiH police filed a complaint against rhe prosecutor with 
the VSTV, which ruled rhar rhe prosecutor had acted correctly. In April 2013, rhe 
brothers were again arrcsred, rhis rime for planning ro murder a police commissioner 

in rhe West-Herzegovina Canton.''' 
In 2013, BiH signed cooperation agreements with Serbia and Croatia on 

prosecuting war crimes. Ir also signed extradition agreemenrs with Serbia and 
Macedonia on prosecuting major criminal cases, though they do nor include war 
crimes. Similar agreemenrs were made with Croatia and Monrenegro in 2012. 

Consrrucrion of a stare prison still has nor starred after eight years of planning. 
BiH is trying to reduce prison overcrowding through new infrastructure and 

alternative penalries.6
' 
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BiH has harmonized some of irs laws with international conventions on corruption, 

but rhe legal framework to fight graft and misconduct remains insufficient. While stare 

and encity legislatures are considering several anticorruprion bills and amendments, 
adoption is slow due to weak political will and institutional paralysis. In general, 

corruption, bribery, and nepotism are common in education, healthcare, and other 

areas of public adminisrrarion. Officials are rarely prosecuted for corruption. 

In 2013, the entities worked on several pieces of corruption-related legislation. 
The FBiH parliament debated a bill on whisrleblower protection already adopted ar 

the stare level. In rhe RS, a similar law is included in the draft Strategy for the Fight 
Against Corruption 2013-2017. However, some observers fear the three laws will 

nor be harmonized, porenrially undermining implementation, as happened with 
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scare and encity laws on freedom of access to informacion. In December, afrer weeks 
of infighting, the FBiH parliamenc rejected bills on the seizure of illegally acquired 
property and suppression of corruption and organized crime.66 While the RS has 
had a Law on Seizure of Illegally Acquired Property since 2010, the Parliamentary 
Assembly of BiH rejected similar legislation in February. Across all levels of 
governmenc, public procuremenc and conflict of incerest legislation is insufficienc. 

Implemencarion of the 2009-14 ancicorrupcion strategy is behind schedule, 
partly due to delays in launching a key body, the Agency for the Prevention of 
Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption. The agency only 
received funding in 2012, wich the first staff hired in April 2013. Much of the 
scracegy will not be implemenced by 2014. 

In 2013, two major corruption invescigations drew public accencion, both 
involving abuse of office by high-level FBiH officials. In April, Zivko Budimir, 
president of the FBiH and the Party of Justice and Confidence, was arrested for 
allegedly taking bribes from convicced criminals in exchange for early release. 
During the arrest, police found an unregistered firearm in Budimir's office, so he 
was also indicted for illegal weapons possession. (This separate case is ongoing at the 
Sarajevo Municipal Court.} In che bribery case, Budimir maintained his innocence, 
was released after a month in jail, and remained FBiH president.67 In November, the 
BiH prosecutor indicced Budimir and six ochers, including FBiH Justice Miniscer 
Zoran Mikulic and Zeljko Arsic, an FBiH parliamentarian.68 However, che Courc 
of BiH said the case was oucside its jurisdiccion.69 

In che second case, FBiH Prime Minisrer Nermin Nik.Sic filed criminal charges 
for misuse of public funds against his deputy, Jerko Ivankovic Lijanovic, who is also 
the miniscer of agriculrure, water management, and forestry, as well as the presidenc 
of the NSRzB. FBiH police investigated Lijanovic for using his position to amend 
laws that allowed him and his allies co issue agriculture incencives in return for votes 
in the 20 I 0 eleccions. Lijanovic allegedly allocated FBiH budgec funds for urgent 
and unplanned cases to members of his own parry, while in 2012, €1.35 million 
our of a total €1 I.5 million in agriculture subsidies went to his parry members, 
relacives, or shell companies.70 In July 2013, the State Investigation and Protection 
Agency (SIPA) also began a money-laundering and tax evasion investigation of 
several companies and individuals with cies to Lijanovie's family business.71 

In che past, media and NGOs have reported on LijanoviC's alleged abuse of 
office-for inscance, when he used €1.7 million in caxpayer money for a ministry 
campaign in which he was prominently featured during the 2012 elections.72 The 
Courc of BiH dismissed che 2012 charges, citing insufficienc evidence. 

Lijanovic and Budimir, as well as some NGOs, said they were under policical 
accack due to a power scruggle between their parties and Prime Miniscer NikSiC's 
SOP over control of che FBiH government. Since 2012, Budimir has been blocking 
SOP attempts to reshuffle che government.73 

The year saw several smaller policical corrupcion cases. In December, police 
arrested Midhac Osmanovic, an FBiH parliamentarian, for accepcing a bribe to 
guarancee someone a job. The director of che Tuzla Healch Insurance Instituce was 
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also arresced in che operacion.74 While che RS saw no major corrupcion arrescs, che 
Discricc Court in Banja Luka sentenced Milovan Cerek, che former mayor of Brod 
and a Socialise Party member, co 44 monchs for caking bribes.75 

Nevertheless, wacchdogs say corruption is noc prosecuced effectively. In July, 
Transparency Imcrnational published a reporc noting chat while chc number of 
corruption cases is on the rise (l,464 in 20I2 from 829 in 20I l), only 223 of 
che 20 I 2 cases were indicced. The Brcko Discricc nocwichscanding, corrupcion 
convictions fell nacionwide in 20I3, wich only seven prison sentences for bribery 
and nine for abuse of office.76 

Several major invescigacions and crials on organized crime are ongoing, moscly 
relaced co drug and weapons crafficking, money laundering, and ocher felonies. 
Organized crime groups collaborate across the region, ofcen wich che help of corrupt 
police officials. In August, the Scace Ministry of Security published a report noting 
chac some officials, police, and security officers are in che pocket of criminals chac, in 
some cases, have infilcraced government scruccures.n In a rare case of discovering and 
penalizing criminal behavior of officials, Ramo Brkic, a former police commissioner 
of Una-Sana Camon, was sentenced co I I years for corruption, abuse of office, and 
production and crade of narcocics in December 20I3. In May, Naser Kelmendi, 
placed on a blacklisc by the U.S. Scace Deparcmenc in 20 I2 as a drug kingpin, was 
arresced in Kosovo on a BiH warrant for allegedly running a high-profile organized 
crime group. He probably will noc be excradiced to BiH. 

BiH is a source of domescic and international weapons trafficking, chanks moscly 
co leftover scockpiles from che war. In July, SIPA discovered a cache of weapons 
buried near che cown ofTefanj. Also, an invescigacion found chac a company from 
Bugojno cook money from che BiH Defense Miniscry co descroy surplus weapons 
and ammunition buc inscead sold che munitions co anocher company for exporc 
onco Bangladesh. Two Ministry of Defense officials and che company direccor were 
indicced in June.78 

II AUTHOR: DINO jAHIC 
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Belgrade (Serbia). He is a graduate of the Journalism department of the College of 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since che collapse of communism, Bulgaria has consolidaced a syscem of 
democracic inscicucions, joining ics neighbors as a member of che Norch 
Aclancic Treacy Organizacion (NATO) in 2004 and che European Union 

(EU) in 2007. A number of general, presidencial, and local eleccions have been held 
freely, fairly, and wichouc disturbance. Before 2013, che councry had enjoyed more 
chan a decade of scable, full-cerm governmencs. 

These successes nocwichscanding, Bulgaria's democratic inscicucions display 
a number of problemacic weaknesses. Inefficiency and grafc wichin che policical 
syscem as a whole--and wichin the judiciary in parcicular-are scill considered 
major obscacles in che councry's fight againsc high-level corrupcion and organized 
crime. Public cruse in democracic inscitucions is low, and echnic minorities face 
discriminacion. Developmencs in 2013, including che appoincmenc of a wealchy 
media mogul as nacional securicy chief, which eliciced widespread procescs, 
underscored chese problems and exposed close cies becween policical leadership and 
various economic incerests. 

National Democratic Governance. Widespread popular procescs againsc che 
rising cosc of eleccricicy forced Bulgaria's cencer-righc governmenc co resign in 
February. When early eleccions in May resulted in a hung parliamenc, che cencer
lelt Bulgarian Socialise Parry (BSP) formed a coalicion governmenc while relying 
on supporc from che excremisc party Acaka. The appoincmenc of a media mogul 
co head che Bulgarian securicy agency provoked a new wave of ancigovernmenc 
demonscracions in June chat concinued uncil December. Despite procescs, calls for 
policical reforms from che nongovernmencal seccor, and policical deadlock in che 
parliamenc, che cabinet remained in office. Due co policical inscabilicy and resulcing 
legislacive deadlock, Bulgaria's national democratic governance rating declines from 
3.50 to 3. 75. 

Electoral Process. Only four parcies-che Cicizens for European Developmenc of 
Bulgaria (GERB), BSP, che liberal Movemenc for Righcs and Freedoms (DPS), and 
che excremisc Acaka-won seats in the early parliamencary eleccions held in May. Ac 
51 percenc, vocer curnouc hie an all-rime low, and one-fourch of voces wenc to parries 
char did noc receive any seats in che parliamenc. Though che eleccions were declared 
free and fair, observers noted numerous irregularities, including serious accusacions 
of adminiscracive mismanagement, unequal media coverage, incimidarion, and voce 
buying. The process was furcher marred by che discovery of 350,000 illegal ballocs 
in an official priming facilicy. As a resulc of serious irregularities, Bulgaria's electoral 
process rating declines slightly, from 2.00 to 2.25. 
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Civil Society. Civil society has become increasingly active and dynamic as a result 
of EU support and the expansion of social media and the internet. In early 2013, 
the increased cost of electricity prompted the biggest protests in 15 years, leading 
to the resignation of Prime Minister Boyko Borisov's government. Demonstrations 
resumed following the appointment of a media mogul as chief of the national 
security agency in June and continued, on and off, throughout the year. The protests, 
which created an opportunity for citizens to express deeply felt frustration with the 
growing overlap between political and economic power, put tangible pressure on 
political decision-makers. Due to increased mobilization of civil society actors and 
their apparent impact on domestic political processes, Bulgaria's civil society rating 
improves from 2.50 to 2.25. 

Independent Media. Partisanship and the concentration of media ownership 
continue to erode the quality and diversity of Bulgaria's newsmedia. In 2013, outlets 
owned by the New Bulgarian Media Group (NBMG) and the television channel 
TV7 published or broadcast reporrs discrediting various political figures. The digital 
switchover in September 2013 left 40,000-60,000people without access to public 
broadcasting. Bulgaria's independent media rating remains unchanged at 4.00. 

Local Democratic Governance. The municipality remains rhe only level of local 
governance in the country. Municipalities have gained power over time but still 
lack sufficient resources to exercise a full measure of self-governance. In 2013, local 
elections were held in five municipalities. Most of the mayoral seats were won by 
BSP or DPS, further concentrating power in the hands of the major national parties 
and lowering the percentage of municipalities led by local political parties. The 
year's protests spread outside the capital and led to the resignation ofKirill lordanov, 
longtime mayor of Bulgaria's third largest city, Varna. lordanov's resignation was 
seen as a victory against the patronage networks controlling che dry. Bulgaria's local 
governance rating remains unchanged at 3.00. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. A number of scandals in 2013 
demonstrated unethical behavior by high-ranking members of the judiciary. In 
April, a wiretapped conversation between Prime Miniscer Borisov, former minister 
of agriculture Miroslav Naydenov, and chief prosecutor of Sofia Nikolay Kokinov 
revealed their attempt to influence the course of a corruption investigation against 
Naydenov. Civil sociecy groups drew attention to potential flaws in the courts' 
method of randomized case allocation. Bulgaria's rating for judicial framework and 
independence remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Corruption. Pervasive corruption and close ties between political leaders and 
economic groups-especially media owners----o.me under closer scrutiny in 2013. 
In June, the appointment of media magnate and DPS member Delyan Peevski 
as head of the national securiry agency became a symbol of scare capture by 
oligarchs, sparking massive protests. Demonstrators in Varna also gathered to decry 
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the political connections of the cicy's biggest employer, the TIM group, which is 
popularly believed to be involved in smuggling, drug trade, and prostitution. In 
late 2013, the governing majority prepared a bill intended to control offshore tax 
evasion. With the state making no meaningful progress in curbing organized crime 
or dismantling Bulgaria's extensive patronage networks, Bulgaria's corruption rating 
declines from 4.00 to 4.25. · 

Outlook for 2014. With public discontent persisting and elections to the European 
Parliament scheduled for May 2014, policymaking for a government chat does not 
have majority in parliament will be increasingly challenging. Potential calls for early 
elections and an institutional struggle between the president and parliament will 
likely add to political tension. 
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Bulgaria is a parliamencary republic wich chree branches of power and a clearly 
defined system of checks and balances. The Nacional Assembly (parliamenc) selects 
che prime minister and some of the members of the highest judiciary organs. The 
parliamenc icselfis popularly elected. An independenc Conscicucional Court serves as 
a check on all branches of power. The councry's conscicucional and legal framework 
allows for che free formation of political parcies and for cicizens' parcicipacion in 
political and governance processes through elections, legislacive consulcarions, civil 
sociecy organizacions, and the media. 

The presidenc of Bulgaria has no strong formal powers but has often played 
an important role in domestic policies. The directly elecced office is independenc 
of the ocher branches of government and provides a check on cheir power. In che 
midst of ancigovernment procesrs in July, Presidenc Rosen Plevneliev cook a strong 
position, urging che governmenc ro "liscen co che people."1 The presidenc also 
vecoed revisions of che 20 l 3 bud gee in early Augusc, demanding more transparency 
in public spending and a commitment co higher races of tax colleccion.2 Ac the 
time, Plevneliev's critics claimed he had partisan reasons for voicing objeccions 
that beneficced or echoed chose of his former pany, the Citizens for European 
Development of Bulgaria (GERB), while the presidenc's supporters insisted he was 
acting in the incerest of fair politics.' 

Public anger over rising eleccricicy prices, corruption, and declining living 
standards ignited mass protests nationwide in early 2013, wich procescers 
demanding che resignation of Prime Minister Boyko Borisov and the Cicizens for 
European Developmenc of Bulgaria (GERB) governmenc. The prorescs appeared 
ro take GERS-Bulgaria's most powerful political force for the last 6 years
by surprise. Following clashes between demonstrators and police, rhe Borisov 
governmenc resigned on 19 February, becoming che firsc adminiscracion co leave 
office early in Bulgaria since 1997. President Plevneliev accepted Prime Minister 
Borisov's resignation and appoinced a caretaker government headed by a former 
diplomat, Marin Raikov. Early elections were scheduled for mid-May, and as 
protests subsided, the caretaker cabinet governed wichouc any major problems for 
the next three months, even solving some long-standing issues wich Brusscls.4 

GERB won more seacs (97 of240) in the May elections chan any ocher parcy, 
but not enough co form a government. After cwo weeks of negotiations, a coalition 
governmenc formed between the cencer-lefr Bulgarian Socialise Parcy (BSP)-leader 
of che electoral alliance Coalition for Bulgaria, which won 84 seats at rhe polls-
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and rhe Movement for Righrs and Freedoms (DPS), which primarily represents rhe 
country's Turkish minority and controls 36 sears.5 

The new government led by former finance minister Plamen Oresharski 
(BSP) faced strong public opposition almost from the very beginning. The June 
appointment of media mogul and DPS parry member Delyan Peevski to head 
the Bulgarian security agency provoked immediate antigovernmenr protests char 
continued for most of 2013. The appointment itself was revoked shorrly after 
rhe protests began, bur ir resonated in the public's consciousness as a symbol of 
deeper problems in Bulgarian policies-namely, the lack of transparency in political 
decision-making and the political elite's dependence on economic power groups. 
The demonstrations continued throughout rhe summer and reignited in rhe fall, 
when srudents staged sir-ins at Sofia Universiry, demanding anorher change of 
government. President Plevneliev, who was elected on rhe G ERB ricker in 2011, 
endorsed rhe rallies and urged government leadership ro consider early elections/ 
bur the Oresharski cabinet remained in office. 

Parliamentary deadlock and the chaotic political environment effectively 
paralyzed rhe BSP-DPS government, and no significanr steps were taken to address 
corruption or the lack of citizen participation in rhe political processes denounced 
by proresrers. As Oresharski's ruling coalition controls only half rhe sears in rhe 
legislature, ir relies heavily on rhe 23 delegates from rhe narionalisr-exrremisr Araka 
(Arrack) parry in order to pass laws. In fucr, with MPs from GERB ofren boyconing 
parliamentary sessions, MPs from Araka are necessary to pass any laws.7 
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Bulgaria's president is direcrly elected, and sears in the national parliament are 
distributed according ro a proportional representation system, wirh a 4 percent 
threshold required for a parry to enter parliament. There are no special provisions 
for the represencation of minority groups in rhe country, and rhe consrirurional 
ban on ethnic parries makes rhe representation of minorities difficulr. Bulgaria's 
Turkish minoriry has been represented in parliament since 1990 through rhe liberal 
Movement of Rights and Freedoms (DPS), while rhe less populous and poorly 
organized Roma minority has nor been able to secure legislative representation. 
Since 1991, internarional observers have deemed all Bulgarian elections free and 
fair, bur in recent years allegations of vore buying and ocher irregularities have 
become more common. Many such irregularities were observed in rhe May 2013 
snap elections. 

A widely criticized electoral code ado peed in 2010 raised campaign spending 
limits and increased rhe number of signatures required for rhe establishment of 
an electoral coalition at the national level. It also created a residency requirement 
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for chose vocing in European Parliament elections, incroduced preferencial vocing, 
and eliminaced direcc eleccion of mayors in small secclemencs. These changes have 
made campaigns more expensive and elections more difficulc for small parcies and 
alliances co encer. 8 

In early February, che parliament adopted amendmencs co che eleccoral code 
in order co address problems raised by local and international observers ahead of 
che nexc election. A reporc by che Organizacion for Securicy and Cooperation in 
Europe's Office for Democratic lnscicucions and Human Righcs (OSCE/ODIHR) 
praised che amendments for increasing eleccoral cransparency by providing for live 
broadcascs of eleccoral commission sessions and guaranteeing observers' righc co 
monicor che eleccoral process.~ However, che reporc also noced chac che new law lefc 
ocher issues unaddressed, including problems wirh media coverage and eleccoral 
advercising in minority languages. 10 In a highly controversial move, che legislacion 
also repealed preferential vocing, which was supporced by procescs earlier. 11 

Following che government's resignacion in February, snap elections were 
scheduled for .12 May. More chan 36 parcies appeared on che balloc, compared 
co 22 in che 2009 eleccions. 12 Scill, only four parcies won seacs in parliamenc and 
no new parcy formations reached che 4 percenc chreshold. GERB remained che 
masc popular choice, receiving 30.53 percent of che voce, followed by che BSP
led coalicion of cencer-lefc parcies, Coalicion for Bulgaria (26.61 percent); che 
parcy of che Turkish minoricy, DPS {l l.31 percenc); and che nationalise Acaka (7.3 
percenc).13 

For che firsc few weeks, che campaign was dominaced by che social issues chac 
had fueled procescs early in che year-declining scandards of living, poverty, and 
corrupcion. Ac firsc, che appoincmenc of a caretaker governmenc allowed GERB to 
distance icself from ics recenc failures while in power and engage in policy debates 
in a non-defensive way; however, as election day approached, allegacions chac che 
GERB government's Interior Ministry had wiretapped journalises and scace officials 
changed che cone of debace, and boch GERB and BSP embarked on a negative 
campaign.14 

In che preeleccion period, 350,000 illegal ballots were discovered in che official 
priming facilicy, suggesting plans co manipulace che vocing process. GERB was 
accused of eleccoral fraud, and che invescigacion resulced in a courc case againsc 
Rosen Zhelyakov, che general secretary of che Council of Ministers, who was 
responsible for supervising balloc priming. The case was ongoing ac year's end.15 

T urnouc on election day was 51.33 percem, the lowesc in independem Bulgaria's 
hiscory.16 The eleccion also recorded a higher-chan-usual number of "wasced" 
voces-more chan 24 percenc of ballocs were cast for parcies chac did noc receive 
any sears in parliamenc.17 Though low curnouc and wasced voces are noc unusual 
in European eleccions, chese figures raise questions abouc che represencaciveness of 
Bulgaria's governmenc and legislature. 

Election monicors from Transparency Incernacional (TI) Bulgaria reporced an 
increase in irregularities over previous elections. Around 60 percent of complaints 
regiscered wich TI dealc wich adminiscracive problems, hue chere were also numerous 
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incidenrs of vote buying and so-called "controlled votes," i.e. votes obtained through 
various forms of incimidation, such as the threat of being fired. Reportedly, pressure 
of this nature and other forms of unlawful campaigning were often exercised by 
local government officials. 11 

The OSCE/ODIHR also recorded widespread allegations of controlled 
votes and vote-buying, as well as shortcomings in election administration. The 
monitors' report noted char GERB was overrepresented in the leadership of 
electoral commissions. While the report acknowledged some progress in addressing 
recommendations from previous years, it also asked for further efforts co counter 
vote buying and ensure the impartial administration of elections, the use of bi
lingual election materials, and the transparency of media ownership. I? 

Both the OSCE/ODIHR and the TI monitoring reports emphasized the 
need to create a more level playing field among campaigning parties, particularly 
with regard to media coverage. All forms of campaign advertising are paid for 
by candidates and parties, which gives an advantage to parties eligible to receive 
campaign financing from the state.20 Meanwhile, independent candidates rely on 
private donations co fund their campaigns. In mid-December, BSP introduced a 
bill providing for media access co all contestants. The bill, still under parliamentary 
review at year's end, would also reintroduce preferential voting and tighten controls 
over the printing of electoral ballots.21 

After the elections, numerous formal complaints were filed with the Central 
Electoral Commission (CEC) and ocher public offices. GERB requested an 
annulment of election results, citing violations of "campaign silence,''22 obstacles 
faced by diaspora voters in Turkey, and administrative irregularities. The appeal 
reached the Constitutional Court, which ruled against ir.23 
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Bulgarian civil society has become increasingly assertive and dynamic in recent 
years, as evidenced by widespread demonstrations against perceived government 
corruption and mismanagement of the economy in 2013. Early in the year, the 
increased cosr of electricity prompted Bulgaria's biggest protests in 15 years, leading 
to the resignation of Prime Minister Borisov's government. Demonstrations resumed 
following the appointment of a media mogul as chief of the national security agency 
in June, spurring public debate on political reform for the remainder of 2013. 

Civil society organizations mushroomed in the postcommunist period, partly 
due to the expansion of internet access and online social networks and European 
Union (EU) support for nongovernmental and grassroots associations. According 
to the central register of the Ministry of Justice, there were more than 11,000 
enrities defining themselves as public interest organizations at the end of 2013.14 

An independent web portal for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), launched 
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in 2010, contained 5,691 entries in 2013, compared to 5,576 in 2012 and 5,302 
in 2011. The top five self-defined activities of organizations on the portal were 
education (951), social services (572), culture and arr (553), economic development 
(367), and youth issues (330).2

j 

There were no major changes to the legal framework concerning civil society 
organizations in 2013. Registration and tax processes remained relatively simple 
and stable. Late in the year, the government introduced a bill intended to formalize 
volunteer work, which would, for the first time, give volunteering a legal status and 
provide for legal protections.26 

The first antigovernment rallies of 2013 began in February, when tens of 
thousands of citizens gathered in Sofia and ocher large cities to protest rising electricity 
and fuel prices. Demonstrators quickly raised a wide range of additional grievances, 
from monopolistic business practices to environmental concerns. Soon they began 
demanding the resignation of the Borisov government, seen as responsible for many 
of these problems. Protests on 18 February were followed by small-scale clashes with 
the police, resulting in arrests and injuries.27 In February and March, there were 
at lease four self-immolations resulting in deaths as well-a previously unknown 
phenomenon in Bulgaria.2

H Prime Miniscer Borisov submicced che resignacion of his 
government on 20 February, saying he was recurning power co che people.29 

After che governmenc stepped down, procescers' demands evolved into syscemic 
goals, beginning wich insticucional adjuscmencs, such as a new electoral syscem or 
amendments to che conscicucion, and ulcimately aiming for wider cicizen participacion 
in policical processes.30 The movement organized into two policical enticies, boch of 
which declared support for early eleccions. However, chey did nor manage to produce 
a joint candidace lisc for May or join che mainscream policical process. 31 

In mid-June, che new, Socialise-led government appointed 32-year-old Delyan 
Peevski of DPS co chair che Bulgarian Scace Agency for National Security (DANS). 
To many, che appointment of Peevski-a controversial figure, whose mocher used 
to head che nacional loccery and who now leads a growing media empire wich scrong 
policical and economic conneccions to che leadership-sent a scrong signal char 
che new government would be no less beholden co powerful privace incerescs chan 
ics predecessors. ver the years, Peevski has been accused of involvement in various 
forms of corruption, including misuse of his influence over che security apparacus 
for political purposes,32 as well as concribucing to che overconcentracion of media 
ownership. 

Protescers rallied for days afcer Peevski's appointment, chancing "mafia" and 
calling for anocher change of government.33 Peevski was removed from his new pose 
within days, and Prime Miniscer Oresharski cold che parliament: "I made a political 
miscake, for which I apologize nor only co you, buc co the thousands of people 
who cook co che screecs co procesc."34 Nevertheless, the ancigovernmenc procescs 
continued until che end of che legislacive session in lace July, affirming char che 
public's fruscracion and desire for change wenc far deeper chan a single policical 
misscep. Procescers' demands reverberaced in clashes between che president and 
parliamentary parries and in internal confliccs wichin che BSP. 
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Proresrs reignited in mid-Ocrober with a series of sit-ins by srudents calling 
rhemselves "Early Risers" who "occupied" rhe main building of Sofia University, 
demanding cleaner polirics, an end ro corruption in rhe political sphere, and the 
resignation of the current government. Peevski remained an important theme 
of che Early Risers' protest campaign, which was soon joined by various ocher 
groups, including university professors and artists. Participation received another 
boost when che deputy leader of DPS and deputy speaker of parUament, Hrisco 
Biserov, resigned afcer coming under investigation for possible tax fraud and money 
laundering.35 By late December 20 13, media were reporting that protests had been 
ongoing for more than 190 days.36 

The long-term impact of the year's demonscrations--their effect on government 
practices, transparency, and legislative decision-making-was still difficult ro 
predict at year's end. What was clear was the emergence of a more politically engaged 
public, prepared co force dialogue on important issues with its elected officials. 

Independent Media 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

3.50 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.75 3.75 3.75 

2012 2013 2014 

3.75 4.00 4.00 

Media freedom is legally procecced in Bulgaria, wich citizens enjoying unrestricted 
access co a variety of news sources. The right co information is also enshrined in 
the conscicucion and in che Law on Access co Public Information. Nevertheless, 
the independence of the sector has been steadily deteriorating for the past decade. 
The circulation of print media has declined, ouclecs have become concentrated in 
the hands of a few owners, and political inAuence has remained high, despite rhe 
emergence of numerous scandals revealing close ties between politicians, media 
owners, and businessmen. 

Media ownership continued co be a contentious issue in 2013. Much of che 
accenrion focused on the New Bulgarian Media Group (NBMG}, which entered 
rhe print market in 2009 and has since expanded into che electronic media marker, 
acquiring control over TV stations and a number of ocher ouclecs. NBMG is owned 
by Irena Krasccva, former head of che state lottery and mother of DPS MP Delyan 
Peevksi. There have been persistent allegations chac NBMG is financed by che 
Corporate Commercial Bank (KTB), a small private bank that handles the finances 
of ocher state-owned enterprises. This connection raised speculations of indirect 
public funding. 37 

Allegarions, however, go beyond the issue of media ownership and 
independence and paint a dismal picture of deeply integrated patronage networks 
concentrated around leading political parries. NBMG's owners have stakes in 
the tobacco industry, which has been cradicionally linked to the DPS because ic 
employs Turkish tobacco farmers, who have historically favored the party. Some 
argue chis connection explained the willingness of che government co reconsider 
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che ban on smoking, which would guaramee profics for NBMG noc only from ics 
media ouclecs buc from cobacco sales as wel1.3K 

Media oudets owned by NBMG were involved in various policically mocivaced 
accusations during "media wars" thac cook place lase year becween several media 
moguls. Reporcs discredicing various policical figures and accusing chem of illegal 
behavior cominued in 2013. After siding wich che procescers-who demonscraced 
against che BSP-DPS coalicion-several rimes, Presidenc Rosen Plevneliev 
was accused of corrupt dealings by TV7 in mid-Occober. Ocher quescionable 
publicacions included a scory abouc che (chen allegedly) illegally primed ballocs 
in April 2013, which the incumbenc GERB claimed was used co discredic che 
government righc before che eleccions.39 

Collusion becween media owners and policicians was addressed by several 
observers, including che Bulgarian Helsinki Com mi nee and che German Ambassador 
co Bulgaria, and was also raised by incernacional media.4° In addicion, Presidenc 
Plevneliev organized a public forum accended by civil sociecy represemacives. The 
forum, however, did noc resulc in specific policy proposals and was noc anended by 
media owners.41 

The swicchover from analog co digical celevision was scheduled for 30 
Sepcember. Analog channels were supposed co be replaced complecely by digical 
celevision; however, by che rime of che scheduled cransicion only 95 percenc of che 
councry was covered by digical necwork, leaving becween 40,000 and 60,000 people 
wichouc access co public broadcasc.42 Ocher problems relaced co digicalizacion 
included unforeseen coses such as subsidizing che purchase of digiral decoders for 
poor households. 

Nacionwide, Bulgarian TV channels are concencraced around four necworks: 
the Bulgarian public television, BNT, which has chree national channels and one 
global sacellice channel; bTV and ocher five channels owned by Cencral European 
Media Encerprises; Nova Televizia and an additional five channels owned by Modern 
Ttmes Group; and four channels, including TV7, owned by Alegro Capical. These 
20 channels have nation-wide coverage bur only 7 of chem-che biggest of each 
group--were cransmicced for free uncil Sepcember 2013.43 Cicizens also have access 
co numerous regional channels. 

Three radio scacions have nacional coverage, cwo scations of the Bulgarian 
National Radio (BNR) and one private station, Darik. The largest dries of the 
councry have access co a variecy of radio scacions, including several music scacions, 
and BNR has regional scacions in nine major cicies.44 Boch radio and celevision 
are regulated by che Council for Eleccronic Media (CEM), an independenc body, 
whose members are joincly elecced by the parliamenc and media organizacions. le 
has been reporcedly subjecc co policical pressure, especially when appoincing che 
directors of che public celevision and radio.45 

The financial crisis has scrained profics for mosc private media, making chem 
ever more dependenc on governmenc advercising and ocher favors from che scare. 
Reliance on public funds has led major media ouclecs co perpecuate che problem 
of self-censorship, as they have coned down their criticism of che governmenc. 
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Fortunately, the public broadcasters, especially BNR, have avoided many of the 
negative trends occurring in the private sector, and institutional guarantees have 
generally succeeded in protecting their independence. Consequently, public radio 
has become a major source for objective information. 

Libel remains a criminal offense punishable by fines of up to $10,000. Though 
defamation suits remain common, the courts tend to interpret the law in favor of 
freedom of expression, and convictions are relatively few. 

Local Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 

3.50 3.00 3.00 

2008 

3.00 

2009 

3.00 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 ------·---- ---____ , ....... ~ 
3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

The 1991 constitution guarantees che principle oflocal self-government and divides 
the country into regions and municipalities. Ir identifies the municipality as the 
principal subunit and provides municipalities with certain rights and powers, such 
as che right to own property or set the budget independently. The constitution also 
allows citizen parcicipacion in local government through elections for mayors, city 
councils, and voting on local referenda. 

The 264 self-governing municipalities wich directly elecced governments 
constitute 28 regions (oblasts). The regions are headed by a governor appointed 
by che prime minister, acting as the local extension of the central government. 
The governors are responsible for implementing laws, guaranteeing the rule of law, 
protecting national interests, and preserving public peace. 

Power ac che municipal level is divided between the mayor and the municipal 
council, wich che latter acting as a policymaking body. Municipal councils address 
issues connected to local infrastructure, social welfare services, some educational 
and healthcare institutions, cultural development, environmental protection, and 
crash colleccion. 

Municipalities still remain highly dependent on the central stace financially, 
and regional governors have the power co annul mayoral decisions. Since Bulgaria 
entered che EU, however, municipalities have been more accively involved in 
national policymaking on local development. When negociacing wich the scace 
and with the EU, municipalities are represented by the Nacional Association of 
Municipalities in the Republic of Bulgaria (NAMRB), which provides a forum 
for voicing local governments' concerns and also provides a venue for sharing 
besc practices and improving administrarive capacities. A similar role is played by 
various nongovernment organizations specializing in aiding local governments and 
improving their capacity. 

In 20 l 0, amendments to the electoral law eliminaced direcc elections for 
mayors in settlements wich less than 350 inhabitants and cut che number of local 
councilors by about 20 percent in large municipalities-thus effectively increasing 
che electoral threshold . In the lase local elections in 20 l l, GERB won che majority 
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of mayoral seacs. This noc only secured ics power buc also reversed, ac lease co some 
excenc, che previous trend coward the proliferation of local policical parcies and 
coalicions.;r, In 2013, local elections were held in five municipalities. Most of che 
mayoral seacs were won by BSP or DPS, diminishing GERB's lead bur further 
lowering local parries' share. 

Mayoral elections in Varna-Bulgaria's chird largest city and main Black Sea 
pore-also shed lighc on a novel phenomenon in 2013: che emergence of civic 
initiatives outside Sofia. The February protests against GERB and high energy prices 
spread co other larger cities besides che capital. In Varna, chey were aimed ac che city's 
mayor, Kiril lordanov, who won his fourch term in 2011 wich che support of GERB. 
The demonscracions evolved inco che mosc populous procesc in che city since 1997, 
wich protescers demanding an end co che monopoly on energy discribucion, an audit 
of all privacizacion deals of che lase decade, and a general cleanup of che city's policics.47 
Procescers also demonstraced against che Varna-based company TIM, which is che 
biggest employer of the city, operating several businesses-including TV scacions, 
newspapers, and branches dealing in crude oil and chemicals-and which had 
allegedly been involved in organized crime.48 The company also supported Mayor 
Iordanov when he was firsc elected. The procescs culminated in a self-immolation by 
36-year-old Plamen Goranow, who died 12 days later. 

Following the procescs, GERB wichdrew ics supporc for lordanov and che 
mayor resigned a few days lacer. Eleccions were scheduled for June 2013, bur, by 
then, public enchusiasm had waned, and turnout was only 26 percenc.49 GERB's 
narrow viccory was disputed by che BSP-supporced opponent, buc che Supreme 
Adminiscracive Courc declared che resulcs valid.50 While che protests' long-cerm 
impact on city policies and TJM's influence on ic was uncercain ac year's end, chey 
represenced a major mobilization of che citizenry againsc a strong local political 
figure, who symbolized che long-criticized cliencelisc model of local governance. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
- · ---·--

3.25 3.00 2.75 2.75 3.00 3.00 3.00 

2012 2013 2014 

3.25 3.25 3.25 

The Bulgarian conscirucion guarantees che independence of che judiciary, whose 
primary role is ro "safeguard che rights and legitimate inceresrs of all cicizens, legal 
cnrirics, and che scare." In che performance of cheir functions, "all judges, courc 
assessors, prosecutors and invescigacing magiscraces shall be subservient only co che 
law."5' 

The courc syscem is made up of che Conscicucional Court (KS), che Supreme 
Courc, che Supreme Courr ofCassacion, che Supreme Adminiscracive Courc (VAS), 
che appeals courts, military courts, and discricc courts. The 12 members of che 
Consrirurional Court are elected for one nine-year cerm. The courc ensures char 
laws conform ro che conscirucion and has been involved in resolving numerous 
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controversial situations over the years. In October 2013, for example, the court 
was called upon to decide whether Ddyan Peevski should be allowed to remain a 
member of parliament and hence protected by parliamentary immunicy (the court 
ruled that he should).52 

The Supreme Judicial Council {VSS), which was established to guarantee 
judicial independence, is possibly the most criticized institution of the judicial 
system. This 25-member body, whose members are elected for five-year terms, 
has the power to appoint, promote, demote, reassign, or dismiss the justices, 
prosecutors, and investigating magistrates. Half of its members are elected by the 
parliament, which allows for political influence over the selection of judges. 

Bulgaria's judiciary has benefited from reforms associated with EU accession, 
but the 2012 European Commission report found that institutional and legal 
improvements have not led to practical gains in efficiency or accountability. In 
early 2013, several reports pointed to the continuing problem of nontransparent 
and uncompetitive appointment procedures in the highest judicial bodies. Both 
Bulgarian NGOs and the Council of Europe stressed the importance of this 
particular issue for Bulgaria's democracy, noting that a change would require courage 
to challenge vested interests.53 As Bulgaria's rule of law is under close scrutiny by 
the European Commission through the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism 
(CVM), positive developments in the field are generally valued as a demonstration 
of political will to Brussels. 

During 2013, there were several scandals involving illegal wiretapping and 
unethical behavior by high-ranking members of the judiciary. Media leaks of 
wiretapped documents revealed various attempts of public officials to circumvent 
justice, conclude advantageous deals, and gain undue influence. Central to these 
scandals was Tsvetan Tsvetanov, interior minister in the Borisov cabinet. Although 
he publicly denied any wrongdoing, in the leaked conversations he was accused 
of ordering the illegal wiretapping of numerous businessmen, politicians, and 
public officials during the 20 l l-2013 period.54 In April, a wiretapped conversation 
between Prime Minister Borisov, former minister of agriculture Miroslav Naydenov, 
and chief prosecutor of Sofia Nikolay Kokinov revealed their attempt to influence 
the course of a corruption investigation against Naydenov.55 Kokinov was dismissed 
by the VSS in July 2013; the delay in his dismissal was criticized as a sign ofVSS's 
weak commitment to reforming the judiciary.SI\ 

In July 2013, for the first time since 1991, the VSS dismissedoneofits members, 
former depucy chief prosecutor Kamen Sitnilski. Similski was found guilcy, 
together with two other judges, of violating the principles of judicial independence 
and the judicial code of ethics. The allegations were made on the basis of wiretaps 
conducted by the security services.57 In October, the VSS promoted Sofia Cicy 
Court Chair Vladimira Yaneva to the rank of chief justice, despite allegations that 
she had committed administrative and procedural violations of the judicial code 
and despite her personal connections with Tsvetan Tsvetanov.58 

The election of a new chief inspector of the VSS requires the support of at least 
two-thirds of the parliament. GERB was unable to garner enough support for its 
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proposed candidates in 2012, buc in lace 2013, che BSP and DPS shorcened the 
nominacion procedure and nominated only one candidate, amidsc allegations of 
lowering compecicion.59 

The process of random case allocation has been cricicized by many observers. 
A scudy by che Bulgarian lnscicute for Legal lniticacives (BiLI) in 2013 drew 
the public's atcention ro security flaws in the software used by che Supreme 
Administrative Court and Sofia City Courc co assign cases, making che process 
vulncrble co manipulation.<'° NGOs and professional organlzacions joined forces 
lacer in che year co lobby che VSS ro reconsider the procedure. 

One controversial decision by the VSS was reversed in 2013. In July 2012, 
the VSS dismissed Miroslava Todorova, chair of the Bulgarian Judges Association 
(BJA), on alleged disciplinary grounds. The dismissal was broadly seen as political 
revenge by then interior miniscer Tsvecanov, whom Todorova had sued for libel for 
accusacions of supporting organized crime. The dismissal was first upheld in early 
2013; however, following strong criticism from NGOs, the European Commission, 
and che U.S. Seate Department, the Supreme Appellate Court reversed the decision 
in July. 61 

Corruption 

2005 2006 

4.00 3.75 
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3.75 
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Despite repeated promises by successive governments co eradicate corrupcion, grafc 
is scill widespread in Bulgaria, organized crime remains powerful, and policical 
appointment processes are largely nomransparem. A troubling overlap between 
policical and monopoliscic business incerescs remained in evidence chroughout 
2013, even afrer procescers denouncing economic mismanagement and political 
corruption brought down rhe GERB governmenc in February. 

Respondents co Transparency Incernacional's 2013 Corruption Perceptions 
Index named rhe judiciary as Bulgaria's most corrupt public institution, followed 
by the political parties and che healthcare seccor.62 The European Commission's 
July 2012 progress reporc found chat acquitcal races were disproporcionacely high 
in corruption cases againsc senior government officials. An example of such was che 
acquiccal of former minister of defense, Nikolai Tsonev, of bribery charges in a case 
where he had allegedly cried to get a positive outcome in an investigation against 
him. Two ocher defendants-a judge, Pecar Sancirov, and the Chief Secretary of the 
Ministry of Finance, Tencho Popov-were also acquitced in the case.63 Although it 
should be noced chat such statistics can be skewed by high unemploymenc, escimates 
for the last two years show Bulgaria's untaxed "shadow economy~ accounting for 
roughly one-third of che councry's GOP, rhe highesc race in che EU.64 

The 2013 World Competitiveness Yearbook of the IMO World Competitiveness 
Center has subsrantially downgraded Bulgaria's competitiveness ranking since 
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2009,M even chough che cosc ofliving and doing business in Bulgaria is among che 

lowesc in Europe and chere is no direcc governmenc incervencion in che economy. 

A scudy by che Sofia-based Center for che Scudy of Democracy liscs che hidden 
economy and corrupcion in che business seccor as two of che key obscacles affeccing 

compeciciveness in che country.66 

According co che European Commission and che EU's criminal intelligence 

agency, Europol, Bulgarian organized crime groups are among che mosc widespread 
in Europe and specialize in human crafficking and credic card fraud. Wichin 

Bulgaria, chese groups are also linked co a high number of concracc killings, few 

of which have been prosecuced in courc and even fewer of which have resulced in 

conviccions.67 

Analyses ofcen describe che Bulgarian governmenc as a closed-off syscem in 
which only a very limiced circle of accors has access co policical and economic 

power.68 The quickly reversed nominacion of Deljan Peevski co DANS sec off 

major procescs in 2013 because ic was seen as symbolic of broader corrupc collusion 
among che policical and economic elice. Peevski's NBMG media group consiscencly 

supporcs whacever party is in power, and ics rapid expansion has been backed by 

che Corporace Commercial Bank (KfB), owned by che influential encrepreneur 
and financier Tsvecan Vassilev. The bank receives much business from scace-owned 

enterprises. Peevski's appointment as DANS direccor was rushed chrough following 

a 15-minuce debace in parliament. 
Unhealchy cies between policicaJ and economic power also became che cargec of 

che public procescs in che cicy of Varna. In addicion co public ouccry over che abuse 
of power by Varna mayor Kiril Iordanov, che procescs represenced che culminacion 

of public dissacisfaccion wich che dominance of a company, che TIM group, over 

che city's economic and policical life. TIM owns over 50 differenc businesses in che 
city and che region and has allegedly been involved in numerous illegal accivicies, 

including excorcion, money laundering, and drug crafficking in che 1990s and early 

2000s. According co ics mosc vehemenc cricks, che company has been inscrumencal 

in decermining who wins eleccions in Varna.69 

Pardy in response co persiscenc EU cricicism over che lase decade, Bulgaria has 
developed an inscicucional framework designed co fighc corrupcion on che scace 
level. Each branch of che government has a specialized ancicorrupcion body, and 

chere are inspeccoraces for allegacions of corrupcion, conAiccs of inceresc, and abuse 
of power under che Council of Miniscers and in all regional offices. The Center 

for Prevencion and Councering Corruption and Organized Crime {BORKOR) 

under che Council of Miniscers is casked with curbing corrupcion and providing 
expercise and liaisons where necessary. However, che conscicucional independence 

of che different branches of power means chac, in effecc, chere is no common center 
of command or coordinacion of accivicies for chese ancicorrupcion bodies. They also 

have no explicic shared goals or expeccacions. Consequencly, che various unics can 

avoid responsibility for achieving resulcs by blaming cheir councerparcs' inaccivity. 

In lace 2013, che Council of Ministers changed ics internal regulacions 
requiring BORKOR's approval of all proposed bills. The new g~vernment also 
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began decreasing certain excessive bureaucratic regulations, publishing a list of 
these changes at year's end.70 

Following several scandals chat exposed the role of offshore companies in the 
Bulgarian economy and several government officials' involvement,71 the government 
decided to ban these companies from getting licenses in 28 sectors, including 
banking, media, spores clubs, mobile phone operators, and insurance. The companies 
in question were also prohibited from participating in public procurement and 
privatization deals. The bill-which was co-sponsored by Peevski-passed its first 
reading at year's end. Critics have described it as a watered-down initiative with 
loopholes, drafted in a hurry to quash antigovernment protests.72 
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Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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Electoral Process 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 

Civil Society 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 

Independent Media 3.75 3.75 4.00 3.75 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

National Democratic 
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
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and Independence 
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Democracy Score 3.75 3.71 3.75 3.64 3.71 3.71 3.64 3.61 3.61 3.68 

NOTE: The racings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of chis 
report. The opinions expressed in this report are those of the author(s). The ratings are based on a scale of I to 7. 
with I representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Croacia joined che European Union (EU) on I July 2013 after a decade of 
difliculc policical and economic reforms. Calling Croacia a bridge co a beccer 
fucure for che region, Prime Miniscer Zoran Milanovic pledged co help 

che councry's Balkan neighbors realize cheir EU ambicions. However, che hiscorical 
milescone belied croubles ac home. The economy concinued co scruggle wich double
digic unemploymenc and low invescmenc despice a rafc of ulcimacely unsuccessful 
reforms by che cencer-lefc governmenc led by Milanovic's Social Democcacic Parcy 
(SDP). This allowed che cencer-righc opposicion Croacian Democracic Union 
(HDZ) co rebound somewhac after losing che 2011 parliamencary eleccions amid 
corrupcion invescigacions chac implicared ics leadership. In a scracegic overhaul in 
2013, che HDZ challenged rhe SDP's "communise" policies while appealing co che 
scrong scrain of social conservacism in Croacian sociecy by refocusing on charged 
issues such as Serb minoriry language righcs, gay marriage, and sexual educacion 
in schools, often wich che supporc of conservacive civic groups and the Croacian 
Cacholic Church. While polarizing, chis scracegy seemed effeccive given che HOZ's 
relacively scrong perfocmance in che May local eleccions. 

A longcime focus in annual assessmencs of Croacia's progress on EU reforms, 
che judiciary played a key role in che ideological confroncacions of2013. Specifically, 
che Conscicucional Courc declined co rule on che legaliry of an ulcimacely successful 
referendum co amend che conscicucion to define marriage as exclusively between a 
man and a woman, effeccively handing a viccory co opponencs of gay marriage and, 
more generally, LGBT righcs. There is concern chac referendums will now be abused 
co circumvenc che legislacive process, parcicularly by conservacive groups seeking ro 
rescricc minoriry cighcs. Referendums challenging Serb minoriry language righcs 
and che righc co an aborcion are already on che cable and gaining supporc. 

While policical infighcing wichin che ruling coalicion and between che SOP 
and che resurgenc HOZ discracced che governmenr from addressing many key 
challenges in 2013, anci-corrupcion efforcs moved forward wich new high-profile 
arrests. The media landscape remains immacure, wich low standards and opaque 
ownership scruccures. Though dynamic, civil sociery coo ofcen aligned wirh socially 
conservacive-if nor recrograde-causes such as che marriage referendum chac are 
undermining human rights in Croacia. 

National Democratic Governance. EU membership notwirhscanding, che 
governmenc made liccle progress on cackling che counrry's many economic and 
policical challenges in 2013. Privacizacions and ocher reforms inrended co shore up 
che economy foundered as public fruscracion over unemploymenc and ocher issues 
grew. The ruling SOP drew cricicism nor only for ics handling of che economy 
buc also irs seance on social issues such as minoriry righcs. In a rebranding efforc, 
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the opposicion HDZ auacked the SOP-led government as "communise" while 
shifting focus co a socially conservative agenda backed by veterans, conservative 
civic groups, and the Croatian Catholic Church, including a national referendum 
co effectively ban gay marriage. The EU threatened Croatia with financial sanctions 
after che Croatian parliament pushed through an amendment co the European 
Arrest Warrant in a move widely seen as intended co protect a Yugoslav-era secret 
police chief from extradition co Germany for questioning in a murder case. Croatia's 
rating for national democratic governance remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Electoral Process. Croatia held its first elections for the European Parliament 
in April, followed a month lacer by local elections. The polls were well organized 
even as low turnout reflected growing voter apathy. The HDZ presented a scrong 
challenge to che ruling SOP in boch elections in a sign of its comeback after losing 
the 2011 parliamentary elections. The year also saw two referendums. Croatia's 
rating for electoral process remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Civil Society. In Croatia, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), labor unions, 
religious groups, and other civic organizations remain active and extremely effective 
compared co civil society in many Balkan countries. In 2013, these groups pursued 
iniciacives on everything from the environment co a successful referendum co define 
marriage as between a man and a woman. However, the latter effort, spearheaded by 
a conservative group allied with che Croatian Catholic Church, reflected a broader 
conservative turn in Croatian civil society coward seances and policies on issues 
such as gay righcs, sexual education, and abortion chat are ac odds with European 
ideals and norms on minority rights. Due co chis shift, Croatia's ratingfor civil society 
declines from 2.50 to 2.75. 

Independent Media. Croatia's media landscape suffers from a lackofindependenc, 
quality oudecs with high reporting standards. Hrvacska Radio Televizija, che public 
broadcaster, remains che most-respected source of news despite management 
problems and a complex financing scrucmre chat the government has been crying 
co reform for years. Private television is too focused on entertainment, while quality 
investigative journalism is scarce in a print media market dominated by a few murky 
conglomerates with liccle interest in improving standards. Digital media ouclecs are 
emerging but so far unable co fill che quality gap. Croatia's rating for independent 
media remains unchanged at 4. 00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Despite a relatively small population, Croacia 
has an extremely complex local governance structure with over 400 municipalities. 
In 2013, leaders made no progress on longstanding effaces co streamline local 
government. lmplemencacion of a 2012 decentralization plan was hindered by the 
fact chat rules granting more powers to mayors were not harmonized with national 
labor legislation, among ocher laws. The city of Vukovar's move in November co 
effectively block implementation of national legislation on minority language rights 
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refleccs longstanding cension between local and scare-level government. Croatia's 
rating for local democratic governance remains unchanged at 3.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Despite over a decade of reform efforcs, 
rhe judiciary remains Croacia's weakesc insricucion. In November, rhe Conscicurional 
Courc upheld a parliamentary vore co hold che aforemencioned marriage referendum 
following a successful signacure-garhering campaign by a conservacive civic group. 
However, che courc declined co rule on rhe referendum's legality despite rhe explicit 
request of liberal-leaning citizen and civic groups. A debacle from rhe beginning, 
the Conscirurional Courc review revealed an immacure, lisrless judiciary and will 
probably encourage more referendums on polarizing conservative social issues. In 
addition, rhe Finance Miniscry fought wich rhe courrs for control over bankruptcy 
proceedings. The European Arresc Warranc (EAW) controversy, sparked wichin days 
of EU membership, reAecced lingering issues wich rule oflaw. Due co rhe judiciary's 
failure co rake an accive role in prorecring minority righrs, Croatia's rating/or judicial 
framework and independence declines.from 4.25 to 4.50. 

Corruption. A key pare of rhe EU accession process, rhe governmenc's aggressive 
anticorrupcion campaign continued in 2013 wich rhe ongoing rrial against former 
prime minister lvo Sanader and rhe HDZ in the Fimi Media case-rhe largest 
corrupcion invescigarion in Croacia's hisrory. Aurhoriries also launched another high
profile case, charging rhe longcime head of rhe Croatian Chamber of Commerce 
wirh embezzlement. Ar rhe same rime, critics say rhe prosecucor's office has coo 
much power and a mixed track record of prosecucions. Croatia'r rating/or corruption 
remains unchanged at 4.00. 

Outlook for 2014. The governmenc will probably seek the EU's help on rhe 
economy and rhe looming ideological harries over issues such as minority righrs. 
However, rhe European Commission has signaled reluctance co intervene in 
minority rights and ocher social issues, leaving rhe government co hope char ics 
economic reforms will begin to cake hold in 2014 co bolster irs image and credibility 
wirh an increasingly skepricaJ public. The odds of an economic rebound are long, 
rhough, so rhe HDZ will probably concinue its resurgence amid mounting policicaJ 
aparhy and ideological clashes. 
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Oespice realizing che milestone of European Union (EU) membership 1 July, 
Croatia struggled ac home in 2013. Led by che Social Oemocracic Parry (SOP), the 
government pursued reforms to shore up che flagging economy amid political clashes 
over polarizing social and ethnic issues championed or supported by the opposition 
Croatian Oemocracic Union (HOZ), che resurgent center-right parry founded by 
Franjo Tudman, Croatia's first president after independence from Yugoslavia in 
1991. However, the ulcimately unsuccessful economic reforms contributed to a 
perception char leaders lack a vision for radding che councry's many challenges. 

EU membership notwithstanding, Croatians have soured on che political 
elice. Support for the SOP and HOZ, che councry's rwo main political parties, hie 
historic lows in December: 24. l percent and 21. l percent respeccively. 1 The public's 
complaints are mostly economic: Croatia's unemployment level is che third-highest 
in the EU, youth joblessness is a staggering 50 percent, invescmenc is low, and taxes 
are rising. In response, Finance Minister Slavko Linic pursued what he called an 
aggressive reform agenda char included privatizing rhe country's lase scare-owned 
bank and cackling the grey economy by, for instance, cracking down on tax evasion 
by forcing companies to use compuccr generated receipcs and follow new revenue 
reporting rules. 2 However, the reforms were as unpopular as chey were ineffectivc:
perhaps none more so chan a requiremenc char outdoor green markers use cash 
registers in order to generate che receipts-because they primarily affected small 
businesses while large enterprises such as Agrokor, che Croatian food and drinks 
conglomerate, were protected by their close ties to che scace. Agrokor has especially 
strong governmenc links-state-owned companies often pay employee bonuses in 
coupons to Agrokor grocery stores.3 The application of tighter fiscal controls co 
Agrokor, or rhe Europress Holding media conglomerate-which is also closely tied 
to che state-is difficult to imagine. 

In addition, critics faulted the government's revenue raising efforts for focusing 
on privatizations rather than courting new investment outside the tourism industry. 
Some accused the SOP-Jed government of abandoning ics social democratic values. 
In September, the government's image suffered another blow over its response to 
a massive healchcare strike. On 18 September, some 46,000 nurses and doccors 
stayed home over cuts co overtime pay and ocher benefics.4 The strikers demanded 
che benefits be reinstated, bur rhe government cook a cough seance, and che rwo 
sides were still at an impasse ar year's end. The year also saw disputes with labor 
unions over ongoing actempts co amend the labor law, among other issues. 
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Against this background, the HDZ steadily rebuilt after a string of setbacks 
going back to 2011. That October, prosecutors expanded the so-called Fimi Media 
case, the biggest corruption investigation in Croatia's history, to include the HDZ 
as a legal entity alongside existing charges against Ivo Sanader, the former prime 
minister and longtime HDZ head, and other party members for allegedly funneling 
money from public companies to a slush fund from 2003 to 2009. It was Croatia's 
first legal case against a political parry and contributed to the HDZ's defeat in 
the December 201 I parliamentary elections and the subsequent ouster of then 
prime minister Jadranka Kosor as parry leader. (She was lacer ejected from the 
HDZ altogether.) Kosor's successor, the more conservative-and, some critics say, 
aucocratic-Tomislav Karamarko has spearhead the HDZ's strategic shift. Under 
his leadership, the parry tried to evoke Croatia's Yugoslav past by labeling the SDP
led government and its policies as "communise." At the same time, the HDZ began 
distancing itself from the economics and politics of the Tudman and Sanader 
years-widely blamed for Croatia's current economic troubles-by shifting focus to 
high-profile social issues such as Serbian minoriry language rights and gay marriage. 
In 2013, the parry opposed implementation of a law requiring Cyrillic alongside 
Latin script on public buildings in areas where ethnic Serbs comprise over one
third of the population. It also supported a national referendum for a conscicucional 
amendment to define marriage as berween a man and a woman. The HDZ's socially 
conservative agenda appeared to help carry the parry to a strong finish in the 2013 
local elections, addressed in detail in the following section. 

Aside from the economy, rwo issues dominated the political and media 
landscape in 2013. One involved che fall implementation of the aforementioned 
law on bilingual signs, which the government passed in 2002, in line with European 
standards on protecting minoriry rights. The law was particularly controversial in 
Vukovar, which was nearly destroyed during a three-month siege by Serb forces in 
1991 and saw protests led by veterans and other ad hoc groups both before and after 
the signs were put up in September.~ Mose of the signs were broken or removed. As a 
result, the government suspended implementation of the law in Vukovar. The other 
issue was Brussels' demand that Croatia repeal an amendment to the European 
Arrest Warrant (EAW)-adopted right before EU membership-chat exempted 
crimes committed before 2002 from the purview of the warrant. The move was seen 
as intended to prevent the extradition of Josip Perkovic, a communist-era Yugoslav 
secret police chief accused of ordering the 1983 murder of a defector, to Germany. 
After the European Commission threatened sanctions, the Croatian parliament 
repealed the amendment in December. 

In October, President Ivo Josipovic traveled co Belgrade for his first state visit to 
Serbia and addressed the parliament. However, there were no major breakthroughs 
in bilateral relations, and both countries continued to press mutual genocide 
charges from the 1990s conflict at the Internacional Court of Justice.6 The court 
was to begin hearing arguments in the cases in March 2014. 
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Electoral Process 
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In April, Croaria held irs firsr elecrions for rhe uropean Parliament (EP), followed 
by local elecrions a month lacer. In borh contesrs, rhe SOP and HDZ finished 
neck-and-neck amid low vorer rumour, signaling rhe citizenry's frusrracion with 
rhe political class. 

In the EP elections, the HDZ-led coalition won a pluraliry wirh 32.86 percent 
and six seats. The SOP-led bloc rook 32.07 percenr and five sears, followed by che 
Croarian Labor Party with 5.77 percenr and one sear. Vorer turnout was 20.83 
percenc, reAecting a general decline in curnout nationwide and a hangover from the 
sheer frequency of polls in recent years, including parliamentary elections in 20 I I 
and che 2012 referendum on EU membership. Many voters were also ambivalent, if 
nor cynical, about an elecrion widely seen as affecting only the political dice. 

The HDZ's slighr upser of che SOP likely reAecred ics associacion with European 
integration efforts under Sanader and Kosor. The candidates themselves were also 
key, as the elections were che first held under "open lists~ chat allow voters to choose 
a person rather chan just a parry. Some said the HDZ-led bloc owed irs vicrory ro 
Croatian Parry of Righcs leader Ruia Toma5ic, a widely popular politician despire a 
euroskepric, strongly conservative bent.7 She secured rhe bloc's victory by receiving 
che mosr voces on rhe H DZ lisr, even though she was rhe sixth name on rheir lisr. 
More experienced if less charismatic, former foreign minister Tonino Picula placed 
firsc for che SOP-led bloc. 

In che May local elecrions, rhe HDZ demonsrrated its comeback by effectively 
rying rhe SOP.~ As usual, ir performed well in rural areas while rhe SOP won in 
Splic, R..ijeka, and mosc ocher big ciries. While rhe SOP and coalition partners rook 
cwo cities and one counry (zupanija) more than HDZ, irs advantage was relatively 
small. The SOP also had ro contend with several strong independent candidares. 
In the capital Zagreb, longtime independent Mayor Milan Bandie's personal brand 
again proved stronger rhan rhe SOP. Presenting himself as an everyman, Bandit 
beneficed from rhe SDP's national retreat from social issues, winning a strong 66 
percent majoriry in che second round of voting. The H DZ signaled its racic sup pore 
for Bandic by running a previously unknown candidate. In che coasral ciry of Split, 
che SOP was more successful. Ir managed ro sideline Ivan Grubi~ic, rhe popular 
center-left retired priest who had planned to run for mayor as an independent, 
by promising ro support his bid for counry prefect (zupan) insread-a contest 
Grubisic ultimarely losr ro rhe HDZ in arguably the biggest upser of the May polls.~ 
However, Grubisic's exclusion from rhe Splir mayoral race cleared SOP candidate 
lvo Baldasars path ro victory over the increasingly unpopular incumbent Zeljko 
Kerum of che Croatian Civic Parry. 

In rhe May polls, there were 4 percent more women on rhe ballots rhan in the 
2009 local elections. w The region of!stria and Zagreb had the mosr women candidates. 
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Addressed in derail in rhe Civil Sociery section, two referendums were also held in 
2013. In April, a vote co prevent tourism developmenc in che coastal dry of Dubrovnik 
failed due ro low rumour. In December, however, vocers backed a conscicucional 
amendmenc to define marriage as exclusively between a man and a woman. 
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From labor unions wich influence over government policy in areas like healrhcare ro 
groups and organizations focusing on social policy, Croatian civil sociery is dynamic 
and effective. Broadly speaking, civil sociery is divided into rwo groups. One group 
identifies as socially liberal and focuses on human righrs, gender issues, labor rights, 
and rhe environmenr. 11 The orher, more conservative bloc includes organizations 
affiliated wich che Carholic Church, veterans, and ethnically defined culcural 
groups. While both groups were politically active in 20 13, the conservatives were 
far more successful and appear ascendant as they pursue a socially conservative 
agenda on issues such as gay rights, sexual education, and abortion char is in many 
cases ac odds wich European norms and ideals. 

In 2013, the conservative bloc's key initiative was a national referendum co add a 
constitutional amendment stipulating chac marriage be defined as between a man and 
a woman. The campaign leading to this referendum was spearheaded by In che Name 
of Equaliry, a coalition of church-affiliated and socially conservative civil sociery 
organizations (CSOs). Their actions were partially triggered by a sexual education 
program chac the government had introduced in schools in January and chac, because 
of che inclusion of homosexualiry in ics curriculum, received strong opposition from 
che HDZ and che Croatian Cacholic Church. The group gachered over 740,000 
signacures in support of che referendum, well above che 450,000 required co force a 
parliamentary voce.12 On 8 November, the parliament voced co hold che referendum 
despite opposition from some parliamentary deputies and citizens' groups char 
asked che Conscicucional Court co review its legaliry. After a controversial rwo-day 
session, che judges said chey had found no reason co overrule che parliament, and che 
referendum went ahead on 1 December.13 Some 66 percent of voters supported che 
amendment, with 33.51 percent opposed. TurnoU[ was approximately 38 percenc. 14 

Alchough che referendum was arguably the mosr successful civic initiative in 
Croatia's history, its ramifications for LGBT righrs are unclear, as the government 
has pledged ro pursue legislation srrengrhening civil partnerships. Overall, chere was 
litde progress on LGBT rights in 2013. Under righc police securiry, LGTB pride 
parades were held in Zagreb and Split without major incidents for che second year 
after violence ac che 2011 Split evenc. Now in ics 12'h year, che Zagreb parade has 
become a fixture supported by rhe mayor and major political and civic leaders. In 
Split, che third annual parade was held wich rhe public support of Mayor Baldasar, 
whose predecessor had nor supported rhe two previous rallies. 
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However, the referendum's significance transcends LGBT rights as the lynch pin 
of a larger ser of coordinated iniciatives by conservative CS Os, the Croatian Cacholic 
Church, the HDZ, and other center-righc policical parcies against what they see as 
the SOP-led government's overly liberal leanings/inclinations. In a campaign at 
clear odds with European ideals, these groups launched a PR war with strident 
antigay rhetoric against the aforementioned sex education program. In a newspaper 
interview on the program, a prominent theologian said that "lesbians and fags will 
destroy Croatia." Deputy Bishop Valentin Pozaic called the "baleful" program a tool 
of indoctrination and demanded Prime Minister Milanovic's ouster. '5 

Abortion was another key issue for the conservative bloc. Over the summer, 
the Croatian Catholic Church intervened on behalf of Jaga Scojak, a nurse fired 
from the Knin hospital after refusing to assist in an abortion. The case garnered 
considerable media coverage afrer church authorities publicly called for "Catholic 
religious rights." Srojak was ultimately reinstated, and in August, the Croatian 
Catholic bishop urged the parliament to oudaw abortion.16 The church and 
conservative CSOs say they will push for a referendum on an amendment banning 
abortion. 

Another issue caught berween the liberal and conservative sides of civil society 
was the law on bilingual signs. Veterans' groups in Vukovar continued ro pressure 
the government against the implementation of the law, and vandalism of the 
signs continued. Veterans' groups, meanwhile, played a key role in pressuring the 
government ro suspend implementation of the law on bilingual signs in Vukovar. 

Against this backdrop, the more liberal groups of civil society struggled in 
2013. A major example is the initiative of Srdj is Ours, a Dubrovnik-based coalition 
of NGOs and citizens, against a government-supported proposal to build a golf 
resort on Srdj hill above Dubrovnik's coastal old town. The coalition pushed for 
a referendum in April 2013 after years of opposition and protest by locals and 
environmentalists, who worried that Dubrovnik would become overdeveloped. 
However, despite overwhelming voter opposition to the resort, the referendum 
failed because, at 31.5 percent, turnout was well below the 50 percent threshold. In 
July, the Dubrovnik dry council approved the project. 17 

Independent Media 
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The media landscape in Croatia suffers from poor standards, limited financing, and 
a lack of independent outlets. The national broadcaster, Hrvatska Radio Televizija 
(HRT), is the most influential news source in the country. It emerged from 
Jugoslavenska radio televizija as one of the most respected branches in the former 
republic before becoming a government mouthpiece during the 1990s conflicts. 
Today, HRT is once again respected, popular, and influential regionally, if partly 
due to low standards in other Balkan media markets. 
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Despice che HRT's scrong repucacion regionally, che government has been crying 
co reform che broadcascer for years co improve ics financing, independence, and 
managemenc. However, ic has made no headway on screamlining HRT's complex 
financing scruccure: a combination of viewer subscriptions, advertising revenue, 
and scace budgec allocacions. Elforcs co improve professionalism chrough key scalf 
changes in 2012 foundered, parcly because che newly appointed HRT Director 
Goran Radman saw his lirsc year consumed by controversies over everything from 
his scaff appointments co undeclared assecs and an alleged conf:licc of interesc.1

K 

Radman's choice of Zeljko Rogosic co lead che HlVI program caused a scir afcer 
revelations chac RogosiC's application included misleading (if noc false) information 
on his journalism experience. HRT nevercheless remains che mosc imporcanc source 
of policical news and analysis in Croacia, while popular, privace celevision scacions 
such as Nova and RTL are geared more coward entertainment, wich a sceady roscer 
of soap operas, spores, and realicy shows. 

The quality of print journalism remained low in 2013. The Rijeka-based daily 
Novi List, che Serb minoricy weekly Novosti (published by che Serbian National 
Council), and a handful of ocher publication are crusted independent sources of 
invescigacive journalism, buc mosc press coverage is sensationalise and parcisan. The 
biggesc markec players are EPH, che German-Croatian conglomerace; Austria-based 
Styria Media Group; TodoriC's Agrokor; and a few smaller subsidiaries of chese 
companies. This dominant group remains focused on using ics print media holdings 
for ocher business dealings, and professional scandards suffer as a resulc. le also has 
close government cies chac seem co lead co preferential creacment. For example, 
in Augusc, EPH asked Finance Miniscer Linic co "forgive" up co 40 percent of 
ics 508-million kuna ($89.5 million) cax debc-a controversial requesc given che 
government's pledge co crack down on cax olfenders.19 

EPH owner Ninoslav Pavic is believed co control almosc half of che markec, 
buc che share may well be greacer, as PaviC's business parmers and connections 
are murky. Some believe he maintains close cies co Agrokor's Todoric, as well as 
twice-convicced entrepreneur Miroslav Kucle. For ac lease a decade, chese chree men 
were connecced chrough privacizacion and posc-privacizacion scandals relacing co 
media, real es1ace, and advertising ventures, moscly chrough secrec deals 1hac were 
never publicized. Former Prime Miniscer Kosor's government called a session of 
che National Security Council in June 201 l co discuss che lack of cransparency in 
nacional media ownership, but che current government has noc pursued che issue. 

lnternec penecration and use continue to rise as coverage improves in urban 
areas. Household compucer access is also up.20 However, digical journalism has 
failed co fill che quality gap in che Croacian press. Internee news porcals such as 
Index.hr and T-porcal compece wich che websices of print publicacions such as 
Vefernji list and jutarnji list for che same scories and find ic hard co sup pore and give 
more space co investigacive pieces. While quality news and analysis can be found on 
smaller sices, cheir readership is expecced co remain small. 21 
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Local Democratic Governance 
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For a population of fewer than 4.3 million people, Croatia has 429 municipalities, 
126 cities, and 20 counties (iupanija). le has been suggested thac Franjo Tudman 
created this system to better control the councry during the 1990s conflict, but as 
time went on, iupanija administration officers served primarily to consolidate the 
president's power and that of the HDZ. In 2013, ch ere were few developments in 
local democratic governance as plans to rescruccure municipal governmenc smiled 
amid mounting tension over decentralizacion efforts. 

Over the past decade, a stream of proposals for reorganizing Croatia's 
expensive, inefficiem local governance syscem have been put forward by differenc 
expercs, political parcies, and the EU, including a plan to reconfigure 20 counties 
inco berween rwo and five regions. However, the geography of Croatia and disputes 
between cities vying for regional dry scams present many political challenges. 
The question of whether Zadar, Split, or Knin will be the capital of Dalmatia is a 
sensitive issue fueled pardy by competition over EU loan allocments. 22 Additionally, 
the public generally opposes reducing the number of municipalities. People prefer 
co have their villages called rowns, which employ at least a few people in local 
adminisrration. Villages do not get funding for chese positions. 

In 2013, the government began co implement a decentralization plan that shifcs 
significant power and responsibility co local mayors and counry prefects. Mayors 
elected in 2013 have more direct responsibility for public companies supporced from 
city budgets, including the power co name cheir executives. In addition, a new legal 
mechanism was creaced for sanctioning poor mayoral performance. It empowers local 
councils co oust mayors who fail co produce acceprable ciry budgers every year. In 
the event of a protracted conflict berween a mayor and his or her local council, both 
face early elections. However, the regulations co increase mayoral oversight proved 
difficult co implement, pardy because they are not harmonized with labor and other 
legislation. In November, Split Mayor Baldasar said he lacked the legal authority co 
make staff changes in a local administration performing well below expectations.23 At 
year's end, the government had made no progress on legislative harmonization. 

Despite the shortcomings in decentralization efforts, mayors and local 
administrations are often powerful and can significandy affect local reform efforts. 
Stipe Petrina, the independem mayor of the coascal dry of Primosten, renamed 
che President Franjo Tudman road in protest of what he described as Tudman's 
"economic pillaging" of the country through privatization.24 Petrina is also widely 
seen as controlling the successful development and tourism economy in Primosten 
due co his strong leadership of the cown. In early November, meanwhile, the 
Vukovar city government adopted a temporary measure banning Cyrillic script on 
public buildings in direct opposition co Zagreb's efforts to implement the law on 
minority languages. At year's end, rhe ban remained in effect. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Judicial reform in Croatia faced a number of unexpected challenges in 2013. In 
addition to longstanding problems such as a large case backlog and ethnic bias 
in court rulings, a dispute with the European Commission (EC) and balance-of
power issues between the courts and executive revealed a weak, at times listless 
judicial system clearly in need of further reform. 

While the judiciary and rule of law are longstanding weak points for Croatia, 
the country's direct confrontation with the EU over the Josip Perkovic case came as a 
shock. Three days before joining the EU, che government adopted a law exempting 
crimes committed before 2002 from the purview of the European Arrest Warrant 
(EAW), a move seen as intended co prevent the extradition of Perkovic, a communist
era Yugoslav secret police chief wanted fur questioning in Germany on allegations 
chat he ordered che 1983 murder of a defector. Under EU pressure, the government 
offered co repeal the change by July 2014, which EU Justice Commissioner Viviane 
Reding saw as fooc dragging. Afcer che chreac of financial sanccions in September, 
Zagreb backed down. In December, the parliament amended the new legislation 
so the EAW would apply without exceptions from the beginning of 2014. Critics 
from che opposition accused Prime Minister Milanovic of trying to buy time with a 
domestic investigation of Perkovic in order co prevent his extradition. 2~ 

In addition co reopening old questions about the politicization of the Yugoslav
era secret police and PerkoviC's role in che Tudman-era secret services, the EAW 
controversy highlighted several longstanding issues regarding rule of law and the 
judiciary. First, legislators pass laws without fully considering their internal and 
external implications. Second, Croatia lacks a legal framework co address war and 
scare-sponsored crimes, which has slowed chcir prosecucion. In a positive noce, che 
EAW dispute demonstrates that the government is responsive co external pressure. 

Whilt: che courts were nor directly implicated in the EAW controversy, chey 
played a key role in the gay marriage referendum, only the third national plebiscite 
in Croatia's hisrory.26 Under current regulations, any issue is open co a referendum. 
Less clear is who can legally bring cases co the Conscicu cional Court for review and the 
mechanisms by which the parliament would apply the court's rulings-a legislative 
gap char created considerable confusion in the run-up to the referendum. After the 
parliament voted on 8 November co allow the referendum, former prime minister 
Kosor-who became an independent MP after being ousted from rhc HDZ
proposed char che Conscicucional Court review its legality. While the parliament 
roundly rejected her proposal, civic groups like Kontra and Iskorak successfully 
pressured for a constitutional review. After a two-day session, the court found no 
reason co overrule the parliamentary vote. However, the judges did nOl consider 
che consricucionalicy of the referendum because, they said, che parliament had not 
explicitly asked chem co do so. They even suggested chat the referendum muse be 
consricucional because parliament approved it. Boch murky, the ruling and the 
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appeal for review further muddled the Conscicucional Courc's place in che balance 
of powers. In addicion, referendums are likely ro proliferate as a way co circumvent 
che legislacive process. Afcer che Vukovar cicy government ban on bilingual signs in 
November, NGOs representing vecerans announced plans for a referendum on the 
issue. Ocher referendums on social and erhnic issues are expected. 

The application of che Financial Business and Pre-bankruptcy Secdement 
Ace also raised balance-of-power concerns. Adopted in September 2012, then 
revised and applied in 2013, the law is designed ro enable che government ro assisr 
companies facing bankrupccy by reviewing their cases in an expedited manner and 
assessing whether they are worrh saving. However, in 2013, Finance Minister Linic 
cried co use ic co effectively replace municipal and economic courcs as che arbicer of 
bankruptcy cases. In some instances, che ministry cried co revoke the business licenses 
of private emrepreneurs, including large conscruccion companies chac were entering 
bankruptcy. This led co oucrighc confrontation wich che judiciary in July, when a 
Zagreb commercial courc suspended the pre-bankruptcy secrlemem proceedings in 
a case involving che Dalekovod construction firm. The judge said some provisions in 
the Financial Operations and Pre-bankruptcy Secrlement Ace were unconstitutional 
and asked for a Conscicutional Court review. He also said che ace's application was 
tantamount co abuse of power because some creditors were offered more favorable 
conditions for che payment of their claims.27 The Consticucional Court rejected che 
judge's appeal, and Linic criticized him for politicizing che case and questioning the 
executive's right co cake over bankruptcy proceedings. 
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In 2013, Croatia continued an aggressive anticorrupcion campaign with the 
investigation, arrest, or prosecution of several former high-profile officials, 
including former prime minister Sanader and Nadan VidoseviC, a businessman and 
politician who led the Croatian Chamber of Commerce for 18 years. In December, 
che Criminal Code was updated under EU standards co help the judiciary cackle big 
cases of graft and misconducc.2K 

From day one, Sanader has been the key target in the government's anti
corrupcion efforcs. His inicial arrest in 20 I 0 signaled a new era in prosecuting 
corruption. The multiple trials char followed and Sanader's conviction in 2012 for 
accepting a €5 million bribe from Hungarian energy group MOL in return for 
guaranteed righrs in Croaria's scace oil company INA sent a clear signal. Ac che end 
of 2013, meanwhile, Sanader's trial in che Fimi Media case was ongoing. He and 
che HDZ scand accused of siphoning off 70 million kuna (about €9.25 million) 
from scare companies chrough rhe Fimi Media marketing agency during his renure 
as premier from 2003 co 2009. Sanader is also awaicing more rrials: one on charges 
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that he took a 17 million kuna (€2.25 million) kickback in a property deal and 
another for allegedly securing cheap electricity and loans for an associate's company. 

In 2013, the government widened its net beyond Sanader with other high
profile investigations. In January, then head of military intelligence Oarko Grdic 
was dismissed, and, along with several associates, accused of allegedly misusing 
some €734,000 in public funds from 2009 to 2012. In October, authorities arrested 
five officials and business leaders on charges of allegedly laundering 40 million 
kuna (€5.2 million) through a state road company from 2005 to 2011.29 A month 
later the aforementioned Vidosevic, known as the "Balkan George Clooney," was 
detained on charges that he allegedly embezzled 33 million kuna (€4.2 million) 
from the Croatian Chamber of Commerce through a complex scheme involving 
fake invoices for advertising and marketing services.30 He also stands accused of 
war profiteering and involvement in dubious privatizations. Vidosevic, the former 
head of the Kras chocolate company and an unsuccessful presidential candidate in 
20 IO, has been involved in almost every aspect of Croatian political and economic 
life over the past 20 years. His arrest marked a shift in Croatia's anticorruption 
campaign, as prosecutors had in the past reduced or quashed charges against mid
level officials in exchange for cooperation in the ongoing Sanader trials. Several 
other suspects were arrested alongside Vidosevic in November, and the case will 
probably lead to more investigations. 

Though key to Croatia's successful EU bid, the government's anticorruption 
campaign has faced criticism. Some say the state prosecutor has too much power, 
pointing out that the number of cases under investigation always seems to rise 
around the time of the office's annual fall parliamentary report. Critics also point 
to a less-than-stellar track record. In the two and a half years since the adoption of 
a law abolishing the statute of limitations on crimes related to war profiteering and 
privatization, 8 people were sentenced in first-level courts, 44 charges were filed, 
and I 0 people remain under investigarion.31 Critics also say the prosecutor's office 
selectively leaks information on key cases, affecting public opinion and probably 
court rulings. 32 

However, anticorruption efforts have had ro contend with the political and 
economic complexities of post-independence Croatia. Croatia's emergence under 
wartime conditions allowed former President Tudman to effectively control the new 
state institutions through his HDZ. After decades of a socialist-based economy, 
political patronage was hardly novel, bur the conflict demanded creative ways of 
financing both the country and the war effort, as well as loyal managers to run 
those companies still deemed at least somewhat viable. The government extended 
economic opportunities to those it deemed politically loyal ro Tudman's vision of 
the Croatian state, creating a new elite that went on to finance the HDZ, sharing 
many of its interests. 

In practice, the new system was not a huge change from the socialist era, bur 
it was effectively undocumented and unregulated. Sanader's files suggest this led ro 
two decades of rigged public tenders, tax evasion, monopolies, and other issues. For 
example, there is increasing evidence that all major construction projects where the 
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state was the investor were fixed, which explains why most of the major investments 
from the past decade are now under investigation. Today, this further undermines 
an already lackluster investment climate and economy beset by bankruptcies and 
foreclosures. 

Understanding this legacy, however, offers little by way of a strategy for 
addressing these entrenched interests or finding justice. For example, the HDZ 
remains a viable political parry despite being indicted for corruption in the Fimi 
Media case. Anticorruption efforts, while moving forward, will always have to 

contend with this com pl ex legacy. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

New political will in the fight against high-level corruption contributed to 
a turbulent year in Czech politics, culminating in che arrest of several 
senior officials on corruption charges and che subsequent resignation of 

Prime Minister Peer Neeas. A conflict between che parliament and newly elected 
president Milos Zeman, who cook office in March, also destabilized governance 
throughout 2013, preventing progress on key legislation. After Necas's resignation, 
President Zeman appointed former minister of finance Jiff Rusnok, whose 
caretaker government failed co win che confidence of the parliament in August. 
Early elections in October once again redrew the Czech political scene, challenging 
established parties and bringing new ones co power. No single parry won enough 
parliamentary seats co form a government, and the parties were in the process of 
negotiating a coalition agreement at year's end. 

National Democratic Governance. A series of negative developments paralyzed 
governance for most of2013. The government of Prime Minister Necas resigned in 
June after an intricate spying and corruption scandal. Former president Vaclav Klaus 
passed a broad amnesry ending criminal proceedings in a number of controversial 
cases before leaving office in January. Klaus's successor was expected co be a unifying 
figure but instead cook seeps co promote his own parry's interests, which fueled 
antagonism between the parliament and Prague Castle. Due co a general paralysis 
caused by che year's scandals and political infighting, the Czech Repuhlic's national 
democratic governance rating declines from 2. 75 to 3. 00. 

Electoral Process. The Czech Republic's first direct presidential elections were 
held in January. Early legislative elections in October brought significant changes 
to the configuration of che parliament, further reducing the strength of traditional 
parties like the Civic Democratic Parry (ODS) and the Social Democrats (CSSD) 
and bringing new movements to power. The second electoral "revolution" in three 
years reflects the Czech electorate's disillusionment with che established political 
elite and a growing desire for change. The nature and speed of these changes, 
however, may compromise che scabiliry of the political system in the longer run, 
strengthening anti-systemic parties. The Czech Republic's rating far electoral process 
remains unchanged at 1.25. 

Civil Society. Czech civil sociery remains vibrant, and its impact is increasing in 
many domains. Uncertainties regarding several provisions of the new Civil Code, 
including the tax status of some nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), led 
co several rounds of talks with che government in 2013. However, the growing 
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influence of rhe civil sector is coumerweighed by enduring anti-Roma sentiment 
and growing radicalism within society. Ihe Czech Republic's civil society rating 
remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Independent Media. Czech media are independent and diverse; however, rhe 
concentration of major prim dailies in rhe hands of a few magnates in recent years 
poses a risk to rhe independence of rhe industry. Billionaire and political leader 
Andrej Babis's acquisition of MAFRA, one of rhe leading publishing houses, in 
June prompted fears of "Berlusconization" in rhe coumry. In October, worrisome 
instances of censorship and attempts ro curb editorial freedom in public television 
during rhe electoral campaign damaged rhe reputation of one of rhe most renowned 
public service ouclers of Central Europe, rhe Czech Television (CT). Due to political 
and economic pressures, the independent media rating of the Czech Republic declines 
from 2.50 to 2.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. The Communise Party's inclusion in local 
government coalitions following lase year's elections prompted protests in rhe first 
half of the year. Though a reasonable framework for local government exists and 
functions in the Czech Republic, corruption, nepotism, and the mismanagement 
of public funds at rhe regional and local levels still represent a serious problem. 
Prosecutions in a few such high-profile cases thar scarred in previous years continued 
in 2013. Ihe Czech Republic's local democratic governance rating remains unchanged 
at I.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The commitment of the Prosecutor 
General's Office to pursuing politically sensitive cases continued in 2013, leading 
to several high-profile arrests and prosecutions, including a June raid on rhe offices 
of rhe prime minisrer and rhe subsequent arrest of eight people. A new law limited 
the immunity of politicians and judges in April, bur legislarion intended to boost 
rhe prosecucion's independence could nor be adopted due to rhe resignacion of rhe 
government in June. Former president Klaus's controversial amnesty in January cast 
a shadow over rhe otherwise remarkable performance of rhe prosecution. Ihe Czech 
Republic's judicial framework and independence rating remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Corruption. An extraordinary spying and corruption scandal broughr down rhe 
government in June, shedding light on the existence of high-level graft in rhe 
country despite continuous arcemprs ro eradicare it. The Neeas governmem
whose parties had campaigned on an anricorruption ticker in 2010-adopred a 
bold anricorrupcion srraregy in January and started drafting key amicorruption 
legislation in rhe first half of rhe year, bur its initiatives ran aground in all bur one 
case after the June raid. Due to evidence of persistent corruption ar high levels of 
government and the authorities' inability to adopr anticorruption legislation, the 
Czech Republic's corruption rating declines from 3.25 to 3.50. 
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Outlook for 2014. The coalition government of CSSD, ANO 2011, and the 
Christian and Democratic Union-Czechoslovak People's Party (KOU-CSL) will 
begin work in early 2014. Although the government will have a solid majority 
in the parliament, the presence of a new political movement could complicate its 
day-to-day functioning. The government's program is likely to focus on economic 
growth, but passing key legislation drafted by its predecessor, such as the Civil 
Service Act and legislation geared toward increasing transparency, will also be high 
on its agenda. 
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2011 2012 2013 -------
2.75 2.75 2.75 

2014 

3.00 

The institutions of governance in the Czech Republic are stable and democratic. 
No single party dominates the political scene, and regular rotations of power 
occur at national and local levels. Political parties generally agree on the nature 
and direction of democratic change, with one major exception-the largely 
unreformed Communist Parry (KSCM), which has not served in a post-1989 
national government. Developments in 2013, including the resignation of the 
Neeas government following a scandal and controversial decisions taken by both 
the outgoing and the incumbent president, undermined political stabiliry and 
shook the inscicucional underpinnings of the political system. 

The three-parry coalition government--<::omposed of che Civic Democratic 
Parry (ODS), TOP 09, and the Public Affairs (VV)-chac emerged after the 2010 
general election gradually lose its drive for reform and turned into a lame duck by 
the first half of2013. Following the split of the smallest coalition parry, W, and the 
departure of a few rebels from ODS, rhe government lost irs majority in 2012. By 
January 2013, the coalition faced its fifth confidence vote, initiated by rhe opposition 
Social Democrats (CSSD). The pose of the minister of defense remained unoccupied 
until March 2013, as che coalition could nor agree on a suitable candidate ro replace 
Karolina Peake, who had been lee go only eight days afcer her appointment in 
December 2012. Despite its extremely low public approval ratings, the government 
managed to push through a few important initiatives in 2013, including an 
agreement on the restitution of church property in February' and restrictions on 
parliamentarians' and Constitutional Courr judges' immunicy in March.2 

An unprecedented police raid on che offices of Prime Minister Necas forced 
him to resign on 17 June and started a series of events rhac led ro early elections in 
October. Police seized about CZK 150 million ($8 million) in cash, gold, and large 
quantities of documents and arrested and charged eight people, including Necas's 
chief of staff Jana Nagyova.3 The prosecution accused Nagyova of corruption and 
abuse of the military intelligence service to spy on the prime minister's wife. Prime 
Minister Neeas-who was elected on an anticorrupcion ticker in 2010--inicially 
rejected any involvement and dismissed allegations against his staff members. After 
a few days, however, he decided to seep down and also resigned from his position 
as che leader of ODS. In a move chac some interpreted as an anempc ro avoid 
prosecution, Neeas and Nagyova married in September.' 

President Vaclav Klaus, a divisive figure in Czech politics, lefc his office in 
March after serving for l 0 years. His last decision in January co grant a far-reaching 
amnesry, halting criminal proceedings in a number of controversial cases involving 
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corruption, created tension and was strongly criticized by politicians as well as legal 
experts.~ The amnesty resulted in the first impeachment in modern Czech history, 
initiated by the Senate in February. The senators voted to charge the president with 
high treason, accusing him of violating the constitution by granting the amnesty 
and by refusing to ratify international treaties or nominate Constitutional Court 
judges. The Constitutional Court, however, cleared him of the accusations in 
March on the grounds that Klaus was no longer in office. 

Klaus was succeeded by Milos Zeman, the first Czech president to be directly 
elected. Experts hoped Zeman would be a more unifying figure than his predecessor, 
but the newly elected president's open hostility to the Neeas government and his 
support for the Party of Civic Rights {SPOZ, a party he founded in 2009) quickly 
swept away such hopes. 

Continuing with the practice of former president Klaus, Zeman stalled the 
appointment of new ambassadors, pushing for his protegees instead. Despite 
opposition from Minister for Foreign Affairs Karel Schwarzenberg, the president 
proposed in March that Livia Klausova, the wife of Vaclav Klaus, take the post 
of Czech ambassador to Slovakia. Critics speculated the move was in exchange 
for the Klauses' support during the presidential campaign.6 In May, Zeman also 
refused to appoint an openly gay university professor, Martin C. Puma, breaking 
the convention whereby presidents always respected universities' nominations. 
The rector of Charles University considered the incident an unprecedented 
encroachment on academic freedom.7 Zeman refused to provide an explanation, 
although he did say he found the sign Puma had carried during a Pride Parade 
"inappropriate."8 Some commentators, however, speculated that the reason behind 
his veto was Puma's support for Schwarzenberg in the presidential race.9 Zeman 
also refused to invite two rectors to a national celebration in the Prague Castle in 
October, which resulted in a boycott by a number of other university rectors.to 

The president's most controversial move took place after the resignation of Prime 
Minister Neeas in June. While the ODS-led coalition nominated Parliamentary 
Speaker Miroslava Nemcova, President Zeman decided to appoint his own 
nominee, Jiff Rusnok, the former minister of finance and a onetime adviser to 
Zeman's SPOZ party. The president claimed that the coalition had no right to form 
a new government and called for a government of experts. 11 Rusnok's government 
was nevertheless appointed in July, but it did not have the necessary support in the 
Chamber of Deputies and included people close to the president. 12 The government 
received a vote of no confidence in August, after which the parliament dissolved 
itself and Zeman scheduled early elections for October. 13 

After the October elections, protracted coalition talks involved winning party 
CSSD, the new movement ANO 2011, and the Christian Democrats {KOU-CSL). 
In December, President Zeman signaled his intention to veto some of the ministers 
proposed by designated prime minister Bohuslav Sobotka ofCSSD ifhe considered 
them incompetent. 14 Several lawyers argued that this would be in breach of the 
Constitution and could be interpreted as an attempt to tilt the balance of power 
toward a semi presidential system.1 ~ 
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Electoral Process 
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The Czech Republic uses a parliamentary sysrem wirh cwo houses. Real political 
power resides in rhe Chamber of Depuries-rhe 200-sear lower house-wirh 
deputies elecred by proporrional vore on parry ballors. The 81-sear Senare is elecred 
on rhe basis of single-mandare districrs. The Senare can rerum approved bills ro rhe 
lower house, bur the Chamber of Deputies can override the Senare by an absolute 
majority. 

In 2013, cwo major elecrions had the potential ro significanrly redraw the Czech 
political landscape. In January, rhe country held its firsr ever direct presidenrial 
elections, and in Ocrober, people voted in early parliamentary elections following 
the fall of Prime Minister Neeas's government in June. 

Between 1993 and 2011, an elecroral college composed of borh houses of rhe 
parliament had elected the presidem. Following much debate, rhe parliamem passed 
a consrirurional amendmem in December 2011 imroducing direct presidential 
elecrions. 16 The amendmem did nor change rhe scope of presidemial powers; some, 
however, argued char direct elections would result in a stronger president, tilting the 
balance of power away from the government. 17 

Following several disqualifications on procedural or legal grounds, nine 
candidates ran for presidem, three of rhem women. One of rhe disqualified 
candidates, Senator Tomio Okamura, submitted a complaim ro rhe Consrirurional 
Court earlier in December. Okamura argued rhar rhc requiremem to collect 50,000 
signatures in case a candidate is nor supporred by a group of parliamentarians is 
discriminatory. The Court did nor agree and refused ro postpone rhe elecrions. 1

" 

A number of media ouclers, both public and private, as well as non
govemmemal organizations (NGOs), organized presidemial debates rhac mobilized 
rhe Czech electorate. The tumour reached a solid G 1.31 percent in rhe first round 
on 11-12 January and 59.1 percent in rhe second round on 26 January; rwo 
candidates, former CSSD leader Milos Zeman and Minisrer for Foreign Affairs 
Karel Schwarzenberg, advanced ro the second round. 19 Former caretaker prime 
minisrer Jan Fischer dropped out of rhe race, coming third in the first round 
despite his popularity in earlier polls. Following a heated campaign period, where 
comemious or sensitive issues-including rhe Bene$ decrees and Schwarzenberg's 
family background-were discussed,2° Zeman won with 54.8 percem of rhe vote.21 

After the fall of rhe Necas governmem in June and the dissolution of rhe 
parliament ar the end of August, Presidem Zeman called early parliamemary 
elections for 25-26 October. The Social Democrars won wirh 20.45 percent, 
followed closely by Andrej Babis's new movement, ANO 2011 (18.65 percem), 
and rrailcd by rhe KSCM (14.91 percem) and TOP 09 (11.99 percem}.22 The 
rumour of 59.5 percent-the second lowest in the hisrory of the Czech Republic
underlined a general disillusionmem wirh rhe funcrioning of rhe polirical sysrem.23 
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Except for KSCM, all established parries experienced a drop in support 
following the year's events, with the outgoing coalition suffering the biggest losses. 
ODS registered its lowest support ever at 7.72 percent, TOP 09 received 4 perccm 
less than in 2010, and the third coalition partner, Public Affairs (W), decided not 
to run at all. Even the winner, CSSD, lost 10 percent of its voter base compared to 
2010.14 

Two newcomers-ANO 2011 and Senator Tomio Okamura's Osvit pl'ime 
demokracic (Dawn of Direct Democracy)-fared surprisingly well, capitalizing 
on the electorate's disillusionmenc with rhe political class and winning almost 30 
percenc of rhe votes together. Their success, however, triggered concerns about 
che long-term stability of the Czech policical system and the perpetuation of anci
system parties as viable alternatives. 

The parry ANO 2011 was founded by businessman and billionaire Andrej 
Babis, who transformed the ANO movement-Akce nespokojenych obeanu 
(Action of Dissatisfied Citizens), "ano" meaning "yes" in Czcch-inco a centrist
liberal political parry in 2011. During the campaign, ANO 2011 focused on 
fighting corruption and abolishing politicians' immunity from prosecution. The 
parry lacked a comprehensive political program, however, and allegedly had close 
links to AGROFERT, an agriculrural conglomerate owned by BabiS.15 Despite these 
accusations, the party was very successful in gathering protest votes and managed 
ro mobilize disenchanted voters as well as those who feared a potential coalition 
berween CSSD and KSCM.16 Although this brought new faces to the political 
scene, coalition talks following the elections highlighted traditional parries' wariness 
of entering into agreements with new movements-especially after the instability of 
W in rhe previous coalition government. 

The success of Osvit, which also entered the parliament for the first rime, came 
as a surprise to many. 1he party campaigned for direct democracy by emphasizing a 
single issue, the adopcion of a general referendum act;27 however, its campaign had 
populist, anci-Roma, and xenophobic overcones as well. The party overrly supported 
by President Milos Zeman, Party of Citizens' Rights-Zemanovci (SPOZ), did not 
win any sears in the elections, parrly because several ofics candidates were members 
of che caretaker governmenc.28 
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Civil society in the Czech Republic is vibrant, with a large number of different 
actors, including civic associacions, foundations, cruse funds, public benefit 
organizations, and crade unions. The sector has been growing steadily in recent 
years, with approximately 84,400 civic associations, 500 foundations, 1,323 trust 
funds, and 2,571 public benefit organizations operating in the country in 2013.29 

Most Czechs· see NGOs as influential organizations that help solve social problems 
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and are essential to a functioning democracy. Environmental and humanitarian 
organizations, in particular, have earned widespread respect among the Czech public. 

The regulatory environment is permissive and transparent toward civic 
organizations, banning only the stipulation of anti-constitutional goals in NGO 
statutes. Regulations are more stringent for other types of NGOs, resulting in 
significantly lower numbers. For-profit activities are permitted as long as they do 
not constitute the principal goal of an organization. Courts offer remedies against 
administrative overreach. 

Currently, the greatest regulatory challenge to NGOs is the new Civil Code, 
coming into force on 1 January 2014, which requires some adaptation on the part 
of already existing organizations. The code clarifies the legal status of civil society 
organizations according to their function, modifying some current categories and 
creating others.30 The term "public benefit status" created by the new law proved 
to be too vague, and NGOs were working with the government and the Ministry 
of Finance to specify the scope and tax implications of the status at year's end. 
Also, under the new law, NGOs aiming to keep their current benefits will have to 
demonstrate their eligibility to receive "public benefit status" before the courts. A 
bill introduced to resolve the problem failed to secure a majority in the Senate in 
September.31 A central registry of civil society organizations is still lacking, despite 
its potential to improve the sector's transparency and increase its ability to attract 
donations. 

Under President Klaus, who had been a longtime critic of NGO involvement 
in policymaking, NGO initiatives had often been labeled as lacking legitimacy or 
motivated by party politics. With his departure, however, civil society organizations 
started to engage in a more intensified dialogue with the government. According 
to the government-maintained Database of Consulting Organizations, 315 entities 
have participated or expressed an interest in participating in regulatory impact 
assessment dialogues with the government.32 At the same time, the agenda of these 
meetings are still set by the government. 

Anticorruption NGOs played an important role in 2013 and were instrumental 
in creating an anticorruption department in the prime minister's office. A number 
of business leaders and especially politicians standing for parliament were 
successfully engaged by campaign activists, with many of them pledging to support 
future anticorruption regulations. Czech NGOs continued to be actively involved 
as consultants to the government on a number of other issues as well, including 
the situation of the Roma and other minorities, people living with disabilities, and 
sustainable development. 

Following its accession to the Open Government Partnership, the government 
launched its 2012-2020 Action Plan to promote transparency and accountability 
in public institutions. One of the benchmarks set in the Action Plan is to provide 
better access to information and improve the availability of data, an aim that many 
NGOs have been pursuing. Most commitments in the Action Plan, however, 
remained unfulfilled in 2013 due to che resignacion of the Netas government and 
the inability of the newly elected parties to agree on a coalition by year's end. 
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The srare remains rhe largest source of funding for NGOs, providing extensive 
financial support through grants and coordinating nonprofit acrivities via the 
Council for NGOs. This creares an economic vulnerability that was confirmed by 

the austerity measures introduced by the government in 2011 and 2012, which 
cur funds for rhe secror. Corporate grants and individual philanthropy remain 
underdeveloped resources for civil society except for issues with broad appeal 
and popular resonance, such as disaster relief or the social rights of children and 
people with disabilities. A very limited tax incentive structure likely plays a role in 
rhe relarive sragnation of nongovernmental domestic funding. At the same time, 
millions of euros available through the European Unio~ Structural Funds have 

to some extent replaced rhe resources offered by various foreign foundations and 
governments in rhe wake of democratization. While competition for such funds is 
fierce, NGOs are undergoing a learning process, acquiring skills and capacities to 

absorb EU grants. 
Following an eruption of ethnic unrest in 2011 and the subsequent rise of 

extremist formations especially in northern areas of the country, anti-Roma senti
ment remained an issue in 2013. Anti-Roma marches occurred in several parts 

of rhe country, chiefly as a result of rhe activities of far right groups such as Free 
Resisrance.~3 Some demonstrations ended with violent clashes requiring police 
intervention ro separate the parties.34 An initiative to show solidarity with the Roma 
minority, organized by Europe Roma International in several European countries, 
met wirh lirde public support.35 The rise of extremism, both righr and left-wing, 
was mentioned as an important issue in the annual report of the Czech domestic 
intelligence service. Ac the same rime, the August Prague Pride, the main annual 
event of rhe LGBTI community, saw more participants than in previous years, and 
rhe week-long Pride program, including the march itself, cook place wirhout major 
incidents.36 
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Press freedom has long been secure in the Czech Republic, with a diverse selection 
of print (around 5000 outlets), online (around 1500 internet sites), and broadcast 
media (more rhan 400 radio and TV channels).37 News outlets present a variety 
of opinions, with analytical and independent coverage as well as views that clearly 

favor one side of rhe policical spectrum. Public television and the national print 
media provide quality coverage of the most important national and internarional 
developments, which proved especially important in the politically turbulent year 
of2013. 

The falling revenues of Czech print media have been a concern for years. Mose 
of the major publishing houses (Economia, MAFRA, VLP, Borgis) reported losses in 
che past few years due ro declining profits from advertising, which moved co online 
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and broadcast platforms. Publishers have cried co offset rhe losses by developing 
online divisions for their newspapers, bur deteriorating economic performance led 
co personnel curs and a decline in che quality of reporring, wich less insightful and 
analytical comenc.38 A few newspapers openly endorsed a candidate during rhe 
presidential elections, which some analyses viewed as an unwelcome developmem.39 

Declining profits in prim media also paved che way for a boost in acquisitions 
and mergers on rhe Czech media markec.40 An increased concemracion in rhe 
hands of business magnates ac che same rime has prompted concerns about rhe 
independence of ouclers and che long-rerm prospects of rhe industry. In April, 
rhe billionaire owner of che Economia publishing house, Zdenek Bakala, bought 
Cencrum Holdings-the chird biggest online porral on rhe Czech media markec.41 

Fears about che Czech media's "Berlusconizarion" became especially strong 
after AGROFERT-an agriculcural, food processing, and chemical giant owned 
by ANO 2011 leader and billionaire Andrej Babis-announced che acquisition of 
MAFRA, one of che biggest publishing houses and rhe publisher of chree imporcam 
dailies (MF Dnes, Lidove Noviny, and Metro) in June. Previously, che media 
speculated char Babis would buy Ringier Axel Springer CZ, che Czech branch of 
rhe incernacional giant Ringier AG and che publisher of popular tabloids and rhe 
weekly magazine Rejlex.42 

Babis's critics saw MAFRA's acquisition as an accempc on behalf of AN O's leader 
co build media supporr before che nexc elections, and che billionaire announced in 
September char he was planning furcher acquisitions after che early elections in 
Occober.43 While Babis promised nor co interfere wirh concenc production in che 
newspapers, he called rhe edicor of che domestic section of Lidove noviny shorcly 
after che acquisition co enquire about che coverage of an ANO press conference.44 

Subsequencly, he apologized for che move and proposed che drafting of an ethical 
codex, clarifying rhe relationship berween che publisher and edicorial board.45 The 
departure of a number of respected journalises from che publishing house since 
ics acquisition, however, indicates char changes in edicorial policy mighc nor be 
acceptable for many critically-minded journaliscs.46 

Public television and radio stations have comribuced co che country's high 
rankings in press freedom indexes. Czech Television {CT) has sec che example 
for public television channels across Central Europe wich ics in-depth, highly 
analyrical, and critical reporring and irs ruthless scrutiny of politicians and public 
figures. CT covered che presidential elections wichouc major complaims, except for 
an invesrigacion by the Council for Radio and TV Broadcasting for presenting one 
of the presidential candidates in an unfavorable light during the campaign.47 

Personnel changes during rhe year, however, prompted fears of poliricizacion 
ac rhe channel.48 Daniela Drcinova, a well-known TV show hose in che Czech 
Republic, was abrupcly removed from rhe flagship program Uddlosti, komentdfe 
(Events, Commentaries) in August, wirh che juscificacion char she was offered her 
own calk show. The crade union of the channel claimed char Drcinova was removed 
because politicians had complained about her uncompromising interview sryle, and 
she was nor allowed co interview che presidential candidates during che election 
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campaign. The subsequent firing of Pavllna Kvapilova, edicor-in-chief of the new 
media section of CT who criticized the management and supported Orcinova, 
pointed co the CT management's inability ro accept criticism. Due to restruccuring, 
two other new media editors and vocal supporters of Drcinova, Angelika Bazalova 
and Gabina Gabrielova, were also fired in November.49 

Concerns about political pressure on public television reignited after the 
parliamentary elections in Occober. A number of employees accused the CT 
management of censorship in several instances, including the editing of a photo 
documenting a secret meeting between President Zeman and a group of CSSD 
politicians in October. (The meeting caused a serious crisis in the parry and 
resulted in allegations rhar the president was engineering a coup against CSSD 
leader Bohuslav Sobotka). In an open letter published in November, 23 editors 
criticized the management for interfering with the electoral campaign and cited 
specific examples of editor-in-chief Petr Mrzena asking chem to adjust critical 
reporting on President Zeman and rhe SPOZ party. The newsroom's deputy edicor
in-chief, Adam Komers, resigned shortly after the scandal erupted, claiming chat 
rhe management of CT had hired a PR company to denounce the signatories of 
rhe letter.5<1 Ac the same rime, a separate letter was released dismissing censorship 
claims, signed by 61 CT employees. 
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The Czech constitution guarantees self-governance, and rhe country is divided into 
14 regions and 625 municipalicies.51 The central government entrusrs significant 
casks co these subunits, which are subordinate co rhe Ministry of Interior. The Acts 
on Local Government and Regional Government regulate local and regional self
governmems, while the capital city of Prague, which is boch a separate region and 
a municipality, is regulated by its own legal act (the Act on che Capital City of 
Prague). Citizens elect local and regional assemblies, which further elect local and 
regional councils, mayors, and regional governors. 

At rhe 2012 regional elections-which were largely seen as a referendum on 
rhe unpopular Neeas government-left-wing parties won by a landslide, with 
CSSD winning 9 of che 13 regions (Prague only elects a municipal assembly) and 
KSCM succeeding in 2 regions. The tumour, which has usually been lower chan in 
national elections, fell co a mere 37 percem.52 Although the presence of KSCM in 
any form of government is still viewed as controversial by many Czechs, regional 
governments are currently composed of a coalition or involve cooperation between 
CSSD and KSCM in IO our of che 13 regions. CSSD had previously agreed not to 
engage with KSCM in the cemral government. 

The results prompted a series of protests across the country in January 2013, 
including demonstrations in Prague, Olomouc, Usti nad Labem, Karlovy Vary, 
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Ceske Budejovice, and Zlin.53 The protesters were calling on the parcies co form 
new coalicions and prevem che Communises from assuming power in regional 
councils. In the Souchern Bohemian region, scudems wem on a hunger scrike co 
protest the appoimmem of a KSCM member, Vicezslava Baborova, co the posicion 
of counsellor in charge of culcure and youch. Baborova resigned at che end of 
January buc was lacer replaced by anocher KSCM member. The hunger mike had 
served as an example, and protests cominued through the first half of the year, even 
involving evems commemoradng the viccims of communism.5-t 

In Prague, the TOP 09-0DS coalicion ended in May 2013 after TOP 09 
unilaterally announced its wichdrawal. The cicy's ODS mayor, Bohuslav Svoboda, 
was replaced by TOP 09 member Tomas Hudecek immediately afterward. As 
CSSD and TOP 09 were unable co agree on a coalicion in the next few momhs, 
Prague was led by the minoricy governmem of TOP 09 at year's end. The breakup 
of the coalicion ended the 22-year-long ODS reign over the capical.55 

Regional and local adminiscracions cominued co profit from European Union 
(EU) subsidies in 2013, which helped chem improve their infrascruccure. Problems 
related co the mismanagemem of EU cohesion funds in the norchwestern regions 
of Karlovy Vary and Usci nad Labem resulced in the freezing of funds and an audit 
by the European Commission in June 2012. The audic determined chat an amount 
of about 2.6 billion Czech crowns (€ l 00 million) was spem improperly and had co 
be paid back co the EU. The two regions first refused co bear the financial burden, 
claiming that the responsibilicy reseed with the cemral auchoricies, buc finally 
agreed co a compromise in July 2013. As pare of the deal, the Ministry of Finance 
will cover abouc CZK 1 billion (€36 million), the two regions abouc CZK 900 
million (€32 million), and the state will provide the remaining amoum through 
an interest-free loan.~ Following the investigacion, charges will be lodged against 
depucy governor Pavel Kouda and several former direccors in charge of the funds. 57 

This mismanagemem of EU funds likely represems just the cip of the iceberg of 
regional financial problems, as corrupt practices as well as close cies between regional 
policicians and businesses are curremly coming co light.58 The ancicorruption 
momencum chat exists in the cencral governmem has not trickled down co regional 
and local levels yet, risking the cominuacion of such mismanagemem practices. 
If handled thoroughly, the invesdgacion of the Karlovy Sad and Usti nad Labem 
cases and the charges against former governor of Cemral Bohemia David Rach, 
whose crial starced in August, may become imporcanc breakthroughs in curbing 
corruption at the local level.59 

The governmem proposed co remedy the lack of oversight in such sicuations by 
extending the auchoricy of the Supreme Audie Office (NKU). However, the proposal 
was struck down by the Senate in January in a decision chat was heavily criticized 
by amicorruption NGOs and acciviscs/'° Critics of the bill argued chat it would 
only resuh in an increased bureaucracy and chat local and regional administrations 
were already overwhelmed.61 Shortly after the proposal was struck down, depucies 
imroduced two similar bills chat the majority of deputies pledged co supporc. As 
many senacors are active in local politics as mayors, the passage of the original bill 
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in the Senate remains uncertain. Some experts claimed that the extension ofNKO's 
authority without the right to impose fines would constitute a useless measure.62 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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The Czech judicial system is four-tiered, with district, regional, high, and supreme 
courts (the Supreme Court and the Supreme Administrative Court) as well as the 
Constirutional Court acting as a powerful guardian of the constitution. These 
bodies are the proteccors of individual rights and freedoms, which are guaranteed 
in the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Judicial independence is protected by the 
constirution as well, although allegations of political inRuence in high-profile cases 
have been a problem in the past. 

The Public Prosecutor's Office has for a long time been considered the weakest 
link of the Czech judicial system. The government has substantial influence on its 
composition: the Supreme Public Prosecucor is appoimed by the government on the 
proposal of the minister of justice, who also appoints state attorneys. The office was 
also criticized for its inability or unwillingness to prosecute sensitive cases in the past. 

A wave of high-profile prosecutions cominued in 2013, having begun in 2012 
after the appointment of Supreme Public Prosecutor Pavel Zeman in 2011 and 
Chief Prague Prosecutor Lenka Bradacova (renowned for bringing charges against 
former governor David Rath) in 2012. During the year, eight individuals were 
charged with corruption in relation to the sale of Czech Railways property; a 
former Prague police chief was sentenced to six years for bribery in November; and 
prosecution began against a group (including a judge and a scare attorney) that had 
taken bribes for arranging lower sentences in rhe second district of Prague. Former 
CSSD deputy Vlastimil Aubrecht was also accused of bribery in September, and 
police charged several members of Prague Council, including Mayor Svoboda, in 
May with insider trading and corruption in connection to a municipal smart card 
project.63 

The case that reached most deeply into rhe heart of political power was the 
police raid on the prime minister's offices in June. The orchestrated raid, in itiated 
by Olomuc High State Attorney lvo Istvan, took place simultaneously in several 
different locations across the country, involved about 400 policemen, and resulted 
in charges against eight people, including the prime minister's chief of staff, Jana 
Nagyova; three former ODS deputies; and rwo military incdligence heads. The 
eight individuals were accused of corruption, manipulation of public tenders, 
and abuse of military intelligence. The prosecution later halted rhe investigation 
against the three deputies, noring that they had parliamentary immunity; no official 
charges were filed against the others as of year's end. 

According to a number of experts, the raid was only possible because prosecutors 
and investigators had been given more independence under Neeas's premiership and 
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because legal changes prevented the executive from intervening in the investigatory 
stage/"' Some commentators, however, argued that the prosecution went too far 
and likened the raid to a "judicial coup d'etat."65 They claimed that allegations of 
Necas offering positions in state firms to the deputies in exchange for a favorable 
vote were part of daily politics and that the theatrical raid harmed the country's 
reputation. A positive aspect of the case was the impressive cooperation of law 
enforcement agencies {especially the Department for the Revelations of Organized 
Crime) and the public prosecution, which could help reinstate public trust in the 
judicial system. 

Following radical changes to the law on the Public Prosecutor's Office in 2011, 
the Neeas government introduced further changes in October 2012, boosting the 
independence of the office. The amendment aimed to create a simplified structure 
by abolishing the separate Prague and Olomouc offices; made the Supreme Public 
Prosecutor removable only by the Supreme Administrative Court; and created a 
specialized anticorruption department within the prosecution. 

However, the bill was withdrawn by the minister of justice of the caretaker 
government in July despite objections by Supreme Public Prosecutor Zeman, 
High Attorney Bradaeova, and former ministers of justice Pavel Blaiek and JiH 
PospiSil.66 Prosecutor Zeman later stated he would resubmit it as soon as a new 
government was established.67 Since the bill is part of the Reconstruction of the 
State campaign-an initiative by a group ofNGOs campaigning for anticorruption 
measures-and since 137 out of200 newly elected deputies promised to support it, 
its chances of passage in the future are strong.68 

A constitutional amendment passed in April makes it easier to prosecute 
politicians and Constitutional Court judges by restricting their immunity. 
Politicians and justices are still protected and enjoy immunity from criminal 
prosecution-unless the lower house or the Senate gives consent for prosecution, 
that is-but this protection will end with the end of their mandates. 

A controversial amnesty by former president Klaus on 1 January 2013 cast a 
shadow over the otherwise impressive performance of the judiciary. The amnesty 
freed more than 6,000 inmates who were serving sentences of up to one year, 
canceled suspended sentences, and halted proceedings in cases that had dragged 
on for more than eight years.69 Since a number of high-profile cases involving 
corruption {such as the H-System tunneling or the Mercia and Trend funds case) 
were also stopped,7° the media speculated that the amnesty had been tailored to end 
some of the controversial cases of "wild capitalism" in the 1990s, when Klaus was 
acting as prime minister.71 

Following Klaus's announcement, a group of senators lodged a complaint before 
the Constitutional Court in January 2013, hoping to abolish those provisions of 
the amnesty that dealt with economic criminality; however, the court ruled that it 
did not have the constitutional competence to make a decision on the case.72 The 
senators' motion to impeach Klaus was also stopped by the court, which cleared 
Klaus of high treason in March.73 Supreme Public Prosecutor Zeman demanded 
that the Supreme Court exclude seven cases {including the H-System tunneling 
case) from the amnesty; the court excluded only two.74 
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Upon coming co power in 2010, [he governmenr of Prime Minis[er Necas-who 
had been referred co as "Mr. Clean Hands" during his elecroral campaign-made 
the figh[ against corruption a cop priority. Efforts co curb graft, however, have 
been hindered by numerous scandals in rhe past rhree years. They ran completely 
aground following rhe June governmenr crisis and accusations in which members 
of rhe government, including rhe prime minister's closest collaborators, were 
implicated in a corruption scandal. The resignation of rhe governmenr in June and 
rhe subsequenr turmoil suspended key pieces of anricorruprion legislation char rhe 
government had previously proposed. 

In January, rhe governmenr adopted a bold anricorruprion strategy for 
2013-14 that lisred rhe rop priorities for rhe nexr rwo years, including a new civil 
service ace, legislation on conAicr of inreresr, and measures aimed at improving the 
ownership structure of companies bidding in public renders.75 The government 
included NGOs in the drafring process and allowed chem co drafc sections of rhe 
strategy. Although the year saw imporcanr insrirurional changes--induding rhe 
crearion of an anticorruprion unir in rhe prime minister's office, which has its own 
personnel and budger-mosr of [he acts were nor adopted due to rhe resignation 
of rhe government in June and rhe subsequent dissolution of the parliament in 
August. 

NGOs had intensified their efforrs in rhe first half of rhe year and pushed 
politicians to pass key legislation. In March, about 20 NGOs announced a 
new iniriarive called Reconstruction of rhe Srnre rhat engaged parliamenrarians, 
businessmen, and other experts to pass nine anticorruprion laws before June 
2014, rhe scheduled dare of rhe nexr general elections ar rhe rime. Because of rhe 
dissolution of rhe parliament in Augusr and [he October early elec[ions, only one 
law was passed in 2013. The majority of rhe newly elecred depuries did agree to 
support rhe iniriative.76 

Public procurement is one of rhe areas most susceptible ro corruption in rhe 
Czech Republic, and rhe lack of transparency in the use of public renders continued 
to pose a significant problem. In the period 2006-2010, as much as 67 percent of 
public renders announced by miniseries cook place outside rhe online Information 
Sysrem of Public Tenders, and in 14 percent of rhe cases, rhe render had the same 
number of bidders and winners.77 The new public procurement act, passed in 2012 
and generally lauded by anticorruprion acrivim, lowered rhe amounr threshold 
beyond which public conrracrs muse be opened ro a bidding process. Previously, 
rhis threshold had been among the highest in Europe. The Senate decided ro 
increase ir again for 2014. 

The existence of anonymous bearer shares also helped ro perpemare non
transparent practices, making it impossible ro determine whe[her rhe winners of 
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tenders were in any way linked co che policical establishment. After previous failed 
accempcs, che government reintroduced a proposal co ban chese shares by che end 
of2013. According co che law adopted in May, owners of bearer shares would have 
co register or liquidate chem. However, since che law was a somewhat wacered
down version of che original drafc, experts claimed chac offshore companies wich 
anonymous ownership could still be difficult co crack down.78 

Proposed by TOP 09 deputy Jan Farsky in November 2013 and modelled on 
a similar register in Slovakia, rhe public register of contracts was another srep chat 
would bring more transparency and curb corruption in public procurement. The 
drafc obliged public auchoricies co publish cheir contracts online.79 Some deputies 
expressed concerns chac che law would increase che administrative burden on 
che smallest municipalities, and che parliament was unable co pass ic due co ics 
dissolution in Augusr. 

The government did nor follow through with recommendations from anti
corruption NGOs in ics efforts co improve rhe protection of whiscleblowers. Before 
2013, no legislation had existed co regulate whiscleblowing specifically. However, 
instead of creating a discincc ace as suggested by Transparency Internacional (TI), che 
government proposed co amend che Ancidiscriminacion Ace co include provisions 
for whiscleblowing. TI criticized che approach, seating chac che government did noc 
aim co cackle che issue in a complex manner.80 In che end, che amendment did noc 
pass due co che resignation of che government. TI established a consulcacion center 
for whiscleblowers. 

The Czech Republic is che only EU country wichouc functioning civil service 
legislacion, which makes che country's public adminiscracion extremely susceptible co 
political pressures and corrupcion.81 The Law on Civil Service was already approved 
in 2002, buc mosc ofics provisions never came into force as governments conscancly 
delayed ics srarcing dace. Although che Ministry oflnterior began drafting a new bill 
in 2013, rhe process was suspended in May followings criticism by rhe Legislative 
Council as well as numerous NGOs.81 The government finally approved a new draft 
in June, though ics passage also fell victim co che dissolution of che parliament. 
The law is likely co be among che cop priorities of che new government, as ic is a 
condition for che distribution of EU srruccural funds in che 2014-2020 budgetary 
period. 

n AuTttoR: DAvm KM.L 

Until May 2014, David Krdl was the director of the Europeum Institute for 
European Policy. an independent think tank based in Prague. 
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Estonia 
by Hille Hinsberg, Jane Matt, and Rauno Vinni 

Capital: Tallinn 
Population: 1.3 million 

GNI!capita, PPP: US$23,280 

Source: lhedaca above are drawn from the World Bank's World Developmmt Indicators 2014. 

Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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°' °' °' °' °' °' °' °' °' OI 

Electoral Process 1. 50 1.50 1.50 I. 50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 l.75 

Civil Society 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

Independent Media 1. 50 l.50 1.50 1.50 !. 50 1.50 l.50 l.50 1.50 1.50 

National Democratic 
2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 Governance 

Local Democratic 
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
1.50 1.50 l.50 l.50 !. 50 1.50 !. 50 1.50 1.50 1.50 and Independence 

Corruption 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.50 

Democracy Score 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.93 l.93 1.96 l.93 l.93 1.96 1.96 

NOTE: The ratings reflecf the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the aurhor(s) of this 
report. 111e opinions expressed in this report are chose of the author(s). The ratings are based on a scale of I co 7, 
with I represeming the highest level of democratic p<ogress and 7 the lowest. 111e Democracy Score is an 
average of racings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T he coalition government of the Reform Party (RP) and the Pro Patria and 
Res Publica Union (PPRPU) remained stable throughout 2013, although 
the popularity of coalition leader RP continued to decline. The party lost 

significant support in Talinn and numerous municipalities in the October local 
elections. 

Unemployment levels improved during the year, and the economy grew by 
just under 1 percent. Responding co public frustration with perceived stagnation in 
government and the low internal transparency of political parties, Estonian president 
Toomas Hendrik lives spearheaded the creation of an online forum ("People's 
Assembly") for crowdsourcing policy ideas. The accompanying deliberation process 
yielded a number of legislative proposals, though none had been adopted at year's 
end. 

National Democratic Governance. Corruption scandals and the government's 
perceived unresponsiveness to prevailing social and economic problems fueled an 
ongoing public debate on the quality of Estonian democracy. The government 
reacted to a public initiative called Charter 12 by creating an online forum for 
public proposals related to improving government transparency and accountability. 
In November, Culture Minister Rein Lang (RP) resigned due to conflicts with 
cultural associations, but none of the year's other scandals resulted in cabinet 
changes. The RP's popularity continued to decline during the year. Estonia's national 
democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 2.25. 

Electoral Process. There is growing public concern that Estonia's party system has 
become carcelized and that there is insufficient room for newcomers. Local council 
elections in October largely reaffirmed the power scructure becween major powers 
at the national level, though Prime Minister Andrus Ansip's RP lost significant 
support in Tallinn and nationwide. RP's coalition partner, PPRPU, appeared 
to benefit from RP's decline, performing better than in che 2009 elections. The 
majority of nationwide votes went to the Center Party (CP), which also won a 
majority in Tallinn, where the campaign was most intense. The Social Democrats 
(SD) did not perform as well as public support rates in the first part of the year 
had promised, but the party's share of votes improved notably compared to the last 
municipal elections. Estonia's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Civil Society. Per capita, Estonia has many civil society organizations, though the 
public's involvement in political issues is low. An innovative People's Assembly 
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deliberation process attempted co crowdsource solutions co perceived problems 
in Estonian democracy chat were brought co che fore by a 2012 party financing 
scandal and ocher political affairs. The project yielded 15 proposals for legislative 
amendments chat were being reviewed by che parliament ac year's end. Estonia's civil 
society rating remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Independent Media. Estonia's media landscape is diverse, including many national 
and local news ouclecs and a growing collection of popular online sources. In general, 
che media operate without significant political interference. However, allegations 
chat Estonia's culcure minister had unduly influenced administrative decisions ac a 
publicly funded culcural weekly prompted his resignation in December. Estonia's 
largest daily newspaper, Postimees, changed ownership in fall 2013. The year also 
witnessed che sudden resignation of che editors of two of che country's biggest 
newspapers. Estonia's rating/or independent media remains unchanged at 1.50. 

Local Democratic Governance. Mose local government units are very small and 
lack che necessary capacity co operate efficiencly and meet che public service needs 
of constituents. However, 20 years of efforts co reform che system have failed due co 
lack of political will and consensus. In August 2013, Regional Affairs Minister Siim
Valmar Kiisler presented a reform plan chat focused on che creation of"commucing 
centers" co reorganize local governments into more capable and equitable units. 
The face of che plan is uncertain, as several ministers have already expressed their 
opposition co ic. Estonia's local democratic governance rating remaim unchanged at 

2.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. A number of legislative iniciacives 
in 2013 sought co strengthen che protection of fundamental rights and improve 
che effectiveness of che judicial system. The issue of surveillance also featured 
prominencly in discussions about judicial reform in 2013. The speed and efficiency 
of judicial procedures continues co increase. Estonia's judicial framework and 
independence rating remaim unchanged at 1.50. 

Corruption. Estonia ranks well in all global corruption indices and is considered 
one of che lease corrupt countries in che EU. However, in che lase two years, 
ongoing problems with government corruption have been demonstrated by highly 
publicized allegations of money laundering within che country's major political 
parties. Key anticorruption documents ado peed or implemented in 2013 established 
the framework for cackling corruption and enhancing the accountability of che 
civil sector. The Public Assembly process yielded proposals for some potentially 
important campaign-finance reforms, buc these had not yet been adopted ac year's 
end. Estonia's corruption rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Outlook for 2014. Policies in 2014 will be dominated by preparations for two 
elections-for new delegates co che European Parliament (EP) in May and for 
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Estonia's parliamenc in 2015. Ir appears char RP will approach che EP elections 
wich ics lowesc supporc race of all rime, which will mean cough compecition and 
active campaigning by ocher leading parries. Barring significanc reforms, che public 
will continue co criticize RP and che ocher coalition partners for perceived political 
scagnation, economic inequalities, and che governmenc's unwillingness co cake 
action on issues such as adminiscracive or cax reform. 
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National Democratic Governance 
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2.25 2.25 ------------------- ·---
The center-right government coalition of the Reform Party (RP) and Pro Pacria 
and Res Publica Union (PPRPU) remained in office throughout 2013, wich 56 
of che 101 seats in the Riigikogu (che parliament). Ac che same time, Estonians 
grew increasingly critical of the quality of democratic governance in their country, 
complaining oflow cransparency and the inadequate internal democracy of political 
parties, among ocher concerns. The government's perceived unresponsiveness to 

public discoment contributed co growing mistrust of the national parliament and 
governmem1 and the declining popularity of Prime Minister Andrus Ansip's RP, 
especially in the second half of the year.2 

Ar rhe end of 2012, 18,000 cirizc:m-including 12 active public figures
signed a manifesto called Charter 12 (Harca 12) chat outlined a series of democracy
relaced problems in Estonian society.3 Estonian presidem Toomas Hendrik Ilves 
responded co the documem's popularity by assembling representatives of political 
parries, social interest groups, the non-profit secror, and ocher charter signatories 
for a discussion about ongoing political problems and possible solutions. In 
January 2013, the process culminated in the creation of the People's Assembly 
(Rahvakogu)-a new online platform for crowdsourcing ideas and proposals 
co amend Estonia's electoral laws and Political Parties Act and co address other 
issues related to the transparency and effecciveness of democracy in the country. In 
February and March, che ideas collected in January were analyzed by a collection of 
experts-legal and social scientists, state officials, representatives of civil society, and 
journalists-before being submitted for discussion in April ac an official "National 
Deliberation Day" summit, accended by a population sample of 314 participants. 
The proposals deemed most deserving of support were presented co the parliament 
by President lives lacer chat month. Some experts criticized the People's Assembly 
as an illegitimate mode of lawmaking due co its alleged unrepresentativeness and 
incompacibilicy wich the Estonian constitutional framework, buc ic also represents 
an unprecedented attempt to expand the possibilities of Eswnian participatory 
democracy.• Elemems of several public proposals have already been integrated 
into drafts laws, though ochers have been tangled up in bureaucratic proceedings, 
generating some disappointment with che Public Assembly projecc.5 

The sudden contraction in economic activity and trade caused by the 2008 
global credit crisis had a significant impact on Estonia, bur che government has 
shown determination in balancing che scare budget and adapting co che posc
crisis economic landscape. Although some argue chat Estonia is coo dependent 
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on European Union (EU) structural funds and other external resources, Estonia's 
macroeconomic and fiscal situation is quite stable compared to the EU average.6 

Gross Domestic Product grew by 0.8 percent in 2013, and the unemployment rate 
averaged 8.6 percent during the year, compared with I 0.2 percent in 2012.7 

Norwithstanding these signs of macroeconomic growth, a 2013 report by 
the National Audit Office described the serious ongoing challenges facing many 
Estonian citizens. Price increases have been greater than wage growth, the rate 
of long-term unemployment is still very high, and many more families need 
income support than did before the crisis.8 As a result, annual emigration rates
which shot up when Estonia joined the EU in 2004-have continued to grow, 
particularly among the rural population.9 Coalition partners were criticized for 
being unresponsive to the problems outlined by the report. 10 

Public trust in democratic institutions has also declined as a result of high-profile 
political scandals and allegations of corruption. In 2012, a prominent member of 
the RP stated chat he had repeatedly laundered illicit donations to his parry berween 
2009 and 20 I 0 at the behest of the parry's secretary-general, Kristen Michael. Parry 
leadership responded by turning on the whisdeblower, and the prosecutor's office 
eventually dropped the investigation due to an alleged lack of evidence. In January 
2013, Estonia' central bank made public several documents implicating onetime 
bank head Siim Kallas-a former RP leader and one of the parry's founders-in 
a case related to falsified documents.11 A few months lacer, Environment Minister 
Keit Pentus-Rosimannus (RP) attracted public interest because of her alleged 
connection to illegal transactions by a family member's transport company.12 In 
June, leading RP figure and member of the European Parliament Kristiina Ojuland 
was expelled from her parry following accusations that she had encouraged identity 
theft during the e-vocing in RP's internal parry elections." 

The centrist Center Parry (CP), which won the most votes in the October 
2013 municipal elections, also faced accusations of wrongdoing during the year. 
Just before the elections, a former party member reported chat in the 2000s, he and 
others conscripted by him had transferred the equivalent of approximately €20,000 
of unclear origin to parry coffers.H The Social Democrats (SDs), the fourth largest 
parry in Estonia, came under fire later in the year for allegedly misreporting their 
campaign costs in 2009.15 

Previously, the RP had presented itself as a collection of reform and innovation
minded individuals determined to challenge the stagnant and corrupt elite. Scandals 
in 2012 and 2013 not only lowered support for the RP,16 but they also eroded the 
legitimacy of the political S}'Stem as a whole. By late 2013, the transparency of parry 
finances and internal party politics was being questioned, not only by the general 
public but also by the political elite themselves. 

None of the abovementioned corruption accusations caused significant changes 
in the cabinet membership during 2013. However, Culture Minister Rein Lang did 
resign from office in November as a result of a conflict with cultural associations 
that accused him of making politically motivated personnel changes to the editorial 
board of the newspaper Sirp. 17 
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Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

There is a widening public perceprion rhar rhe carrelizarion of parries is hindering 

rhe viraliry of rhe democraric sysrem. 18 Since rhe 2011 elecrions, rhere are only four 

parries represenred in rhe parliamenr, rwo fewer rhan afrer rhe 2007 elecrions. RP 

has been parr of mosr governmenr coalirions since 1995 and has led every coalirion 

since 2005. Andrus Ansip has been prime minisrer since 2005. Public concern over 

limired pluralism wirhin governmenr was evidenr during rhe People's Assembly 

exercise, which resulred in over 600 public proposals relared ro elecrions-more 

rhan any orher ropic. 19 One of rhe proposals char appeared before rhe parliamem 

suggesred lowering the rhreshold for parliamenrary represenrarion from 5 percenc 

ro 3 percenr. Anorher Peoples' Assembly proposal aimed ar creacing more room for 

newcomers in rhe parry syscem was ro lower rhe minimum number of members 

required ro esrablish a new parry. 

Alrhough public rrusr in srare-level democraric insrirurions was very low in 
2012 and 2013, rumour in rhe Ocrober 2013 local governmenr council elecrions 

(58 percenr) was roughly rhe same as in 2009 and quire high compared ro earlier 

municipal polls. 20 TI1e ou rcome of rhe free and fair elections demonsrraced the overall 

stabiliry of power relarions between Esronia's major parries, bur some small shifts 

were noriceable. The er reaffirmed irs leading posirion, winning approximately 

32 percenr of rhe vore narionwide and maintaining concrol of che ciry council in 

Tallinn. Prime Minister Ansip's RP won only 14 percent of rhe nationwide voce-3 

percentage points less than in 2009-and also losr 6 percenr ofirs previous support 

in Tallinn. The elecrion's biggest surprise was rhe performance of RP coalirion 

partner PPRPU, which won 17 percenc of the rotal vote, an increase of 3 percem 

since the previous elections. 

The Social Democrars (SD), Esronia's fourth largest parry, saw cheir share of rhe 

national vote increase by 5 percenrage poims ro 12 percenr, compared ro 2009-a 

strong showing, chough nor quire as strong as lace 2012 and early 2013 polling had 

predicred and significancly below che party's performance in rhe 2011 parliamenrary 

elecrions. 21 The parry performed especially well in norrheasrern Esronia, where ir 

successfully mobilized Russian-speakers, rhe country's largesr minority group, who 

usually supporr rhe er or abstain from polirics altogecher.u 

The mosr incense elecroral baccle rook place in Tallinn, where PPRPU mayoral 

candidate Erik-Niiles Kross launched a highly crirical campaign against incumbenr 

mayor Edgar Savisaar (eP), accusing him and his adminisrration of corruprion 

and noncransparency. TI1e criricism was fueled by media reporrs rhar rhe er was 

exploiring public resources for irs elecroral campaign. 23 Jusr 24 hours before elecrion 

day, Kross's campaign rook a srrange turn when his name appeared on lnrerpol's 

wanred lisc in connection wirh Russian allegations char he had played a role in 

hijacking che freighrer Arccic Sea in 2009. Many interpreted che Inrerpol warranr as 

an arrempr by Russia ro inrervene in Esronian polirics. 24 Ukimacely, Kross foiled ro 
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unseat Savisaar, bur PPRPU did win considerable support in the elecrion, drawing 
largely from the pool of alienated RP supporters and demonstrating a shifr in the 
power balance between the state-level coalition partners. 

Electoral alliances were more visible and popular in 2013 than in previous 
elccrions, performing quire well in large towns like Tarru, Parnu, and Johvi, as well 
as in smaller municipalities. The fact char some prominem local elites decided to 
run for council as part of an electoral alliance list, rather rhan with an individual 
parry, reAecrs an awareness of public frustration with the polirical status quo.25 

Civil Society 
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2.00 
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2.00 

2007 2008 2009 

2.00 1.75 1.75 
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As a rule, citizen engagemem in political issues-particularly via civil sociery 
organizations (CSOs}-is not very high. However, the launch of rhe People's 
Assembly process created opporcunities for civil society to respond wirh some 
vigor to the 2012 party financing scandal and demand increased transparency and 
openness within che political system. 

A number of established organizations cominue to support civil society 
activiry in Estonia. These include the National Foundation of Civil Society, which 
distributes public funding among civic sector organizations, and the Open Estonia 
Foundation, which acts as an administrator for European Economic Area (EEA) 
capacity-building funds. The Network of Estonian Nonprofit Organizations 
(NENO), an umbrella association with more than 100 member organizations and 
an extensive network of comacts and resources, also provides support services to 
Estonian nonprofits and works to increase public awareness of nongovernmemal 
activi ries, advocate for the interests of all public benefit CS Os, and improve working 
relationships between rhe public and business sectors. 

Close to 30,000 nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and foundations are 
registered in rhe country. According ro mosr recent data collected by rhe United 
Srares Agency for Inremarional Development (USAID), approximately 2,000 
new organizations were established in 2012, and nearly 3,000 defunct ones were 
deleted from the registry during rhe same year. The larrer category included any 
organizations that had failed to submit annual reports for two consecutive years.26 

Approximately two-thirds of Estonians polled in 2013 expressed a belief that 
NGOs can influence local political decision-making.27 At the same time, less than 
one-fifth of Estonian residents are acrually affiliated with NGOs as members or 
volunteers. Between elecrions, policical activism remains low: only 12 percent of 
poll respondems claimed to have taken up issues of public concern with their local 
representatives.28 

The People's Assembly project increased dialogue between civil society and 
policymakers in 2013. Within three weeks of its creation, the website had received 
60,000 visitors, and 1,800 ID-authenticated users had posted nearly 6,000 ideas 
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and comments aimed at improving eleccoral process, public parcicipacion, and 
rhe functioning and funding of political parties. Suggestions were grouped inro 

sub-cacegories, and their impact was analyzed by scholars and praccicioners. The 
proposals were debated on Deliberation Day (6 April), where a representative 
population sample debaced pros and cons and voced on 15 proposals co be presented 
co the parliament as draft legislative amendments.29 By the end of2013, two bills 
based on amendments proposed by the Assembly were going chrough the legislative 
process. The Bill on Amendments co che Political Parcies Ace contains measures 
intended to increase the transparency of policical finances and make ic easier for 
new parcies co enter the ~ystem.30 The second bill is a completely new regulation 
insticucionalizing of the righc co pecicion.3' 

Building on momentum from the People's Assembly, approximately 2,000 
people gachered in August in che cown of Paide for Estonia's first-ever Opinion 
Festival (similar co Almeda.I en in Gaeland, Sweden)-an open forum for discussion 
of policy issues between politicians, journalises, and che general public. 32 The media 
actively parcicipaced in the discussion of various proposed changes co che political 
system, as well as the debate over civil sociery interventions. 

Independent Media 
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Although there is significant cross-media ownership and litcle opporcunity for new 
entrants, Esconia's numerous media ouclets express a wide variety of views without 
government interference. 33 

The Esconian-language print media landscape includes four major national 
dailies. Of these, Postimees has rhe largest circulation-approximately 53,000 print 
copies, in addition to a Russian-language edition reaching approximately 7,800 
readers. The ocher major dailies are 6htuleht, Eesti Pii.evaleht, and Aripii.ev. There 
are also three popular weekly newspapers-Maaleht, Eesti Ekspress, and Den za 
Dnjom (in Russian)-each of which has a circulation between I 0,000 and 50,000 
copies.34 The number of local Russian-language ouclets remains limited. As a resulc, 
Esconia's approximately 400,000 Russian residents usually access information 
and entertainment from media, especially television, broadcast from the Russian 
Federation. At the end of 2013, it was reported that newspaper circulation had 
declined for the four major daily papers, with decreases in circulation ranging from 
5 co 11 percent compared co the previous year.15 

Postimees changed ownership by means of a management buyout in September. 
The Norwegian media group Schibsted, which owned Postimees's publisher Eesti 
Media (EM) for 15 years, withdrew from the Baltic market in 2013 and sold 
EM co local investors at a significant loss. Following the acquisition, competition 
between the country's two main media groups-EM and Ekspress Grupp, which 
owns the print daily Eesti Pii.evaleht and che online news site Delfi-is expected to 
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toughen, as both groups are actively trying to build a consortium of media outlets 
that target diverse consumer groups. 

One month after EM's sale, the almost-simultaneous resignation of the editors
in-chief of Postimees and Eesti Ekspress shocked the journalism community and the 
general public. Both editors left, citing differences of opinion with the members 
of their publications' managing boards.36 One source of ongoing tension between 
management and editors is publishers' increasing shift cowards content suitable for 
digital outlets, such as newsflashes for fast consumption and entertainment. 

The Estonian media landscape is also populated by dozens of regional and 
local newspapers. Like many municipalities, the Tallinn City government has its 
own TV channel and issues several newspaper-like bulletins that are disseminated, 
free-of-charge. Municipal channels are staffed by civil servants and therefore are not 
subject to a journalistic Code of Ethics, and many produced highly propagandistic 
coverage of the October 2013 local eleccions.37 The issue of municipally-owned 
media and the need for self-regulation is presently discussed by the Estonian 
Newspaper Association.lH 

There are two primary national commercial television stations-Kanal2 and 
TV3--and a large number of private radio stations and cable and satellite services. 
Many commercial broadcasters have been struggling financially even as cable 
operators continue to earn profits. 

Concerned with the financial management of the Estonian Public Broadcaster 
{ERR), Finance Minister Ji.irgen Ligi proposed in November that a Culture 
Ministry representative should be added co ERR's supervisory board.3'1 Minister 
Ligi and Culture Minister Rein Lang {both RP) had previously bemoaned the 
lack of ministerial oversight at ERR, which is editorially independent from the 
government but operates under the purview of the Culture Ministry.40 The current 
board consists of four media experts and one representative from each of the four 
major parliamentary parties. The proposed changes to the makeup of the board did 
not take place in 2013. 

Minister Lang resigned in December in the wake of a different public scandal 
relating to media independence. Members of the opposition SD claimed Lang had 
used his position to influence the selection of an interim editor-in-chief at Sirp, 
a weekly cultural newspaper that is published with public funding. The editor in 
question initiated widespread reforms and personnel changes that many speculated 
were politically motivated. Lang refuted the allegations but stepped down anyway, 
saying that the scandal had compromised his ability to lead the ministry effectively.41 

Estonia has among the world's highest levels of internet penetration, with 
approximately 79 percent of the population active online in 2012. Several 
newspapers have gone online in the past few years, and online-only news portals 
have an extensive readership. In the 2009 case between ferry company owner 
Vjatseslav Leedo and the online channel Delfi, the Estonian Supreme Court ruled 
chat web portals and online news outlets could be held responsible for damaging 
reader comments posted on their sites. The case was referred co the European Court 
of Human Rights (ECHR), and in October 2013, the ECHR upheld the Estonian 
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Supreme Courc ruling, seating chat holding online portals liable for comments was 
a jusrifiable resrriccion on freedom of expression given rhe offensive nature of rhe 

commems in rhis case, che ponal's profitable gain for publicizing chem, and che face 

chat che Estonian court enforced a reasonable fine for damages.42 

The media community has been divided over whether the ruling would restrict 
freedom of expression online. Estonian media associations such as the Association 

for Newspapers have generally expressed opposition co proposals for tighter state 
regulation of the media, emphasizing chat self-regulation is the most appropriate 

cool for guaranteeing editorial independence.43 A resolution by the European 

Newspaper Publishers' Association echoes chis view, noting rhar "EU legislation in 
rhis area would decrease rather than increase press freedom." 44 

Local Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
-------·-··----··---·--·-· ·-~----
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The municipal system chat began to develop in 1989 was designed co retain maximal 
autonomy oflocal government structures as a guarantee against the intervention of 

the central authorities, which were still under communise influence at the rime.45 

Today, che financial independence of local administrations is more limiced-rhe 

share of the local taxes in local government budgets is around 1 percent-so che 

system is rather centralized. 
Estonia has 215 municipalities--30 cities and 185 parishes-for a country 

of only 1.3 million people. Many local government units are very small and lack 
the necessary capacity co operate efficiently and meet the public service needs of 
constituents. Working-age citizens continue co migrate from small communities 

to a few larger municipalities (or abroad) in search of better job opportunities and 
social services.46 

Although studies suggest that past mergers may have resulted in decreased 
governance and administrative costs (in some cases up to 50 percent),47 the position 

of the government has been to facilitate only voluntary mergers between local 

governments, rather than planning a broader amalgamation. The current ruling 

coalition has framed this hands-off approach as an attempt to respect the autonomy 
of local municipalities. 

Twenty years of administrative reform proposals by individual politicians have 

failed due to lack of political support. In August 2013, Regional Affairs Minister 
Siim-Valmar K.iisler (PPRPU) proposed a new plan to offset marginalization 

of smaller municipalities through the creation of 18 so-called "commuting 

centers" where people from surrounding regions could come to work, study, and 

consume various social services. Under Kiisler's plan, all regions would be under 

a deadline (sec by the parliament) co decide where commuting centers should be, 
and municipalities would also be required co choose their residents' designated 
commuting centers within a cercain rimeframe.4 8 Over time, these centers and the 
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areas they serve would define rhe borders of local government units in Estonia (with 
a rargec dare of 2017 for rhese units' firsc local elections). 

Some ministers have already indicated their opposition co the Kiisler plan, 
which was under discussion by various srakeholders ar year's end. They asserr rhar 

che reform plan focuses coo much on rerricorial issues and rhat rhe mergers cannor 
be regarded as an adequar<.: solurion ro che capacity gap. For example, rhe financial 
autonomy of local municipalicies musr be increased ro give local authorities more 
power to customize their budgers according ro local needs.4~ Also, a redistribution 
of casks between central and local aurhoriries according co rhe larrer's accual capacity 
should be revised.5° 

A key concern rel a red ro rhe srare of local democraric governance in Esronia is 
rhe "oligarchization" of local life, o r che blending of public and private interests char 
often occurs in excremely small commulliries wirh a limired number of business, 
policical, and civil secror acrors. An esrimaced 75 percent of all council members 
in Estonian local governmenrs are simultaneously shareholders or members of 
the board or council in private enterprises.51 This phenomenon has undoubtedly 
concributed ro che recenc decrease in rrusr towards local government auchoricies. 

From mid-2012tomid-2013, the percenrage of Euro barometer survey respond en cs 
who said they tended to cruse local public aurhoriries dropped from 58 ro 53 
percenc.52 

With opportunicies for local auchoricies co significantly influence or improve 
local life limiced by financial constrain cs, campaigning for rhe 2013 local elections 
focused on minor issues, candidates' personalicies, and scandals rather than 
subsrancive issues or even political ideology. This has been rrue in most local 
elections to date. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

1.50 1.50 1.50 1 .so 1.50 1.50 1.50 

2012 2013 

1.50 1.50 

2014 

1.50 

Esronia's judicial system is nor subject to direct political influence. A number of 
legislative initiatives in 2013 soughr to srrengrhen the proreC[ion of fundamental 
rights and improve the effectiveness of the judicial system. 

In line with che first goal, rhe cabinet drafred amendmenrs co rhe penal code and 
ocher criminal legislation, presenring chem before che parliament in December. The 
amendments are intended ro eliminate overlaps in legislation, specify punishment 
for various offenses, and reduce rhe number of acrs subjecr co criminal-rarher 
rhan civil or adminiscracive-prosecurionY In Sepcemb..:r, rhe parliamem amend..:d 
rhe Code of Criminal Procedure ro guaranrcc suspecrs or accused persons access 
co translation services and ocher proreccions afforded chem under EU law.'4 In 
March, che parliament adopred legislarion providing specific prorecrion ro juvrniles 
and victims of human rrafficking during misdemeanor proceedings, among orher 
changes.55 
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The issue of surveillance also featured prominently in discussions about judicial 
reform in 20 I 3. Some Estonians are concerned chat covert surveillance is too 
frequently employed by police and investigacors56 and wane the Code of Criminal 
Procedure revised co specify and narrow the conditions under which it may legally 
be used. The opposition Center Party, whose leading members have come under 
investigation on several occasions in recent years, proposed such an amendment in 
spring 20I3.57 At year's end, the CP's draft was still awaiting its second reading in 
the parliament and the government had promised to prepare its own bill, as well. 58 

The use of surveillance in criminal investigations rose 9 percent in 20I2,59 

though the crime rate actually declined chat year and the year before/'° One reason 
for the increased use of surveillance may be a renewed focus on crimes of the type 
chat traditionally involve covert surveillance actions, especially corruption crimes. 
The debate over surveillance has prompted the Justice Ministry to establish a 
working group to analyze the treatment of persons involved in criminal proceedings 
and propose amendments co safeguard their righcs.61 

In addition to strengthening protections for civil liberties, the Justice Ministry 
continues to work at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the court system 
through proposed legal amendments, new hires, technological improvements 
co databases and registers, and ocher changes. The average duration of legal 
proceedings in criminal, civil, and administrative cases has improved notably in 
recent years. Based on data from 20IO, the EU Justice Scoreboard ranks Estonia 
I o•h among 27 EU members states where speed of non-criminal legal proceedings 
is concerned; I I 'h with regard to civil and commercial litigation; and 4'h when it 
comes to resolving administrative cases.62 Reports compiled twice a year by the 
Justice Ministry indicate chat in the first six months of20I3, the average time for 
proceedings diminished by I 2 percent in criminal cases; I I percent in civil cases; 
and 20 percent in administrative cases, compared to the same period in 20I2.63 

Estonia's prison system continues to suffer from overcrowding, and prisoners 
have poor access to health care. In May, Estonia's Justice Ministry issued an order, 
effective January 20 I 4, increasing the minimum space requirement for each 
prison inmate from 2.5 to 3 square meters, in accordance with a ruling by the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).64 To reduce the number of inmates, 
the Prosecutor General issued guidelines asking prosecutors to seek fewer prison 
sentences. The request elicited anger from some prosecutors, who accused the 
Justice Ministry of infringing on their independence.65 

The ruling coali cion sees the development of Estonia's legal system as a process of 
stable and flexible improvement, rather than urgent or fundamental restructuring.<'6 
Some judges assert chat the draft Courts Act prepared in 20 I 0 would have increased 
judicial independence and improved management of courts by shifting related 
administrative responsibilities away from the executive branch,67 but the draft was 
never discussed in the parliament, in part because not all the judges supported the 
reform initiative. Chief Justice Priit Pikamae, appointed in May 20 I 3, has said chat 
Estonia's court system needs certain improvements, but maintains there is no need 
for structural reform.68 
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Corruption 
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Estonia ranks well in all global corruption indexes69 and is considered one of the 
least corrupt countries in the EU. However, there are ongoing problems with 
government corruption. Over che past cwo years, there have been highly publicized 
allegations of money laundering within boch the RP and the CP, buc no criminal 
convictions have followed. 

A January 2013 report by the Council of Europe's Group of States against 
Corruption (GREC0)7° points to several holes in the corruption prevention 
practices being imple.menced in Estonia's legislature and court system. In rheir 
evaluation, GRECO experts note rhe existence of corruption among members of 
parliament, judges, and prosecurnrs, pointing ro insufficient application of conRicc
of-incerest rules for members of parliament (MPs); an absence or insufficient 
definition of ethical principles and rules of conduce for MPs; and a lack of practical 
guidance regarding rhe acceptance of gifts associated wirh official duries. The repon 
emphasizes chat although che country's legal anticorruption framework issarisfacrory, 
there are gaps in the way such laws are applied. Transparency lnternational's 2013 
Corruption Barometer reporrs char Estonians consider polirical parties the most 
corrupt of inscicucions, followed by businesses and public officials. Respondents 
identified che military, churches, and rhe education system as rhe least corrupt 
public institutions.71 

In March, Postimees reported thac CP leader and Tallinn mayor Edgar Savisaar 
had requested rhe resignations of four Tallinn officials because they had noc returned 
5 percent of their gross wages co che CP, which all Tallinn city officials who belonged 
ro rhe party were apparendy obliged ro do under a 2005 agreement. The revelations 
prompred allegations of influence-peddling, but prosecurors declined ro pursue a 
criminal case. Before the October elections, former CP member Tan'no Lausing 
alleged chat during che 2000s he had helped ro funnel some €20,000 of unclear 
origin to che CP at che request of Kadri Simson, a member of parliament and the 
CP's current deputy chair. Prosecutors declined ro pursue the allegations, saying 
rhe scacuce of limitations had expired. A similar scandal within the Reform Parry 
had erupted in 2012 and led co the resignation of Justice Minister Kristen Michal, 
buc an invescigacion into char controversy was abandoned due to a lack of evidence. 

ln October, the parliament began debating a series of campaign-finance 
reforms, some of which originated in the Public Assembly deliberation process 
of early 2013. If adopted, amendments to the Political Parties Act72 will establish 
srriccer punishments for accepting prohibited donations and extend the authority 
of che parliament's Political Parry Funding Oversight Committee. 

The 2012 Ami-Corruption Act73 came inro force in early 2013, outlining the 
legal framework for che fight against corruption. At year's end, it was still too early co 
cell how the framework is functioning in practice. A bidding process was launched 
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in October for the rebuilding of the electronic register for declaration of economic 
imerescs, which is intended co serve as che main cool for ensuring cransparency and 
preventing conflicts of interest. 

The governmem adopted a comprehensive Anti-Corruption Scracegy for 
2014-202074 in April 2013, along wich an implementation plan outlining 
responsibilities and allocating resources among institutions. The strategy outlines 
79 measures, masc of chem focusing on prevention and education racher chan on 
sanctioning. The document emphasizes transparency in public seccor decision
making as cricical co reducing opportunities for grafc and includes clear plans for an 
impacc assessmem at the end of implementation period. One area neglected by che 
framework is the concepc of whistleblowing; however, Transparency International 
has launched a program co enlist best practices in whistleblower proteaion and has 
made recommendations co the government.75 

The revised Civil Service Act76 that came into force in 2013 is intended to 
increase cransparency in the public sector by creating a dearer (and narrower) 
definition of a public servant and a number of new rules for ensuring that the process 
by which public servants are hired and compensaced is compecitive and cransparent. 
Although che requirement that civil servants be recruited on a competitive basis is 
noc new, insticucions previously had full power co decide che best hiring praccices, 
and contescs were nae always used as a selection tool. The salaries of all civil servants 
are now published online, and all civil servants-nor just high-level ones or chose 
involved in public procuremem, as before-are subjecc co financial disclosure. 
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Georgia 
by Paul Rimple 

Capital: Tbilisi 
Population: 4.49 million 

GN!lcapita, PPP: US$5,790 

Source: The daca above are drawn from che World Bank's World Development lndicaror1 2014. 
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National Democratic 
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Governance 

Local Democratic 
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Governance 

Judicial Framework 
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and Independence 

Corruption 5.75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 

Democracy Score 4.96 4.86 4.68 4.79 4.93 . 4.93 4.86 4.82 4.75 4.68 

NOTE: The ratings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic adviser.;, and che auchor(s) of this 
report. The opinions expressed in this report are those of the amhor(s). The ratings are based on a scale of I to 7, 
with L represeming the highest level of democratic progress and 7 chc Lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the c.oregories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

C ivil war and two separatist conflicts impeded che establishment of 
healchy democratic institutions during Georgia's first 12 years of posc
Soviec independence. In 2003, flawed parliamentary elections sparked 

a campaign of street protests known as che Rose Revolution, forcing President 
Eduard Shevardnadze and his Citizens' Union of Georgia (CUG) out of office and 
clearing a path for young reformer Mikheil Saakashvili and che United National 
Movement (UNM). 

President Saakashvili's administration introduced important economic reforms, 
developed infrascruccure, and made notable progress in barding corruption. 
However, che UNM government failed co create che strong democratic institutions ic 
had promised. Power remained concentrated in che executive branch ac che expense 
of transparency, inclusiveness, and judicial independence. In 2008, Saakashvili led 
Georgia into a coscly war against Russia chat resulced in Russian occupation and 
secession of che breakaway territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 

UNM dominated Georgian policies from 2004 until 2012, when growing 
dissatisfaction with che ruling party's consolidation of power led co a groundswell 
of support for che Georgian Dream Movement founded by billionaire Bidzina 
lvanishvili. Promising a hose of democratic reforms, Georgian Dream beat UNM 
in che October 2012 elections, marking Georgia's first-ever democratic transfer of 
power by ballot. Saakashvili remained in office until elections in October 2013 
awarded che presidency co Georgian Dream's Giorgi Margvelashvili. Prime Minister 
lvanishvili, who had previously said chat he would leave office as soon as Georgia 
was "ouc of danger," 1 resigned che next month and was replaced by Internal Affairs 
Minister lrakli Garibashvili. 

Georgian Dream cook several seeps co fulfill its campaign promises in 2013, 
pushing through legislation co screngchen judicial and media independence. 
A controversial amnesty law adopted in January also facilitated che release of 
approximately half of Georgia's prison population, which had swelled far beyond 
capacity as a result of che former government's zero-tolerance policy on crime and 
che dominant position of prosecutors in the legal system. The parliament amended 
Georgia's labor code co bring ic in line wich international standards and passed a 
landmark local self-government law. 

The controversial investigation and prosecution of former UNM officials 
on bribery and abuse-of-office charges in lace 2012 continued in 2013, though 
all proceedings were monitored by Transparency International. Anti-Islamic 
manifestations across che country and a violent accack by thousands of people 
against gay rights demonscracors in May called into question che government's 
commicmenc co protecting minority rights. 
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National Democratic Governance. The prosecucion of former governmenc 
officials concinued in 2013, despice UN M's accusacions that the new governmenc is 
practicing selective justice. Nevercheless, due process in these arrests appears to have 
been observed. The governmenc has passed laws reforming the constitucion and 
judiciary, and parliamenc's majority and minority lawmakers worked togecher at 
times, despite being deeply divided. Amendments adopted berween 2010 and 2012 
came inco force in lace 2013, redistribucing several presidential powers berween the 
prime miniscer and parliamenc. Georgia's rating for national democratic governance 
remains unchanged at 5.50. 

Electoral Process. Elections on 27 October marked rhe first peaceful cransfer of 
presidential auchoriry via ballot. Despite noted problems, the electoral race saw 
fewer incidents of voter incimidacion and was less polarized chan the parliamentary 
eleccions of 2012. Due to calm, free, and fair presidencial elections, Georgia's electoral 
process rating improves from 4.75 to 4.50. 

Civil Society. Civil society organizations were accive chroughouc 2012, raking pare 
in parliamentary commicrees and helping to drafc laws. In March, members of the 
influencial Georgian Orchodox clergy led a crowd of chousands in an arrack against 
a small group of rallying gay righcs acciviscs in downtown Tbilisi. Georgia's civil 
society rating remains unchanged at 3.75. 

Independent Media. In May, Parliament passed amendmencs co media legislacion 
chat increased che cransparency of broadcaster ownership, reduced political 
influence on che Georgian Public Broadcaster (GPB), and made the predeccion 
"Muse Carry/Must Offer" law applicable, year-round. In the run-up co che October 
presidential elections, media monicors noced chat connections between che major 
broadcast outlets and political parties and figures were no longer apparent. Georgia's 
independent media rating improves from 4.25 to 4. 00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Local authorities remain highly dependent on 
funding from the central government and continue to be excluded from much 
of the decision-making process. Decentralization is a proclaimed priority of the 
Georgian Dream government, which pushed through a local self-governance bill 
in 2013. Pending evidence of che new legislation's effectiveness, Georgia's local 
democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 5.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. In 2013, the Georgian governmenc 
introduced changes to the legislature intended to reduce executive influence on che 
courcs. The year also saw an increase in the number of cases won against the state, 
indicating a growing separacion between the judiciary and the prosecucor's office, 
Having promised to improve conditions in Georgia's chronically overcrowded 
prison system and free political prisoners, the Georgian Dream parliamentary 
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majority passed a concroversial amnesty law used to free over 8,000 inmates. In 
July, the incerior ministry announced the discovery of some 24,000 video and 
audiotapes that had been recorded without court authorization, revealing the scale 
and systematic nature of the illegal surveillance under the previous governmenc. 
Georgia's rating far judicial framework and independence remains unchanged at 5. 00. 

Corruption. Aggressive enforcement of anticorruption policies over the past four 
years has effectively eliminated low-level graft, most notably in the civil service. 
While people may no longer bribe civil servants, the sector continues to be 
vulnerable to unscrupulousness. Following the 2012 parliamentary elections, many 
civil servants were reportedly forced to resign, replaced by persons without formal 
qualifications. Payment processes in the public sector also lack transparency, as do 
certain large government tenders. Georgia's rating far co"uption remains unchanged 
at4.50. 

Outlook for 2014. Georgia is entering uncharted territory as Mikheil Saakashvili 
and Bidzina Ivanishvili exit the political scene, leaving the country without a 
dominant leader. Georgia's new president and prime minister are unobtrusive 
technocrats representing the Georgian Dream majority parliamentary faction, 
a diverse coalition of parties. With a more parliamentary system in place, some 
fear the legislature may break down should the coalition split, particularly as the 
minority UNM parry loses members. 

The key test of this more pluralistic system will be whether lawmakers can 
continue to push through reforms to strengthen democratic institutions. The 
continued persecution of UNM officials raises concerns the new government's 
priorities is the punishment of its adversaries. Local elections in June will be a 
further test of the government's commitment to free elections. 

Georgia's goals for European Union and NATO membership appear 
unchanged, and the country plans to sign the European Association Agreement in 
2014. Meanwhile, Georgia's policy of normalizing relations with Russia will remain 
extremely challenging. Although Russia resumed the imports of many Georgian 
products in 2013, it also began establishing the South Ossetian administrative 
border by erecting barbed-wire fences through Georgian villages. 
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2013 
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From 2004 co lace 2012, Georgia operated under a de facto one-party presidencial 

system dominated by Presidenc Mikheil Saakashvili's United National Movemenc 
(UNM). The defeac of UNM by billionaire Bidzina lvanishvili's Georgian Dream 
in Occober 2012 cransformed rhe policical landscape, creacing a mulciparcy sys rem 

in which UNM held only 65 seats ro Georgian Dream's 85.2 Members of Georgia's 
150-seac Sakarcvelos Parlamenc'i (Parliamenc) are elecred ro four-year rerms-77 of 
chem via parcy lisrs, and 73 in single-mandare majorirarian consciruencies. 

Tensions ran high in 2013 becween Presidenr Saakashvili, whose rerm in 
office did nor end until Ocrober, and Prime Minisrer lvanishvili, whose inaugural 
promise had been co punish rhe abuses commirred by high-level officials under 
previous governments.~ By Seprember, 35 former Saakashvili government officials 
had been invesrigared and charged wich bribery or abuse of office.4 The firsr ro be 
convicred was Georgia's former minisrer of defense (2009-12) and internal affairs 
Quly-Seprember 2012), Bacho Akhalaia. Several or her UN M officials lefr rhe 
councry ro avoid prosecurion. David Kezarashvili, anochcr former defense minister, 
was arresred in France on 14 Ocrober and was awaicing excradirion ar year's end. 

Saakashvili and che UNM condemned rhe invesrigarions and prosecurions as 
bogus and polirically mocivaced,5 and internacional observers caurioned lvanishvili 
against applyingselecrive jusrice, particularly againsr Saakashvili himself.6 lvanishvili 
insisted his governmenc was restoring juscice cransparencly and in full accordance 
with che rule oflaw.7 

In his lase days in office, Saakashvili pardoned 248 prisoners, including 
Akhalaia-who remained in cuscody on differenc charges-and several ocher 
members of his former governmenc.8 Sozar Subari, Georgia's miniscer of correcrion 
and legal assiscance, cricicized che president for making a "morally unjuscified" 
polirical decisionY 

Presidencial eleccions in Occober marked che end of che awkward "cohabicacion" 
becween Saakashvili and che Georgian Dream governmenc. When che eleccion 
was over, conscicucional amendments from 2010 co 2013 entered into force, 
discribucing rhe presidencial powers berween che prime miniscer and Parliamenr. 
The presidenr remains head of srace and commander-in-chief and represents 
Georgia in foreign relacions bur needs government agreemenr ro appoint or dismiss 
milirary commanders. The presidenr can no longer iniciace drafr laws, suspend aces 
issued by rhe governmenc, or convene emergency sessions of Parliamenr. The prime 
minister, however, now has rhe aurhoricy to appoinr or dismiss members of che 
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government, including ministers, while Parliament directs and executes foreign and 
domestic policies and also appoints or dismisses provincial governors. 

Despite the high level of antagonism berween Georgian Dream and the 
UNM parliamentary minority, deputies from the rwo parties proved capable of 
working together on several pieces of legislation in 2013, including a constitutional 
amendment limiting the president's powers10 and an amendment to the Liberty 
Charter on displaying symbols of Georgia's Soviet past. 11 

In January, Parliament passed an amnesty law12 that decreased the country's 
prison population by more than half, from 21,420 in October 2012 to 9 ,349 by 
early July 2013.13 The Venice Commission of the Council of Europe noted that 
the law failed to comply with several principles of che rule of law, including the 
separation of powers, as Parliament assumed the functions of the judiciary.14 

After November's presidential inauguration, a constitutional amendment 
adopted in 201015 went into force, increasing the number of deputy votes needed 
to pass future consticucional amendments from a rwo-thirds parliamentary majority 
to one of three-fourths and requiring that the vote be conducted in two rounds, 
rather than one. Georgian Dream had proposed an amendment to keep che 
threshold ac two-thirds, which is closer to-though still higher chan-che ruling 
party's majority in Parliament. The Venice Commission called chis proposal "a seep 
back." 16 

The new Georgian Dream government has made efforts to restore economic 
and cultural ties with Russia, toning down the aggressive anti-Russian rhetoric of 
che last several years. In July, Russia lifted its seven-year ban on Georgian wine and 
mineral water, signaling a possible detente, buc three months later the Kremlin 
erected barbed-wire fences through Georgian villages co demarcate the South 
Ossetian administrative border. In September, Ivanishvili announced the possibility 
of joining the Kremlin-initiated Eurasian Union, which shocked the opposition, 
who feared he intended co make a complete reversal in the country's foreign policy. 17 

Ivanishvili claimed his comments had been taken out of context, but also noted that 
joining the Eurasian Union need not in any way conflict with Georgia's plan co join 
NATO or the European Union (EU). 18 

Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 ··--------
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In lace 2013, Giorgi Margvelashvili, a previously unknown philosopher who 
served as education minister for the Georgian Dream government, became 
che first presidential candidate in the Georgia's history co replace an incumbent 
through a peaceful election. The election, while imperfect, was favorably assessed 
by international observers, who noted a "political maturity" and improvements in 
transparency, competitiveness, and administration.19 
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An unprecedented 23 presidencial hopefuls compeced on 27 Occober,20 

chough only chree were considered serious contenders: Margvelashvili, representing 
Georgian Dream, won 62.12 percent of che voce;21 Davie Bakradze ofUNM came 
in second wich 21. 72 percent of che voce; and Nino Burjanadze, a former interim 
president and UNM speaker of Parliament and current leader of che Democracic 
Movement-Uniced Georgia, received 10.19 percent.22 Eleven weeks before che scare 
of che campaign, Zurab Kharacishvili, che well-respecced chairman of che Central 
Eleccion Commission (CEC), made headlines by resigning from his posicion in 
order co compece for che presidency on behalf of "a new, policical center," hue he 
ulcimacely received only a few chousand voces.23 

The presidential campaign was much calmer chan che previous year's highly 
charged parliamencary contesc, even wich censions between Georgian Dream and 
UNM running high as crials againsc ex-UNM officials continued. By eleccion day, 
a number of key officials from previous UNM governments had been arresced on 
charges of bribery or abuse of office. A number were being held in precrial decencion, 
including che party's general secrecary, former prime miniscer Vano Merabishvili. 

1he Tbilisi-based Internacional Society for Fair Eleccions and Democracy 
(ISFED) monicored che 2013 campaigns and reporced a number of violacions, 
moscly. commicced by che ruling Georgian Dream. These included che coercion 
of discricc commission members, physical assaulc, and misuse of scace resources.24 
In che regions, chere were also reporcs of civil servancs' violacing eleccoral law by 
accending campaign rallies during working hours. 25 UNM represencacives reporced 
many cases ofintimidacion and harassmenc ac cheir rallies, resulcing in 17 arrescs on 
charges of hooliganism.26 However, che number of such cases pales in comparison 
co che syscemacic harassmenc and incimidacion of Georgian Dream supporters by 
the UNM in che 2012 eleccions. Approximacely 60 cases of violacionswere reporced 
during che 2013 preeleccion period, while in 2012 che number was around 300.27 

A less polarized media environment improved che balance of presidential 
campaign coverage. The Organizacion for Security and Cooperacion in Europe 
(OSCE) Office for Democracic Inscicucions and Human Righcs (ODIHR) 
complained chac campaign coverage lacked "cricical analysis and analycical 
reporcing.''28 However, news scories were largely neucral and followed echical 
norms.29 In Sepcember, a scruggle between che Georgian Public Broadcascer (GPB) 
and UNM over che laccer's righc co air a number of cricical campaign commercials 
ended wich a viccory for che opposicion. Originally, GPB refused co broadcasc six of 
UN M's campaign commercials on che grounds chac chey were noc clearly identified 
as campaign macerials, as required by law.30 UNM accused che broadcascer of 
bowing co government pressure and undermining "principles of a democratic, 
free, and fair eleccion.''31 Days lacer, GPB agreed co air che commercials, unediced, 
scipulacing chac che UNM-noc che public broadcaster-would be held responsible 
for che content. 

Georgia's Scace Audie Office (SAO), which is responsible for cracking che 
financial accivicies of policical parcies and issuing fines, fined Nino Burjanadze's 
Democracic Movement, che UNM, and several independenc individuals for funding 
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violations in 2013. Ac the same time, OSCE/ODIHR criticized the SAO for 
exercising a low level of oversighr during che campaign period.32 In Occober, afcer 
a squabble wirh rhe organizarion's chairperson, UNM suspended irs parricipacion 
in the Inter-Agency Task Force for Free and Fair Elections (IATF), another body 
established co monitor alleged campaign violarions and refer them co the relevanc 
srare agencies." After amendments co the election code in July, the IATF moved 
from under the Narional Security Council co the justice ministry. 

In June 2013, Prime Minister lvanishvili reiterated his campaign promise co 
leave policies as soon as Georgia was "out of danger."34 Days afcer the presidential 
election, he named 31-year-old incerior minister lrakli Garibashvili as his successor. 
Garibashvili was confirmed through a parliamencary vote three days afcer President 
Saakashvili left office. 

Civil Society 
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The new Georgian Dream government pledged co engage with and strengthen civil 
society, which had weakened in che years since the Rose Revolution. Many leading 
civil society figures became part of rhe Saakashvili government, creating a vacuum 
of policy and advocacy experrise in rhe nongovernmental sector. Over rhe next 
few years, funding for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) was increasingly 
redirected through the scare, making many groups coo dependent on government 
funding ro consrruccively engage policymakers on key issues. As rhe government 
focused on centralizing power, rhe civic sector also found itself marginalized in 
political decision-making. 

Local NGOs seemed reenergized by rhe run-up ro rhe 2012 parliamentary 
elections and played a critical role in securing legislative changes chat improved rhe 
fairness of the campaigns. Among the most imporrant of these was a "must-carry" 
law requiring cable operators co carry all television stations with news programs 
in order to increase the public's access to information in the preelection period.35 

The law was extended permanencly in Parliament's 2013 spring session. Civil 
society representatives were also invited to actively engage in drafting a local self
governance bill rhat passed in December 2013.36 

In February, lvanishvili organized a summit with Georgia's leading human and 
legal rights groups, inviting feedback on his first 100 days in office. The prime 
minister was ar pains to emphasize char civil society's warchdog function was all 
the more importanr now rhat UNM was refusing co offer "constructive" criticism 
of government policies.37 Some of the feedback offered by summit attendees 
concerned the mass amnesty process and the government's failure co respond co 
protests, some of them violenr, led by Georgian Dream supporrers demanding 
the resignation of municipality heads who were UNM members.38 Groups also 
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discussed reform initiatives and the need to protect minority rights, particularly in 
light of religious confrontations that occurred in Nigvziani in October 2012 and 
Tsintskaro in December 2012.39 

The Georgian Orthodox Church continues to exert significant influence over 
Georgian society, with 83 percent of citizens identifying themselves as Orthodox 
Christians.40 A controversial 2002 concordat guarantees the church's special role and 
status in the country, and church leadership is usually consulted on major decisions 
affecting religious groups, particularly in the area of education. In 2013 alone, the 
church received 25 million lari (nearly $15 million) in government subsidies, an 
increase of 3 million lari (about $1.7 million) from the previous year.41 The state 
also gave the church 144,000 square meters of real estate through a program that 
unloaded property for the symbolic sum of 1 lari (65 cents). 42 

Although it claims political neutrality, the church has become increasingly 
vocal on political issues. Many elements in the church are pro-Russian and view 
Georgia's western orientation as a threat to the country's traditions. The clash of 
ideologies came to a head over the matter of an LGBTI (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, lntersex) rally planned for 17 May, the International Day Against 
Homophobia.43 Patriarch Ilia II called on authorities to ban the demonstrations, 
which he called "a violation of majority's right" and "an insult" to Georgian 
traditions.44 When the government did not acquiesce, Orthodox Christian activists 
and priests organized a counter-rally attended by thousands of people who broke 
police barriers and attacked a small group of gay rights activists, chasing them 
through the center of Tbilisi. Fourteen of the reported 28 people injured in the 
melee were hospitalized. Seven people (out of an estimated 20,000) were eventually 
charged with misdemeanor crimes, including two Orthodox priests. 45 Local 
NGOs ldentoba and Women's Initiatives Supporting Group launched an online 
petition declaring the violence an attack on LGBTI rights and Georgian statehood, 
attracting more than 13,400 signatures.46 A week later, they organized a "No to 

Theocracy" rally in Tbilisi. Nevertheless, a poll conducted one month later revealed 
a 93 percent approval for Georgia's patriarch.47 

The events of 17 May also highlighted ideological fault-lines within the diverse 
coalition of parties that make up Georgian Dream. David Saganelidze, the leader of 
the Georgian Dream parliamentary majority, blamed the activists for the violence 
and demanded they be punished.48 By contrast, parliamentary speaker Davit 
Usupashvili of the Republican Party condemned the attack.49 Usupashvili was also 
one of the few members of the government to speak out against the removal of a 
minaret in a southern Georgian village in August--one of a series of controversies 
surrounding the treatment of Georgia's Muslim minority in 2013.50 

Labor organizations remain extremely weak in Georgia, and workers' rights 
are poorly protected. Until recently, the labor code was in violation of Georgia's 
commitment to international conventions, but June 2013 saw the passage of a new 
labor code that meets the International Labor Organization's minimum standards.51 
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Georgia has some of the most progressive legislacion in the region and a wide range 
of media ouders. Historically, political influence over privace media, particularly 
broadcast ouclecs, has been a major problem, wich nearly all ouclecs caking a 
strong pro- or antigovernment position. However, in che run-up co the Occober 
presidencial elections, media monicors noted chac connections between che major 
broadcast ouclecs, such as Ruscavi-2 and lmedi TV, and political parties and 
figures were no longer apparenc.52 Rather chan coordinating coverage of policical 
content along party lines, broadcascers focused on producing competitive editorial 
content,53 even if the result was noc as analytical as could be desired. 

Television remains the main source of policical information for 97 percent of 
the population.5< Uncil recently, four TV stations provided news programming on 
a national level: Ruscavi 2, Imedi-TV, TV9, and the state-owned Georgian Public 
Broadcaster (GPB) Channel 1. On 20 August, TV9's sea.ff pulled the station off the 
air. The day before, Prime Minister Bidzina lvanishvili announced his intention to 
shut down the station, which was owned by his wife. lvanishvili had established 
the station in April 2012 co even che eleccoral playing field by countering the 
government's concrol over ocher celevision ouclets. With presidential elections 
months away, lvanishvili said he wanted to prevent a perception among voters chat 
his TV scacion would provide biased coverage of his party's candidate.SS 

In May, Parliament adopted amendments co che Law on Broadcasting, 
expanding che mandate of the June 2012 "Muse Carry/Must Offer" law beyond 
preelection periods and introducing measures co increase transparency in media 
advertising. The "Must Carry/Must Offer" legislation is particularly significant as 
it ensures media pluralism and accessibility co alternative sources of information 
for cable network subscribers. Legislation adopted in May also revised the 
governance structure of the public broadcaster, reducing che direct influence of 
che execucive branch. The president of Georgia no longer has the righc to select 
GPB board members; instead, members are selected by che parliamentary majority 
and minority, and one is nominated by the public defender. Previously, GPB had 
been considered biased in favor of the Saakashvili government. The new law aims 
co establish more transparency and plurality at che public broadcascer. Finally, the 
2013 amendments address che longstanding problem of Adjara TV's financing 
and governance structure. Adjara TV will now function on a public broadcaster 
model, as a G PB affiliate, and will no longer operate under the direction of the 
Autonomous Republic of Adjara.56 

GPB itself was embroiled in several controversies during the year. In February, 
Giorgi Baracashvili was dismissed just two months into his tenure as GPB's general 
direccor. Baracashvili, who had been elected by a 13-member board in December 
2012, sued for illegitimate dismissal, and was reinstated in April, only co be fired 
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again in September. The reason given for his dismissal was failure to effectively 
manage the broadcaster's budgec,'7 buc Baracashvili maintains chat 9 UNM board 
members pushed him out before the elections, for political reasons.>K Two weeks later, 
two talk show hosts ac GPB Channel 1 were fired. They, coo, daimed their firing was 
politically morivared as rhey were considered sympathetic co rhe opposition UNM.'9 

In October, two of GPB's board members resigned, leaving the board wirhour a 
quorum. Two sirring board members claimed rhe departures were due co political 
pressure and chat an interior ministry employee moonlighting as a GPB security 
advisor had offered "rewards" in exchange for voting against Bararashvili's dismissal.<" 

By law, GPB was required to broadcast free campaign advertisements for no 
more rhan 60 seconds an hour throughout the preelecrion period. A few days after 
Bararashvili's final dismissal, the broadcaster's interim director refused co air six 
election advertisements submitted by rhe UNM on the grounds chat "the electoral 
subject" (UNM) could nor be seen anywhere in the ads.61 Under pressure from 
NGOs, the decision was reversed soon afterwards. 

Despite important improvements to rhe legal environment for free media, a 
number of problems persist. lhe level of professionalism among Georgia's media 
remains low. In early Occober, Prime Minister lvanishvili invited 16 journalises 
from major new outlets to his home for a televised char, only to berate them for 
"dilercantism" and lack of responsibility.c.~ The incident prompted Transparency 
Internacional Georgia and the Internacional Society for Fair Elections and 
Democracy (ISFED) co release a joint statement expressing concern chat rhe prime 
minister's "cone and his instructions on how reporters should formulate questions 
can be considered an undue interference in chc work of the media.%3 

The internee, which is free from government or corporate censorship, plays 
an increasing role in people's lives as access grows. In June 2012, the Georgian 
National Communications Commission (GNCC) reported there were more than 
1.6 million internet users in Georgia-an increase of 46 percent over rhe previous 
year.61 In a recent survey, 25 percent of Georgians reported they receive their 
political information online, where there are an increasing number of news outlets. 
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Georgian legislation oudines three levels of governance: national, regional, and 
local. The country is divided inro nine regions, governed by presidential appointees. 
Five cities are self-governing: Tbilisi, Kurnisi, Batumi, Rusravi, and Poti. With the 
exception of Tbilisi, local city councils (sakrebulos) elect the mayors. Tbilisi is the 
only city in Georgia whose mayor is directly elected by voters. 

Adjara remains the only regional cnriry with limited autonomy. Abkhazia 
and South Osseria are rhe two separatist regions char have remained outside of 
Tbilisi's conrrol since rhe violent conflicts of the 1990s and are ruled by de facto 
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governmencs. The head of Adjara's regional governmenc is elecced by che local 

Supreme Council bur proposed by che presidenc of Georgia. The presidenc currencly 

has excensive righcs co dismiss Adjara's parliamenc and governmenc. Income cax is 
che key revenue source for Adjara, which has che ability co plan and implemenc 

regional developmenc policies.65 

On 25 July, che Adjara regional governmenc approved amendmencs66 co ics 

2013 budgec char increased funding co che Goderdzi resorc, che Adjara TV-Radio 
Deparcmenc, che Environmencal Division, and che Healchcare Miniscry. These 

amendmencs violace Arcicle 49 (poinc 3) of Georgia's eleccion code, which prohibics 

che implemencacion of projeccs previously nor included in scare or local governmenc 
budgecs in che period between che announcemenc of an eleccion and che end of 

che voce counc.67 Increasing funding for exiscing budgecary programs, iniciacing 
unplanned budgecary cransfers, or increasing che amounc of planned cransfers is also 

prohibiced during chis period. Aleksandre Chicishvili, chairman of che Commission 

for Financial-Budgecary and Economic Issues ac che Adjara Supreme Council, 

argued char Georgia's eleccion code does nor apply co che auconomous republic, bur 
several legal wacchdog groups disagreed, scaring che auconomous republic cannoc 

separace ics budgec from che scare or local budgecs.6
M 

Legal amendmencs adopced in 2010 increased che independence of local 

governmencs by grancing greacer financial guarancees, bur che funding provided 
co individual regions is comprehensively unequal in per capica calculacions. 

Local self-governing unics concinue co lack che financial resources co fulfill cheir 
responsibilicies. As of January 2013, coral local bud gee revenues (including Tbilisi) 

made up jusc 14.4 percenc (approximacely $700 million) of che consolidaced budgec 

of Georgia, while che coral amounc excluding Tbilisi was 6.5 percenc (approximacely 
$315 million).69 Local self-governmencs rely heavily on che cencral governmenc co 
provide funds from che Regional Developmenc Projeccs Implemencacion Fund 

allocaced annually in che seace budgec. 
Having made self-governmenc reform a priority, che Georgian Dream 

casked che Miniscry of Regional Developmenc and Infrascruccure (MRDI) wich 

adminiscering che decencralizacion policy. MROI Miniscer David Narmania and 
his firsc deputy, Tengiz Shergelashvili, are acknowledged local self-governmenc 

expercs,7° and che governmenc spenc che year discussing and drafcing ambicious laws 

co improve che decencralizacion process. In March, che governmenc approved che 
MRDI's Main Principles of Decencralizacion and Self-Governmenc Developmenc 

Scracegy for 2013-14, a plan specifYing reform measures co be incroduced before 

che upcoming local eleccions of May-June 2014. Despice recommendacions from 
che Council of Europe, che NGO Nacional Associacion of Local Auchoricies of 

Georgia (NALAG)-founded in 2004 co improve local self-governance and che 
decencralizacion process-was excluded from che plan's drafcing process.71 NALAG 
drafced ics own version of che scracegy for review by a special parliamencary 
commiccee, which considered ic cogecher wich che MRDI drafc. In October, 

NALAG hosced an open conference in which che two versions were discussed wich 
che aim of arriving ac a unified proposal. 
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Relations ben.veen NALAG and che government broke down after a series 
of violent demonsuacions in che regions by Georgian Dream activists trying to 

force UNM mayors and council chairs co resign following che 2012 parliamentary 
elections. In some cases, protesters vandalized and occupied civic buildings.72 By 
Sepcember 2013, the heads (gamgebelis) of 68 of che 69 municipalities had been 
replaced due co mouncing pressure,73 even though local elections are noc scheduled 
co occur until 2014. On 13 December, Parliament passed che firsc reading ofche 
self-governance reform bill,74 which provides for che direcc eleccion of mayors in 12 
cowns in addicion co che direcc election of all local gamgebelis in Georgia, scarring 
wich 2014 local eleccions. They will be elecced for three-year terms wich an increase 
co four-year terms in 2017. Sakrebulos will have the authority co directly impeach 
elected mayors or gamgebelis if 50 percent of ics members requesc proceedings, or 
on writcen requesc of ac lease 20 percent of cheir vocers. A sakrebulo will need a 
cwo-chirds majority co voce out a mayor or gamgebeli. Local sakrebulos will manage 
land, nacural resources, buildings, and infrastructure. Each municipal and regional 
self-governing unic will have ics own independent budget. Finances are expecced 
co increase considerably due co che income tax chat employed residents will pay 
to the municipality. Ac che municipality level, the borders of self-governing units 
will change. Currently, there are 69 self-governing municipalities. This figure is 
expecced co increase; but co create a new municipality, a proposal muse be drafred 
by a special inceragency commission, endorsed by che government, and chen 
confirmed by che parliament. The status of self-governance will be given co chose 
cities with a minimum population of 15,000. 

The authors of the bill rolled back on several key points of the original draft 
after ir was sharply criticized by the patriarch of the Georgian Orchodox Church and 
excraparliamentary opposition members, who feared char more local power would 
encourage separacism.75 As a result, Parliament rescinded its plan co introduce direct 
democracy through a village assembly, which would have been a legal entity of law 
with the power to elect an assembly chairperson and council of representatives. The 
cencral government will continue co appoint provincial governors; however, cheir 
function will significantly change. The office of the "state cruscee--governor" will 
be called the "regional union of municipalities" This office will no longer provide 
legislacive supervision of self-government bodies, buc will create and adopc scracegies 
for regional development, including supervising roads and culcural insticucions and 
recycling solid wasce. 
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Georgia's constitucion and nacional legislation guarantee fundamencal policical, 
civil, and individual rights. Since 2004, rhe government has increased budget 
funding co the judiciary, resulting in substancial improvemenrs in regards co salaries, 
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infrastructure, equipment, and staff. However, despite implemented reforms and a 
commitment to using the European Convention on Human Rights as a model, the 
judiciary has continued to suffer from the undue influence of the Prosecutor's Office 
and the executive branch during the adjudication of criminal cases, particularly 
when the political leadership's interests are at stake. 

A month after its 2012 victory, the Georgian Dream parliamentary majority 
initiated a package of legislative changes intended to break down the links between 
the executive and judicial branches, reform the educational institution of judges, 
and improve transparency in the system. In May 2013, amendments to the Organic 
Law on Co um of General Jurisdiction changed the rule of composition of the High 
Council of Justice, a constitutional institution that administers the judiciary system. 
The 15-member council appoints and dismisses judges, oversees the qualification 
process, and manages reform in the judiciary system. Georgia's president no longer 
has exclusive authority to appoint members; instead, the eight judicial members 
are elected by the Conference of Judges, a self-governing body of nine judges from 
the common courts of Georgia. Parliament elects six non-judicial members, who 
cannot be parliamentary deputies. The president elects two members, while the 
chairman of the Supreme Court chairs the High Council of Justice. This is a major 
step in freeing the council of members of direct political affiliation. 

Increased rights were also given to the Conference of Judges at the expense of 
the chairman of the Supreme Court. The Conference of Judges now has exclusive 
authority to elect the Independent Board of the High School of Justice and judicial 
members of the disciplinary board. All voting is by secret ballot. The Administrative 
Committee, established to facilitate the Conference of Judges' work, also has had 
much of its power distributed to the conference. While further improvements in 
these areas are needed, local and international monitoring groups, including the 
Venice Commission, have assessed these reforms positively. 

The controversial arrest and investigation of UNM members, induding 
former members of the Saakashvili government, continued throughout 2013. 
By year's end, the Prosecutor's Office had questioned more than 6,000 people 
in connection with the investigations of some 35 former government officials 
suspected of abuse of power, misuse of state funds, and money laundering. UNM 
insists the investigations are politically mocivated, a concern echoed by many in 
the international community. Transparency International Georgia monitored the 
ensuing legal proceedings from February to July 2013, reporting that both the 
defense and prosecution had enjoyed equal opportunities to present their cases.76 

Some high-profile cases, including a number of the charges against former defense 
minister Bacho Akhalaia, even resulted in acquittals/? Brigadier-General Giorgi 
Kalandadze, who had been arrested with Akhalaia, was acquitted of all charges 
against him. Former ministers Nika Gvaramia and Aleksandre Khetaguri were also 
found not guilty on corruption charges. However, the court's decision to suspend 
Tbilisi Mayor Gigi Ugulava pending charges against him raised concerns.78 

According to the Georgian branch of Transparency International, the first six 
months of2013 saw markedly more acquittals in cases brought by the Prosecutor's 
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Office chan in che previous year~a posicive sign in Georgia's heavily prosecution
driven syscem.79 In June, rhe Prosecucor's Office gained full independence from 
che juscice miniscry, meaning chac the justice minister can no longer decain and 
prosecuce government officials, including che head of che Supreme Courc. This is 
now che responsibiliry of che chief prosecuror, a separate, non-political office. 

Having promised co improve condicions in Georgia's chronically overcrowded 
prison syscem and free all political prisoners, in January che Georgian Dream 
parliamentary majoriry passed a controversial amnesry law, overcurning President 
Saakashvili's December 2012 veco of che original bill. The firsr resulc of the law 
was che release of 190 persons idencified by a special parliamentary working group 
as political prisoners.80 The Venice Commission issued a critical opinion of chis 
provision, noting thac Parliamenc had violaced che separation of powers by coming 
up wich the lisc of prisoners co be amnestied, racher than decermining che criceria 
defining a political prisoner and passing chem co the judiciary co intcrprec and 
apply. The report also noced the nontransparent manner in which the working 
group had created the list.81 Over rhe nexc cwo monchs, the amnescy law was used 
co release over 8,000 additional inmaces.82 

In July 2013, rhe incerior ministry announced the discovery of some 24,000 
video and audiocapes chat had been recorded without court authorization, revealing 
the scale and systemacic nature of che illegal surveillance under the previous 
governmenc."3 Many of chose recorded were political opponencs, journalists, and 
activists. The sexual nature of some of the capes indicated an intenc to blackmail. 84 

Georgian Dream's depury internal affairs minister was dismissed and charged after 
publishing one of che videos with the clear intenc of damaging the reputation of a 
critical journalise who had been recorded. On 5 September, a special commission 
established co supervise concrol of the recordings destroyed 144 files considered 
"private life" footage, while che remaining tapes are being sorted and scored. 
Suspeccing rhe exisrence of copies, the governmenc passed a law making possession 
of the recordings a criminal offense. 
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In the lase several years of its tenure, the Saakashvili administration nearly eradicated 
low-level graft in law enforcement and other stare services. Authorities also zealously 
pursued organized crime syndicates ("thieves-in-law"), arresting some as ochers fled 
abroad. Throughout chis process, however, political leaders remained encangled 
with various noncransparenc business and media incerests, and many people close 
co the governmenc became extremely wealthy, including former miniscers.85 Fifteen 
percenc of respondents co a Sepcember 2013 survey asserted that corruption had 
improved since che end of Saakashvili's "zero-tolerance" judicial system, 7 percent 
said graft had become worse, and 66 percent felt there had been no change.86 
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Georgia's civic sector remains vulnerable to government pressure, particularly 
in election seasons. Within months of Georgian Dream's 2012 electoral victory, 
5, 149 civil service employees had left their jobs. Forty-five percent (2,330) of 
these employees resigned and 11 percent were dismissed.87 With unemployment 
in Georgia at 12 percent at the end of 2012,88 the high number of voluntary 
resignations raises suspicions that employees had been coerced into leaving. Former 
employees of the defense ministry, which dismissed 690 employees, reported they 
were given prewritten resignation letters to sign.89 In March, an amendment to 
the criminal code made coercing a staff member into resigning a criminal offense, 
punishable by a fine or up to rwo years in prison. 

The criteria by which public servants are appointed still lack transparency. After 
the elections, only 4 percent of some 6,500 new members of the public service were 
appointed through a competitive process.90 At the Interior Ministry, 897 people 
were dismissed and 1,012 others appointed. On 25 January, the ministry established 
a temporary recruitment rule making it possible to nominate or promote a person 
without professional training or a corresponding exam within the ministry. This 
included the heads of police patrol units and the operative department, detectives, 
district inspector-investigators, and border police officers. The rule remained in 
force until 31 March 2013. 

There is also a problematic lack of transparency in the remuneration of public 
servants. A 2010 action plan to implement the national anticorruption strategy 
described a gradual move toward a contracted pay system in 2012-13, but no 
significant steps were taken in this direction during the year. Civil servants receive 
a salary, which includes bonuses; however, the legislation has no exact definition 
of bonus or formal guidelines regulating their payment. A lack of predetermined 
criteria leaves the existing bonus system open for abuse. In 2012, for example, 
the governor of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti earned 46,288 lari ($27,685) for his 
11-month term, half of it in bonuses;91 this is significantly higher than the average 
annual bonus in developed countries.92 

Georgia has an online system of assets disclosure for public officials with 
almost 45,000 declarations;93 however, disclosure requirements do not apply to all 
members of the local government, and there is no way to verify the content of the 
declarations. 

In 2010, the government established a unified electronic system of public 
tendering that can be monitored online. However, the defense ministry and the 
president's and government's reserve funds are exempt from using the system, 
leaving the process vulnerable to corruption. According to a July 2013 report, the 
state spent about 800 million lari ($478 million) through opaque procedures in 
2012.94 Defense spending, which is largely unsupervised, began using the online 
procurement platform for a number of tenders in 2013. One such tender was 
awarded in April to Food Line Georgia LLC the day after the company was sold 
under terms contingent upon winning the defense ministry contract. This was also 
directly after the appointment of parliamentary deputy Irina lmerlishvili's spouse as 
Food Line Georgia's director. 
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Georgia's anricorruprion acriviries are coordinated through rhe largely 
ineffectual lnreragency Coordinating Council for Combating Corruption, 
established in December 2008. The agency failed ro meet irs declared objectives 
in 2013, including the creation of a report on irs action plan. The council mer in 
January 2013 ro revise rhe existing action plan and begin working on rhe 2014-
2016 action plan. The government expressed its desire to improve the planning and 
implementation process and invited several NGOs ro participate. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T he elections of April 2010 brought a conservative government headed 
by Prime Minister Viktor Orbin to power. It controls a two-thirds 
supermajoriry in the unicameral National Assembly, consisting of a formal 

coalition between the Young Democrats' Alliance-Hungarian Civic Union (Fidesz) 
and its subordinate partner, the Christian Democratic People's Parry (KDNP). The 
landslide electoral victory of Fidesz-KDNP came after the previous government, 
led by the Hungarian Socialist Party (MSZP), lost credibility due to a variety of 
failures. Voters' broad loss of faith in the political establishment brought two new 
opposition parties into the parliament that year-the green-liberal Politics Can 
Be Different (LMP) and the radical nationalist Movement for a Better Hungary 
Oobbik). 1 

Issues dating to Hungary's negotiated transition to democracy in 1989-90, 
including the role of the secret services under communism and the privatization 
of state assets and services, remained unresolved when Fidesz took power in 2010. 
Necessary reforms of the national budget, the health care system, and public 
education had never been carried out properly. Citizens' continuing reliance on 
public entities instead of the private and nongovernmental sectors pushed the 
state beyond its capacity. Government after government balked at tackling these 
problems and exacerbated them through inaction or superficial remedies. The 
present government identified many of the areas that needed reform, but its 
initiatives have proven inadequate and had the effect of undermining democratic 
checks and balances. Meanwhile, antiliberal, nationalistic, and religiously divisive 
rhetoric has raised tensions in an already polarized political environment. 

A new constitution, or Fundamental Law, entered into force on 1 January 
2012, but by the end of2013, it had already been amended five times. The increased 
range of laws that require a supermajority to pass in this new constitutional 
framework will likely damage the effectiveness of future governments that do not 
hold supermajorities. The overall quality of legislation has been low, as it has often 
been drafted hastily to suit the immediate interests of the government. Should an 
opposition parry come to power in the future, it will also be constrained by Fidesz's 
appointments of officials to nominally independent institutions, in many cases for 
nine-year terms. This is most worrisome in the judiciary, and particularly at the 
Constitutional Court. The court had served as a check on the government, but 
by 2013, its jurisdiction had been reduced and its composition altered through 
appointments by the Fidesz supermajoriry. 

Even as the government has increased its influence over other public institutions, 
power within the government has been concentrated in the hands of the prime 
minister. Critics have alleged a pattern in which Orbin, the leader of Fidesz since 
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1993, appoincs noc jusc parcy loyaliscs buc personal friends and confidances co key 
posicions in nonparcisan scace encicies.2 

Fidesz's eleccoral criumph gave ic a hiscoric opporcunicy co rescue che councry 
from ics dire economic sicuadon and iniciace crucial reforms in public services such 
as heal ch and educacion. However, che govemmenc has been accused of squandering 
chis opporcunicy by engaging in erracic economic policies, exercing policical concrol 
over scace inscicucions, pursuing an ideologically driven culcural cransformacion, 
undermining labor proceccions, and redrawing che eleccoral map wich che apparenc 
aim of encrenching icself in power for che foreseeable fucure. Ac che end of 2013, 
ic appeared chac Fidesz-KDNP would easily win che 2014 eleccions. The councry's 
economic woes and a general sense of pessimism abouc che fucure have driven 
record numbers of Hungarians co emigrace, especially co Wescem Europe.3 

National Democratic Governance. The new conscicucion-adopced by che 
ruling Fidesz-KDNP coalicion in 2012-was amended twice in 2013. The Fourch 
Amendmenc, which reincroduced provisions chac had been scruck down by che 
Conscicucional Courc in 2012, furcher eroded che syscem of checks and balances 
and creaced an acmosphere of legal uncercaincy. While a Fifch Amendmenc was 
adopced in Sepcember in response co incernacional cricicism of che changes, ic did 
noc fully address che complaincs. In 2013, che ruling coalicion effeccively completed 
ics cakeover of independenc scace inscicucions by naming addicional judges co the 
Conscicucional Courc and appoincing former economy miniscer Gyorgy Macolcsy 
as che presidenc of che National Bank. Hungary's national democratic governance 
rating worsens .from 3.50 to 3.75. 

Electoral Process. The adopcion of che 2011 eleccoral legislacion and a 2012 
eleccion procedures law, which was amended in 2013, criggered severe cricicism 
from che opposicion. Ics concerns included che apparenc gerrymandering of che 
new conscicuencies, disproporcionace allocacion of voces co che dominanc parcy, 
and problems regarding ouc-of-councry vocing and minoricy represencacion. By
elections were held in a number of municipalicies in 2013; cwo of chese had co 
be repeaced due co allegacions of fraud. Pending che implemencacion of che new 
eleccoral laws during parliamencary eleccions in 2014, Hungary's electoral process 
rating remaim unchanged at 2.25. 

Civil Society. In che absence of significanc privace philanchropy and owing 
co underdeveloped fund-raising praccices, civil sociecy in Hungary scill largely 
depends on government funds, which are ofcen handed ouc in a panisan manner. 
The parliamem voced down a Jobbik proposal co regiscer civil groups chac receive 
more chan HUF I million ($4,400) from foreign sources as "agem organizacions." 
Major demonscracions are still permeated by panisan policies, buc a number of 
symbolic grassroots civic protests cook place during 2013. Hungary's civil society 
rating remains unchanged at 2.25. 
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Independent Media. The information landscape remains dominated by pro
Fidesz media enterprises chat have been builc up over che past decade and bolstered 
by the Fidesz government since 2010. A number oflegal changes adversely affected 
freedom of speech in 2013, including che prohibition ofhace speech in the Fourth 
Amendment and provisions in the civil code chat provide increased protection 
against criticism to public figures. On a positive note, after a two-year-long dispute, 
opposition station Klubr:idi6 was granted its frequency again in March. The Media 
Council issued its first fine under the 2010 Media Law in May, punishing the 
conservative Magyar Hirlap for publishing an article chat referred co Roma as 
"animals.'' Hungary's rating/or independent media remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Local Democratic Governance. Local administrations have enjoyed a high level 
of political independence in Hungary since 1989. A trend of centralization began 
in 2010, including che reallocation of responsibilities, the nationalization of local 
assets, and the centralization of public education. In 2013, in a move chat received 
harsh criticism from stakeholders, che parliament nationalized the schoolbook 
market and limited elementary school teachers' choice to two books per subject 
and class. Hungary's local democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The problematic judicial framework 
created in recent years remains in place. Fidesz politicians have on occasion made 
statements chat could be interpreted as pressure on the judiciary, but there is no 
evidence chat the day-co-day functioning of the judiciary has been affected. The 
Fifth Amendment annulled the power of the National Judicial Office's president 
co reassign cases, and a new law adopted in March realigned the retirement age of 
judges with the general retirement age of 65. While the conditions for government 
meddling in judicial affairs are still present, the courts have shown integrity. 
Hungary's judicial framework and independence rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Corruption. A process of state capture by private economic interests continued in 
2013. The government and the legislature used their power to improve the positions 
of friends and clients in the economy and to corrupt public procurement. In the 
first half of 2013, the government reregulaced the tobacco market in a process 
fraught with controversies, and in June, resulcs of a tender on the redistribution 
of agricultural lands came co light, showing chat commercial interests linked co 
Fidesz won the bulk of the lands. According co critics, the government also used its 
leverage co influence the sale of a major commercial television channel. The freedom 
of information law was amended in April, eroding transparency and accountability 
in public decision-making. Hungary's corruption rating worsens from 3.50 to 3.75. 

Outlook for 2014. National elections will be held in the spring and municipal 
elections in the fall. The main question is whether governing parties obtain a 
qualified majority again. According to polls at the end of 2013, Fidesz-KDNP 
was expected co win by a wide margin. However, if surveys closer co the elections 
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suggest chat the governing parties are not likely co obtain another supermajoricy, 
they may amend the conscimcion co reduce the scope of laws chat require a cwo
chirds vote. The results of local elections are harder co predict, but it is likely chat 
right-wing parties will retain their popularity. Should Fidesz-KDNP win again, it 
will continue its policies and auempc co further consolidate its rule over Hungary. 
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Hungary is a parliamentary republic in which rhe prime minisrer, elecred by a 

majority of rhe unicameral National Assembly (Orszaggyules), holds execurive 
power. The prime minister is responsible ro rhe parliament and can be removed, 
along wirh rhe cabinet, only through a "constructive no-confidence" process, which 
requires a new prime minister ro be endorsed in the same vore. As a consequence, 
rhe executive outweighs rhe legislature under normal circumstances. 

The parliamenc is the main legislative organ and has rhe exclusive power to pass 
laws. However, lesser forms of legislacion may be promulgated by the government 

and ministers, so long as rhey conform ro the laws and rhe constitution. The 
parliament deers rhe president of rhe republic for up ro rwo five-year rerms. In rhe 
first round of rhe election, a supermajoriry is required; if it cannot be reached, the 
next round is decided by a simple majority. The president of the republic plays a 
mosrly symbolic role but has some control over rhe nomination and appointmenr of 
public officials and may refer legislation ro the parliament or co rhe Consrirutional 
Court before signing ir into law. President Janos Ader is a longtime member of che 
Young Democrats' Alliance-Hungarian Civic Union (Fidesz), the senior partner in 
rhe ruling coalition. Although certainly more active in scrutinizing legislation rhan 
his predecessor, who failed to rerurn a single law, Ader has not provided an effecrive 
check on rhe parliament and rhe executive since his election in May 2012.4 The 
most controversial piece oflegislation the president decided ro sign without funher 
review in 2013 was the Fourth Amendmenr co rhe constitution, enacted by the 
parliament in March (see Judicial Framework and Independence section).5 

Since rhe April 2010 elecrion.s, the conservative coalition of Fidcsz and irs 
subordinate partner, rhe Christian Democratic People's Parry (KDNP), has held 

more than two-thirds of the sears in the parliament. The parliamentary opposition 
is composed of three ideologically divided parries: rhe center-left Hungarian 

Socialist Party (MSZP), rhe green Politics Can Be Differenr (LMP), and rhe 
radical nationalist Movemenr for a Better Hungary Uobbik) on the extreme right. 
In October 2011, former prime minister Ferenc Gyurcsany and his followers lefr 
the MSZP and later formed a new parry, Democratic Coalition (DK), bur their 
anempr ro form a recognized faction of I 0 lawmakers in rhe National Assembly 
was repeatedly blocked under rules set by rhe majority. In 2013, LMP also split, 
and departing members formed the new parry Dialogue for Hungary (PM). They 
serve as independents in the parliament and formed a coalition wirh former prime 
minisrer Gordon Bajnai's Together 2014 (Egyiirt 2014) movemenr outside it. After 
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a period of uncertainty, the remaining members of LM P were allowed to retain the 
party's parliamentary faction. 

The country's new constitution entered into force on I January 2012. It was 
widely criticized domestically and internationally, partly because it was drafted in 
a noninclusive process that reflected the values and interests of the ruling coalition 
and partly because it represented a step back on issues such as marriage equality, 
freedom of religion and reproductive rights. 6 Since 20 I 0, the government has used its 
supermajority to amend the constitution-both old and new-to serve its short-term 
political and legislative needs. Such frequent changes to the fundamental law, along 
with lower-level legislation chat directly serves the interests of the governing parties' 
clients/ create an atmosphere of legal uncenainty and damage the rule oflaw. 

The most important constitutional change in 2013 was the Fourth Amendment, 
which reintroduced provisions char had been struck down by the Constitutional 
Court on procedural grounds in December 2012. The 22-article amendment 
contained a number of questionable restrictions on topics including the definition 
of the family, the recognition of religious organizations, freedom of speech, the 
scope of the Constitutional Court's power to review constitutional amendments, 
the financial autonomy of universities, and the criminalization of homelessness.K 
In September, the parliament passed a Fifth Amendment to the constitution, 
introducing minor changes to some of the Fourth Amendment provisions chat were 
most sharply criticized by the Council of Europe's Venice Commission and others. 

The current government has systematically undermined the system of checks 
and balances nor only through legislation, the adoption of a new constitution, 
and frequent constitutional amendments bur also by filling key positions in 
independent state institutions with partisan or personal loyalists. One of the last 
major institutions not headed by an ally of the prime minister at the beginning 
of 2013 was the Hungarian National Bank (MNB). However, after the term of 
the incumbent MNB president expired, the Fidesz economy minister, Gyorgy 
Matolcsy, was named as his successor in March. The parliament also appointed two 
justices to the Constitutional Court, increasing the number of justices nominated 
by the governing coalition to 8 in the 15-member court. 

Though it does not seem to have cowed opposition members, the parliamentary 
majority has imposed fines on lawmakers who express opinions in an unconventional 
manner in the chamber, such as with gestures, placards, or performances. For 
example, in November, two female members of parliament (MPs) were fined for 
painting bruises on their faces to protest against a coalition member who was 
expelled from Fidesz but was allowed to retain his seat despite high-profile domestic 
violence allegations against him.~ 

National politics during 2013 revolved around preparations for the 2014 
elections. At the end of the year, the opposition parties remained in disarray, and 
Fidesz-KDNP appeared to have the most popular support.rn Voter apathy toward 
electoral policies has been a long-term trend in the country, although participation 
on election day tends to be relatively high. While the number of undecided voters 
had decreased by the end of the year, it remained at around 40 percent.11 Jobbik's 
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populariry has decreased among yourh, bur ir remains rhe second mosr popular 
parry in rhe 18-29 and 30-39 age brackers. 12 

Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.25 2.25 2.25 

Since 1990, Hungarian elections have consiscencly been assessed as free and fair. 
Members of parliament have been elected for four-year rerms in a two-round mixed 
electoral sysrem. Parries had to reach a 5 percent rhreshold to gain sears rhrough 

regional and national parry liscs. 
In rhe last general elections in 2010, rhe severely discredited MSZP was 

soundly defeated by Fidesz-KDNP, which now holds 67.4 percent of rhe sears 
in rhe parliamenc. MSZP has 12.5 percent, Jobbik 11.2 percent, and LMP 1.8 
percenc. As of rhe end of2013, chere were 27 independent members, mostly due to 
rhe secession ofGyurcsany and his allies from rhe MSZP, some Jobbik MPs quirting 
rhe parry facrion, and rhe splir in rhe LMP 13 

While rhe previous electoral system ensured free and fair balloting, ir was very 
complex, and rhe parliament-with 386 members, of whom 176 were elecred in 
individual consrituencies-was consiscendy deemed too large for rhe popularion of 
rhe counrry. A new electoral law passed by rhe ruling coalirion ar rhe end of 2011 
retains rhe mixed proporrional-majorirarian nature of the previous system bur will 
reduce rhe parliament to 199 members and increase rhe share of single-member 

disuiccs, wich I 06 individual.Jy elecced members and 93 pany-lisc sears. The law 
sparked strong resistance from rhe opposirion for irs apparent gerrymandering of 
rhe new constituencies, a shorrer period for collecting rhe signatures required for 
candidacy, and changes in rhe allocation of excess and lose votes char favor che 
dominant parry. Critics allege char che new law will solidify Fidesz's grip on power 
for che foreseeable fucure. 14 

The 2011 law also granted rhe vore for che first rime to erhnic Hungarians in 
neighboring countries who have accepted Hungary's offer of citizenship. The elecrion 
procedures law-which had been adopted in 2012 bur needed redrafting after 
several ofirs provisions, including on vorer regisrrarion, were ruled unconsrirurional 
in January 2013-ser our rhe specific rules on voting. After rhe law was adopted 
i11 April, human righrs groups voiced concerns rhar ir discriminates againsr out-of
country vocers wich residence in Hungary. While newly registered cicizens wirhouc 
residence are allowed vore via mail, rhe few hundred rhousand Hungarians working 
abroad have ro vote in person ar rhe country's consulares. 15 The sraffing of rhe 
National Electoral Commission wirh people loyal co rhe incumbent government 
has also been a problem for rhe pasr decade and remained a concern in 2013. 16 

The political representation of women and minorities continues ro be 
unsatisfactory. The proporrion of female MPs in rhe parliament stood ar 9 percent 
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-the lowest in the European Union (EU) by far-at the end of 2013, and no 
improvement was expected after the 2014 elections.'7 Out of 106 individual 
candidates, Fidesz nominated only 6 and MSZP only 8 women on their respective 
party listsY Macho attitudes and sexist remarks were common in 2013 during 
discussions of gender-related matters in the parliament. 19 

Ethnic minorities in Hungary may set up local and national self-government 
bodies. In the case of the Roma, the most populous minority with between 500,000 
and 800,000 people, the dominant party in the minority council is Lungo Drom.20 

The party is headed by Fl6ri3.n Farkas, who is also a Fidesz MP. According to the new 
electoral rules, which reshaped how minority representatives are elected, minority 
self-government bodies may run a separate list. This list is compiled by the party 
which has the most representatives in each minority council.21 However, Romany 
civic organizations protested against the changes, pointing out that if minority 
voters choose to register for the minority list, they cannot vote for national party 
lists.22 In 2013, a newly founded Romany party decided not to run on the minority 
list, but analysts expressed doubt chat it would win seats on its own.23 

Several by-elections were held in 2013, and the candidates of Fidesz-KDNP 
proved remarkably successful. In at least two cases, the election had to be repeated 
due to allegations of fraud. An investigation was underway at year's end in the 
case of November by-elections in F6t, where the opposition candidate won, due to 
numerous complaints of irregularities, including the transportation of voters from 
outlying districts and violations of electoral silence.24 In the case of September voting 
in Baja, the election had to be repeated for similar reasons in a district where the 
Fidesz candidate won with a disproportionately large number of votes.25 Following 
the October rerun, the online news portal Hvg.hu published a video purportedly 
showing vote buying in a Romany community. The video, in which Roma residents 
are promised firewood if they give their votes to Fidesz, turned out to be fake. 26 The 
editor in chief of Hvg.hu and the MSZP's head of communications resigned after 
it was revealed that the video had been handed to the news outlet by an MSZP 
politician.27 

Political parties are active in the country, especially the newer factions, which 
seem to be more responsive to grassroots concerns. Beyond periodic protests, 
demonstrations, and voting every four years, however, there is little citizen 
participation in political and public life. Trust in institutions and political parties 
remains low, raising concerns about the legitimacy of the political system. In 2011, 
Perspective Institute found chat nearly 29 percent of respondents would strongly 
support and 16 percent would somewhat support changing the present democratic 
regime for an authoritarian one if it came with rapid economic growth.28 The 
"failure of the past 20 years" has become a rhetorical staple on both the lefc and the 
right, though the conclusions each side draws from chis assessment are drastically 
different. 
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Civil Society 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 

The legal framework is generally hospitable to civil society, accommodating various 
forms of nongovernmenral organizations (NGOs). However, due to the lack of 
funding and recent legal changes, Hungarian civil society is less able to act as a check 
on political power. A comprehensive new law regulating the right of association 
and rhe functioning ofNGOs entered into force in 2012.29 According to the law, 
NGOs should specify their purpose in their statute, have a listed membership, and 
be registered by a courr. Ir also requires NGOs to submit annual reports to a court, 
with failure to do so resulting in possible deregistration. Previously, thousands of 
organizations remained in rhe system with no recorded acriviries. The legality of 
NGO activities is overseen by rhe office of prosecution. 

Aside from a handful of high-profile watchdog organizations, most NGOs 
operate on a very small scale with miniscule budgets. In 2013, rwo well-known 
human rights NGOs went through leadership crises: half the staff of Amnesty 
International Hungary quir in July,3" and rhe director and some key figures of rhe 
Hungarian Civil Liberries Union lefr rhe organization in che same monch.31 The 
engagement of private philanthropy in funding civil initiatives is very limited in 
Hungary, and the few private sources char do support such activities fail co sec 
and publish clear and transparent guidelines for grant making. Apart from some 
incernarional donors, such as che EEA-Norway Granes and the Open Society 
Foundations, NG Os are overly dependent on the government and EU funds. Small 
individual donations play a minor role in NGO funding; in 2012, about 40 percent 
of NGO revenues originated from state funding and only 20 percent from private 
sources.32 Another source of independent income for the sector is the so-called I 
percent rax scheme, under which taxpayers can assign I percent of their income rax 
to an NGO of their choice. 

In October 2013, Jobbik proposed co register civil groups that annually receive 
more rhan HUF I million ($4,400) from foreign sources as "agent organizations.".H 
The proposal was voted down in the parliamrnr. In December, however, the 
parliament adopted a new law rhat required NGOs benefirring from the I percent 
tax scheme ro register, empowering the National Tax and Customs Administration 
(NAY) ro administer the process. 11 

Government funds are distributed through che National Cooperation Fund 
(NEA). NEA is the successor of the National Civil Fund (NCA), which had been 
criticized in previous years for its working methods and funding policies. The 
new entity was established by the Fidesz government in 2011 with a mission to 
support "civil organizations, national rogerherncss, and public good." !rs budget 
and rhe number of organizations receiving funding shrank ro about one-rhird of 
rhe amount under NCA.·1s 
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NEA's governing body is a nine-member council consisting of three people 
appointed by the minister in charge, three by the relevant parliamentary commictee, 
and only three civil society delegates. lhe chair of the council is appointed by the 
minister in charge. Funds are primarily distributed by five thematic colleges, buc che 
chair can override che colleges' decisions by withdrawing grants from winners and 
issuing grants co organizations chat the colleges previously turned down. Moreover, 
IO percent of the NEA budget is directly distributed by che minister in charge. 

lhe NEA council's current chair is Laszlo Csizmadia, a vocal supporter of 
Prime Minister Vikcor Orbin's government. He is the head of the Joint Civil 
Forum (COF), an association with a mission co "strengthen the coherence of che 
Hungarian nation." Csizmadia claims chat COF is the "largest civil association of 
the Carpathian basin," wich 400 member organizacions.36 

COF organized several progovemmenc rallies in the past [WO years under 
the name of Bekemenec (Peace March). In 2013, for example, tens of thousands 
of people participated in the 23 October Bekemenec, listening co a speech by 
Prime Minister Orbin. MSZP endorsed a movement with a similar name called 
Ehsegmenec (Hunger March), with the poor marching from Miskolc co Budapest 
in February co express their discontent and call accention co their plight. lhe 
movement lacer expanded co ocher towns across the country and was endorsed by 
both LMP and its splinter faction, PM. 

Apart from demonstrations chat were permeated by partisan policies, several 
grassroots protests sprung up in 2013. In December 2012 and in early 2013, 
students demonstrated against che introduction of the so-called student contract, 
under which undergraduates enjoying state-funded sloes in universities would 
have to agree co stay and work in Hungary for several years after graduation. In 
March, a Facebook group called The Constitution Is Noc a Toy (Az Alkocminy nem 
jacek) staged a sic-in at the Fidesz headquarters co demonstrate against che Fourth 
Amendment co the Fundamental Law.37 lhe City Is for All (A viros mindenkie), 
a volunteer-based grassroots organization, protested several times against che 
criminalization of homelessness and forced evictions. In some instances, the police 
responded by launching criminal investigations against che procescers.38 

Under a 2011 law on religions, 90 percent of the more than 300 legally 
operating religious groups lose their scams as churches. 39 lhe law-which was ruled 
unconstitutional in February 2013 and then incorporated in the constitution via 
the Fourth Amendment-received severe criticism from domestic and international 
NG Os. The Venice Commission of the Council of Europe seated chat it contradicts 
European standards because the criteria for the recognition of churches are vague 
and the parliament is not an independent arbiter on questions of religion.40 lhe 
Fifth Amendment, adopted in September, [Weaked the language on churches but 
retained the essentially discriminatory regulacion. 41 A complaint-submicced by 
churches stripped of their scams-was pending at year's end at the European Court 
of Human Rights. 
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Independent Media 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.75 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50 

Thi: Hungarian media scene fearures a fairly wide range of prim, broadcasc, and 
imernec ouclecs. Media ownership is relacively diverse, wich a few mulcinacional 
prim houses and local privace companies managing varying porcfolios. However, 
che shrinking privace advercising marker has posed serious problems for smaller and 
independem media businesses. Ar rhe same rime, rhe relacive economic success of 
ochers is ofren secured rhrough srrong polirical support and rargered adverrising 
spending by scare insricucions and scare-owned companies. 

Afrer cwo decades in which liberal and pro-Wescern voices predominared in 
rhe media, a dynamic conservarive media secror has developed in recenr years, 
largely based on che invescmencs of affiuem businesspeople who supporc Fidesz. 
This media empire roday consisrs mainly of 15 incerrwined companies comrolled 
by four individuals.42 Despire rhe 30 percent drop in overall adverrising revenues in 
rhe pasr rhree years, the group has managed ro earn significanc profics since Fidesz 
came co power.43 

The rwo cerrescrial commercial celevision scacions, T\12 and RTL Klub, remain 
rhe principal source of news for mosr Hungarians, along wich a growing number 
of cable channels.44 Yer che amounc of public affairs concenr on chese channels 
has seriously diminished in recenc years.45 News blocs are nor only shorr and offer 
mosrly rabloid-scyle marerial, bur rhey ofren simply enumerare differem parry 
positions, seldom providing deeper analysis or broader perspectives. In May 2013, 
rhe governmenr proposed an advertising rax char would appropriare mosr of rhe 
profics of rhe rwo major players. Afrer che bill was poscponed, some alleged char 
Fidesz had circulaced che idea of che cax co influence che sale of T\12 and decer 
poccmial foreign buyers.46 The channel was finally sold co irs chief execucive and 
financial direccor in December, amid specularion abouc rhc new owners' links co che 
conservarive med ia empire.47 

Parcisan inrerescs, parricularly incumbenr governmenrs, have had a srrong 
influence over public-service broadcasring since 1990. However, under che currenc 
adminiscrarion, chis progovernmenr bias has been replaced wirh a more overr 
rransmission of governmenr views.48 The public celevision and radio srarions and 
rhe scare-owned news agency were merged in 2011 ro improve efficiency, bur rhe 
nc::w umbrella insricution, rhc Media Service Supporr and Asser Managemem Fund 
(MTVA), has failed co ensure transparency and fearures a proliferation of senior 
managemenr positions and obscure areas of responsibiliry.49 Meanwhile, conrem 
is regularly affected by censorship and facrual discorrions co suir rhe governmenr's 
i ncerescs.'0 

The country's broadsheer newspapers have long been characterized by 
open bias, wirh cwo major ouclecs on each side of rhe deep polirical divide. As a 
consequence, nor only has rheir circularion been radically shrinking, bur rhey are 
also losing significance in shaping che public debare. There are a few popular yer 
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apolitical tabloids, and rwo major free newspapers enhance the preponderance of 
progovemmenc voices in the media. Both papers, Metropol and Helyi Terna, are 
closely linked co Fidesz.51 Online news porcals and biogs have created a vibrant 
environment for policical debace and analysis, and a number of biogs praccice 
invescigacive journalism.52 The online sphere is noc free of parcisan bias," however, 
and che internee also provides room for extreme righc-wing contenc char promotes 
nationalism, xenophobia, and anti-Semitism. 

A number of legal changes adversely affected freedom of speech in 2013. In 
February, the parliament passed a new civil code chat provided increased protection 
against criticism co public figures. The ombudsman senc the law co che Conscimcional 
Courc, arguing char the provisions curbed free expression.54 In March, domestic 
and incernacional observers cricicized che Fourch Amendmenc, cicing ics prohibition 
of hace speech-and especially che ban on violacing che "dignity of che Hungarian 
narion"-and rescriccions on political advercising during elections as parcicularly 
problemacic.55 The latter were amended and rectified co some extent by the Fifth 
Amendment in September. In the aftermath of che Baja eleccoral fraud in Occober, 
the governmenc promprly amended che criminal code, rendering che produccion 
and publication of forged video and audio recordings punishable by prison terms. 
The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) represencative 
on freedom of the media cricicized rhe new law as unnecessarily restrictive, especially 
given chat defamacion was already a criminal offense in Hungary.56 

Afcer a rwo-year legal dispute, opposition scation Klubradi6 was granted its 
frequency again in March 2013, when a Budapest court ruled that rhe Media 
Council's decision co invalidate the station's tender had been unlawful. 57 The station 
can use che frequency for seven years. In December, rhe NMHH decided to effectively 
nationalize one of the rwo remaining nationwide commercial radio frequencies, 
which had been held by Neo FM, a station owned by MSZP-linked businesspeople. 
The ocher frequency was held by Fidesz-affiliated tycoon Zsolr Nyerges.5M This is 
nor rhe first time political influence shapes decisions on frequency distribution. 
In 2009, in che midst of a major scandal with internarional ramifications, Fidesz 
and then-governing MSZP distributed the rwo national frequencies berween their 
business associates.59 This deal was annulled by the December decision. 

The Media Council issued its first fine against a newspaper in 2013, punishing 
che conservative Magyar Hirlttp in May for an article in which journalise and Fidesz 
founding member Zsolr Bayer referred co Roma as "animals" and called for an 
immediate "solution" co Romany crime.60 In an unusual decision in November, the 
National Bank, which in October absorbed the previously independent Hungarian 
Financial Supervisory Auchority (PSZAF), fined rhe business daily Napi Gazdasdg 
and its Napi.hu online edicion for an article on MOL, a Hungarian oil and gas 
company. The bank issued the fine for "unfair manipulation of the marker."61 

Self-censorship remains a problem in Hungarian media. According to a 
2012 survey by Merrek, a media-analysis think cank, 80 percent of the public, 
77 percent of journalises, and 96 percent of media owners and managers believe 
chere are a number of taboo issues in che Hungarian public sphere.62 Yet many of 
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rhe respondents said the much-criricized 2010 Media Law had not gready affecred 
chis situation. One, summarizing the views of ochers, explained that journalists 
exercising self-censorship "had always been confined co narrower limits chan those 
assigned by laws and regulations."63 

Under the 2010 law, the Narional Media and Electronic Communications 
Authority (NMHH) oversees all media, public and private, including broadcast, 
print, and online ourlers. It grants licenses and frequencies, monicors content, 
and investigates and adjudicates public complaints. Its major regulacory body 
is the Media Council, which consists of five people nominated by a two-thirds 
parliamentary majority for nine-year terms. Amendments were made co the Media 
Law in March, including changes co content requirements and the appointment 
procedure of the Media Council,64 and a new chair, Monika Karas, was appointed 
in September co succeed Annamaria Szalai, who died in April. 

Local Democratic Governance 

2005 

2.25 

2006 

2.25 

2007 

2.25 

2008 

2.25 

2009 

2.50 
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2.50 
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2.50 
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2.50 
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2.75 
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2.75 

Local self-governance has been a central element of Hungarian democracy since the 
fall of communism in 1989. The high level of decentralization is reflected in the 
large number of independenc local councils in relarion to rhe councry's population. 
Almost half of che approximately 3,200 municipalities are small villages with fewer 
than 1,000 residencs, and only around 300 of them have the status of a cown. 
Each municipality votes for its own mayor and council. However, rheir political 
auconomy is limited in practice by heavy financial dependence on the cenrral 
governmenc, as lack of industry and consistendy high rares of unemploymenc keep 
local rax revenues at a low level. 

Based on the new consrirution in effect since I January 2012, fundamencal 
reforms have been rearranging local governance. A key guarantee of the old charrer 
was the declaration that the stare would respect local councils' autonomy and 
property. However, under the new constitution, local governmems arc subordinate to 
the national govcrnmcm's policy, and all local assets arc considered part of Hungary's 
national property, nor owned but merely com rolled by the municipalities to perform 
ccrrain rasks allorted by the scare. Responsibility for such casks has been shifting 
radically in the pasr three years. Between 1990 and 20 I 0, rhc government supervised 
rhe operation of local self-governments in cooperarion wirh che Ministry of Interior. 
Under the new constitution, the metropolitan and county government offices have 
increased competences in supervising the activities of local governmencs. 

Local elecrions are organized every four years, in rhe same year as the quadrennial 
national elecrions. Fidesz's overwhelming ascendancy in local governmencs exceeds 
even its parliamentary supermajority. The governing party controls all but one 
of Hungary's 23 main ciries and all 19 coumy-level assemblies. It also holds rht: 
mayoral posr in Budapest and enjoys a srrong majority on the ciry council. Budapcsc 
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comprises 23 autonomous districts, each with an independendy elected mayor and 
assembly. Fidesz has governed all bur two of rhe districts since the 2010 elections. 

Jobbik or politicians affiliated with the parry have captured a number of mayoral 
positions and municipal councils in the past few years, especially in the economically 
struggling northern and eastern parts of the country. In December 2013, L:iszl6 
Toroczkai, the leader of a far-right youth movement and a county council member 
with Jobbik, was elected mayor of the village of Asotthalom. Toroczka.i received 71 
percent of the votes cast, though the participation rare was 37 perccnt.65 

The government has centralized public education, taking it over from local 
governments in the past rwo years. The previous system was often criticized for 
producing inconsistency, segregation, and dire inequalities between wealthier and 
financially less privileged regions of the country. The government claims that che 
recent reform effort aims to eliminate these long-standing imbalances and create a 
fairer and more predictable system in which both children and teachers can enjoy 
greater security. As part of the reforms, all teachers and ocher educational employees 
were transferred in 20 13 to the payroll of a new centralized entity called the 
Klebelsberg Institution Maintenance Center (KLIK). The center itself has 2,300 
employees who, through 198 school-district principals, are responsible for 3,000 
schools, 1.2 million students, and 120,000 teachers. KLIK is also in charge of all 
reaching materials, supplies, and professional training coordination. 

In 2013, the parliament increased elementary- and high-school teachers' salaries 
and nationalized the schoolbook market.66 Elementary schools from grade one 
through eight will receive school textbooks for free, and KLIK will supervise their 
selecrion from the two textbooks available per subject and class. The elimination of 
teachers' choice and rhe nationalization of the marker received harsh criticism from 
stakeholders including book publishers, students, teachers, and unions. Two Fidesz 
MPs-Zolran Pokorni, chairman of rhe education committee, and Janos Bencsik, 
former scare secretary for climate change-voted against the legislation.67 

At least some of the opposition to these reforms stems from the concern 
char they are part of a broader Fidesz effort to push the country's culture in a 
conservative nationalist direction. Such fears are fueled not just by centrally 
designed curriculums,68 bur also by the government's patronage of ideologically 
aligned artists6

, and its sponsorship of historical rescarch.70 

Judicial Framework and Independence 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
---·-"••··-------------------------· --1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.75 2.50 2.50 

Cicizens are equal before rhe law, and the judiciary serves as the primary guardian 
of constitutional rights. The judiciary is currently organized in a four-tier system of 
local courts, county courts, high appeals courcs, and rhe Supreme Court (KU.ria). 
Local and county courts have jurisdiction over their territorial districts, wich councy 
courrs also serving as appellate courcs for minor local cases. The high appeals courrs 
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have regional jurisdiction, wich seats in Budapest and four ocher dcies. The Supreme 
Courc serves as a final appeals courc and ensures che uniform applicacion of laws, 

developing a limited form of case law. 
The Conscicucional Courc has shaped che legal framework of Hungary since 1990. 

Ics members are elecced by che parliamem from among che country's legal scholars, 
chough critics have raised questions abouc che credemials and righc·wing policical cies 
of che judges appointed under che Fidesz government. In 2011, che parliamentary 
majority increased che courc's membership from 11 co 15 justices, and by che end of 
2013, a coca! of 8 justices had been appointed by che ruling coalicion.71 

Since 20 l 0, che government has narrowed che scope of che Conscicucional 
Courc's jurisdiction. Wich extremely limited exceptions, che currem rules exclude 
che possibility of a conscicucional review regarding financial and cax measures. The 
new conscicucion abolished che righc of citizens co iniciace an abscracc conscicucional 
review, or actio popularis, buc introduced a new compecence by which che courc 
can review che conscicucionalicy of judicial decisions. The Conscicucional Courc has 
been relatively restrained in ics use of chis new power co procecc individual righcs.72 

In 2012, che courc scruck down several concroversial laws adopted by che 
governmenc, such as a law on che reciremem of judges, legislation criminalizing 
homelessness, and provisions narrowing che definition of a family. This crend 
continued in January 2013, when che justices found che new electoral legislacion, 
which included a provision on vocer regiscracion, co be unconscicucional.73 

In response, che parliamemary majority integrated some of che rejected laws imo 
che conscicucion by adopting che Fourch Amendment in March. The amendment, 
among ocher changes, defined marriage as a union between a man and a woman, 
restored che previously annulled law on religions, rescricced policical advercising, 
and rendered decrees criminalizing homelessness conscicucional. The modified cexc 
also scaced chac "Conscicutional Courc rulings given prior co che emry imo force of 
che Fundamental Law are hereby repealed."74 However, chis did noc scop che courc 
from referring co ics previous case law.75 Afcer che courc rejected che ombudsman's 
appeal co annul che amendment, Prime Miniscer Orban declared afcer a meeting 
wich Chief Justice Pecer Paczolay chac "che 1ime of conscicucional debate is over."76 

Nevercheless, che Founh Amendment received heavy criticism from boch 
domestic and international organizacions, including che EU and che Council of 
Europe.77 In ics opinion on che changes, che Council of Europe's Venice Commission 
argued chac che "inscrumemal use" of che conscicucion posed a problem and 
concluded chac che amendment amounced co a chreac co conscicucional juscice.78 

To quell international criricism, che government decided co adopc an addicional 
amendment in September. The Fifch Amendmenc rectified some of che problematic 
changes co che conscicucion buc left ics subscance imacc. The changes included lifcing 
che ban on polirical advercisemem in commercial media during eleccoral campaigns 
(however, ouclecs would have co broadcast advercisemencs for free); eliminacing che 
provisions on raising taxes in case Hungary is fined by imernacional courcs; and 
recognizing all denominations as churches-wichouc reinscacing che scams of che 
more chan 200 churches previously stripped of ic, however.7~ 
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Since 2011, the governing body of the judiciary has been the National 
Judicial Office. While the previous arrangement was duly criticized for its lack of 
transparency and for placing too much power in the hands of the presidents of 
the county courts, the new system exposes the judiciary to government influence. 
The head of the office is elected by a supermajoricy in the parliament, and che first 
incumbent is Tunde Hand6, the former president of che Labor Court and the wife 
of J6zsef Szajer, a longtime friend of che prime minister and a Fidesz member of che 
European Parliament. 

The Fifth Amendment annulled the power of the National Judicial Office 
president to reassign cases. Earlier, Hand6 had used her discretionary authority co 
reassign cases outside their regular jurisdiction in a number of inscances.80 Among 
the most high-profile examples was chat of Miklos Hagyo, a former MSZP politician 
accused of corruption, whose case was transferred from Budapest co Kecskemec in 
2012. In April, Hagy6 won a ruling ac che European Court of Human Rights, where 
he had argued chat che length and conditions of his 2010-11 pretrial detention 
breached che European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.81 

The corruption case against him was waiting to be reassigned at year's end. 
Leading government officials cried co influence che judiciary in a few prominent 

cases during 2013, without success. Despite political pressure, che judiciary 
appeared to retain a degree of autonomy, with judges generally able to carry out 
their functions independendy and without interference. In March, Orban sharply 
criticized che courts for ruling in favor of energy companies in a dispute with che 
government.82 Lacer in the year, che leader of Fidesz's parliamentary group, Antal 
Rogan, expressed strong opinions in a high-profile criminal case. The Association 
of Hungarian Judges warned politicians co refrain from commenting on ongoing 
cases, as they might "create che impression ofinfluencing che judiciary."83 Following 
a December Supreme Court ruling in which che court found controversial foreign
currency mortgages to be legal, a number of politicians from Fidesz and Jobbik 
expressed cheir discontent with che justice syscem.84 

In a highly contentious piece oflegislacion chat cook effecc along wich che new 
conscicucion in January 2012, che government lowered che mandacory reciremenc 
age for judges from 70 co 62. In November 2012, the Court of Justice of the 
European Union ruled that che forced retirement violaced EU principles."s A new 
law adopted by che parliament in March 2013 realigned che retirement age of 
judges with the general retirement age of 65. The law, however, did noc provide 
for the right of the previously ousted judges co be reinstated in cheir original posts. 

Under che new constitution, a single Office of che Commissioner for 
Fundamental Righcs was creaced co replace the previous ombudsmen's offices. 
The commissioner is elected by a supermajority in the parliament for a nine-year 
term and has cwo deputies, one for "future generations" and one for the rights of 
national and ethnic minoricies.86 The portfolio of the former ombudsman for data 
proceccion and freedom of information was moved co the National Auchority for 
Data Protection and Freedom ofinformacion. 87 In September 2013, che parliament 
elected Laszlo Szekely as the new commissioner for fundamental righcs. 88 
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Corrupcion has long permeated both rhe political sphere and private transactions 
and is often accepted as a face oflife.89 The widespread practice of bribing doctors 
in rhe public healrh system creared an awkward legal situation in 2013, when a new 
amendment ro rhe penal code rendered ir a crime, despite a provision in rhe 2012 
labor code chat permitted hospitals to pass bylaws allowing such payments.9" Studies 
published over several years have shown that businesses are exposed co corruption 
when dealing with ocher companies and in their interactions wirh che public sector. 
According co a survey released in 2011, the majoricy of chief execurives believe char 
good personal connections play a significanc role in public procurement procedures, 
and while 30 percent of the respondents said chey would not necessarily refuse a 
corrupt deal, only a small fraction would be ready co report ir co the policeY1 

Political parties also pose a major corruption risk in Hungary. The badly 
designed party and campaign financing regulations almost encourage parcies co 
seek funds from opaque sources.n While the reform of party financing has been a 
slogan in political campaigns for many years, no government has enacted significant 
changes. The parliament passed a new law on party financing in June 2013, bur 
according co Transparency International and rhe chink rank Political Capital, ir 
actually raises rhe risk of corruption.9·

1 Separately, a new freedom of information 
law adopted in April reduced rhe scope of access co information on government 
decisions.94 

Public procurement in parcicular has been a problematic area for rhe entire 
democratic period, due in pare co rhe legacy of rhe communist scare's role as the 
predominant redisrribucor of resources. Over HUF 1.3 trillion ($5.7 billion) 
is spent annually through public procurement procedures.95 The lack of an 
appropriate database presents an obstacle to che transparency of public spending,96 

and the funds have gone disproporrionately co businessmen linked co the prime 
minister and Fidesz in the period since 2012.97 Using its supermajority, the Fidesz
KDNP coalition has appointed allies co lead state agencies with ancicorruprion 
roles for very long cerms-cypically nine years. For example, che current head of 
che Scace Audie Office, Laszlo Domokos, was a Fidesz MP ac rhe rime of his 2010 
appointment for a term of 12 years. 

Although corruption was a systemic problem well before the 2010 electoral 
victory of Fidesz-KDNP, the coalition has facilitated graft and patronage on a 
new scale, using its legislative power to interfere with even minor segments of the 
economy and benefic its private-sector clients. 

The redistribution of agricultural lands has been a contentious issue since 2012. 
Fidesz, in keeping with its ideology, professed to favor local smallholders and family 
farms. However, after a new law on agriculrure was passed in June 2013 and the 
resulrs of the tenders came to light, it became clear that rhe winners were far from 
small-scale farmers who applied for lands in their villages. Instead, commercial 
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inreresrs linked ro Fidesz, often wirh no connection ro rhe regions in question, won 
rhe bulk of rhe lands distributed during the year. Former stare secretary and Fidesz 
lawmaker J6zsef Angy:in opposed this process and was ulrimarely compelled to quit 
rhe Fidesz faction, becoming an independent MP. According to a report he released 
in September 2013, half of the 918 interests rhar submitted tenders won less rhan 
I 0 hectares, while 67 interests won over 100 hectares and 14 over 300 hectares.98 

For example, Lorine Meszaros, rhe mayor of Orb:in's hometown, and his family 
won nearly a quarter of all the lands distributed in Fejer County.9'J The family of 
Orb:in's son-in-law also received sizeable properties, as did companies linked to 
Lajos Simicska, Orban's childhood friend, who is considered the mosr powerful 
business magnate in Hungary."" 

In the first half of 2013, rhe government also reregulared rhe robacco marker. 
The sale of robacco producrs previously was relatively free, and licenses were held 
by a range of ouders, including kiosks operated by family businesses, gas srarions, 
and supermarkets. The new regulations srripped all businesses of their licenses 
and handed out a much smaller number of new licenses, reducing the number of 
sales points from 38,000 to about 5,400. 101 The new rules stipulated that tobacco 
could only be sold in specialized tobacco shops. The licensing process was fraught 
wirh controversies, forcing the overwhelming majority of former license holders 
out of business and uhimately rewarding associates of leading figures in the ruling 
party, as was disclosed by a Fidesz council member in the Szekszard municipality, 
AJws Had hazy. 102 Like Angyan, Hadhazy had to leave rhe party. The restrictive 
amendment ro rhe freedom of information law rhar passed in April came in the 
midsr of rhis scandaL Given rhat Hungarians spend a large proportion of rheir 
household income on tobacco and alcohol, the tobacco licenses in rhemselves were 
a major boon for rhose who received them,103 and the government increased rhe 
guaranreed profir margin ro I 0 percent. 104 Nevertheless, rhe new kiosks (National 
Tobacco Shops) proved much less lucradve than expected: legal tobacco sales 
plunged by approximarely 40 percent afrer rhey opened.105 

In May, rhe prime minister proposed the introduction of a new advertising 
rax targeting major electronic media providers. The estimated amount co be levied 
by the tax if introduced, HUF 6 billion ($26 million), roughly equals the annual 
profit of the seccor. Ir would make RTL, the main commercial rerrestrial-broadcast 
television channel, barely profitable, while 1V2, rhe second-biggest channel, would 
be a loss-making enterprise, having already struggled financially. Industry observers 
linked the tax proposal to rhe expected sale of1V2 by irs existing owner, Germany's 
ProSiebenSatl group, alleging that the measure was designed ro deter prospective 
investors and inAuence the transaction in favor of Zsolt Nyerges, a businessman 
closely affiliated with the prime minister and the owner of the country's only 
remaining nationwide commercial radio stacion.106 At the end of the year, 1V2 
chief executive Zsolt Simon announced that he and the channel's financial director, 
Yvonne Dederick, had purchased the outlet. He offered no immediate details on the 
price or the source of their financing. rn7 The advertising tax proposal was postponed 
until 2014. 
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Ac the beginning of November, a former employee of NAV reported to the 
prosecutor's office chat the agency turns a blind eye to value-added tax fraud 
commicced by some of Hungary's major corporations. He escimaced thac che fraud 
cost the scare about HUF l trillion ($4 billion) annually. 108 The whisdeblower, 
Andras Horvath, cited documents he claimed to have collected while working 
ac NAV. 109 In mid-December che police searched his house, acting on criminaJ 
charges raised by NAV. 110 The case underscored the insufficient protection for 
anticorruption whisdeblowers in Hungary. 111 
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The name is a pun in Hungarian on various uses of che word jobb (righc), meaning ac 
once "che better one," "rhe one which is more correct," and "the more conservative one." 
Movement for a Bener Hungary is rhe official English translation. 

Examples include Laszlo Domokos, a little-known Fidesz member of parliament who was 
named as head of the Stace Audit Office in 201 O; Tunde Hand6, the wife of a Fidesz MEP 
and longtime friend of the prime miniscerwho was appointed as head of the National Judicial 
Office in 2012; and Peter Pait, an Orban confidante who was reappointed as chief prosecutor 
in 2010. 

Emigration from Hungary follows the general regional trends, buc geographical mobilicy, 
both internal and oucbound, has hiscorically been low in Hungary in comparison wirh other 
countries in the region. The extent of che present outbound migration muse be understood in 
chis context. See Kacsor Zsolc, "KSH: Fi:ilgyorsuh a kiv.1.ndorlas Magyarorszagr61" [National 
Statistical Office: Emigration from Hungary increased], Nol.hu, 22 May 2013, hctp://nol.hu/ 
belfold/ksh_folgyorsulc_a_kivandorlas_magyarorszagrol?ref=sso; Kovacs Zita, "Mobilit:ls 
hi:inya: ri:ighi:iz ki:imek a szoros kapcsolatok?" [Lack of mobility: bound by mong relation
ships?], HRPonal.hu, 30 June 2009, hnp://www.hrponal.hu/hr/mobilitas-hianya-roghoz
komek-a-szoros-kapcsolacok-20090630.html; and "Ti:ibb mint 2400 milli6 dollart utaltak 
haza kiilfcildi:in dolgoz6 magyarok" [Over 2400 million dollars remitted by Hungarians 
working abroad], Napi.hu, 13 January 2014, http://www.napi.hu/magyar_gazdasag/tobb_ 
mint_2400_millio_dollan_utaltak_haza_kulfoldon_dolgozo_magyarok.573661.html. For 
a collection of articles on emigration, see Hvg.hu/kiv:indorlas [Hvg.hu/emigration], hnp:// 
hvg.hu/ cimke/kiv"AiC3%A 1 ndorl%C3%A 1 s. 

For a list of legislation sent back co the parliament for reconsideration, see Office of the 
President of rhe Republic, news releases, http://www.keh.hu/sajtokozlemenyek. 

"Ader Janos ahiirca az alkotm:inym6dosftast" U:inos Ader signed the amendment of rhe 
constitution], Index.hu, 25 March 2013, http://index.hu/belfold/2013/03/25/ader_alaina_ 
az_alkocmanymodositast/; and MTI, "Hungarian President Ader Reaffirms Belief He Had 
No Choice in Signing Off on Controversial Constitutional Amendment," Politics.hu, 29 
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April 2013, hccp://www.politics.hu/20130429/hungarian-president-ader-reaffirms-bel ief
he-had-no-choice-in-signing-off-on-concroversial-constitutional-amendment/. 

Andrew Arato, Gabor Halmai, and Janos Kis, eds., Opinion on the Fundamental Law of 
Hungary, June 2011, hccp://lapa.princeton.edu/hosreddocs/amicus-ro-vc-english-linal.pdf. 

"Lex bar.irok es ellensegek" [Lex friends and enemies], Tenyrar, 25 January 2012, hccp:// 
tenyrar.hu/elemzes/lex_baratok_es_ellensegek#.UMZtK4PAcuA. See also Transparency 
lncernarional, Corruption Risks in Hungary 20ll: National Integrity Study (Berlin: Trans· 
parency lncernacional, 2012), hccp://www.rransparency.hu/uploads/ docs/Corruption_Risks_ 
in_Hungary_NIS_2011.pdf; and a collection of articles on the tobacco kiosk issue at Hvg. 
hu, http://hvg.hu/cimke/trafikmutyi. 

Text of the Fourth Amendment of the constitution, hccp://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/ 
MKPDF/hiteles/MK13049.pdf; and European Commission for Democracy Through Law 
(Venice Commission), Opinion on the Fourth Amendment to the Fundamentaluw of Hungary 
(Strasbourg: Venice Commission, 17 June 2013), http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/ 
documencs/?pdf=CDL-AD(2013)012-e. 

Mll, "A niivero is megsz.avaua Vadai biincetesec" [lhe woman-beater voted to line Vadai, too], 
lndex.hu, 11 November 2013, http://index.hu/belfold/2013/11/11/kover_laszlo_megbuntecce_ 
vadai_agnest/; and "Feminism in Hungary," Hungarian Spectrum (blog), 14 November 2013, 
http://hungarianspectrum.wordpress.com/2013/ 11/ 14/feminism-in-hungary/. 

"Novemberi ko:rvelemeny-analizis es mandarumkalkulaci6" [Public opinion analysis and 
mandate calculation for November]. Valasztasirendszer.hu, 2 December 2013, http://www. 
valasztasirendszer.hu/?p~ 1942510. 

"Tarki: Senki sem nyert a biwnyralanok cs0kkenesevel" [Tarki: Nobody gained from the 
decrease in the number of undecided], Vg.hu, 27 November 2013, http://www.vg.hu/ 
ko1.elet/ pol i ti ka/ tarki-senki-sem-nyen-a-bizonyralano k-csokkenesevel-4167 99. 

"f gy cs0kkenc a Jobbik d.mogatonsaga a liatalok koreben" [This is how Jobbik's popularity 
decreased among youths], Political Radical (blog), 18 October 2013, http://politicalradical. 
cafeblog.hu/2013/ 10/ 18/igy-csokkent-a-jobbik-ramogatomaga-a-liaralok-koreben/. 

The Parliament of Hungary, hccp://www.parlamenr.hu/fotirkar/frak.hrm. 

When the law was passed in 2011, an incense debate ensued; the following sources are 
from chis period. For extensive analysis on rhe electoral system, see the following: Szigetvari 
Vikror, Tordai Csaba, and Vero Balazs, "TUI a demokraci:in-Az uj orsuiggyiilesi valaszr:isi 
rendszer modellje (2. resz) [Beyond democracy-The model of the new parliamentary 
elea:oral system (part 2)), Hazaeshaladas.blog.hu, 25 November 2011, http://hazaeshaladas. 
blog.hu/2011/11/25/rul_a_demokracian_~uj_orszaggy; KovacsA.ron, "Meg narancs-sargabb 
Jenne az orsz:ig Lazar otlererlll" [Uz:ir's idea would make the country even more "orange"], 
Origo.hu, 22 November 2011, http://www.origo.hu/itthon/20111121-ellenzeki-valasuo 
keruletek-eslistas; Kovacs Andris, "Bajnaiek nem adjak fol: tovabb manipul:ilnak", Mno.hu, 
8 February 2012, hnp://mno.hu/belfold/bajnaiek-nem-adjak-fol-tovabb-manipulalnak-104 
9580; Kovacs Andras, "Bajnaiek ligyelmen kfviil hagyjak a tenyeket" [Bajnai and co. 
disregard the facts], Mno.hu, 30 January 2012, http://mno.hu/belfold/bajnaiekligyelmen
kivul-hagyjak-a-tenyeket-1047302; Kovacs Andras, "Bajnaiekat clfolja az LMP-s nagyagyil?" 
[LMP's big shot proves Bajnai wrong?], Mno.hu, 26 December 2011, http://mno.hu/ 
belfold/bajnaiekat-cafolja-az-lmp-s-nagyagyu-1039525; Kovacs Andras, "Megse a Fidesznek 
kedvez az tij rendszerr [The new elea:oral system won't favor Fidesz at the end of rhe 
day?], Mno.hu, 11 December 2011, http://mno.hu/belfold/megse-a-lidesznek-kedvez-azuj
rendszer-l 036835; and Kovacs Andris, "Tudatosan manipul:il Bajnai alapitvfoya?" [Bajnai's 
foundation manipulates wantonly?], Mno.hu, 3 December 2011, http://mno.hu/belfo)d/ 
tudatosan-manipulal-bajnai-alapirvanya-10354 3 B. 

"Eszrevetleniil keriilr ki a torvenybol-A kiilfoldon elll magyar allarnpolgarok nem 
szavazhatnak levelben" ["It was removed from the law unconspicuously"-Hungarian 
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citizens who live abroad may nor voce by mail], Magyar Narancs.hu, 2 November 2013, 
http:/ I magyarnarancs.h u/bel po II eszreveden ul-keru lc-ki-a- corvcnybol-a-kul foldon-elo
magyar-allampolgarok-nem-sravazhamak-levelben-87274. 

"Lawmakers elecc seven members of Nacional Eleccion Commitcee," Policics.hu, 30 
Sepcember 2013, htcp://www.policics.hu/20130930/lawmakers-elect-seven-members-of
national-eleccion-committeel. 

For the number of female MPs, see The Parliament of Hungary's webpage, http://www. 
parlament.hulinternetlplsqllogy_kpv.kepv_rip?P _CALL_MOD=KEPV _RIP _&P _CKL= 
39&P _BIZ=null&P _NEME=2&P _EGYENl=I&P _TERULETl=l&P _ORSZAGOS= 
I&P _MEZO=null&P _SORREND=null. 

Fidesz.hu, "Vegleges a FIDESZ-KDNP egyeni kepviselojeli:ilcjeinek nevsora" [The final list of 
Fidesz-KDNP candidates], hnp:/ lwww.fidesz.hu/hirek/2013-12-09/vegleges-a-fidesz-kdnp
egyeni-kepviselojeloltjeinek-nevsoral; "Hol lesznek a nagy csatak 2014-ben?" [Where the big 
baules in 2014 are going robe], 444.hu, IO December 2013, hnp://444.hu/2013112110/ 
oevk-rablal. 
For a seleccion of inddenrs, see 

"Sziiljon!-socerseg a magyar parlamentben" [Give birrh!-Boorishness in rhe Hungarian 
Parliamem], Nol.hu, 11 Seprember 2012, hnp:/lnol.hu/belfoldla_fidesz_szerim_a_gyerek 
szules_megoldja_a_csaladon_beluli_eroszakor?ref=sso; 

"A fidesi.es kepviselil ehi:irre bar:imojenek orcir?" [Did rhe Fidesz MP break his girlfriend's 
nose?], 444.hu, 29 April 2013, hnp://444.hu/2013/04/29/ehone-a-felescgeorrar-a-fideszes
kepviselo/; 

"Cifolja Zagyva, hogy "ledofne" Omolykan Agnesr" [Zagyva denies he'd "screw" Agnes 
Omolykan], Hvg.hu, 20 February 2013, h11p://hvg.huli11hon/20130220_Zagyva_nem_ 
dofne_le_ Oszrnlykan_Agnesc; 

Marron Bede, "KDNP: A nilk felelosek a hajlekralansagen" [KDNP: Women responsible 
for homelessness], 444.hu, 13 Seprember 2013, hup://444.hu/2013/09113/kdnp-a
nokfelelosek-a-hajlekralansagerr/; 

"Deucsch a PM-s Srab6 Timear senegeci a Facebookon" [Deursch insuhs Egyuu-PM limea 
Szabo on facebook], Hi24.hu, 12 August 2013, h11p://www.hir24.hu/beltold/2013/08{12/ 
deursch-a-pm-s-srabo-limac-senegeri-a-facebookonl; 

"Illes Szel Bernade11nek: 'Au61 meg, hogy on szep, nem koveckezik, hogy on okos'" [le does 
nor follow rhac jusc because you're pre11y, you are sman as well], Hvg.hu, IO Seprember 
2013, hup:/lhvg.hu/iuhon/2013091 O_llles_Szel_Bernadennek_Auol_meg_hogy _on; and 
"Alpari srllusban kampanyol Keri" [Vulgar campaigning by Keri], Mno.hu, 13 November 
2013, hnp://mno.hu/magyar_nemzer_belfoldi_hirei/alpari-srilusban-kampanyol-keri-1195 
038. 

Romedia Foundarion, "The Polirical Representarion of rhe Roma in Hungary and in Ics 
Neighbouring Coumries." 27 Occober 2013, h11p://romediafoundacion. wordpress.com/2013 
110/27 lrhe-polir ical-represemar i on-of-rhe- roma-in-hu ngary-an d-i n-irs- neighbouring
coumries/. 

"A nemzecisegi kepviseler az uj valasmisi rendszerben" [Narional minority represenrarion 
in che new electoral sysrem]. Valaszcasirendszer.hu, 2 December 2011, http://www. 
valamasirendszer.hul?p= 1940340. 

Romedia Foundadon, "The Polirical Represenmion of rhe Roma in Hungary and in Ics 
Neighbouring Coumries." 

"Bcjurhar-e val aha coma pan a parlamembe?" (Can a Roma parry ever make ir m Parliamenr?], 
Hvg.hu, 28 November 2013, hup://hvg.hu/inhon/2013 I I 28_Magas_labda_de_nehez_ 
lccsapni_egy_roma. 

According ro law, campaigning is banned 24 hours before eleccions in Hungary. This 
provision will n~r be in elfecr from 2014. 
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"Elrendelcek a nyomoz:isc a foci v:llaszcasi csalisok Ggycbcn" [Invescigacion iniciaced in che 
Foe eleccoral fraud cases], Hvg.hu, 28 November 2013, hctp:l /hvg.hulicchon/2013 l l 28_A_ 
rendorseg__nyomoz_a_foci_valasztasi_csal. 

"Vilaszcisi csalas: megismetlik a szavaz:isc Bajfo" [Eleccoral fraud: vocing will be repeaced 
in Baja], Vg.hu, 28 November 2013, hccp:llwww.vg.hulkozeleclpolicika/valaszcasi-csalas
megismetlik-a-szavazasc-bajan-412685. 
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mszp-gyurcsanyra-mucogat-1192889; and 

"Bajai video: a poligcifos vizsgilacoc aronban cickolj:ik az MSZP szerim" [Baja video: 
polygraph cxaminacion kepc in secrec according co MSZP], Hvg.hu, 5 November 2013, 
hup:l lhvg.hulicchon/20131105_13ajai_video_a_poligrafos_vizsgalacoc_aron. 

"T:ivozik Gavra Gabor, a hvg.hu foszerkeszcc5je" [Gabor Gavra che editor-in-chief ofHvg.hu 
leaves), Hvg.hu, 23 Occober 2013, hccp:llhvg.hulicchon/20131023_ Tavozik_Gavra_Gabor. 

"Nez.Opom: A magyarok kozel fele lemondana a demokraci:ir61 a gazdasagi novekedeserc" 
[Perspeccive lnsticuce; Nearly half of Hungarians would give up democracy for economic 
growth], Origo.hu, 25 Occober 2011, hccp:llwww.origo.hu/icchon/2011 !025-nez.oponc-az
emberek-kozel-harmada-felvalcana-a-demokraciac-a-gyors.hcml. 
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Regulation of civil society in Hungary, http:llwww.kormany.hu/enlminiscry-of-public
ad min isrration-and-justicel nr:ws/ regu lari on-o f-dvil-sodety-in-h ungary. 

"Felmondoct a fel magyar Amnesty" [Half of che Hungarian Amnesty chapcer resigned), 
444.hu, 18 July 2013, hctp://444.hu/2013107/17 /felmondocc-a-fel-magyar-amnestyl?ucm_ 
source=mandiner&ucm_medium=link&ucm_campaign=mandiner_201312. 

P:il Daniel Renyi, "Vals:ig ucfo a TASZ: Tul a baracsagon" [HCLU after crisis: beyond 
friendship], Magyarnarancs.hu, I Augusc 2013, hccp:llmagyarnarancs.hulbelpollcul-a
bararsagon-85898. 

Hungarian Cencral Scatiscical Office, Statisztikai tilkor 20131119, A nonprofit suktor legfon
tosabb jellemzlfi 2012-ben [The key characteristics of che not-for-prone seccor in 2012] 
(Hungarian Central Scatiscical Office, 23 December 2013). 
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Februaty 2011, http://www.ey.com/HU/hu/Newsroom/News-releases/Korrupcios_Kockaza 
cok...20 11; and £va Palink6, Zoltan Sclnt6, and Isrv:in Janos T6rh, Ozleti korrupcio 
Magyarorszdgon-vdllalatvezetok JzemnngebO/ [Business corruption in Hungary-from rhe 
CEOs' point of view] {Budapest: Transparency Internacional Hungary, April 2008), http:// 
www.rransparency.hu/uploads/docs/incerjuelemzes.pdf. 
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Study {Berlin: Transparency Incernational, 2012), http://www.rransparency.hu/uploads/ 
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info=index&bind_id=O. 
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freedom of information adopted in extraordinary proceeding], Hvg.hu, 30 April 2013, 
http://hvg.hu/itthon/20 I 30430_Surgos_el jarasban_fogadcak,_el_az_in for mac. 
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kozatti idOszakban vegzett tevikenpegero£ tovdbbd a jogorvoslati iigyek taparztalatairo/ [Report 
co the National Assembly: On the activities of rhe Public Procurement Authority in che period 
of I January 20 I 2 co 31 December 2012 and the experience of the appeals cases] (Budapest: 
Public Procurement Authority, 2012), hrcp://www.parlament.hu/irom39/l 0294/ I 0294.pdf. 

Dr. Janos Kiss and Dr. Tiinde Tacrai, Fenntarthato kozbeszerzes [Sustainable public 
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accomplished what he promised], Hvg.hu, 20 December 2013, hup://hvg.hu/ 
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For more on rhe increase of Mesclros's wealrh, see Albert Alws, ~Minden arannya valik 
Meszaros Lorine kezeben" [Everything rums into gold in the hands of Lorine Meszaros], 
Origo.hu, 7 November 2013, hrrp://www.origo.hu/irrhon/20131106-meszaros-lorinc
meggazdagodasanak-rortenere.hrml. 

"Kis Oligarchariroz6: Simicska Lajos" [lhe pocket guide co oligarchs: Lajos Simicska], Aclarszo. 
hu, 12 November 2012, hup:// adarsro.hu/2012/ I l/ 12/kis-oligarchararozo-simicska-lajos/. 
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shops may open by I July], Hvg.hu, 23 April 2013, hrrp://hvg.hu/kkv/20130423_ 
Kihirderrek_54 I 5_dohanybo!t_nyilhar_juliu. 
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Aron Kovacs, "Kiallas: 6deszes kepviselo leplezi le a tra6kmutyit" [Taking a stand: 
Fidesz council member discloses kiosk pork]. Hvg.hu, 30 April 2013, http://hvg.hu/ 
itthon/20 I 30430_rra6kmutyi_Szeksurd_lideszes_kepviselo. 

"Thought for Food-How Much People in Different Countries Spend on Food," Economist, 
12 March 2013, http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2013/03/daily-chart-5. 

"Tizszazalekos garantilt arres a doh:iny-kiskereskedoknek-M6dosult a traliktorveny" [Ten 
percent guaranteed margin for tobacconisrs-Kiosk law amended], Jogi F6rum, 22 May 
2013, http://www.jogiforum.hu/hirek/2 9652. 

"Brut:ilisan viss7.aesett a cigarettaforgalom a traliknyit:lsok 6ta" [Tobacco sales brutally 
fell since kiosks opened), Hvg.hu, 20 September 2013, http://hvg.hu/kkv/20130920_ 
Brutalisan_vissuesett_a_cigarettaforgalo; and "Mar a trahkrendszer hlrere duplajara niitt a 
feketepiac" (Black market doubled afrer news of kiosk system), Nol.hu, 20 December 2013, 
http://nol.hu/ gazdasag/ mar_a_t rahk rendszer_h irere_d uplajara_nort_a_f eketepiac. 

"A brilsszeli bejelentes ellenere is lesz reklamad6" [Despite the announcement in Brussels there 
will be an advertising tax], Atv.hu, 29 May 2013, hnp://www.arv.hu/belfold/20130529_ 
giro_szasz_lesz_reklamado?source=hirkercso; Balazs Weyer, "Mi koze a rddarnadonak a 
sajt6etikahoz?" [What docs the advertising tax have to do with media ethics?], Fiiszerkesw5k 
F6ruma, 29 May 2013, http://foszerkemokforuma.org/2013/05/29/mi-koze-a·reklamadonak
a-sajtoecikahoz/; sZ, "ltt az ujabb mediahaboru?" [Has the new media war begun?], Index. 
hu, 7 August 2013, http://index.hu/kultur/media/2013/08/07 /itt_az_ujabb_mediahaboru/; 
"Mediamogulok titkos terve a korm:iny ellen" [The secret plot of media moguls against the 
government], Mno.hu, 25 July 2013, http://mno.hu/belfold/mediamogulok-titkos-terve
a-korm-1174719; and PaI D:iniel Rc!nyi, "Beiil-e a Fidesz a Tv2-be?-Csuszik a rek!amado 
bevezetese" [Will Fidesz take over Tv2?-The introduction of the advertising tax delayed], 
Magyar Narancs, 4 July 2013, http://magyarnarancs.hu/belpol/beul-e-a-6desz-a-tv2-be-85492. 

sZ, "Eladtak a Tv2-t" [Tv2 sold], lndex.hu, 21 December 2013, http://index.hu/kultur/ 
media/2013/ 12/21 I eladtak_a_tv2-t/. 

"Kitalalt egy adoellenor: engedik csalni a nagyokat" [A tax auditor unloads: they let the big 
ones chea1), Index.hu, 8 November 2013, http://index.hu/gazdasag/2013/l l/08/kitalalt_ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

0 ver more than two decades of rule, Presidenc Nursulcan Nazarbayev has 
constructed a hypercencralized policical system designed to perpetuate che 
incerests of the presidenc, his family, and che ruling elite. Supporced by 

powerful political and economic players with a high stake in maincaining the scacus 
quo, Nazarbayev has shown a tendency toward greater auchoricarianism in recenc 
years. A bout of unresc in che wescern cown of Zhanaozen in lace 2011 shook the 
administration's confidence in its own narrative of policical scabilicy, prompting 
a crackdown on civil liberties chat continued in 2013. Throughout the year, the 
adminiscracion worked concertedly co maincain ics iron grip on the political process, 
the media environmenc, and civil society. 

Sevency-chree-year-old Nazarbayev-who has been in power since Soviec cimes 
and enjoys legal immunicy from presidencial term limits or prosecution, as well 
as che righc co incervene in policymaking afcer his reciremenc-has responded co 
widespread speculacion abouc his healch and succession only by scaring chat he 
incends co remain in office through the end of his currenc term in December 
2016. In the meancime, che presidenc has taken no seeps to escablish the "resilienc" 
policical system he himself has said the councry will need in order to withstand 
his evencual deparcure. Instead, che adminiscracion concinued in 2013 co build a 
cult of personality around Nazarbayev in which he is porcrayed as che lynchpin of 
Kazakhstan's prosperity and scabilicy. All political insticucions outside the presidency 
remained weak as che administration concinued co discredit and marginalize any 
opposition activity. 

Civil liberties, including the right to public procest, remained heavily curtailed 
in 2013. Meanwhile, freedom of worship shrank furcher wich the draconian 
implemencacion of a 2011 law on religious affairs and the use of forced psychiatric 
creacmenc againsc civil society activists. Kazakhscan's media remained under incense 
pressure as ouclecs closed down by court order lose appeals and new ouclecs faced 
suspension orders and online blocking 

National Democratic Governance. Under Presidenc Nazarbayev's rule, 
Kazakhstan has mastered the rhecoric of reform and democratization without 
demonscracing any genuine commicmenc to these processes. Various business 
groups depend on Nazarbayev's patronage and indirectly conrrol the parliamenc, 
governmenc miniseries, and major media outlets, while Nazarbayev himself appoincs 
individuals to a range of cop offices. The two nominal opposicion parties in the 
parliamenc offered no subscancive criticism of governmenc policies during the year, 
ensuring chat the legislature did nor become a forum for pluraliscic debace. With no 
independenc institutions co perform effeccive checks and balances on power, and no 
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evidence that building such institutions is on the presidential agenda, Kazakhstan 
remains at risk of a major political crisis when its current president leaves office. 
For the ninth year in a row, Kazakhstan's rating for national democratic governance 
stagnates at 6. 75. 

Electoral Process. The ruling Nur Oran parry concinued to dominate che political 
scene in 2013, and the space for opposition politics remained tighcly restricted. 
Kazakhstan's parliament concains only loyal presidencial supporters and serves as a 
rubberstamp body for governmenc policies. The authorities have given no indication 
chat they incend to undertake meaningful reforms to install a genuinely competitive 
electoral system capable of yielding a truly pluralistic legislacure. In che absence of any 
substantive change, Kazakhstan's ratingfor electoral process remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Civil Society. The government continued to coopt nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), businesses, and public associations inco che stace sphere. Authorities 
zealously applied che controversial 2011 law governing religious affairs, with 
law-enforcement agencies pursuing religious groups, raiding religious meetings, 
arresting and trying religious group leaders and worshippers, and deporting foreign 
missionaries. Two people detained on charges relating co their religious activicy were 
also subjected to forced psychiatric treatment. As the Nazarbayc:v regime tightens 
ics grip on independent religious accivicy, Kazakhstan's rating for civil sodety declines 
from 6.25 to 6.50. 

Independent Media. Media production and distribution in Kazakhstan are largely 
controlled by members ofNazarbayev's family or powerful businesses affiliated wich 
che regime. Libel remains a criminal offense, as does criticizing che presidenc. The 
government employs propaganda to regulate the media and saturate Kazakhstan's 
informational space with progovernment views that seek to discredit independent 
voices. In 2013, several prominent independent media outlets lost appeals against 
legal bans imposed on their operations in 2012. Kazakhstan's independent media 
rating remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. Kazakhstan held its first indirect mayoral 
elections in some districts, towns, and villages in 2013. In practice, the new system 
did noc increase che independence or democratic accountabiliry of local government 
because all candidates were nominated by officials and elected by legislative councils 
dominated by the ruling Nur Otan parcy. Moreover, mayors of all Kazakhstan's major 
cities and 14 regions remain presidential appointees. Kazakhstan's rating for Inca! 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 6.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Kazakhstan's judiciary consistently 
protects the interests of the regime rather than those of individuals, minorities, and 
the weaker strata of society. In August, the Supreme Court refused to review che 
case of jailed opposition leader Vladimir Kozlov, who was sentenced to seven-and-
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a-half years in prison in October 2012 for his alleged role in fomenting a mass strike 
by oil workers in western Kazakhstan almost one year earlier. At year's end, Kozlov 
was serving his sentence in a labor camp 1,700 kilometers from his hometown, in 
violation of Article 68 of the penal code, which scipulates that prisoners should 
serve time only in their home regions. Seven other people convicted ofinvolvement 
in the Zhanaozen unrest had their original sentences commuted in 2013 and were 
released from prison. A lawyer who had complained of official interference in the 
judicial process was subjected to three months of forced psychiatric treatment 
before her release in December. Kazakhstan's judicial framework and independence 
rating remains unchanged at 6.50. 

Corruption. Corruption is widespread at all levels of government and the judicial 
system. Investigations are handled by the presidentially appointed prosecutor 
general and financial police (FinPol), in conjunction with the Ministries of Justice 
and Internal Affairs and the National Security Committee (KNB). These entities 
press corruption charges against critics of the government, including political 
opponents, journalists, and NGOs. High-level officials cypically only face charges 
after they have fallen out of favor with the regime. In 2013, the state continued 
to pursue corruption charges against former officials who have Aed the country. 
Kazakhstan also joined the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), a 
coalition seeking to increase transparent and accountable management of natural 
resources revenues. Kazakhstan's corruption rating remains unchanged at 6.50. 

Outlook for 2014. The official narrative that Nazarbayev is personally responsible 
for Kazakhstan's independence, stabilicy, and prosperity has been skillfully woven, 
and public support for the president remains quite high. However, there are signs 
of growing fissures between state messaging and public perception. With channels 
for legitimate protest all but closed off, latent political, economic, and social 
tensions are mounting. Corruption, nepotism, and a growing rich-poor divide 
undermine the regime's stabilicy, in some cases driving the marginalized to embrace 
Islamic radicalism. Meanwhile, a rising young and educated middle class expects 
opportunities that a regime and economy based on cronyism cannot deliver. Nor do 
the authorities show any indication that they intend to create these opportunities 
through meaningful, far-reaching reforms. 

As the end of Nazarbayev's current term approaches, a high-stakes succession 
battle is gathering pace, causing friction between elites. In 2014, the regime will 
struggle to maintain the level of stabilicy required for a seamless succession process 
in the future. 
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On 6 July 2013, Astana celebrated ics 15'" anniversary as Kazakhstan's capital 
with festivities centered around the personality and legacy of President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev, who rurned 73 on the same day. In a documentary aired on the eve 
of the evenr, the president stressed che imporcance of constructing a "resilient" 
political system co hand over co his eventual successor. 1 This statemenr, while a 
norable departure from che presidenr's usual silence on the subject of his retirement, 
was in no way reflected in government policy during the year. After more than 
cwenty years in office, Nazarbayev continues to preside over a hypercenualized 
system that many believe cannot withstand the loss of its crearor.2 In October, the 
president confirmed his incencion co remain in office through the end of his term 
in December 2016.3 Beyond chat, governmenr plans for the post-Nazarbayev era 
remained opaque. 

Kazakhstan's political system is a hybrid of Soviet-era institutions and practices 
with an elected parliament dominated by Nazarbayev's Nur Oran parry. Under 
the constirurion, Nazarbayev has sweeping authority over che parliamenr, which is 
comprised of the Senate (the upper house) and rhe Mazhilis (the lower house). The 
president appoints 15 of 47 senators and may unilaterally dissolve the parliament. 
He also selects all members of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan (APK), a 
body representing the country's various ethnic groups. In 2007, rhe APK acquired 
the right to elect nine of its members co the Mazhilis-a rule char effectively allows 
some citizens co vote twice in legislative elections, in violation of the constitution. 
In practice, candidates elected by the AKP are handpicked by the executive branch. 
The remaining 98 members of the Mazhilis are elected from party lists on a 
proportional basis. The remaining senators are selected by rhe assemblies of che 14 
regions, the capital Astana, and the former capital Almaty. 

Other nominally independent instirudons are also conrrolled by rhe executive. 
Nazarbayev selects the chair and two of rhe seven members of rhe Central Election 
Commission (CEC). Kazakhstan's National Ombudsman is a presidential appoincee 
who lacks the support of civil society and human rights activists. The ombudsman 
heads Kazakhstan's Human Rights Commission, depriving it of the independence 
demanded by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 
Paris Principles that govern the starus of national human righcs bodies. 

The president appoinrs and may dismiss the prime minister, who is responsible 
for executing policies, rather than formulating them. Following his appoinrmenr 
in 2012, Prime Minister Serik Akhmcrov mainrained a lower political profile than 
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his predecessor, Karim Masimov, who accumulated considerable personal influence 
and wealch during his tenure and at year's end still wielded great power as the head 
of the Presidential Administration. All appointees to the cabinet, the Presidential 
Administration and other ruling bodies are presidential loyalists who do not 
publicly challenge the status quo. Kazakhstan's military and security services are led 
by still more Nazarbayev associates, including the influential head of the National 
Security Committee domestic intelligence service, Nurtay Abikayev. In October, 
the government announced that it would end military conscription by 2016. 

Several powerful business groups loyal to Nazarbayev and Nur Otan indirectly 
control the parliament, government ministries, and major media outlets. These 
groups include the copper giant Kazakhmys; the "Eurasia Group" (Eurasian Natural 
Resources Corporation, or ENRC); and the sovereign wealth fund Samruk-Kazyna. 
Some ofNazarbayev's close relatives also exert considerable influence in Kazakhstan: 
his eldest daughter, Oariga Nazarbayeva, sits in parliament for Nur Otan, while his 
middle daughter, Dinara Kulibayeva, and her husband, Timur Kulibayev, influence 
the economy through their ownership of energy and financial sector interests. 

Business entities have allowed personal associates of Naz.arbayev to amass vast 
personal wealth. These include members of his family such as the Kulibayevs, as 
well as presidential associates such as Vladimir Kim, the president of Kazakhmys, 
Alizhan Ibragimov, a major shareholder in ENRC, and Bulat Utemuratov, a mining, 
hotel, and banking magnate. All these entrepreneurs were included on the 2013 list 
of world billionaires in Forbes magazine,4 and Dariga Nazarbayeva and her son, 
banker Nurali Aliyev, featured on Forbes Kazakhstan's list of the 50 richest people 
in the country.~ 

Kazakhstan's major business groups, Nazarbayev's most powerful relatives, and 
influential individuals like Masimov, Akhmetov, Abikayev, and Kassym-Zhomarc 
Tokayev, the chairman of the Senate {who, according to the constitution, will 
temporarily succeed Nazarbayev in the event of his removal or death), are likely 
to have a decisive say in shaping the balance of forces in a post-Nazarbayev 
Kazakhstan. 

The regime's most frequent response to international criticism of its human 
rights record is that Kazakhstan is uin transition" to democracy, a process that will 
cake cime.6 In the meantime, the government engages multiple public relations 
firms to highlight its achievements and deflect attention from undemocratic 
behavior.7 Tony Blair Associates, which by October 2013 had been advising 
the Kazakh government on political, economic, and social reform for over two 
years, came under fire from Human Rights Watch and other watchdogs in 2013. 
Responding co accusations that its work is about spin, rather than reform, the former 
British prime minister's consulcancy stated that Kazakhstan is "a country where 
there is the possibility of evolutionary change over time moving in a democratic 
direction."K 
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Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 

Nazarbayev's widespread patronage and the government's abuse of administrative 
resources-as well as rhe lack of independent media and eleccoral or judicial 
insrirurions-make competitive elections nearly impossible in Kazakhstan wirhour 
meaningful and far-reaching reform of rhe political system. To date, none of 
Kazakhstan's presidential or parliamentary elections have qualified as free and fair 
by incernacional standards. Since 2005, no parliamencary or presidential election 
has been held according co rhe consrirurional schedule, either; instead, rhe regime 
routinely calls snap elections that prevenc the opposition from mobilizing. 

Nur Oran continued to dominate che parry political scene in 2013, and chc space 
for opposition policies remained tightly remicted. Boch rhe Mazhilis and che Senate 
are dominated by Nur Oran and concain only loyal presidential supporters. Early 
elections in January 2012, which Nazarbayev called with only two monchs' notice, 
gave Nur Oran 83 of the 98 sears in rhe Majlis. Only two ocher parries--che pro
business Ak Zhol and the Communist People's Parry-secured any representation 
in rhe lower house, winning 8 and 7 sears, respectively. In 2013, these two nominal 
opposition parries failed to presenc any meaningful criticism of governmenc policies, 
ensuring thac che legislature did nor become a forum for pluralisric debate. 

The aurhoricies have given no indication char they incend co undertake 
meaningful reforms co install a genuinely pluraliscic electoral syscem. On che 
contrary, they have become increasingly impervious co incernacional criticism of 
Kazakhstan's elections. After the 2012 parliamenrary elections, Nazarbayev attacked 
rhe OSCE's Office for Democratic lnsrirurions and Human Rights (ODIHR) 
for becoming an instrument "for purring pressure by one group of countries on 
another.'' He questioned rhe "mythical unconformity with standards of some sort" 
and threatened co ban "experrs hired by someone who criticizes our eleccions.''9 

Kazakhstan served as chair of rhe OSCE in 20 I 0. 
Throughout rbe year, rhe stare used law enforcement agencies ro pressure the 

political opposition. In July, acrivisc Marat Zhanuz.akov and Bulat Abilov, che leader 
of the opposition Azar (Free) parry, were briefly detained hours before rhe planned 
srarr of a meeting between rhe country's major opposition groups. The meeting had 
co be held outdoors because none of the venues these groups approached would allow 
chem access. The day before che meeting, several opposition acrivists were called in 
and interrogated about possible links with fugitive oligarch Mukhtar Ahlyazov. 10 

Pressure from above and internal differences caused further fragmentation of 
the opposition in 2013. An alliance between Azar and Zharmakhan Tuyakbay's 
National Social Democratic Parry (OSDP) collapsed in February 2013, and che 
OSDP fragmented further wirh a split in its leadership in March. Abilov lacer 
announced his reciremenc from policies, citing a desire co concencrare on other 
projects. 11 Afcer che forced disbanding of Alga! (Forward!) in 2012 on charges 
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relared ro rhe Zhanaozen unresr, rhe end of OSD P lefr Kazakhstan wirhour a single 

genuine and effective opposition party ar year's end. 
In August, local councils (mas/ihats) in many of Kazakhstan's disrricrs, rowns, 

and villages were allowed ro elect mayors (akims) ro rheir local governments for the 

first rime (see Local Democratic Governance). 

Civil Society 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

5.50 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 5.75 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 
·------·-------···-·-····--.. ·········-

The space for independent activism by nongovernmental organizations (NG Os) and 

public associarions---particularly chose engaged in advocacy for civil liberties, labor 
righrs, and political reform-has been diminishing for several years, particularly 
since rhe Zhanaozen oil strike and ensuing violence of December 2011. A rafr of 
legislation adopced over rhe lase three years has tightened resrricrions on freedom of 
expression, assembly, and worship. In 2013, rhe regime made increased use of a law 
from 20 I I chac comrols or bans various forms of religious activity. 

The Kazakh government increasingly seeks ro constrain religious organizations 
whose views are not in line with rhe scare-approved version of Islam, and the 
official caregorizarion of various minority religions as "seers" or "non-traditional" 
groups continues ro portray them as potentially subversive or extremist. These 
groups include Evangelical Christians, Jehovah's Wimesses, Hare Krishna devotees, 
and independent Muslims. Meanwhile, the Spiritual Association of Muslims in 
Kazakhstan, officially an independent body bur effectively a quasi-scare institution, 
works closely with che government ro regulace Islamic activity by licensing the 
acrivities of rhe counrry's mosques, conducting background checks on imams, and 
serving other managerial functions. 

A law adopted in 2011 bans unregistered religious activicies and rhe operation 
of mosques that are nor approved by the Spiritual Association of Muslims; prohibits 

rhe provision of prayer rooms inside srare buildings; prevents foreigners from setting 
up fairh groups; and severely limirs missiona1y acrivicy and rhe acquisition of what ir 
defines as "religious literature." Throughout 2013, law enforcement agencies vigorously 
pursued religious groups under this law, raiding religious meetings, arresting and 
crying religious group leaders and worshippers, and deporting foreign missionaries. 
In November, rhe Oslo-based religious freedom watchdog Forum 18 reported char 
at leasr 153 fines had been imposed on 126 individuals in 2013 for violating the 
2011 religion law.12 According ro rhe same source, fines levied for violarions of rhe 
law ranged between once and twice the average monthly wage in Kazakhstan. The 
government also deported several foreign nationals suspecred of illegal missionary 
acrivicy, sometimes using unconnecred minor adminiscrarive violarions.'3 

The government made use of several orher laws to punish religious activity 
in 2013. In May, Presbyterian pascor Bakhyrzhan Kashkumbayev was arrested for 
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allegedly damaging the healrh of one of his parishioners through his sermons and 
spenr several months undergoing forced psychiatric treatment before a courr ruled 
char he should be pur under house arresr. ' 4 Minures after his release, Kashkumbayev 
was re-am:sted on charges of extremism. He remained in detenrion and under 
investigation at year's end. Aleksandr Kharlamov, an atheist, was also subjected to 
forced psychiatric trearment after his arresr in March on charges of inciring religious 
discord.' 5 

Following rhe evenrs in Zhanaozen, rhc government used all rhe repressive 
legislarion ar irs disposal to rarget chose ir held responsible for rhe srrikes, the 
violence, and rhe spread of informarion abour borh. This included rhe senrencing 
of 34 Zhanaozen residents and labor activisrs for "organizing mass disorders" and 
a December 2012 ban on Vladimir Kozlov's Alga! parry for "extremisr" activiries. 
Kozlov himself remained in prison rhroughour 2013, despite the adoption of a 
resolurion by rhe European Parliamem calling for his release. The resolurion also 
called on rhe government of Kazakhstan to ease restrictions on independent labor 
unions. Afrer Zhanaozen, trade union acrivists came under incense pressure that 
conrinued in 2013. The governmenr did nor rcacr to rhe European Parliamenc's 
staremenr, which bears no legal force. 

Public gatherings in Kazakhsran remained righrly restricted. The Law on Public 
Assembly requires protesters to seek permission from rhe government ren days 
in advance for any public appearance or garhering broadly seen as an assembly. 
Permission for opposirion rallies is often refused, and if granted they are allowed to 

rake place in remore locarions outside the cenrers of ciries. In Ocrober, rwo housing 
righrs campaigners, Yesenbek Ukreshbayev and Kyzdygoy Azharkulova, were 
senrenced to jail rerms of fifteen and rhrec days, respecrively, for parriciparing in 
an unaurhorized prorest in Astana, and three more activisrs involved in rhe protesr 
were fined. 16 Negarive propaganda depicring public demonsrrarions and rallies as 
harbingers of disorder ofren dissuade citizens from organizing or taking parr in any 
civic acrion. 

All NGOs, public associations, and religious bodies are required ro register 
wirh the Ministry of Jusrice. Through funding and programming, the government 
seeks ro coopt nascenr civil society organizations and define their agendas as pro
regime. There are 36,815 NGOs officially regisrered in Kazakhstan, bur only a 
fracrion of these are operational and effective. 17 

In March 2013, Nurlan Oreulicv, an environmenralist campaigning ro save a 
forest near Almaty, was shor dead in a murder his relatives linked to his activism. 18 
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Mosr media ourlets in Kazakhstan, though privately owned and formally categorized 
as independent, are regulared by rhe governmenr and conrrolled by financial groups 
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affiliated with the regime. They serve primarily as a megaphone for official propaganda, 
and refrain from investigative work that might negatively affect the interests or 
reputations of President Nazarbayev and his inner circle. The few journalists or media 
outlets that still criticize government policy face severe legal restrictions, prohibitive 
libel and defamation judgments, and other forms of harassment. 

The majority of critical voices in Kazakhstan's traditional media have been 
effectively muzzled. The state continues to exert heavy pressure on those that 
remain, using a mix of highly restrictive laws and unauthorized, indirect, and 
informal mechanisms of control to ensure adherence to the official narrative of the 
Nazarbayev regime. Under Article 318 of the criminal code and Article I of the Law 
on the First President-Leader of the Nation, upublic insulting or other encroachment 
on the honor and dignity of the first president" is an offense punishable with a fine 
of approximately$ I 0,000 and a maximum penalty of three years in prison. 19 Libel, 
too, remains a criminal offense. In 2013, journalist Lupkan Akhmedyarov, who 
survived an attempt upon his life in 2012, was found guilty of insulting a local 
official and fined approximately $33,000.20 Truth is not a defense in libel cases, and 
there is no scatute of limitations. 

In 2013, several prominent independent media outlets lost appeals against 
legal bans imposed on them at the end of 2012. Approximately 40 media outlets 
were banned in December when the courts ruled that their coverage of the unrest 
in Zhanaozen in 2011 had been "extremist.''21 In February 2013, the courts rejected 
appeals against the closure of the Respublika newspaper and a group of 30 associated 
oudets,22 as well as the newspaper Vzglyad and its associated websites.23 Tatyana 
Trubacheva, a journalist for the banned Golos respubliki, attempted to start a 
new newspaper called Ripablik in 2013. In February, she was fined for breaking 
the printing ban, and her new venture folded.24 In July, former members of the 
Respublika editorial team Oksana Makushina and Sergey Zelepukhin complained 
of ongoing threats, blackmail, and attempts at recruitment by persons presenting 
themselves as national security agents.25 

A technical provision of the Administrative Code requiring newspapers to 

adhere to their masthead data provided another opportunity to harass independent 
media in 2013. In August, Pravdivaya Gazeta-whose first issue was seized in April 
for allegedly failing to show exact publication dates in its registration documents
was suspended for three months for priming 7,000 copies instead of 8,000.26 In 
September, the Ashyk Alan (Tribune) and the Pravda Kazakhstana newspapers 
were suspended for three months and fined for infringing their masthead data. 
The suspensions prompted an expression of concern from OSCE Representative on 
Freedom of the Media Dunja Mijatovic. 27 

Independent outlets also reported difficulty in accessing printing facilities. 
Gulzhan Yergaliyeva, the editor-in-chief of the ADAM Reader weekly, said that 
24 publishing houses in Almaty had refused to publish her newspaper, which 
she set up after a court suspended her website for three months in 2012.2

H Two 
additional websites associated with Yergaliyeva, Nuradam.kz and Adambol.com, 
were periodically blocked for short intervals in 2013. 
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The aurhoriries used legal pressure ro discourage reporters from covering 
protests. In May, a court sentenced independent journalist Berik Zhaghyparov to 

15 days in jail on charges of raking parr in an unsanctioned proresc over housing 
in Asrana, rejecting his defense chac he was covering the protest rather than 
parriciparing.2~ 

There were incidents of violence against journalists rhroughout 2013. In 
August, Igor Larra of rhe Svoboda Slova {Freedom of Speech) newspaper suscained 
serious head injuries after he was beaten with a metal rod; police identified robbery 
as che morive for rhe crime, but Larra believed ic was connecced to his journalistic 
work.30 This was rhe second attack on Larra, who was beaten up after covering an 
oil workers' strike in western Kazakhstan in 2010. 31 In May 2013, police arracked 
a film crew from the private KTK TV channel,32 and allegedly failed to step in 
when a TengrinewsTV cameraman was beaten up in June.33 Also in June, journalise 
Dauren Mustafin of rhc Ye/ Birligi newspaper was allegedly rhreatened, abducted, 
and beaten up by local maslihat (council) deputy Abdraman Turmagambetov and 
his aides while covering a rrial in the city of Shymkent. Police opened a criminal 
case against Musrafin's alleged attackers, bur closed ir a few months larer, citing the 
absence of corpus delicti.-11 

The aurhorities have a mixed record when ir comes to addressing attacks against 
journalists. Four suspects accused of a violent 2012 attack on invesrigarive journalist 
Lukpan Akhmedyarov were rried in July 2013, resulting in convictions and long 
jail sentences of 11-15 years. However, the persons who ordered the attack were 
never identified.35 
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Kazakhsran held ics firsc indirect mayoral (akim) elections in many discricts, 
towns, and villages in August 2013. The central government presenced this as 
evidence of democrarizarion, since previously all such positions had been filled 
via direct presidential appoincmenc.36 In practice, the new system did noc increase 
rhe independence or democratic accountability of local government because all 
candidates were nominared by existing (appointed) officials and elected by legislative 
councils (maslihats), which are dominated by rhe ruling Nur Oran parry. Moreover, 
the akims of all Kazakhstan's major cities and 14 regions remained presidential 
appointees. 

Nazarbayev announced the introduction of mayoral elections in December 
2012, saying chat chey would be used to elect "all akims who work directly with 
citizens and resolve problems in the localities." The president urged citizens to "get 
actively involved in solving viral questions in che localities, [and] monitoring the 
work of local bodies of power."37 According co Kuandyk Turgankulov, the head 
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of Kaz.akhscan's Cencral Eleccoral Commission (CEC), mayoral candidaces were 
nominaced by currenc discricc akims "afcer consulcacion wich che local populacion."38 

From a pool of 6,738 candidaces regiscered by eleccoral commissions, maslihac 
members elecced a coca! of2,457 akims, filling 91.5 percenc of che councry's mayoral 
poscs.39 The eleccions slighcly improved che low level of female represencacion in 
local bodies of governance: 280 (I 1.4 percenc) of chose elecced were women, 32 
more chan before che eleccions. 40 

The eleccions were couced by che auchoricies as a major seep cowards 
democracizacion,41 despice che face chac only 2,602 local councilors-almosc all of 
chem Nur Ocan loyaliscs-were encicled co voce, and che newly elecced akims are 
in charge of che cowns, villages, and rural areas inhabiced by only 45 percenc of 
Kazakhscan's coca! populacion.42 Turgankulov used incernacional precedenc co juscify 
che choice of indirccc, racher chan direcc, eleccions, nocing chac indirccc eleccions 
for mayors were held in 19 of che 37 scaces selecced for che governmenc's scudy. 
Firsc Depucy Prime Miniscer and Miniscer of Regional Developmenc Bakyczhan 
Sagincayev also explained chac voces were being case by "local maslihac depucies, 
who are in cheir cum elecced by direcc suffrage, which is co say chac ic can be scaced 
chac chis is also che direcc expression of che will of che local populacion."43 The 
governmenc has expressed no incencion ofincroducing mayoral eleccions in Ascana, 
Almacy, or Kazakhscan's ocher large cicies, nor for che governorships of che councry's 
14 regions. 

In April, Sagincayev sec ouc che governmenc's concepc of developing local 
democracic governance, which he said would be carried ouc in two scages. In 
2013-14, che governmenc would cake measures co expand self-governance "ac che 
lower levels of governmenc" and develop governing and financing mechanisms. In 
2015-20, officials would examine "che furcher demarcacion of funccions of local 
scace governance," and decide on budgecary maccers. Ulcimacely, he said, local 
populacions would be able co cake pare in monicoring che use of budgec funds and 
in che decision-making process, buc he did noc specify any mechanisms chrough 
which chis would be achieved. 

Jn che second scage of che self-governance projecc, akims will be granced 
more budgecary auconomy and be given chc righc co seek alcernacive sources of 
revenue co supplemenc budgec funds. Their currenc lack of financial auconomy 
is a conscrainc on che auchoricy and effecciveness of local bodies, as che cencral 
governmenc decermines all caxacion races and budgecary regulacions. Local budgecs 
lose subscancial sums, as many companies operacing in che regions are regiscered in 
Almacy or Ascana and do noc pay caxes locally. 

There is no effeccive mechanism for sharing revenue among regions. Akims in 
oil-rich regions, or in Ascana and Almacy, which have accracced chc mosc foreign 
invescmenc, cend co exerc greacer concrol chan ocher regional heads over budgecary 
maccers. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Kazakhstan's constitution recognizes the separation of powers and safeguards the 
independence of rhe judiciary, bur in practice, the courts are subservient to the 
executive and protect rhe interests of rhe ruling elite. The president appoints judges 
to rhe Supreme Courr and local courts, as well as members of rhe Supreme Judicial 
Council. The courts regularly convict public figures brought ro trial on politically 
motivated charges, usually without credible evidence or proper procedures. 

None of the convictions meted our to alleged Zhanaozen unrest instigators 
were overturned in 2013. However, the jail sentences of seven protesters were 
commuted ro suspended sentences and they were released from prison, leaving 11 
civilians behind bars on charges related ro rhe unrest at year's end.44 

The laner group includes Vladimir Kozlov, leader of che banned Alga! parry, 
who is srill serving our a seven-and-a-half-year sentence on charges of fomenting 
violence in Zhanaozen and seeking to overthrow rhe state. In April 2013, the 
European Parliament (EP) passed a resolurion calling for the release of Kozlov, 
labor activist Roza Tulerayeva (also imprisoned on charges related ro rhe Zhanaozen 
unrest}, and the well-known civil society activist and lawyer Vadim Kuramshim, 
who was sentenced to 12 years imprisonment on extortion charges in December 
2012. The EP resolution expressed concern about rhe Alga ban and rhe detention 
of opposition leaders, journalists, and lawyers following uials that "fall shore of 
international standards."45 The Nazarbayev government did nor react to the 
resolution, which has no legal force. 

Ac year's end, Kozlov was serving his sentence in a labor camp in che northern 
city of Pecropavlovsk, 1,700 kilometers from his hometown of Almaty. His 
supporters say this creates hardship for family visits and violates Article 68 of 
the penal code, which stipulates rhar prisoners should serve cheir terms in their 
home region. In April, rhe aurhoriries denied permission to rwo members of the 
Polish parliament to visir Kozlov in prison.46 During rhe year, relarives of Kozlov 
and Tulerayeva complained rhar they were in poor health and were nor receiving 
adequate medical attention in prison. In April, Tulerayeva staged a brief hunger 
strike in proresr. 47 

In August, the Supreme Court rejected Kozlov's bid to have his case reviewcd.48 

In May, the Court upheld Tuletayeva's conviction and five-year prison sentence. 
Kuramshim remained in prison ar year's end. 

Kazakh authorities continued to seek the extradition of fugitive oligarch 
Mukhtar Ablyawv, rhe former chairman and main shareholder (via a stake held 
through intermediaries) of Kazakhstan's BTA Bank, which was nationalized in 
2009. Ablyazov, one ofNazarbayev's most vocal cricics, is accused of embezzlement, 
and of insrigaring and funding rhc violence in Zhanaozen. He was arrested in 
France in July 2013 and remained in detention ar year's end, pending a decision 
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on extradition requests from Russia and Ukraine. lnternarional rights groups have 
urged France not to extradite the ex-banker to any country that might send him 
on to Kazakhstan, where he would be "at serious risk of ill-treatment and would 
face a flagrant denial of his fair trial rights."49 Prior to Ablyazov's arrest, his wife 
and six-year-old daughter were deported from Italy to Kazakhstan to face charges 
of alleged document forgery. The case triggered a political furor in Italy, leading to 
the resignation of the Italian interior minister's chief-of-staff,50 and the deportation 
order was overturned. Under heavy international pressure, Kazakh authorities 
permitted Ablyarov's family to return to Italy in Oecember,51 but continued to 
pursue extradition orders against his other associates.52 

Conditions in Kazakhstan's pretrial facilities and prisons are notoriously 
harsh and reports of torture and abuse are rampant. A report released by Amnesty 
International in July states that "torture remains commonplace in Kazakhstan and 
the torturers are allowed to go free." 53 The report also expresses concern about the 
overuse of solitary confinement, citing the case of Aron Atabek, who was sentenced 
to 18 years in 2006 and has already spent one third of his imprisonment in solitary. 

Lacer in 2013, there were a few signs char the authorities were beginning to 
cackle abuse in places of detention. Five prison guards were jailed for crucifying a 
detainee who died in cuscody;54 two police officers were jailed for torturing evidence 
out of a man who died of his injuries;" and a Kazakh court ordered police to 
pay compensation to a torture victim following a ruling from che UN Commiuee 
Against'forcure.56 

Protests against prison conditions have intensified in recent years, and che 
transfer of authority over the prison system from the Justice Ministry to the Interior 
Ministry in 2011 has made ic more difficulc for civil society actors and rights groups 
to access the penal system and engage in advocacy for penal reforms. 

Public crust in che professionalism and elfecciveness of the judicial system 
is extremely low. The government has introduced some measures to combat che 
problem of judicial corruption, though chese are applied on an ad hoc basis. 
Increased wages and improved conditions of work have improved the quality of 
che judiciary, buc younger judges, especially female ones, have complained about 
bullying and harassment by senior figures and urged the Supreme Judicial Council 
to introduce appropriate safeguards. 

Kazakhstan introduced jury trials in 2007, though che practice remains 
restricted to cases involving life imprisonment. In October, Firsc Deputy Prosecutor 
General Iogan Merkel announced plans co reduce the number of jury trials, citing 
the vague grounds of "our country's peculiarities."57 The country abolished che 
death penalty in 2007 for all crimes except fatal terrorist aces and serious crimes 
commicced in wartime. 
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Systemic corruption in Kazakhstan thrives on the country's oil and mineral 
wealth, as well as the lack of transparency in the privatization of state-owned assets 
during the country's post-Soviet transition. Elites, who often enjoy immunity 
from prosecution or investigation, use their positions to appropriate, control, 
and distribute key resources for personal gain. Kazakhstan also lacks a genuinely 
independent anticorruption body, while consistent attacks on media make it almost 
impossible for journalists to investigate the misuse of state resources. Transparency 
lnternational's 2013 Corruption Perceptions Index listed Kazakhstan at 140 out of 
177 countries, a drop from the country's rank of 133 the year before.58 Transparency 
lnternational's 2013 Global Corruption Barometer found that 34 percent of people 
in Kazakhstan had paid bribes in the past year to any one of eight institutions 
including the police, judiciary, tax aurhorities and public services such as health 
and educacion.59 

The Ministry of Internal Affairs, the KNB, and the Financial Police (FinPol) 
are the main bodies tasked with dealing with corruption. However, anticorruption 
efforts are typically political and economic tools that allow some officials to accrue 
power while intimidating or constraining their rivals. There are frequent prosecutions 
on bribery and corruption charges, but high-level officials are rarely the target, and 
when they are, their trials often take place amid suspicions of political motivations. 
High-ranking officials charged with corrupcion rypically have entered inro personal 
or political rivalries with Nazarbayev or other members of the ruling regime and 
thus fallen out of official favor. 

Often, these officials face corruption charges after they have already fled the 
counrry. Examples include Rakhat Aliyev, Nazarbayev's former son-in-law; Vikwr 
Khrapunov, the former mayor of Almaty; and former banker Mukhtar Ablyazov. 
Since he fled co the UK in 2009, Ablyazov has been fighting charges that he used 
his former position as chairman of Kazakhstan's BTA bank to embezzle several 
billion dollars. His close connection to Ablyazov forged by the marriage of his son 
to Ablyazov's daughter is seen by many observers as the reason the Kazakhstani 
authorities pur Khrapunov on the international "Wanred" list over alleged 
misappropriation of scare funds in 2012, five years after he had left public office 
and moved abroad.r" 

In Occober, Kazakhstan joined the Extractive Industries 1i·ansparency Initiative 
(EITI), a coalition of governments, companies, and civil society represencatives 
char collaborates to increase transparency and accountable management of natural 
resources revenues. Kazakhsran's designation as "EITI complianr" means chac the 
country produces EITI reports disclosing revenues from che extraccive industries, 
and thac companies disclose cax and other payments and che government discloses 
ics revenues so chat che two secs of figures can be compared.61 An investigation 
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opened in the United Kingdom in 2013 highlighted the potential for corruption 
in the natural resource sector in Kazakhstan. The Serious Fraud Office launched a 
probe into the affairs of ENRC, investigating "fraud, bribery and corruption relating 
to the activities of the company or its subsidiaries in Kazakhstan and Africa." 

Two high-level corruption cases involving the military in 2013 illustrated the 
high reach of corruption in Kazakhstan's armed forces and its potential to undermine 
national security. In January, Major-General Almaz Asenov was arrested after rhe 
crash of an An-72 plane rhe previous December in which 27 people died, including 
the Kazakhstan's border guard commander, Turganbek Srambekov. In July, Asenov 
was sentenced to eleven years in jail on charges of accepting a $200,000 bribe to 

overlook faulty overhauls of An-72 aircraft for the milirary.62 In December, Major
General Askar Buldeshev, former deputy commander of the air force, was sentenced 
to eight-and-a-half years in jail on charges of embezzling funds intended for the 
purchase of spare parts for air defense sysrems.63 Dosym Sarpayev, a well-known 
Kazakhsrani political commentator, describes corruption as a threat to Kazakhstan's 
national security since corruption is eroding public confidence in the ruling elite.64 

The difficulty of proving and combating corruption has instilled a pervasive 
social perception that the use of state resources for rhe enrichment of one's 
family, friends, and personal networks is natural and inescapable. Resigned to 
rhe existence of corruption, many people in Kazakhstan are also deeply skeptical 
of the government's desire and ability to deliver on its promises of democratic 
development. This crisis of confidence is growing as members of a growing young, 
educated middle class discover that unless they can harness neporisric connections 
a glass ceiling exists to their advancement, fuelling the potential for unrest in the 
country in che future. Corruption also fuels discontent among less advantaged 
socioeconomic groups and has been identified as a factor contributing to the rise of 
Islamic radicalism.65 

The government moved to professionalize its highly corrupt civil service in 
2013 by introducing an elite corps of civil servants called Corps A. A total of 511 
civil servants joined Corps A, receiving 50 percent pay raises after being selected, 
while another 500 entered rhe reserve corps.66 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I 
n 2013, Kosovo reached a historic agreement wich Serbia, making significant 
progress toward stabilizing relations with ics neighbor and caking a substancial 
step toward membership in the European Union (EU). Kosovo authorities 

organized local elections chat were assessed as free and fair despite some violence 
in the norch. For the first time, the elections were organized throughout Kosovo, 
including the northern municipalities with a Serb majoricy. Nocwichstanding these 
successes, che country is still facing serious challenges to democratic transition. 
Checks and balances of democratically elected inscicutions are weak and inefficient, 
and the fight against corruption and organized crime lacks genuine political will. 

National Democratic Governance. Under the auspices of the EU, che Kosovo 
government signed a landmark agreement on the normalization of relations with 
Serbia. If implementation succeeds, Kosovo authorities will be able to extend their 
auchoricy in northern Kosovo while providing a higher level of self-government 
for Kosovo Serbs. The Kosovo parliament became more engaged and improved 
cooperation with civil sociecy stakeholders, while the governing coalition's majority 
in parliament continued to dwindle. Due to the signing of a historic agreement 
aimed at normalizing relations with Serbia, Kosovo's national democratic governance 
rating improves from 5. 75 to 5.50. 

Electoral Process. Kosovo held free and fair municipal elections in November 
2013. For the first time since independence in 2008, the four northern municipalities 
with a Serb majority also participated. Alchough the authorities failed to complete 
electoral reforms initiated after the fraudulent 2010 elections, the government 
heavily mobilized state insticutions to prevent fraud. Only a few irregularities were 
reported after and during the elections, including intimidation and "family voting." 
The sicuation was tenser in the north, however, where Serb groups called for a 
boycott and the first round had to be repeated due to violence in three polling 
stations. Due to free and largely peaceful local elections in 2013, Kosovo's rating for 
electoral process improves from 5. 00 to 4. 75. 

Civil Society. Kosovo's civil sector continues to suffer from a lack of funding, and 
trade union rights are weak in practice. In an important decision in April, the 
Constitutional Court annulled a problematic law adopted in 2012. The law would 
have allowed authorities to privatize nongovernmental organizations (NGOs}, 
including microfinance institutions, and distribute their estimated €100 million 
in capital becween private shareholders instead of the nonprofit sector. Due to the 
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annulment of a law that endangered Kosovo's civil society ecosystem, Kosovo's civil 
society rating improves from 4. 00 to 3. 75. 

Independent Media. International observers and domestic media experts 
criticized continued government interference with the public broadcaster Radio 
Television Kosovo (RTK); the EU election observation mission noted that the 
broadcaster showed a preference in its presentation of the ruling Democratic Party 
of Kosovo (POK) during local elections. Due to unsuccessful appointments and the 
removal of its chair, the Independent Media Commission (IMC), which regulates 
broadcast media, remained dysfunctional in 2013. The lack of must-carry laws for 
cable operators resulted in a clash between cable operator IPKO and one of the 
biggest media companies, the Koha Group. Violence against journalists abated, 
however, and a study showed rapidly increasing rates of internet penetration. 
Kosovo's independent media rating remains unchanged at 5.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. Under the Brussels Agreement, municipalities in 
the north will form the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities, 
an umbrella organization representing the interests of local governments. The 
function and powers of the organization were still under discussion at year's end. 
In the November municipal elections, the Serbian community in the north elected 
its local representatives for the first time; several senior politicians also competed 
for local seats. In a controversial move, the Kosovo government initiated the 
establishment of two new municipalities on the eve of the elections. Kosovo's local 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 4.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. A judicial reform came into effect 
in January, introducing a new court system and an amended criminal code and 
criminal procedure code. Although the constitution and the legislative framework 
guarantee the independence of the judiciary from the executive and the legislature, 
several cases of political interference were noted during the reporting period. The 
lack of funding, delays in appointments, and confusion over the jurisdiction of the 
Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court also damaged the integrity of the 
judiciary. Kosovo's rating for judicial framework independence remains unchanged at 
5.50. 

Corruption. Assisted by the EU rule oflaw mission (EULEX), Kosovo authorities 
secured the first verdict in a high profile corruption case. The former head of 
Kosovo's Anticorruption Task Force, Nazmi Mustafi, was sentenced to five years in 
prison for accepting a bribe. Kosovo authorities also adopted a new anticorruption 
strategy and made several changes to the legal framework. Despite these positive 
developments, corruption and organized crime remained a serious problem in 
the country. Pending the implementation of legal and policy-level amendments, 
Kosovo's corruption rating remains unchanged at 6.00. 
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Outlook for 2014. Kosovo is scheduled co hold parliamencary eleccions in 2014. 
Subjecc co changes in che balance of power in che parliamenc as well as che resulcs of 
che local eleccions, che eleccions could cake place in che fall, as planned, or che parries 
in parliamenc mighc call early eleccions in che summer. The implemencacion of 
che Brussels Agreemenc-which includes escablishing che Associacion/Communicy 
of Serb-majoricy Municipalicies-is likely co spark domescic policical debaces and 
verbal clashes wich Serbia. The governmenc will seek co com piece che privacizacion 
of che celecom induscry, a process scrongly procesced by che opposicion. 
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In April, the governments of Kosovo and Serbia signed rhe "First Agreement of 
Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations" or rhe so-called Brussels 
Agreement. 1 Brokered by the European Union (EU), the historic deal called for rhe 
establishment of an Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities, the 
integration of Serbian srrucmres in rhe Kosovo police force, and che incorporation of 
judicial authorities within Kosovo's legal framework. Ir also enabled the organization 
of local elections in rhe north and called on both parries nor to block each ocher's 
European accession process.2 lhe deal did not require Serbia to recognize Kosovo's 
independence bur stipulated rhe withdrawal of Serbia's presence from ethnic Serb
dominared northern Kosovo. In exchange, Kosovo agreed co expand rhe level of 
self-governance for Kosovo Serbs. Once implemented, rhe agreement is expected co 
open the way for Kosovo's government to extend its control over rhe northern pare 
of the country, which had de facto been controlled by Serbia. 

In addition to aiming at the normalization of relations between Kosovo and 
Serbia, the agreement paved the way for Kosovo's EU integration. Immediacely afcer 
rhc conclusion of rhe deal, rhe European Commission recommended rhe opening of 
negotiations toward a Srabilizarion and Association Agreement (SAA), which is rhe 
first seep in rhe parh to full EU membership. The Commission also recommended 
concluding a framework agreement chac would enable Kosovo to participace in EU 
programs open ro ocher Wescern Balkan countries. On Ocrober 28, negoriacions on 
rhe SAA scarred, marking a great success in EU-Kosovo relacions. 

Despite rhe landmark Brussels Agreement, norchern Kosovo remained volatile 
for mosr of rhe reporting period, marked by simmering intererhnic tension and 
occasional violent incidents involving firearms and explosives. Two children were 
injured in rhe ethnically divided cicy of Mirrovica in separate biases in February. 
In July, following rhe arrest of two Kosovo Serbs wanted for arrempred murder, 
rwo policemen serving in che EU rule of law mission (EULEX) suffered injuries in 
clashes with the local population in rhe municipalicy ofZvecan.3 lhe mosc serious 
incident of the year was the assassination of a EULEX police officer in September 
while he was on ducy in rhe rown of Zvecan.4 

In rhe same month, Serbia decided to formally dismanrle irs adminisrrarive 
and security srrucrures in rhe region, paving rhe way for local elections scheduled 
for 3 November.5 During rhe year, there were several protests against integration, 
and tensions increased within rhe Serb community living in rhe north as elections 
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approached.6 On election day, violent groups vandalized ballot boxes in North 
Mitrovica, resulting in a revote in three polling stations.7 

The November local elections, which are generally used as a test of popularity, 
did not result in any major changes for the parliamentary parties. The ruling 
Democratic Parry of Kosovo (PDK) remained the largest parry, followed by the 
Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK), which managed to increase its support.~ 
The Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (MK) of former prime minister Ramush 
Haradinaj finished third, while the Vecevendosje (Self-Determination) movement 
remained the fourth political power. 

During che reporting period, the Kosovo parliament fulfilled its role and 
managed to arrive at a relatively strong political consensus regarding major political 
developments, such as the dialogue with Serbia. The Brussels Agreement was ratified 
by two-thirds of the votes of all MPs.9 The only political party consistently opposing 
the deal was Vetevendosje, while other parties had some of their members deviate 
from the parry line. The government's legislative agenda was quite ambitious: the 
parliament adopted 51 laws in 2013, while 29 draft-laws were still being processed 
at year's end. 1° Frequent and ad-hoc changes in the legislative agenda, however, 
hindered the efficiency and transparency of che lawmaking process. 

The separation of powers between the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches does not always function well, and che independence of state agencies 
reporting to the parliament, including regulatory bodies, continues co be challenged. 
The legal framework guaranteeing the functioning of these bodies is not uniform, 
nor are their responsibilities and accountability mechanisms clearly defined by law. 
In addition, the Kosovo Assembly has no sanctioning mechanisms in place in case 
of breaches or illegal behavior. The European Union and civil sociery organizations 
have continuously criticized the politicization of public administration as well as 
the governing boards of independent agencies.11 

In 2013, the parliament improved its cooperation with civil society organi
zations, promoting consultations with scakeholders.'2 The number of thematic 
parliamentary debates and public hearings grew, and MPs resorted to the 
interpellation of government ministers more often. This resulted in a more engaged 
parliament, where parliamentary committees were more committed to supervising 
the work of che government, ministries, and independent agencies. The government 
was not always sufficiently cooperative, and the number of cases when cabinet 
ministers failed to attend parliamentary interpellacions remained high. Intensified 
engagement, however, also brought its problems. The European Commission's 
October progress report noted chat a proposal by the parliament to debate the 
verdict in a high-profile judicial case in March was an unnecessary interference in 
the functioning of the judiciary. 13 

Due to deep divisions within the ruling PDK, the governing coalition 
continued to depend on the votes of nonaligned MPs in the parliament. 
Parliamentary support for Prime Minister Hashim Tha<,:i dwindled in 2012, and 
defections by disgruntled MPs had left the ruling coalition between the PDK, the 
New Kosova Alliance (AKR), the Kosovo Serb Independent Liberal Parry (SLS), 
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and rhe GP 6+ parliamenrary group of minoriry MPs wirh only 59 members in che 
120-sear parliament. Parliamencary speaker Jakup Krasniqi, who was also PDK's 

general secrecary, fervenrly criticized Prime Minister Tha~i during 2013 for his 
undemocratic rule and rhe lack of democracy in Kosovo. 11 Krasniqi announced to 

leave POK in February, raking wirh him several supporrers. 
Krasniqi was backed by Facmir Limaj, former vice chairman of rhe POK and 

one of the most popular politicians in Kosovo, who was indicted and was being cried 
for war crimes by rhe EULEX mission in Kosovo. Limaj was acquined of all charges 
in Sepcember, 15 and che former Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) commander agreed 
wirh rhe ex-KLA secretary Krasniqi ro form a new parry in Ocrober. 16 In rhe early 

November eleccions, Krasniqi and Limaj esr.ablished separate citizen initiatives and 
ran for municipal assemblies and mayoral posicions as separate enticies from the 
POK. Neirher of chem resigned formally from cheir posirions in che POK or che 
parliamenc whilsc chey publicly supported a division of rhe parry in che eleccion. 

Following a considerable success in the elections, Krasniqi promoted the idea of 
a carecaker government of professionals, poinring our chac the governing coalition 
did nor have the majority in che parliament and rhar several of irs iniciatives had 

fallen viccim to parliamentary gridlock. 17 Many MPs from the governing coalition 
and che opposicion favored early eleccions scheduled for spring 20 l 4. 1

K Uncercainry 
over che dare of che election could jeopardize rhe process, as eleccion reform was 
srill underway ac year's end. 

In April, the governmenc proceeded wirh rhe controversial privacizacion of 
the nacional celecommunicacions company PTK and announced char a German
American consorrium would ger 75 percent of rhe shares of rhe mosr profirable 
company in Kosovo. 19 The opposition panics, however, poinced our irregularities 
during the privatization process and quescioned rhe capacity of che companies 
winning che bid ro run rhe councry's relecommunicacion giant. The parries blocked 
parliamencary approval of rhe bid and iniciared a morion co stare an inquiry inro 
rhe maccer. 211 Following cwo monchs ofinvesrigarion, che privacizacion process failed 
and the company remained in che hand of the stare. 21 
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Kosovo held municipal elections on 3 November, wirh runoff voces at the scan 

of December. Although rhe elections were organized under rhe same 2008 legal 
framework as che deeply Aawed elections of 20 I 0, national and internarional 
observers hailed rhem as largely free and fair and an imporcant seep forward for 
Kosovo's democracy. 22 Owing ro the April agreemenc with Serbia-which aimed 
at normalizing relations becween rhe rwo councries-rhe elections encompassed 
rhe four northern municipalities (Leposavic, Norrh Mitrovica, Zubin Porok, and 
Zvecan) that until recently had been administered by Serbia.2·1 
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Senior Serbian officials, including Prime Miniscer Dacie, were involved in che 
campaign and chose co supporc a unified policical encicy for Kosovo Serbs under 
che banner of che Civil lniciacive Srpska. The eleccoral alliance consisced of several 
Belgrade-based policical parcies, including che governing Socialise Parcy of Serbia 
(SPS) and che Progressive Parcy of Serbia (SNS). Alchough che Serbian governmenc 
envisaged a sole concender, alcogecher 18 parcies ran for che voces of che Serbian 
conscicuency, wich 8 of chem running in norchern Kosovo.24 

Kosovo Serbs, however, were noc only divided along parcy lines. The supporcers 
of che "No" campaign agreed wich an earlier decision of an ad-hoc local Serb 
assembly chac parcicipacion would equal the recognition of che independenc 
Kosovar stace.25 On election day, groups of people calling for a boycocc gachered 
in from of the polling stations in norchern Microvica and incimidaced, chreatened, 
and in some cases physically prevented people from casting their ballots. In che 
afternoon, the violenc groups encered into three polling stations in che municipalicy 
of Norch Mitrovica, using tear gas and destroying balloc boxes.26 The Central 
Electoral Commission (CEC) decided co repeat eleccions in these three polling 
stations; the decision was su pporced by boch the Kosovar and Serbian governments 
and the European Union. 

A successful rerun was held on 17 November. Due to the extended presence 
of law enforcemenc agencies-including EULEX-no incidents were noted during 
the rerun and only one isolated accack occurred in the southern municipality of 
Pared during the runoffs on 1 December.27 

Voter mobilization lead to a councry-wide curnouc of 46 percent; in the four 
northern municipalities with a Serb majoricy, however, the boycocc resulted in a 
much lower curnout, averaging around 25 percent.28 A persistenc problem wich 
electoral administration was the inaccuracy of voter lists. The lists reporcedly 
included the names of deceased people or people who had left the country long ago. 
There were 1,779 million Kosovars entitled to vote in the 2013 eleccions, which 
represenced a 12 percent increase from 2010, whereas according co the mosc recent 
estimates, around 1.81 million people lived in Kosovo. 29 

Our-of-state voters could also register and vote; however, of che more than 
41,000 applicants--most of them from Serbia and Moncenegro---only about one
third were approved by the CEC. The number ofinvaJid votes was also worrisome: 
of 811,498 ballots cast, 70,782 were declared invalid.30 The high number of invalid 
ballots allegedly originated from uneducated voters, buc it also raised suspicions of 
fraud. 

Other minor irregularities included violating che secrecy of the vote in cases of 
"family voting," when family members go to the voting booth together, as well as 
a few instances of incimidation. In addition to policical parties and the CEC, state 
institutions were heavily mobilized to guarantee the elections are conducted freely, 
and relevant bylaws were in place in time. The Office of the State Prosecutor tasked 
50 prosecucors, located in offices and police stations across Kosovo, with reporcing 
irregularities on election day. The prosecutors pressed charges againsc around 40 
people, most of them eleccion commissioners on ducy.31 
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The ouccome of the eleccions surprised many, as most of rhe incumbencs failed 
co gee reelecced. Sh pend Ahmeci of Vecevendosje scored an unexpecced viccory in 
the capical, Priscina, ouscing incumbenc mayor Isa Musrafa of the LDK and putting 
his party in power for the firsc cime. The LDK won in cwo additional municipalities, 
Gjilan and Ferizaj, while rhe Alliance for rhe Fucure of Kosovo (MK)-che parry 
of recently acquitted former prime miniscer Ramush Haradinaj-losc two of ics 
important municipalicies, Peja and Gjakova. PDK lose Gjilan, Ferizaj, and its 
scronghold, Microvica Souch. In che north, che Cicizen lniciacive Srpska won almost 
half of all Serbian voces.32 The defeac of the incumbents was largely seen as a result 
of procesc votes againsc rhe parties in power, noc necessarily as an endorsemenc 
of the policies of opposition parries. Mayoral candidates from the opposition, in 
general, received more voces chan cheir parry liscs. 

Due co disagreemencs between political parties, efforcs co reform eleccoral 
legislation have scagnaced since che fraudulenc 2010 elections. Several meetings of 
policical parry leaders, boch formal and informal, cook place in 2013, but numerous 
issues, including che composition of che Cencral Eleccion Commission (CEC} and 
the drawing of che electoral chreshold, remained unresolved at year's end. 

Civil Society 
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The constitutional and legal framework of Kosovo guarancees freedom of association 
and che independence of civil sociery in che councry. The main law chac regulaces 
the civil sector is che Law on Freedom of Associacion in Non-Governmencal 
Organizacions (NGOs). The provisions of che law are in line with democracic 
principles and guarancee an environmenc free of scare pressure and bureaucracy. 
The Department for Registration and Liaison with NGOs operates wichin che 
Ministry of Public Adminisuacion. The procedure for registration of NGOs is fast 
and easy, and registered NGOs aucomatically become legal personalities and can 
freely operace. NGOs have legal obligacions co pay income and rem rax. 

According co che legislative framework, NGOs can register as associations or 
foundacions. There were more chan 7,000 NGOs registered between 1999 and 
2013, ouc of which some I 0 percenc are thought co be active.33 The law does not 
require the automatic deregiscracion of inactive NGOs. 

In 2012, the governmenc adopted the Law on the Cencral Bank of Kosovo and 
Microfinance lnscicurions, which contained contentious provisions chat challenged a 
basic mechanism of Kosovo's civil society ecosystem. According co che law, the capical 
accumulated by defunct NGOs should no longer be distributed in the NGO sector. 
The law allowed the Central Bank co cum these organizacions into private businesses 
instead, wichouc scipulacing what is co become of cheir assets, including donations. 
The law was especially relevant for NGOs chac had been operating as microfinance 
insticutions, accumulacing approximacely € 100 million in capital up co 2012. 
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Civil society organizacions harshly opposed che law, and, following a heaced 
public debace, che ombudsman asked che Conscicucional Courc co annul che 
concroversial ankles. On 12 April 2013, che Courc ruled chac che five arcicles were 
noc compacible wich che conscicucion and annulled chem.34 As a resulc, che assecs of 
NGOs can no longer be cransferred co for-profic encicies. 

Cooperacion between civil society and che governmenc has been weak and 
ad-hoc, wich advocacy elforcs on pare of che NG Os ofcen being disregarded.35 In 
July, che governmenc adopced a new scracegy on civil sociecy collaboracion for che 
period of 2013-2017. The documenc is a comprehensive accion plan, inscruccing 
governmenc inscicucions to involve civil society organizacions in every seep of che 
lawmaking process and help build a suscainable financing syscem. lcs implemencacion 
may run inco problems, however, as che scracegy lacks a financial componenc. As 
a posicive developmenc, NGOs can regiscer to receive updaces and parcicipace in 
meecings and public hearings of parliamencary comminees. 

The lack of funding remains a significanc challenge for Kosovo's civil sociecy. 
Mose of che available funding comes from incernacional foundacions and che 
developmenc programs of foreign governmencs. In che pasc few years, however, che 
overall inceresc of che donor communicy has declined in che Wescern Balkans. In che 
absence of clear incencives, businesses concinued co supporc specific culcural evencs 
and charicable accivicies inscead ofNGOs, and fundraising from privace sources did 
nae yield significanc revenue.36 The governmenc has nae developed any inscrumencs 
to engage civil sociecy organizacions in che provision of services. 

The legal framework of Kosovo guarancees che freedom co join crade unions, 
and unions exisc in masc of che seccors represencing workers and cheir righcs. 
lmplemencacion of che law, however, remains weak, and the Union of lndependenc 
Trade Unions-an umbrella organizacion-is regularly called upon to speak ouc 
againsc violacions of che righc co unionize, among ocher freedoms, and againsc 
workplace discrimination.37 In che pasc, che governmenc often supporced che 
creacion of parallel unions co undermine che membership and negociacing posicion 
of already exiscing unions. Several cases wich workers prevenced from forming 
unions were reporced in che media, including che infamous case involving che 
conscruccion company Bechcel, which laid off ics employees when chey wanced co 
unionize.3M 

Governmenc influence and policicizacion have been a problem in Kosovo's 
higher educacion syscem. For over a decade, policicians have been nominated 
for cop academic posicions ac the Universicy of Priscina, enjoying rapid academic 
advancemenc despice cheir quescionable academic degrees. In March, che 
governmenc decided to open chree addicional public universicies in the cowns 
of Microvica, Gjakova, and Gjilan.39 le was unclear where che invescmenc or che 
ceaching scalf would come from. There are numerous privace universicies, with 
many colleges offering dilferenc programs boch in undergraduace and graduace 
scudies. Senior policymakers concinue co serve as professors in both privace and 
public universicies. 
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Freedom of speech and press freedom is guaranteed by Kosovo's legal framework. 
The exisrence of several overlapping laws causes considerable confusion, and 
implementarion is srill lagging behind. The European Union has repearedly 
criricized Kosovo aurhoriries for having 14 separare laws ro regulare rhe media 
secror.4° 

The media marker is likewise oversarurared. For a popularion of 1.8 million, 
rhe country enjoys a very plural media scene wirh 8 daily newspapers, 21 1V 
srarions-our of which 3 are broadcasr countrywide-and 83 radio srarions.4' This 
oversarurarion, however, significantly limirs rhe revenue media ourlers can generare 
from rhe adverrising marker. In rhe pasr few years, several ou rlers had ro close down 
due ro rhe lack of sufficient funding. This lefr rhe journalises working for chem in 
a precarious siruarion.42 Many journalises work wirhour employment contracrs and 
insurance, on rhe basis of consulrant agreements. 

The internee remains free and unregulared, and rhe lase rhree years wirnessed rhe 
proliferarion of internee-based news agencies, magazines, and ocher publicarions. 
Internee penerrarion is also growing fasr: according ro a srudy by rhe Kosovo 
Associarion of lnformarion and Communicarion Technology, in 2013, more rhan 
76 percent of Kosovo's popularion had access ro rhe interner.43 This number, which 
placed Kosovo among rhe besr in rhe Wesrern Balkans, represents an improved 
access ro news and informarion for Kosovo's young population. 

The picrure is less posirive for rhe rradirional media, where government 
interference continues ro be a significant problem. The board of rhe public 
broadcasrer Radio Television of Kosovo (RTK) is appointed by rhe parliament 
wirh a simple majoriry, while rhe broadcasrer is financed from rhe scare budger, 
jeopardizing rhe edirorial independence of rhe channel.44 AJrhough rhe RTK 
broadcasr polirically diverse opinions, rhe EU elecrion observarion mission nored 
char rhe broadcasrer showed a preference in irs presentarion of rhe ruling PDK and 
Prime Minisrer Hashim Tha.yi.45 

In 2013, rhe public broadcasrer scarred a second channel, RTK2, which 
broadcasrs in minoriry languages, mainly in Serbian. RTK2 is available rhrough 
cable operarors. Earlier, internarional press freedom organizarions had expressed 
fears char rhe new channel would cause RTKl ro discontinue irs minoriry language 
programming, bur rhe programs continued ar year's end. 

The regularory framework is plagued by political interference and a lack of 
resources. Print media are regulared by the Press Council of Kosovo (PCK), a self
regulatory body composed of newspaper edirors, while broadcast media are regulated 
by the Independent Media Council (IMC), an independent body that reporrs ro 
the parliament. The independence of IMC, however, had been pur ro quesrion 
several times in the past due to the politicizarion of appoinrments.46 Nominations 
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to the council are handled by an ad-hoc parliamentary committee, which selects 
two candidates for each open position and refers them to the parliament. 

The IMC had been short of its intended seven-member total for most of 2011 

and 2012 and remained dysfunctional in 2013. In April, due to deep disagreements 
between the governing parties and the opposition, the parliament voted against two 
nominees selected by the committee twice, and the positions remained vacant at 
year's end.47 At the same time, two members of the IMC were dismissed due co a 
conflict of interest in December,48 along with the chairman, who had held political 
positions before and whose 2012 appointment violated the requirements. 

The dysfunctional IMC was unable to make significant progress in the digital 
switchover. A draft strategy was submitted to the parliament in December 2012, 
and two public discussions took place during the summer of 2013. The strategy, 
however, was not yet adopted at year's end, which risks meeting the deadline of 

2015 adopted by all European countries. 
The IMC had failed to provide muse-carry requirements for cable operators, a 

significant problem chat was exposed in 2013 during a dispute between the cable 
operator IPKO and one of the largest media companies, Koha Group. Following 
unsuccessful negotiations of a broadcasting fee, IPKO reassigned Koha Group's 
TV station, Kohavision, from channel number 3 to channel 83 in April, grouping 
it together with local broadcasters. Earlier, Koha Ditore--the daily newspaper 
published by Koha Group-published critical reporcs on IPKO's transformation 
from a nonprofit organization to a commercial company, as well as its purchase by 
a Slovenian company, Telekom Slovenije. The reports also contained allegations of 
political ties between previous and current IPKO leadership and Kosovar Prime 
Minister Tha~i.49 IPKO claimed Koha Group is using its outlets to pressure them 
into securing a disadvantageous deal with Kohavision.50 

Kosovo's Law on Access to Public Documents is limited in scope, and its 
implementation is unsatisfactory on both the national and local level. State 
institutions often fail to reply to journalists within the timeframe provided by the 
law, and government authorities frequently deny access to representatives of the 
media and civil society.51 

Journalises are free to associate; there are two major associations on the national 
level-the Association of Professional Journalists of Kosovo (AG PK) and the Union 
ofJournalists of Kosovo (UGK)-and several other local and regional organizations. 
The AGPK, which played a major role in representing journalises' interests in 2012, 
was plagued by internal problems during the reporting period. Due to allegations 
of close ties between the newly elected president of the organization and business 
and political leaders,52 several board members left the AGPK, and the independent 
media decided not to report on its activities.53 Violence against journalists abated in 
2013; however, perpetrators are rarely prosecuted. 
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The successful adminiscracion of local eleccions in November was a major seep 
forward for local governance in Kosovo. Eleccions were held, for che firsc rime, 
in che northern municipalicies wich a Serbian majoricy, where parallel scrucrures 
adminiscered by che Serbian governmem had been in place since 1999. The 
inscirucions-which are expecced co be escablished in che beginning of2014-will 
serve as che firsc legally elecced local represemacion of the north and will seek to 

instirutionalize cooperation wich Prisrina authorities. 
The Brussels Agreemem signed between Kosovo and Serbia on 19 April provides 

for the establishmem of an Associacion/Communicy of Serb municipalities, which 
will serve as a coordinating body between che cemral and local levels of governmem. 
Based on the principles of the European Charter of Local Self-Governmem, the 
member municipalities will be able to transfer powers to this umbrella organization 
and use it as a platform for cooperation in the areas of economic development, 
educacion, healrh, and urban and rural planning. The Associacion/Communicy 
could further be strengchened by additional comperences and will parricipare in 
key Kosovo inscirucions safeguarding narional minorities. The agreemem also sec 
our the incorporation of Serbian police officers in the Kosovo police, with their own 
regional police c;:ommander as well as a regional special unit. 

Ambiguities in rhe text of che agreemem and differences in imerpretarion 
between Kosovar and Serbian authorities, however, could lead to problems in 
implememacion. Disagreement between the parries over che name of rhe insrirucion 
already signaled a difficulr srarr ro rhe negotiacions. The Serbian delegation insisced 
on rhe word "communicy" (in Serbian "zajednica," which can also be rranslared as 
"union"), which corresponds ro the name of previously existing Serb insrirurions and 
conveys a poremial impression of independence from Kosovo's consrirucional order. 
The Kosovo delegation, on rhe ocher hand, preferred ro name it "association," like 
the existing Association of Kosovo Municipalities, raising fears rhat che agreement 
would <;reate a separare emicy in rhe mulrierhnic stare, with che new insrirution 
acquiring executive powers. Evemually, the joint name of Associacion/Communiry 
represented a compromise, and the acrual role of the instirurion was still shaping 
up at year's end. 

Kosovo authorities have completed a substantial transfer of power from the 
central government ro municipalities based on a decentralizarion plan required by 
che international communicy upon Kosovo's declaration of independence in 2008. 
To chis dace, however, che municipalicies continue ro be highly dependent on rhe 
central governmem. According ro a recent analysis by rhe Minisrry for Local Self
Government in Kosovo, an average of 82 percent of their budget originared from 
rhe central governmenc.54 The collection of property rax remained che main source 
of revenue for municipal governments. 
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The decencralizacion process and che cransfer of power ro municipalicies had 
made local governmencs more accraccive for senior policicians. Numerous high-level 
policicians, including cabinec miniscers, ran for municipal and mayoral positions in 
che November local eleccions. Nocably, che vice chairman ofVecevendosje, Shpend 
Ahmeci, was elecced mayor of Priscina, while POK cabinec members Blerand 
Scavileci and Pecric Selimi were running for che municipal assembly of che capical. 
A senior official of che LOK, former depucy prime miniscer Lutfi Haziri, was elecced 
mayor of Gjilan. Mimoza Kusari Lila, deputy prime miniscer and miniscer of 
crade and induscry, resigned from her posicions co gee elecced as mayor of Gjakova 
municipalicy. 

Afrer che governmenc had sec up Serb-majority municipalicies as part of 
che independence plan in 2008 co empower che Serb community in Kosovo, 
numerous Albanian secclemencs wished co creace cheir own local governmenc 
scruccures. Becween 2009 and 2011, 11 groups of villages submicced requescs co 
che Miniscry of Local Governmenc Adminiscracion co become municipalicies.55 

Since all municipalicies and especially che small ones receive governmenc grams, che 
scacus of municipality is appealing co smaller secclemencs because of financial gains. 
However, poor projecc managemenc and overscaffing on che local level have been 
hindering che efficiency of municipal governmencs.56 

In cwo separace decisions in May and July 2013, che Kosovo governmem 
decided co escablish cwo new municipalicies: Has, in souchern Kosovo, and Zhegra, 
in che soucheasc.57 The opposicion scrongly procesced che decision and claimed 
che governing parties were seeking co maximize cheir gains on che eve of local 
eleccions. A decailed independenc analysis by GAP instituce, a local chink tank, 
showed chac che creacion of new municipalicies would reduce the overall budget for 
all municipalicies in Kosovo, increase public expendicure and che number of civil 
servancs, and leave che new municipalities complecely dependenc on che cencral 
governmenc due co a lack of resources.58 Because oflocal eleccions in November, che 
new municipalicies were noc yec established ac year's end. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Alchough Kosovo's conscicucion and laws offer a solid framework for proceccing 
fundamencal freedoms and rights, their implemencacion is lagging behind in 
praccice. Enduring problems include challenges co equality before the law and 
policical incerference in the work of che judiciary boch by che execucive and 
legislacive branches. 

A judicial reform came inco effecc in January, incroducing a new courc 
system and an amended criminal code and criminal procedure code.59 In che new 
syscem, municipal courcs are replaced by basic courts and regional discrict courts 
by specialized courts of appeals, while che Supreme Court of Kosovo remains the 
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highest judicial authority.60 To ensure a smooth cransmon process, the Judicial 
Council appointed representatives of the new court strucrures, including court 
presidents, on time. In a formal opinion, the Supreme Court clarified potential 
ambiguities in connection with the transition. 

The court system remains underfunded. In 2013, the judiciary received less 
than 1.5 percent of the Kosovo budget of €1.5 billion, which accounted for 0.5 
percent of the country's GDP.61 As a consequence, Kosovo has fewer judges and 
prosecurors per capita than most EU countries or neighboring Serbia, Montenegro, 
and Croatia. The backlog of cases continues ro pose a significant problem. Even 
though the government had successfully implemented a strategy that lowered the 
number of pending cases in the past few years, the reporting period saw an increase 
of about I 0 percent, with a total of 235,000 cases at the end of 2013. The increase 
in workload was partly due to the reorganization of the court system. The number 
of court decisions that are yet to be executed was also very high, rising past the 
I 00,000 figure. 62 

Due to partisan wrangling, some key positions were left unfilled during 2013. 
The Constitutional Court of Kosovo was still one judge short at year's end, which 
jeopardized the court's daily work. The major political parties, POK and LOK, 
insisted that their loyalists take the position, while independent and professional 
candidates received little support in the parliament. Two members of the Kosovo 
Judicial Council (KJC)-an independent body responsible for overseeing the 
judiciary-were still to be appointed in December. The European Commission 
repeatedly instructed the government to ensure the majority of the judges are 
elected by their peers. In addition, the Commission criticized the authorities for 
filling only 334 out of 404 judicial and 125 out of 146 prosecutorial positions.63 

Oversight of the judiciary is inefficient. In 2013, none of the few disciplinary 
sanctions against judges and prosecutors resulted in dismissal. 

Separation of powers is weak in practice; during the reporting period, 
government officials or members of parliament interfered with the work of the 
public prosecutor and the courts on several occasions. In March, a group of MPs 
demanded the establishment of a parliamentary commission to investigate the 
high-profile Kiqina case-in which former Kosovo guerillas were convicted of a 
revenge killing--calling the 2002 verdict "unfair." The parliament rejected the 
probe after EU and U.S. representatives warned against overrurning a decision 
of the judiciary/A The European Commission also criticized the government for 
statements made during the indictment of key POK officials, who were accused of 
war crimes in the cases ofKle~ka and Drenica Group.65 

Equality before the law and the right to a fair trial remains a persistent 
challenge, mainly due to judges' and prosecutors' lack of experience and disregard 
for separation of powers. Minor crimes and cases against people with no political 
ties are prosecuted quickly with often maximum penalties, while cases against 
influential criminals frequently drag on for years.66 As an example, young people 
caught possessing small quantities of cannabis reportedly spend months in pretrial 
detention, while their dealers are often released.67 
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The European Commission also urged Kosovo authoricies to establish a 
sound legal framework for the incerception of telecommunications, distinguishing 

between judicial incerception and incerception for incelligence purposes in order to 

avoid political influencing of criminal cases. Independent civil society reporcs noted 

chat Kosovo judges and prosecutors breach their code of ethics by talking about 
ongoing invescigacions and crials.66 

Confusion over the jurisdiction of the Constitutional and the Supreme Court 
also undermined the incegricy of the judiciary. In January, the Constitutional Court 
annulled a Supreme Court decision in the case of the former mayor of Ferizaj, 
Bajrush Xhemajli. The court stated chat the constitutional rights of the POK 
policician-who had been sencenced for dangerous driving-were violated during 
the trial.69 The progress report published by the European Commission in October 
criticized the Constitutional Court's decision to step in "as an (additional) court of 
last instance."70 

During the reporting period, Kosovo made some progress in strengthening 
incernacional cooperation by concluding two bilateral agreemencs on mutual 
legal assistance with Albania and Italy. Cooperation with countries that do not 
recognize Kosovo as well as with international organizacions of which Kosovo is not 
a member, such as Interpol, is administered via the international missions of the 
United Nations (UNMIK) or the EU (EULEX) present on Kosovo territory. 
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Generally, the political will to curb corruption and organized crime had been weak 
in Kosovo, and ic remained largely a subject of political rhetoric during the reporting 
period. High perceived corrupcion in the scace administration as well as on the level 
of senior politicians hinders the courmy's development and makes it difficult to 

attract foreign direct invescmenr.71 Witness inrimidacion continued co be a serious 
problem, and che implementation of the legal framework was limited. Despite che 
face char the public seccor generates abouc one-rhird of the country's GDP-with 
many businesses and even entire sectors being heavily dependent on doing business 
wirh rhe government-and a widespread public perception of corruption as one of 
rhe biggest problems in Kosovo, the number of cases chat are brought before justice 
remains small.72 

New criminal and procedural codes came into force in January 2013, 
strengthening the legislative framework against corruption. Pertinent changes 
include amendments to the definition of conflict of interest, non-declaration of 
assets, and failure to report criminal offenses. In March, a new Law on Extended 
Powers For Confiscation of Assets Acquired by Criminal Offense entered into force, 
filling an important gap in the fight against corruption and organized crime, as 
legislation enabling authorities co confiscate ill-gotten assets had been absent. The 
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EU progress report on Kosovo, however, noted that law enforcement agencies are 
very reluctant to initiate financial investigations.73 

The parliament adopted a new Ami-Corruption Strategy and Action Plan 
in February, covering the period becwecn 2013 and 2017. The speaker of the 
parliament, Jakup Krasniqi, criticized the strategy, saying it was merely a piece of 
paper serving to boost EU integration indicators and increase the government's 
presence in the media.74 The strategy included a corruption risk assessment and set 
out an investigation of priority sectors but was not matched by proper budgetary 
allocations. The first high-profile verdict for corruption and misconduct was 
delivered in May 2013. In a case chat started in 2012, a basic court sentenced the 
former head of the Anticorruption Task Force-an organization founded in 2011 
to work on high-profile cases-to five years' imprisonment. Nazmi Mustafi was 
sentenced for accepting a bribe to drop charges in an ongoing investigation.75 At 
the same time, authorities failed to empower the Anticorruption Task Force, which 
lacked cwo out of five prosecutors at year's end, making its day-to-day operation 
difficult. 

The multiplication of institutions dealing with corruption in the past few years 
did not bring on more efficiency. In February 2012, President Jahjaga established 
the National Anticorruption Council to coordinate inter-institutional efforts 
in the fight against corruption. Although the move was widely welcomed by the 
international community, the council's role remained largely ceremonial in 2012, 
and the institution was completely inactive in 2013. The anticorruption department 
of the police, in cooperation with the EULEX mission, launched six investigations, 
mainly covering offenses of bribery and fraud.76 The Anticorruption Agency 
improved its cooperation with the prosecution, which now provides systematic 
feedback to cases reported by the agency. 

Political party financing in Kosovo is opaque, owing to weaknesses in the 
law. A 2012 investigation by the Zeri daily revealed chat companies that were 
sponsoring political parties during their election campaign were the most likely 
co win government tenders.77 Parliament adopted an amendment to the Law on 
Financing Political Parties, which was requested by the EU, in a rush in August 
2013. Opposition parties, especially the LOK, criticized the law, saying the changes 
were not substantial and left room for numerous interpretations.78 Inconsistencies 
in declaration and false declaration of assets by politicians remain problems. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I
n the three years since the April 2010 ouster of President Kurmanbek Bakiyev, 
Kyrgyzstan has developed the most dynamic political system in pose-Soviet 
Central Asia. In 2013, government leadership promised to uphold the schedule 

for parliamentary and presidential elections in 2015 and 2017, which would mean 
breaking a decade-long pattern of early elections chat typically served to strengthen 
the incumbent. Political parties appear to be diversifying, and some regional political 
parties that won local elections in 2012 are preparing nationwide campaigns. There 
are also parties chat strive to represent the interests of specific social groups, such as 
migrants and entrepreneurs, rather than self-interested political cliques. 

Online media outlets and newspapers offer a growing range of views. Some 
attempts to restore Uzbek-language media were made during the year, mostly 
with the support of international donors. Ferghana News, a popular site chat was 
officially blocked for its "extremist" content in 2011, became fully available again as 
the result of an April 2013 court ruling. 

Kyrgyzstan's civil society sector continues to diversify and expand its reach to 
vulnerable groups, though most of these positive developments take place in the 
capital. In 2013, a number of proposed legal changes threatened the health of 
civil society operations but were pushed back under pressure from NGOs and 
watchdogs. 

Norwichscanding these signs of progress, endemic institutional weaknesses of 
national and local government agencies, the unreformed judicial sector, and the 
intermittent rule oflaw continue to hamper Kyrgyzstan's democratization. Frequent 
changes in the composition of the ruling coalition in 2010-12 undermined the 
continuity of government policies. Political parties remain too weak to perform as 
coherent units, and the parliament is composed primarily of political forces acting 
to protect their individual business interests. Corruption and nepotism continue to 
plague government agencies. 

Kyrgyzstan's parliament still lacks specialized committees designed to address 
issues related to gender and ethnic minorities. Three years after their introduction, 
quotas for female, youth, and ethnic minority representation in parliament have not 
been filled-indeed, the number of non-Kyrgyz and female deputies has continued 
to fall. Perpetrators of the June 2010 ethnic violence in southern Kyrgyzstan, which 
took the lives of nearly 470 people, predominantly ethnic Uzbeks, still have not 
been brought to justice. 

The number of "rent-a-mob" protests in Bishkek has significantly declined 
since 2010, and most political forces resolve their issues within the halls of the 
parliament. However, organized protests shifted to rural areas in 2013, calling for 
the nationalization of Kumcor, the gold mining company operated by Centerra 
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Gold of Canada. le is likely chac che procescs were an accempc by opposicion groups 
co descabilize che policical sicuacion in Kyrgyzscan by fueling nacionalisc and 
populisc complaincs, buc neicher che governmenc nor che mass media had idencified 
any suspeccs by year's end. 

National Democratic Governance. Policical accors have yec co incernalize 
che separacion of powers enshrined by che 2010 conscicucion, and members of 
parliamenc concinue co prioricize cheir own views or business incerescs over broader 
policy concerns. In April, che presidencial adminiscracion adopced che "Concepc of 
Developmenc ofNacional Unicy and Incer-Echnic Relacions in che Kyrgyz Republic," 
a long-awaiced symbolic seep in improving relacions between che councry's echnic 
groups. lmplemencacion of che concepc-which is broad, and vulnerable co seleccive 
incerprecacion-proved challenging in 2013. Opposicion forces found a rallying 
poinc in che governmenc's new negociacions over che Kumcor gold mine, scirring 
up procescs wich nacionalisc rhecoric and accusing che Acambayev adminiscracion 
of incompecence. Kyrgyzstan's rating for national democratic governance remains 
unchanged at 6.50. 

Electoral Process. Policical parcies in Kyrgyz.scan remain inscicucionally weak and 
rely heavily on individuals' popularicy or wealch co amacc voces. Parcies currently 
represented in che parliamenc and local councils, as well as newly regiscered parcies, 
spenc much of 2013 gearing up for parliamencary and presidencial eleccions in 2015 
and 2017. Local eleccions in Augusc in che discricc ofKara-Suu in Osh were marked 
by a violent fighc in from of one of che vocing precinccs between represencacives of 
several political parcies. Kyrgyzstan's rating.for electoral process remains unchanged at 
5.50. 

Civil Society. Kyrgyzscan's civil sociecy is becoming more diverse and vibranc. In 
2013, a number of proposed legal changes chreacened che healch of civil society 
operacions buc were rejecced under pressure from NGOs and wacchdogs. The mosc 
controversial of chese--a law closely resembling Russia's "foreign agencs" law
remained under discussion ac year's end afcer Presidenc AlmazbekAcambayev refused 
co approve ic. The governmenc and che parliamenc do somecimes collaborace wich 
civil sociecy groups in designing policy programs and eleccion monicoring efforcs, 
and NGOs regularly generace discussions in mass media on human righcs, policical 
reforms, and ocher issues. As civil sociecy develops che screngch co effeccively lobby 
for diverse causes and againsc rescriccive legislacion, Kyrgyzstan's rating/or civil society 
improves from 4.75 to 4.50. 

Independent Media. Oespice proposals in parliamenc co ban "extremisc" or 
"anci-Kyrgyzstan" concenc, che crend since 2010 has been coward greacer media 
openness. Online news sources are parcicularly diverse, ranging &om scraighc news 
reporcing co long-form, analytical pieces. The Uzbek-language media ouclecs chac 
were shuc down following echnic violence in 2010 remain dosed, but new media 
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outlets publishing in Uzbek as well as in Kyrgyz and Russian have been launched 
due to international support. In 2013, a regional court challenged a 2011 ban 
against che popular Fergana News website on the basis chat only a court, and noc 
che parliament, may cake action co block online content. The website was officially 
available through all Kyrgyz internee service providers at year's end. As a result of 
che slowly improving environment for Uzbek-language media, Kyrgyzstan's rating 
far independent media improves.from 6.25 to 6.00. 

Local Democratic Governance. In general, local governments have little capacity 
co implement policy or respond to their constituents' concerns, and most local 
government officials demonstrate inefficiency and low professionalism. On 5 
December, Prime Minister Jantoro Sacybaldiyev fired powerful Osh mayor Melis 
Myrzakmacov abruptly, without public explanation. Kyrgyzstan's rating far Inca/ 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Kyrgyzstan's judicial seccor remains in 
dire need of reform. Political pressure, corruption, and che weak capacity of judicial 
employees are che main obstacles to che administration ofjuscice. Azimjon Askarov, 
an ethnic-Uzbek human rights activist, remained in prison throughout 2013, while 
a well-known Chechen drug lord believed to have ties to President Acambayev was 
released on questionable grounds. After a two-year delay, appointments were made 
to che Conscicucional Chamber of che Supreme Court, the body responsible for 
interpreting che 20 I 0 conscicucion. Kyrgyzstan's rating far judicial framework and 
independence remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Corruption. The state of corruption in Kyrgyzstan has improved slightly since the 
removal of Kurmanbek Bakiyev in 20 I 0, buc graft remains widespread and the 
government still has no unified ancicorruption policy. Several officials were arrested 
on corruption charges in 2013-all of chem from opposition political parties. 
Polling suggests chac citizens have not noticed significant changes in their daily lives 
where corruption is concerned. Kyrgyzstan's rating far corruption remains unchanged 
at 6.25. 

Outlook for 2014. The year 2014 will be marked by intensifying competition 
among national political parties in preparation for parliamentary elections in 2015. 
Regional parties, too, will seek to boost their national visibility, including former 
Osh Mayor Melis Myrzakamatov's Ulutcar Birimdigi party and the labor migrant 
party, Zamandash. However, local parties will find ic difficult to accracc the same 
level of media coverage as those parties represented in the parliament. 

As political competition between local and national political parties intensifies, 
mass protests may resume in rural areas. Such protests are likely to revolve around 
compecicion for local political dominance, but they may also exploit issues chac 
concern che country at large, such as calls to nationalize the Kumcor gold mine. 
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President Atambayev may continue to expand his influence in the parliament, 
particularly if Ata-Jurt, Ar-Namys, Ata-Meken, and other parries remain weakened 
by infighting among their lead figures. 

The government's ethnic reconciliation program, adopted in 2013, will be put 
to the test in 2014. International support will be key to implementing some of its 
core ambitions, including raising the prestige of Kyrgyz and minority languages 
in schools throughout the country, as well as supporting mass media outlets that 
publish in minority languages. 

The situation in southern Kyrgyistan will remain cepse, mostly because local 
government lacks che capacity to ensure the equal treatment of all ethnic groups 
living in the region. Alchough some degree of normalcy has returned to daily life 
in most urban areas in Osh, ethnic Uzbeks remain vulnerable to random abuse by 
corrupt local law-enforcement agencies. Political competition among major political 
parries will likely revive both the nationalist voices that seek to discriminate against 
ethnic minorities and those that advocate inclusion. 
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During rhe firsr two years under rhe 2010 consrirurion, Kyrgyzsran's parliamenr 

produced four differenr ruling coalirions. The mosr recenr reorganizarion occurred 

in Augusr 2012, when Prime Minisrer Omurbek Babanov resigned amid accusarions 

of corruprion and inefficienr economic policies. The subsequenr coalirion included 

Presidenr Almazbek Arambayev's Social Democratic Parry of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK), 

Ar-Namys (Digniry), and Ara-Meken (Morherland), wirh Babanov's Respublika 

parry joining Ata-Jurr (Farherland) in rhe parliamenrary opposirion. 

The new consrirurion granrs grearer powers ro parliamenr and includes several 
provisions ro prevenr rhe emergence of a single, dominanr leader. No one polirical 
parry may receive more rhan 65 of rhe parliamenr's 120 sears, and presidenrs are 
limired ro one six-year rerm. Media in Bishkek closely follow rhe acriviries of rhe 

parliamenr and execurive branch, providing an imporranr check on lawmakers. 
Members of parliamenr (MPs), rhe presidenr, and governmenr employees are 

generally receprive ro criticism from rhe media, and ofren direcrly respond ro 

negarive coverage. 
A number of serious barriers ro democraric rransirion remain. Kyrgyzsran's 

consrirurion is srill very new, and polirical acrors have yet ro fully inrernalize 

rhe separarion of powers. Alrhough he is no longer formally a parry member, 
Presidenr Arambayev conrinues ro use SDPK as a vehicle ro advance rhe inreresrs 
of his presidency ("Ir is rhe only [parry] rhar 1 can rely on," the presidenr said in 

December 2013). 1 Ar orher rimes, rhe parliarnenr has failed ro rake responsibiliry 

for imporranr issues rhar should fall under irs purview. For insrance, rhe parliamenr 
never acred ro lifr rhe ban ir had imposed on rhe Fergana News sire in 2011 , even 
afrer ir had effecrively been reversed by a court ruling. 

High levels of absenreeism slowed parliamentary work rhroughouc 2013, wirh 

MPs ofren prioririzing their own views or business inreresrs over broader policy 
concerns. Most lawmakers are primarily concerned wirh maintaining vorer supporr 

in their parcies' regional srrongholds and therefore focus on local issues or procedural 
marrers, rarher rhan narionwide inreresrs. In general, the parliament rends ro 
impose new taxes and regularions, rather than creating opportunities for economic 

growrh. When MPs mer in June ro address rhe issue of rising youth unemploymenr, 
the resulr was nor an exchange of ideas on job-creation or improving rhe higher 

educarion sysrem's capaciry ro train rhe workforce, bur a Sovier-sryle dressing

down of universiry rectors, who were called upon to fulfill their "patriotic ducy" by 

guaranreeing jobs ro 30-50 percenr of graduates. 2 (The bill they proposed did nor 
pass, however.) 
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Over the past two years, Kyrgyzstan's government and parliament have 
regularly proposed legislation impinging on fundamental civil liberties. In late 
2012, the parliament implemented a harsher version of former president Bakiyev's 
2009 law limiting religious freedoms. The amended law prohibits students from 
traveling abroad for religious education without the state's permission, requires 
foreign religious organizations to obtain a state license to conduct activities in 
Kyrgyzstan, and increases censorship of religious literature. The legislation was 
passed quietly, without open discussion in the parliament, and quickly signed by 
President Atambayev.3 Despite international and domestic criticism, in 2013 the 
Ministry of Justice and the State Committee on National Security prepared further 
revisions to the controversial law that would punish foreign religious missionaries 
for proselytizing in Kyrgyzstan.~ Kyrgyz lawmakers further proposed outlawing 
"preaching» in educational institutions.5 At year's end, the parliament had not yet 
voted on these latest amendments. 

Opposition forces launched several unsuccessful attempts to overthrow the 
government in 2013. The most visible of these centered around negotiations with 
Canada-based Centerra Gold over Kyrgyzstan's ownership stake in the Kumtor gold 
mine. Centerra Gold's original deal with Kyrgyz leadership was renegotiated with 
minor changes under president Bakiyev in 2009. In February 2013-after years of 
pressure from local and nationalist forces to pursue a more favorable arrangement6-

the parliament scrapped the 2009 agreement, sending the government back to the 
negotiating table with Centerra. When the government proposed a deal in which 
Kyrgyzstan would trade its 32.7 percent stake in Centerra for a 50 percent share 
of the Kumtor mine, the parliament blocked the bill, demanding no less than 67 
percent of Kumtor.7 

Using nationalist rhetoric, the opposition accused theAtambayev administrarion 
of incompetence in the Kum tor negotiations, reigniting protests that had begun in 
October 2012 under the leadership of Aca-Jurt head Kamchybek Tashiev. (Tashiev 
and several of his supporters scaled the fence surrounding the parliament building 
before being arrested for attempting a coup d'etat. 8) In April 2013, opposition 
leader Azimbek Beknazarov (of the Banner National Revival ''.Asaba" party) bussed 
men from his native village to Bishkek with similar demands to nationalize Kum tor. 
His protest failed to gather momentum and quickly dissipated. Observers from the 
media noted that protestors were not genuinely interested in supporting Beknazarov, 
but joined the politician for a prospect to receive financial compensation.9 

Additional rallies followed in Jeti-Oguz and Karakol, the two districts nearest 
Kumtor. 10 In June, several hundred men protested in Jeti-Oguz and halted 
production at the mine, but other operations continued at Kumtor. Rather than 
turning to the police, the government sent officials from Bishkek to negotiate with 
the protesrors. Four months later, in Karakol, protesters captured oblast-leader 
Emilbek Kaptagayev, demanding the right to replace him with someone would be 
better able to represent their interests. This time, the central government deployed 
special police forces to free Kaptagayev and disperse the demonstrators. 11 Several 
people were wounded in dashes between the police and protestors. 12 
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Neirher rhe presidential adminisrrarion nor rhe parliament has been able co pre
empt saborage of mining operations organized ar rhe local level because of unclear 
policy and weak administrative coordination wirh local governments. As local 
governmenrs are ofren unable co meer rhe needs of rheir residents or perform basic 
adminisrrarive dudes, villagers living near mining areas disrrusr cenrral and local 
governmenr policies and become easy rargers for narionalisr and anrigovernment 
rheroric. 

Neverrheless, Kyrgyzstan's government remained srable during 2013. Polirical 
infighting wirhin and berween parries conrinued, however, usually caused by 
comperirion for finances and parry leadership poses. All parries represented in rhe 
parliamenr have experienced deep internal splits since rhe 2012 elections. Wirh rhe 
exceprion of SPDK, every parry has lose some of rheir MPs co new splinrer groups. 
Some MPs allege char inrernal disagreemenrs have considerably weakened Ara-Jure 
and Ar-Namys as rhey enter rhe nexr elecrions.13 The insrabiliry of rhe parliamenr 
seems co leave more power co rhe presidential office rhan inrended under rhe new 
consrirution, allowing Arambaev co srrengthen his position as the parliament 
conrinues co fumble and fairer. 

Three years afrer rhe June 2010 erhnic violence in sourhern Kyrgyzsran, 
discrimination persiscs. Erhnic minorities, especially erhnic Uzbeks, remain 
underrepresented in the parliament and rhe government compared wirh previous 
years. In general, polirical forces have avoided discussion of inrererhnic relations, 
especially in sourhern Kyrgyzstan, leaving rhe burden of peace building and 
reconciliation to nongovernmental organizarions (NGOs). However, in April 
2013, the governmenr rook a seep forward wirh rhe adoption of a long-anticipared 
Concepr of Development of National Uniry and lnter-Erhnic Relations in rhe 
Kyrgyz Republic.14 According co rhe head of rhe Deparrmenr of Erhnic and 
Religious Policy and lnreracrion, rhe concepr is rhe produce of over rhree years 
of debate and represents a broad consensus among nationalist MPs, human righrs 
NGOs, and rhe governmenr. The concepr's goal is co spread the use of Kyrgyz as a 
unifying scare language while also promoring mulrilingualism and insrilling respecr 
for rhe rights of minority groups. Ir moves away from defining rhe Kyrgyz as a 
"scare-making erhniciry," conrrary ro the demands of rhe narionalisrs involved in 
drafting rhe concepr. 

lmplementarion of the concepr-which is broad and vulnerable to selective 
inrerprerarion-proved challenging in 2013. Many NGOs complained char rhe 
concepr did nor adequarely prorecr minoriry righrs. Narionalists, meanwhile, focused 
on promoting the Kyrgyz language, largely ignoring the concepr's ocher goals. Planned 
efforrs co spread Kyrgyz language will include serring up mulrilingual kindergarrens, 
as well as rranslating more lirerary works into Kyrgyz for readers of all ages. 

Anorher problem wirh rhe concepr is char ir relies heavily on program 
implemenrarion ar the local level, which local governmenrs are nor currenrly 
equipped ro provide. For rhe concepr to have a real impact on inrererhnic relarions, 
Bishkek will need co invesr massively in promoring Kyrgyz and minority languages, 
rraining local officials, and organizing communiry iniciarives. 
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Russian president Vladimir Pucin visiced Bishkek cwice in 2013, boch cimes 
offering Kyrgyzstan greater economic and milicary assiscance in (implicit) exchange 
for a reduction in Western influence. In June, Kyrgyzstan's parliament voted in 
support of Arambayev's decision ro cancel the contract for che U.S. milicary cransir 
center ac Manas Airport. This decision was made shorcly after Moscow's promise 
co wrice off $500 million of Kyrgyzstan's debt and construct hydropower stations 
on che Naryn River in Kyrgyzscan,15 an offer rhe Uniced Sraces declined ro counter. 
Ir also followed che U.S. Attorney's announcement rhar it would noc be pursuing 
criminal charges for insider trading against former president Bakiyev's son, Maksim. 
Some analysts believe the Kyrgyzsrani government had been expeccing the U.S. co 
extradite rhe young Bakiyev ro Bishkek. 

A special working group set up by che Kyrgyz governmem in 2013 to design 
a roadmap for joining rhe Russia-led Eurasian Cuscoms Union has yet ro produce 
a final document. There is speculacion chac the ongoing delay may be a strategy 
on the part of che Acambayev adminiscrarion co appease popular concerns abouc 
the union's pocential impacc on Kyrgyzscan's small and medium-sized businesses. 
Kyrgyzstan is already a member of che World Trade Organization (WTO) and has 
demanded chac it be allowed co retain che WTO's low cuscoms cariffs, parcicularly 
with China, afcer joining Russia's cusroms union. In the final days of2013, Deputy 
Prime Minister Djoomarc Ororbayev announced chac a new road map would be 
prepared by spring 20 14, adding char Kyrgyzstan would need $200 million from 
the union for marker and border security supporc-a demand likely ro delay che 
signarory process for anorher year. 16 
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Political parcies in Kyrgyzsran remain inscirucionally weak and rely heavily on 
individuals' popularicy or wealth to arrracc votes. Since 2010, President Arambayev's 
SPDK has been rhe only pacey co consiscently win local elections or develop 
nationwide name-recognition. 

Parcicularly in local elcccions, vocers cast ballocs for personalities, rather chan 
panics or placforms. Currently, only cwo local parcies-Zamandash and Reforma-
have a clearly defined message (the former represents the interests oflabor migrancs 
working in Russia, while the latter advocaces for rhe entrepreneurial community in 
Bishkek). In Occober, chc Ar-Namys (Dignity) parry suggested that rhe elecroral 
code be amended to allow individual MPs ro run as independent candidates, bur 
rhe iniciacive received limiced supporc in rhe legislacure. 

Presidenc Arambayev and mosc policical forces represented in che parliament 
have expressed cheir decerminacion ro hold che Kyrgyzstan's nexc parliamentary 
and presidential elections on schedule, in 2015 and 2017, respeccively.17 This 
would represent a step fo1ward, as Arambayev's predecessors, Askar Akayev and 
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Kurmanbek Bakiyev, consisrendy used snap elecrions ro holsrer rheir preferred 
parries' majoriries in rhe parliament. 

In 2013, polirical parties and individual politicians were already preparing for 
rhe nexr elections. Members of parries with representation in rhe parliamenr began 
campaigning in their disrricrs to assure rheir individual slors on parry lists and lay 
rhe groundwork for elecroral victory. Local parties, such as former Osh mayor 
Melis Myrzakmarov's Ulunar Birimdigi (Unity of Ethnicities), opened offices in 
Bishkek and orher pans of rhe country, suggesting their interest in gaining national 
anention. The overall number of political parries has nearly doubled since rhe lasr 
parliamentary elecrions, roralling 350 in 2013. 18 

Anicle 72 of rhe Kyrgyz Elecroral Code requires thar 15 percent of each party's 
candidares be non-Kyrgyz. However, the code provides no guidance on dividing 
rhose spors among different ethnic groups, nor does it regulate where (in what 

posirion relarive ro orher candidates) rhey must appear on party lists. A quota 
requiring rhar one-rhird of parliamentary sears go to female deputies has been 
similarly ineffecrive. 

Only one disrricr, Kara-Suu (in Osh province), held local elections in 2013. 
On clecrion day, a violent fight broke out between representatives of several 
political parries in front of one of the voting precincts. While derails of the skirmish 
remain unclear, members of local Meken Yntymagy (Fatherland Unity), 'Onuguu 
(Developmenc), and SDPK were injured. 19 The fight reportedly broke out over 
allegations of ballot falsification. 

Civil Society 
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Civil sociery is becoming increasingly vibrant, despire regular efforrs by some 
lawmakers to circumscribe NGO acrivities. In 2013, a number of proposed legal 
changes rhrearened the healrh of civil society operations bur were rejecred under 
pressure from NGOs and warchdogs. 111e mosr serious of rhese remained under 
discussion ar year's end after President Arambayev declined ro approve ir. 

The year wimessed several anemprs to introduce legislarion wirh porentially 
negative repercussions for civil sociery organizations. These included controversial 
reporting requirements and orher new oversighr mechanisms added ro a drafr law 
on money laundering,20 as weH as a draft law imposing fines on anyone affiliared 
wirh unregisrered NGOs. 21 A ueason law proposed by Ar-Namys parry MP Bakir 
Uulu would have made sharing "srare secrets" wirh foreign organizarions illegal.22 

All rhree measures were rejecred in parliamenr afrer negative feedback and pressure 
from domestic and inrernarional NGOs. 

The mosr serious assaulr on civil sociery organizarions in 2013 was a bill 
seemingly modeled on Russia's 2012 "foreign agents" law. 23 Proposed by Uulu 
and another Ar-Namys deputy, the legislarion would have enabled the Kyrgyzsrani 
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governmenc co brand as a "foreign agent" any NGO receiving financial support 
from abroad or engaging in vaguely defined "political activities." Russia's "foreign 
agents" law has been incerpreted expansively, leading co hundreds of audics and 
prosecutions of NGOs. Resounding criticism from Kyrgyzstani NGOs and 
international watchdog groups prompted President Atambayev co publicly declare 
his own opposition to the bill before parliament could vote on it in mid-September.24 
Due to the persistence of the bill's authors, it remained under discussion at year's 
end, as criticism concinued.25 It is unclear whether it will come before parliament 
in 2014. 

In October, police officials in Bishkek began soliciting letters from the general 
public in support of a ban on public demonstrations. It was unclear whether the 
police acted independently or on behalf of the city's mayor. However, the Interior 
Ministry's leadership condemned the police for partisanship.26 

In April, feminise groups in Bishkek organized performances of 7he Vagina 
Monologues in defiance of verbal intimidation from the Ministry of Culture, 
which accused the play of "promot[ing] scenes thai: destroy the moral and ethical 
standards and national traditions of the peoples of Kyrgyzstan.''27 Government 
officials evencually conceded chat there was no legal basis for banning the event. 

These evencs illustrate two key realities: first, that the relationship between 
state institutions and civil society remains filled with distrust; and second, that civil 
society is becoming increasingly capable of pushing back against legislative attacks 
or intimidation, whether by acting locally or communicating their grievances to the 
incernational community. 

The governmenc and the parliamenc do sometimes collaborate with civil society 
groups in designing policy programs and election monitoring efforts, and NGOs 
regularly generate discussions in mass media on human rights, political reforms, and 
ocher issues. Several leading NGO activists have joined the governmenc's efforts to 
reform the police and judicial system. They often work pro bono and consider their 
collaboration with the governmenc co be an important part of civic engagemenc. 
Activiscs also cooperate with like-minded members of parliament on issues such as 
gender equality. These actors regularly critique new legislative initiatives, especially 
those related co human rights, employing public protests, petitions, letters co the 
parliamenc, and public hearings co convey their views. In 2012 and 2013, civil 
society groups collaborated with the Interior Ministry regarding police reform. The 
police accreditation exam is now administered by members of the Coalition for 
Democracy and Human Rights and the NGO Nashe Pravo {Our Right). Their 
efforts are complemented by the work of the Alliance of Liberal Youth NG Os, 
which promotes greater transparency and accouncability in police work.28 

Demonscrators are commonly visible in Bishkek's public spaces. The area in 
from of the parliament building is frequently occupied by small groups of 5-50 
people, advocating for a wide spectrum of social, family-related, and political issues. 
Other groups of activists rally for better public services-safer roads, cleaner streets, 
more bike lanes. 29 Police regulate the protests by ensuring they do not block traffic 
or lead co violence. 
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More and more individuals appear co be caking pan in cornmuniry work and 
advocacy. Several youch NGOs in Bishkek and Osh, supporced by internacional 
or local donors, address complex issues such as echnic reconciliation and political 
leadership. Notably, che multiethnic members of Youth of Osh address inter-echoic 
reconciliation from che perspecrive of joint communiry developmenc. 30 These 
grassroocs activities as well as civil sociery criciques of policical processes in the 
country are ofren fearured in national and local media. 

Kyrgyzstan's NGOs remain overwhelmingly dependent on foreign grams. As a 
result, che activities of the civil sector are often determined by donor prioricies racher 
than a competition between ideas, and many organizacions are ouc of couch with local 
needs. Very few NGOs have cried co solicit funds from local donors or engage local 
communities in their work. When it does materialize, local financing mainly comes 
from individual entrepreneurs, large corporarions, or policical leaders. For the mosc 
pare, local funds are cargered ac organizing one-cime projects or public events, such 
as filming an advocacy video or organizing a chariry campaign. Mose of these locally 
generated NGO accivicies are concentraced in che capical. Indeed, che vase majori!y 
of NGOs and ocher civil sociery groups are based in che country's two largest cicies, 
Bishkek and Osh. This, coo, limits their impact on most citizens' daily lives. 

In early 2011, then president Roza Omnbayeva, with che financial supporc 
of international donors, formed Public Advisory Councils (PACs) co monitor the 
work of various government agencies. PACs are composed of independent experts, 
academics, NGO leaders, and encrepreneurs. They have access to all relevant 
government documents. Some PACs continue to actively supervise che work of 
the minisrries, while ochers have become dormant. A number of officials spoke 
out against PA Cs in 2013, citing concerns char the councils have access to sensitive 
national securiry informacion. 11 Nevercheless, President Atamabayev sent a bill to 
renew che councils' tenure before parliament in la re 2013.32 

Independent Media 
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Despite proposals in parliament to ban "extremist" or "anti-Kyrgyzstan" content, 
the trend since 2010 has been toward greater media openness and more affordable 
access co the internee, including via third-generation (3G) mobile telephones. 
Online news sources are particularly diverse, ranging from straight news reporring 
co long-form, analytical pieces. In 2013, a regional courr overturned a two-year 
sanction against the popular Fergana News website on che basis that only a courc, 
and not the parliament, may take action to block online content. 

The vase majoriry of Kyrgyzsrani citizens get their information from television. 
There are approximately 25 television stations operating in Kyrgyzstan. Of these, 
only a few broadcast nationwide. According to the media regiscry of the Ministry 
of Juscice, every channel in Kyrgyzstan offers some Kyrgyz-language programming 
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and 21 channels carry programming in Russian. The division becween Kyrgyz and 
Russian-language content is similar in prim media and radio. 33 

In general, objeccive and reliable journalism is in shore supply in Kyrgyzscan, 
and ic can be difficulc co differentiate becween faces and reporcers' opinions. Some 
independent media publish shore news items of reasonable qualicy, buc chey scop 
shore of analycical or in-depch invescigacive reports. In 2013, Kyrgyz media failed co 
fill in che information gaps on che year's mosc complex political issues, such as who 
was responsible for organizing procescs in che eascern pares of che country. 

Scace television and radio generally avoid open criticism of che president or 
SDPK during newscasts, chough calk shows are more ape co air opposing views. 

The online universe remains moscly free, and some news sices34 do publish 
criticism of the president, parliamenc, and government. Citizen-journalises 
sometimes expose abuses of power or corruption when cradicional media do noc. 
Video recordings of police personnel breaking che law by excorcing bribes or parking 
illegally have become che most frequent genre of online accivism. Policical satire 
is also increasingly popular and several performance groups routinely lampoon 
individual policical leaders and cake on issues such as corruption or nationalism. 
The performances are aired on television and can be found online.35 

Nationalise voices in che parliament scill seek co prevent the reescablishment 
of Uzbek-language mass media in souchern Kyrgyzstan, where nearly all Uzbek 
ouclecs were shuc down in che wake of ethnic violence in 2010. They also remain 
vigilant against any media content and providers chac mighc chreacen "cradicional" 
Kyrgyz values or che country's image abroad. In June 2011, lawmakers singled 
ouc che Cencral Asia-wide Russian-language news site, Ferghana News, which 
had produced critical coverage of che government's response co che violence 
in Osh. Cicing che ouclet's "excremisc" content, parliament passed a resolution 
banning ic. 36 In February 2012, Fergana News was officially blocked by che Scace 
Communications Agency (SCA), which controls KyrgyzTelecom, che main internee 
service provider (ISP) in the country. Ocher ISPs followed suit. Ferghana News 
cook che SCA co courc, and in lace March 2013, a regional judge lifted the sanction 
on che basis chac only courts have che auchoricy co ban online content. In April, 
Kyrgyzstan's local ISPs, including Kyrgyz Telecom, opened access co Fecgana News 
following a leccer from che SCA. 

To some degree, che victory was symbolic: firsc, because che SCA's blocking 
of .che website had never been entirely effective; and second, because ac year's end 
che parliament had yec co officially overcum ics 2011 ban. Nevercheless, che recurn 
of unrescricced access co a popular news site chac is highly crirical of all che region's 
governments was nocable, and a sign chac in some cases, che judiciary is willing co 
defend policically controversial speech. The OSCE Representative on Freedom of 
che Media welcomed chis development as "a positive sign for Internee freedom in 
Kyrgyzscan."37 Praise from che OSCE was countered by a critical reaction piece 
from Fergana News.38 

The Uzbek-language media ouclecs chac were shuc down in 2010 have yec co 
reopen, and mosc echnic Uzbeks in souchern Kyrgyz.scan primarily wacch television 
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channels from Uzbekistan, reinforcing their culrural marginalization within 
Kyrgyzstan. Thanks to strong foreign donor support, a new Osh-based radio and 
television station, Yntymak (Accord/Hamony), began broadcasting in Kyrgyz, 
Uzbek, and Russian in 2012, targeting younger listeners. The city of Jalalabad, 
too, has a new Uzbek/Kyrgyz TV station, alrhough it focuses more on cultural 
programs than political discussions. In 2013, a journalism-focused NGO launched 
a trilingual newspaper, Danek (Kernel of Grain), written and published by students 
in Osh with financial support from international donors. The newspaper employs 
young journalises and is disrribured throughout schools in Osh for a small fee.39 

As the 2015 parliamentary elections approach, political parties char hope ro gain 
support in the Osh and Jalalabad oblascs will need co communicate with the echnic
Uzbek popularion. It is possible char this need will facilitate the expansion of Uzbek
language media.40 

Meanwhile, in an effort ro promote the Kyrgyz language, the scare-owned 
national broadcaster ORTK (Obschescveny Teleradio Kanai) has introduced 
children's programming during prime time. The majority is in Kyrgyz, with some 
shows in Russian. 

The government is looking for ways co expedite Kyrgyzstan's conversion to digital 
relevision, which must be completed by the internationally mandated analogue 
swirch-off dace in June 2015. The transition will also enable Kyrgyzstan-based 
broadcasters to reach a nationwide audience. Currencly, the population of northern 
Kyrgyzstan is served primarily by celevision programming from Kazakhstan, 
while southern parts of the country ofcen wacch channels from Uzbekistan.41 The 
Ministry of Culrure estimates chat the transition to digital broadcasting will cosr 
roughly $11.3 million to complece.42 Kyrgyzstan will need extensive international 
support ro raise chis amount. 
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Although local governments have become more independent from Bishkek since 
rhe nationwide local elections of 2012, their efficiency and professionalism have 
not improved. Local political parry representatives lack experience with public 
service and bureaucracies and have litcle financial capacity to implement policy or 
respond to their constituents' concerns. Moreover, there is virtually no horizontal 
communication among local governments in the same or neighboring oblasrs. 

Local governing bodies have even less ethnic and gender diversity than cheir 
national counterparts, with women making up only 12 percent of local council 
representacives.43 Usually, ethnic Uzbeks are more likely co be represented in local 
governments where they are the majority population, bur chis is not the case in 
Osh, where Uzbeks comprise roughly half of the city's population and only 20 
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percent of the city council. Women, too, are underrepresented on the Osh city 
council, making up less chan 16 percent of its membership.44 

The degree of independence oflocal authorities from che national government 
varies. Bishkek's government is che most independent, with the mayor able co make 
autonomous decisions on the city's development. Of all ocher local leaders, Osh 
mayor Melis Myrzakmacov enjoyed che greatest independence in 2013, chanks co 
his business connections and support from the informal grouping of young men 
in his martial arcs club. Myrzakmacov has presented himself as the primary force 
behind Osh's post-conflicc municipal reconstruction, stracegically underplaying the 
support of the national government and international donors. On 5 December, 
Prime Minister Jantoro Satybaldiyev fired Myrzakmatov abrupcly, without 
public explanation. The dismissal came days after the mayor had participated 
in (and possibly organized) a public protest demanding the release of one of his 
allies, Akhmacbek Keldibekov, who was arrested in late November on corruption 
charges.45 Also under investigation for corruption, Bishkek Mayor Isa Omurkulov 
resigned from his post one day before Myrzakmacov's dismissal.46 

The president's adminiscracion uses the Agency of Local Governance and lnter
Echnic Relations co address echnic inequality and preempc echnic censions. The 
agency is casked with promoting the goals outlined in che "Concepc of Development 
of National Unity and Inter-Ethnic Relations in the Kyrgyz Republic." Mira 
Karybayeva, che head of the deparcment responsible for drafting the concept, says 
low professionalism and a lack of funding are the two most important challenges 
co implementing it on the local level.47 Following the concept's adoption in April 
2013, the administration began soliciting international donor funds co increase 
local government capacity. 

Outside of election season, local governments receive little media atcention. 
Wich occasional exceptions for developments in Osh and Bishkek, the mass media 
are mostly concentrated on the work of che national government. Likewise, local 
government officials are not accuscomed co working with civil society, business 
owners, or ocher groups on important policy issues. 

Central authorities have failed co implement actions chac concrecely promote 
interechnic peace in southern Kyrgyzstan. This has made some local governments 
feel immune co prosecution for discriminacion, arbicrary arrests, and violence 
againsc echnic minority groups. Three years after che violence of June 2010, che 
faulc lines in southern Kyrgyzstan run not only between echnic Uzbeks and Kyrgyz 
buc akso between communities, law-enforcement agencies, and local government 
representatives. 48 

The Scace Agency of Local Governance and Inter-Ethnic Relations is casked 
with promoting the goals ouclined in the presidential administration's new Concept 
of Development of National Unity and lnter-Echnic Relations in the Kyrgyz 
Republic. Following rhe Concepc's adoption in April 2013, the adminisrration 
began soliciting international donor funds co increase local government capacity 
and enable proper implemencacion. 
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Kyrgyzstan's judicial system and law enforcement agencies continue co be a major 
source of human rights violations and corruption. Nepotism, political pressure, 
and lack of professionalism among judges render the court system ill-equipped to 
administer justice consistently or impartially. Nearly four years after the June 2010 
violence, the vast majority of ethnic-Uzbek victims have yet to see their attackers 
brought to justice. 

Courtroom violence and intimidarion have been consisrent features of law 
enforcement's response to the June 2010 violence. In related crials, relatives of 
some ethnic-Kyrgyz plaintiffs have anacked rhe lawyers of rheir accused Uzbek 
attackers or threatened presiding judges. In 2013, Kyrgyzstan's Supreme Courr 
began reviewing appealed cases from regional trials of the last rhree years to assess 
whether intimidation practices had interfered with due process.49 Despite the fact 
char erhnic Uzbeks suffered far higher casualties than their ethnic-Kyrgyz neighbors, 
96 of the 107 people charged with murder in the aftermath of the 2010 violence 
were Uzbek.50 

In an cvenr reminiscent of the Bakiyev era, the lawyer Ikramidin Aitkulov was 
brutally attacked near his home in November 2013.51 Aitkulov's relatives believe 
that he was targeted because of his willingness to defend politically controversial 
figures such as former minister of social development Ravshan Sabirov, criminal 
kingpin Kamchy Kolbayev, and various Ata-J urr party leaders.52 Lawyers protecting 
opposition figures still experience political pressure, bur violent atcacks have become 
unusual. 

Azimjon Askarov, an ethnic-Uzbek human rights activist, remained in prison 
throughout 2013. Following an arrest and prosecution marked by egregious 
violations of due process, Askarov is serving a life sentence for his alleged complicity 
in rhe death of an ethnic-Kyrgyz police officer killed during an outburst of ethnic 
violence in June 20 I 0. Askarov's appeals to the Supreme Court were denied in lace 
2011. In August 2013, the human rights organization Bir Dyino-Kyrgyzstan asked 
a court in Jalalabad to review allegations that Askarov had been tortured by police 
while in detention. The request was denied by both the Jalalabad court and the 
Supreme Court. 

Despite continuous international pressure, Atambayev's administration shows 
little political will to take up the Askarov case. When journalists asked the president 
about the issue during an official visit ro Brussels, Atambayev said there is no 
evidence suggesting that the activist mighr be innocent.55 

It rook parliamentary, judiciary, and civil sociery actors rhree full years ro 
esrablish a legal body (the Constiturional Chamber of rhe Supreme Court) for 
interpreting rhe 2010 constitution. During this delay, which was caused primarily 
by disagreements over rhe selection of chamber members, various political forces 
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had the opportunity to draft unconstitutional legislative initiatives, some of them 
rescricting basic civil Ii berries. Important examples include the 2012 and 2013 
legislation limiting religious freedoms. The proposals pushed back by NGO pressure 
in 2013-especially Kygyzstan's version of the Russian "foreign agents~ law-were 
also initiatives that a functioning Constitutional Chamber would have examined 
closely.51 The same may be assumed of parliamentary deputy Yrgal Kydyralieva's 
2012 proposal that women under 23 years of age should be compelled co obtain 
parental consent before traveling abroad. (Afrer months of outcry from domestic 
and international rights groups, in June 2013 the parliament adopted a non-abiding 
decree based on Kydyralieva's ocher travel and migration-related proposals, without 
any specific mention of a minimum travel age for women.55) All members of the 
Constitutional Chamber were finally instated in July 2013. 

The abrupt release of Aziz Barukaev, a nocorious Chechen crime boss 
accused of drug trafficking and violent crime, was seen by most as evidence of 
the government's ties to the criminal underworld. In early April, Kyrgyzstani 
authorities terminated Barukaev's 16-year prison term on the grounds char he was 
suffering from acute leukemia. Soon after Barukaev returned co Chechnya, rumors 
surfaced that he was in good health and had married a young Chechen woman. 56 As 
news of "Operation Free Batukaev" spread, oucraged parliamentarians called for the 
resignation of officials they accused of falsifying Batukaev's health reports in order 
ro secure his release. These included Deputy Prime Minister Shamir Arakhanov, 
Interior Minister Abdylda Suranchiev, O mbudsman Tursunbek Akun, and prison 
chief Zarylbek Rysaliev. President Atambayev himself is suspecred of having ties co 
Barukaev and other known criminals.57 
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The level of corruption in Kyrgyzstan has declined slightly since the 20 I 0 ouster of 
Kurmanbek Bakiyev, whose son Maksim wielded informal control over virtually all 
seccors of the economy. Unlike most of his predecessors, Atambayev himself docs 
not appear co be engaged in large-scale corruption deals, nor does he seek co impose 
family rule over the national economy. Nevertheless, graft remains widespread, 
permeating all government agencies.5H MPs regularly use their polirical positions co 
protect and promote their personal business interests. Citizens encounter corruption 
in their everyday lives, whether in dealings with the police or when trying to send 
rheir children ro school. According co a study conducted in Osh and Bishkek by the 
SIAR Research and Consulting Group, corruption is considered ro be one of the 
rop rhree mosr pressing problems in Kyrgyzstan: 64 percent of SIAR's respondents 
indicated rhar rhey had bribed rhe police and 70 percent had bribed judges.59 

Shorrly after his electio n in 201 1, President Bal<iyev declared corruption to 
be a rop prioriry and a marrer of narional security. In order to insulate high-level 
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corruption investigations from political manoeuvring or bribery, he created a special 
Anti-Corruption Service (ACS) under the supervision of the State Committee on 
National Securiry (SCNS) and tasked it with fighting corruption in the parliament, 
executive branch, Supreme Court, and law-enforcement agencies.60 

Still, two years into Atambayev's presidency, Kyrgyzstan has no unified 
anticorruption policy. Instead, ad hoc measures are used to prosecute corrupt 
officials. Several high-profile political officials were arrested in 2013, mostly from 
opposition political parties, including the popular former mayorofBishkek Nariman 
Tuleev (Ata-Jurt}, Minister of Social Development and Ravshan Sabirov (Ata
Meken), and Nurlan Sulaimanov (Ata-Jurt), who is reportedly hiding in Moscow. 
It remains unclear whether the crackdown on opposition parry leaders is the result 
of a political directive from the president's office or an objective decision by the 
ACS. In 2013, President Atambayev's fight against corruption touched members of 
almost every political party-except his own SDPK. In October, Chairman of State. 
Correction Service Zarylbek Ryzaliev accused four opposition MPs of looting after 
the collapse of the Bakiyev regime.61 All four denied the charges, insisting that the 
accusations were made to exert pressure on them in parliament. 

In November, the Parliamentary Committee on Law, the Rule-of-Law, and the 
Fight Against Crime discussed taking the ACS out of SCNS's control. The SCNS 
resisted the change, pointing to its successful track record. According to the head 
of ACS, this includes some 500 criminal investigations of alleged corruption to 
date-70 percent of them against government officials.62 

Kyrgyzstan receives a score of 24 on the O-to-100 scale of Transparency 
lnternational's latest Corruption Perceptions Index, with 0 as the worst possible 
performance.63 However, the World Bank's Doing Business 2014 report granted 
Kyrgyzstan a 2-point upgrade on its hundred-point scale, mostly thanks to 
positive changes in "resolving insolvency," "starting a business," and "trading across 
borders.''64 
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Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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Electoral Process 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

Civil Society 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

Independent Media 1.50 l.50 1.50 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 

National Democratic 
2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.00 · 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
2. 50 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

and Independence 

Corruption 3.50 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.50 3.25 3.00 3.00 

Democracy Score 2.14 2.07 2.07 2.07 2.18 2.18 2.14 2.11 2.07 2.07 

NOTE: The ratings reAect rhe consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of this 
report. The opinions expr.ssed in this report are rhose of the amhor(s). The racings are based on a scale of I to 7, 
wirh l representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the carego1ies tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

L
atvia has eased in co calmer waters after the tremendous turbulence caused by 
the recent global economic crisis, when the coumry's gross domestic product 
(GDP) plunged by 24.1 percent and the official unemploymem rate jumped 

to 20.5 percent. 1 Although precrisis prosperity levels have not yet been reached, 
the above-average growth of the last three years and the positive future growth 
trajectory predicced by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) are strong signals 
of stabilization. While Latvia still has among the highest rates of inequality and 
poverty in the European Union (EU) and popular discontem with the government 
is high, the previously large contingent of emigrams searching for employment 
abroad has slowed down significantly. 

lhe government in 2013 finalized plans for Latvia to join the Eurozone-a 
group of countries using the euro currency-and the country is expected to adopt 
the new currency in January 2014. Harmony Center, a party that draws much ofits 
support from Latvia's ethnic Russians and which opposes Eurorone membership, 
performed well in local elections held in June. Its strong performance in Riga, the 
capital, allowed Harmony Center leader and Riga mayor Nils U5akovs to continue 
presiding over the affairs of the capital city. 

On 21 November, Latvia was shaken by the deadly collapse of a supermarket 
roof in a Riga suburb, which killed 54 people. lhe event precipitated a flurry 
of finger-pointing and claims of shoddy workmanship, failed official oversight, 
shortcomings in legal regulations, and bribery in the construction business. Jn 
an attempt to calm the situation, Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis resigned 
unexpectedly on 27 November, but remained in his position until an imerim leader 
is found to govern until elections set for lace 2014. 

National Democratic Governance. In 2013, the government finalized plans 
for Latvia to join the Eurozone, despite low popular enthusiasm for the initiative. 
lhe government also adopted amendments co the citizenship law, extending the 
possibility of Latvian citizenship to many ethnic Latvians living abroad, as well as 
to some resident noncitizens. Opinion polls show low public trust in the Saeima 
(parliament), owing largely to the economic struggles many people continue 
to experience. Due to the scabilicy of the ruling coalition under challenging 
circumstances, Latvia's national democratic rating improvesfiom 2.25 to 2.00. 

Electoral Process. Municipal elections for 119 regions were held in June wichouc 
any major problems. Ac 46 percent, voter turnout was lower than in previous 
years; however, the relative contentment of participating voters was reflected in the 
reelection of many incumbents. Harmony Center maintained control of the city 
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council in Riga, while a party headed by Aivars Lembergs---or one of the handful 
of powerful businessmen who have exened influence on the country's politics for 
many years-won nearly 70 percent of the vote in Ventspils. Latvia's electoral process 
rating remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Civil Society. The number of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), including 
those with the official status of public benefit organization, is rising, but civil 
society groups struggle for financial sustainability. State funding of NGOs is not 
transparent; a weak culture of voluntary work and private donating also represent 
key obstacles. Civil society groups are involved in the crafting of public policy to 
some extent, but civil servants in some cases ignore NGO advocacy. Latvia's rating 
for civil society remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Independent Media. Financial pressures have resulted in the merger of a number 
ofindependent media outlets, while others have seen changes in ownership or senior 
editorial staff in recent years. Despite a growing advertising market, newspaper 
outlets suffered significant losses in 2013. Following a large financial loss at Latvian 
Independent Television (LNT), which the Swedish holding company Modern 
Times Group (MTG) had acquired in 2012, MTG announced in October that 
LNT and another Latvian stacion it controlled, TV3, beginning in 2014 would only 
be available to cable-television subscribers. Due to ongoing media consolidation 
and the poor economic environment for independent journalists and media outlets, 
Latvia's rating for independent media declines from 1.75 to 2.00 

Local Democratic Governance. Public opinion polls reflect a much higher level 
of trust in municipal governments than in the national government. Since July 
2013, elected council members cannot work in municipal executive organizations. 
Some local government representatives criticized the national government for being 
out of touch with local governments' priorities. Latvia's rating for local democratic 
governance remains unchanged at 2.25. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Latvia provides fair protection for 
fundamental rights; however, violations related to excessive length of trials or 
inappropriate procedures for pretrial detention are commonplace. In 2013, 
important reforms to the court system continued in an effort to improve 
professionalism, but suspected wrongdoing by some judges still generated mistrust. 
Conditions in prisons remain unacceptably poor and an August report by the 
Council of Europe Committee Against Torture (CAT) highlighted violence among 
prisoners and the lack of proper healthcare as particular problems. Latvia's rating/or 
judicial framework and independence remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Corruption. Latvia in 2013 saw moderate progress in ics ongoing struggle against 
corruption, as well as some setbacks. So-called administrative corruption has 
gradually diminished and the business environment has improved. Anticorruption 
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legislation is fairly comprehensive buc whiscleblower protection remains poor, and 
a draft law on lobbying transparency is bogged down in disputes. The Corruption 
Prevention and Combating Bureau (KNAB) suffered from damaging internal 
struggles during che year. The length of court proceedings, coo, continues co hinder 
Latvia's fight against corruption. Latvia's rating for corruption remains unchanged at 
3.00. 

Outlook for 2014. Entry into che eurorone on 1January2014, will present some 
challenges for Lacvia. A majority of Latvia's population opposed adopting che euro 
currency, and most people expect a jump in prices despite protective regulations 
established by che government. The economic growth trajectory indicates chat 
Latvia will reach che precrisis level of prosperity in 2014. Strained relations between 
che echnic Latvian and echnic Russian communities are unlikely co improve, and 
national elections sec for October 2014 could in Ra me tensions in both camps. The 
leadership of the nationalise National Alliance parcy has already called for uniry 
among ethnic Lacvian-majoriry parties, but with lirtle resonance. Th~s chere is a 
fair probability chac che predominantly Russian-oriented Harmony Center will 
be included in the next ruling coalicion. If ic is forced to once more remain in 
opposition ranks, there could be sharp Russophone reactions and increased ethnic 
discord. 
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MAIN REPORT 

National Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

2.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.00 

The three-party, righr-leaning coalition government comprised of former president 
Valdis Zarlers's Zarlers Reform Parry (ZRP), Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis's 
Unity bloc, and rhe conservative National Alliance worked in relative harmony 
during the year, aparr from brief conflicts over a few policy issues. These included 
disagreements over more funding for child support, limited quotas for Latvian 
residence permits in the case of non-European Union (EU) properry invesrors, 
and the inclusion of an optional ethnic identity category in passports. Coalition 
members also clashed in November, when Dombrovskis refused ro expel rhe 
sining justice minister, Janis Bordans, as demanded by his former parry.2 National 
Alliance expelled Bordans from its ranks on I November, claiming he had become 
inappropriately involved in the activities of another political force, the Democratic 
Patriots' movement, which had recently announced its intention ro form a new 
party. Bordans mainrains the reasons were more complicated, and connected to his 
"meddling" in important economic interests. 3 

The governing coalition remained united in its drive ro join the Eurozone-the 
group of nations that uses the euro currency-even though opinion polls showed 
euro adoption robe unpopular among a majority of Latvian residents. Nevertheless, 
lawmakers in January 20 13 approved a bill ro move forward with the adoption and 
the EU approved the initiarive in July, setting up Latvia to adopt the euro at the 
Starr of 2014.4 

Relative stability in the parliament was backsropped by rhe conciliatory and 
cautious leadership style of Prime Minisrer Dombrovskis. On 30 August 2013, 
he became the longest concinually serving democratic prime minister in Latvian 
hisrory, having taken office in 2009.5 However, on 27 November, Dombrovskis 
unexpectedly announced his resignation as prime minister ro accept political 
responsibility for the deadly tragedy in the Riga suburb of Zolitude, where 54 
people were killed when a supermarket roof collapsed. He remained in his position 
in a caretaker capacity at the end of rhe year. The next parliamentary elections are 
scheduled for October 2014.6 

The government in May amended the Latvian Citizenship Act ro allow dual 
citizenship for Latvians living abroad. The move was largely a response ro a spike in 
emigration from Latvia ro higher-wage countries such as Great Britain, Germany, 
and Norway. The law also conferred citizenship upon noncitizen and stateless 
children who were born in Latvia after August 1991 and remained permanent 
residents. A provision rhat would have required the parents ro promise they would 
reach thdr child rhe language and raise them as Latvian patriots did nor pass.7 

363 
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About 14 percent of Latvia's residents are noncmzens-many of whom 
are ethnically Russian and speak Russian as their primary language-and the 
government faces continuing criticism, as nonresidents are ineligible to hold public 
office or vote either at the national or regional level.8 Nonresidents not granted 
citizenship through recent amendments to the citizenship law have a special 
temporary status and can acquire citizenship through a naturalization process; calls 
for automatic citizenship have been ignored by the government so far. Between 
1995 and September 2013, 140,725 individuals acquired Latvian citizenship, 
according to Latvia's Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs.9 All residents of 
Latvia may vote in the Latvian Noncitizens' Congress, but the organization has no 
official political powers. ID 

Despite ethnic polarization, the predominantly Russophone Harmony Center 
parry has been quite successful in recent years. In tandem with an allied, ethnic 
Latvian parry, Harmony Center elected a majoriry of deputies to the Riga dry 
council in the June municipal elections. In addition, Harmony Center head Nils 
Ufakovs, who is ethnically Russian and draws much of his support from Latvia's 
ethnic Russian population, has held the mayorship of Riga since 2009, providing 
Latvian Russophones with a prominent center of power and patronage. 11 

According to a Latvian opinion poll conducted in April 2013, only l 0 percent 
of respondents expressed trust in the Saeima, and just 12 percent in the cabinet.12 
Trust in ocher public institutions aside from the legislature and cabinet is significantly 
higher, with 5 5 percent of respondents in a 2012 poll expressing confidence in the 
Constitutional Court, 51 percent in the state police, and 48 percent in the church. 
According to the same poll, 45 percent of respondents expressed confidence in local 
governments, 45 percent in prosecutors, 43 percent in the ombudsman, 41 percent 
in the media, and 34 percent in the president. 13 

The government's unpopulariry is largely fueled by continuing economic 
insecuriry that persists in many regions of Latvia in spite of the rapid economic 
growth of the past two years. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected 
a 4 percent growth in Latvia's gross domestic produce (GDP) in 2013, and 4.2 
percent in 2014. 14 In addition, che dissatisfaction reflects a wide gap between 
expectations of the government by many of Latvia's residents and the realistic 
capabilities of the administration. An extensive opinion study by the marketing 
and public opinion research center SKDS, published in February 2013, found 
chat most of Latvia's residents-while voting for right-leaning parties-preferred a 
greater r~le for the state. The study highlighted a disconnect in which even though 
a majority of people participating demonstrated a socialise-leaning orientation and 
leftist belief system, many who held such beliefs also indicated chat they tended to 
vote for right-leaning parties. 15 

A November 2012 opinion poll showed a widespread feeling chat government 
officials have inflated salaries and chac these should be cut back; the poll showed 
chat 75 percent of respondents recommended a wage cue for lawmakers, 66 percent 
recommended cuts in cabinet members' wages, 63 percent said the prime minister's 
salary should be reduced, and 56 percent said the president should earn less.16 
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1he average monthly salary for ministers is 1180 LVL ($2,400), about double the 
average income in Latvia. 17 

Latvia's free-market economic credentials are stable. The World Bank Doing 

Business report, released in October, ranked Latvia 24 out of 189 countries and 
territories. 18 The national debt is under40 percent and is being repaid through market 
bonds, and the budget deficit is below 2 percent. 19 The Fitch credit rating agency 
raised Latvia's standing almost immediately after .the positive signal for membership 
by the eurozone leadership. Experts have praised Latvia for implementing sharp 
austerity measures to overcome a deeply debilitating economic crisis, saying the 
resulting economic stabilization restored investor confidence in the country. 20 

Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 

Representatives to the I 00-seat Saeima are elected to four-year terms, and the 
president is elected by rhe Saeima. The next Saeima elections are sec for October 
201 4, and che next presidential election will be held in May 2015. Local elections 
are held every four years, with the latest round taking place in June 2013. European 
Parliamentary elections are held every five years, with the next elections for eight 
Latvian deputies planned for May 2014. Only Latvian citizens can participate in 
national, local, and EU parliament elections. All elections of the last two decades 
have been considered fair with only minor problems, which were duly investigated 
by the Cenrral Elections Commission (CVK). 21 

The 1 June municipal elections were uneventful and orderly in all l 19 electoral 
disrricrs. In conrrasr to parliamentary and European Parliament elections, voters 
had to be registered in their place of residence or where they had property holdings 
90 days prior to the election date. Despite preeleccion polls predicting high 
turnout, only 46 percent of voters voted compared to 53.8 percent in 2009. 22 The 
polls also showed that rhe most urgent issue Latvians wanted local governments to 
confront was unemployment, followed by rhe state of local roads, social welfare, 
and healthcare programs. 

Of the 8,725 candidates running for office, roughly 60 percent were men and 
40 percenr were women, and rhe average candidate age was 44.8 years. 23 Preelection 
campaigning was allowed from 2 February until I June--except for paid relevision 
advertising, which was prohibited for a month before the elections. According to 
polling agency SDKS, 86 percent of residents supported the ban on paid television 
advertising by political parties, which was intended ro focus the campaign on 
substance.24 Voters could cast a ballot up ro three days before the actual election date. 

Elections in Riga to 60 city council seats were a major focus of media attention. 
The contest was mainly between a coalition led by the Russophone mayor Nils 
U5akovs and his Harmony parry-which also included rhe ethnic Latvian party 
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Gods Kalpoc Rigai (Proud co Serve Riga)-and Dombrovskis's Unicy bloc, led 
by former editor of rhe newspaper Diena, Sarmice Elerce. At 55.5 percent, voter 
participation in Riga was above the national average. Harmony Center and its 
parcner party won a majoricy and improved cheir standing by two seacs, from 
37 to 39, while Unity's representation decreased to 9 seacs, from 14 previously. 
The nacionalisc National Alliance, which had noc previously held seats in the city 
council, won 12 seats.25 

The victory of mayor Ufakovs and his Harmony parcy has generaced concerns 
among many observers that parliamencary eleccions set for October 2014 could 
inflame tensions between ethnic Latvian and Russophone parties and voters. The 
National Alliance has raised the possibilicy of uniting all ethnic Latvian-majority 
parcies, buc chis idea has noc been embraced by che major parcies.26 

In anocher nocable race, che For Latvia and Ventspils party-led by Ventspils 
mayor Aivars Lembergs-won 69.4 percenc of all voces in Ventspils.27 Lembergs, 
who is among the powerful figures widely regarded as oligarchs, has been implicated 
in numerous corruption schemes, and criminal proceedings againsc him are 
ongoing. Elections to che Latvian Noncitizens' Congress-a movement advocating 
for vocing rights for those wichout a Latvian cicizenship-were also held in June, 
chough che organizacion has no official policical powers. All Lacvian residents are 
eligible to voce for representacives co che body.28 

Civil Society 

2005 2006 2007 

1.75 1.75 1.75 

2008 2009 

1.75 1.75 

2010 2011 2012 -----
1.75 1.75 1.75 

2013 2014 

1.75 1.75 

The Lacvian conscicucion proceccs che righc to form associacions, policical parcies, 
and crade unions. The righc for workers co srrike is also consticutionally procecced.29 

Many professional, induscrial, and social associacions operace in Lacvia. The 
number of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) has been increasing, as of July 
2013, chere were 17,550 regiscered in the country, amouncing co approximately 
8 organizations per l ,000 inhabicants.30 Mose media ouclecs consider civil society 
groups independent and reliable sources of informacion and commentary. 

NGOs can apply for public benefic organizacion scacus, which allows cheir 
donors co receive income cax deduccions. The scacus can be awarded if accivicies of 
the organizacion are deemed co serve che public good in line wich legally defined 
criceria. 31 According to che Scace Revenue Service, in 2011, this legal arrangemenc 
reduced government income cax revenue by approx. 12.6 million LVL (approx. $23 
million).32 During 2013, 227 NGOs received public benefic organization scacus. 
Of chem, 109 of chem were charicy organizacions, 65 were organizations focused 
on civil society issues, and 62 were spores organizacions.33 le is a common praccice 
among entrepreneurs co fund cheir own NGOs chac hose annual charity events, buc 
which ocherwise revolve around cheir founders' hobbies and do noc undertake any 
ocher significant civil society initiatives.34 
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While Lacvia's GDP is growing, economic recovery after the financial crisis 
has been slow in praccice, and financing of NGOs through private donors still 
has nor reached levels sufficienc for a suscainable, proaccive civil sociecy. Even 
though numerous NGOs count highly trained professionals as staff members, 
many lack sufficient administrative and finandal resources and struggle to produce 
empirically-supported studies to assist policymakers.35 Many NGOs are financed 
by state institutions or state-owned companies, but the distribution of public funds 
to NG Os has been criticized for a lack of transparency.36 

In 2013, the finance ministry drafted new rules to regulate how state 
institutions provide financing to private entities.37 Meanwhile, the welfare ministry 
has been working on new regulations on social entrepreneurship that would 
provide additional ways for active civil sociecy organizations to maintain financial 
stabilicy in the future. 38 While NGOs can participate in public procurement, they 
are banned from parcicipacing in some of the cenders.39 

Latvian officials in 2012 drafted new regulations on voluntary work, which, 
if adopted, would define such work and the restrictions on it, as well as the rights 
and ducies of volunteers and NGOs.4° Supporcers of the law hoped thac the new 
regulations would encourage more people to participate in volunteer work, which 
does nor have a long cradicion or broad social supporc in Lacvia.41 

Latvia has several online platforms for public parcicipacion in policy making. 
Among chem is che internee placform Mana Balss, or My Voice, which allows 
people co submit cheir own policy iniciacives and collect signatures of supporc. If 
an iniciacive wins supporc from 10,000 backers, ic will be admicced co discussion 
in che parliament. Since che Mana Balss project was launched in 2011, a tocal 
of 11 separate initiatives have collected more chan 10,000 signatures, and 2 have 
subsequently become law afcer debace in che Saeima. During che lase year and a 
half, 25 percent of che Lacvian populacion has used Mana Balss, and 11 iniciacives 
have been proposed in 2013, receiving more chan 35,000 signatures colleccively.42 

The project receives some sup pore from che Lacvian government, as well as from che 
governments of Norway, Lichtenstein, and Iceland.43 

Musuvalscs.lv, meaning uOur Scace," is another placform char allows che 
crowdsourcing of policy ideas. In 2013, one of che discussions focused on che 
idea of introducing a preamble for Lacvia's constitution. The iniciacive was also 
debated in the Saeima, and cricks have pointed co che exclusion of civil sociecy in 
che discussion as well as che proposal's emphasis on che role of echnic Latvians in 
forming che scace.44 

NGOs are able co participate in che process of policymaking, bur problems, 
such as che lack of expercise and administrative capacicy, hinder meaningful 
contribucions.45 In some cases, public officials ignore NGO advocacy or decline 
co seek inpuc from NGOs.46 However, che National Tripartite Cooperation 
Council-a group char encourages cooperation becween employers, government 
bodies, and crade unions-played a major role in reaching an agreement co increase 
che minimum wage in Lacvia ·scarring in 2014.47 The government amended che 
procedures for public parcicipacion in che development of new legislation in 
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2013 and codified rhe obligarion of scare insrirurions ro posr cerrain informarion 
online in a timely manner.'rn Some stare insrirurions have come up wirh rheir own 
iniriarives ro involve civil society in government operations. For example, rhe Scare 
Chancellery in 2012 launched an internet tool, Mazinasim slogu kopa, or "Ler's 
Reduce rhe [administrative] Burden Together," where citizens can submit examples 
of ineffective bureaucraric procedures.4Y 

In general, the Latvian education sysrem is free of political influence and 
propaganda, alrhough recenrly a debate has been developing regarding rhe 
language of instruction in kindergartens and regarding history classes taught in 
Russian-language schools-including rhe usage of textbooks from Russia in rhose 
classrooms.50 Meanwhile, in 2012, Latvia also ranked 12'h in the world gender 
equality index.51 

Independent Media 

2005 

1.50 

2006 

150 
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1.50 
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1.75 
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1.75 
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----•M••o•OM .. _O••---·-•M·----··-··- ____ ., _____ -
1.75 1.7 5 1.75 1.75 

2014 

2.00 

Larvia's constirution and laws protect media freedom, and rhere is a wide acceptance 
of the need for an independent media by the national and local governments and by 
a vase majoricy of rhe population. For two decades Latvia had a very diverse range 
of media ourlets in borh the Latvian and Russian languages, bur economic pressure 
and changing media orientarions have forced many of rhem ro consolidate or close 
operarions in recent years. In spire of economic consrraints, people in Larvia have 
access ro a broad spectrum of news ourlers, and several insightful invesrigarive 
journalism programs are broadcast on television. Re:TV, a new television outlet 
for Latvian-language regional programs broadcast online, appears ro be receiving 
increasing popular artcntion.52 

The newspaper sector has suffered great losses in recent years due ro 
continuously decreasing advertising revenues and adverrisers' increased focus on 
broadcasr and interner outlets. Even rhough roral media adverrising rose by 3 
percent in rhe firsr half of2013, the revenue of newspapers declined by 9 percenr.53 

Economic pressures have forced journalists ro underrake increased rasks for lower 
pay, resulring in a rapid turnover of reporrers and managemenc. The leading Latvian 
newspaper organization, Zurnali un Diena, or Diena Enrerprises, has suffered losses 
of over 10 million LVL ($19.6 million) in rhc last five years and almost 4 million 
LVL ($4 million) in 2012 alone. 5·1 As a result of the squeeze from adverrisers and 
plunging readership, rhc daily Diena has gone through eighr different editors in 
rhe lase five years. For example, rhe well-known pollster, Aigars Freimanis, began 
as ediror in January 2013 but quit four monchs later. Garis Madfo;is, coopred from 
Larvian TV, replaced him in che post. 

Changed ownership patterns due ro financial pressures on rhe media marker 
have resulted in increased consolidation. In 2012, the Larvian Competition Council 
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allowed che Riga Commercial Pore (RTO) co obcain a concrolling package of shares 
in Diena Encerprises and cake over che daily Diena. The final shareholders in chis 
venture have not been publicized, and the newspaper has allegedly been concrolled 
by oligarchs since che acquisicion.55 Economic pressures have forced changes in 
newspaper ownership ac ocher ouclecs, including ac Neatkarigd Rita Avize and 
Latvijas Avize, as well. The Russian newspapers Chas and Vesti Segodnya merged 
in 2012, while che Russian-language Telegrafis owned by an offshore company 
since 2010. The Riga city council voced in Occober co sec aside funding for a free 
monchly bilingual newspaper co reach ics conscicuencs.56 

Two of Lacvia's major TV channels merged in 2012, when che Swedish 
holding company Modern limes Group (MTG) bought out Lacvian Independenc 
Television (LNT). Despite the consolidation, the newly acquired LNT suffered 
losses worch 2.2 million LVL ($4.3 million) in 2012.57 The loss was apparencly 
che cacalysc for an October 2013 announcemenc by MTG chat scarcing in 2014, 
LNT and anocher Lacvian scacion ic concrolled, TV3, would only be available co 
cable celevision subscribers. The move will affecc che 7 percent or so of viewers who 
cannoc afford co pay for broadcasting packages or sacellices, and inscead rely on free 
scacions.5g 

A major concroversy arose in 2013 regarding che proposed merger of che public 
service television and radio ouclecs. Lacvian public radio scacions, which accounc 
for almosc half of che national radio audience, opposed che move. Supporcers argue 
chac che blending of two news organizations could save money. The merger, which 
was worked ouc by over 200 expercs in 45 separace meetings, would proceed over 5 
years and cosc 42 million LVL ($81.7 million).59 

The major Russian-language television scacion in che Baltic region, Pervi 
Balciiski Kanai (PBK), primarily shows programs produced in Russia. Many in che 
Balcics view its broadcascing as a troubling incursion of Russia's soft power. On 4 
Occober, the PBK program Chelovek i zakon (Man and the law), aired a dubious 
interpretation of che January 1991 Vilnius shootings, which cook place during 
Lithuania's process of separacion from the Soviet Union, drawing protests from the 
Latvian and Lithuanian media supervisory organizations. The media holding group 
Balcijas Mediju, PBK's broadcaster, subsequently removed che program from the 
airwaves in Lacvia, Lichuania, and Estonia, saying auchoricies would "evaluate ic."c.u 

In che first half of 2013, 73 percenc of Lacvian residencs used che internee, 
while 61 percenc used it daily. Among chose aged 15 co 19, the daily access race 
was 95 percent.61 Indeed, all nacional newspapers and many regional newspapers 
have a presence on the internee. They compete with a number of mulcinacional
owned digital news websices such as TV nee.Iv, Apollo.Iv, and Delfi.Iv-which rarely 
expend any effort ac news research and instead recycle news provided by two of 
Latvia's major news outlets, Leca and che Balck News Service (BNS). 
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The responsibilities of municipal governments are broad, and include the oversight 
of primary and secondary education, social assistance (except pensions and family 
care benefits), healthcare, water supply and sewage works, local roads, and a portion 
of rhe country's housing. Following 2009 reforms that consolidated more than 500 
local units into a smaller number of municipaliries and dries, 39 municipalities still 
have fewer than 5,000 people, and local administrations in most of chese areas are 
nor able ro fulfill all the mandated functions, let alone improve che development 
of their areas. Accordingly, che Saeima has casked the Ministry of Environmental 
Procecrion and Regional Development (VARAM) ro assess and propose changes ro 
improve local decision-making. 62 Ahead of the elections, in February, the parliament 
approved an iniriarive ro reduce the number of deputies in local governments ro 
reflect che size of local populations. The 39 smallest constituencies thus saw cheir 
council representation reduced to 9 people each.63 

Local governments receive much higher trust ratings chan many other state 
organizations; according to recent polling data, 45 percent of respondents crusted 
chem.64 The reelection of two-thirds-or 79 of 119 municipal mayors-by their 
respective councils in June's municipal elections also served as a measurement of 
sarisfaccion wich their work. The level of trust reflects a greater degree of personal 
interaction between inhabitants and council representatives and a wider flexibility 
and cooperation between deputies of different political persuasions ar che municipal 
level. Political party adherence has been fluid; of rhe 79 reelected mayors 27 had 
had changed rheir political allegiance since the previous round of local elecrions.65 

Since I July 2013, elected council members can nor work in municipal executive 
organizations. Subsequently, five elected deputies in Riga from the Harmony 
Center-led coalition resigned from their elected posts in order to take lucrative 
positions and lead city departments. 66 

All municipalities depend on funding from personal and business raxes, but 
because of uneven wealth and industrial distribution, an equalization fund allows 
for rhe transfer of money from wealthier to the more impoverished municipalities. 
Only 16 local governments will be paying out funds under che measure, while 92 
will be receiving benefits. The city of Riga will pay out 15.9 percent of its budget, 
amounting ro about 55 million LVL ($106 million).67 In an apparent move ro 
strike a balance with rhe equalization payments, Riga has decided ro lower public
rransporcarion charges for card-carrying Riga inhabitants, and double fees for 
outsiders. Opponents of rhe plan managed ro collect 10,000 signatures on Mana 

Balss, rhus sending the iniriarive for debate in the parliamenc. Nevertheless, the 
differentiated pricing plan is sec ro rake effect ar rhe start of January 2014.68 

The central government in 2013 faced some criticism from local authorities 
for purportedly being our of touch with citizens' concerns and local governments' 
priorities. Andris Jaunsleinis, chair of the Latvian Association of Local and Regional 
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Governments, in August criticized numerous policies of the central government, 
including rhe government bailouts of major companies such as Parex Banka, 
Larvijas Krajbanka and Liepajas Metalurgs,following the outbreak of rhe global 
economic crisis. Jaunsleinis claimed the money should have been used co fix the 
country's roads. He also asserted chat the lowering of personal income taxes by 
rhe government in 2012 was "a major mistake," and expressed concern over a 
government proposal co privatize the warer supply as well as hearing companies.6? 

The depury execurive direccor of Latvian Large Cities Association, Maris Kucinskis, 
in August claimed rhac there is a municipal crisis in the Saeima because none of 
the deputies have worked in local governments, and scared char rhe mainstream 
political parries are our of couch with the needs of ordinary people.70 
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Latvia provides reasonable protection for mosr fundamental polirical, civil, and 
human rights in borh law and practice. The country's judiciary includes courrs of 
first instance, regional courrs, rhe Supreme Courr, and rhe Consriturional Courr. 
A Judicial Ethics Commission established in 2008 is responsible for reviewing 
suspected ethics violations and providing counsel co judges.71 In 2009, rules char 
required a rigorous selection procedure for firsr-rime candidates for judicial poses 
were adopted.72 

The Justice Ministry in recent years has also worked co introduce new digiral 
cools co streamline courr operarions.73 In 2013, a new system for rhe performance 
assessment of judges came into force.74 Additionally, rhe Saeima adopted major 
amendments co rhe Law on rhe Judiciary.75 Among ocher imporrant changes, rhe 
amendments arrempr co address rhe issue of delays by requiring chairpersons of 
courts co sec goals for rhe average duration of cases. Additionally, court judgments 
now musr be published, a reform aimed ar increasing cransparency.76 

Meanwhile, certain suspicions of corruption and unethical conduce in rhe 
courrs linger on. In April, rhe weekly Ir published information suggesting illicit 
collusion berween particular judges and certain companies chat were undergoing 
insolvency procedures, in an apparent scheme by which che companies were able 
ro secure waivers of debr.77 The Constirurional Court in October requested char 
rhe prosecuror general conduce an inquiry into rhe acrions of one such judge in 
connection wirh rhe allegedly corrupt insolvency procedures.78 Also in October, a 
public prosecuror indicted rhe former chair of rhe Riga Ciry Zemgale Oisrricr Courr, 
Ziedonis Srrazds, who is suspected of collecting salaries paid our co nonexistent 
courr employees.79 In November, an appeals courr upheld a guilty verdict for Vinera 
Muiiniece, a now-suspended Consrirucional Courr judge who had been convicted 
of forgery in her earlier capaciry as a member of parliament; she srill had rhe 
opporruniry co appeal co rhe instance of cassarion.80 In December, rhe government 
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gave conditional approval to several proposals aimed at reducing corruption among 
insolvency administrators, including one chat made them subject to disciplinary 
liability. However, the amendmems had not been adopted at the end of the year. 81 

Judicial independence in Latvia is generally respected. In 2009 and 20 l 0, the 
parliament rejected two candidates for the Supreme Court even though they had 
satisfied all formal requirements and few had objected openly to chem. In the case 
of administrative court judge Maris Vigants, some claimed the vote was arranged 
at the request ofVentspils mayor Aivars Lcmbergs, following an earlier a criminal 
case against him where Vigrants had been the sitting judge.82 In July, Justice 
Minister Janis Bordans refused to approve a second term for Judge Sandra Strence 
as chairperson of the Riga Regional Court, and instead used his legal authority to 
appoint another judge to the position.81 Bordans claimed that Strence had failed 
to oversee sufficient improvements in the court's performance, and cited previously 
undisclosed information from the Corruption Prevention and Combating Bureau 
(KNAB) regarding allegedly dubious decisions the court had issued during Strence's 
tenure. Nevertheless, the situation was sensitive because Strence had been selected 
as a suitable candidate by a competition commission, and the executive disregarded 
its decision.84 

Recent judgments by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) have 
highlighted abuses in the judiciary and law enforcement bodies in Latvia. Notably, 
in July, the ECHR found in the case of Nag/av. Latvia chat police had searched a 
journalist's home and computer equipment without just cause. The police in 20 l 0 
had seized a computer and memory devices from the home of the journalist llze 
Nagla, who had covered a leak from a database of Latvia's state revenue service. The 
court ruled that police had lacked "relevant and sufficient" reason for the search and 
seizure.85 In January, the ECHR ruled that a state-run care institution had held a 
disabled man against his will, without allowing him to challenge his confinement in 
courc."6 Ocher cases against Lacvia included violations of the prohibition of inhuman 
or degrading treatment, the right to a fair trial---especially those related to the 
excessive length of trials-and infringements on the right to respect for private life.87 

In July, the government appointed Ilona Spure as the new head of the state 
prison administration office. Previously, she had been the head of the administration's 
rehabilitation department. Spure replaced Visvaldis Pu~ice, whose dismissal in June 
was related to numerous irregularities in public procurement.88 Abuse in Lacvian 
detention and prison facilities remains a concern. In October, the ECHR ruled 
against Latvia for a failure to protect from ill-treatment in prison a former police 
informant and convict for sexual offences against minors.II'! In August, che Council 
of Europe's Committee Against Torture (CAT) published a report from its 201 l 
visit to Latvia, which found that "persons in police custody continue to face a 
certain degree of risk of being subjected to ill-treatment," that violence among 
prisoners was a problem in all of the visited prison facilities, and that many inmates 
were denied proper health care.90 

The current ombudsman, Juris Jansons, has maintained social rights, such as 
the provision of free learning materials in schools, among his priorities and has kept 
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che public profile of che office quite high. 91 Latvia only had a few infringement 
cases-for breaches of EU law-pending againsc ic as of November 2013.92 
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Lacvia in 2013 saw moderace progress in its ongoing struggle against corruption, 
as well as some setbacks. According co Transparency lnternational's 2013 Global 

Corruption Barometer, 68 percent of respondents considered political parries 
corrupc or extremely corrupc, while 63 percent viewed public servants and civil 
officials in che same light.93 A survey commissioned by che Corruption Prevention 
and Combating Bureau (KNAB) in November 2012 revealed that 34.7 percent of 
respondents had admicced at least some preparedness co bribe a public official, a 
slighc improvement in comparison with 39.4 percent in 2007.94 

Latvia has seen a gradual reduction of so-called administracive corrupcion as 
well as improvements within its business environmenc. The World Bank's Doing 

Business assessment, released in October 2013, ranked Latvia 24of189 concries and 
territories, and showed progress within a number of indicators. For example, che 
time required for the registration of property fell from 5 5 days in 2004 to 18 days in 
2013. Additionally, the cosc associated with procedures to legally build a warehouse 
fell from 43.5 percent of income per capita in 2006 to 15.4 percent in 2013.95 Such 
developments should help decrease incentives to engage in corruption. 

Latvia's anticorruption legislation is fairly comprehensive. In September 
2013, Latvia was invited to join the antibribery convention of the Organization 
for Economic Cooperacion and Development (OECD), a mark of international 
recognition of the quality of Latvia's anticorrupcion criminal provisions.96 In January, 
the Saeima amended the Law on Local Governments to prohibit elecced members 
of municipal councils from simulcaneously holding execucive poses within che 
same municipalicy.97 The amendments addressed the difficulties of some municipal 
councils to execuce proper oversight of cheir own executive agencies; previously, 
elected politicians themselves could also be che managers they were tasked wich 
supervising.98 In April, the parliament approved provisions on administrative 
liability for procedural violations in public procurement, thus closing a major gap 
chat for many years had undermined possibilities co apply penalcies for infractions 
chat fell shore of being criminal offences.9'.1 

Among remaining legislative weaknesses are poor proceccions for whiscleblowers, 
insufficient requirements for competitive recruitment in government bodies, and 
incomplete cransparency in lobbying. The Labor Law prohibits retaliation against 
employees who report administrative or criminal violations co competent bodies. 
However, a victimized whistleblower would have to seek compensation through 
potentially coscly and lengthy court procedures and be prepared to carry che burden 
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of proof against defamation charges. Proposals to strengthen the legal protection of 
whistleblowers have met with reluctance from politicians, in part due to a lack of 
recognition of their importance in encouraging good governance. 100 

Larvia lacks unified and dear principles for hiring in the public administration. 
In May 2013, the government approved a concept paper that proposed broader use 
of open competition for the selection of candidates.101 In August, the government 
approved amendments to the State Civil Service Law to ensure a more centralized, 
impartial, and merit-based selection of heads of public bodies.102 However, these 
policy initiatives have not yet materialized as laws adopted by the parliament. 

During 2013, the KNAB unsuccessfully tried to reach an agreement with other 
public bodies on a draft law on lobbying transparency; the law would require public 
institutions to disclose information about lobbyists online. 10.l 1here was uncertainty 
about how to distinguish between lobbyists and ordinary citizens who voice their 
grievances to state authorities, and the prospects of the bill's approval remain vague. 

Institutionally, the KNAB is at the center of Latvia's anticorruption policy. The 
powerful, multifunctional agency has a strong performance record from the past 
but was bogged down by internal struggles during 2013, and some experienced 
investigators decided to leave the agency.rn4 Notable new investigations in 2013 
included a €120,000 bribe paid in connection with projects carried out by a 
municipal heating company in Daugavpils; three people involved in the case were 
taken into custody in February. 10

l In June, the KNAB started an investigation into 
allegations of large-scale corruption at the State Revenue Service (SRS).1()('> 

1he length of court proceedings in complicated criminal matters represents 
a major stumbling block in Latvia's fight against corruption. A suspected major 
fraud scheme concerning digitalization of television in Larvia has remained in the 
court of first instance since 2007.107 A complex corruption case against Ventspils 
mayor Lembergs has been in the court of first instance since 2008.108 A simpler but 
nevertheless salient case of suspected bribery in the University Children's Hospital 
has been pending in the court of first instance since 2010. According to the 
prosecutor of that case, as of September, the court had managed to hear 2 witnesses 
out of 30 and the completion of the first-instance procedure was not expected 
even in a year's time.10'J The defendants hoped that the courts will apply Section 
49.1 of the Criminal Law, which allows for milder sentences when the right to 
justice in reasonable time has been violated. 110 Overall, few of the most prominent 
corruption cases have reached final court decisions. 
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GNl/capita, PPP: US$23,540 
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Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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l.75 1.50 l.75 l.75 l.75 1.75 1.75 J.75 l.75 1.75 and Independence 

Corruption 3.75 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 

Democracy Score 2.21 2.21 2.29 2.25 2.29 2.25 2.25 2.29 2.32 2.36 

NOTE: The racings rdkcr the consensus of Freedom House, ics academic advisers, and che auchor(s) of chis 
repon. The opinions expressed in chis repon are rhose of che aurhor(s). The ratings are based on a scale of I ro 7. 
with I representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

P arliamencary eleccions in December 2012 swepc che cencer-righc Homeland 
Union-Lichuanian Chriscian Democrats (TS-LKD) from power and 
broughc cogecher a cencer-left ruling coalicion becween che formerly 

opposicion Lichuanian Social Democracic Parcy (LSDP), che Labor Parcy (DP), 
che conservacive Order and Justice Parcy (TT), and che Eleccoral Accion of Poles in 
Lichuania (AWPL). Lichuania, which joined che European Union (EU) in 2004, 
cook over che six-monch presidency of che European Council (EC) in July 2013. 
Having suffered serious losses during che global economic downcurn, in 2013, 
Lichuania's residencs saw cheir scandard ofliving recurn co pre-recession levels. 

Over che pasc decade, much-needed reforms in che public seccor have been slow, 
and corrupcion remains a concern. Lichuania's residencs have liccle cruse in major 
democracic inscicucions, and largely feel removed from che policical process. In July, 
DP founder Vikcor Uspaskich and chree ocher DP officials were convicced of a 
fraud scheme, following legal proceedings chac had dragged on for years. Uspaskich 
was sencenced co four years in prison and che ochers received lesser sencences; all 
four remain free, and have filed appeals. Presidenc Dalia Grybauskaiti: and Prime 
Miniscer Algirdas Buckevicius were che mosc popular policical leaders in Lichuania, 
recording public cruse rates becween 60 and 70 percenc chroughouc che year. 

Press freedom advocaces sounded che alarm when Lichuania's Special 
Invescigacion Service (SIS) pressured the Balcic News Service (BNS) to reveal ics 
sources in a scory relaced co Lichuanian foreign incelligence, leading co searches and 
incerrogacions ofBNS scaff and the seizure of a number ofics compucers. Evencually, 
the courc reversed che disclosure order against BNS. In recenc years, independenc 
media ouclecs in Lichuania have suffered due co an unfavorable cax regime, wich che 
sicuacion being especially grave in che regions oucside che capical. 

National Democratic Governance. Lichuania held che presidency of che 
European Council for the second half of 2013, becoming che firsc Balcic councry 
co hold the pose. Several high-profile inscances of unprofessional behavior by 
public officials carnished che government's repucacion, including che dismissal of 
che economy miniscer in May amid concerns chac she had used a privace jec for 
governmenc business, paid for by people crying to curry favor with che miniscry. 
Despice criticism of the government's policies and che presidenc's handling of che so
called milk crisis, Prime Miniscer Butkevicius and Presidenc Grybauskaiti: remained 
che mosc popular politicians in 2013. Lichuania concinued co pursue energy 
independence chroughouc che year. Lithuania's national democratic governance rating 
remains unchanged at 2.75. 
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Electoral Process. Lichuania's policical parries are unpopular in general, wich 
opinion polls showing low levels of public cruse. The Organization for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in January assessed che 2012 parliamencary 
elections as having been generally free and fair, chough chere were widespread 
allegations of vocer fraud. Throughout che year, che LSDP became a clear leader 
in parry popularity racings, while supporc for che DP decreased following 
che fraud convictions of ics founder and several ocher officials. In June 2013, a 
parliamencary working group presenced an eleccoral legislacion package and che 
parliamenc approved amendmencs co che laws on campaign financing, che Eleccoral 
Commission, and presidencial and European Parliamenc elections in November. 
Lithuania's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 2.00. 

Civil Society. Lichuanian nongovernmencal organizations (NGOs) and c1v1c 
groups funccion wichouc incerference from auchoricies. Volunceerism and private 
donations co charity have been increasing in recenc years. In December, che 
parliament adopced a law on NGOs, replacing scaccered legal provisions wich a 
specific legislacion. Parcicipacion in demonscracions has decreased in recenc years. 
However, in March, a group of righc-wing excremiscs commemoraced Lichuania's 
independence by marching in che cicy cencer of Vilnius, and che July Balck Pride 
March was disrupced by hundreds of procescers, wich a number of chem arresced. 
Lithuania's civil society rating remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Independent Media. In November, che agencs of che SIS exerced pressure on 
BNS, che largesc news agency in che Balcics, in an efforc co compelic co idencify ics 
informacion sources. A subsequenc judicial order led co searches and incerrogacions 
of BNS scaff, and che seizures of several compucers. Evencually, che courc reversed 
ics disclosure order. Changes co che cax regime since 2009 have made ic vircually 
impossible for many ouclecs co remain proficable. Mose national newspapers 
announced a hale in cheir Monday prim editions as of2014. There are many online 
news ouclecs in Lichuania, and compecicion in char seccor is robusc. However, public 
cruse in Lichuania's mass media ouclecs is low. Lithuania's independent media rating 
declines.from 2.00 to 2.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. Business managers view local governmenc as 
che mosc corrupt inscicucion in Lichuanian society, a view reinforced by frequenc 
corruption scandals involving municipal officials. Local governmenc remained 
limiced in ics financial independence as municipal debcs concinued co increase. 
While chere is broad support among che public and among lawmakers for reforms 
char would allow che direcc eleccion of mayors, such reforms have yec co be 
implemenced. Mayors are scill chosen by municipal councils, in which che public 
has liccle cruse. Lithuania's local democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The public concinues co perceive che 
judiciary as insular, and opaque, and long delays in legal proceedings are common. 
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In recent years, Constitutional Court rulings have nullified austerity measures 
imposed during the recent financial crisis, raising concerns abouc its power co 
restrict lawmakers' ability to cut public spending in order to address public deficits 
and debt. A number of controversial decisions raised concerns over the justice 
system, while Lithuania's prisons remained overcrowded and short of international 
standards. Lithuania's judicial framework and independence rating remains unchanged 
at 1.75. 

Corruption. Public op1mon surveys as well as ongoing investigations indicate 
chat corruption remains prevalent in Lithuania. In July-in the first case where 
proceedings against senior politicians were not aborted-a court found senior DP 
officials guilty of tax fraud, though the accused have appealed their sentences and 
remained free at the year's end. The government made some progress in implementing 
an anticorruption program in 2013 and continued to reform regulatory agencies, 
though the impact of these changes has yet co be seen. Lithuania's co"uption rating 
remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Outlook for 2014. In 2014, the government has pledged to maintain its focus on 
joining the Eurozone, so Lithuania will have co remain focused on fiscal discipline. 
The government is likely co announce a decision on the building of a new nuclear 
power plane during the year. Presidential and European Parliament elections will 
take place in 2014, so the focus of the politicians is likely co be on campaigning 
rather than much-needed reforms in the public sector. 
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Elections co rhe Lithuanian Seimas (parliament) in December 2012 brought 

cogerher a cenrer-lefr ruling coalition between rhe formerly opposition Lithuanian 

Social Democraric Parry (LSDP), rhe Labor Parry (DP), rhe conservative Order 

and Justice Party (TT), and rhe Eleccoral Action of Poles in Lithuania (AWPL). 

The coalition remained intact throughour rhe year, while former prime minister 

Andrius Kubilius's cenrer-righr Homeland Union-Lirhuanian Chrisrian Democrars 

(TS-LKD) led the opposition. In July, Lirhuania rnok over rhe six-month presidency 

of rhe European Council, becoming rhe first Baltic nation rn hold the position since 
Lirhuania, Latvia, and Esrnnia joined che European Union (EU) in 2004. 1 

Following a high-profile courr decision char found several DP officials

including DP founder Vikcor Uspaskich and Deputy Parliament Speaker Yytautas 

Gapsys-guilry of cax fraud, rhe parry reshuffied its senior officials and ics rnp 
parliamencary appointees. In early Ocrnber, Gapsys resigned as deputy speaker 

on che eve of a no-confidence vocc char appeared likely co force him from rhe 
position; Parliament Speaker Vydas Gedvilas resigned along with him, but returned 
as depury parliament speaker under new parliament speaker Loreta Grauziniene. 
Gapsys addirionally stepped down as DP head, and Grauziniene became the parry's 
new leader. 2 She quickly criticized a number of DP-appointed ministers for lack of 

progress in their areas, 1 leading rn a removal of two vice-ministers of social affairs 

and labor.4 

Public officials, especially parliamentary deputies, have a poor reputation 
due rn criminal charges against members of parliamenc as well as unprofessional 

behavior among some officials. Neringa Venckiene, che leader of che Way of 
Courage (WC) party, fled the country after a parliamentary committee in March 
srripped her of parliamentary immuniry. The former judge Venckiene is under 

criminal invescigacion for disrespecring a coun and for failing rn carry out a court 
order, among ocher offenses.5 In May, President Dalia Grybauskaice, dismissed 

Economy Minister Biruce Vesaire, after che minister had traveled rn a business 

forum in Kazakhsran on a jer charrered by a company apparently seeking favor wirh 

rhe ministry, sparking concerns abour conflicrs of interesr.6 Earlier, in December 

2012, AJgimanras Salamakinas of rhe LSDP, a former head of rhe parliamentary 
commission for erhics and procedures, was caught voting on a 20 l 3 budget 
proposal on behalf of Prime Minisrer Algirdas Burkevicius, who was present for rhe 

vore and reponedly appeared surprised rn see rhar someone had voted in his place.7 

Grybauskairc and BurkeviCius remain popular, wirh polls showing public cruse 
in rheir leadership ar around 60-70 percent rhroughouc the year.8 Grybauskaire 
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faced some criticism from Prime Minister Burkevicius for her handling of the 
so-called milk crisis of late 2013, in which Russia banned dairy imports from 
Lithuania in an apparent attempt to intimidate several former Soviet republics and 
discourage chem from expanding ties with the EU.9 Grybauskaire had insisted chat 
the government find a solution to the issue, prompting complaints that she was 
reluctant to confront the problem herse1£ In late December, Russia indicated that 
it would lift the dairy ban.10 

Burkevicius, for his part, faced some criticism for inconsistent leadership, while 
his government was accused of lacking a coherent strategy. Throughout the year, 
the legislature put off making decisions on energy policy, while the government 
proposed controversial reforms ro the healthcare system. In June, members of the 
opposition failed to oust Minister of Health Vytenis Andriukaitis over his attempts 
to curb patients' choice of healthcare providers through reforms that would restrict 
funding for private healthcare institurions. 11 Andriukaitis, who regards the Soviet 
system as a model for healthcare reform in Lithuania, had also suggested medical 
personnel should be prohibited from simultaneously working at both public and 
private institutions. The proposed bill suffered a defeat at the Constitutional Court 
in May, when the court ruled that mandatory healthcare insurance funding could 
be used to pay for both public and private services. 

Lithuania imports more than 80 percent of its energy from Russia, and is 
wholly dependent on Gazprom, Russia's state-owned energy conglomerate, for its 
supply of natural gas.'2 The state security department in a June report said the 
nation's dependence on Russia for natural gas represented a threat to Lithuanian 
state security.13 Gazprom currently charges Lithuania one of the highest gas prices 
in the EU. In 2012, Lithuania sued Russia for LTL 5 billion ($1.9 billion) at the 
Stockholm Arbitration Tribunal, claiming that Gazprom was overcharging it for 
gas shipments. The case is ongoing. Meanwhile, in the fall of 2013, Lithuania 
began negotiations with Gazprom regarding new gas prices, the implementation 
of the Third Energy Package-a slate of EU-backed reforms to electricity and gas 

. markers-and gas transit to Kaliningrad. By the end of October, Gazprom had 
lifted trade restrictions that would allow Lithuania to purchase gas from Latvia, 
which has a better deal on Russian natural gas imports than does Lithuania. 
However, Lithuania and Latvia by the end of the year had yet to strike such a deal. 

Hoping to reduce Lithuania's dependence on foreign energy, in June 2012, che 
parliament passed a bill allowing the government to sign a concession agreement with 
Hitachi to build a new nuclear power plant. However, in a consultative referendum 
held in October, 65 percent of the electorate voted against its consrruction.14 In 
April 2013, Prime Minister Burkevicius indicated the project could be amended, 
bur it was not clear by year's end how the government plans to proceed. 

A controversial shale gas exploration deal with the U.S.-based energy company 
Chevron collapsed in 2013; the project had drawn protests from environmentalists 
and had prompted debate in the parliament on numerous related pieces of 
legislation. Chevron won the render bur pulled our of the project in October, citing 
an unpredictable regulatory environment.15 
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Meanwhile, Lirhuania continues to pursue electricity grid deals with Poland 
and Sweden, and is developing a liquefied natural gas terminal expected to come 
into operation in 2014. Lithuania was set to interconnect with the Nordic electricity 
market in late 2015, bur since Poland has delayed purchasing rhe necessary land, 
Lithuania's full interconnection with continental Europe will be postponed until at 
least 2016. 

Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 --·----·-·----·-·------·--··- ,.,, .. 

1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.00 2.00 

Elections held in Lithuania since 1993 have been assessed as free and fair by 
domestic and international monitors. Citizens freely exercise their political rights 
and directly deer the president for a five-year term, representatives of the Seimas 
(the parliament) for four-year terms, and representatives of the European Parliament 
for five-year terms. The most recent parliamentary elections cook place in 2012 and 
President Dalia Grybauskaire was elected in 2009. 

While there were widespread allegations of voter fraud during the 2012 
parliamentary elections-most of which involved the DP-the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in a January 2013 report expressed 
a high level of confidence in the polls, saying they had been professionally 
administered. The Central Electoral Commission of the Republic of Lithuania 
enjoys a high level of public trust and was widely perceived to be impartial and 
professional. Significant segments of the public, however, considered the polls to 
have been riddled by fraudulent behavior, and police received more than 500 reports 
and launched 37 pretrial invescigacions, 21 of which was dismissed, 9 reached rhe 
court, and 7 are still ongoing. 16 The OSCE claimed rhat the broad interpretation 
of the definition of vote-buying resulted in an "exaggerated impression of the level 
of corruption."17 

In March, voting for the 2012 elections to the Seimas was repeated in three 
single-member districts where the election commission had annulled previous 
results over claims of voter bribery. 18 The LSDP won two mandates and the TT 
won one mandare in the re-run,19 monitored by the White Glove movement. The 
movement, organized by civic-minded youth, was established afrer the record 
number of complaints in the 2012 parliamentary elections. 20 

Political parries in Lithuania may register and campaign freely, with the 
exception of rhe Communist Party, which is banned. Coalitions shift frequendy 
and party mergers are common. In April, the DP merged with the smaller, affiliated 
Laborist Party; the merger allowed the DP to escape prosecution in the ongoing tax 
fraud case against several officials of the parry. Before the merger, the DP was also 
discussing merging with rhe TT, a member of the cenrer-lefc ruling coalition; the 
move would have resulted in rhe largest parry in Lithuania. The merger fell through 
in May over disagreements about the leadership of the m:w parry.21 In October, 
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che Chriscian Parcy (KP) headed by former prime miniscer Gediminas Vagnorius, 
merged wich che DPP 

In 2013, ch ere were 43 regiscered parcies in Lichuania. More chan a chi rd of 
chese did nae parcicipace in che 2012 parliamentary eleccions, and 10 out of 28 
chac did parcicipace failed co win a single mandace. Policical parcies remain che mosc 
unpopular public inscicucions in che country; chey are viewed posicively by only 
7.2 percent of che populacion, a slighc increase from 4.2 percent in 2012.n The 
lifespan for masc new Lichuanian policical organizacions is quice shore, as many fade 
from prominence quickly due co infighcing or weak leadership, or are absorbed imo 
larger parcies. Vocing races are relacively low among younger people, reReccing cheir 
disenchantmem wich che policical process.24 

Only 114,000 Lichuanians, 3.8 percem of che populacion, are regiscered wich 
a policical parcy, and DP and LSDP have che largesc membership. 25 The policical 
parcicipacion of minoricies is fairly scrong, che two largesc minoricy groups, che 
Polish and che Russians, are represemed by che Eleccoral Accion of Poles in Lichuania 
(AWPL) and che Russian Alliance parcies, which ofcen run cogecher on eleccions.26 

AWPL currently has eighc seacs in che Seimas. Ocher minoricies, including che 
Belarusians and che Ukrainians, do noc have accive parcies representing chem. 

Following ics viccory in che previous year's parliamemary eleccions, che LSDP's 
popularicy grew in 2013, while supporc for che DP decreased following che July 
conviccions of several parcy officials for fraud. A mid-2013 opinion poll showed 
scam supporc for che opposicion, conservacive TS-LKD, wich jusc under 9 percent 
of respondems seleccing ic as cheir favored parcy. In che same poll, 24 percem of 
respondems said chey favored che LSDP; 9.4 percent favored TT; while che DP 
registered jusc under 8 percent of respondents' supporc. 27 

Based on Conscicucional Courc rulings, che eleccoral framework has been 
significantly revised recemly. As of 2012, a law came imo effecc banning boch 
corporace and individual donacions co policical parries, except for individual 
donacions made during eleccions.28 Widespread voce fraud in 2012 indicaced 
chis ban is ineffective, in line wich predictions char previously legal, cransparem 
donacions would become illegal, unrecorded, and umraceable. 

In June 2013, a parliamemary working group presemed an eleccoral 
legislacion package char aims co codify existing eleccoral laws and implement recent 
Conscicucional Courc rulings. In November, che Seimas approved amendments co 
che laws on campaign financing, che Eleccoral Commission, and che eleccion of 
che president and members of che European Parliamem.2~ The adopcion of che 
remaining laws is scheduled for 2014 and 2015. Virginija Balcraiciene, che leader of 
che working group, highlighced chac one of che key provisions allow che parcicipacion 
of public eleccion commiccees, consisting of ac lease 15 vocers, ac municipal and 
European Parliamem eleccions.30 
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Civil society in Lithuania is active and continues to increase in visibility. Civil 
movements have gained importance in the past few years, however, the civic sector is 
fragmented and nongovernmental organizacions (NGOs) are challenged by limited 
adminiscrative and financial resources and low public participation. While NGOs 
and civic groups function without interference from authorities, some groups, such 
as those that represent the interests of the LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) 
community, sometimes face harassmem.31 

An uptick in volunteer work and donations to charities emerged following 
rhe onset of the 2008-09 global economic crisis, with crisis-induced budget cuts 
prompting the mobilization of various societal groups into public-works and charity 
associations.32 Donations to the Food Bank (Maisto Bankas), founded in 200 I, 
increased nearly tenfold berween 2008 and 2012, and the charicy now distributes 
food co nearly 40 thousand individuals.33 

Lithuanians parcicipare not only in community service helping the children 
or the elderly, but also volunteer for the fire brigades and the police. Volunteer 
fire brigades are active, and volunteers frequently report crimes and administrative 
offenses ro police. 34 Numerous private companies are involved in social
responsibility projects, including museum maintenance, the conscruccion of public 
recreation facilities, and church restoracions. In 2013, one company donated 
LTL 22 million ($9 million) to the construction of an entertainment and sporrs 
center.·~5 

In December, the Seimas adopted a law on NGOs submitted by President 
Grybauskaite. The Jaw, which will come into force on I April 2014, will bring progress 
in regulating the activities of civil society as it will be the first legal instrument to 
establish a clear definition of NGOs, and regulace NGOs' organizational structure 
and cooperation with municipal and scare authorities.36 

Statistics on the number of NGOs are ambiguous, with many more of them 
officially registered than are actually operational. Ac che beginning of 2013, there 
were 9,896 active associations, 2,692 public institutions (excluding schools and 
hospitals), and 220 charity and sponsorship funds. 37 Private individuals may donate 
2 percent of their personal income cax to NGOs.38 Funding to NGOs chrough 
this provision has begun increasing again, after a period of a decrease due co che 
economic crisis and a 2009 cut in the personal income tax rate. Both the number 
of recipient NG Os and charities and che number of donors increased in 2012, 
with the coral amount donared increasing from LTL 40.9 million ($16.1 million) 
in 201 I ro LTL 42.8 million ($16.9 million) in 2012.39 According to official data, 
donations ro charities and sponsorships rose by 7 percent berween 20 I 0 and 2012.40 

Private companies account for 86 percent of coral sponsorships and donations, 
with the remaining 14 percent corning from individuals and anonymous donors. 
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Sports reams are rhe major recipient of private donations, followed by social-care 
organizations, cultural groups, and healthcare organizations. 

Business associations and trade unions are traditionally che most influential 
NGOs in che policymaking arena. Labor-group coalitions include che Lithuanian 
Confederation of Trade Unions, the Lithuanian Labor Federation, and Solidarity; 
the country's leading employer organizations are the Lithuanian Confederation of 
Industrialists and che Lichuanian Business Employers' Confederacion. These groups, 
together with the government, conscituce che Tripartice Council, which makes 

recommendacions on national labor policy. Despice ics wide powers, the council 
has low representation-trade unions claim only about 9 percent of che workforce, 

and che employer confederacions represent jusc 14 percent of enterprises.4' 
According co the Civil Society lnscicute's 2013 Civic Empowerment Index, che 

public percepcion of civil society's influence increased, however, Lithuanian citizens 
were less involved in che accivicies of political parries. Public parcicipacion in che 
demonstrations, rallies, and strikes also declined.42 

Individuals and groups muse obtain permission from auchoricies before staging 
procescs larger chan 15 people.43 On 11 March, despite a municipal ban on marching 
in che cencer of Vilnius, radical nacionalists marched co commemorate Lichuania's 
independence. In the previous years, the marches were marked by violence and 
incidents of hate speech coward minorities. The 2013 march passed without major 
incidents, excepc for individual chants of "Lichuania for Lichuanians."44 In May, 
authorities ruled thac a member of che Electoral Action of Poles in Lithuania pay 
LTL 500 ($198) for holding an unsanctioned demonscracion, buc the fine was later 
canceled on appeal.~5 

In July 2013, che Balcic Pride march, an LGBT event, cook place in cencral 
Vilnius, the capital. City officials had arcempced to ban ic buc evenc organizers 
successfully appealed che move. However, antigay protesters, including parliamen
tarian Petras Graiulis and che leader of che Union of the Fighters for Lirhuania 
policical party Vytautas Sustauskas arcempced to disrupc che march, leading co the 
arresc of28 individuals.46 
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In early November, Special Investigation Service (SIS) agents pressured Baltic News 
Service (BNS), che largesc news agency in che Balcics, co identify its sources. The 
pressure came after BNS, citing Lichuanian intelligence sources, reported chat the 
State Security Deparcmenc had warned governmenc officials and parliamencary 
committees chat the Russian governmenc was about co launch a misinformation 
campaign targeting President Grybauskaite. A pretrial investigation was opened 
wich the aim of identifying BNS's sources. A BNS editor was then instructed by a 
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judge 10 reveal her sources of information, leading to a search of 1he edimr's home, 
interrogation of six BNS employees, and the seii.ure of several BNS compmersY 

Li1huanian journalists, who viewed the judge's demand as a 1hrea1 IO their 
community, loudly protested the order, and bo1h 1he president and the prime 
minister criticized the action taken againsl BNS. On 8 November, the Seimas board 
asked the Commission for Parliamentary Scrudny of Criminal Intelligence to look 
into the issue, and on 3 December, the Vilnius Regional Court issued a final order 
annulling the earlier disclosure order.4H 

Two weeks after the scandal erupted, the president proposed a bill that would 
bring Lithuania in line with EU laws and regulations on media source protection. 
However, the parliament voted against the president's request to pursue urgent 
procedures to adopt rhe bill and was expected to debate it in 2014.49 Libel and 
defamation are punishable by fines or imprisonment.50 

When the Lithuanian economy entered a state of recession in 2009, the 
government rapidly introduced some 60 changes in tax law, including two char 
significantly affected rhe media. The value-added tax rate for media quadrupled 
from 5 percent to a standard 21 percent, and journalists were no longer exempt 
from paying into the state social security system, contribmions to which reached 
34 percent in 201 I. To avoid the high cax burden, some businesses forced their 
employees to purchase business certificates or to receive part of their wages illegally. 
By late 2012, these illegal practices, most notably by outlets indirectly linked to the 
DP, became a matter of public debate. 51 

Legally operating media companies complain char it is virtually impossible for 
them to stay profitable under the current tax regime. In mid-2013, most national 
newspapers (including Lietuvos Ryras, Lieruvos Zinios, Respublika, and Verslo iinios) 
announced plans to stop publishing Monday print editions in 2014. A former daily 
newspaper, Vi/niaus Diena, became a weekly in January 2013. Another newspaper, 
15min-which had already been transformed from a daily to a weekly
discontinued its print edition in July. In addition to the tax hikes, newspapers have 
also experienced a rapid decline in revenue from advertising in recent years; papers' 
income from advertising more than halved between 2008 and 2012, from LTL 135 
million ($53 million) to LTL 56 million ($22 million).52 

The financial situation is particularly serious in the regional media; around 50 
local outlets have dosed or gone bankrupt in the past four years.53 Meanwhile, rhe 
weekly news magazine Veidas estimated in January that only abouc 10-15 percent 
of regional media ouilers are truly independent; the majority are either owned by 
local business dices or are financially dependent on revenue from announcemems 
and advertisements commissioned by municipalities.54 

In general, Lithuania's independent media face criticism for their partisanship and 
lack of investigative depth. The coverage of political news is often perceived as lacking 
rigor, and private media are accused of increasing "rabloidii.ation." Most private mass
media companies are owned by businesspeople or obscure conglomerates and are 
widely regarded as representing business interests. In exchange for public advertising 
revenue, many regional outlets do not print criticism of local elites or government 
figures. 55 Public trust in mass media hovered around 33 percent in 2013 (the lowest 
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in 15 years), down by 3 percentage poincs since 2012, and 50 percent over the pasc 
decade.56 

Wich the exception of the stace-owned Lichuanian National Radio and 
Television, media in Lichuania are privacely owned. Lithuania has four national 
daily newspapers-Lietuvos Rytas, ~karo Zinios, Respublika, and Lietuvos Zinios. 
The Lieruvos Rytas and Respublika groups dominate che newspaper marker.57 

In October 2013, Big Group, a subsidiary of Fragrances International owned by 
businessman Benas Gudelis, purchased Snoras Media, which holds a 34 percent 
scake in Lieruvos Rytas.5~ 

Lithuania does noc have sector-specific regulacions on the concentration of 
media ownership, bur legislation on competition sets a general limit at 40 percent 
market share, in an effort to ensure chat no single business group can gain a dominanc 
market share and exert unlimited influence through mass media. An initiacive by 
the Lithuanian branch ofTransparency Internacional works co expose links berween 
different media consorriums in an effort to increase the overall transparency of 
Lithuanian media ownership.59 

Of che approximately 50 radio broadcasters in Lithuania, all are privace 
except for the scare-run Lithuanian National Radio, which in spring 2013 had 
che largest audience share at 19.8 percent.("' Of the roughly 30 broadcascers in chc 
television markec, che leading national outlets are TV3 (owned by che Scandinavian 
conglomerate Modern Times Group), LNK (owned by Lichuania's MG Balcic), 
and the publicly operated Lithuanian National Television's LTVI. In October 
2012, Lithuania made a full transition to digical celevision, promising co increase 
viewership of channels like che news-oriented Lieruvos Rycas TV, which previously 
could be viewed only in major cities. Berween mid-2012 and June 2013, che number 
of digical celevision subscribers grew by 12 percent co 408,100 households.61 

The internet continues co grow in imporcance in che media markec. In 2013, 
65 percent of Lithuanian households were connected co the internet, up from 
55 percent in 2012, and 69 percent were regular incernec users, a slight increase 
over the previous year. Household surveys revealed that online newspaper reading, 
reported by 91 percenc of internet users, is the most popular use of the incernet.62 

News portals wichin Lichuania's online media markec are extensive, and oudecs 
enjoy healthy compecicion. Television broadcasters have upgraded che selection of 
shows available online, and some offer live screaming. Social media use has also 
grown rapidly. For example, more chan 60 percenc ofLichuanian internee users had 
Facebook accounts in 2013, up by almost 10 percent from 2012.63 
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Public confidence in local government is undermined by politicking, graft, bribery, 
and mismanagemenc. Throughout 2013, public cruse in municipal governmencs 
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remained below 30 percenc, according co an opinion poll conducced by che markec 
research firm Vilmorus Lcd.64 Municipal councils are widely viewed as lacking 
accouncabilicy co cheir eleccorace.65 Privace cicizens have liccle faich chac che councils 
will ace in cheir besc incerescs, nor do business leaders and managers. According co 
a 2013 survey commissioned by che SIS chac invescigaced business represencacives' 
opinions, 48 percenc of respondencs who had experience wich che municipal 
process of approving building permics claimed chac che process was very corrupc.<"' 
Anci-corrupcion commissions, which are operacing in some municipalicies, remain 
ineffeccive.67 The managemenc of municipally owned encerprises lack cransparency 
and in many cases, cheir socially and commercially orienced funccions are noc 
clearly separaced. 

Mayors are elecced by municipal councils whose members are chosen in 
general eleccions. Reforms under which mayors would be popularly elecced have 
been debaced for years, and a new drafc bill was co be presenced co che parliamenc 
in November 2013; while ic has noc been passed, mosc policical parties supporc 
che measure. Prime Miniscer Buckevicius has expressed a goal co have direct 
mayoral elections by 2015.6

K Direcc eleccions would allow mayors co focus on 
cheir immediace funccions rather than engage in concinuous political bargaining to 
maincain coalicion supporc. 

Local governmencs are limited in che functions chey have che independence 
to perform. Currencly, municipalicies cannoc manage urban or rural scate-owned 
land, an abilicy chac would allow chem co more quickly realize invescmenc projeccs. 
Local governmencs are also limiced in cheir financial independence. Cencral budgec 
allocacions accounc for abouc half of municipal budgecs; che remaining porcion 
comes from propercy and land caxes and local fees. But in reality, much of the 
municipalicies' independenc proceeds go co the cencral governmenc wage fund and 
ucilicy paymencs. Thus, municipal councils are free co distribute less chan one
rench of municipal budgecs.69 In che nacional budgec, che porcion of cotal personal 
income cax revenue allocaced co local governmencs dropped from 73.5 percenc in 
2010 co 57.3 percenc in 2013, buc will be raised co 67.8 percenc in 2014.70 Many 
municipalities experienced financial difficulcies following minimum-wage increases 
in 2012 and 2013, because che government failed co offsec municipalicies' increased 
spending on wages wich addicional allocacions. 

Wide regional disparicies in local governmenc revenues are leveled chrough 
revenue cransfers. Cicies wich higher personal income cax revenues are nee donors, 
while poorer regions are nee recipiencs. In effecc, the central governmenc diccaces 
che share of personal income cax revenues for each municipalicy, chus undermining 
municipalicies' independence. The sicuacion is parcicularly serious in Vilnius, where 
58 percenc of personal income cax is rediscribuced co ocher cicies, even as the cicy's 
debc sceadily rises.71 Vilnius Mayor Amiras Zuokas in July said chac che share 
would drop co 50 percenc in 2014.72 Despice chis lower share of revenues, Vilnius 
is required co perform coscly funccions unique to the capical. In 2013, Vilnius and 
its municipally owned encerprises accrued debcs of nearly LTL 1 billion ($392 
million), an amounc close co ics encire yearly budgec. Overall, year-on-year growch 
in municipal debc scood ac 5 percenc in mid-2013.73 
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In May, rhe Seimas approved a drafr amendment ro rhe Local Municipal Law,7• 
mandaring rhe esrablishment of anticorruprion commissions in every municipality. 
The draft sripulared rhar only representatives of the opposition could be appointed to 
head rhe commissions. Currendy, rhere are two mandatory municipal commissions, 
rhe Adminisrrarive and Erhics Commission.75 The draft was nor adopred by year's 
end. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Lengthy invesrigarions and trials, and occasional corruption scandals in the judiciary 
have damaged rhe repurarion of Lithuania's court system. Prior ro 2013, there were 
debates on reforming rhe prosecution service and srate security with a view toward 
making chem accountable ro the government, rather than the president. 

In 2013, rhe parliament amended the Statute of rhe Parliament, passing 
changes regarding rhe dismissal of rhe heads of more rhan 15 stare institutions, 
including the Prosecurion Service.76 The prosecutor general is appointed by borh 
rhe president and rhe parliament, while rhe amendment allows the parliament ro 
unilaterally dismiss him or her, if the parliament does not approve rhe institution's 
annual reporr. In rhe fall of 2013, the parliament exercised rhe new provision by 
disapproving Prosecutor General Darius Valys's annual report. The parliament 
has begun hearings on a decree to dismiss Valys, amid the president's claims that 
such a move would violate the Constitution. Grybauskaite expressed concerns that 
direct parliamentary control over the appointment of rhe prosecuror general could 
interfere wirh rhe Prosecution Service's ability to investigate corruption, especially 
polirical corruprion. The parliament, however, overturned rhe president's vero in 
December. 

The public perceives rhe judiciary as insular and opaque, and its impartiality 
is widely challenged. Recent public opinion polling showed chat only around 
18-21 percent of rhe population crusts the courts.77 A national anticorruption 
program aims ro increase judicial transparency by creating a computerized system 
rhar randomly assigns cases ro judges and by publishing information on court 
proceedings online. In July 2013, Lithuanian courts' services launched e-services 
portal E.teismas.lt, where registered users may formulate and submit pleadings ro 
court, pay rhe scamp duty, access to cases' files, send documents, and listen ro audio 
recordings of court hearings. Currendy, e-documents may be presented only in civil 
and administrative suirs.7R 

The court system continues to suffer from delays, which are partly due ro poor 
managemenr within rhe courts. In March 2013, rhe president presented a draft 
amendment ro rhe Code of Criminal Procedures chat would limit court session 
breaks to one month and define legitimate reasons for court breaks.79 The bill was nor 
adopred by year's end. Currenrly, rhe length of the court session breaks is unlimited, 
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and ic may be che case char courcs are nor in session for up co four monchs.80 In 
che pasc cwo decades, abouc a chird of che cases Lichuania has lose in che European 
Courc of Human Righcs were relaced co lengchy crials.81 Planned mergers of che 
courcs would allow spreading judges' caseloads more evenly; presencly caseloads vary 
greacly, wich some judges assigned chree rimes as many cases as ochers. The number 
of complaincs co che Judicial Echics and Discipline Commission, an insticution char 
adjudicates disciplinary cases within che judiciary, has decreased in recenc years, 
wich a 21 percenc fall recorded in che firsc chree quarters of 2013.82 

In 2013, a courc in Vilnius pronounced a sencence in a concroversial crial 
involving a young female Lichuanian Muslim converc, Egle Kusaice. Kusaice was 
decained in lace 2009 afcer being accused by Lichuanian prosecucors of ploccing 
a terrorise ace in Russia. The prosecucor asked for a 10-year prison sencence, bur 
a courc in May sencenced her co 10 monchs for planning a terrorise arrack, which 
she had already served during her arrest. In Augusc 2013, prosecucors appealed 
che ruling and che Lichuanian Courc of Appeals opened hearings on che maccer, 
wich no decision handed down ac che year's end.83 While in cuscody in 2010, 
Kusaice reported physical and psychological abuse by Lichuanian auchorities and 
Russian security officials who were allegedly allowed co participate in a pretrial 
invescigacion.84 Concluding char chey were nor supported by any objective records, 
che Lichuanian prosecucion refused co conduce a pretrial investigation of Kusaice's 
complaincs. Human righcs groups have appealed co Lichuanian auchorities, claiming 
char che courc, che prosecution, and che Scace Security Deparcmenc joincly operaced 
wichouc an adequate syscem of checks and balances. 

A number of ocher developmencs have raised concerns abouc che Lichuanian 
juscice syscem. In February, a search was performed in che home of a movie direccor, 
leading co a seizure of a movie depicting home birch, which is illegal in Lichuania; 
che Vilnius Oiscricc Courc is currencly pursuing a separate home birch case.85 In 
anocher case, Andrius Romanovskis, a regiscered lobbyist who was indicced on 
corruption charges, claimed char auchorities presenced him wich a choice: eicher he 
give evidence against another suspect in che case, or be placed in precrial decencion. 
Following his refusal co testify, he was detained for several weeks. This evenc has 
increased che public accencion on che abuse of pre-crial decencion, whereby che 
officials may pursue excessive decencion. 

The number of laws deemed unconstitutional by che Constitutional Courc 
has been on che rise since 2010, wich many of chem annulling austerity measures. 
This has raised concerns abouc che high courc's power co rescricc lawmakers' ability 
co cue public spending in order co address growing deficics and debc. In July, che 
Conscicutional Courc ruled char recenc non-proportional cues in che civil servancs' 
and policicians' salaries had been unconstitutional. During che recenc economic 
crisis, che parliamenc passed laws cuccing civil servancs' salaries by anywhere 
between 8 and 36 percenc, wich higher cues imposed on che cop earners. 86 Following 
che high courc's ruling, salaries are co be rescored co cheir original levels and che 
unconstitutional cues compensaced. The ruling drew criticism from Presidenc 
Grybauskaice as well as from che conservative opposition, which argued char 
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decisions on civil servants' salaries should be made by the parliament and that the 
court had overstepped its mandate. Opposition lawmakers indicated chat they 
might try to modify the constitution in order co curb the court's ability to decide 
civil servants' salaries. 87 

The Lithuanian prison system is overcrowded and does not conform to 
international standards. Prisoners lack access to proper medical care. 88 In 2013, a 
court in Northern Ireland refused to extradite an individual to face trial in Lithuania 
because char "would expose him to a real risk of inhuman and degrading treatment 
by reason of prison conditions."89 The prisoners are held in unsanitary conditions 
and have just two square meters of cell space per person, and tensions among chem 
result in frequent conflicts between officers and the prisoners. 

Corruption 
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While corruption in Lithuania remains a major concern, follow-through on 
corruption cases has increased somewhat in recent years. In July, convicrions 
were handed down in a corruption case involving senior members of the DP; 
additionally, in early 2013, investigations by the SIS led to arrests in a corruption 
case involving hotel reconstruction and preparations for the European men's 
basketball championship, which had been held in Lithuania in 2011.90 However, 
corruption investigations often linger for years before reaching the courrs. 

In July, the Vilnius Regional Court pronounced DP founder and current MP 
Viktor Uspaskich, and Parliament Speaker Vyrautas Gapfys, also of Labor, guilty 
of fraud and fraudulent bookkeeping in a criminal case first opened in 2008.91 The 
case marked the first investigation and judicial trial where criminal proceedings 
against senior politicians were nor aborted. Uspaskich was sentenced to four years 
in prison, and Gapsys was fined LTL 36,000 ($14,000) bur escaped a prison 
sentence. Vitalija Voniutaite, also a DP MP, was senn:nced to three years in prison 
in connection with che scheme, while former DP accountant Marina Liuckeviciene 
was sentenced co one year in prison.92 All four appealed the verdict, though it could 
cake up ro two years before a final ruling is handed down; in the meantime the four 
remain free.9

·
1 1he DP itself avoided legal persecution by means of an April merger 

with the smaller, affiliated Laborisc Party, as existing criminal proceedings cannot 
be pursued against a legal entity chat no longer exists.9~ 

The implementation of an updated nacional anricorrupcion program for 2011-
14 progressed during the year. The program emphasizes well-defined objectives and 
measurable criteria to allow a more accurate assessment of anticorrupcion efforts. 
One of its central aims is ro reduce bureaucracy and introduce computerized 
infrastructure designed ro assist with many official casks, in particular for che 
corruption-prone areas of territory planning and construction permits. By mid-
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2013, 41 measures had been fully realized and 3 had failed, with 34 still in the 
process of implementation,,5 A new Law on Terricory Planning envisaging reduced 
bureaucratic procedures is expected co take effect in 2014. 

Public procurement remains one of the most corrupt areas in Lithuania. 
According co a 2013 survey commissioned by che SIS chat investigated business 
representatives' opinion, 55 percent of chose who have had experience with public 
procurement claimed che process is very corrupt.% In February 2010, che Public 
Procurement Office (PPO) began publishing all reports and decisions of purchasing 
organizations online. Since 2011, the number of business representatives viewing 
public procurement as corrupt has gone down by only 4 percentage points.,7 In 
2013, the office investigated 253 public procurements, identifying violations 
of official procedures in roughly 20 percent of chose cases.9~ Public institutions' 
directors are not held personally liable for procedural violations, and penalcies 
for violators are disproportionately low. The procurement of EU assistance, 
which accounts for over a quarter of scare budget revenues, is especially prone to 
mismanagement. The number of public tenders carried out through the centralized 
online public procurement system remains relatively low at 2.8 percent, accounting 
for 14.5 percent of che total value of public procurements.,.J 

While che public perception of corruption declined since 2011, people in 
Lithuania are the most likely co report having been asked a bribe in the EU.Hiil 
According to a 2012 study by the SIS, 44 percent of respondents reported chat they 
had been asked for bribe money ac public healthcare institutions, and 34 percent 
reported paying bribes. According co Transparency Internacional survey in 2013, 
77 percent of Lithuanian respondents said chat based on their experience, personal 
networking is important in order to receive appropriate public services. Almost 
two-thirds (63 percent) ofLichuanians believe chat the public institutions represent 
major stakeholders' interests rather than residents' interests.101 Without legal 
copayments for patients or a clear incentives structure for healchcare professionals, 
the healthcare system is one of the most vulnerable sectors for corruption. rn2 Many 
individuals do not file official complaints of bribe extortion, fearing damage to 
their relationship with healthcare institutions. Patients who use public healchcare 
facilities typically experience long waits, and the process of deciding whether certain 
treatments are covered by the public healthcare fund is opaque. 

Lithuanian businesses are burdened with onerous reporting regulations, 
comprising some 900 requirements in the areas of statistics, consumer protection, 
and corporate, labor, and tax law, as well as another 1,200 in vertical sectors of 
che economy such as transport, finance, trade, and conscruction.w3 In 2013, 
there were about 60 regulatory agencies in Lichuania.to4 The new government has 
continued reforms of business supervision procedures, coupled with functional 
and institutional mergers designed to prevent abuse, excessive interventions, and 
unjustified penalties. As of2012, regulatory agencies perform inspections according 
co questionnaires, which are expected co relieve regulatory burden and tension {a 
measure useful co boch businesses and inspectors). Breaches not covered by legally 
approved questionnaires may nor be punished; however, 43 percent of surveyed 
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companies reporred that questionnaires were noc used during inspecrions. 105 These 
regulacory reforms have improved business conditions, allowing Lithuania to jump 
from 27'h to l 7'h spot in the World Bank's Doing Business rankings. 106 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

che end of2012, Macedonia's governing coalicion wenc co excreme lengchs 
o approve che 2013 nacional budgec, forcibly ejeccing journalises and 

embers of che largesc opposicion pacey from che Nacional Assembly during 
che voce. "Black Monday," as che dace of chese evencs came co be known, exacerbaced 
che already difficulc relacionship becween che ruling Incernal Macedonian 
Revolucionary Organizacion-Democracic Parcy for Macedonian Nacional Unicy 
(VMRO-DPMNE) and che opposicion Social Democracic Union of Macedonia 
(SDSM), resulcing in a policical crisis chac vircually paralyzed governance in 2013. 
Boch parcies repeacedly chreacened each ocher wich early eleccions, and ic cook 
an incervencion by che European Commission and ocher incernacional bodies co 
dissuade che SDSM from boycoccing local eleccions in March. 

Alchough che policical crisisnearly delayed chevoce on che European Commission's 
spring reporc, che annual progress reporc published in Occober acknowledged 
a number of posicive developmencs in Macedonia and scaced che councry is scill 
on crack coward candidace scams. Nevertheless, che naming dispuce wich Greece, 
which claims exclusive righcs co che geographical designacion "Macedonia" on 
hiscorical grounds, led che European Council co poscpone che beginning of accession 
negociacions for a fifth consecucive year. 

Concerns abouc declining media freedom in Macedonia over che lase several 
years were amplified in 2013 by che arresc and harsh sencencing of invescigacive 
journalise Tomislav Kezarovski. Kezarovski, who was kepc in precrial decencion for 
several monchs, was sencenced co four and a half years in Occober for revealing 
che idencicy of a procecced wimess. Incernacional media wacchdogs also reacced 
negacively co a packec of media legislacion chac could pocencially curb freedom of 
speech; che governmenc promised co amend che laws ac year's end. 

Afcer a member of che opposicion Liberal Democracic Parcy (LOP) was elecced 
mayor of Cencar, he fulfilled a campaign promise by iniciacing an audic of che 
mulcimillion-euro urban redevelopmenc projecc Skopje 2014. The invescigacion 
revealed several irregularicies. Addicional scandals linked co public procuremenc and 
parcy financing furcher underscored che scale of Macedonia's corrupcion problems. 

National Democratic Governance. The evems of "Black Monday" effeccively 
paralyzed governance in Macedonia for che firsc half of2013, undermining progress 
cowards European Union (EU} accession. Policical deadlock eased afcer SDSM agreed 
co parcicipace in che March local eleccions, buc ocher deep-rooced problems, such as 
che name dispuce wich Greece or legacies of che 2001 incerechnic conAicc, remained 
largely unaddressed. Echnic censions rose in March, following che appoincmenc of a 
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former Albanian National Liberation Army (NLA) commander as defense minister. 
Macedonia's national democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Electoral Process. The ruling VMRO-DPMNE claimed the most seats in local 
elections held on 24 March, winning in 54 of Macedonia's 80 municipalities, 
including the city of Skopje. The elections were assessed as free and fair, though 
minor incidents and irregularities were noted. In the months leading up to the 
elections, opposition SDSM threatened to boycott the vote, but they relented after 
the international community intervened to broker an agreement between the two 
main parties. Party financing in Macedonia lacks transparency, and the electoral 
framework remains in need of reform. Macedonia's electoral process rating remains 
unchanged at 3.25. 

Civil Society. Compared to previous years, the government appeared more open 
to cooperation with the civil sector in 2013. Several initiatives, such as the online 
legislative register and the e-Democracy portal, aimed to foster cooperation and 
provide a favorable environment for civil society in Macedonia. At the same time, 
the number of politically connected NGOs remained high, and political ties with 
the government continued to discredit the sector. Macedonia's civil society rating 
remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Independent Media. Media outlets in Macedonia are increasingly dependent 
on government advertising for financial support, contributing to their growing 
politicization and a further loss of credibility and readership. Pressures facing 
Macedonian media and journalists drew significant attention in late 2013, when 
investigative journalist Tomislav Kezarovski was sentenced to four and a half years 
in prison for revealing the identity of a protected witness in the 2008 "Oreshe" case. 
Local and international press watchdogs condemned Kezarovski's harsh sentencing 
and lengthy pretrial detention, raising many questions about the merits of the case 
itself. In December, the government drew additional criticism when it adopted 
controversial media legislation in a quick, nontransparent process. Among other 
changes, the new laws expanded statutory regulation to print and online media. 
As the legislative and economic environment for independent media deteriorates, 
Macedonia's independent media rating declines from 4. 75 to 5. 00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Political battles between the country's largest 
parties hindered tangible progress on pressing issues such as decentralization or 
the need for greater fiscal independence from the central government. After local 
elections in March, both the governing and opposition parties repeatedly accused 
each other's local representatives of abusing their position. In Centar, a key 
municipality of Skopje, newly elected opposition mayor Andrej Zernovski faced 
protests and pressure from the central government after he initiated an audit of 
the multimillion-euro redevelopment project Skopje 2014. Macedonia's democratic 
governance rating remains unchanged at 3. 75. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence. The judiciary in Macedonia is scill 
plagued by allegacions of seleccive juscice, indirecc policical pressure, and unusually 
expediced lawsuics. The influence of che execucive branch over legal proceedings was 
cricicized in numerous high-profile cases during che year. Meanwhile, the Kezarovski 
crial highlighced Haws in che legal framework and a general lack of underscanding 
of che inscicucion of wicness proceccion. As of December 2013, Macedonia replaced 
invescigacive judge-led proceedings wich an adversarial syscem. Macedonia's rating 
for judicial.framework and independence remains at 4.25. 

Corruption. Alchough nearly every governmenc in independenc Macedonia's 
hiscory has claimed co prioricize che fighc againsc corrupcion, graft remains 
widespread. The cransparency of parry finance and general public expendicures is 
especially lacking, and mosc cicizens are scill unwilling co reporc incidencs of corrupc 
or illegal behavior. Newly documenced irregularicies and mismanagemenc relaced 
co che Skopje 2014 redevelopmenc projecc highlighced che noncransparency of 
procuremenc procedures, as well as an apparenc lack of policical will co improve che 
sicuacion. A 2013 audic of che projecc iniciaced by che mayor of Cencar concluded 
chac uncompecicive bidding procedures and ocher irregularicies had cosc caxpayers 
approximacely €8 million. As ancicorrupcion efforcs scagnace, Macedonia's corruption 
rating declines from 4. 00 to 4.25. 

Outlook for 2014. Pervasive corruption, che deep policicizacion of che civil 
seccor, and media ouclecs' declining credibiliry chreacen Macedonia's democracic 
developmenc and che fucure of EU and NATO incegracion. Presidencial and 
parliamencary eleccions held in 2014 are noc likely co resulc in sweeping changes, 
chough chey will probably expose pernicious policical polarizacion. Poverry and 
high unemploymenc races will concinue co pose a problem and already fragile echnic 
relacions may suffer in case of anocher policical deadlock. 
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Political deadlock in (he firs( half of 2013 jeopardized Macedonia's spring progress 
report and stalled accession negotiations with che European Union (EU). 1 The 
country was granted candida(e Sta(US in 2005, bur cominuous problems, including 
a 20-year-long naming dispute wi(h Greece, resuhed in (he repeated pos(ponement 
of opening talks. Macedonia, afrer Turkey, is (he second country co spend almost a 
decade in (he EU's waiting room. 

The deadlock srnrced wich a political crisis on 24 December 2012. Earlier, 
opposition Social Democra(ic Union of Macedonia (SDSM) had sought reductions 
in (he 2013 budget co prevent a rise in the na(ional debt, bur the governing majority 
had denied (heir requesL On "Black Monday," as (he day came to be known, 
SDSM members boyconing the vote were removed from parliament along with all 
journalis(s, and the budget was approved solely by MPs from the ruling Internal 
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization- Democratic Parry for Macedonian 
Na(ional Uni(y (VMRO-DPMNE) and its coalition allies. Outraged, SDSM 
continued its parliamentary boycott into 2013, announcing rhac it would boycott 
local elec(ions held in March. The opposition also called for civil disobedience, 
organized protests, and ser up blockades in front of government buildings and on 
the streets of Skopje. 

Even though both VMRO-DPMNE and SDSM were aware that (he crisis 
negatively affec(ed (he country's EU imegra(ion process, nei(her showed willingness 
to overcome differences. Instead, both sides hoped they could improve (heir 
position and threatened to call early elections, revealing the polarized nature of 
Macedonian politics.2 

Following repeated calls by representatives of foreign governments and 
international organizations-including EU enlargement commissioner Stefan 
Fule and the U.S. Embassy in Macedonia-negotiations resumed bclWcen the (WO 

main parries. Ar the end of January, President Gjorge Ivanov initiated the setup of 
an independent expert commission co investigate (he events of 24 December. All 
parries welcomed rhe iniria(ive, excep( SDSM, which claimed the commission was 
jus( "an attempt to avoid responsibiliry."3 

Afrer a visi( by (he EU enlargement commissioner and (WO European Parliament 
members, however, SDSM agreed to panicipa(e in the ad-hoc commission and in 
local elections scheduled for 24 March. The so-called March l deal was hailed as a 
big success. In exchange, SDSM demanded a review of the electoral code based on 
recommendations by (he OSCE's Office for Democratic lnstirntions and Human 
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Righcs (ODIHR), che amendmenc of che Law on che Nacional Assembly, and a 
review of che Rules of Procedure of che Nacional Assembly.4 

A monch afcer che ad-hoc commission scarced working in June, ics chairman 
resigned, scacing che work of che commission was blocked because VMRO
DPMNE and SDSM "did noc share common ground."5 SDSM concinued co 
insisc chac che evencs of "Black Monday" conscicuced a direcc accack againsc che 
conscicucion, while VMRO-DPMNE claimed chac members of parliamenc (MPs) 
of che biggesc opposicion parcy did noc obey che Rules of Procedure of che Nacional 
Assembly and cherefore should be criminally charged.6 The commission reporc, 
concaining recommendacions on che parliamenc's rules of procedures co prevenc 
similar crises in che fucure, was published ac che end of Augusc.7 

On a few occasions in 2013, dis puces becween policicians included legal baccles. 
In July, a Skopje courc ruled in favor of Prime Miniscer Nikola Gruevski in a libel 
suic againsc che leader of che opposicion New Social Democracic Parcy (NSDP), 
Tico Peckovski. Peckovski was ordered co pay damages in che amounc of€ 10,0008 

afcer he allegedly damaged Gruevski's repucacion and honor by celling che weekly 
newspaper Focus chac he had agreed co change che councry's name in accordance 
wich Greece's demands.9 

The naming dispuce-which daces back co Macedonia's independence from 
Yugoslavia in 1991-has scalled progress coward joining che Norch Aclancic Treacy 
Organizacion (NATO) and che EU for several years. Greece believes che use of 
"Macedonia" should refer solely co ics own province of che same name and has 
pushed Macedonia co adopc "che Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" as ics 
incernacional moniker. Several proposals, such as che "Upper Republic ofMacedonia" 
or che "Norchern Republic of Macedonia," were circulaced in 2013 wichouc any 
significanc progress. However, che Occober reporc of che European Commission 
commended che concinuacion of official and experc-level concaccs becween che cwo 
councries. Ali Ahmeci, che leader of junior coalicion parcner Democracic Union for 
Incegracion (DUI) represencing moscly echnic Albanians, scaced Albanians would 
accepc any name chac refleccs che mulciechnic characcer of Macedonia. 10 

The incernacionally backed Ohrid FrameworkAgreemenc, which ended fighcing 
becween Albanian separaciscs and Macedonian securicy forces in 2001, grams 
Albanian-majoricy areas che righc co educacion in cheir nacive congue and provides 
guarancees of mulciechnic parcicipacion in governmenc. Ocher legacies of che 
incerechnic conAicc, such as che issue of financial supporc co families of chose killed 
in che conflicc or che scams of former members of che so-called Albanian Nacional 
Liberacion Army (NLA), remained unaddressed. lncerechnic censions flared up once 
again in March 2013, afcer former NLA commander Talac Xhaferi was appoinced 
defense miniscer. His appoincmenc was followed by angry demonscracions by echnic 
Macedonians on 1 March and councer-procescs by echnic Albanians che following 
day. Boch procescs curned violenc, echnic-Albanian procescers damaged cars and sec 
fire co a bus, and several people, including policemen, goc injured.11 
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Parliamentary elections in June 2011 gave Prime Minister Gruevski and the ruling 
VMRO-DPMNE a renewed mandate. The DUI party, which represents parties 
from the country's Albanian minority, is a coalition partner, though the parties 
had repeatedly disagreed on some key issues, including EU and NATO integration 
and che name dispute with Greece. Elections put a dent in the VMRO-DPMNE's 
parliamentary majority, though ic still held 56 sears in che 123-member National 
Assembly while DUI won 15 seats. The opposition SDSM rook 42 seats by winning 
some of VMRO-DPMNE's former spots. Nevertheless, the elections marked che 
party's fifth consecutive electoral loss co VMRO-DPMNE (three parliamentary 
elections, the 2009 local elections, and che 2009 presidential contest). 

VMRO-DPMNE won in 54 of 80 municipaliries, including in the city of 
Skopje, ac municipal elections held on 24 March and 7 April 2013.'2 Internacional 
and domestic observers assessed both rounds as free and fair, though minor 
incidents and irregularities such as group voting or problems with votes from 
diaspora citizens were nored. 13 Branko Crvenkovski, president of che opposition 
parry SDSM, resigned following his party's defeat. He was replaced by Zoran Zaev, 
mayor of Strumica. 1~ 

The elections also shook up che coalition government. In February, Gruevski 
reshuffied his coalition, mainly changing departments headed by DUI-nominated 
ministers as some of chem were planning ro run in che elecrions. Deputy Prime 
Minister Teuca Arifi, for example, resigned from her position ro become mayor of 
Tecovo. 

The biggest elecroral baccle cook place in Centar, one of rhe 10 municipalities 
composing che capital. Liberal Democratic Party (LOP) candidate Andrej 
Zernovski-who ran against incumbenc mayor Vladimir Todorovik of VRMO
DPMNE-announced he would undercake a general audit of che government's 
controversial mulcimillion-dollar Skopje 2014 urban redevelopment projecc. '5 

Boch rounds of che election and che rerun were characterized by high rumour 
and complicated by problems around vocer identification. Albanian citizens from 
Puscec-a municipality bordering Macedonia with a significant Macedonian 
minority-allegedly obtained Macedonian identification documents and were 
transported on buses co vote for Todorovik. 16 The acquisition of idenrificacion 
documencs was faciliraced by a fast-crack procedure char had been in use in 
previous elections, with no need for voters co prove residency in che municipality 
chey registered co voce. Despite che increase in che number of registered voters, 
opposition candidate Zernovski won the mayoral sear. 

Fallout from che violenc ejection of opposition MPs from parliamenc during 
the December 2012 budget negotiations also affected che 2013 electoral campaign. 
In January and February, it was uncertain whether SDSM would continue wich che 
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boycott throughout the elections. They agreed to participate only at the beginning 
of March, after a visit from a European Commission delegation. In the first two 
months of 2013, however, the party did not nominate candidaces in any of the 
municipalities, which led to some confusion. Stevcho Jakimovski, che incumbent 
mayor of Skopje's Karposh municipality, for example, submitted his nomination 
as a candidate for the Serbian Advanced Party in Macedonia (SNSM) and was 
subsequently expelled from the SDSM. Jakimovski won the election and registered 
his own political party under the name of Civic Option for Macedonia (GROM).17 

As predicted in 2012, VMRO-DPMNE and SDSM put rivalry aside and forged 
coalitions in che Albanian-dominated municipalities of Kichevo and Struga.18 

The move was vociferously criticized by civil society organizations, who argued it 
resulted in heighcened interethnic competition and endangered the already fragile 
relationship between the two ethnicities in Macedonia. In the end, both seats were 
won by the Albanian candidace. 

In mid-October, the president of the Scace Electoral Commission and SDSM 
MP Boris Kondarko resigned following accusations of hindering the work of the 
committee by VMRO-DPMNE; he cited personal reasons behind his resignation. 
The electoral code, which was revised in November 2012, did not to comply with 
recommendations from the OSCE's Office for Democratic Institutions and Human 
Rights (ODIHR). 

Political party financing, regulated by the Electoral Code and the Law on 
Financing of Political Parties, lacks transparency in practice. Surveys on electoral 
campaign funding have shown a failure to reporr donors-except for a few party 
members-which means the biggesc donations to political parcies are concealed 
from the public. At the same time, overspending by parties during the campaign 
remains a problem-this was especially true in the case of advertising spending by 
the two biggest political parties, VMRO-DPMNE and SDSM. Opaque practices 
in campaign advertising are also problematic: although price lists quote equal prices 
to all candidates, major political parties are often given significant "discounts" on 
their advercisements. 19 

Throughout 2013, Macedonia's major political parties threatened co call early 
elections. SDSM demanded snap elections following the events of last December 
and their subsequent parliamentary boycott. 20 Media also speculated chat early 
parliamentary elections might be scheduled to take place alongside the presidential 
election planned for 2014.21 However, as of lace December 2013, there were no 
concrete plans to move forward the legislative contesc due to cake place in 2015. 
In any case, a complete overhaul of the legal framework concerning elections
especially the laws on financing political parties and campaigns-will be key to 
creating an environment for healthy competition between ideas and platforms. 
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The govemmenr appeared more open ro cooperation with civil society organizations 
in 2013. To signal this new approach, it requested the Ministry of Information 
Society and Administration ro develop a framework chac promotes communication 
and facilitates cooperation berween stakeholders.22 The main goal of che newly 
created online legislative register and the e-Democracy portal was ro provide a 
favorable environmenr for the development of the civil secror. 

In the second half of 2013, additional funding became available from the 
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance II (IPA II), che successor of IPA for the 
budgetary cycle 2014-2020. Boch IPA and IPA II.are structural funds administered 
by the EU chat aim ro help a country's accession. Fatmir Besimi, the Deputy 
Prime Minister in charge of European Affairs, announced the government is 
open for suggestions from NGOs on how to allocate these funds. 23 Several NGOs 
heeded his call and petitioned the government to take advantage of IPA II; the 
Macedonian Cenrer for European Education, an NGO that had been analyzing 
the distribution and absorption of IPA funds, argued allocation of the funds for 
civil society development would create 8,000 new jobs in rhe secror.21 According ro 
a comparative analysis on che use of IPA funds, Macedonia received €622 million 
in the period berween 2007 and 2013-out of which only I percent reached 
the civil secror.25 In addition ro lack of funding, this period was characterized by 
unwillingness from the government to cooperate with local NGOs and a lack of 
innovative ideas. 

Despite cautious effons at improving the dialogue berween the government 
and che civil sector in 2013, cooperation was scill unsarisfaccory in many areas, 
especially on Roma rights, LGBT rights, gender equality, and ocher social issues. 
Following mob accacks on an LGBT support center and a gay TV scar's home in 
summer 2013, rhe parliament voted on a proposal ro define marriage as "between a 
man and a woman" in rhc consrirurion. As a positive development, rhe amendment 
was voced down in SepcemberY• 

The government rook some seeps roward implementing the 2012 strategy for 
cooperation, but mosc of its goals remain unaccained. There was no real progress 
in amending currem rax laws, which provide few cax breaks for NGOs and sec 
adminisrrarive hurdles co accepting donations. Foreign funds remained che main 
source of financing, although many foreign donors lefr the country and some of 
chem wenc chrough rescruccuring, replacing cheir country presence wirh regional 
offices in che Balkans. In some cases, donors decided co allocacc all chdr funding in 
cheir home country. 

Macedonia's civil sociery sector remained highly polarized in 2013. Parallel 
civil movements wich similar goals but different political loyalries continued co 
support different agendas throughout the year. Some of the NGOs critical of rhe 
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government were linked to SDSM, while many organizations that supported the 
policies of the government, such as limiting abortion rights, had close ties with the 
ruling party VRMO-DPMNE and received funds from che central government 
budget.27 This politicization hurc ocher organizations working for civil causes as 
chey ofcen failed co secure funding due co the lack of political connections. 

In Augusc 2012, a civil movement called AMAN was formed to protest the 
constantly growing price of central heating, electricity, and fuel. It led a petition 
drive for legislation that would procecc consumers from what organizers saw as 
unfair pricing imposed by energy monopolies. At the end of January 2013, the 
movement succeeded co collect more than 13,000 signatures and submicced chem 
co parliament, hoping that MPs would discuss the iniciative and voce in favor. 28 The 
pecicion, however, was voted down in February. 

In June, che parliament adopted a new law on aborcion, introducing several 
measures thac limiced che righc of pregnant women over their bodies, as well as the 
number of abortions within a year.29 The law mec with outrage from civil society 
organizations and eliciced a torrent of responses, especially from NGOs working 
on patients' rights. The iniciacive was backed only by a small NGO called Revita, 
which was founded by a member of VRMO-DPMNE and was asked to give an 
experc opinion on the law in che parliament.30 

The Skopje-based Association for Healch Educacion and Research (HERA) 
issued a strong statement, claiming chac after the adoption of the law, Macedonia no 
longer belonged co the group of liberal democracies in Europe.31 The organization 
also sent an open leccer to President Gjorge Ivanov, asking him noc to sign che law, 
buc Ivanov dismissed the request, stating che organization had no legal argumencs.32 

A few months later, HERA submicced a draft framework on sex education in schools, 
buc this initiative was dismissed as well-this cime by Minister for Education and 
Science Spiro Ristovski.33 

Also in June, a civil initiative called Veritas protested against che alleged plan of 
Centar's new mayor, Andrej Zernovski, co halt the building of a church in che center 
of the capital. Volunteers for Vericas, whose founder was married to a former deputy 
minister ac the cime of che protests, allegedly received free transporc and sandwiches 
before the protests.3-4 Zernovski announced he was planning to revise all building 
permits issued for che area where the project Skopje 2014 was being implemented.3l 

The Church of St. Helena and Sc. Conscantine was being built in che revised area
though it was unclear whether the mayor wanted co scop ics construccion.36 His 
statement triggered an avalanche of criticism, including from priests and high
ranking representatives of the Orchodox Church. The Commission for Religious 
Relations and Religious Groups seated Zernovski's actions were against God.37 Afcer 
several protests, one of which resulted in a broken window and an injured employee 
at the municipality, Zernovski announced the conscruccion would go forward. 
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Independent Media 
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Macedonia's media are increasingly politically polarized and often fail to provide 
objecrive or balanced reporting. Journalists are poorly paid and usually lack the 
technical resources to cover important scories. Government advertising accounts 
for a large share of the advertising market, contributing to self-censorship; ar least 
1 percent of rhe annual national budget is spent on state advertising campaigns, 
with government-friendly media favored highly over others.38 The harsh sentencing 
of journalise Tomislav Kezarovski in 2013 elicited a powerful reaction among 
Macedonian media and NGOs as well as international media watchdogs, many of 
which interprered Kezarovski's arrest, lengrhy pretrial detention, and sentencing as 
an acr of government and judicial intimidation. 

As an editor for rhe magazine Reporter 92 in 2008, Kezarovski published rwo 
articles abour a murder case known as "Oreshe," along wirh a copy of the court 
records and rhe first name of che main witness.39 Five years later, in May 2013, 
Kezarovski-now a journalise for the daily Nova Makedonija-was raken into 
custody, where he remained until one month afrer his first-instance court sentencing 
in October. Following an immense public ourcry, che courts amended his sentence 
to one of house arresr in November, pending the decision of the court of appeals. 

Kezarovski's arresr was unanimously condemned by local and international 
press freedom organizations. OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media 
Dunja Mijatovic, who had been closely following the case, called on the authorities 
to release Kezarovski, warning that the fact of his arrest and detention had already 
done serious damage to media freedom in Macedonia. 40 In addition to incernational 
criticism, hundreds of local journalists protested with cape over their mouths in 
front of the Museum of the Macedonian Struggle for Independence on 23 October. 
The protesters, who lit candles symbolizing "the burial of democracy in Macedonia," 
were blocked by riot police from reaching their destination. The Skopje office of rhe 
.Helsinki Committee for Human Rights said police had violated che demonstrators' 
freedom of assembly.41 

Troubling derails about rhe Kezarovski case also drew accusations of foul play. 
In February, the witness named in Kezarovski's arricles testified char he had given 
his original testimony against rhe "Oreshe" defendants under police pressure. 
He also scared char he had gained protected srarus only in 2010, rwo years after 
che publication of Kezarvski's articles in 2008.42 Ocher observers noted char 
Kezarovski's arrest coincided wich his invesrigarion inro the suspicious death of 
Nikola Mladenov, the owner of the critical newspaper Fokus.13 

Throughout Kezarovski's rrial, government-oriented media cried to downplay 
che significance of che case by reporting on press freedom violarions in ocher 
democratic counuies and by claiming Kezarovski violated several ocher laws. 
Surveys abour the March municipal elections also confirmed deep poliricizacion; 
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they showed unbalanced and partisan reporting, which was mostly biased coward 
the ruling VMRO-DMPNE.44 

The events of"Black Friday" in December 2012 and the ensuing political crisis 
negatively influenced dialogue between government and journalises in 2013 and 
halted negotiations with the Association of]ournaliscs on important issues regarding 
media freedom. Although both sides reached agreement on decriminalization of 
defamation in 2012, which was noted as a progress, high court fees and related 
expenses in civil lawsuits continue to threaten media pluralism. 

In April 2013, the government introduced two draft laws-the Law on Media 
and the Law on Audiovisual Services-both of which were adopted in a quick, 
nontransparent process in December.45 Several media organizations and independent 
experts criticized the laws, pointing out they aim to regulate all media, including 
print and online, through the same government-dominated media regulator, with 
seven of its members serving nine and its head eight years. In addition, the proposed 
laws included the definition of a journalise, placed blanket prohibitions on content, 
provided for hefty fines, and contained vague provisions chat could be subject to 

abuse.46 Responding co concerns chat the adopted laws were not in line with Council 
of Europe and OSCE recommendations, at year's end the Ministry for Information 
Society and Administration promised to make amendments. 

Local Democratic Governance 
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Macedonia has 84 municipalities, plus the city of Skopje, a self-governing area 
consisting of 10 ocher municipalities. Though much emphasis has been given to the 
importance of the decentralization process called for under the Ohrid Framework 
Agreement in 200 l, Macedonia's local self-government is still controlled by 
both the central government and the national leadership of the political parties 
of municipal mayors. The decentralization process continued, but there was little 
progress in ensuring che financial independence of municipalities. The share ofVAT 
transferred to local municipalities, for instance, was still insufficient to cover the 
coses of their responsibilities. 

Municipal elections in 2013 resulted in a slight improvement in gender equality 
on the municipal level. Following 2009, when no female candidate got elected, four 
women were elected as mayors in Tecovo, Bogdanci, Gradsko, and Kisela Yoda. 

The political crisis following the removal of opposition MPs and journalises 
from parliament in December 2012 also had consequences on the local level. Most 
of 2013 was characterized by political battles which hindered tangible progress 
on several pressing issues, such as decentralization and fiscal independency from 
the central government. After local elections in March, both the governing and 
opposition parties repeatedly accused each ocher's local representatives of abusing 
their position. 
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The most-discussed case was the case of Andrej Zernovski, newly elected mayor 
of Centar, one of the l 0 municipalities composing Skopje. Zernovski, the president 
of the opposition Liberal Democratic Party (LOP}, won the mayoral seat after 
three rounds of elections in March and promptly suspended ongoing construction 
projects for the controversial multimillion-euro development project Skopje 2014. 
In addition, he announced a detailed audit of the project and promised to submit 
the findings to the Public Prosecutor's Office for investigation.47 The audit, which 
was published in August, revealed numerous irregularities, cost overruns, and 
allegations of corruption connected to the bidding processes conducted under 
previous mayor Vladimir Todorovik.48 

In the same month, Zernovski halted the building of a Baroque-style parking 
garage in place of a small park to determine if the construction company had the 
relevant permits; the government accused him of boycotting the project. A month 
later, police detained l l activists who protested against the demolirion of rhe park 
and the disappearance of green spaces in the city center. The police deployed several 
hundred policemen, who stormed the park during the night to detain the activist. 
In the end, rhe building company was able ro clear the area, cut the trees, and start 
building the garage.49 

Over the course of the year, Zernovksi was faced with several protests, pressure 
from the government, and vigorous verbal attacks from the ruling parties. In 
May, following accusations by VRMO-DPMNE that he was employing people 
close to him from the party without advertising for the positions, inspectors from 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Policies paid a visit to the municipal office. The 
ministry later stated they were unaware of any investigation against Zernovski and 
the visit was part of a regular inspecrion.5° In June, the mayor had to be evacuated 
from the municipal building after protesters-demonstrating against alleged plans 
co hale the building of an Orthodox church as part of the Skopje 2014 project
started chanting "Muslims!" and broke a window.51 

According to SDSM, the government attempted to win back the majority in the 
municipality of its traditional stronghold, Centar, by accusing one of the councilors 
of fraud and placing him in pretrial detention.52 In October, very shortly after SDSM 
party member Miroslav Sipovic was elected chairman of the Centar municipal 
council, he was accused of fraud in his role of chairing a local company's board. As 
part of the investigation, police arrested 12 people for causing damages of€ 1 million 
to the company Masino Prom et between 2008 and 2011. Since Sipovic was not in 
Macedonia at the time of the arrests, the Ministry of Justice issued an international 
warrant and asked Austrian authorities to extradite him. Sipovic claimed he was 
boarding the flight on his way back from a private visit to the U.S. when authorities 
detained him at Vienna International Airport. After its chairman was placed in 
custody, the municipal council was led by the oldest members of the council, and 
VMRO-DPMNE was lobbying for new elections. At year's end, the Centar council 
had 23 members, narrowly divided between coalitions led by the biggest parties-12 
belonging to the coalition called "Union for the Future," led by SDSM, and 11 to 
the coalition named "For a Better Macedonia," including VMRO-DPMNE. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence 
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The EU progress reporr, published on l 6 Occober, remained critical about 
the situation of the judiciary in Macedonia. The report listed several problems, 
including "claims of selecrive justice, indirect political pressure, judgments which 
are unusually expedited in terms of outcome or speed" and high-profile cases 
that have a potential effect on the careers of judges working on them.53 Even 
though a 2012 Council of Europe report indicated some posirive developments 
and ranked Macedonia as a middle performer concerning judicial efficiency, the 
excessive length judicial proceedings cominue to pose a problem.54 The progress 
report also noted problems within the prison system-which remains understaffed 
and underfunded-ranging from torture and ill-treatment by prison guards to 

overcrowding. The latter was acknowledged by Ombudsman ldzet Memeti during 
his visit to journalist Tomislav Kezarovski in Ocrober.55 

The Kezarovski case exposed flaws in the legal framework and the 
implementation of laws. The journalise-who had been arrested for revealing rhe 
identity of a protected witness in May-had already spent 172 days in pretrial 
detention by the time the courcs changed it co house arrest. The finalization of 
rhe decision also took a few weeks, delaying rhe appeals process and extending 
Kezarovski's detencion. The first-instance ruling, which sentenced him to four and 
a half years in prison, was widely condemned by imernational and local human 
rights organizations; the Skopje branch of the Helsinki Committee claimed it to be 
unprecedenced in Europe.)(, 

The case revealed problems with the 2005 witness protection law, showing a 
lack of undersranding of rhe institution of protected witness. Democratic Union 
MP Pavle Trajanov prepared amendments to the law in November, proposing to 

increase the punishment for perjury from a maximum of 4 years to at least l 0 
years.57 In addition, he proposed to lower the punishmenr for journalists revealing 
information about a protected witness from at least four years to three months. 
Shortly afrer submitting ir, however, he rerracted the proposal, stating that there 
should be a broader public debate on the issue.5K 

The Skopje Criminal Court sentenced former prime minister Vlado Buchkovski 
co three years in prison in the case called "Tank Parts."59 Buchkovski and four other 
people were sentenced for misusing state funds; they had been accused of buying 
spare pans for Macedonian T-55 tanks in 2001-when Buchkovski was minister 
for defense-and spending over €2 million from the state budget. The former prime 
minister and SDSM party member claimed the case was politically motivated. A 
first-instance court sentenced Buchkovski for three years and five months in 2008; 
however, that ruling was quashed by an appellate court. The Skopje branch of the 
Helsinki Commirtee announced they plan to send che ruling ro the European Court 
of Human Rights (ECtHR) for review, criticizing the influence of the executive in 
high-profile cases in Macedonia. 
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In July, in a high-profile case, police arrested the head of the Cultural Heritage 
Protection Office, Pasko Kuzman, for his alleged involvement in the smuggling of 
valuable archeological artifacts/'° Kuzman, who is a well-known archeologist and is 
linked to the Skopje 2014 project, was charged along with 18 other suspects as part 
of an investigation called "Phalanx 2." According to the charges, Kuzman and ocher 
government employees helped the transfer of artifacts out of rhe country. Minister 
for Internal Affairs Gordana Jankulovska ensured the public that police acted under 
the directions of the Public Prosecutor.61 

Starting on l December 2013, the previous Law on Criminal Procedure 
was phased out, and investigative judge-led prosecutions were substituted by the 
adversarial system, where defense lawyers and public prosecutors have to collect 
evidence and investigate. The responsibilities of public prosecutors also changed 
with the new code: they can decide nor to prosecute cases with a fine or penalty up 
to three years in jail in case the suspect agrees to "fulfill cerrain commitments by 
which the harmful consequences of the crime will be reduced or annulled."62 Even 
though the new law came into effect with a one-year delay, public prosecutoriaJ 
teams were understaffed and investigation centers were not yet established at year's 
end. Head Public Prosecutor Marko Zvrlevski, Minister for Internal Affairs Gordana 
Jankulovska, and Minister for Justice Blerim Bedgeti were optimistic, claiming the 
new law will provide faster justice for the citizens of Macedonia.63 

Financial and quality management problems continued to plague the judiciary. 
The judicial budget was €29.6 million in 2013, with 80 percent of it allocated 
solely to pay the salaries of judges and administrative staff. The number of judges, 
however, was still about 50 percent higher than the rest of Europe compared to the 
size of the population.M The budget of the Academy for Judges and Prosecutors 
(AJP), which provides trainings and lifelong learning programs to members of rhe 
judiciary and prosecutors, decreased in 2013. Even though it is required by law for 
all new appointees to have graduated from AJP, the Judicial Council continued to 
ignore this requirement, appointing only 4 AJP graduates out of 39 new judges in 
2012 and only l out of 13 in the first half of 2013.65 Despite claims that there is a 
lack of qualified and well-trained judges and appointments are overly political, the 
director of AJP Aneta Arnaudovska was hopeful, stating in November that recent 
reforms contributed to an increasingly independent judiciary. She added that judges 
and prosecutors should be more "resistant ro politics.''66 

Corruption 
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Although nearly every government in independent Macedonia's history has claimed 
to prioritize the fight against corruption, graft remains widespread. Year after year, 
EU progress reports criticize the nontransparency of parry finance and general public 
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expendicures, ciring chese as significam problems. The governmem's response has 
been ad hoc, and 70 percem of respondems co Transparency lmernarional's 2013 
polling feel char corrupcion has eirher remained rhe same or worsened over rhe pasr 
two years.67 

For five years, Skopje 2014 has been a source of comroversy in Macedonia. 
Ir has been criricized for irs baroque archirecrure and rhe nacionalisric underrones 
evidem in rhe choice of srarues and monumems, buc rhe dominam complainc 
concerns rhe projecc's immense cosc, which many believe is connecred ro public 
procuremem fraud. When rhe projecr was launched in 2008, ir was projecred co 
cosr around €80 million.68 Ar a press conference in April 2013, che Minisrry of 
Culrure admirred char a coral of €207 million had been spenr on new buildings, 
monumems, and sculprures. However, NGOs esrimare char rhe governmenr has 
spem well over twice char amoum,69 and opposirion parries like SDSM insisr rhac 
rhe figure is closer co €1 billion. 

Upon his elecrion in March, rhe new mayor of Cemar municipaliry iniriared 
an audir co discover how rhe money being diverred from rhe scare budger co Cemar 
for rhe Skopje 2014 projecr was being spem. The firsr pare of reporr, published in 
Augusr, found €58 million of rhe funds rransferred from rhe cemral budger accoum 
co che municipalicy of Cenrar unaccoumed for. In addicion, rhe review commission 
nored char che municipaliry had no righr co approve monumems of narional 
significance; such decisions could only be passed by parliamem under Arricle 3 of 
rhe Law on Memorials and Monumems.7° In November, rhe commission published 
irs final reporr, which concluded char uncompecicive bidding procedures, cosr 
overruns, lack of qualiry comrol, and ocher irregulariries had cosr raxpayers ac lease 
€8 million.71 VMRO-DPMNE dismissed rhe reporr as biased. 

Problems wirh rule of law and corrupcion were criricized in rhe annual EU 
progress reporr as well. The reporr concluded char corrupcion remained a "serious 
problem," especially in rhe areas of public procuremenr and policical parry funding. 
Even rhough rhe legal framework was broughr imo line wich European legislarion 
in che pasr several years, implemenracion is scill lagging behind. Maximum penalries 
wirh a decerrem effecr are rarely used, and che courrs' capaciry in prosecuring 
corruprion cases needs significam improvemem. Imernal comrols againsr corrupcive 
behavior in scare and public adminisrration are poor and need ro be overhauled.72 

Lack of rransparency in public procuremem cominued co pose a significam 
problem in 2013. According ro a reporc by rhe Cemer for Civil Communicacions, a 
Skopje-based NGO, every fourrh public procuremenr comracc was concluded wich 
only one company parricipacing in rhe bidding process. Addirionally, inscirurions 
avoided disclosing im portanr informarion abouc rhe bids, and even rho ugh e-auccion 
is mandarory in Macedonia, such auccions were nor organized in 38 percem of che 
monirored procuremems. Tenders were ofren annulled, and in rhe firsc quarrer of 
2013, comracrs worrh abour €11 million were signed wirhouc prior calls for bids.73 

There were some posicive improvements, however. According ro che May 
reporr of rhe Group of Sraces againsc Corruprion (GRECO), Macedonia had made 
progress in implememing GRECO's recommendacions from 2012; 35 our of 44 
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recommendations had been fully implemenced, 6 were implemenced partially, and 3 
remained unimplemenced.74 A survey by Brima Gallup published in Occober found 
rhe perception of corruption is lowest in Macedonia (67 percenc) and Moncenegro 
(50 percenc) in the Balkans; a Transparency Incernacional (TI) report concluded rhac 
rhe percentage of people admitting co have paid a bribe in che past 12 months dropped 
by 4 percentage points co 17 percent, compared co 2010.75 Scill, Transparency's global 
corruption barometer showed a one-point increase in perceived corruption for 2013. 

Reporting corruption, however, is still a taboo in practice. Hodines for reporcing 
bribery and corruption are dead, according co a survey published by the Center for 
Investigative Journalism SCOOP Macedonia in May. The survey showed char very few 
people reported any cases on che telephone lines sec up by che governmenc in 2007, 
and hoclines operated by scare institutions were even less used.76 The SCOOP survey, 
however, revealed char citizens do report corruption on hoclines operated by NGOs; 
chey mostly complained of corrupt behavior in municipalities, law enforcement, the 
real estate marker, rax corruption, ere. 77 A new initiative by USAID launched on 18 
September aims to support civil society organizations and improve che incegrity and 
accouncability of scare institutions. The program includes several innovative methods, 
including che Corruption Monitoring System (CMS), which will help gather derailed 
information about the types, levels, and trends of corruprion.78 
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Moldova 
by Sergiu Miscoiu 

Capital: Chi§inau 
Population: 3.6 million 

GNI!capita, PPP: US$3,630 

Source: The data above are drawn from the World Bank's \florid Development Indicators 2014. 

Nations in Transit Ratings and Averaged Scores 
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""" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ OJ 

Electoral Process 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Civil Society 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 

Independent Media 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.50 S.75 5.75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 

National Democratic 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 

Governance 

Local Democratic 
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 

Governance 

Judicial Framework 
4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.75 

and Independence 

Corruption 6.25 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.75 5.75 

Democracy Score 5.07 4.96 4.96 5.00 5.07 5.14 4.96 4.89 4.82 4.86 

NOTE: The ratings reflect the consensus of Freedom House, its academic advisers, and the author(s) of this 
report. 1he opinions expressed in this reporr are those of the author(s). The ratings are based on a scale of 1 IO 7, 
with 1 representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 che lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of ratings for the categories trJcked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A 
fter a stable and promising year in 2012, Moldova was shaken in the 
first half of 2013 by political scandal and turmoil that culminated in the 
collapse of the coalition government led by Vlad Filat of the center-right 

Liberal Democratic Party of Moldova (PLDM) and the threat of early elections. 
Parliament lacked a ruling majority between February and May, and the opposition 
Communist Party of the Republic of Moldova (PCRM) appeared likely to return 
to government if elections were held. Faced with the possibility that Moldova's 
pro-European orientation could be reversed, the PLDM repaired its rift with the 
Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) and joined with a splinter faction of their 
former coalition partner to reconfigure a majority and confirm a new government 
led by the more politically neutral Iurie Leancii, previously the minister of foreign 
affairs. 

Despite the political crisis early in the year, the Moldovan authorities continued 
to work toward the ruling parties' main objective of strengthening ties to the 
European Union (EU). Their efforts bore fruit at a summit in Vilnius in November, 
when Moldova initialed an EU Association Agreement and a related trade pact. 
In addition, the country concluded the implementation of an action plan for visa 
liberalization, and the European Commission recommended that Moldovans be 
granted visa-free travel in 2014. Meanwhile, however, the so-called 5+2 talks on 
a resolution of the status of Transnistria remained at a relative standstill, as Russia 
became increasingly aggressive toward former Soviet states seeking closer links with 
the EU. 

National Democratic Governance. The governmental crisis that pushed Moldova 
to the verge of early elections highlighted the fragility of the political system, the 
degree of endemic corruption, and the reach of informal networks of overlapping 
political, financial, and judicial interests. However, the crisis, during which Filat 
acted as caretaker prime minister for almost three months, was finally resolved in a 
consensual manner through the recreation of the incumbent coalition, with some 
alterations. Because of this fairly orderly outcome and the government's technical 
achievements linked to European integration, Moldova's rating for democratic 
governance remains unchanged at 5. 00. 

Electoral Process. There were no national elections in 2013, though several local 
elections with no national impact were successfully organized, and their results 
were not contested by political parties or civil society. The spring coalition crisis 
prompted the parliamentary parties to pursue rival amendments to the electoral 
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code in view of the expected early elections, which ultimately did not take place. 
After the new majoricy coalition was formed, most of these amendments were 
reversed or withdrawn. Moldova's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 4.00. 

Civil Society. After 2012 improvements in the participation of civil sociecy 
representatives in decision-making and monitoring processes, especially through 
their inclusion in the Antidiscrimination Council and the National Integrity 
Commission, there were no significant legislative developments concerning 
the civil society sector in 2013. During this year, the most active organizations 
continued to monitor the performance of public institutions and to campaign 
against abuses, corruption, and discrimination, raising public and sometimes 
international awareness of these issues. Overall, however, the impact of civil society 
on governmental decisions has been limited. Moldova's civil society rating remains 
unchanged at 3.25. 

Independent Media. The Moldovan media continued to develop in 2013, as 
several new radio and television stations were licensed to broadcast. While there 
were no significant legislative changes, journalists continued to complain of 
dependence on media owners who have specific political orientations, leading 
to partisan coverage of public affairs. Moldova's independent media rating remains 
unchanged at 5.00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Control over the allocation of resources for local 
administrative units and the reassignment of revenue from local taxes were key 
concerns of both the local and the central administrations during 2013. Numerous 
villages, towns, and cities are controlled by the opposition PCRM, which made 
decentralization part of its strategy for resisting the pro-European government. 
Parliament adopted a law char increased local financial autonomy, stipulating that 
villages and small towns could retain 75 percent of the income from local taxes, while 
the higher-level counties and large municipalities would hold 25 percent and 50 
percent, respectively, though the measure's application would remain experimental 
and rescricted to four regions in 2014. Moldova's local democratic governance rating 
remains unchanged at 5.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The government continued to pursue 
its reform strategy for justice during 2013. There have been some improvements 
in both the legal framework and its implementation. However, rhe scandal chat 
erupted at the beginning of the year and led to the dissolution of the coalition 
government revealed informal connections between the top officials of che judiciary 
and powerful figures in the business and political world. Some implicated individuals 
were forced to resign from their positions in the justice system, but many others 
remained in office. Moldova's judicial framework and independence rating declines 
from 4.50 to 4.75. 
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Corruption. In December 2013, Moldova finally adopted an extensive anticorrup
tion package, a move that was strongly advised by the European Commission 
and other international monitoring agencies. However, the components would 
not come into force until 2014, and there were no tangible improvements in the 
state of corruption during the year. The public continued to perceive a high degree 
of corm ption among government officials, 1 and there have been few successful 
prosecutions of prominent figures to date, though a number of allegations were 
raised for partisan reasons during the 2013 political crisis. Moldova's corruption 
rating remains unchanged at 5.75. 

Outlook for 2014. Moldova is scheduled to hold legislative elections in November 
2014. The electoral year will most certainly be marked by competition between 
the pro-European coalition parties and the PCRM, as well as among the coalition 
parties themselves, as each will seek to gain the leadership of the bloc and the right 
to nominate the next prime minister. 

Moldova's democratic future depends on the results of the 2014 elections. If 
the PCRM were able to form a majority, it would step back from the current pro
European path and reorient the country toward Russia, possibly by moving to join 
the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union. The current crisis in Ukraine will further 
encourage separatist actions by Transnistria and its repeated requests to be annexed 
by Russia. If relations with Russia deteriorate because of the Transnistrian dispute 
and Moldova's EU integration process, Moldova could face further retaliation, such 
as commercial sanctions or higher effective prices for Russian gas. 

Even if the processes of democratization and institutional consolidation 
continue steadily after Moldova's planned formal signature of the EU Association 
Agreement in June 2014, there will be a major risk of populist reversals, as all 
the major parties are searching for ways to secure their positions and win more 
mandates in the elections. Unexpected changes to the electoral code are also 
probable, despite the Venice Commission's admonitions against amendments less 
than one year before an election. 
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MAIN REPORT 

National Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 6.00 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.50 ------·--·-·----- -------· --- ~----~ 

Afcer a period of policical stabilization following che much delayed eleccion 
of Nicolae Timofei as presidenc of Moldova in March 2012, the country began 
2013 wich a new and unexpected political crisis. In January 2013, che leader of 
the Ami-Mafia Movement, Sergiu Mocanu, revealed a December 2012 incident 
in which a businessman, Sorin Paciu, was accidencally shoe and killed during a 
hunting excursion in a national park. The evenc, lacer dubbed the "Lords' Hunt" 
by che press,2 had inicially been hidden from the public because several prominent 
politicians, businessmen, and judicial officials cook pare in che illegal hum, including 
Prosecutor General VaJeriu Zubco. Gheorghe Cre~u, che vice president of the Courc 
of Appeals, was ultimately charged with firing the fatal shor. Zubco was a nominee 
of the Democracic Parey of Moldova (PDM), pare of the governing three-party 
Alliance for European lncegracion 2 (AIE-2), and when he was forced to resign 
lacer in January, che coalicion members clashed over his replacement. In February, 
Prime Minister Vlad Filat of the Liberal Democratic Parey of Moldova (PLDM) 
renounced che agreement chat formed the basis of his party's alliance with the PDM 
and cheir junior parmer, the Liberal Parey (PL), accusing chem of corruption and 
the policical capcure of judic:ial offices. 

Consequemly, between February and mid-May, there was no governing 
majority, and each parry allied with ochers in accordance wich ics immediate imeresrs. 
For example, the PLDM and rhe opposicion Communise Party of rhe Republic of 
Moldova (PCRM), which sought co exploic the divisions among che AIE-2 pareies, 
voted together in February co dismiss wealchy businessman and PDM power broker 
Vladimir Plahomiuc as first deputy speaker of Parliamem. By rhe end of February, 
chere were negociations between the PDM, rhe PL, che small Socialist Parry, some 
independem members of Parliamem (MPs), and che PCRM on removing the 
Filar government. The voce of no confidence cook place on 5 March, and che Filat 
government was ousced wich 54 votes in che I 0 I-sear chamber, of which 34 came 
from the PCRM. The 12 PL MPs did noc pareicipace in rhe procedure in the end. 

Two momhs of biner negociations and mucual rhreacs of early eleccions 
followed . On 10 April, in an anempc co reconsricure che AIE-2 majority, Presidem 
Timofei reappoimed Vlad Filar as prime minister, buc in a controversial decision 
che Conscicurional Court declared chis nomination unconscicucional.3 The court 
scared chac Filac was unable to exerc:ise his mandate because his governmem had 
been dismissed over accusations of corruption againsc several of his miniscers. Three 
days lacer, Filar made a final move in his war wich the Democrars; with rhe help of 
che PCRM, his parry dismissed PDM leader Marian Lupu as speaker of Parliamem. 
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The only remaining opcion for avoiding che early eleccions soughc by che 
PCIUvf was co convince Filac co wichdraw and co configure a majoricy around a more 

moderace policical figure from his pacey, which remained che largesc pro-European 

parliamentary faccion. On 25 April, Presidenc Timofei designaced [urie Leandi, 

chen che miniscer of foreign affairs and European incegracion, as che new prime 

miniscer. After a forcnighc filled wich difficulcies and hesicacion, during which che 
PLDM voced masc often wich che PCIUvf, che negociacions for creacing a majoricy 

wichouc che Communises cook a posicive cum. An agreemenc for a new Coalicion 

for Pro-European Governance (CEG) was signed on 30 May by che PLDM, che 
PDM, and a breakaway fu.ccion of seven PL members who lacer formed che Liberal 

Reformisc Parcy (PLR). Also chac day, lgor Corman of che PDM was elecced as che 

new Parliamenc speaker, and che new CEG governmenc won a confidence voce wich 

supporc from 58 MPs. 
Upsec by chis rescoracion of che pro-European coalicion, che PCIUvf began a long 

series of parliamencary and screec procescs, including Sepcember demonscracions chac 
Communise leader Vladimir Voronin said would iniciace a "Velvec Revolucion."4 [n 

spice of all cheir efforcs and Moscow's unofficial buc effeccive supporc, che PCIUvf 
and ocher allied groups failed co prevenc Moldova from inicialing che EU Associacion 
Agreemenc ac che Vilnius summic in November 2013. 

Moldovan and EU policymakers expressed hope chac improved crade cies and 
che ancicipaced visa-liberalizacion regime in 2014 would make unicy more amaccive 

co residencs ofTransniscria, buc che pro-Russian separacisc auchoricies cook a number 

of provocacive accions in 2013 chac dimmed prospeccs for any subscancive progress 
on a resolucion of che long-scanding dispuce. The so-called 5+2 negociacions
consiscing of Moldova and Transniscria, wich Russia, Ukraine, and che Organizacion 

for Securicy and Cooperacion in Europe (OSCE) as mediacors, and che EU and che 

Uniced Scaces as observers-were largely confined in praccice co cechnical maccers 

relaced co freedom of movemenc for people and goods. During che firsc half of 

che year, che discussions were hampered by che lack of governmencal scabilicy in 
Chi~inau, buc also by an April incidenc in which Transniscrian officials accempced 
co inscall new checkpoincs on cerricory concrolled by che Moldovan governmenc,~ 
and a June decree by Transniscrian presidenc Yevgeniy Shevchuk chac sec a "scace 
bordertt encompassing discriccs currencly under Moldovan jurisdiccion. During che 

second half of che year, che Transniscria issue was caughc up in che heighcened 

censions surrounding che Vilnius summic and parcicularly che erupcion of procescs 

in Ukraine againsc Presidenc Vikcor Yanukovych, who had abruptly canceled plans 

co inicial an EU agreemenc for his coumry. During chis period, che auchoricies in 

Tiraspol radicalized cheir separatisc discourse and made moves co advance their 
long-scanding goal of union wich che Russian Federation. Meanwhile, policicians 

in Moldova's auconomous Gagauzia region who also opposed the country's pro
European oriencacion threatened co hold referendums on whether co sign che EU 
pace, join the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union, or even pursue independence. 
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There were no parliamentary, presidenrial, or nacionwide local elecrions in 2013. 
The nexr parliamenrary balloring was scheduled for rhe fall of 2014, bur rhe 
dissolurion of rhe ruling AIE-2 coalirion in February 2013 and rhe conrenrious 
negoriarions on a new parliamenrary majoriry led rhe main parries ro prepare for 
rhe possibiliry of early elecrions. 

In April , in spire of the fall of rhe Filar governmenr, rhe rhree former coalirion 
parries-rhe PDM, rhe PLDM, and rhe PL-adopted a change ro rhe elecroral 
code rhat was inrended ro give rhem an advanrage. Instead of rhe closed-lisr 
proportional electoral system, they insciruted a hybrid syscem in which 51 deputies 
would srill be elected through proportional representation in a single national 
consrituency, while 50 depuries would be elected in uninominal consriruencies in 
a two-round majoritarian competition. As the PCRM has few strongholds where 
ir could obtain an absolute majority-partly because rhe Rus.~ophone popularion, 
which rradirionally vores Communist, is scattered across Moldova-the parry 
appealed ro the Consrirutional Court to block the new code. However, the petition 
was rejecred, and rhe new system was ser to be applied for the next parliamentary 
elections. 

Less than two weeks later, the conflict between rhe PLDM and the PDM 
intensified when Filar's nomination as prime minisrer was declared unconstitutional 
and Lupu was dismissed as Parliament speaker wirh PLDM vores. This led ro a 
tactical rapprochement between the PLDM and the PCRM. Although they held 
opposite views on national policy, they shared an interest in further manipulation 
of rhe elecroral code. Consequently, in early May, the two parties used rheir 
combined vores ro annul rhe newly adopted hybrid system and rerurn ro rhe 
narional-proporrional voring arrangement. They also withdrew two provisions 
introduced in 20 I 0 thar were seen as favorable to the pro-European parties: the 
ability of universiry students to vore in whatever polling stations they preferred, 
and the right of polling places for Moldovans living abroad to extend voring after 
9 p.m. in case of an excess of voters. In addition, the PCRM-PLDM majority 
reinstated the righr of Soviet passporr holders ro vote, and increased the electoral 
threshold for individual parties to win representation from 4 percenr ro 6 percent. 
As all rhese changes appeared co favor the Communists much more rhan rhe Liberal 
Democrats, the PLR and PDM accused rhe PLDM of "treason."6 Under heavy 
pressure from its CEG allies and pro-European public opinion, the PLDM later 
agreed ro reverse some of rhe May changes. It was only in July, more rhan six weeks 
after the reconfigurarion of the pro-European coalition, that some of the PCRM
PLDM amendments were canceled, though rhe hybrid electoral system introduced 
in April was nor reinstated, and the higher electoral threshold remained in place. 

A series of isolated local elecrions rook place in May 2013, in municipalities and 
villages from different regions. While the results were nor narionally represenrative, 
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they suggested overall gains for the PDM at the expense of rhe PCRM and, to a 
lesser exrem, che PLDM. No notable irregularities were reporced, but the degree of 
competitiveness in such elections rends to be rather low, and rhe results are often 
predictable. 

Civil Society 
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Moldovan civil society can be described as increasingly diverse and active. During 
rhe last 10 years, the country's nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and 
chink tanks have developed considerably, thanks in large pare co support from 
international donors. In 2013, the seccor was still dependent on foreign support for 
more than 80 percent of its funding. The 2012-15 Strategy for che Development 
of the Civil Society, which was unanimously adopted by Parliament in 2012 and 
applied for its firsr full year in 2013, attempted to address this problem. Among 
other measures, lawmakers in December 2013 passed legislation char would allow 
citizens co redirect 2 percent of their income rax payments co an NGO of their 
choice. The system was due co be implemented in 2014. 

Most Moldovan NGOs are concentrated in Chi~iniiu, where they have much 
more numerous and effective opportunities to express rheir opinions and lobby 
the government. Nevertheless, during 2013, some local initiative groups developed 
in small cowns and villages, having succeeded in accessing special international 
financing dedicaced co che improvement of civil society outside major urban centers. 

Moldova's political culture continues to operate according co che conviction 
thac decision making is the business of the governing politicians. Consequently, 
the impact of civil society organizations on the creation of public policy remains 
rather limited. However, inclusion of NGOs in the legislative process is gradually 
improving. They have been particularly active in the field of anricorruption, and 
played a significant role in the drafting of the December 2013 anricorruprion 
package. 

Some federations of organizations, such as che NGO Council,7 have 
contributed to the nascent effort to increase NGO activity outside Chi~iniiu and 
to the development of civil society participation in policymaking. In 2013, the 
council was actively involved in criticizing two important bills--0ne concerning 
wacerborne cransporcacion, which was faulred for provisions char could have a 
negative ecological impact, and one concerning the College of Medical Doctors, 
which the council said was adopted in a nontransparent process. 

By che end of the year, numerous NGOs had publicly expressed their solidarity 
with Ukrainian civil society as the Yanukovych administration violently suppressed 
pro-EU protests. With some exceptions, Moldovan civil society groups proved to 

be democratic and pro-European. Romania, an EU member state that shares a 
common language with most Moldovans, has been a major proponent of Moldova's 
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European incegracion, and cooperacion becween Moldovan and Romanian NGOs 
increased during 2013. A round cable involving all che major governmencal and 
nongovernmencal accors was organized in December 2013 co discuss spending 
plans for a €600,000 donation by Romania for che developmenc of Moldovan civil 
sociecy. During che meecing, represencacives of che Romanian Cencer for European 
Policies (CRPE) presenced a policy paper calling for che qeacion of a Romanian
Moldovan Developmenc Fund. 

Independent Media 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

5.00 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 5.75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 
-·- _, __ ,,,.ri_,,_, 

··-- ___________ .... _ 
The media landscape concinued co grow more dynamic and diverse in 2013, chough 
chere were no major changes in legislation or ownership srrucrures. According co 
a survey by che lnsciruce for Public Policies, celevision remained boch che mosc 
frequencly used and rhe mosc crusced source of informacion for a majoriry of 
Moldovans (87 percent and 61 percenc, respeccively), followed discancly by che 
inrerner and radio.8 The use of the imernet as a source of credible informacion 
continued co expand at che expense of che prim seccor, whose readership declined 
furcher. Among celevision scacions, che leaders in cerms of audience and public cruse 
were Prime TV, owned by Plahocniuc of che PDM; Moldova I , che main stacion of 
che public broadcascer Teleradio Moldova (TRM); Pro TV, che Moldovan station 
of a Romania-based group owned by che Cencral European Media Encerprises 
(CME) conglomerace; Jumal TV; Publika TV, inicially owned by che Bucharest
based group Realicacea-Ca1avencu and now concrolled by Plahocniuc; TVf; and 2 
Plus, also owned by Plahocniuc. 

In 2013, che Audiovisual Coordinating Council (CCA), che councry's 
broadcast media regulacor, issued 13 new television broadcascing licenses. The pro
Communisc scation NIT, which had its license withdrawn for politically biased 
reporting in 2012 and sued the CCA co get it back, lose a final appeal in che case 
in May 2013, though it planned co pursue a complainc with the European Court 
of Human Rights (ECHR). Meanwhile, the NIT editorial ceam-including the 
PCRM MP Constantin Staci~, who hosced one of rhe scation's most popular 
policical programs--joined Accenc TV, a station rhar had recently been taken over 
by che Russian company Volga-Export.9 

The CCA has been sued for other controversial decisions. In 2013, it decided 
to seek a settlement in a pending ECHR case over its 2008 suspension of one of the 
frequencies of Romanian Television (TVR), Romania's public broadcaster, despite a 
conrract rhar granced the license co TVR from 2006 ro 2011. Also during che year, 
rhe CCA faced a rrial regarding its decision co require radio broadcasters co devote 
ar leasr 30 percenc of their programming co locally produced concenc. The measure, 
meanr ro protecr the "cultural-linguistic national patrimony," was severely criticized 
by radio companies, which sued the CCA but lost in the courc of firsc inscancc. 10 
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TRM: continued to suffer from major organizational and financial problems in 
2013. Like other state-owned media companies in Europe, TRM: is split between 
two conflicting objectives: to gain more revenue by expanding its audience and to 
maintain the qualitative standards of the public broadcasting service. In an effort to 
rationalize its expenses, the broadcaster decided to change its employees' contracts 
from continuous to fixed-term agreements. In 2013, the labor union mobilized 
in such a way that the decision was finally wichdrawn. 11 Separately, an open 
competition for the nomination of the head of the television news department-a 
particularly influential position given the coming national elections-proved to be 
exceedingly complicated, with vocal contestations at each phase of the procedure 
and with a court decision to annul the designation of Vicalie Gufu as the winner. 
Such disputes are also common at Teleradio Gagauzia. 

Parliament in 2013 adopted a series of changes to the penal code chat included 
the criminalization of aces of censorship and deterrence of the activities of mass 
media. The law stipulates specific offenses and assigns corresponding punishments 
to the perpetrators, including temporary bans on holding public office. 

Also during the year, the PLDM initiated a bill designed to make ownership 
of media outlets more transparent by enlarging the definition of media ownership 
and stipulating conflicts of interest more precisely.12 The bill received positive 
recommendations from the parliamentary committees, but it had yet to be adopted 
at year's end. 

Several acts of aggression against reporters took place in 2013. The main 
objective was to discourage or intimidate the journalists. For example, both Voronin, 
the PCRM: leader, 13 and Mihai Ghimpu, leader of the PL, 14 frequently argue chat the 
press mistreats chem and react by insulting and threatening journalists. Moreover, 
the head of the Supreme Court, Mihai Poalelungi, stated in a September interview 
that he would make every effort to recriminalize libel and defamation, claiming 
that he had repeatedly been abused by the press.15 The Centre fur Independent 
Journalism provides Moldovan press workers with legal aid in the event oflawsuits 
and other abuses. 

Conditions for the media remain far worse in Transniscria. In May 2013, several 
websites and biogs were shut down by the separatist authorities in an effort to 
eliminate any media that deviated from official propaganda. According to President 
Shevchuk, all websites that conduct journalistic activities and are not registered 
as news media should be closed. After the government action, only one site, the 
fairly moderate Dispur, registered as a mass media institution. The authorities also 
prepared a draft law that further limited the freedom of the media and imposed 
strict regulations on journalists in relation to their editorial supervisors. By the end 
of the year, new rules for the accreditation of the foreign press had been enacted, 
making the process even more onerous and underscoring the fact chat foreign 
journalists are not welcome in Transnistria. 
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Local Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 

Moldova has a three-tiered administrative structure. The smallest units are the towns 

(ortl{e) and villages (sate), with mayors and local councils chat are direccly elected by 
residents. The second level, which features its own elected government ins1itutions, is 
made up of counties (raioane), the city of Chi?inau, the Autonomous Territorial Unit 
of Gagauzia, and Transniscria. Since 2012, the city of Bal\i has also had the status of a 
municipality with greater autonomy. The Moldovan authorities have not had effective 
control over the separatist region ofTransnistria since the 1992 armed conflict. 

Moldova has been undergoing a process of decentralization since 2010. However, 

as numerous reports indicate, decentralization without proper empowerment and 
accountability can lead to inefficient and corrupt local administrations. The two 
main problems of local government in the country remain underfinancing and 
endemic corruption. In 2013, the National Anticorruption Centre (CNA) opened 
several cases against public servants at the local level. CNA prosecutors estimared 
chat their activity would increase with rhe implementation of new financial 
decentralization measures chat will allow the local administrative uni rs to withhold 
and use larger shares of the taxes they collect. 

The public debate over the draft law on financial decentralization, which 
was mainly animated by the Congress of Local Authorities of Moldova (CALM), 
reflected two contradictory stances. 16 On one hand, some mayors and county 
presidents requested the acceleration of the adoption of the law, as it was supposed 
to increase not only their auronomy bur also their immediare control over rheir 
budgets. The opposition PCRM in parcicular sought co rake advantage of rhe 
proposed changes, as it controlled numerous local governments in rural areas and 
was eager to shifr power away from the national government. On the other hand, 
rhe local authorities were concerned about the new set of responsibilities that would 
inevitably come with financial decentralization. The experience of other countries 
in the region had shown rhar the administration of schools and hospitals with 
limited budgets and increasingly complex needs and expectations is a particularly 
daunting challenge for local governments. 

The bill on financial decentralization was finally adopted in November, bur its 
application would be only experimental in 2014; the law will fully apply in three 

coumies (Basarabeasca, Ocni\a, and Ra~cani) and in the capital city. Ultimately, the 
villages and towns will retain 75 percent of the income from their taxes on citizens' 
revenues, while the counties will hold 25 percent and the municipalities 50 percent. 
This discrepancy is due ro the fact that the local rural and small urban areas are 
confronted with the mass migration of their taxpayers to Western Europe, resulting 
in chronic underfinancing. Notably, the municipality of Chi~iniiu will suffer 
a decrease in revenue, as it received 55 percent of local revenues before the new 
law. 17 Many mayors pressed for universal application of the law to be accelerated, 
accusing MPs of crying to keep them in a stare of dependency during an elecroral 
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year. EU represenracives also recommended full implemenration. Ac year's end, 
Sweden decided to suspend its financial support for Moldova's decentralization ro 
emphasize its objections co rhe staggered process. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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According ro rhe consrirurion, rhe judiciary is independenr from rhe legislative and 
executive branches. However, as a recent report by rhe Incemarional Commission 
of Jurists and che Soros Foundacion-Moldova scates, Moldova inhericed rhe Soviet 
rradicion of judicial subordination co che execucive power, and further efforcs are 
still required ro guarantee judicial independence in practice.1x 

The "Lords' Hum" scandal of January 2013 implicated top represenracives of 
rhe judiciary, demonsrraring borh the informality of rhe connections between rhe 
courts and rhe business and political worlds and a lack of moral probity among 
chose involved in rhe affair; che participanrs remained silenr abouc the incidenr 
unril ir was revealed to rhe media rwo weeks lacer. Zubco, rhe prosecutor general, 
was initially one of rhe suspects in rhe fatal shooting, and rhe vice president of 
rhe Court of Appeals, Gheorghe Cre~u, was ultimately charged wirh rhe crime.19 

Boch men were forced ro resign, but rhe subsequent political infighting among the 
former AIE-2 parties exposed even more signs of policical influence in judicial and 
law enforcemenc bodies. 

For example, as rhe PLDM feuded wirh irs former coalition partners in February, 
rhe CNA-headed by a PDM-backed appointee-launched invesrigarions against 
a number of PLDM ministers and allies, and alleged wiretap recordings were leaked 
ro rhe media. In March and early April, Parliament approved new judges supported 
by che PDM and PL ro fill vacancies on the Consticurional Court. The court then 
ruled on 22 April rhar Filar could nor recurn as prime minister due ro rhe corruption 
allegations against his ministers. The PLDM in early May pushed through a bill 
chat would have allowed Parliament ro remove Conscicurional Court judges wich a 
supermajority vote, bur President Timofei blocked rhe measure. 

The process of choosing a replacement for Zubco as prosecutor general was 
similarly affected by political concerns. In mid-April, at a rime when rhe PLDM and 
PDM were arrempting ro repair their rife, Parliament appointed Corndiu Gurin. 
Alrhough he was seen as more of a rechnocrar rhan Zubco, he was accused by the 
PL of being politically biased and pro-Russian, as he had been a PCRM candidate 
in rhe 2005 parliamentary elections. Nevercheless, rhe PCRM vored against his 
nomination, arguing rhac he was too dependent on rhc governing parries. 

After rhe Consricurional Court rejected Filar's eligibility for rhe premiership 
and the conflict berween the PDM and rhe PLDM was renewed, rhe latter joined 
rhe PCRM in early May ro revoke Gurin's appointment on rhe grounds chat he 
had allegedly falsified his credentials and that rhere had been fraud in the counting 
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of lawmakers' votes in Favor of his nomination.20 Independent MP Sergiu Slrbu 
contested Gurin's removal at rhe Consrirucional Court, which decided a few days 

later that it was invalid. Gurin was consequencly reinstalled as prosecutor general. 

In cerms oflegislative reforms, there were some important steps forward during 
2013. After two years of consulcacion with NGO representatives, che government 
submicced a draft law governing che accivicies of che ombudsman. The bill was 

amended by Parliament in December to increase che required 5 years of experience 
co 20 years. This change was strongly concesred by rhe NGOs, which considered ic 

much coo rescriccive and asked President Timofri to send ic back co Parliament for 
rccxaminarion. 21 

Also during che year, che justice minister won passage through Parliament of a 
series oflimications on che immunity of judges. Under che new rules, che prosecutor 
would be able to initiate inquiries against judges, detain chem, and carry our searches 

wich a simple court mandate, as with all other suspects. The Supreme Court of 
Justice contested che new law ac che Constitutional Court, and in September the 
latter rejected some of che provisions, stipulating thac preventive measures could be 

raken against judges only wich che approval of che Supreme Council of Magimaces 
(CSM). However, it allowed che iniciacion of criminal invescigacions wichouc prior 
approval from the CSM.22 In keeping with this trend of diminishing impunity for 

judges, several investigations against judges were launched during the year, and 
more judges who were under invescigacion decided to resign in 2013 chan in 2012. 
Among ocher developments, a procedure for the professional reevaluation of judges 
began operating, and reforms of che prosecutor's office continued co progress. 

Ocher advancements included che implementation of an electronic system for 

the random disuibution of cases, the introduction of electronic notarizations, and 
che creation of special facilities for che interrogation of minors. 
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In 2013, che government continued co implement its amicorruption strategy by 
reinforcing existing institutions-especially the CNA, which intensified ics activity 
and developed ics regional offices. There have nevertheless been few convictions 
for corruption, and none concern top officials. The CNA's website enumerates and 
brieAy describes che cases ic invescigaced in 2013. Mose focus on customs officers, 
low-ranking public employees, low-profile lawyers, or hospital managers. Only two 
mayors were placed under investigation during che year.23 However, che prevailing 

public perception is thac Moldova is deeply corrupt at aU levels and chat major 
wrongdoing never results in real prosecutions and conviccions. Transparency 
lncernacional's 2013 Global Corrupcion Baromecer found thac 29 percent of 
respondents reported paying bribes during chc past year, a rare second only to 

Ukraine's among che European councries assessed.2-1 
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The CNA's policic.al neurralicy fell inco doubc during the 2013 policic.al crisis, as 
ic appeared to initiate cases targeting che PLDM in particular. The parcy responded 
in early May by passing legislacion, wich support from che PCRM, chac recurned 
concrol over the CNA co che government racher than Parliamenc. The director is 
co be appointed or dismissed on che prime miniscer's recommendacion, though 
incumbenc direccor Viorel Checraru remained in office ac year's end.25 

Aside from che "Lords' Hunc" affair, prominent corrupcion cases in 2013 
included a scandal involving the Banca de Economii (BEM). The scace-owned bank 
had been lefc financially vulnerable by extensive mismanagement and corrupcion. 
Jes former presidenc, Grigore Gacikevich, was placed under invescigacion for having 
illegally granted credics to several companies chac were allegedly connecced wich 
inffuencial policicians. W'hen the governmenc issued shares co privace investors 
and gave up majority control of the bank during che summer, BEM became the 
object of bi teer competition among local businessmen, cop policicians, and Russian 
companies.26 Separately, che government was criticized in Occober for an opaque, 
noncompetitive render chrough which ic granted a Russian firm a 49-year contract 
co operace che capical's airport. 

After consulcing domestic and incernational scakeholders, the justice miniscer 
in December secured che passage of an anticorrupcion package chat would allow the 
extended confiscacion of illegally acquired wealth, the use of neutral mechanisms 
for cescing the professional integrity of public servants (including polygraphs), and 
an increase in che lengch of bans on holding public positions for chose convicted for 
corruption, co a maximum of 15 years. All of chese measures were suggested eicher 
by the European Commission, the Council of Europe, or che U.S. Deparcmenc of 
Scace, and were subjecc to broad public consulcacion.27 

However, the package also tripled che wages of judges, drawing heavy criticism 
from journalises and che opposicion. Presidenc Timofei, a former magiscrace himself, 
was accused of using his influence co boost the income of judges, while the governing 
coalition was said to be buying che fucurc goodwill of che judges.28 Nevercheless, 
chis measure was also supported by international and European organizacions on 
che grounds chat grancing higher wages to magiscraces helps co reduce incentives for 
bribe caking.29 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I
n April 2013, Monrenegro provisionally closed its second negoriarion chaprer 
wirh rhe European Union (EU), moving closer co accession. In December 
2013, following rhe European Commission's progress reporr, five furrhcr acquis 

chaprers were opened. 
Monrenegro held ics second presidenrial elecrion as an independenr scare in 

April. lncumbenr presidenr Filip Vujanovic of che Democracic Parcy of Socialises 
(DPS) won by a narrow margin. The eleccion was complicared by che Consrirurional 
Courr's dismissal of a conscirurional challenge co Vujanovic's candidacy; rhe courr 
argued char rhe disconcinuicy in Monrenegro's legal scams during his firsr rerm-as 
che councry ended its union wich Serbia in 2006---allowed him co run for che rhird 
consecurive rime. 

The so-called Recording Affair-a scandal cenrered on leaked recordings of 
DPS meecings thar emerged in February--exposed rhe blurred boundaries becween 
che long-ruling party and rhe stare. The prosecucion and rhe parliamenc revealed 
cheir own weaknesses by failing co invesrigare and derermine responsibilicy for rhe 
abuse of srace resources suggesred in rhe recordings. In July, Moncenegro adopced 
consrirucional changes aimed ac enhancing the independence of che judiciary. 

National Democratic Governance. The governmenc made progress in che 
EU negociarion process in 2013. Negoriacions for five chaprers, including che 
demanding copies of rhe judiciary and rule of law, were formally opened on 
18 December 2013. The negoriacion process was fairly open co che public and 
srakeholders, and represencacives of Moncenegrin civil sociecy were included in all 
working groups. However, che adminiscrarive capacicy of governmenc inscicucions 
remains limired, and chere has been no significanc progress in public adminiscracion 
reform. The domesric polirical scene was scrongly shaken by a number of scandals. 
Disagreemenrs wirhin che ruling coalicion were frequenc on boch polirical and 
economic issues, bur che bloc did nor dissolve. Montenegro's rating far national 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Electoral Process. Vujanovic won che April 2013 presidencial eleccion wich 51.2 
percenc of che voce afrer overcoming che conscirurional challenge co his bid for a 
rhird cerm. Due co the narrow margin becween rhe cwo candidaces, both Vujanovic 
and opposicion candidace Miodrag Lekic proclaimed viccory before che publicacion 
of che official resulcs. Alchough incernarional observers noced thac che elecrion was, 
in principle, free and fair, rhe Recording Affair revealed char che ruling parry used 
scare resources-including offers of employmenc-co ensure loyalcy and mobilize 
vocers. Due co eleccoral auchoricies' poor handling of che Recording Affair, rhe lack 
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of clarity in che country's laws regarding term limics, and the prevalence of personal 
rather than programmatic issues in the campaign, Montenegro's rating for electoral 
process declines from 3.25 to 3.50. 

Civil Society. Montenegro has a diverse civil society with influential nongovern
mental organizarions (NGOs) thar neverrheless struggle to maintain a strong 
presence in some parts of the country and meaningful activity on certain issues. 
Cooperation berween the government and NGOs had been improving, and 
various legislative proposals in 2013 aimed to further chis collaboration. NGO 
representatives were included in all working groups for the negotiation of the EU 
acquis chapcers. Financing remains the biggest challenge for civil society, as most 
small NG Os rely on public funding, which decreased in 2013 for the fourth year in 
a row. Montenegro's ratingfor civil society remains unchanged at 2.75. 

Independent Media. The number of physical attacks against journalists increased 
in the second half of2013. Many past cases remain unsolved, and a commission to 

address rhe authorities' poor handling of threats to and violence against journalists 
was established in December. Media self-regulation and professionalism are ac a 
low level, particularly regarding personal daca proceccion. The media environment 
is marked by political divisions. Coverage of the presidential election was generally 
fair, rhough srate media consistently reporced on che activities of government 
officials, blurring the line between the state. and the ruling party. Online media 
are proliferating as internet use rises. Editorial boards often fail to curate comment 
sections to remove hate speech and discriminatory or defamatory language. 
Montenegro's rating for independent media remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. Local governments in Montenegro continued to 

face numerous problems in 2013, ranging from a lack of transparency to structural 
challenges and financial difficulties. A new municipality was formally established in 
northern Montenegro in May. Local elections in Cetinje, Mojkovac, and Pemjica 
were held in November 2013. The DPS won absolute majorities in Cetinje and 
Mojkovac, while in Pemjica it formed a coalition with che Bosniak Party. Due to 
numerous difficulties in the functioning of local governments and the authorities' 
lack of commitment to implement necessary reforms, Montenegro's rating for local 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The government made progress on 
judicial reform in 2013; constitutional changes were adopted in July to increase the 
integrity and accountability of che judiciary. However, the amendments fell short 
of ensuring complete independence for the branch, as indicated by the process for 
election of judges to the Constitutional Court. The allocation of state funds to cover 
the salaries of magistrates and the underfunding of the prosecution contributed to 

the inefficiency of the system. The case backlog has been reduced, but efficiency 
remained a problem. Little progress was made in prosecuting war crimes cases in 
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2013, and public confidence in the judiciary continued to decline. Montenegro's 
rating.fin judicial.framework and independence remains unchanged at 4.00. 

Corruption. Pervasive corruption cominues to be one of the key challenges for 
Montenegro's democratization. The policy framework for fighcing corruption 
improved with the adoption of new action plans. However, allegations of serious 
abuse of scare resources remain commonplace, and there was licrle progress in the 
prosecuting of corruption, especially in high-level cases. Law enforcemem bodies 
are understaffed and highly politicized. Due to poor results in fighcing corruption 
in practice, Montenegro's corruption rating remains unchanged at 5. 00. 

Outlook for 2014. In 2014, the government's top priorities will be EU accession 
talks and the economy---especially the management ofche deficit, the public debt, 
and che side effeccs of mismanaged privatizacions. Negotiations on EU-mandated 
reforms are expected to continue with chapters on public procurement (chapter 5); 
company law (chapcer 6); emerprise and industrial policy (chapcer 20); judiciary and 
fundamental righcs (chapcer 23); and justice, freedom, and securicy (chapter 24). 
The pace and scabilicy of chis process will depend on che governmem's commitmem 
to advancing rule of law and democratic reforms in general, as the country scill 
struggles with widespread corrupcion and weak inscirutions. The coming year is 
also expected co be a challenge for the governing coalicion because che ruling DPS 
and its junior partner, the Social Democratic Parry {SOP), increasingly diverge on 
political and economic goals. 
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During 2013, Montenegro made progress in meeting the criteria for European 

Union (EU) membership. However, the turbulence caused by domestic political 

developments triggered a crisis wichin the ruling coalition. These events were 

accompanied by strong pressure from the EU and the United Scaces co resolve 

allegations raised by the so-called Recording Affair (Ajera Snimak), in which leaked 

recordings of meetings among ruling party officials indicated serious abuses of scace 
resources. 1 Such issues shifted the focus from the advancement of the EU accession 

process toward domestic parry politics. 

The EU negotiations continued at a satisfactory pace. The governrnem 
formed working groups for another 15 chapters, in addition to the existing 18. 

Representatives of civil society were included in all negotiation working groups; of 
the cot al of l ,25 7 people engaged in the 33 groups, 381 were represencatives of civil 

society, including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), universities, business 
and trade associations, and other entities.2 

The government continued to work toward the fulfillment of benchmarks 

highlighted by the European Commission's screening of legislative alignment 

with the acquis. Afrer a provisional closure of chapter 25 (science and research) 
in December 2012, chapter 26 (education and culture) was opened and chen 
provisionally closed by April 2013. 

After including revisions called for by the European Commission and 
additional modifications, the government adopted the final version of the action 

plans for chapters 23 (judiciary and fundamental rights) and 24 (justice, freedom, 

and security) in September 2013. However, the first real test of the government's 

commitment to respecting the time limits provided in the action plans was the 

adoption of amendments to the constitution, accomplished at the end of July. 

The amendments, concerning appointment and dismissal procedures for senior 
judges and prosecutors, were a precondition for ensuring the independence of the 

judiciary. Negotiations on the acquis chapters 23 and 24, alongside three additional 
chapters,1 were opened in December 2013. 

The parliament adopted a resolution on European integration in December.;, 

The key issue during the preparation of the document was che parliamentary 
comminee for European integration's proposal that it should be given a veto right 

on the government's draft negotiating positions. The proposal did not win the 
support of the ruling Democratic Party of Socialists (DPS), but a compromise 

was reached whereby the government must comment within eight days if the 

committee opposes a negotiating position. 5 Even so, the role of the parliament in 
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the negotiation process has been limited to date due to its unclear responsibilities 
and powers, ill-defined channels of communication with the government, and poor 
use of oversight mechanisms. 

Other entities meant to supervise the government also lack capacity and 
influence. Although the president of the governing body of the State Audit 
Institution (SA!) was appointed in 2013, the senate is still missing one of its five 
members. The SA! has little financial independence; the funding allocated to the 
institution for 2014 was even lower than in the previous year's budget. Moreover, 
the SAi's annual report for 2012 noted that only 15 percent of its recommendations 
were actually carried our by the audit subjects. 

A new legal framework introducing merit-based procedures for recruitment 
and promotion in the civil service took effect in January. The reform improved 
the transparency of the hiring process, although the Recording Affair's revelations 
of partisan patronage regarding public-sector jobs cast doubt on the new law's 
implementation. 

Politicization of appointments in public administration became evident in 
the so-called "sealed resignations" affair where 148 deputy ministers and directors 
of agencies and public institutions were asked to submit their resignations to 
Prime Minister Milo Dukanovic immediately after the parliamentary elections 
of November 2012.6 The action had no grounding in the legislation on the 
employment of civil servants. 

In July, the government adopted a plan for the reorganization of the public 
sector, but the document was published only in November, and no substantial 
progress was made in the rationalization of the number of employees. Overall, 
reform of the public sector is poorly coordinated. The EU negotiation process has 
shown that the institutional capacities for implementing adopted legislation are 
insufficient. 

In August, the DPS's junior coalition partner, the Social Democratic Party 
(SOP), declined to vote for the government's proposal on a new loan to stabilize 
production at the Podgorica Aluminium Plant (KAP). In addition, the parliament 
in July rejecred government-backed laws on higher education, health care, and 
amnesties, as well as the report of the prosecutorial council. The minister of education 
withdrew the draft law on higher education due to the lack of parliamentary support 
and criticism from academics and NGOs. These defeats caused political turmoil 
and frequent debate about the legitimacy of the government's mandate. However, 
no steps were taken to hold early parliamentary elections. 

Two "pride parades" were organized in 2013 to promote the rights of LGBT 
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) people. The first event, in Budva, was 
organized on short notice in July. The second was held in Podgorica in October and 
was attended by Montenegro's minister for human and minority rights, the head 
of the EU delegation to the country, and other international representatives. Both 
events were accompanied by strong opposition from citizens, but despite a number 
of minor incidents and several injuries to participants and police officers, the parades 
marked a step forward in raising awareness of the importance of minority rights. 
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The police showed a high degree of professionalism in ensuring rhar che evencs 
proceeded as planned, and rhis was recognized by represenrarives of rhe diplomaric 
and consular corps in Monrenegro.7 

Electoral Process 
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While Monrenegro has been a mulriparcy democracy since 1990, rhe DPS has 
dominaced rhe counrry's polirical landscape. Eicher on its own or in coalirion wirh 
smaller and erhnic minoricy parries, rhe DPS has held power wirhour inrerruprion 
for 23 years. The eleccoral process, based on che 2007 consrirurion and rhe 2011 
Law on rhe Elecrion of Representatives and Council I ors, guarantees universal 
suffrage to all ci rizens aged 18 and older, wich voces casr by secret ballor under a 
proportional sysrem, and reserved sears for erhnic minoricy parties." Nevercheless, 
electoral legislarion and rhe elecroral process have significanr shorrcomings thar 
have rhe porenrial ro disrorr free and fair elections. 

The Law on Polirical Parry Financing was last amended in January 2012,, bur 
rhe legislation requires furrher improvement, especially regarding financial reporring 
and rhe excessively large allocations ro political parries from rhe state's budger. 10 

Following rhe conclusions of rhe parliamenr on rhe limiracions of Montenegro's 
electoral legislation in view of the recommendations of rhe Organization for 
Security and Cooperacion in Europe's Office for Democratic lnsrirurions and 
Human Righcs (OSCE/ODIHR) and the Council of Europe, a working group 
on rhe building of rrusr in rhe electoral process was established in July 2013. 11 In 
August and September, parliamentary commirrees began considering amendmenrs 
ro Montenegro's electoral legislation. 

On 7 April 2013, Montenegro held irs second presidential election since 
gaining independence in 2006. Vorers chose berween rwo candidares-incumbenr 
president Filip Vujanovic and rhe candidate of rhe opposition Democratic From 
(DF), Miodrag Lekic. 12 The DPS's long-standing coalition parmer, rhe SDP, brought 
a consrirurional challenge co VujanoviC's eligibilicy, revealing tension in rhe ruling 
coalition. Vujanovic had already served rwo terms, which is rhe maximum sripulared 
in rhe consrirurion. However, rhe Consrirurional Courr dismissed rhe challenge on 
the grounds rhar rhere was a disconrinuicy in rhe legal srarus of Monrenegro before 
and after independence, meaning VujanoviC's first term-which began in 2003-
did nor counr toward che rwo-rerm limit." 

A coral of 63.9 percent of regisrered vorers rurned our for the elecrion, and 
Vujanovic won narrowly, receiving 51.2 percent of rhe valid ballors. The number 
of invalid ballors (I 0,563) was more rhan rwice as high as in rhe 2008 presidential 
election (4,674). 14 

The election was monirored by rhe OSCE-ODIHR. In irs final reporc, che 
observer mission scared rhar "rhe campaign rook place in a comperirive environment, 
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wich respecc for fundamencal human righcs and freedoms." 15 However, che observers 
noced a number of shorccomings, including che misuse of public resources, weak 
campaign finance oversighc, and problems in che legal framework for che eleccions
specifically che legal residency requiremenc of 2 and 10 years co voce and scand in 
presidencia1 eleccions, respeccively. 

Allegacions of voce buying and che misuse of scace resources were especially 
prominenc during che eleccoral process, diminishing public confidence in che 
eleccions. The leaked macerial of che Recording Affair-firsc published in che 
opposicion-orienced daily Dan in February-was discussed excensively in che 
media. The cranscripcs revealed alleged efforcs by che DPS co reward loyaliscs wich 
public-seccor jobs and loans and co enlisc scace-owned companies in mobilizing 
progovernmenc vocers, among ocher abuses. 16 The case was referred co che scace 
prosecucor, who concluded chac chere were no legal grounds for pursuing criminal 
charges.17 Amid incernaciona1 pressure and opposicion chreacs co boycocc che April 
eleccion, che parliamenc escablished an inquiry commiccee, hue ic issued only a 
cechnical reporc concaining che opinion of each ofics members, wich no conclusions 
or recommendacions. 16 

Problems wich updaces co che eleccoral roll and vocer regiscracion were also 
reporced, and che OSCE/ODIHRobservacion mission called for a beccer regiscracion 
syscem co accuracely idencify deceased vocers and procecc personal daca.19 The issue of 
daca proceccion also emerged in che process of colleccing signacures for candidacies, 
as cicizens were allowed co sign che scacemenc of supporc for only one candidace 
and in from of policically appoinced eleccion officials. This has been assessed as a 
pocencial opponunicy for policical influence on vocers. 

As wich previous eleccions, che cone of che 2013 campaign was negacive. The 
incumbenc's campaign emphasized che need for concinuicy in governmenc in che 
concexc of che EU accession process, as well as LekiC's pasc opposicion co Moncenegro's 
independence, shifcing che focus of che debace back co divisions regarding nacional 
idencicy. Lekie's campaign focused on calls for a change in governmenc, che need co 
cackle corrupcion, and che DPS's monopoly on power and abuse of scace resources.20 

On 16 November 2013, local eleccions were held in che municipalicies of 
Cecinje, Mojkovac, and Pemjica. The DPS won absoluce majoricies in che local 
legislacures of Cecinje and Mojkovac while remaining one seac shore of an absoluce 
majoricy in che legislacure of Pemjica, where ic formed a governing coalicion wich 
che Bosniak Parcy.21 In chese eleccions, che DPS's nacional coalicion parmer, che 
SDP, ran separacely, again demonscracing che growing discance becween che two 
parcies. A number of shorccomings were noced ac che local eleccions, including 
problems wich che accuracy of eleccoral rolls, changes of personal daca, and mulciple 
encries for a single vocer.11 Several addiciona1 concroversies emerged regarding che 
DPS's suspecced voce buying in Cecinje and Pemjica, along che lines of che praccices 
alleged in che Recording Affair.23 Prosecucors had filed no charges in chese cases by 
year's end. 

On che whole, despice che cension wich ics coalicion parmer and some loss 
of vocer supporc in che presidencial eleccion, che DPS remained overwhelmingly 
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dominant in 2013. Its leader, Dukanovic, has held the presidency once and is 
currently serving his seventh cerm as prime miniscer, while Vujanovic is serving 
his rhird consecutive presidential rerm. This virtual monopoly on power enjoyed 
by rhe DPS can be arrribured ro rhe intimate coupling of the party and the stare. 
Ir opens up avenues for rhe parry ro exert pressure on voters in the preelecrion 
period by offering or rhrc:arening job securicy in exchange for loyalry. Ir also creates 
opportunities for rhe abuse of public resources to reinforce rhe party's position 
and denigrate opponents while promising various permits, business licenses, and 
patronage positions to key figures during elections. 

Civil Society 
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Montenegro has a strong framework for the establishment and functioning 
of NGOs and trade unions. However, during 2012 and 2013, the number of 
regiscered NGOs fell significanrly as a resulc of che 2011 Law on Nongovernmental 
Organizations, which required rhe NGOs to change rheir statures and reregisrer.24 

According to a Ministry oflnterior database, roughly 2,700 NGOs were registered 
ar rhe end of2013, compared wirh some 6,000 before rhe new law.25 The inabilicy 
of some NGOs to retain rheir legal status can be arrribured to rwo factors. First, 
rhe 2011 law helped to clarify rhe number of active NGOs because groups were 
forced to reregister, meaning inactive organizations simply dropped from the rolls. 
Second, as noted by NGO representatives, the Ministry of Interior did not do 
enough co inform affected organizations of rhe legislative changes. 26 

In terms of structure, the majoriry of NGOs in Montenegro are small and 
underdeveloped, wirh limited human, organizational, and financial resources. Ar 
rhe national level, there is a very small core of influential and long-standing NGOs, 
whose main areas of interest include human righrs, good governance, European 
integration, and marginalized groups. These organizations are often rhe ones 
involved in rhe adoption and monitoring of legislation. The sources of funding 
of rhe influential NGOs are commonly foreign, wirh most coming from rhe EU, 
while smaller NGOs rely on public financing, which is insufficient, inconsistent, 
and often allocated with a lack of transparency. 

In its October 2013 report, the European Commission noted that the role of 
civil sociecy actors has been enhanced, particularly regarding the rransparency of rhe 
work of rhe parliament.27 NGO representatives participate in several government 
advisory bodies and in all working groups for negotiating chapters of rhe EU acquis. 
A greater involvement of civil society actors has been recommended in rhe area of 
environmental protection. 28 

The council for cooperation between rhe government and NGOs held 
regular meetings rhroughour 2013. Following an iniriative of the council, the 
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governmenc has proposed che adopcion of an agreemenc on che cooperacion of che 
governmencs of the Wescern Balkans and Turkey wich che NGO seccor, aimed ac 
escablishing communicacion channels and enhancing collaboracion between NGOs 
and governmencs across che region. Adopcion of che documem was pending ac 
year's end. 

Becween lace 2012 and November 2013, a working group consiscing of 
represemacives of che governmenc and NGOs, escablished by che Miniscry of 
lmerior, drafced a scracegy for che developmem of che NGO seccor in Moncenegro 
in 2014-16. The working group held meecings and public debaces wich scakeholders 
throughout 2013, and che scracegy was formally adopced on 26 December 2013.29 

Despite some progress, cooperacion becween scace inscimcions and civil 
society remains uneven. The NGOs caking pare in che government's EU accession 
working groups are noc allowed co inform che public of cheir accivicies, as chis is 
che prerogative of che scace authorities (che chief negociacor, che negociacor for che 
particular cha peer, and che head of the working group). The council for cooperacion 
becween che government and NGOs is funded chrough che general secrecariac of che 
government and does noc have direccly allocaced funds from che scace's budgec. The 
office of che council has no inscicucional independence, as ic operaces as a unic of che 
general secrecariac. The 54 governmenc liaison officers responsible for cooperation 
wich NGOs are frequencly changed, and che descripcion of cheir duties is vague, 
which undermines consiscency in cooperacion. 

Financing-and especially access co public funds-remained a key problem for 
civil sociecy in 2013. While some bylaws escablishing applicacion criceria for NGOs 
wishing co receive money from che cemralized fund have been adopced, ochers are 
scill under consideracion. This implies chac public funds are scill discribuced in line 
wich che earlier praccice, which lacks cransparency. The public funding for NGOs 
has decreased consiscendy over che pasc four years, from €4.5 million in 2010 and 
2011, co €2.4 million in 2012, and € 1.5 million in 2013.30 The main source of 
public funds remains che loccery fund. In 2013, che governmenc conducced, for che 
firsc cime, an excernal audic of che projeccs financed chrough che loccery fund. The 
audir reporc revealed chac che majoriry of che NGOs followed che required financial 
procedures buc chac a few failed co do so. 

According co a March public opinion poll, public confidence in NGOs 
is improving, mosc likely due co increased NGO accivicies in che fields of EU 
incegracion, ancicorrupcion, and good governance. A tocal of 42.3 percenc of 
respondencs reporced confidence in NGOs, which is significantly higher than in 
Sepcember 2012, when che level of public confidence scood ac 34 percenc.31 

There are cwo main nacional crade unions: che Alliance of lndependenc Trade 
Unions and che Associacion of Free Trade Unions of Moncenegro. In early 2013, 
crade unions organized procescs againsc caxes incroduced chrough auscerity measures, 
buc cheir impacc was marginal.32 In July, che parliamenc adopced amendments co che 
law on crade union represencacion aimed at increasing cransparency,33 buc che labor 
law requires further enhancemenc co procecc againsc antiunion discrimination. The 
level of public cruse in crade unions is low. 34 
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Independent Media 
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The 2007 constirution, along wirh secondary lcgislarion, guarantees rhe freedom of 
rhe press. Defamation was decriminalized in 2011, which decreased the pressure on 
the media while increasing their responsibility for maintaining their own professional 
standards. Persistent problems include violence against journalists, court handling 
of media-related cases, frequent denial of free access ro information, manipulation 
of adverrising funds, and a lack of independence for regulatory bodies.3s 

In July 2013, the Law on Elecrronic Communications was adopted in order 
to align the legislarion of Montenegro with EU requirements.36 The law stipulates 
that the Agency for Electronic Communications and Postal Services (EKIP) 
should conrribure surpluses to the srare's budget until January 2016. Provisions 
requiring rhe Agency for Electronic Media (AEM) to do rhe same were adopted 
earlier in the year. However, rhe new legislation does not guarantee rhe inde
pendence of rhese rwo regularory bodies. The parliament may dismiss the head 
and members, using very vague crireria, if the agencies' financial and operational 
reports are nor approved. In September 2013, Montenegro adopted a strategy on 
cybersecu ri ry. 37 

Given the country's relatively small population, media sacuration is high. 
Montenegro has a national public broadcasrer with radio and television services 
(RTCG); 14 public and 38 privare radio stations wirh local coverage; 3 local public 
television services; and 18 private television broadcasting services, four of which 
have national reach.3M In addition, there are 5 daily newspapers, a news agency, 
and several online news portals. Vijesti is the counrry's largest media conglomerate, 
with a daily newspaper of the same name, an online news portal, and television 
srations. 

The Law on Media provides chat ouders receive public funds for science, culrure, 
education, production in minority languages, and service for people with impaired 
hearing and vision.3~ While the reports of rhe Commission for rhe Control of Stare 
Aid indicate no irregularities in the distribution of public funds to the media, NGO 
reporrs maintain char stare funds for advertising go disproporrionarely co particular 
media outlets, such as rhe scare-owned daily Pobjeda, which receives 89 percent of 
rhese funds.40 The private media chat are supported by the state through advertising 
are considered friendly toward the government. 

In November 2013, a media conference entirled "Word, Image, and Enemy" 
was held in Podgorica wirh rhe support of rhe Ministry of Culrure and rhe Minisrry 
of Human and Minoriry Rights. Media and journalises known to be critical of 
the governmenr were not invited, and local NGOs claimed chat rhe conference 
represented progovernmem propaganda and was aimed at inrimidaring citizens and 
discouraging dissenr.41 

Montenegro's media marker is polarized due ro political divisions. Coverage 
in the Pobjeda is favorable ro rhe government, while rhe privare Dan and Vijesti 
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are generally cricical of governmenc policy. Media self-regulacion mechanisms are 
weak. The Media Council for Self-Regulacion and che Self-Regulacory Local Press 
Council have rarely found violacions of che Code of Moncenegrin Journaliscs,42 

alchough NGOs have argued char such violacions are frequenc. 43 The daily Vijesti 
has established an ombudsman, while che daily Dan and weekly Monitor remain 
oucside sdf-regulacion.44 

The media also lack professionalism in dealing with personal daca. In June 
2013, various ouclecs published che names of casualcies in che crash of a Romanian 
bus in che Morafa canyon, drawing objections from boch che Romanian embassy 
and che Moncenegrin Personal Dara Proceccion Agency.45 

Accacks againsc and incimidacion of journalises remain a concern for 
Moncenegro. In Augusc 2013, a bomb exploded in the yard of a reporcer for Vijesti 
and Monitor, Tufik Sofcic.46 This was che second physical accack againsc Sofcic, who 
had published several arcides on the links between high-ranking Montenegrin 
officials and organized crime. On 26 December, an explosive device was deconaced 
under che office window of che chief execucive of Vijesti, Mihailo Jovovic.47 

Alchough che viccims received assurances char che cases would be solved, successful 
invescigacions and prosecutions of crimes against journalists have been an excepcion 
racher chan a rule. In Occober, following che parole of one of che perpetracors of a 
2012 accack on Vijesti journalise Olivera Lakic, che newly escablished media crade 
union organized procescs calling on che auchoricies co address unresolved cases of 
violence againsc reporcers. In December, che government escablished a commission 
char will reexamine such cases for omissions by the auchoricies. 48 

During che presidencial campaign, boch candidaces used free aircime on RTCG 
as well as paid advercising in nacional and local media. Scace-owned media provided 
equal free coverage of che two candidaces, hue chey also devoced excensive aircime 
co ocher government officials, blurring che lines between che scare and che ruling 
party.49 The OSCE's media monicoring reporc for che 2013 presidencial election 
noced char che scare-owned media favored che government's candidace, while privace 
ouclecs such as Dan and Vijesti favored che opposicion.50 

lncernet use is increasing. Governmenc surveys found char 56 percenc 
of households had incernec access in 2013, compared with 55 percenc in 2012 
and 51.4 percenc in 20 l l .51 Online media are becoming more imporcanc as a 
resulc. The online portals Vijesci, Portal Analicika, and Cafe del Moncenegro are 
among che masc popular nationally. Social media increasingly influence public 
opinion because chey are considered co be inclusive and more cransparenc chan 
tradicional ouclecs. However, they also risk becoming channels for hare speech and 
discriminacion. During 2013 online porcals feacured negacive commencs abouc 
minorities, particularly che LGBT community. Edicorial boards commonly refuse 
co accepc responsibilicy for che concenc posced in che commenc sections of cheir 
websices.52 
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There were no significant developments in efforcs co reorganize local governmencs, 
reduce che number of local public employees, or ensure financial suscainabiliry ac 
che local level during 2013. In May, amendmencs co che Law on che Terricorial 

Organizacion of Moncenegro were passed by rhe parliamenc wirh 55 our of 81 
vores.53 The changes granccd municipaliry scacus co Pemjica, leaving che councry 

wirh a coral of 22 municipalities, including rhe capical ciry of Podgorica-wirh irs 
cwo "urban municipal icy" subdivisions-and che hiscoric royal capical of Cecinje. 
A proposal co gram municipaliry scacus co a 23n1 unir, rhe small cown of Gusinje, 

was pending before rhe parliamenc ar year's end. Boch Pernjica and Gusinje are 
populaced moscly by Bosniaks. 

Mosr municipalicies concinue co scruggle wich weak invescmenc, poor financial 
managemenc, and bad governance. The syscem of public finance ac che local level 

is characcerized by decreased income, growrh of arrears, and large budgec deficics. 
By rhe end of 2013, rwo municipalicies, Budva and Plav, had nor adoprcd final 

budger reporrs for rhe year 2012. Certain municipalicies, such as Budva, Plav, and 
Kolasin, adopred rheir final budgec reporcs for 2011 in early 2013. The reasons for 
rhe delays are diverse, including violations of rhe terms and procedures of rhe local 
execurive aurhoriries, lack of inceresr of rhe members of rhe local parliamencs in 
budgerary issues, and shorrcomings in rhe legal framework char do nor promote 
budger transparency. Because of these problems, ir is impossible ro achieve a timely 
insight inco the cosc and implemencarion oflocal budgets. 

Local parliamencs continue co be inaccive, exercising poor oversighc over local 
executives. The capacity of members of the local parliamencs, cicizens, and NGOs 
co influence decision making ac che municipal level is limiced. As rhe exiscing accion 
plans co fight corruption expired in 2012, local governments were required co adopc 
new plans by rhe end of 2013. Sevenreen municipalities adopted che plans in due 
course. Those rhar failed ro do so were Budva, Ulcinj, Zabljak, and Plav. 

Legislarive changes in 20 I 0 scipulaced chat 70 percent of concessions income 
should go co local budgets. However, municipalicies did nor benefit from chis 
provision as expected. Poor coordinacion becween insriturions ac che national and 
local levels has resulted in a lack of local plans for concessions. The system is also 
hampered by inadequace mechanisms for collecting concession fees and monitoring 

the implementation of contracts. Concessionaires' arrears in 2012 exceeded €12 
million. 5'1 

Due co ics limiced adminiscracive and financial capacity, che SAI is scill unable 
co perform large-scale, regular audits of local governments and local enterprises. On 
average, rhe institution performs only one audit of a local government each year. In 
2013, the municipality of Bijelo Polje was audited. 

Prerequisiccs for rhe implemencacion of che Law on Civil Servancs ar che 

local level have srill not been adopred. The high level of local civil service staffing 
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( l 0,508) was listed as a major obstacle to budget savings and the reorganization 
of municipalities in the country's public administration reform strategy.55 No 
municipaliry has adopted a plan for reorganizing and rationalizing the number of 
employees, though all were required to do so by the end of 2013.56 Municipalities do 
noc have adequate or long-term strategies for the development of human resources. 

Cetinje, Mojkovac, and Petnjica held local elections in November. The DPS 
won an absolute majoricy of seats in Cetinje and Mojkovac, while in Pemjica, it 
formed a governing coalition with the Bosniak Party. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Montenegro has a multitiered judicial system, with permanent appointments for 
judges. The constitution guarantees judges functional immuniry. The Supreme 
Court is the highest judicial authority, and the parliamenc appoints its presidenc. 
The current president is a former supreme state prosecuror, which is widely 
perceived as a conflict of interest. In December 2013, the parliament failed ro reach 
the two-thirds majority needed ro appoint a new president of the Supreme Court. 
The issue was set to be considered again in early 2014.57 

The presidenc of the Supreme Court also presides over the Judicial Council, 
composed of a president and nine members. The current members of the council 
include four judges, one ruling party and one opposition member of parliament, 
cwo prominent lawyers, and the minister of justice.~ The Judicial Council appoints 
and dismisses judges and presidents of courts. It appointed six judges during 2013. 
However, according ro the European Commission, the criteria for the appointment 
of judges, despite recent constitutional and legal changes, remain vague.59 

In July 2013, in line with the benchmarks for opening EU negotiation chapters 
23 and 24 and the recommendations of che Council of Europe's Venice Commission, 
Montenegro amended its constitutional provisions related ro the judiciary. The laws 
on the Judicial Council, on courrs, on the Constitutional Court, and on the state 
prosecution service were then revised to conform with the amended constitution 
in September 2013.60 The changes are incended to reduce political influence on 
the appointment and dismissal of prosecutors and judges, including the Supreme 
Court presidenc, members of the Judicial Council, and Constitutional Court 
judges. However, the legal framework still contains some shortcomings that give 
leeway for political influence on the judiciary. The media reported chat some of the 
judges appointed to the Constitutional Court in December 2013 had been acrive 
in different political parties.61 

While parliamentary appointments to the judiciary require a two-thirds 
majority, the preliminary selection takes place in parliamentary committees by 
simple majoriry. A further problem is the absence of provisions prohibiting political 
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engagement for the prominent lawyers serving as members of the Judicial Council 
or the Prosecution Council. Moreover, the justice minister is still allowed co vote 
for the dismissal of judges as a member of rhe Judicial Council.62 A new srraregy for 
the reform of the judiciary in 2014-18 was under consideration at rhe end of 2013. 

In ocher legislative action, rhe parliament in September adopted che Law 
on Amnesty, along with amendments co rhe Law on Internacional Legal Aid in 
Criminal Matters and to rhe criminal code.63 While the European Commission's 
progress report praised che amendments co rhe criminal code, which provide a prison 
sentence for undue influence on judicial officials, ir also highlighted problems wirh 
rhe regulation and practice of amnesty in Montenegro.64 Concerns have been raised 
chat the large number of pardons issued either by rhe country's president (366 
in 2012; 299 in che first half of 2013) or following rhe adoption of rhe new Law 
on Amnesty (380 pardons for convicted criminals} may lead to impunity and an 
increase in corruption and organized crime.65 

Montenegro has among rhe largest numbers of first instance courts, judges, 
prosecutors, and judicial administrative personnel per capita in Europe. While rhe 
budget for rhe judiciary and che prosecution service increased from €24.9 million 
(0. 75 percent of gross domestic produce) co €26.1 million (0.8 percent} in 2013, 
the allocation of funds remains a problem. A total of €20.3 million is allocated co 
rhe judiciary and €5.8 million co che prosecution service. This imbalance, whereby 
the bulk of the budget is used co cover the salaries of judges and administrative staff, 
creates rwo problems for the Montenegrin judiciary. Firsr, given che high staffing 
coses, rhe funds for renovating and replacing infrastructure and equipment are 
limited/"' Second, the allocation co the prosecution service is insufficient co cover 
all coses of criminal proceedings.67 

As regards efficiency, accountability, and transparency of the judiciary, some 
progress has been made in recent years. In general, efficiency is problematic. 
However, rhe courts reduced rhe backlog of cases by approximately 6 percent overall 
in 2012, wirh a 14 percent reduction at rhe level of basic courcs.68 The backlog of 
cases continued co grow in the commercial courts and the Administrative Court. 
Moreover, the Administrative Court, while long a pillar of the judiciary, is relatively 
weak in terms of enforcement. With many of its verdicts ignored by state bodies, 
citizens and companies often do nor even file complaints, co the detriment of rule of 
law. In rerms of accountability, five disciplinary proceedings were initiated against 
judges during rhe 12 months before Ocrober 2013, by which time three had been 
dismissed, raising questions about of the quality of rhe disciplinary mechanisms 
in place. The European Commission report emphasized rhe need for improved 
monitoring of corruption and conflict ofinteresr in rhe judiciary and a strengthened 
disciplinary sysrem.69 Transparency has been enhanced, as the majority of courr 
decisions are now publicly available. Even so, public confidence in rhe judiciary 
continues co decline, dropping from 41.3 percent in September 2012 co just 36.9 
percent in March 2013.70 

Two our of four domestic war crimes cases have received judgments from rhe 
Appellate Courr, one level below the Supreme Court. In 2012, in the Bukovica 
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case, rhe Appellare Courr ruled rhar rhe suspecrs could nor be held criminally liable 
for inhumane rrearmenr of Bosniaks in Bukovica in 1992-93.71 In May 2013, 
rhe Appellare Courr confirmed rhe acquirral of all indicred former officials of rhe 
Monrenegrin Minisrry of lnrerior in a case on rhe deporrarion of Bosnian refugees 
in 1992, upholding rhe November 2012 ruling of rhe Podgorica High Courr. The 
orher rwo cases are srill proceeding rhrough the lower riers of rhe judiciary. In July 
20 13, rhe Podgorica High Courr senrenced four defendanrs ro a roral of 12 years 
in prison, confirming rhe firsr insrance judgemenr of January 2012, for crimes 
againsr prisoners of war and civilians ar rhe Morini detenrion camp in 1991-92. 
The Kaluderski Laz trial, involving the murder of 21 erhnic Albanians who fled 
ro Monrenegro during rhe 1998-99 conflicr in Kosovo, concluded in December 
2013, and rhe defendanrs were acquirred.72 In several insrances in rhese cases, rhe 
defense argued rhar judgmenrs were rendered on insufficienr evidence and ofren 
under polirical pressure.73 

Corruption 
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Corruprion remains a serious problem in rhe counrry, ro rhe derrimenr of polirical 
and economic developmenr. Alrhough legal provisions conrinue ro be improved, 
in pracrice rhere is lirrle progress, especially when ir comes ro prosecuring cases of 
high-level corruprion. The insricurional framework is weak, with a large number 
of insrirurions rhar lack either a sufficienr degree of independence or invesrigarive 
powers. 

The policy framework for rhe fighr against corruprion was furrher srrengrhened 
in 2013. In May, a new acrion plan ro combar corruprion and organized crime for rhe 
period 2013-14 was adopred.74 The new Law on Free Access ro lnformarion began 
ro be implemenred, as did all the provisions of rhe Law on Prevenrion of Conflicts 
of !merest. The Law on Classified Dara was amended ro allow access ro classified 
informacion for members of rhe parliamentary commirree on anricorruprion.75 

Alrhough the commirtee should have an imporrant role in rhe fighr againsr 
corruption, considering the number of sessions held, ir has been the mosr inactive 
permanent working body in the parliament. Moreover, rhe committee has nor mer 
mosr of rhe obligations identified in irs annual work plan. Areas requiring furrher 
legal reforms include prorecrion for whisrleblowers and regularions for public
privare parrnerships. 

The publishing of audir reports on polirical parries has improved rhe 
transparency of parry financing. However, rhe exisring law on rhe financing 
of polirical parries does nor adequarely regulare loans ro parties, resrricrions on 
membership fees, or penalcies. Work on new legislation governing polirical party 
financing began in 2013, bur rhe working group failed ro complete a draft law 
wirhin rhe rime provided by rhe acrion plan for EU chaprer 23 . 
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Steps were also taken coward the adoption oflaws on an anticorruption agency 
and a special prosecution office for the fight against corruption and organized 
crime, in keeping wich che accion plan for chapter 23. A working group for drafting 
the law on the anticorrupcion agency was formed in December, and it included 
three representatives from che NGO sector. Also in December, a working group was 
formed for preparing a draft law on the special prosecutor's office. 

There are a variety of problems in the implementation of reforms and activities 
related to che fight against corruption. They include a lack of transparency and poor 
control of concession and public procurement contracts, as well as limited capacity 
co implement new legislation on the part of the state administration, prosecutors, 
judges, and law enforcement agencies. 

Confiscation of assecs in corrupcion cases remains negligible. The status of 
property that was taken in 2011 and in further confiscations in 2013 remained 
"seized," because criminal proceedings before the High Court in Podgorica and che 
High Court in Bijelo Polje had not been completed.76 

The lack of prosecution of high-level corruption cases remains a significant 
concern. In March 2013, the Appellace Court overturned the 2012 convictions 
in the Zavala case, and new proceedings against the accused began in May. The 
mayor and deputy mayor of the Budva municipality were charged with abusing 
their offices to obtain benefits for the private company Zavala Invest in connection 
wich a construction project, costing the municipal budget €821,599. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

P
oland's political landscape remained relatively stable in 2013, even as public 
support for the Civic Platform (PO) government of Prime Minister Donald 
Tusk continued co decline in favor of the opposition Law and Justice (PiS) 

parry. Dissacisfaccion wich che current leadership appeared to be fueled by declining 
economic performance-unemployment peaked at over 13 percent in 20131-

as well as unpopular reforms to education and social security. In December, 
the parliament passed a concroversial, government-sponsored bill intended to 
slash public debc by cransferring many privace pension-fund assecs co che scare. 
The law was sharply criticized by lawyers and economists, who also questioned 
che conscicucionaliry of che rapid procedure by which che law was passed.2 The 
Constitutional Tribunal was expected to review the legislation in 2014. 

Referendums and other forms of"direct democracy" are becoming increasingly 
popular in Poland, particularly at the local level. In 2013, several referendums were 
held wich the aim of recalling elected officials. The most prominent of these-
an October campaign to recall Warsaw mayor and Tusk ally Hanna Gronkiewicz
Waltz-became a comest between PO and PiS, but the referendum itself failed 
due to insufficient rumour. Polish media, while free and diverse, have grown more 
politicized in recent years, compromising their watchdog function. 

National Democratic Governance. The increase in referendums, while not 
necessarily antidemocracic, suggests a degree of public fruscracion wich che inscicucions 
of representative democracy. In addition to the high-profile October voce on recalling 
the mayor ofWarsaw, almosc one million citizens signed a pecicion during che spring 
and summer co demand a referendum on a government proposal co lower the age 
ac which children must begin school. However, in the fall che parliament voted 
againsc che referendum pecicion. The December passage of the law on the pension 
syscem, which drew strong objections on both substantive and procedural grounds, 
raised additional doubts regarding legislative practices in Poland, chough it remained 
unclear ac year's end whether che change would be implemented. Poland's national 
democratic governance rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Electoral Process. No changes co eleccoral legislation were made in 2013, and 
chere were no reports of irregularities in the several early elections and local 
referendums held during the year. However, in an apparent effort co curb the 
use of recall referendums, che president's office proposed a new law-still under 
parliamentary review ac year's end-that would increase che electoral chreshold for 
such votes. Political parries were already preparing in 2013 for a lengthy period of 
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upcoming elections, extending from che European Parliament and local elections 
of 2014 to the next presidential and parliamentary elections, scheduled for 2015. 
Poland's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 1 .25. 

Civil Society. Nonprofit and nongovernmental organizations continued co engage 
in a variety of activities in 2013, supported by a robust legal framework. A study 
by the Public Opinion Research Center (CBOS) found an encouraging increase in 
charitable giving in the country. In addition, civic groups have reportedly developed 
a number of independent media outlets, for the most pare online. In a reminder of 
the persistent threat of extremism and xenophobia, the March of Independence in 
Warsaw, organized in November by right-wing organizations, descended once again 
into running battles between rioters and police. Poland's civil society rating remains 
unchanged at 1.50. 

Independent Media. The media system in Poland is well developed, providing 
a diverse selection of print and electronic sources of information. However, the 
majority of ouclets are ideologically and politically biased, meaning they may 
collectively inform public opinion and serve as guardians of the public interest, 
but often fail co do so individually. Two new conservative weeklies enjoyed some 
economic success during the year, despite a long-term decline in print readership. 
1V Republika, a conservative news station previously available only online, began 
broadcasting via cable and satellite platforms in May. Poland's independent media 
rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Local Democratic Governance. The growing use of referendums has had its 
greatest impact at the local level, and political parties have embraced chem as 
efficient tools for voter mobilization. Participatory budgeting, a potentially more 
constructive form of direct democracy, has also become more popular in Poland, 
and attempts co introduce such mechanisms were made in many municipalities 
during 2013, ranging from large cities like Poznan to small towns like Karpacz. 
Consequently, Poland's local democratic governance improves.from to 1.75 to 1.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The Polish judicial system operates 
according to a democratic legal framework, but a number of problems persisted in 
practice in 2013. These included the perception chat public officials and celebrities 
receive better treatment when facing criminal charges, violations of due process and 
other rights by police, and inhumane conditions in Polish prisons. Some elements 
of the criminal code conAicc with democratic standards, but efforts co strike down 
one such provision-an article chat allows imprisonment for defamation-made 
liccle progress during the year. Poland's judicial .framework and independence rating 
remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Corruption. The system of institutions casked with combating corruption in 
Poland is well developed and efficient, but it does not seem co have deterred corrupt 
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behavior by politicians and other public officials, as major scandals have steadily 
accumulated in recent years. The most prominent case of 2013 emerged in late 
October, when a magazine released recordings that implicated members of PO in 
bribery and other abuses. A series of arrests and resignations in other cases were 
announced over the subsequent weeks. Poland's co7TUption rating declines from 3.25 
to 3.50. 

Outlook for 2014. Elections for the European Parliament and local offices will be 
held in 2014. These will be a prelude to parliamentary and presidential elections 
scheduled for 2015. Polls suggest that the two main parties, PiS and PO, will 
continue to dominate Polish politics, though it remains unclear which will emerge 
as the ruling party. The PO government may continue to lose support due to its 
unpopular social reforms and a weakening economy. 
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Poland's constitution enshrines the principles of democratic government, protecting 
fundamenral political rights and civil liberties. Polish citizens direcrly elect a head 
of srare (presidenr) and members of the counrry's two national legislative bodies 
(the Sejm and Senac). There remains a broad consensus among policical groups and 
cirizens on democracy as rhe basis of Poland's polirical sysrem;3 organizarions that 
openly comest democratic principles constirute a marginal minoriry. Adulr citizens 
also have a conscirutionally guaranteed righc to vote in national and local referenda, 
and policy proposals on both the national and the local level usually undergo a 
public consultation process before going ro a vote.4 

1h e year 2013 wimessed an increase in rhe number and visibility of referenda, 
including a politically conrenrious accempr co recall Warsaw mayor and deputy 
leader of rhe ruling Civic Platform (PO) parry, Hanna Gronkiewicz-Walrz, and an 
unsuccessful bid ro hold a nationwide vote on lowering the mandatory school age 
by one year. Events like these fueled an ongoing debate on the benefits and risks of 
"direct" democratic procedures such as referenda and other plebiscites (see Electoral 
Process). 

The popularity of Prime Minister Donald Tusk's center-right government 
conrinued ro decline in 2013. In spring, the opposition Law and Justice (PiS) party 
overcook Tusk's PO in most public opinion polls, reraining a 1-4 percent lead for 
the rest of the year.5 Presidenr Bronislaw Komorowski remained the country's most 
crusted politician for rhe third consecutive year, although polling by the Cencer for 
Public Opinion Research (CBOS) reflects growing alienation between respondenrs 
and all leading political figures.r. Another CBOS study published in September 
showed a rwo-year decline in rhe number of survey respondents expressing 
satisfaction wirh rhe functioning of democracy in their country.7 

Declining enthusiasm for the PO government may be amibured, at lease in 
pare, co the recent economic slowdown. Though Poland srill has rhe healthiest large 
economy in Europe, it has narurally been affected by the drop in demand for its 
produces in the struggling eurozone. In 2013, Poland's economy grew at the slowest 
pace since 2009, and unemployment rose co 13.4 percent in December.8 Another 
faccor weighing down PO's approval ratings has been the series of long-anticipated 
bur difficulr and unpopular reforms the government implemented or planned and 
promoted in 2012 and 2013. 

In September, the government invited a new maelstrom of criticism by 
announcing plans ro overhaul the country's cosrly, three-tier pension system. 
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Legislacion enacced by che parliamenc in December will cransfer over 50 percenc of 
che assecs held by privacely held pension funds-moscly in che form of govcrnmenc 
bonds-co rhe scare's pay-as-you-go pension system, ZUS. Poland's Finance 
Miniscry expects che new system co reduce public debr by 9.2 percentage poincs 
of economic oucpuc.~ Critics of rhe changes, including a number of respecced 
lawyers and economises, called che reform an illegal expropriation of funds by che 
government in order co slash ics public debc. 10 Many also poinced co the apparem 
hasce with which che legislacion had been passed-depucies only had three days co 
review the legislacion before rhe Sejm vote. Presidenc Komorowski, who also spoke 
ouc against rhe proposed changes, signed che new system imo law on 27 December 
buc simultaneously announced chac he would refer che legalicy of the changes co che 
Conscicucional Tribunal for review. 11 

In Occober, nearly one million cicizenssigned a pecition requesting a referendum 
on che Education Ministry's proposal to lower che school age from 7 co 6. Although 
che referendum project won the support of all opposicion caucuses and a number 
of ruling coalicion and independent depucies, che Sejm voted down che pecicion in 
early November. In addition co revealing faulr lines wichin Tusk's party, che voce 
gave PO's opponems an opportunity co case Tusk as impervious co public opinion, 
as surveys showed chac 70 percent of Poles favored holding che referendum 12 

Several changes cook place in the Tusk cabinec during che year. Justice Minister 
Jaroslaw Gowin, the administration's main "internal" critic, was asked to resign in 
lace April, after clashing publicly wich che prime minister over a number of social 
policy issues.13 In Augusc, Gowin challenged Tusk for leadership of PO and lose. 
When che governmem announced ics plans for rhe new pension system, Gowin 
resigned from che parcy, trimming PO's parliamentary majoricy to cwo seats. Anocher, 
much larger cabinec reshuffie rook place in November, when seven governmenc 
miniscers left their posts. 14 In most cases, reasons for chc resignations were vague, or 
wichheld from che public. One nocable exception was Slawomir Nowak, who left 
che helm ofche Ministry ofTransporc, Consrrucrion, and Maritime Economy afcer 
learning char he would be charged wich failure co disclose his assecs, most nocably 
an exrremely expensive warch. 
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Every election in posccommunisc Poland has been declared free and fair by 
international obsecvers and domestic monitoring bodies. Poland's National Electoral 
Commission (PKW) is competent and respected, and postelection protests or 
allegations of fraud are excremely rare. No major, nacionwide eleccions cook place 
in 2013, though politicians did begin preparing for che "electoral mararhon" of che 
nexr two years: local and European Parliament elecrions in 2014, presidencial and 
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parliamencary eleccions in 2015. The year wicnessed several local referenda, one of 
which became a policical baccleground for che country's main parries, PO and PiS. 

Though chere are no legal barriers co policical engagemenc, parcy membership is 
low com paced co other European councries, and vocer curnouc in che lase chree national 
eleccions averaged around 48 percenc.15 Polish electoral behavior remains difficulc co 
predicc. Vocers change cheir minds and pacey preferences quickly and ofcen, vocing in 
one concesc and abscaining the nexc. The same volacilicy is reflecced in public opinion 
polls, 16 which reporced nocable fluccuacions in parcy sup pore in 2013. 17 

Parcies chemselves are becoming less volacile chan in che firsc decades of 
democracic cransicion, which saw innumerable parcy splics, mergers, and name 
changes. 18 Donald Tusk is accually che firsc prime miniscer in independent Poland's 
hiscory co win a second consecucive cerm in office. Meanwhile, parries maintain 
scrong financial cies co che scare, prompting speculacion char che syscem may be 
moving inco a carcelized, "frozen" model. 19 For che moment, however, ic remains 
entirely possible for new players co enter and compece successfully on che political 
scene, as che recencly formed Palikoc Movemenc did before coming in chird in che 
2011 parliamencary eleccions.20 

Polish eleccoral legislacion was harmonized as recencly as 2010, when che Sejm 
voced unanimously co merge all eleccoral regulacions inco a single eleccoral code. 
Under chis code, members of che lower chamber of parliament (Sejm) are elecced 
chrough parcy-lisc proporcional cepresencacion, and members of che higher chamber 
of parliament (Senac) are elecced in single-member discriccs. The ruling PO lose two 
sears in che Senac in 2013 when deputies resigned (for nonpolitical reasons) and 
cheir sea cs were won by representacives of PiS. 

Legislation proposed by che Women's Congress in January 2013 may soon 
supplement gender quocas introduced in 2011 wich placement mandaces requiring 
parries co divide cop positions on eleccoral lists evenly between male and female 
candidaces.21 The so-called "zipper" bill, scill under review by che parliament ac 
year's end, is supporced by che Democracic Left Alliance (SLD) and Your Movement 
{formerly Palikoc's Movement). 

Several local recall referenda cook place in 2013, fueling an ongoing debace 
on che benefics and risks of "direcc'' democratic procedures such as referenda and 
ocher plebiscices. The masc significanc of chese campaigns was held in Warsaw, 
where policical parries, groups, and nonpolicical associacions accempced co remove 
Mayor Hanna Gronkiewicz-Walcz from office. lnicially, the campaign was led by a 
civic associacion of Warsaw inhabicancs and focused on local issues-rising cickec 
prices for public cransporc and che slow conscruccion of che second line of che 
Warsaw metro, among ochers. Before long, however, che opposicion PiS party had 
vigorously joined in che campaign against Gronkiewicz-Walcz, who is che deputy 
leader of PO and a close ally of che prime miniscer. PO leadership responded co 
che new, parcisan bent of the campaign by calling on vocers co abscain alcogecher.11 

Ulcimacely, che referendum failed due co insufficient curnouc. 13 

PiS leader Jaroslaw Kaczynski claimed chac by urging vocers co abstain, Prime 
Minister Tusk and President Komorowski had violaced che scricc neucralicy of 
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national authorities during elections prescribed by the Council of Europe's Venice 
Commission.24 However, no official charges had been brought before the PKW or 
the Council of Europe at year's end. 

In late summer, the Office of rhe President proposed legislation chat would 
increase rhe elecroral threshold for referenda whose aim is ro revoke a directly 
elected authority. Currently, rhe threshold for recalling an official is three-fifths 
rhe total number of voters in his or her election to office. The proposed legislation 
would raise the threshold to equal the total number of voters in his or her original 
eleccion. The project was submitred for parliamentary review just a few weeks before 
rhe Gronkiewicz-Walrz referendum. Critics of rhe proposal accused che government 
of passing ad hoc legislation in order ro keep PO officials in office. Ochers pointed 
our the long-term consequences of the new law, saying the change would weaken 
politicians' accountability between elections.25 President Komorowski submirred 
the draft for parliamentary review in August, and rhe Sejm continued ro work on 
ir rhroughour the year. 
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The vibrancy of Polish civil society played a critical role in freeing the country 
from communise rule in 1989. Since that time, successive governments have 
passed legislation co encourage and protect the functioning of nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) and other civic associations. The Polish constitution also 
guarantees freedom from excessive state pressures and bureaucracic control and 
effectively protects the rights of the independent civic sector. 

A 2013 report by the Warsaw-based Klon/Jawor research association estimates 
that there are around l l ,000 foundations and 72,000 associations in Poland, 60-
80 percent of which are active. According to the report, approximately 20 percent 
of NGOs operate on a full-time basis, and 29 percent work only occasionally. The 
mosr popular field of NGO activities is spores and hobbies (38 percent), followed 
by arr and culture ( 17 percent) and education ( 14 percent). 26 A study published by 
CBOS in February 2013 reported an increase in material charitable donations. 27 

According to rhe study, more Poles donated clothing, food, books, and ocher goods 
in 2012 rhan in previous years. The number of those supporting charities with 
money or volunteer work remained stable. 

Cariras Polska is the largest charicable NGO operating in the country.28 It is 
directly linked to che Roman Catholic Church and was revived just after the fall 
of communism by the Conference of rhe Polish Episcopate. Caritas's activities 
include humanitarian aid (mainly provision and distribution of food, clothing, and 
other supplies) and social services. Cariras Polska is present in each Polish diocese, 
providing help through professional care facilities and educational rehabilitation 
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centers, soup kitchens, daycare for children and the elderly, and other social welfare 
services. lncernationally, it cooperates with the Pontifical Council "Cor Unum," 
and is a member of Caricas Internationalis and Caricas Europa, which coordinate 
bigger, international charity actions, providing help after natural disasters and other 
humanitarian crises. 

Another major charitable operation in Poland is the Great Orchestra of 
Christmas Charity (Wielka Orkiescra Swiatecznej Pomocy, WOSP},29 a unique 
organization that collects money and supplies for life-saving medical care through 
a huge fundraising drive every January (the so-called "Grand Finale" drive}, as 
well as throughout the year. Each year, che foundation chooses a special focus for 
its fundraising efforts--for example, the 2013 Grand Finale collected funds for 
infanc care and geriatric care (geriatrics is unfortunately one of the most neglected 
branches of the Polish health care system}. In che latter case, WOSP sent money co 
a few geriatric facilities in every voivodeship. 30 

CBOS polls show that approximately 80 percenc of Poles oppose same-sex 
marriage, and 60 percenc oppose civil/registered partnerships. Close co 90 percent 
oppose adoption by same-sex couples.31 On 25 January, the Polish Sejm voted 
down three long-debated bills grancing legal rights to (same-sex and heterosexual} 
unmarried couples.32 The concroversial legislation, which was originally submitted 
to the parliamenc in 20 I 2, highlighted ideological divisions within che ruling parry 
over social issues. A number of deputies from PO voted against all three proposals, 
including che one drafted by anocher PO deputy. Conservative politician Jarosfaw 
Gowin, who was dismissed from his position as justice minister in April, led che 
incernal PO resistance co civil partnerships, while Tusk publicly backed them. 

The increasing popularity of referendums in Poland has created new 
opportunities for activism by civil society organizations, many of whom 
parcicipaced in related campaigns and signature collections in 2013. Civil society 
groups also make full use of the incernet co generate news sites, biogs, and other 
media platforms from which co engage and mobilize citizens on social and political 
issues. These include groups like Krycyka Policyczna33 and Ruch Narodowy,~ which 
are sceptical of liberal, pluralist democracy, as well as organizations with egalitarian 
and inclusive agendas. 

On I I November, dashes broke out in Warsaw as rioc police confronced righc
wing nationalises during a Polish Independence Day march. This marks the chird 
year in a row chat Independence Day celebrations in the Polish capital have been 
marred by violence between rioters and police.35 The hooligans also accacked che 
Russian embassy, throwing Aares, bottles, and firecrackers on ics cerricory. Poland's 
Foreign Ministry condemned the actions of the attackers. Nationalist marches have 
been growing in size on chis national holiday, with leftists turning out co oppose 
them. 
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Polish print, broadcast, and online media are diverse but increasingly partisan. 
While individual outlets often present a biased view, they collectively offer a range 
of opinions and serve the public interest, playing a watchdog role with respect to 
government policies and the actions of all political factions. The media typically ace 
as agents of civil society, and in return receive the support of NGOs and the public 
when threats to press freedom arise. 

The legal framework regulating the media sector is democratic. The constitution 
protects freedom of speech and press freedom, and media workers are free to form 
professional associations. According to Polish law, journalists are protected from 
victimization by state or ocher actors, and their sources are also well protected by 
law.36 

The public television and radio broadcasters tend to favor the government, 
carrying less criticism than the private media, but chis tendency has persisted for 
many years, through several rotations of power. The majoriry of private outlets 
display an ideological or political bias in one direction or another, meaning citizens 
must consult multiple sources to inform themselves effectively. There is sometimes 
less diversiry at the local level, where powerful political leaders or businessmen can 
strongly influence media content through direct or indirect pressure, for instance by 
manipulating purchases of advenising.37 The regional press has also been gradually 
consolidated under corporate ownership, suffering from staff reductions and che 
centralization of editorial policies. 

A number of factors have contributed to a decline in the qualiry of journalism 
in recent years, including a sharp drop in invescigarive journalism related to 
ongoing budget cuts at major outlets. Bue the most obvious problem is the division 
of the Polish media into what are essentially rwo hostile, competing camps: one 
associated with the ruling PO-led coalition, and the ocher clearly connected with 
the main opposition parry, PiS. While these camps clash on many issues, by for the 
most contentious is the 2010 Smolensk catastrophe, in which then president Lech 
Kaczy11ski and numerous ocher military and civilian leaders were killed when their 
aircraft crashed in western Russia. Media chat are friendly to the government support 
the official narrative on the circumstances of the disaster;3

" while those aligned 
with the PiS promote alternative accounts. Any efforts to reach a compromise or 
reconciliation on the topic remained unsuccessful in 2013. 

111erc is a clear economic imbalance between the rwo camps. The group closer 
to the government is generally much stronger, though some of the opposition 
ou tiers enjoyed a measure of success in 2013. Two weeklies, W Sieci and Do Rzeczy, 
made their debut during the year and gained fairly good readership, managing 
to survive in the country's shrinking market for print periodicals. They emerged 
from the original Uwaiarn Rze, a popular right-wing weekly that had been shaken 
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by rhe firing of irs ediror in chief in !are 2012. Many joumalisrs lefr Uwaiam Rze 
ro join rhe new vemures. TV Republika, a conservarive news srarion previously 

available only online, began broadcasting via cable and sarellire plarforms in May.i9 

In addirion, TVTrwam, a conservarive srarion linked ro PiS, successfully complered 

irs effons ro obrain a new digiral broadcasr license, which was gramed in July. 

However, the main regularory body for broadcasr media, rhe Narional Council of 

Radio and Television (KRRiTV), which is curremly dominared by rhe ruling PO, 

raised some objecrions ro rhe procedure and delayed final approval. The srarion was 

nor yer broadcasring ar year's end.40 
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Poland has been decemralized from rhe very beginning of irs democraric rransirion, 

borh in law and in pracrice. The consrirurion and orher narional legislarion enshrines 
principles of local democraric government, and while Poland is not a federal srare, 

local aurhorities have some freedom ro design policies reflecring local needs and 

imeresrs. Cemral aurhoriries frequendy consult local govemmems on planning and 

decision-making, and rhey are strongly encouraged ro do so by grass-roors activism 

and civil society procesrs. However, in some cases rhis local consultarion is perceived 
as excessive, parricularly when ir delays rhe implementation of infrastructural 

projecrs. 

Local officials are chosen through free and fair elections. The last nationwide 

local elecrions were held in 2010, and the next are scheduled for 2014. Between 

elections, mayors are subject to recall referendums, which have grown in popularity 
in recem years.4 1 A toral of 136 recall arremprs have been made since rhe 20 I 0 

local elections. In 80 percem of cases the referendums were deemed invalid because 

they failed to achieve the required level of vorer rumour. In 16 cases the votes were 

valid and the execurive officials were dismissed.42 PKW data show char low rumour 
is indeed rhe main obsracle w successful recalls. 43 Once ir clears rhat hurdle, a 

referendum almost always results in rhe removal of rhe targeted official. 
Polish citizens' growing imeresr in referendums probably has many differem 

causes.'' Ir can be amibured in pare ro rising dissarisfacrion with rhe currem 
govemmem, or rhe way rhe polirical sysrem in general functions. Bur ir may also be 

linked to changes in the law regulating such votes char entered into force in February 
2013. The amendmems extended the list of subjects for which local referendums 
can be organized. They now include a long catalogue ofimporrant social, economic, 

and cultural issues, even if rhey go beyond rhe powers and responsibiliries of local 
authorities. 

Polirical parries have increasingly used local referendums as efficiem tools 
for voter mobilizadon, rrearing them as preludes ro rhe main electoral campaign. 
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The reform proposed by rhe presidem in 2013 aimed co solve chis politicization 
problem by making recall vores more difficulr rhan referendums on ocher copies. 
The drafr law would rrear all referendums ocher rhan recalls as valid regardless of 
rhe number of citizens parricipating in chem, removing rhe currem 30 percent 
rumour threshold. Bur recall referendums would be valid only if rhe number of 
participating citizens marches rhe rumour recorded for rhe original election of rhe 
public official in question. Currenrly, such a referendum is valid if vorer rumour 
equals three-fifths of che original number. 

Arremprs co imroduce another furm of direct democracy, parriciparory 
budgeting, were made in a number of municipalicies during 2013, including in 
large dries like Poznan, midsized dries like Plock, and small rowns like Karpacz.45 

Participatory budgeting allows local residents co propose and vore on specific 
projects and spending priorities. The firsr Polish dry co introduce this merhod was 
Sopor, where an informal group of citizens mobilized supporr for rhe iniriarive 
before rhe 2010 local elections and persuaded rhe new dry council co implement 
rhe process in 2011.46 Sopor srill uses this method widely and effectively, and its 
experience has served as an inspiration and example for others.47 In many ocher cities 
and towns-Krakow, Walbrzych, D'lbrowa G6rnicza, Olszryn, Radom, Elbl:m
various NGOs pursue smaller, individual projeccs and piloc programs. Ocher cicies 
are also preparing to implement this model on a larger scale. In 2012, the citizens of 
Poznan proposed a list of343 ways to spend urban funds in supporr of 265 projects. 
After some debate and voting, five projects were selected, including a bicycle path 
along the river and a family playground. A total of 20,000 citizens rook part in 
the process. As a result of the initiative's success and populariry, in 2013, Poznan 
authorities allocated 10 million dotych ($3.2 million) co participatory budgeting 
for the coming year, the equivalent of 0.4 percent of the city's 2014 budget.48 

Also in 2013, much discussion centered on the special tax (janosikowe) that 
is paid by wealthier municipalities in Poland and redistributed among poorer 
communities.49 The tax, introduced in 2003, is a mandatory payment to the state 
budget. lcs calculation is based on the tax revenue of a given administrative unit 
two years earlier. Some perceive the mechanism as unjust and promote its reform 
or even its abolition. "STOP Janosikowe" is a nationwide social campaign launched 
by Rafal Szczepanski, an entrepreneur from Warsaw. It advocates a more equitable 
calculation of the tax and a more rational allocation and efficient use of the resulting 
resources. In response to this initiative and many others, the prime minister has 
promised to substantially reform the tax.50 

Yet another controversial idea related to local democratic governance is the so
called Varsovian Card (karta Warszawiaka), which will come into force in January 
2014.51 All those paying their taxes in Warsaw are eligible to receive the card and 
enjoy reduced prices for Warsaw urban transport and ocher municipal services. The 
project has been criticized for discriminating between residents of the capital and 
other citizens. 
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The judiciary is arguably rhe lease reformed of rhe chree branches of governmenc 
in Poland, having maincained considerable continuity in personnel during rhe 
rransirion co democracy. This continuity likely conrribmed co the character of rhe 
currem sysrem, as well as ics levels of effecriveness, organization, and legirimacy 
among rhe public. Poles are quite critical abour rhe judicial sysrem, in particular 
abour rhc courcs.52 A majority (51 percenr) define rheir arrirude coward judges as 
ambivalem. Nearly a quarrer (23 percem} have a negative acrirude, and less rhan a 
fifch (19 percem) define their arricude as posirive. 

On rhe level of rhe legal framework, rhe Polish courrs and other law 
enforcement insrirutions are undoubtedly democraric. The constitucion provides 
firm protections for the whole catalogue of political, civil, and human rights. It 
guaranrees equaliry before che law, prorecrs freedom of conscience and religion, and 
ensures freedom of association and freedom of speech. Jc also guaramees business 
and property rights. Inrerprerarion and enforcement of che conscitution is overseen 
by the Consriturional Tribunal. 

On the level of pracrice, several imperfeccions can be observed in the judicial 
system. Equality before rhe law is nor always fully prorecred,53 with rhe media 
ofcen reporting cases in which politicians, public officials, and celebrities allegedly 
receive berrer rrearmenr rhan ordinary citizens when they face criminal charges.54 

As in previous years, individual violations of Arricle 3 of rhe European Convemion 
on Human Rights, such as arbitrary arresr, derenrion wichouc rrial, and searches 
without warranrs, were noted rhroughour 2013." Inhumane conditions in Polish 
prisons,56 such as overcrowding, also violate the convention's Article 3. 

One area where consticutional guarantees seem ro conAicr wich che laws on che 
books is freedom of expression, and rhe courts have repeatedly grappled wirh chis 
contradiction. Much of the debate in 2013 focused on Anicle 212 of rhe criminal 
code, which allows imprisonment as a punishment for defamarion.57 In November 
2012, ombudswoman Irena Lipowicz asked rhe Consricurional Tribunal ro examine 
whether the article is consricutional. She nored char according ro the European 
Courr of Human Rights, cusrodial sentences for speech are permissible only in rhe 
mosr severe cases, such as when rhe words incire people ro hatred and violence. 
Boch che parliamenr and the arrorney general called for the ombudswoman's 
application ro be dismissed on the grounds char the Consriturional Tribunal had 
already examined and upheld rhe consriturionaliry of Arricle 212 in 2006. As a 
resulr, on 11 June 2013 rhe Consrirurional Tribunal discontinued rhe proceedings 
on Lipowicz's request. 
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Poland has long suffered from a legacy of corrupr pracrices rhat undermine good 
governance and distort rhe polirical process. However, the steady accumulation of 
new cases over several years-despite the effective operation ofinscicucions designed 
co combat che problem-suggested in 2013 char public figures are undererred by che 
prospecr of punishment, and char corruprion is more entrenched chan previously 

choughc. 
Two different types of corruption can be distinguished. On the one hand, 

rhere is low-level corruption, encompassing all rhose illegal or semilegal practices 
that "facilitate" access ro public goods such as medical care and education. It occurs 
predominancly in rhe more inefficient sectors, where che scare and ics agents are unable 
ro provide all che necessary services on a universal basis. This cype of corruprion was 
widespread in che communise and early posrcommunisr eras, bur more recencly ic has 
been fading away, parcly due to che modernization of che srace apparatus, and partly 
due co the work of insrirutions like the Central Anticorruption Bureau (CBA). 

On the ocher hand, chere is inscicucional and political corruption, which affects 
senior officials, politicians, and che businessmen who depend on chem. Major cases 
are reported each year, bur che most prominent example during 2013 emerged in 
lace October amid an internal PO parry election in Wrodaw and che surrounding 
province of Lower Silesia. The Polish edition of Newsweek published an audio 
recording in which Sejm member Norberr Wojnarowski advocates for his favored 
candidate and at the same rime promises one of rhe party delegates a position 
ac KGHM, a successful state-owned mining company.58 Additional corruption 
scandals were revealed lacer in rhe year. The CBA in November announced rhe 
arrests of a number of public officials accused of fixing public-procurement 
procedures. A former deputy interior minister and a former vice chairman of che 
Central Sraciscical Office (GUS) were among those decained.59 Among ocher cases, 
Transporr Minister Slawomir Nowak and Depucy Defense Minister Waldemar 
Skrzypczak were both forced co resign and face accusations of corruption.60 

Poland's problems wirh corruption seem in part from excessive bureaucratic 
regulations, registration requirements, and orher controls chat increase 
opportunities for bribery and fraud. This face is officially recognized, and, in 2007, 
the governing parties even established a parliamentary commission co identify laws 
and regulations that stifled free enterprise and to propose legislation to eliminate 
rhem.61 Unfortunately, licrle of substance emerged from rhis commission. 

Even academia is nor entirely free from corrupcion.62 In lace 2013, prosecutors 
accused a group of sciemisrs from rhe University of Technology in Wroclaw of 
embezzling 1.8 million ztocych ($570,000).63 lhey allegedly accepted chis money 
for research chat was never conducted or finalized, and subcontracted work to 
unqualified friends and family members at inflated rares. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S ince emerging from the harsh authoritarian rule of President Nicolae 
Ceau~escu in 1989, Romania has made impressive strides in establishing 
accountable political and economic institutions and a free civil society, but 

certain pillars of democratic governance-most notably the independence of the 
judiciary and the media-remain extremely weak. Governance ac the national level 
has been highly partisan and often unstable, and political corruption is prevalent. 
Romania joined the European Union (EU) in 2007, and its economy depends very 
much on European markets and EU funds, magnifying the effects of the eurozone 
financial crisis. 

Romania's semipresidential political system has led co repeated conflicts 
between prime ministers and presidents from different parties. The most recent 
clash occurred in 2012, when the parliamentary majority suspended President 
Traian Bisescu but failed to oust him in an impeachment referendum due to 
low voter turnout. The effort featured a series of attempts by the government of 
Prime Minister Victor Ponca to override institutional checks on its authority. By 
2013, the conflict between Basescu and Ponca had simmered down, and normal 
government operations were largely restored, thanks in pare co a new power-sharing 
agreement signed at the end of 2012. However, the governing coalition advanced a 
constitutional reform proposal chat, among ocher changes, would make Romania a 
parliamentary republic, weakening the power of the presidency. It was expected co 
be submitted for public approval in a referendum in 2014. 

National Democratic Governance. The decisive victory of the ruling Social 
Liberal Union (USL) coalition in the December 2012 parliamentary elections and 
the subsequent power-sharing agreement between the president and prime minister 
set the stage for more stable democratic governance in 2013, with a detailed formula 
regulating each side's executive responsibilities. Due to the normaliz.acion of relations 
between the government and the office of the president and the effectiveness of the 
new agreement in avoiding constitutional conflicts, Romania's rating for national 
democratic governance improves from 4.00 to 3.75. 

Electoral Process. Following the 2012 election victory of the USL, which 
received a two-thirds majority in Parliament, there were no significant electoral 
developments in 2013. Competing proposals co change the size and electoral 
system of the legislature stalled amid disagreement. The USL pushed through a law 
chat lowered the turnout threshold for referendums, but resistance by the president 
and ocher opponents ensured chat it would not cake effect until December 2014. 
Romania's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 3.00. 
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Civil Society. Nongovernmental organi7.ations (NGOs) continue to face funding 
difficulties and legal harassment due to overregulation. Despite these obstacles, 
Romania's civil society demonstrated its potential strength in 2013 when a large 
number of both urban and rural residents used social media to mobilize protests 
against environmentally hazardous projects and government corruption. The protests 
prompted the government to revise its original plans regarding a controversial gold 
mine. Romania's civil society rating remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Independent Media. The year's events highlighted the rise of low-cost, high
impact independent online media, which contributed to the social mobilization 
around environmental and other issues in the fall. However, the politically partisan 
and economically dependent traditional media mostly chose to cover the protests 
negatively or not at all, apparently defending the interests of their advertisers. 
Politicization and polarization continued to plague the traditional media sector, 
while the few independent outlets were endangered by a new law that required the 
suspension of broadcasting licenses for audiovisual companies that have entered 
insolvency proceedings. The Constitutional Court blocked the law on the grounds 
that it was improperly adopted as an emergency ordinance. Romania's rating for 
independent media remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. One of the most contentious issues in 2013 
. was a plan to empower and reorganize the country's subnational administrative 

units, put forward by the ruling USL. Although a decentralization bill was adopted 
via a vote of con6dence, without a parliamentary debate, the opposition and civil 
society representatives raised objections on both the content and the process, and 
a Constitutional Court ruling on the measure was pending at year's end. Romania's 
rating/or local democratic governance remains unchanged at 3.00. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The judiciary bravely sentenced 
high-ranking politicians for corruption in 2013 and struggled to maintain its 
independence despite a political bargain on the appointment of its chief prosecutors 
and their deputies. Attempts to infringe on the magistrates' autonomy remained 
a constant of political life, with executive officials heavily advising or criticizing 
the judiciary on its decisions and the parliamentary majority trying repeatedly 
to gain impunity for legislators through various legal exceptions from conflict of 
interest legislation. Romania's rating/or judicial.framework and independence remains 
unchanged at 3. 75. 

Corruption. Anticorruption efforts finally seemed to bring some posmve 
results in 2013, though the strong focus on prosecution meant fewer resources 
for deterrence and prevention. Government decisions on business matters, such 
as those surrounding the Ro~ia Montana gold-mining project, raised· suspicions 
of pervasive and detrimental rent-seeking by politicians from all major political 
parties. Throughout the year, courts continued to convict high-level officials on 
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corrupcion charges, bm payoffs and kickbacks remained widespread on boch che 
local and nacional level. Romania's rating for corruption remainr unchanged at 4.00. 

Outlook for 2014. Romania is likely co descend imo inscabiliry again ahead of 
che impending presidemial and European Parliamem eleccions, which will cesc che 
scrength of che governing coalition as well as ics abiliry co rally behind a single 
candidate. The parliamemary opposidon will remain weak and fragmemed, wich 
President Bisescu represencing the main obscacle to governmem policies. The USL 
will also face resistance from a growing bm still somewhat uncoordinated civil 
sociery, which opposes all three of the pardes chat have governed Romania since 
2004. 
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MAIN REPORT 

National Democratic Governance 
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The ruling Social Liberal Union (USL)-a coalition of the Social Democratic 

Parry (PSD) and the National Liberal Party (PNL)-won strong majorities in both 

the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies in the December 2012 parliamentary 

elections, and PSD leader Victor Ponta was reappointed as prime minister. The 

process of his nomination by President Traian Basescu, a bitter rival whom Poma 

and his allies had twice tried to impeach, was remarkably smoorh given cheir hiscory. 

The president and prime minisrer signed a cohabirarion pacr on 12 December, 

and rhe new Ponta government rook office on 21 December. Borh parries ro the 

cohabitation agreement as well as irs critics suggesred rhar some brokering by 

European Union (EU) leaders was needed ro repair relations between the two sides. 

However, by the time the new year began, Romania had a government backed by a 

large majoriry, and the previous year's conflicts had cooled considerably. 

Romania's French-inspired constitution leaves many ambiguities in the 

division of aurhoriry within rhe executive branch, causing repeated clashes between 

presidents and prime ministers, even when rhey hail from the same political camp. 

The six-page cohabitation document of December 2012, which was published only 

after monrhs of rumors, 1 is a complex power-sharing agreement designed ro avoid 

conflict on issues such as security, justice, defense, U.S. and NATO relations, and 

EU inregrarion. Ir establishes presidential preeminence in the areas of foreign policy, 

security, defense, and representation in rhe European Council (although this was 

later heavily disputed). Similarly, it gives preeminence to the prime minister in the 

areas of economic and social policy, current affairs, and intergovernmental relarions. 

Cooperation was also agreed regarding the shared constitutional power ro appoint 

the prosecutor general and the chief anticorruprion prosecutor, a parricularly 

sensitive issue in a period of high-level corruption prosecutions and accusations 

rhat such cases are politically motivated. 1he cohabitation pacr was successful in 

preventing consrirurional standoffs for most of the year, hut it showed strains in 

rhe fall, when Basescu vetoed several laws and the 2014 budget, which had been 

drawn up by the government wirh advice from rhe International Monetary Fund 

(IMF). The president objecred ro a gas tax in rhe budger plan, jeopardizing an aid 

agreement with rhe IMF and EU. 

1he government coalition remained fairly stable in 2013, unlike most such 

alliances in Romanian policies. However, important differences continued ro show, 

particularly those involving the tiny bur influential Conservative Party (PC), 

founded by media rycoon Dan Voiculescu. The PC has always relied on partnerships 
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with larger parties to enter Parliament, and when ic suffered a rife wich the PSD 
in 2012, ic swicched allegiance to che PNL, ch us remaining in che USL. In 2013 
che PC managed to block che inclusion of the Hungarian Democracic Union of 
Romania (UDMR) in che government by unleashing a nacionalisc media campaign 
againsc che idea. The parey's affiliaced celevision channels also lambasced Poma when 
his agreement wich Basescu allowed che appointment of che presidenc's nominee for 
chief prosecucor of che Nacional Ancicorrupcion Direccorace (DNA). Voiculescu 
had long faced corrupcion allegacions and accused Basescu of abusing his auchoriey 
over law enforcement encicies co punish policical opponencs. 

Anocher source of pocencial conflicc wichin che coalicion was che face of che 
presidency. Revising che conscicucion to curcail che powers of che president has 
long been an objeccive of che USL, chough Basescu himself will cease to be an 
obscade to che coalicion when his second and final cerm expires in December 2014. 
A conscicucional forum under the chairmanship of Crin Anconescu, head of che 
PNL and president of che Senace, drafted a revision proposal during che summer of 
2013.2 Currencly, che president has che opcion of once refusing che appointment of 
a government miniscer,~ and he also nominaces che prime miniscer after eleccions, 
following consulcacions wich all che parties in Parliamenc.4 In praccice, chis has 
often led to che creacion of minoriey governments chac rely on condicional support 
from individual lawmakers or splincer faccions to achieve a working majoriey. The 
revised conscicucion is likely co scrip che president of such discrecion, obliging him 
to name che leader of the largesc pacey as prime miniscer. This and ocher changes 
were scheduled to be puc to a referendum in lace 2014, after che presidential 
eleccion. Under che cerms of che USL coali cion agreemenc, Anconescu was expecced 
co run for presidenc, hue policical analyses regularly predicced during che year chac 
che coalicion would break up before the voce so chac che PSD could present ics own 
nominee. 

The opposicion Democracic Liberal Parey (PDL), a cemer-righc faccion 
associaced wich Basescu, also suffered from infighcing during che year. After the 
parey refused co endorse his favored candidace, Elena Udrea, as ics leader, Bisescu 
prompced che creacion of che Popular Movement Pacey (PMP), wich che declared 
intention of becoming prime miniscer once his presidential cerm expires. Creacing 
a new parey based moscly on his official presidential advisers, openly encouraging a 
faccion wichin an exiscing pacey, and playing a policical role in general all concradicc 
che conscicucional role ofche president, who muse resign from any parey upon caking 
office and is meant co remain policically neucral. Bisescu has long been accused 
of cransgressing che limics of his conscicucional powers, buc he was apparencly 
emboldened in 2013 by che failure of che 2012 impeachmenc accempc againsc him. 

Despice che USL's parliamentary majoriey, che Poma government concinued 
che problemacic praccice ofissuing Governmenc Emergency Ordinances (GEOs) as 
ics preferred mode oflegislacion. No fewer chan 96 were enacced in 2013, and only 
one was appealed by che lnscicucion of che People's Advocace, or ombudsman
che only enciey aside from che parliamencary opposicion chac can call for a judicial 
review of such execucive ordinances. 
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The government's fundamenral inefficiency is reflecred in irs disasrrous rare of 
absorption of EU funds, which still fell below 30 percem ar rhe end of20!3, rhe 
lowesr rare in rhe EU.5 
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A debare regarding Romania's elecroral sysrem was reignired by rhe results of rhe 
2012 parliamentary elecrions, which produced a legislature wirh 588 members, 20 
percenr more rhan in the previous Parliament. A 2008 revision of the elecroral law 
had inrroduced single-member disrriccs (SMOs}, creating a mixed majorirarian
proporrional system in the hopes rhar it would improve ties between vorers and 
their representatives. However, according ro opinion polls, 59 percenr of voters feel 
that rhe quality of representarion has actually diminished, and over 60 percent do 
nor know rhe name of their deputy or senator.11 In addition, the personalization of 
elections in SMOs has intensified parry switching and cliemelism, with members 
of Parliament (MPs) opportunistically pursuing governmenr funds for their 
consriruencies.7 

In rhe context of the planned consticutional overhaul, Poma has declared char 
it is imperative ro reduce rhe size of Parliament and rhe related campaign costs 
by returning ro the proportional closed parry-list voting merhod for the Chamber 
of Deputies. Under the USL:s preferred plan, the chamber would be limited to a 
maximum of 300 sears, plus the sears reserved for national minorities. The Senate 
would represent the counties and fucure regions (robe created between rhe narional 
and county levels}. with rwo senarors per county elecred under a Jlrsr-pasc-rhe-posr 
electoral formula. In addition, rhe Chamber ofOepuries would have budget-related 
responsibilities, while the Senate would be in charge of regional development, 
foreign policy, and defense." Ensuring political srabiliry, a parliamenrary majority, 
regional representarion, and legislative efficiency are che declared objectives of 
chis reform. 

However, rhe opposition POL supports a unicameral legislarure with a mixed 
elecroral system whereby one-third of MPs would be elected in SMOs via a 
majoriry formula, with two represenrarives per counry, and the orher two-thirds 
would be chosen rhrough a proportional sysrem, using either a closed parry lisr or 
an open lisr method. The POL rhrcarened co initiate a campaign ro boycorr any 
constitutional referendum char included rhc USL:s parliamentary reform proposals, 
arguing char vorers had already endorsed irs plan in a 2009 referendum. Thar vote 
had been valid, bur was nonbinding and never implemented. In June 2012 rhe 
Consrirurional Courr recommended char Parliament rake rhe 2009 referendum 
inro consideracion,9 meaning an elecroral law char ignored it could be successfully 
challenged before rhe courc. The compering reform plans remained on hold ar 
year's end. 
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The USL was somewhac more successful during che year in achieving another 
of its stated goals: lowering the participation threshold for referendums from 50 
percent plus one of the eligible electorate to 30 percent. The higher threshold 
had caused the defeat of the coalition's presidential impeachment attempt in 2012. 
The legislative committee of the Chamber of Deputies unanimously accepted the 
USL's proposal, including a condition whereby 25 percent of the electorate must 
cast valid votes. These changes were accepted by the Chamber of Deputies on 29 
May, and Ponca said they were in line with a 2012 Constitutional Court decision 
calling for the same threshold to be imposed for all types of referendum, That 
meant the new rules would apply to both an impeachment vote and a constitutional 
referendums. 

The POL, the UDMR, and the People's Party-Dan Diaconescu (PPDD) 
contested che revised law at the Constitutional Court in early June. The court 
ruled that the changes were constitutional, but that they could not be used for 
referendums organized within one year after the new law came into force. On 
16 July, President Basescu sent the law back to Parliament for reexamination, 
arguing that the lower threshold did not ensure a proper expression of the people's 
sovereignty and will. The Chamber of Deputies rejected his assertions, and in early 
September the law was returned co the president, who did not have the authority 
to veto it twice. The president's next step was to contest it before the Constitutional 
Court on 21 September using che same set of arguments, but on 14 November 
the court again decided chat the changes were constitutional. w Biisescu, having 
declared chat he would do everything in his power to prevent a referendum on 
a new constitution from taking place at the same time as the 2014 presidential 
election, used a bureaucratic artifice char allowed him co sign the law l 0 days after 
he received che Constitutional Court's reasoning on 4 December. 11 The new law 
on referendums was finally signed on 14 December and published in the official 
gazette on 16 December, buc its application remains delayed until December 2014. 
Consequently, Basescu will be able to complete his term before any referendum 
with the lower threshold can be organized to impeach him or reduce his powers 
through constitutional reforms. 

Civil Society 
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The mosc important development for civil society in 2013 was the Ro~ia Montana 
protest movement, also known as the "Romanian Autumn." A draft law introduced 
specifically to authorize che controversial mining project had been stalled for 14 
years, but it returned to the limelight amid a new push co activate what would be 
the biggest opencast gold mi_ne in Europe. The mine would be operated by che 
Ro~ia Montana Gold Corporation (RMGC), an entity in which Canada's Gabriel 
Resources holds an 80.7 percent stake. 
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After years of court battles and denials of an environmental license, the 
government approved the draft law authorizing the mine and sent it to Parliament 
on 27 August, triggering public protests. 12 The demonstrations were held each 
Sunday beginning in September, organized primarily via social media. {A "Save 
Ro~ia Montana" Facebook page received over 200,000 "likes" by December.) 
Thousands of people took to the streets in Bucharest as well as nationwide and 
abroad, producing the largest protests since 1990, though the total figure from 
all locations never surpassed 100,000 and was usually under 30,000. In Bucharest 
and Cluj, protesters repeatedly blocked traffic by marching on the largest streets. 
Opponents of the mining project cited various motivations: protecting the national 
heritage of the area, fear of ecological hazards linked to the use of cyanide in gold 
mining, nationalistic objections to the prominent role of a foreign company, or 
allegations that corruption lay behind the new move to open the mine.13 

Faced with strong public discontent with the draft law, the government 
adopted a series of coping strategies: denial, pretending to end the project while 
working to authorize it by other means, and attempting to delegitimize the protests. 
Initially, both the government and the majority of media outlets overlooked the 
protests, focusing instead on other topics, such as the dramatic case of a four-year
old boy who was killed by stray dogs.14 Then, soon after his ally Antonescu declared 
his opposition to the mining project, Ponca publicly stated that it "is dosed, the 
street protests have reached their goal." However, the government asked for the 
establishment of a special parliamentary committee, gathering members from 
both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate to further discuss the project and to 
consult with all the interest groups. On 11 November, the Ro~ia Montana Special 
Committee recommended the rejection of the bill, and the draft law authorizing 
mining at Ro~ia Montana was also defeated in plenum. Subsequently, in a bid 
to circumvent criticism that the rejected bill had been crafted unconstitutionally 
to benefit a specific company, lawmakers introduced a new bill that ostensibly 
regulated mining in general but contained most of the controversial articles of the 
previous draft. This bill was also rejected in a pair of votes in December.1' 

While the police generally allowed the protests to proceed peacefully, politicians 
and the media repeatedly denounced them as unauthorized and dangerous. 
In September, Mihaira Calimente, a PNL MP who headed the parliamentary 
committee overseeing the foreign intelligence service, declared that "the NGOs 
funded by George Soros are the catalyst of the protests," adding that "these grants 
may pose a threat to national security." 16 In response, nearly 100 nongovernmental 
organizations {NGOs) from all over the country sent an open letter to the PNL to 
request the withdrawal of its political support for Calimente.17 The party issued a 
statement dissociating itself from the remarks, but it did not retract its support for 
Calimente himself. Separately, Ionel Bliinculescu, an unpaid Ponca adviser who had 
publicly promoted RMGC, compared the protesters to terrorists. 

Protests linked to environmental concerns also sprang up in October to oppose 
the U.S. energy company Chevron's plans to drill for shale gas in Punge~ti, Vaslui 
County. Hundreds of citizens formed a human chain in front of the machinery and 
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refused ro leave. By !are December, rhe aurhoriries had insrared emergency rule in 
rhe area, even forbidding rh.e villagers rosing Chrisrmas carols in public.'8 

The underfunding of NGOs and rheir primarily foreign sources of income 
represent rhe key vulnerabiliries of rhe secror, limicing rheir abiliry co carry our 
acriviries and exposing chem co arcacks on rheir legirimacy. In April, MP Bogdan 
Diaconu of rhe PSD proposed an amendment ro Law 334/2006 on che financing 
of polirical parries and elecrion campaigns rhar would prohibit NGOs from 
receiving donations from "foreign organizations, individuals or legal enrities" if 
chey are "engaged [in) policical acrivicies, or supporr polirical parries, direccly or 
indireccly."19 The bill was rejecred by rhe Senare, bur it remained under discussion 
in the committees of che more powerful Chamber of Deputies. 

According to a survey commissioned by a privace company, lack of funding 
appears ro be rhe mosr imporranr issue for 74 percenr of Romanian NGOs, and 
delays in che Aow of EU funds affected 36 percenr of organizations in 2013. 20 

In November, an inrensive campaign conducted by over 400 members of 
"Coalition 52" led co rhe improvemenr of the law on cransparency in decision
making (Law 52/2003).21 Among ocher modifications, che law eases civil sociery 
participation by requiring che auchoricies co extend cheperiod for public consultation, 
announce che call for suggestions collected from citizens and subsequently archive 
chem, and publish rhe rules of procedure for public debares. 

Independent Media 
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The face char rhe aurumn 2013 rallies againsr rhe RMGC gold-mining projecr were 
ignored or given disrorred coverage by almosr rhe encire Romanian media secror
wirh a few exceprions-exposed the huge impacr of owners' political and economic 
inrerests on rhe media environmenc. The problem was noted and taken up by the 
proresrers themselves, who began chancing slogans calling for press freedom and 
independent journalism. 

The biased coverage can be amibured in parr ro the severe financial difficulties 
char have affected che Romanian media in chc lase few years, as RMGC has been very 
generous wich invescmenrs in media advcrrising.22 The basic ownership structure 
also likely played a role, as major media owners are linked directly or indireccly 
ro policical leaders, many of whom supported the mining project. More broadly, 
crends like the dramatic decrease in newspaper circulacion, rhe dominance of major 
television starions, and the boom of social media have all weakened che status of 
professional journalises and lefc chem more vulnerable co editorial influence from 
media owners. 

Boch the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in 
November 2012 and the European Commission (EC) in ics January 2013 report 
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under the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism (CVM) emphasized the 
degradation and polarization of the media environment in Romania. The OSCE's 
final report on the December 2012 parliamentary elections concluded chat media 
outlets preferred to become instruments at the disposal of political parties rather 
than play a critical and analytical watchdog role coward public officials.23 Outlets 
frequently spar with rivals associated with the opposing political camp, damaging 
public cruse in media independence. 

In addition, the EC in its CVM progress report recommended that Romania 
review uexiscing standards co safeguard a free and pluralise media while ensuring 
effective redress against violation of individuals' fundamental rights and against 
undue pressure or intimidation from the media against the judiciary and anti
corrupcion institutions."H The suggestion stemmed in large part from a campaign 
by the Antena 3 television station against prosecutors and judges involved in the 
corruption cases of politician and businessman Dan Voiculescu, the de facto owner 
of the station's parent company, Intact Media Group. 

In the first three weeks of the anci-RMGC protests, the country's broadcasting 
regulator, the National Audiovisual Council (CNA), received 2,000 complaints 
against the main television stations, which were mostly accused of disseminating 
pro-RMGC propaganda by carrying a huge amount of advertisements. A significant 
number of these complaints were also related to talk shows and news bulletins 
chat were perceived to be "sponsored" by RMGC. The CNA president stated that 
there were also petitions regarding biased news reporting of the street protests, with 
some specifically naming the state-owned television station, Romanian Television 
(TVR).25 The outlet allegedly offered very poor news coverage of the protests for 
approximately nine days, with one segment of only 43 seconds on 1 September, 
the first day of the rallies. The CNA banned the RMGC advertisements from 
being broadcast in their existing form because they were considered misleading.26 

On 7 September, thousands of anci-RMGC demonstrators marched to the TVR 
headquarters to protest the alleged news blackout, but even this was not covered in 
the station's news program. 

MPs have blocked reforms advocated by many NGOs chat would change the 
law regulating state-owned television and radio networks in order to depoliticize the 
appointment of station managers. In August, some members ofTVR's governing 
board and one of its journalists criticized the hiring process for the head of the news 
department, calling it unfair and politicized.27 The only candidate for the position, 
Claudiu Lucaci, had served as a spokesperson for a former PSD government. In 
December, the TVR board and director were dismissed by Parliament amid political 
disagreements within in the USL. 

A new law on insolvency adopted by the government on 2 October led some 
NGOs to accuse it of attempting to further suppress media independence. The 
law, Emergency Ordinance no. 91/2013, required the suspension of licenses 
for audiovisual companies entering insolvency proceedings. Active Watch and 
Reporters Without Borders condemned the measure, saying it was adopted with 
a total lack of transparency. The groups argued that the ordinance's provisions 
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"chreacen press freedom and che public's righc co information" and open "a new 
chapcer in che hiscory of policical and economic concrol of che media inscicucions 
in Romania."28 The law was concesced ac che Conscicucional Courc, which decided 
char che use of che emergency ordinance procedure co enacc ic was unjustified and 
cherefore unconscicucional. 

Some web-based alcernative journaliscic projeccs and social-media oudecs 
succeeded in providing accurace informacion co younger, more urban residems 
during che anci-RMGC rallies. lncernec penecracion had reached 53 percem 
nacionally and 63 percem in urban areas among people over age 15 as of April 
2013.29 Facebook, which played an imporcanc role in mobilizing procescers, has a 
penecracion of abouc 32.8 percent.30 
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One of che main copies of public debace in 2013 was che government's proposed 
"regionalization-decencralizacion" process, as ic was named in a memorandum 
released in February by Regional Development Miniscer Liviu Dragnea.31 He 
argued char che shifr of responsibilicies away from che national governmenc 
(decencralizacion) and che creacion of new regions becween che national and county 
level (regionalizacion) are viral if Romania is co improve ics absorption race for EU 
funds and achieve balanced regional developmenc.32 Dragnea emphasized chac che 
core aim of chis new framework-which also includes changes co che law on local 
public adminiscracion, che scacuce of civil servants, and che law on che role of che 
prefecc-is co reduce bureaucracy and create a more efficient public adminiscracion 
char is responsive co the needs of che local populacion.33 In lace Occober, che draft 
law on decemralizacion was made public,3-4 whereas che regionalizacion plan is co be 
presemed ac a lacer dace, in one or cwo years. 

The inicial plan of che USL was co have everyching seeded by che end of 
November, which would have meam organizing che conscicucional referendum in 
Occober. However, che scracegy had co be changed because of che Conscicucional 
Courc's decision on che law on referendums. The USL decided co implemenc che 
decemralizacion law before che adoption of che 2014 scare budgec and before 
January 2014, when che European Commission's new financial framework for che 
discribution of EU funds would begin, by passing ic via a voce of confidence and 
chus avoiding an accual parliamentary debace on che maner. The voce cook place 
on 19 November in the absence of che main opposicion parry, che POL, which 
challenged che validity of che procedure. A ruling by che Conscicucional Courc was 
pending ac year's end. 

Public discussions on regionalization and decencralizacion wich local officials, 
polirical parry represematives, academics, and NGOs were organized throughout 
rhe coumry during 2013. A poim of comencion among some mayors and county 
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council presidents has been the establishment of the future regional administrative 
capitals and the actual number of the proposed regions. Dragnea pointed out 
that each county would have a piece of the regional administrative structure, 
with multiple administrative centers rather than a single regional capital, so as to 
avoid a concentration of power.35 Nevertheless, the political bickering between so
called "local barons" only gave grounds for the opposition,36 and even liberal and 
conservative members of the USL, to argue that the country would essentially be 
divided between the PSD and PNL.37 In addition, several NGOs sent an open 
letter to the government asking for the draft law to be formally presented for a 
public debate, in accordance with Law 52/2003. The groups also emphasized that 
the project had not been preceded by an impact study, and that it might actually 
increase corrupt practices by giving county councils and local councilors more 
decision-making powers.38 

The POL criticized the whole process by claiming that its mayors' opinions 
were completely ignored during the local discussions, and accused the government 
of excluding the opposition from the creation of the draft law. The UDMR, 
meanwhile, welcomed the decentralization process and was willing to support it in 
Parliament, but it considered the regionalization step to be untimely, since it would 
require the modification of the constitution.39 Regionalization is a more sensitive 
issue for the Hungarian minority, whose leaders hope to strengthen the local rights 
and cohesion of areas with a majority Hungarian population. Initial government 
plans appeared to integrate these territories with neighboring, Romanian-dominated 
counties. In response, the Szekler National Council, representing a large subgroup 
of ethnic Hungarians concentrated in Transylvania, organized a protest march in 
late October that was attended by 100,000 Szeklers. They demanded territorial 
autonomy and criticized the government's intentions.40 

During the summer, a major conflict arose between local mayors and county 
council presidents and the National Integrity Agency (ANI), which investigates 
conflicts of interest and incompatibilities among public officials. AN I's legal actions 
against local leaders deemed to have such conflicts prompted a groupofapproximately 
2,800 mayors-represented by the Romanian Communes' Association-to sign an 
official protest in which they asked the Ministry of Justice and the prime minister 
to change Article 87{f) of Law 16112003 on assuring transparency in the exercise 
of public offices. This particular article prohibits mayors, county council presidents, 
and their deputies from simultaneously holding senior positions in commercial 
entities that are subordinated to them in their official capacity. However, this law 
is part of the anticorruption package attached to Romania's EU accession in 2007 
and, according to the CVM, cannot be altered. Dragnea joined the Communes' 
Association in trying to have the law changed and sent a draft emergency ordinance 
to the Justice Ministry for review,41 but the initiative was rejected in August. 

The local officials stated that 1,200 mayors, 80 percent of whom belonged to 
the USL, had been accused of conflicts of interest and threatened to protest in front 
of the government headquarters so as to have the law changed,42 a step that would 
annul ongoing trials. PNL senator Sorin Ro~ca Stiinescu, who was himself later 
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accused of incompatibilities, took the debate a step further, warning that if the law 
on ANI's funcrioning was nor changed and the local officials were dismissed as a 
result of courc rulings, there would be a vacuum of power until new local elections 
could be organized. ANT pointed out that only I 08 such local officials had been 
formally declared incompatible since 2008, but chat investigations were ongoing.13 

PNL president Crin Antonescu suggested a general amnesty for chose found co be 
in a con A ice of interest, and court appeals for chose still on crial. 44 Ponca scared that 
the USL would offer legal counsel co its elected officials, and chac any changes in chc 
law would not apply co existing cases. In addition, he emphasized that there was no 
unitary case law on the matter as yet, since court decisions have been contradictory, 
allowing che USL co intervene either at the High Court of Cassadon and Justice 
(ICCJ) or through che government. However, Ponca said the government would 
wait for the outcome of the trials and then gather all the stakeholders (local officials, 
the Justice Ministry, the ANI, and Parliament) to come up with a solucion.45 

Although the law has been in force since 2003, no such discussion took place 
in the government until rhe AN! started issuing indictments and sending officials 
co court. 
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The political rivalry berween the USL and the camp led by Presidenr Basescu 
continued co play out in the judicial sphere in 2013. Although all magistrates 
are tenured, and thus protected in principle from political intervention, short 
management mandates and appointments without competition by "delegation" arc 
frequently used, thus making top positions unstable. The end ofjudgeAlina Ghica's 
term as head of the self-governing Superior Council of Magistrates (CSM) triggered 
a protracted battle to name her successor in January and February. Prosecucors' 
representatives managed co impose a prosecutor-Cana Schmidt Haineala, who 
like Ghica was seen as a Basescu ally-as Ghica's replacement, which led co a 
rebellion by the judges on the council. They argued chat i£ was unprecedented 
for the CSM ro be dominated by prosecutors, who still have some consticucional 
subordination co the Justice Ministry. 

Two of the judges on the council joined the prosecutors in endorsing Haineala. 
In response, judges across the country held a weeks-long voce co recall them. 
However, che Conscicutional Court reinstated the two, finding rhar because cheir 
council vote was nor grounds for dismissal, rhe CSM Department of Judges had 
erroneously invoked the provisions of rhe Romanian constitution (Law 3 I 7 /2004) 
on the status of magistrates. Basescu allies are said ro hold a one-sear majority on 
the Constitutional Court, though rhe courr does not always vote politically or 
predictably. 
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The media of boch policical camps aggressively campaigned in chis dispuce. In 
addicion, che DNA and che ANI opened highly publicized invescigacions imo rwo 
CSM judges who led che opposicion co Hiineala's eleccion. The charges were chin 
and were subsequendy revoked, but chey suggesced chac boch sides in che conflicc 
were using all available means co discredic che ocher. 

Juscice Miniscer Mona Pivniceru, a Basescu opponem and longcime head of 
an influemial magiscraces' associacion, resigned her cabinec posicion ac the end 
of March co prevem a conflicc of imerest as she awaiced an appoimmem co che 
Conscicucional Courc. Her cenure was seen as a disappoimmem by liberals and 
conservacives who had sponsored her as juscice minister, as she could noc prevem 
Haineala from being elecced and did noc succeed in replacing che oucgoing DNA 
chief prosecucor, Daniel Morar, whom the USL considered coo close co Basescu. 
Afcer seep ping in as imerim juscice miniscer, Poma in April appoimed Laura Codruta 
KOvesi, che choice of Basescu and a former prosecucor general, as Morar's successor. 
Poma also named Tiberiu Ni{u, previously KOvesi's deputy, as che new prosecucor 
general. The appoincmems emerged from a deal scruck berween che prime miniscer 
and che presidem, wichouc che PNL, and ic was cricicized by Morar on che grounds 
chac che rwo were noc qualified. Ocher observers said chere should have been an 
open applicacion process. Nevercheless, che cohabicacion pace performed reasonably 
well in managing chese appoimmems smoochly, as ic also did wich che Sepcember 
reappoimmem of incumbem Liva Scanciu for a new chree-year cerm as presidem 
of che ICC]. 

Wich che excepcion of che DNA, che EU has cricicized mosc componems of 
Romania's underperforming juscice syscem. A new criminal code chac will cake 
dfecc in February 2014 promises co signi6camly reduce penalcies for corrupcion 
offenses, aucomacically decreasing che statute of limitation for such crimes. 
Corrupcion plagues che judiciary itself. The March arrests of rwo judges from che 
Bucharest Tribunal for alleged influence peddling and taking bribes in exchange for 
Favorable decisions highlighted che existence ofillicic mechanisms for case 6xing in 
che coumry's courts. 

A new and serious crisis chreacened the juscice syscem on IO December, when 
some members of che Judicial Commiuee of che Chamber of Depucies, in a secret 
overnight meeting, imroduced an amendmem co che new criminal code chat would 
have exempted MPs and the presidem, among ochers, from nearly all possible 
corruption charges and removed conflicc of imeresc related co administrative aces 
from che code alcogecher. They also approved a comroversial amnesty law chat would 
sec free a number of senior policicians who had been convicted of corrupcion after 
hard-foughc prosecucions. The chamber's plenum approved che bill despite negacive 
opinions from che governmem, also caking advamage of Poma's absence co auend 
former Souch African leader Nelson Mandela's funeral. Due co an ensuing scandal 
in the Romanian media and concerns expressed by Brussels, Poma declared chac he 
would recall che law, and che Co.nscicucional Court was reviewing it ac year's end. 
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While anticorruption mechanisms showed consistent signs of improvement during 

2013, political resistance continued, including through rhe use of parliamentary 
immunity. In October, an overwhelming majority of 126 senators voted against 

lifring immunity for economy minisrer and senaror Varujan Vosganian of rhe PNL, 
though he resigned from his cabinet posr.46 Vosganian was charged wirh damaging 
rhe Romanian economy by negotiating a favorable gas price for an indebted 

private chemical company, InterAgro, ar the expense of rhe state-owned natural gas 
producer Romgaz. His prosecurion could not proceed withour Senate approval. In 

early 2013, MPs had tried co amend a new srarute on their acrivicies in ways that 

would have strengthened their immunity from prosecution, but the controversial 
provisions were struck down by the Consrirurional Court. 

In October, the Senate passed a drafr law approving GEO no. 6312013,'17 which 

restores the DNA's jurisdiction to its original 2003 condition, allowing it to handle 
cases of tax evasion, embezzlement, and fraud only if these exceed €I million. The 
change will focus the directorate's attention on grand corruption. Cases thar fail 

to meet this numerical threshold will become the responsibility of the ordinary 
prosecutor's office. Recenr data presented by rhe chairman of rhe Fiscal Council 

show rhar rax evasion stands ar I 0 percent of Romania's gross domestic producr.48 

Anricorruprion prosecutors secured a number of convictions during 2013, 
with courtS issuing senrences against imporcam public figures and lawmakers 

including George Becali, a soccer tycoon and PNL MP. and Dan Voiculescu, rhe 

media mogul and PC founder. Voiculescu has been facing corruption charges since 
2008, and exploited a variety of legal loopholes co protract his trial. In the summer 
of 2012, he resigned from the Sena re over the rejection of a tax evasion amendmenr. 

His resignation meant char the Supreme Courr had to surrender jurisdiction and 
transfer his corruption case co rhe Bucharest Tribunal, a lower court.4, Voiculescu 

rhen sought reelection in the December 20 l 2 parliamenraryelections, only co resign 
again shortly afrer raking office in early 2013. However, at the end of September 
2013, he received a five-year prison sencence for the fraudulcnr privatization of the 
former lnsricute of Food Research .~" 

Although the number of high-level convictions and sentences has increased, 

they do nor seem co have any deterrent effect on politicians' behavior. The general 

impression is char most cabinet ministers, mayors, and heads of county councils are 
vulnerable co corruption prosecutions, bur char only a small minority are charged
essentially ac random in che most oprimistic view, or ac che direction of the president 

and his allies in law enforcement agencies, according co more pessimistic observers. 

Progress in che prosecution of high-level corruption has yet co be accompanied 
by preventive administrative measures against scare capture and cliemelism. For 

instance, public funds, including those granted by che EU, remain subject to 

looting by government officials. This corruption contributes to Romania's dismal 
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absorption capacity, as irregularities in the use of EU funds can oblige Brussels 
co suspend reimbursement claims coming from Romania.51 Those responsible for 
such misappropriarion have often gone unpunished, and officials ranging from low
ranking bureaucrats to former regional development minister Elena Udrea and the 
president himself have faced accusations of involvement. The Fight against Fraud 
Department (DLAF) is responsible for investigating misuse of EU money and 
sending cases co court. DLAF reports of irregularities, including suspected fraud, 
involve sums far exceeding chose claimed by DNA indictments or proved missing 
in criminal court casesY 

The Ro~ia Montana project has raised alarms among anticorruption activists 
amid suspicions of extensive co-optation. Basescu, two prime ministers, and several 
cabinet ministers have been involved in creating rhe large mining concession for an 
otherwise obscure company founded by a convicted criminal. The company grew 
rapidly despire lacking an environmenral exploitation license, and cricks likened 
it to a pyramid scheme.53 The investors' money was allegedly used co buy support 
from patties, media, and local authorities, who reissued licenses as courts canceled 
chem for irregularities. No one has ever been charged for wrongdoing associated 
with the project. 

In response to media reports, Basescu acknowledged in November that he had 
his daughter, Joana Basescu, buy some 300 hectares of land on rhe advice of his 
agriculrure adviser, using a preferential loan of €1 million from rhe stare-run CEC 
Bank.54 Land sales will be liberalized beginning on 1 January 2014 for citizens 
of EU member states, and rhe value of the new Basescu property is expected co 
increase. Many observers questioned how the president's daughter, a notary, could 
have fairly qualified for such a large loan so quickly. The president's own salary 
amoums co about €1,500 per momh. Parliamenr has launched an investigarion 
imo the transaction. 

AuTHORs: VALENTINA DIMULEscu, ADRIANA loRDACHE, loANA LurE.A 

This report WllJ compiled by the research staff at the Romanian Academic Sodety 
(SAR) in Bucharest, with notable contributions by project coordinator Valentina 
Dimulescu, policy analyst Adriana /ordache, and policy analyst Joana Lupea. 

"Acordul de Colaborare lnstiru1ionali intre Pr~intele Romaniei ~i Primul-Minimu al 
Guvernului" [Agreement of institutional collaboration between Romanian president and 
prime minister of the government]. Politicaromaneasca.ro, 12 December 20 l 2, http://www. 
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organized by the public television], news release, 28 August 2013, http://www.romaniacurata. 
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been implicated in corruption cases. They have succeeded in building extensive economic 
and political networks through which they are able to influence the distribution of local 
resources, channel state contracts to personal associates and relatives, and even engage in 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

lthough the large street protests of 201 l and 2012 were not repeated in 
2013, considerable discontent permeated Russian society as President 
Yladimir Putin's authoritarian regime moved well into its second decade. 

In its efforts to maintain control," the Kremlin continued to manipulate elections, 
unleashed the law enforcement agencies on civil sociery, maintained a firm grip on 
the crucial television broadcasters while stepping up harassment of independent 
online critics, and sought ro further reduce the independence of the judiciary. 
However, it did little ro combat the country's extensive corruption, which appeared 
to increase amid preparations for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. Putin's 
decision at the end of the year ro release prominent political prisoners-including 
former oil rycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky, two members of the protest group Pussy 
Riot, and 30 Greenpeace activists-highlighted the concentration of power at the 
top rather than demonstrating any fundamental change in the system. 

The most visible weapon in the Kremlin's campaign to intimidate and neutralize 
the opposition was the Investigative Committee, a powerful law enforcement body. 
Threats of legal action, criminal investigations, charges of serving foreign powers, 
show trials, and prison terms dominated the Russian political discourse. At the 
same time, the leadership attempted ro distract attention from these crackdowns by 
focusing its propaganda machine on the upcoming Olympics and other sporting 
events hosted in Russia. 

Putin also sought to turn sociery against itself by facilitating attacks on the 
most vulnerable parts of the population. A new federal law against "propaganda of 
nontraditional sexual relations," which received backing from the Russian Orthodox 
Church, and a focus on migrant workers as a source of crime and unemployment 
afflicting ethnic Russians helped stir populist feelings that Russia's rulers hoped to 
exploit for their benefit. 

National Democratic Governance. As he continued to concentrate power, 
undermine the country's political institutions, and remove potential sources of 
opposition, Putin gave much greater authoriry co the securiry and law enforcement 
agencies. These groups effectively competed among themselves ro repress opposirion
minded members of sociery. Putin no longer attempts to appeal to all Russians, 
instead seeking support for his regime from relatively poor and less educated rural 
residents at che expense of the more educated and wealthier urban population. 
Because the leadership continued to rule through repressive mechanisms, Russia's 
rating for national democratic governance remains unchanged at 6.50. 
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Electoral Process. The regional elections on 8 September were deeply flawed, 
allowing the ruling United Russia party to dominate. Anticorruption blogger and 
leading opposition figure Aleksey Navalny's campaign for mayor of Moscow won 
more votes than expected on a titted playing field, suggescing that free elections would 
have given the opposition more representation. Throughout the year, the Kremlin 
continued discussions on how to change the federal electoral law to maintain the 
political status quo while also revising regional electoral laws to improve official 
results for the regime. Given the tightly controlled regional elections and further 
efforts to manipulate the electoral law in the government's favor, Russia's riztingfor 
electoral process remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Civil Society. Acting under a 2012 law that requires nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) chat receive foreign funding and engage in vaguely defined 
"political activities" to register as "foreign agents," the authorities in February 
carried out inspections of about 1,000 organizations, with the apparent purpose of 
intimidating chem and disrupting their work. The election-monitoring group Golos 
suffered the worst repercussions, as the Justice Ministry subsequently dissolved 
it. Its director Red the country, and although members were able to regroup, the 
organization operated at a reduced capacity. Other activists and government critics 
also sought refuge abroad, and the government seemed to encourage the trend. At 
the same rime, the Kremlin has sought to harness extreme nationalist groups for 
its purposes, promoting xenophobia and loyalty to che scare. Due to the regime's 
increased harassment of independent organizations and its effons co remove the 
most articulate members of the opposition from active public life, Russia's rating/or 
civil society declines.from 5.50 to 5.75. 

Independent Media. The Kremlin in 2013 retained its extensive control over 
Russian television and increased ics ability to influence and interrupt online 
discussion, exerting pressure on the internet-based television broadcaster Dozhd 
(Rain). Journalist Akhmednabi Akhmednabiyev was shot dead in Dagescan in July, 
and many other editors came under pressure, with several losing their positions. 
A new law ostensibly aimed at internet piracy gave the stare the ability to close 
websites without a court order if they are suspected of using copyrighted materials 
illegally. Given the lack of improvements in che repressive media environment, 
Russia's rating/or independent media remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. Municipal governments remained subservient to 
federal and regional authorities, suffering from a lack of guaranteed or autonomous 
funding to handle their extensive responsibilities. A number of mayors were 
arrested after coming into conflict with regional or federal superiors, including 
che United Russia critic Yevgeniy Urlashov of Yaroslavl. Although opposicion 
candidate Yevgeniy Royzman won the mayoralty of Yekaterinburg in September, 
che unelected city manager holds most executive power. Russia's rating for local 
democratic governance remains unchanged at 6.00. 
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Judicial Framework and Independence. The Kremlin continued to use Russia's 
courts to suppress political opposition in 2013, with a series oflegal actions against 
Navalny being the most prominent example. Putin also introduced a measure that 
would fold the arbitration courts into the courts of general jurisdiction, effectively 
weakening the most professional and independent branch of Russia's court system. 
Russia's rating/or judicial.framework and independence remains unchanged at 6.00. 

Corruption. Putin and his agents have selectively pursued corruption charges to 
discipline wayward elites and defuse potential opposition in society. State efforts to 
review the income and regulate the foreign property holdings of officials have had 
few practical results. Despite obstacles and punishments imposed by the authorities, 
independent activism by Navalny and others has been much more effective at 
exposing high-level abuses. As the Sochi Olympics approached, civil society began 
to report evidence of massive corruption that had inflated the unprecedented $50 
billion cost of the games. Although the administration created a new office for 
countering corruption at the end of the year, few observers expected it to improve 
the situation. Due to the continued weakness of official antigraft mechanisms, 
the suppression of independent investigations, and signs of growing malfeasance, 
Russia's rating/or corruption declines .from 6.50 to 6.75. 

Outlook for 2014. The world's attention will focus on the Winter Olympics in 
February, raising questions about the country's treatment of its LGBT {lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender) population and migrant workers, but also highlighting 
Russia's authoritarian political system, slowing economy, rampant corruption, and 
persistent terrorism. The Moscow city council elections in September are likely to 
be a catalyst for opposition activity as Putin's critics seek to gain a platform in the 
capital, and the Kremlin can be expected to take measures to limit their influence. 
Fourteen regions will elect governors, and a number will also hold legislative 
elections. The shifting balance between single-mandate districts and proportional 
representation will draw scrutiny in the regional voting as the Kremlin looks for 
guidance in its effort to rewrite the federal electoral law to ensure victory in the 
2016 parliamentary elections. Running parallel to domestic developments will be 
the evolving political crisis in Ukraine, with events there presenting a potential 
alternative to continued authoritarian rule in Russia. 
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Presidenc Vladimir Pucin has ruled Russia since 2000, using increasingly auchoricarian 
means co rerain power. The Kremlin works relenclessly co undermine any pocencial 
opponenc or alcernarive cencer of power before ic has a chance co challenge che scams 
quo. The regime established by Pucin generally seeks co co-ope or incimidace rather 
chan eliminace ics opposition, neucralizing che mosc effeccive rivals while sending 
strong signals co che resc oF society noc co get involved in the policical process. 

One imporcanc dissidenc, former oil magnace Mikhail Khodorkovsky, was 
released on 20 December afrer 10 years in prison chanks co a presidencial pardon. 
He immediacely Aew co Germany and announced chat he would noc parcicipace in 
Russian politics beyond helping to free policical prisoners who remained behind 
bars ac che end oF che year, including Placon Lebedev and Aleksey Pkhugin, his 
former colleagues ac che oil company Yukos. Khodorkovsky also renounced his 
right to Yukos assecs chat were seized by che scace as pare of che cax case against 
him and chen incorporaced inco che stace-owned oil firm Rosnefr. Some of chose 
assecs were scill being concesced ac an incernacional tribunal. While Khodorkovsky's 
release boosced Russia's and Pucin's image before the Wimer Olympics in Sochi, 
scheduled for February 2014, his immediace exile-coming on che heels of a senior 
prosecucor's threat co pursue new charges againsc him1-led co speculacion chac che 
Kremlin had forced Khodorkovsky co renounce his Yukos interescs and any role in 
Russian policies in exchange for his freedom.2 

The executive branch dominaces the judicial and legislative branches, concrolling 
all decisions of policical significance. Of che 448 laws enacced in 2013, the governmenc 
initiated 251 and the presidenc 29, meaning nearly cwo-chirds of the bills adopced by 
che legislacure came direccly from che executive.~ Measures backed by che president 
rypically pass quickly and with little discussion. The obedienc courrs held a number of 
show crials during che year co encangle che governmenc's masc arciculate opponents in 
che legal syscem, and che !aw enforcemenc agencies were roucinely used co enforce che 
leadership's political will. Alchough che Kremlin works co avoid angering che public 
with its policymaking, mosc decisions are caken behind closed doors. Elice groups 
may bacrle over policies, buc there is licrle public accouncability. 

Groups of individuals now run che councry co promote their parcicular 
incercscs rather chan a broader nacional inceresc.4 The scace apparacus, concrolled 
by chcse groups, works like a monopoliscic business encerprise wich no checks on 
ics accivicies. The Kremlin is eliminacing areas of relacive auconomy, such as the 
Academy of Sciences, independenc univcrsicies, and che arbicracion courcs, while 
seeking co assert greater direcc managemenc co address growing inefficiencies. The 
newspaper Vedomosti has described the result as "control instead of developmenc."5 
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Following rhe large opposirion proresrs in December 2011 and rhe spring of 
2012 in Moscow, Sr. Petersburg, and many regional capirals, rhe president no longer 
seeks rhe supporr of urban liberals, who are relarively wealrhy and well educared. 
lnsread, he has focused on developing a core consriruency among rural residenrs 
who rend ro be conservarivc, less educared, and poor. In whar was seen as an arrempr 
ro solidify supporr among such cirizens, Purin on 30 June 2013 signed rwo laws 
banning "propaganda of nonrradirional sexual relarions" and blasphemy. The firsr 
law was osrensibly aimed ar prorecring minors, bur ir effecrively criminalized any 
advocacy of LG BT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and rransgender) rights or equality, and ir 
also inspired some groups ro rarger members of rhis community for violent arrack.6 

The blasphemy law banned vaguely defined acrs rhar "express a clear lack of respecr 
for society" or chose whose goal is ro "insulr rhe religious feelings of believcrs."7 

While such legislation could be used ro put addirional restrictions on rhe opposition 
and free speech,8 ir also bolstered rhe president's image as a defender of traditional 
values and brought the governmenr closer ro rhe Russian Orrhodox Church, which 
does nor serve as a polirically independent moral aurhoriry in Russian sociery.9 

There is lirrlc democraric oversight of rhe security services, and borh rhe Federal 
Security Service (FSB) and rhe police have grown more powerful as parr of the 
Kremlin effort co marginalize rhe opposition. More recently, the Investigative 
Commirree-controlled by Aleksandr Basrrykin, who wenr to law school wirh 
Putin-has become one of rhe key rools employed by the regime ro silence irs 
enemies. JU Despite their common repressive nature, there are considerable splits 
among these agencies. Whereas the FSB was once predominant, Purin was reporredly 
unhappy wirh irs performance in prevenring rhe mass proresrs of 2011-12 and 
has now given grcarer prominence ro rhc lnrerior Minisrry. 11 In addirion, rhere 
is ongoing conAicr berween rhe Prosecuror General's Office and rhe Investigative 
Commirree. 12 The president does nor have to issue specific orders for crackdowns, 
because the law enforcement agencies effectively compete with one ocher ro enforce 
what rhey inrerprer as Putin's will most effectively. Putin is then free to appear 
reasonable by criticizing the worst excesses while leaving the overall sysrem in place. 
In November, former finance minister Aleksey Kudrin released a report proposing 
the abolition of the Investigative Committee, the Interior Ministry, and the Federal 
Drug Control Service and the redistribution of their powers ro other entities at 
the federal, regional, and municipal levels. 13 However, such decentralizing reforms 
seemed unlikely at year's end. 
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As in past years, the authorities manipulated elections in 2013 to ensure vicrory for 
their chosen candidates and block the opposition from raking office. All regional 
and local elections were held on the second Sunday in September, in keeping with a 
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2012 law. This schedule favored incumbents and che superior resources ofKremlin
backed politicians, as ic forced all sides co campaign during che summer months, 
when many voters were on vacation or generally less attentive co political affairs. 

United Russia won che eight gubernatorial elections held on 8 September. 
Among che victors was incumbent Moscow mayor Sergey Sobyanin, who has che 
status of regional governor. A former head of che presidential administration and 
a close Putin ally, Sobyanin had been appointed co che mayoralcy in 2010. United 
Russia also won more chan 70 percent of che seats, on average, in che 16 regions chat 
held legislative elections in 2013. 

In many cases, opposition candidates were prevented from running in che year's 
regional and local elections. 14 Twency-eighc parry liscs-9.2 percent of che coral 
nominated-were not registered. This represented an increase from 2.4 percent in 
2012 and a return co earlier, more restrictive praccices. 15 In che governors' races, che 
candidates registered were largely limited co chose who could collect che signatures of 
local United Russia legislators, as che current electoral law requires each gubernatorial 
candidate co gain che endorsement of ac lease 5 percent of local lawmakers. Only 
che Communise Parry had enough incumbent officeholders co clear chis hurdle in 
rare cases. Truly independent candidates were for che most pare denied registration, 
usually on the basis of technicalities, such as female candidates submiccing documents 
registered in their maiden names rather chan their married names.16 

However, che authorities allowed anticorrupcion blogger Aleksey Navalny co 
participate in che Moscow mayoral election. According co official resulcs, he won 
27.24 percent of che voce, a surprisingly large share given che controlled nature 
of che election; Navalny had no access co che main television stations, which 
lavished praise on his opponent. 17 Since Sobyanin narrowly avoided a runoff by 
caking 51.37 percent of che voce, many opposition leaders assumed chat che resulcs 
were falsified by ac lease 2 percentage points. 18 Navalny was allowed co compete 
only because Sobyanin ordered members of che cicy council co sign his campaign 
application. Although che approval of his candidacy was seen as an effort co boost 
che legitimacy of a predetermined process, Navalny used che opportunity co full 
effect. During che course of che campaign, he managed co raise more chan 103 
million rubles ($3. l million) from 16,706 contributors, a Russian record. 19 In 
addition, 14,000 volunteers signed up co work for his campaign, demonstrating 
extensive unhappiness with che status quo. Navalny filed numerous complaints 
citing irregularities in che elections after che winner was announced, hue all were 
dismissed by che authorities. 

Yevgeniy Royzman was che most prominent opposition figure co win a mayoral 
election in 2013, though he succeeded in Yekaterinburg, where che unelected city 
manager wields most of che power. Navalny and Royzman both beneficed from 
opponents who had been appointed co their poses from outside their regions, 
provoking distrust among local voters. In ocher notable opposition victories, Boris 
Nemcsov of che Republican Parry of Russia-People's Freedom Parry (RPR-Parnas) 
was elected co Yaroslavl's regional legislacure, and Galina Shirshina, an independent 
backed by che liberal parry Yabloko, was elected Pecrozavodsk's mayor. 
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On 2 April, Pucin signed a law chac rescricts che direcr election of governors 
by allowing individual regions co ope for indirecc gubernacorial eleccions inscead. If 
che regional legislature voces co reject holding direcc eleccions, the Russian presidenc 
nominaces chree candidates, one of whom is then confirmed by che regional legislacure. 20 

Pucin argued chat direct elections, which had onJy been restored in 2012 afcer being 
abolished nationwide in 2004, could lead co echnic violence in some regions.21 By 
che end of2013, onJy republics in che North Caucasus area-Dagescan, lngushetia, 
Norch Ossecia, and Karachayevo-Cherkessiya-had adopced indirect elections, and 
chey apparendy did so under duress. On 18 April, the Dagescani parliamenc rejecced 
the change in chree rounds of secrec vocing. The measure finally succeeded when the 
speaker forced an open voce, allowing him to pressure che deputies.22 In January, Putin 
had replaced Dagescan governor Magomedsalam Magomedov, who supponed the 
resumption of direct elections in che republic, with Ramazan Abdulacipov, who was 
more inclined to respect Kremlin wishes. BochAbdulacipov and incumbent lngushetia 
governor Yunus-bek Yevkurov retained their poses when regional lawmakers approved 
their nominacions on 8 September. The changes in che other republics cook place 
after September, meaning chey would be implemented in 2014. These developments 
seemed co reflect the Kremlin's determination co maincain cencralized concrol over 
che Norch Caucasus. By concrasc, the republics ofTacarscan and Bashkorcoscan in rhc 
Volga district asserted their right to elect regional leaders direcrly. 

Russia frequently changes its eleccoral laws co suic che needs of incumbents. 
There are ongoing discussions abouc scrapping the pure proportional-represenracion 
system for the Scace Duma-the lower house of the Federal Assembly-because of 
fears chat che ruling United Russia parry is coo unpopular to win in 2016. Instead, 
the Duma could return co a system of 50 percenc proportional represencation and 
50 percern single-member districts, or fill all seats through majoricarian concescs in 
single-member discricts.23 These debates continued chroughouc the year, and a new 
law on Duma eleccions was expecced in 2014. 

Similar changes were already under way ac che regional level. On 4 November, 
Putin signed a law allowing regional legislatures to lower che number of depucies 
elecced on che basis of proporcional represencacion to 25 percenc from the currenc 50 
percent, and making ic possible co remove proportional represencation completely 
from the Moscow and Sc. Pecersburg ciry councils.24 Sobyanin has already called for 
eliminacing proporcional represencation in che capital, and rhe new provisions were 
expected co help Kremlin allies gain a majoriry of sea cs in che 2014 Moscow ciry 
council eleccions.25 
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After his eleccion co a third presidencial cerm was greeced wich mass protests in 2012, 
Putin enacted a rafc of new laws designed co suppress civil sociery activism in Russia. 
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The mosc prominenc measure required all nongovernmencal organizations (NGOs) 
chac receive foreign funding and engage in vaguely defined "political activities" co 
regiscer as "foreign agencs."26 After cheJuscice Miniscrywas slow co implemenc che law, 
Pucin demanded in February 2013 chat che authorities proceed with enforcemenc, 
leading che Prosecucor General's Office co conduce inspections of approximacely 
1,000 NGOs.27 Ulcimacely, che inspeccors idencified 22 groups as "foreign agents." 
However, when Putin declared chac "political accivicies" should be more narrowly 
defined, che campaign scalled wichouc officially ending, leaving NGOs vulnerable 
and uncercain as co when che nexc round of incimidacion would begin.28 

By year's end, che auchoricies had filed nine adminiscracive cases againsc NGOs 
and an additional five adminiscracive cases againsc NGO leaders for failing co regiscer 
under che "foreign agents" law, according co Human Righcs Watch.29 Courcs chrew 
ouc che charges in 9 ofche 14 cases, exonerating che Perm Regional Human Righcs 
Cencer, che GRANI Cencer for Civic Analysis and lndependenc Research, the Perm 
Civic Chamber, che Side by Side LGBT Film Fescival and its director, Coming Ouc 
(an LGBT group) and ics direccor, and che Memorial Anti-Discrimination Cencer 
and ics direccor. 

The law and ics uneven implemencation seemed designed more co harass 
NGOs than co shuc them down. However, in one nocable enforcemenc action, che 
Juscice Miniscry dissolved che independenc eleccion-monicoring group Golos on 6 
June, and its director, Liliya Shibanova, fled che councry.30 In July, che auchoricies 
charged che group wich noc paying ics taxes in full.3' Members of che organizacion 
reconsticuted icon 5 July, sec up a new website, and helped to monitor the Moscow 
mayoral election in September, though they had greater difficulty continuing their 
work in the regions beyond the capital. The Kremlin apparently decided chat it was 
not necessary co destroy Golos completely because it had accomplished the mission 
of marginalizing the group. In a separate case, the Kostroma Public Iniciacives 
Support Center said at the end of Occober chat it would have to shut down if it did 
not win a Constitutional Court appeal,32 still pending at year's end, because it could 
not afford a 300,000 ruble ($9,000) fine levied against it for failing to register as a 
foreign agent. The organization's mission is to convene roundtable discussions, one 
of which included a represencative of the U.S. embassy. 

The Kremlin has sought to increase government funding for NGOs as a means of 
co-opcacion, and the amounc now distributed through presidential grants has reached 
3 billion rubles ($90 million) per year.33 Some of the money still goes co groups chat 
are critical of the governmenc, such as Memorial, the Moscow Helsinki Group, and 
For Human Rights. In some cases, such as with Memorial, the Levada Center, and 
the Soldiers' Mothers Committee, the governmenc is funding organizations that have 
been accused of being "foreign agencs."3-1 The Kremlin declined to award Golos any 
money from che presidential granc fund in che first round of allocations in 2013,35 

hue ic gave the Golos Ural branch a grant in December.36 

The authorities have also used the threat of prosecution co reduce the number 
of activists participating in street protests against che regime. Charges were filed 
against 28 individuals for demonstrating on Moscow's Bolomaya Square on 6 May 
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2012, the day before Putin's inauguration, and many of chose individuals remained 
entangled in che legal syscem during 2013.37 Most of the defendants were accused 
of resisting or assaulting che police, hue chere was little evidence against chem. 
The chree who had been convicced by year's end received fairly heavy sentences: 
Mikhail Luzyanin, 4.5 years in prison; Konscantin Lebedev, 2.5 years in prison; 
and Mikhail Kosenko, indefinite psychiatric confinement.38 (Other cases unrelated 
to che Bolocnaya procescs suggest chat che use of "punitive psychiacry" is becoming 
more common. 39) There was no evidence thac Kosenko had committed che crimes 
he was accused of, and Amnesty International has declared him a prisoner of 
conscience, one of chree in che Bolocnaya case. Aleksandr Dolmacov, a Bolomaya 
procescer who fled abroad to avoid arrest, commicced suicide in the Necherlands 
in January after his asylum request was denied. In his December amnesty, Pucin 
annulled che charges against four Bolocnaya defendants: Nikolay Kavkaz.sky, Mariya 
Baronova, Leonid Kovyaz.in, and Vladimir Akimenkov, releasing cwo from pretrial 
decencion and one from house arrest, and lifting cravel restrictions on anocher.40 

Of the remaining 20 defendants, 12 remained in pretrial detention, 1 was under 
house arrest, 6 did not have the right to travel, and 1 was living abroad. The most 
prominent of chose still facing crial was Left Front leader Sergey Udalcsov, who was 
under house arrest. In September, the European Courc of Human Righcs (ECHR) 
gave prioricy scacus co appeals by some of the defendants based on che length of 
their pretrial detention and che conditions under which chey were being held.41 An 
independent commission cime co che conclusion chat the auchoricies had scaged 
the "riots" chac cook place amid che procesc, which had been approved in advance.42 

\Vhen 28 members of Greenpeace, accompanied by 2 journalises and 
representing 18 different countries, protested Russian offshore oil production in the 
Arctic in September by trespassing ac a drilling platform, border guards arrested and 
jailed them on charges of piracy, lacer reducing the charges co hooliganism.43 After 
che environmencaliscs had languished in jail for many weeks and then were forced 
to remain in St. Pecersburg while on bail, Putin amnestied chem in lace December 
as part of his effort to improve Russia's image ahead of the Sochi Olympics. 

However, che broader crackdown on civil society continued. On 31 December, 
police arrested activist Sergey Mokhnatkin and charged him with attacking a police 
officer during a protest co support the constitutional guarantee of freedom of 
assembly. He had been arrested on che same charges in 2009, sentenced co 2.5 years 
in jail, declared a prisoner of conscience by Amnescy Internacional, and pardoned 
by then president Dmitriy Medvedev in April 2012.44 

Pare of che Kremlin's strategy in dealing with activists is to leave the door open 
for chem co go into exile. Prominent economise Sergey Guriyev, who served as reccor 
of the New Economic School, fled che country in May, fearing that he was about 
co be arrested for a reporc concluding chat che second prison sentence imposed on 
Khodorkovsky had been unlawful. He had coauchored rhe document ac the request 
ofMedvedev's presidential human rights council.45 (Other scholars from che Higher 
School of Economics who parcicipaced in che report and remain in Russia have 
come under incense pressure from the Investigative Comminee.46) Opposition 
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policician Garry Kasparov announced in June that he would not return to Russia 
for fear of being prosecuted in the Bolomaya case, 47 while journalise Masha Gessen 
in August described how she had left Russia ~when Putin declared war on gay 
families" like hers.4g Ruscem Adagamov, an opposition blogger whose LiveJournal. 
com site consistently ranked among the most read, reported in February chat he had 
moved to Prague, having been accused of pedophilia.''9 And Konstantin Alcunin 
fled the country in August after the authorities dosed an exhibit showcasing one of 
his paintings, which depicted Putin and Medvedev in women's underwear.50 

Academia has come under growing government pressure in recent years. On 
27 September, the Kremlin ordered a reform of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
chat forced irs research institutes to report to a new federal agency and essentially 
took control of their property.51 The reform mandates chat government officials, 
rather than scientists, allocate money for scientific research. Russian intellectuals 
charged chat the changes gutted what had been a relatively independent research 
organization. However, the academy's critics argued chat Russia's best scientists 
either work abroad or are not affiliated with the institution. Among its current 
members are politicians, like Viktor lshayev, a former governor and presidential 
representative to the Far East, and exposed plagiarists.52 The authorities have also 
imposed new restrictions on scholars who receive grants from abroad. Such funding 
must now be approved by the Ministry of Education and Science.53 

Although it does not receive much attention, Russia's independent trade union 
movement is expanding and playing a more important role in political life. The 
authorities consider its strikes dangerous, as they express economic discontent 
among workers and could spark a larger political protest in the future, though 
ties between the unions and political organizations are growing only slowly.54 
Meanwhile, ill-treatment of migrant workers in the construction and agricultural 
sectors remains a major problem. The U.S. State Department's 2013 Trafficking in 
Perrom Report ranked Russia in Tier 3, the lowest category, for ics problems with 
forced labor.55 Human Rights Watch documented numerous abuses among workers 
preparing the Olympic sites in Sochi.56 

Migration from the Caucasus (including Russia's North Caucasus) and Central 
Asia to the country's urban centers has become a major point of debate in Russian 
society. Many feel chat the immigrants threaten their safety and commit large 
numbers of murders and rapes in Russia. In July, Putin signed a law chat imposed 
harsher fines-up to 7,000 rubles ($21 O) in Moscow and St. Petersburg-on people 
who violate migration rules. Employers of illegal immigrants can be fined up to I 
million rubles ($28,000), and che auchoricies muse deport all illegal immigrants 
they find.57 Public antipathy to immigrants boiled over during che Biryulyovo 
riot, which cook place in a district of Moscow on 13 October after an Azerbaijani 
allegedly stabbed an ethnic Russian co death. However, in addition to xenophobia, 
the riot reflected popular views that the police and ocher scace representatives are 
incompetent, corrupt, and not looking out for the local population.5s After che 
rioc, Moscow police arrested more than 1,600 immigrancs,59 buc che rioters who 
had been targeting migrant communities largely enjoyed impunity.60 During 
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rhe summer, police had conducred raids of Moscow markers and arresred 1,200 
Viernamese workers. Many were marooned in a makeshift renr camp for weeks 
while awairing deporrarion.61 

On 4 November, rhousands of narionalisrs rook part in the annual Russian 
March,62 which featured xenophobic, racisr, and anri-LG BT chanrs, such as "Russia 
for the Russians" and "Srop Feeding rhe Caucasus," as well as anri-Putin slogans.63 

Navalny has joined Putin in pandering ro nationalist senriments, supporting the 
Russian March if not participaring in it, and disappointing many of his liberal 
supporrers.M According to the Sova Cenrer, 20 people were killed in racist and neo
Nazi a tracks in 2013, one more than the year before.65 
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The Kremlin in 2013 continued to control the most important medium in 
Russia, television, while exerting greater influence on the internet. Television was 
a major source of news for 88 percenr of rhe population as of June 2013, down 
from 94 percenr in Augusr 2009, according ro a Levada Center poll.66 However, 
the proportion of people who said that they trusted television dropped from 79 
percent to 51 percent during that period, while trust in news websites grew from 7 
percent to 14 percent. Nevercheless, television is expected ro remain popular even 
as newspapers decline rhrough 2020.67 

Use of rhe interner continues to climb rapidly. More than 50 percenr of Russian 
households have internet access,6

" and 59 percent of Russians use the imernet daily 
or several times a week.69 Twenry-six percent of the population uses the internet ro 
rrack rhe laresr news, up from 19 percent in 2011, and 16 percent use it ro analyze 
events ar home and abroad, up from 12 percenr in 2011. 

The lines becween the traditional media and the inrernet are becoming 
blurred. Many of the most popular news sires are the web versions of newspapers 
like Kommersant and Vedomosti, and news contenr has even penetrated social
necworking websires. Reposting of independenr press marerial makes up 38 percent 
of rhe reposrings on politically orienred Facebook pages and more rhan half of those 
on similar VKoncakre pages.70 In addirion, there are now relevision srations, like TV 
Dozhd (Rain), thar broadcasr mainly on rhe inrernet and have rhe freedom to show 
opposition figures, such as Navalny, who do nor appear in rhe mainstream media. 

However, the authorities conrinue ro exerr pressure to mainrain conrrol over 
media conrent. Rarher rhan simply destroying outlets that carry independenr views, 
officials rypically use indirect means to bring them to heel. One rarget of such 
pressure has been Kommersanr Publishing House owner Alisher Usmanov, whose 
wealth and investments in rhe merals industry make him vulnerable to Kremlin 
influence. Analysrs have asserted rhar his Kommersant newspaper has grown less 
objective and roes the Kremlin line more closely rhan in the pasr.71 On 4 March, 
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two leading journalises in Usmanov's media empire lose their positions: Mikhail 
Korov, editor in chief of Gazeca.ru, one of Russia's largest online newspapers, and 
Aleksey Vorobyev, head of Kommersanc FM, an online radio scacion.72 In October, 
observers expressed concern over the appointment of Vladimir Zhelonkin, who has 
a background in media sponsored by the Orthodox Church and the military, as 
the new president of Kommersant Publishing House. The incumbent Kommersant 
newspaper editor, Mikhail Mikhailin, remained in place, and Usmanov claimed 
chat che editorial line would not change.73 

The Kremlin has used more direct methods when dealing with state media. In a 
major reorganization announced on 9 December, Putin abolished che state-owned 
RIA Novosci news agency, which had developed a reputation for independent 
reporting, and folded it into a new, larger structure called Rossiya Segodnya 
(Russia Today). That entity will be run by pro-Kremlin television commentator 
Dmicriy Kiselyov and Margarita Simonyan, head of the state-owned international 
propaganda network RT.74 

In the case of TV Dozhd, the authorities have sought co exert influence in a 
variety of ways, including "telephone calls, scare tactics, and persuasion," according 
co founder and owner Natalya Sindeyeva.75 The authorities also discourage 
corporations from buying advertisements on the channel. 

Among ocher state tactics for controlling information online, che authorities 
block a wide range of sites chat carry anti-Putin articles, lslamisc views, and content 
deemed harmful co youth, on copies like suicide and drug abuse.76 On 31 October, 
a Moscow court withdrew the license of 1he online news agency Rosbalc on the 
grounds chat its website posted two videos containing obscene language chat were 
taken from You Tube, which operates legally in Russia.77 Rosbalc continued co operate 
through the end of the year pending an appeal. Officials also deploy "trolls" co pose 
progovernment comments or disrupt opposition-oriented discussions. Such trolls 
are reportedly paid co write about 100 comments a day.78 On 3 July, the president 
signed an ancipiracy law chat allows courts co put a temporary ban on websites if che 
holders of film copyrights believe che sites are discribucing their produces illegally. 
The bans can be put in place without any seeps co verify whether che allegations 
are crue.79 While ostensibly aimed ac protecting property rights, che law makes it 
possible co shut down websites arbicrarily.80 Separately, on 30 December, Putin 
signed another law chat eases website closures, allowing prosecutors co shut down 
sites deemed co promote rioting or contain extremist information within 24 hours, 
without a court order.81 

The authorities are increasingly applying criminal laws to punish online 
dissenc.82 Aksana Panova, former editor of the Yekaterinburg website Ura.ru, wenc 
on trial in July for allegedly extorting local businessmen, among ocher offenses. 
She pleaded guilty co a tax crime, but argued chat che other charges were brought 
in retribution for her opposition co the regional governor, Yevgeniy Kuyvashev.83 A 
verdict was pending ac year's end. 

The government has an extensive ability co monitor landlines, mobile 
phones, internee traffic, and ocher forms of communication through its SORM 
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system.84 Roskomnadzor, Russia's media and telecommunications regulator, has 
forced internee service providers (ISPs) to facilicare rhis surveillance. The number 
of transmissions monirored has gready increased over rime and was reporcedly 
augmemed extensively in preparation for che Sochi Olympics. 

Russia remains a dangerous place for journalists co work. Akhmednabi 
Akhmednabiyev, depury editor and political commentator for the independent 
Russian-language weekly Novoye Delo and a regular contriburor to che website 
Kavkaz-Uzel, was shoe dead on 9 July in Dagescan. He wrote about Dagescani 
politics and human righcs violacions, including police abductions and torture of 
suspected lslamisr milirants.85 Ar lease 26 journalisrs have been killed in connection 
wirh rheir work since 2000, according co che Commirree co Procecc Journalises, and 
nearly all such cases remain unsolved. 

Fewer Russians spoke abour politics in June 2013 chan in March 1992, 
according co a Levada Center poll. In 1992, 28 percent of Russians said they 
discussed politics; in 1998, rhe figure was 25 percent; and hy rhe middle of 2013, 
the proportion was down ro 16 percent.116 These results suggest char scare efforts to 
conrrol rhe media have had rhe intended effect of diverting people's arcention and 
energy to orher topics. 
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The central problem for local government in Russia is a lack of funding. Local 
governments have licrle ability ro raise money on cheir own rhrough caxes and fees, 
relying heavily on subsidies from rhe regional and federal governments. According 
to che Finance Ministry, municipalities received 60 percent of rheir revenues in 
2012 through transfers and subsidies from federal and regional-level budgets. "7 The 
most important local source of funding was che personal income rax, ac a flat race of 
13 percent, which provided 70 percent of municipal rax revenue. Ocher key taxes 
for municipalities are land taxes and che personal property rax. Municipalities are 
responsible for schools, health care, and a hose of ocher social services. 

Many Russian cities simply do nor have che funds ro cope wirh che 
responsibilities assigned to chem. Following rhe economic crisis of 2008, local 
and regional cax income dropped. Ac che same time, Putin continued his populist 
policies, promising co increase public-sector employees' salaries ar rhe expense of 
regional budgets. Mose regional governments, already facing deficits, were forced 
ro rake our loans without any real prospect of paying chem back. Ar a meeting wich 
mayors in October 2013, Putin said he was willing to discuss increasing rhe powers 
of local governmencs, bur warned char "rhere is no money" for actually doing so. xx 

In an effort to sideline elected mayors, higher aurhoriries have steadily been 
replacing chem wich appointed city managers. More than 85 percent of Russian cities 
now have a bifurcaced executive, with rhe mayor performing mainly ceremonial 
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functions and che cicy manager controlling rhe budget and city administration. The 
city managers are chosen by che city council, usually for two-year concraccs, and arc 

selecced from a lisc of candidates prepared by a commission that includes at least 
some gubernatorial appointees.K? 

Russian mayors remain highly Vlllnerable at che boccom of the country's policical 
hierarchy. Opposition mayors are rare, and where they manage co take office, pressure 
from prosecurors is vigorous.90 According to data gachered by political scientist 

Mikhail Tulsky, more than 100 mayors who opposed United Russia have been 
arrested over the last l 0 years.91 These mayors may have originally been elected with 
the support of United Russia, but then came into conflict with rheir governor or the 

presidendal administration. The mosc common charge is "exceeding official duties." 
In ocher cases, che mayor or one of his subordinaces is accused of taking a bribe. 

Until chc cleccion of Royzman in Yekaterinburg in Sepcember 2013, 

Yaroslavl mayor Yevgeniy Urlashov, elected in April 2012, was Russia's mosc 
prominenr opposicion mayor. He was arresred wich four of his allies and charged 
wich corruption on 2 July, remaining in a precrial decention facilicy in Moscow 

chrough th<: end of 2013.92 On 5 July, rhe indirectly scare-owned scacion NTV 
ran a documencary smearing Urlashov, adding to che impression chac the case was 
politically mocivaced.9·~ He had earlier announced plans ro run for governor, and he 
imended co head a slate of candidares in che Sepcember 2013 elections for Yaroslavl's 
regional legislacurc as parr of billionaire businessman Mikhail Prokhorov's Civic 
Platform parcy. He expecced ro win 40 percent of rhe vore, which would have been 
a humiliacing defeat for United Russia.94 

On 15 November, che lnvescigacive Commictee arrested Ascrakhan mayor 
Mikhail Stolyarov, a member ofUniced Russia, claiming chat he had extorced a large 
bribe from a real-escace developer.95 Srolyarov took office in 2012 afcer a disputed 
eleccion in which opposition politician Oleg Shein declared chat he had won and 
was the righcful mayor. Navalny and other opposition leaders scrongly supported 
Shein ac che cime. During his time in office, Stolyarov reporcedly came into conflict 
with the region's governor, Aleksandr Zhilkin.% 

In a sign char the federal government is geccing nervous about rising nationalism, 
Putin signed a law on 22 October giving governors more responsibilicy for handling 
relations berween ethnic communiries.97 On 30 December, rhe president signed a 
law making ic illegal ro advocace separacism, a measure aimed at deterring ethnic 
Russians' calls co expel Muslim-majority republics in the North Caucasus from rhe 
Russian Federacion.?H 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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The lack of independent courts leaves Russia's political opposicion vulnerable to 
conscanc pressure from che authorities. Pucin's year-end amnescies of opposition 
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figures and activists did not represent a systematic reform of the Russian legal 
system, but instead seemed designed to show that the president could imprison or 

release his critics at will. 0 f the 70 people whom the human rights group Memorial 
designated as political prisoners in October, 33 remained in jail or under house 
arrest at the end of the year.99 

The Putin administration systematically uses the courts to harass a wide range 
of opposition groups. An ECHR ruling on 25 July found that Khodorkovsky's 
original trial was not politically motivated, but that various aspects of the 
proceedings had violated his rights.100 Also that month, Navalny was tried on 
preposterous embezzlement charges in Kirov, found guilcy, and jailed, but he was 
released the next day so that he could compete in the stage-managed Moscow 
mayoral election and lend it an appearance of legitimacy. After the election, his 
five-year prison sentence was suspended, but the terms of his probation barred him 

from running for office for five years. On 29 October, the Investigative Committee 
filed new charges against him, though they were widely seen as patently absurd.101 

Such show trials, meant to intimidate and control government opponents, 

have become common. On 11 July, a Moscow district court found whistle-blowing 
lawyer Sergey Magnitsky, who had died nearly four years earlier, guilty of tax 
evasion. The trial was believed to be the first against a dead person in Russian or 
Soviet history.102 Magnitsky was convicted along with his former client, financier 
William E Browder, who was tried in absentia. The lawyer had been imprisoned 
after accusing Russian officials of embezzling $230 million from the treasury. He 
died in jail after being beaten and not receiving proper medical treatment for 
pancreatitis and gallbladder disease. The court apparently proceeded with the 
case against the dead man on the grounds that his mother said he was innocent 
in interviews with the press. Andreas Gross, a rapporteur for the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe who authored a report on the Magnitsky case, 
described it as "a massive cover-up involving senior officials of the competent 
Ministries, the Prosecutor General's Office, the Investigative Committee and even 
certain courts." 103 He argued that it demonstrated "how helpless individual citizens 
are once they are taken into custody. Many nameless detainees have suffered a 
similar fate without having had the country's best lawyers and a wealthy hedge fund 
manager to back them up." On 19 March, the Investigative Committee had closed 
its case examining the circumstances of Magnitsky's death, claiming that his pretrial 
detention had been legal and that he had died of heart complications.11l4 

In November, a report on the Russian legal system released by the Council of 
Europe pointed out that judges lacked independence because they were not properly 
shielded from undue pressure, including from within the judiciary.105 The report 
found that "future reform efforts in the judiciary should focus on strengthening the 
right to a fair trial and on ensuring genuine adversarial proceedings and respect for 
the presumption of innocence." Under a 2002-03 legal reform, judges have strong 
incentives to decide cases quickly in a manner that will not lead to reversal by 

the higher courts, which usually means going along with the prosecutor. 106 Other 
problems highlighted by the report were the overuse of pretrial detention without 
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justification, the unusually high conviction rate (fewer than 1 percent of defendants 
are acquitted), and low public confidence in the justice system. 

The situation for judicial independence only seems to be deteriorating. On 21 
June, Putin called for the Supreme Arbitration Court, which oversees the country's 
commercial courts, co be merged with the Supreme Court, which heads the courts 
of general jurisdiction. The change, which required a constitutional amendment, 
was quickly working its way through the system at year's end.107 The merger was 
expected to limit the independence of the commercial courts, which are considered 
the most independent, fair, and qualified courts in Russia and have ruled against the 
state more often than other courts.m At least 7 of 53 Supreme Arbitration Court 
judges had already resigned in protest by 10 Occober,'09 three days after the Kremlin 
submitted legislation on the change to the parliament, and Anton Ivanov, chairman 
of the Supreme Arbitration Court, strongly criticized the measure before the Duma 
began discussions on it.110 The business community is likely co suffer the most, 
since it will have fewer protections from the predations of corrupt bureaucrats. 
Under the new plan, a single "super courr" comprising 170 judges would replace 
the existing Supreme Court and Supreme Arbitration Court, handling criminal, 
civil, administrative, and economic cases. Judges would have to take a test to sit on 
the new court, a requirement char provoked further criticism. 

In October, the Kremlin submitted a bill that would restore law enforcement 
agencies' ability to open tax-related criminal cases without approval from the tax 
agency. This was the practice until 2011, when then president Medvedev ended 
it. In 2009 and 2010, there were 12,000 co 13,000 such tax cases filed, bur the 
number fell co 2,000 in 2012. Putin's proposal would make businesses much more 
vulnerable to abuse by corrupt law enforcement agencies.111 Medvedev criticized 
the initiative on 12 November. 

In some cases, the courcs have limited the Kremlin's power. On 10 October, 
the Constitutional Court overturned a 2012 law that banned people convicted 
of a crime from participating in polirics for the rest of their lives, a measure that 
was apparencly aimed at opposition figures like Khodorkovsky and Navalny.112 

The court limited the ban co the length of a convict's sentence, bur the Duma 
soon began work on a bill chat would impose bans of 10 co 15 years inscead.113 In 
ocher decisions, the Consticucional Court in February recommended the removal 
of particularly harsh provisions of a June 2012 law on demonstrations that imposed 
high fines on demonstrators and undue burdens on organizers,' 14 and in April 
found that citizens had the right to appeal the counting of votes in their specific 
precinct.115 

As of 28 March, there were 575,000 people serving prison terms in Russia, the 
smallest figure since the collapse of the Soviet Union, according co Justice Minister 
Aleksandr Konovalov.116 There were another 113,000 people in pretrial detention, 
and 469,000 registered with criminal enforcement inspectorates. Putin's December 
amnesty included cwo jailed members of the protest group Pussy Riot, Mariya 
Alyokhina and Nadezhda Tolokonnikova. While in prison, however, Tolokonnikova 
published an open letter co draw attention to inhumane conditions for Russian 
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inmares, including 16-hour work days, poor sanitation, and meals of rocren food. 117 

"I demand char we be creared like human beings, not slaves," she wrore. She also 
engaged in a hunger strike and refused co work. Following the publication of the 
leccer, she lost contact with her family for 26 days while being relocated from a 
Mordovia prison colony ro a more remote facility in Krasnoyarsk. llK 

Ocher inmates remain in prison under questionable conditions. Taisiya Osipova, 
who is associated with the opposition movement Ocher Russia, was convicted in 
2011 of drug possession, bur maintains her innocence. In July, Russian authorities 
agreed ro pay Osipova €4,600 ($6,000) after the ECHR found char she had been 
subjected to "inhuman and degrading treatment" during pretrial decention. 119 

On 23 October, the Supreme Court rejected a finding by che ECHR char 
Aleksey Pichugin, the former head of security for Yukos who was sentenced co life 
in prison for murder, had nor received a fair crial. 120 The decision formed pare of a 
rrend in which Russia is seeking to assert greater "judicial sovereignty." The ECHR 
has received fewer cases from Russia in recent years. 121 Some observers argue char a 
ream of Russian lawyers, handpicked and paid by the Russian government to work 
for the court, is limiting the applications. The court claims chat the lawyers are 
being monirored co ensure chat their actions are proper, though such assurances are 
not universally accepted. In addition, new rules char the courr introduced in June 
2012 tightened rhe application process co limit rhe number of poorly prepared 
cases, which have clogged the institution in recent years. 

On 4 November, Purin signed a law chat increases the number of crimes 
considered ro be "terrorism" and requires relatives of perpetrators co pay 
compensation for terrorist accs. 122 Legal experts criticized the measure, saying it 
violated the presumption of innocence, marked a recurn to collective punishment, 
and would nor derer rerrorisc aces. A rerrorisr attack in Volgograd killed seven people: 
in Occober, and rwo more suicide bombings in rhe city on 29 and 30 December 
killed 34. 

Corruption 
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Since Putin came to power in 2000, rhe Kremlin has systematically blocked any 
serious efforrs to fight corruption. Outside groups and the media, rather than 
the scare bureaucracy alone, muse provide oversight for anticorruption measures 
to be effective, but che government does not give chem the autonomy ro make a 
contribution. The result is chat corruption continues to worsen as the councry's 
leaders disingenuously denounce it in their speeches. 

Corruption in the government and business world is pervasive, and bureaucrats 
are generally able to ace wirh impunity. According ro Transparency lnrernacional's 
2013 Global Corruption Barometer, 50 percent of respondents claimed char 
the level of corruption in Russia had increased over the past two years, with 37 
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percent saying it had worsened "significantly." Only 5 percent thought that Russia's 
anticorruption measures were effective.123 

The leadership frequently announces anticorruption campaigns, but their 
main purpose is to bring the elite into line and prevent the issue from mobilizing 
the opposition. In 2013, the presidential administration began an effort to check 
disparities berween the incomes and expenditures of officials. It only checked cases 
where expenditures exceeded income by a factor of three. Overall, 14,400 officials 
fell into this category, and the vast majority of them, 12,700, claimed by way of 
explanation that they had bought property during that year. Ultimately, only 200 
officials were fired.12 4 

In April, Putin signed a decree forcing state officials who are involved in setting 
policy that affects Russian sovereignty or national security to repatriate or give up 
any bank deposits or securities that they hold abroad, making their fortunes more 
reliant on the Kremlin's good favor.m The ban extends to all executive, legislative, 
and judicial officials and employees of state-owned companies, as well as to their 
spouses and minor children. The state bank VTB 24 reported a jump in deposits 
before the 17 August deadline. There are no restrictions on holding foreign real 
estate, although the owners must declare it. Critics said the law's measures could be 
easily circumvented-for instance, by using intermediaries to obscure ownership 
of assets.126 

On 3 December, the presidential administration announced the creation of 
a new office to spearhead the fight against corruption.127 The head of the new 
department, Oleg Plokhoy, has a background in the Soviet-era Committee for State 
Security (KGB). His responsibilities will include coordinating the implementation 
of anticorruption effons at all levels of government, but descriptions of his office 
did not suggest that the Kremlin would be doing anything new.128 In fact, the 
creation of the office merely indicated that past efforts to reduce graft were not 
workin g.129 

Navalny's efforts to expose corrupt practices have achieved more high-profile 
results. Vladimir Pekhtin, a United Russia member and chairman of the State 
Duma's ethics committee, had to resign in February after Navalny published 
documents showing that he owned real estate in Florida valued at more than 
$1.3 million, which he had not disclosed as required.130 Several other members 
of parliament also resigned in quick succession, including Anatoliy Lomakin, a 
billionaire businessman. 

The failure of small business to thrive in Russia is another indicator of the 
costs and ubiquity of corruption. According to business ombudsman Boris Titov, 
prosecutors opened 600,000 criminal cases against entrepreneurs over the last 
three years, and 110,924 of them led to prison terms. 131 Many of these cases are 
examples of "raiding," in which law enforcement agencies are used to steal the 
property of successful businessmen. Titov lobbied for a plan to amnesty 100,000 
entrepreneurs serving prison sentences for white-collar crimes, but those efforts 
were not successful. As a result of these problems and of a heavy burden from 
bureaucrats and inspectors of all varieties, only 2 percent of Russian respondents in 
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a recent survey said they had considered starting their own business. The average for 
countries with a similar income level was around 26 percent. m 

Russian state policy on migration serves the interests of key officeholders, 
induding some billionaires in the parliament, by feeding corruption. On one 
hand, the Kremlin encourages migration, bringing in many workers from Central 
Asia-who are typically employed in the service and construction sectors-by 
maintaining a visa-free regime. On the other hand, the regime sets the Russian 
population against the migrants, often supporting nationalist groups who oppose 
the influx.m The authorities turn a blind eye to the extensive exploitation of the 
migrants, who work long hours for low pay and often are forced to live in squalid 
conditions. Much of the money siphoned off as a result of this process comes from 
the state budget. Street sweepers, for example, get a miserly wage and live in poor 
conditions, while public officials and the police benefit from the money that had 
been set aside in the city budget to pay them. 

Preparations for the 2014 Wimer Olympics in Sochi stood out in 2013 as a 
vehicle for corruption on an unprecedented scale. Early estimates for the total cost 
topped $50 billion, with much of the money going to construction projects that 
appeared to be overpriced. A documentary film released in November alleged that 
officials had demanded massive kickbacks from contractors, among other abuses. u4 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

historic agreement with political leadership in Kosovo brought Serbia's 
coalition government of reformed nationalists one step closer to European 
Union (EU) membership in 2013. Negotiated in Brussels, the EU-brokered 

deal primarily concerns northern Kosovo, the majority-Serb territory that has 
remained largely outside of Pristina's control since Kosovo declared independence 
in 2008. Under the agreement, Belgrade agrees to gradually pull back financial and 
other support for the north in exchange for greater autonomy for ethnic Serbs in 
Kosovo. Following the deal, the EU agreed to launch accession talks with Serbia. 

In the domestic political arena, the Serbian Progressive Party (SNS) remained 
dominant in 2013, winning several municipal elections and overseeing a Cabinet 
reshuffie in order, it said, to jumpstart economic and other reforms. The ruling 
coalition of the SNS, Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS), and several smaller factions 
went largely unchallenged by the fragmented political opposition, including 
the once-dominant Democratic Party (OS). Throughout the year, OS remained 
mired in internal rifts that emerged after its poor performance in the 2012 general 
elections triggered a change in party leadership. 

The government launched an ambitious program to review major privatizations 
of the past decade, as well as several high-profile corruption investigations. Most of 
the cases remained open at year's end, partly due to a weak judiciary in acute need 
of reform. The economy emerged from recession, but living standards remained 
low relative to both the EU and the region, even as authorities stepped up efforts 
to attract foreign investors and close or sell the unprofitable state-owned companies 
that have absorbed billions in state subsidies over the years. 

Public administration remains huge, employing some 800,000 people and 
blocking tax cuts advocated by neoliberal coalition members. Public debt rose 
as the government struggled to fund the budget deficit, public sector wages, and 
pensions. In an effort to shore up the economy and public finances, the government 
introduced emergency austerity measures in October. 

Though freedom of speech was generally respected, freedom of information 
was substandard. The diverse media landscape suffers from a lack of fair, balanced 
coverage. 

National Democratic Governance. While still refusing to recognize Kosovo's 
independence, the SNS-dominated government advanced Serbia's EU elfons with 
an April 2013 agreement designed to improve relations with Pristina. Despite some 
public opposition to the deal, the SNS remained exceptionally popular in 2013, 
prompting party leaders to push for early elections as tensions mounted within 
the ruling coalition. The threat of snap elections was diffused by a minor Cabinet 
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reshuffle in September. Anticorruption efforts and the economy were priorities 
throughout the year. The government pledged belt-cightening measures to shore up 
Serbia's struggling economy and courted new investment partnerships with Russia, 
China, and other countries. Serbia's national democratic governance rating remaim 
unchanged at 3. 75. 

Electoral Process. Local elections were held in several municipalicies, all 
dominated by the SNS. The polls were assessed as free and fair, overall, despite 
intermittent violence and reports of fraud. In line with the EU-brokered deal, 
Belgrade backed the new Serb Civic Initiative ro run in Kosovo's November local 
elections-the first Kosovo polls extended to the majority-Serb north. Belgrade 
also encouraged the northern Serbs to vote, though turnout was ultimately low. In 
its first-ever campaign finance report, the state Anti-Corruption Agency revealed 
transparency problems in party and campaign funding during the 2012 elections, 
Serbia's electoral process rating remains unchanged at 3.25. 

Civil Society. The year saw the emergence of informal, grassroots acuv1sm 
-some of it online-as traditional civil society organizations {CSOs) continued 
to face funding problems. For the third consecutive year, authorities cancelled an 
LGBT parade planned in Belgrade, citing security threats. Nevertheless, LGBT 
activists were able to raise awareness ch rough a series of smaller events. The legislative 
framework for protecting minority rights was strengrhened with the adoption of a 
new anti-discriminacion strategy. Wich che help of CSOs, victims of Communisc
era property confiscation began to receive compensation. Serbia's civil society rating 
remains unchanged at 2.25. 

Independent Media. In 2013, the government failed to divest its remaining 
stakes in media companies that are not designated public services. It also raised fresh 
concerns about the independence of the public broadcaster by proposing a biJI that 
would see it funded directly from the state budger. Most of Serbia's media outlets 
are already fully private, but continue to suffer from political bias and external 
pressure, as well as a lack of professionalism. Libel suits became more frequent, 
as did regulatoty efforts to stamp out profanity and other offensive material on 
television. Invescigators made progress in the murders of prominent journalists 
during the Slobodan Milosevic regime. Serbia's independent media rating remains 
unchanged at 4. 00. 

Local Democratic Governance. The biggest local governance sroty of 2013 
involved Vojvodina, the autonomous multiethnic province in northern Serbia. In 
December, the Constitutional Courc ruled much of che legislation defining rhe 
province's jurisdiction unconstitutional amid an ongoing political bactle over how 
much auconomy Vojvodina should have. In September, che SNS and its allies ousted 
the mayor of Belgrade, a member of the opposition OS. The EU characterized 
Serbia's legislation on local self-government as murky and poorly implemented. 
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Oversight of municipal responsibilicies and finances is weak. Serbia's local democratic 
governance rating remains unchanged at 3.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The judiciary is inefficient and 
vulnerable to policical interference. Professional standards are weak. Following a 
failed reform dforc launched in 2009, the government adopted a new five-year 
scrategy co increase judicial independence, accountability, and efficiency. The 
laccer is of parcicular concern, wich the case backlog at over 3 million. In Occober, 
prosecucors were given greater auchoricy in criminal investigacions in an dforc co 
fight organized crime and corruption. Resulcs were mixed at year's end. Several 
high-profile war crimes cases from the 1990s conflicts remain unresolved. Serbia's 
judicial framework and independence rating remaim unchanged at 4.50. 

Corruption. The SNS prioritized amicorrupcion efforcs in 2013, wich mixed 
results. Despite high-profile cases against former Cabinet ministers and Serbia's 
richest man, graft and misconduct remained widespread, and the government fell 
shore on promises co the EU co complete invescigacions into dubious privacizacions 
from the 2000s. In July, the government adopted a new five-year anticorrupcion 
strategy that strengthens the Anti-Corrupcion Agency. Serbia's corruption rating 
remains unchanged at 4.25. 

Outlook for 2014. Serbia is heading for early eleccions on 16 March 2014.1 
SNS may win enough supporc co govern alone, or it may pick a liberal coalition 
panner co press ahead wich key EU reforms and iniciacives, including improved 
relacions wich Kosovo. Public debt will increase, as the government plans new 
foreign borrowing to cover a consolidated budget deficit projected at 7.1 percent 
of GDP in 2014.2 The government is expected co negotiate a new aid package 
with the Internacional Monetary Fund that should improve investor confidence, 
assuming that authorities deliver on promised fiscal consolidation. In March, the 
International Court of Justice will begin hearing arguments in mutual genocide 
cases between Serbia and Croatia. 
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In 2013, Serbia's coalition government remained under che nominal leadership 
of Prime Minister lvica Dacie of the Socialise Parry of Serbia (SPS), while his 
depucy Aleksandar Vucic drove che legislative agenda as head of che country's mosc 
popular policical faction and winner of che 2012 elections, che Serbian Progressive 
Parry (SNS). VuciC's own popularity rose chroughouc che year as he launched an 
aggressive amicorruption campaign and prioritized cough economic and other 
reforms. Due co its strong support, the SNS repeatedly considered pushing for 
early eleccions co gain key Cabinet posts. However, the year saw only a relatively 
minor Cabinec reshuffle, with 11 new ministers appoinred and one junior parry, the 
Uniced Regions of Serbia, ousced. 

In April, Serbia reached a hiscoric agreement wich Kosovo in calks brokered 
by rhe European Union (EU) chac aimed ac improving bilateral relacions. While 
Belgrade maintains char ic will never recognize Kosovo's scacehood, "normalization" 
of relations is a condition of Serbia's European integration. Thanks co che 
April agreement, the European Council decided on 28 June co open accession 
negotiations with Serbia. The first intergovernmental conference was scheduled for 
January 2014. 

At the heart of che EU-brokered agreement is control over norchern Kosovo, 
home co a 50,000-scrong Serb community above che !bar river chac considers icself 
part of Serbia, receives financial and other supporc from Belgrade, and refuses to 
be governed by Kosovo's echoic-Albanian leaders. In a delicate process rhac Prime 
Minister Dacie described as "walking a tighcrope,''3 Serbia agreed co gradually pull 
back from che four majority-Serb municipalities in the north by, among other 
things, dismanrling che so-called parallel judicial, healchcare, and ocher governing 
inscicucions ic funds chere. In exchange, Kosovo agreed co gram ics Serb minority 
more autonomy. For inscancc, che population will form a community association, 
che Alliance of Serb Municipalities, co oversee economic development, education, 
healchcare, and ocher areas, though che ex cent of its auconomy remains unclear. The 
sides also reached several smaller compromises, including a new, unique country 
code for Kosovo on incernacional phone calls and more bilaceral cooperation on 
telecommunicarions and energy. Further details and implememacion are being 
worked our in ongoing calks in Brussels. 

In July, Serbia and Kosovo exchanged liaison officers, while che respective 
chambers of commerce signed a cooperation agreement in Brussels on 13 
December.4 Belgrade and Priscina incerpreced chese events very differently. While 
Kosovo saw de facto recognition of ics scatehood,5 Serbia insisted che cooperation 
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is "status-neutral.% The April agreement itself faced its first real test in November, 
when Kosovo's municipal elections were extended to the contested north under 
international supervision. The northern Kosovo Serbian community had boycotted 
past elections, and there was a strong pro-boycott movement in the November polls 
that contributed to a low turnout and unrest. Participation by the Serb minority 
south of the Ibar was more robust. Implementation of the April agreement will 
remain a challenge, as Belgrade and Pristina need to find common ground on 
everything from management of the court system to education in the north. 

For the ruling parties in Serbia, the EU-brokered deal realized a campaign 
pledge to advance the country's European integration. Popular support for EU 
membership hovers around 50 percent, according to monthly and bi-annual 
surveys.7 However, some accused Serbia's leaders of selling out, and the year saw 
anti-EU protests. Nevertheless, the government pledged to continue working with 
European institutions to improve Serbia's economy, rule of law, judiciary, and other 
key reform areas, and both the coalition and the parties' poll numbers remained 
stable. At year's end, the SNS was 30 points ahead ofits closest rival, the Democratic 
Party (DS), which went into opposition after losing the 2012 elections. The SPS 
followed with an 11 percent approval rating.8 

While the SNS avoided the traditional post-election slump, internal rifts grew, 
becoming public by year's end. Notably, Energy Minister Zorana Mihajlovic made 
corruption allegations against the staff of President Tomislav Nikolic, an SNS co
founder who resigned as party leader when assuming the presidency. Early elections 
remained under consideration at year's end as a way to resolve disputes between the 
SNS and SPS over the furure of large, unprofitable state-owned companies such 
as Srbijagas, the natural gas firm, that have become a drain on state coffers. The 
socialist SPS emphasizes the need to keep people employed, while che center-right 
SNS says downsizing of these companies-or, in some cases, closing them down 
alrogether-is inevitable. 

The economy was another prominent issue in 2013. Unemployment hovered 
around 25 percent all year, but the economy began to show modest growth (2.4 
percent), thanks co rising automotive production and a recovery in the agricultural 
sector after 2012's devastating drought. 9 Public debt, however, remained at an 
alarming 60 percent of GDP, well above the legal limit of 45 percent. In an effort to 
shore up the economy, Serbia introduced in October a raft of emergency measures 
including tax hikes and cuts to public-sector wages and subsidies for over 150 large 
state-owned companies, which it plans to make private in the coming years. 10 The 
government also worked on forging new investment partnerships with countries 
such as Russia, the United Arab Emirates, and China. Notably, it is cooperating 
with Russian state-owned energy giant Gazprom on building a link of the South 
Stream natural gas pipeline to Europe through Serbia. 

Regarding international affairs, including membership in key organizations, 
Serbia had a mixed year. In May, Nikolic signed an agreement with Russian 
president Vladimir Putin co forge a strategic bilateral partnership, mostly related 
to energy. In September, the EU Stabilization and Association Agreement, a pre-
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accession documenr signed in April 2008, became fully effecrive, replacing an 
inrerim agreemenr from 20 I 0. However, rhere was lirrle progress on World Trade 

Organization (WTO) membership. Serbia does nor comply with rhe organization's 

ban on generically modified crops. 

In February, rhe governmenr approved a plan through 2016 ro ado pr rhe acquis 
communautaire, rhe EU body of law aspiranr counrries musr harmonize wirh rheir 

own legislation. Ir replaced rhe 2008-12 acquis, of which 88 percenr of rhe planned 

legislarion was enacred. In its 2013 progress reporr, rhe EU nored rhar the parliamenr 

enacred several laws aimed at aligning wirh rhe acquis in irs first year. Ir added 

rhar rhe legislarive process has become more nansparenr wirh rhe inrroducrion of 

public hearings and rhe publication of vores, among other changes. 11 Parliamenrary 

oversighc of rhe execurive has also improved, rhe EU said, nocing rhar rhe prime 
minisrer and depury prime minisrers regularly sir for questioning. 

Serbia made some progress on regional cooperarion. In April, President Nikolic 

publicly apologized for crimes by Serb forces during the 1992-95 war in Bosnia

Herzegovina. However, Serbia and Croatia remained ar an impasse over murual 

genocide charges at rhe lnrernarional Court of Jusrice. Zagreb reiterated rhar it 

wants information on rhe 1,689 people missing from rhe 1991-95 conAicr in 
Croaria as a pre-condition for dropping irs suir. 12 
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In 2013, Serbians vored in several local elecrions marked by inrermirrenr violence, 

accusations of fraud, and srrong performances by rhe SNS. 13 In November, local 

elections in Kosovo were exrended ro rhe conresred norrh for rhe firsr rime as pan of 
rhe EU-brokered agreement. Low rurnour and elecrion-day violence led ro reruns 

ar rhree polling srarions. 

On 7 April, rhe SNS won 43 percenr of rhe vore in rhe municipaliry of Kovin, 
in rhe norrhern mulrierhnic auronomous province ofVojvodina, for a comfortable 

vicrory over rhe Unired Regions of Serbia, which rook 15 percenc. 14 The OS 
finished rhird, followed by rhe SPS. Complainrs of irregulariries by che relatively 

small Parry of Unired Pensioners of Serbia were dismissed. l11e 15 December 

election in Odiaci, also in Vojvodina, was marred by fisrfighrs berween supporters 
of rival parries, arracks on media, and accusarions of fraud including vorer bribery 

between the OS and SNS. 15 l11e SNS rook an absolure majoriry and, also on 15 
December, won in Kosrolac, eastern Serbia, and Voidovac, one of 17 municipalities 
comprising Belgrade. 1

" 

The local elections in Kosovo were extremely divisivt: in rhc norrh, where rhe 

population had boycorred every previous vore organized by rhe governmenr in 
Priscina and elecred rheir own officials in polls organized by Belgrade. However, 
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Serbian leaders encouraged the populacion co pamc1pate on 3 November co 
consolidate rhe April deal, insisting ic was nor ramamoum ro recognizing Kosovo's 

scacehood. Belgrade also helped create a new political parry, the Serb Civic lniciative, 
co run in the election. Seil!, there was a strong boycott movement among both the 
population and rhe political elice, some of whom refused to parcicipace. For voters 
and leaders alike, parcicipation was seen as a way co secure auconomy for their 
community through che planned Alliance of Serb Municipalities while preventing 
Albanian candidates from caking office in majoriry~Serb areas. 

The election icself saw low tumour and sporadic violence. On che eve of the 
vote, the candidate for the Serb Civic Initiative, Krscimir Pantie, was attacked in 

Microvica, an ethnically divided city straddling che !bar river. The perpecracors 
remained ar large ar year's end, bur Pantie blamed the pr~boycott groups. On 
election day, chese groups attacked voters, smashed balloc boxes, and threw rear 
gas ac several polling scacions, leading co rhe annulment of results ac three polling 
scacions. A rerun on 17 November was calm, though tumour remained low. In the 
end, rhe Serb Civic Initiative won a majority in nine munieipalities, including che 
four in norchern Kosovo. 

In May, Serbia's Anti-Corruption Agency adopced its first-ever campaign 
finance re pore for the 2012 general elections. Two-chirds of political groups reported 
annual financing, according co che EU progress report. The agency submitted 53 
requescs for misdemeanor procedures against parries for misusing funds, filing 
annual financial reports late, or failing co file campaign financial reports. The EU 
urged stronger oversight of parry funding. 17 
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Roughly 18,000 civil society organizations (CSOs) operate in Serbia, bur they 
continued a long period of decline in 2013 amid a chronic lack of funding. Mosr 
CSOs rely on governmenc support and international donations chat have shrunk 
since rhe 2008 financial crisis. New, largely informal rypes of civic activism emerged 
in 2013, filling chis void and making extensive use of online media. 

One notable example of grassroots activism was an anonymous public campaign 
against drug dealers in Lazarevac, central Serbia. In July, rhe St. Sava Association of 
Citizens posted an online lisr of 20 alleged narcotics dealers, including names and 
photos. The acciviscs demanded che suspeccs be arrested and prosecuted, blaming 
a weak police response co che drug trade for rising addiction races. In response, 
police cook immediace action, arrescing ac lease seven suspects from che list by mid
December and pledging further crackdowns.1s 

Ad hoc fundraising initiatives also emerged for sick children requiring costly 
medical rreacmenr abroad. The most prominent case, char of 8-year-old Tijana 
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Ognjanovic, gained unprecedenced actention as local celebrities joined a campaign 
that evencually raised €1.5 million for a heart transplant in Houston, Texas. Tijana 
did not survive the surgery, but her parents pledged to donate the remaining money 
to other Serbian children needing medical care abroad. 

Activism had a darker side in 2013, related to a surge in illegal immigration 
from Africa, Asia, and war-tom Syria. W'hen a shelter near the town ofBogovadja, 
central Serbia, housing 80 asylum seekers awaiting transfer to the EU became 
overcrowded, authorities tried to move them to a shelter near Belgrade. However, 
locals protested with blockades in a highly publicized standoff that lasted for days. 
After the second shelter was torched in an apparent arson, authorities took the 
refugees to other parts of Serbia.19 

Trade unions became more vocal in 2013 in response to the government's plan 
to downsize hundreds of state-owned companies. Protests erupted over the looming 
layoffs, as well as a debate about the massive subsidies that had kept the companies 
afloat for years. The government drafted bills on the labor market, privatization, 
and bankruptcy procedures that were awaiting adoption at year's end. Meanwhile, 
police unions objected to government plans to reduce the number of officers in 
northern Kosovo following the April agreemenc. The unions said the move was 
unconstitutional. 

Protection of minority rights remains problematic; For the third straight year, 
authorities banned Belgrade's annual LGBT pride parade, citing security concerns 
after right-wing groups threatened to confront the demonstrators.20 The event's 
organizers lambasted Belgrade for failing to protect human rights and held a 
smaller, surprise gathering called Midnight Parade the night of September 28. New 
events are planned for May 2014.21 

Under an amendment adopted in December 2012, hate speech is now 
recognized as an "aggravating circumstance" in criminal cases, making it possible 
for judges to impose higher sentences under certain circumstances. In January, the 
Appellate Court in Novi Sad announced Serbia's first ruling on discrimination 
in the workplace based on sexual orientation.22 The court ordered a 26-year-old 
man to pay 180,000 dinars ($2,168) in damages for threatening and using anti
gay epithets against a 25-year-old openly gay colleague. In June, the government 
adopted an antidiscrimination strategy for 2013:--18 aimed at protecting vulnerable 
groups such as Roma, women, children, the LGBT community, and the disabled. 
In its progress report, the EU recommended bolstering the Equality Protection 
Commissioner's office to process the increasing flow of discrimination complaints 
by citizens. 23 

December 2013 saw the opening of an unprecedented photo exhibition in 
Belgrade, backed by the Open Society Fund and Swiss Embassy. For the first 
time, three ethnic Albanian survivors of a 1999 mass killing in Pudujevo, Kosovo, 
displayed photographs and personal items of 14 extended family members who 
were summarily executed in the home of the Bogujevci family by Serbian forces 
during the 1998-99 war.24 The unit's commander, Sa.fa Cvjetan, was sentenced 
in 2005 to 20 years in prison for war crimes. Several dozen nationalists protested 
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outside the exhibition venue, demanding an exhibition in Pristina highlighting Serb 
victims of the conflict. zs Serbian police provided protection for the exhibition.26 

Prime Minister DaCic attended and spoke with the survivors. 
In November, the EU delegation to Serbia awarded 23 grants to civil society 

organizations.27 Ranging from €50,000 to €I 00,000, the grams from the EU Civil 
Society Facility 2012 were approved for projects through 2015 on monitoring 
public administration reform, promoting cultural diversity (including community 
support co asylum-seekers), and capacity building at local-level civic groups. 

Due largely co the efforts of the League for the Protection of Property and 
Human Rights, restitution of property confiscated by the Communists after World 
War II moved ahead in 2013. More than 3,000 hectares of agricultural land , almost 
1,500 apartments, and 135,000 square meters of construction land were returned 
to the original owners or their descendants, according co league data. za One of 
Serbia's most effective nongovernmental organizations, the league helped thousands 
navigate the complex legal requirements for property restitution, gather documents 
from archives, and file claims. As a result, efforcs co compensate the victims of the 
post-WWJI regime accelerated. 

Independent Media 
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Serbia's official Media Strategy aims co reduce scare ownership of press oudets not 
designated as public services, but lircle progress has been made on these counts 
since the strategy's adoption in 2011. Government proposals in 2013 raised new 
concerns about the independence of the public broadcaster. Meanwhile, editorial 
bias, low professionaJism, and low quality of reporting in Serbia's privately owned 
media remain problems. 

The independence of state-owned Radio Televizija Srbije (RTS) came 
into quescion in 2013 over government proposals to change how the national 
broadcaster is financed. For years, RTS has been funded through mandatory 
subscriptions, collected as a surcharge on electricity bills. However, in Ocrober, 
authorities proposed switching ro a combination of direct budget financing and 
advertising revenue, which could potentially increase the government's influence on 
conrenr. Under the proposed new law on electronic media, RTS and its equivalent 
in Vojvodina, Radio Televizija Vojvodine (RTV), would receive a combined 1.5 
percent of national budget revenue, with roughly 75-80 percent going to RTS. In 
discussions in October, legislators proposed dozens of amendments, but the bill had 
yet co be adopted at year's end. 

The electronic media bill also covers digitization-now expected in 2016, 
four years behind schedule. The planned changes, in line with EU standards, 
include changing the name of the Broadcasting Agency, a national regulator, to 
the "Regulatory Body for Electronic Media" and giving it more authority co block 
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discriminatory, offensive, or otherwise inappropriate content. The legislation also 
includes tighter rules on protection of competition, linked to the ownership of 
outlets. Serbia already has some instruments to regulate antitrust issues, but their 
implementation led to several controversies in 2013. In September, the CNN Cable 
News Nec:work partnered with Serbia's SBB cable provider to regional television 
nec:work and broadcaster Nl, which was allegedly in violation of rules chat prevent 
cable providers from simultaneously producing content. 

Most popular outlets, including privately owned, high-circulation dailies such 
as Blic and Kurir, have a political bent and regularly become involved in disputes 
with politicians or other media owners. In January, DS leader Dragan Dilas sued 
Kurir for defamation, demanding 120 billion dinars (€1.04 billion) in damages 
over reports chat he had used his office and connections co earn some €1.2 billion 
through his advertising agency since entering politics-an allegation made by 
onetime-Dilas-ally-curned foe Du5an Petrovic. The suit prompted the Independent 
Journalism Association of Serbia (NUNS) to warn chat media muse not be drawn 
into political banles.29 Meanwhile, Pink Television became embroiled in a very 
public dispute with Blic after the daily reported on a fatal car accident involving 
the son of Pink founder Zeljko Microvic.30 Although the story was widely reported 
elsewhere, Pink Television used the opportunity to launch an on-air campaign 
against pro-OS Blic, currying favor with the ru!ing SNS. The Broadcasting Agency 
threatened to revoke Pink's license for 30 days if the campaign continued.31 The 
agency said chat Pink Television had violated both the Public Information Act 
and professional codes of conduce, and, in an unprecedented move, ordered the 
broadcaster to publish the agency's conduct review. 

The Broadcasting Agency played an active-if at times heavy-handed
oversight role in 2013. In November, the council criticized RTV for an interview 
with Kosovo President Atifete Jahjaga chat it said served as a mouthpiece for 
propaganda on topics such as the safety of the Kosovo Serb minority.32 This reopened 
a debate on regulating content and ways co implement laws requiring objective, 
impartial media coverage. The Broadcasting Agency also targeted offensive content 
such as obscenity and ethnic slurs. For example, it ordered Pink Television to ensure 
chat its reality television shows comply with laws banning insults and profanity.33 

In addition, the agency cracked down on illegal broadcasters, raiding the offices of 
small local radio stations chat operate without a license. Several were closed, their 
equipment seized, with nine criminal charges for "pirate" broadcasting filed.34 

Allegations of censorship resurfaced in 2013 with a controversy surrounding 
Mental Exercises, a radio morning show chat was taken off the air in December 
after the hosts made references co VuciC's private life. Though Vucic denied any 
involvemem, NUNS expressed concern that the suspension was political.35 The 
station said the show was temporarily shelved to make room for holiday programs 
and would return on 13 January. 36 The date was lacer pushed back to l February. 

Authorities stepped up efforts to investigate the murder of journalists during 
the Milosevic regime, including the fatal shooting of Dnevni Telegraf editor Slavko 
Curuvija in 1999.37 Curuvija's reporting had become increasingly critical of the 
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government, and his killing was widely seen as evidence of che Milosevic regime's 
brucal icy. In December, Vucic acknowledged chac "che scace killed Curuvija," chough 
no arrescs were made by year's end. 

In a landmark ruling by the Higher Court in Belgrade in December, award
winning filmmaker Emir Kuscurica won a libel suit against che E-Novine news 
portal and its ed icor. Kuscurica had sued over a 2011 reporc on allegacions char rhe 
director had ties co a former secrec service agent suspected of murder and believed 
to be hiding in Spain:1~ Cicing insufficient evidence of any link berween che men, 
the courc ordered E-Novine to pay Kusrurica a coral of 336,000 dinars (€2,900)-
150,000 in damages and 186,000 in courc fees. E-Novine also had to publish the 
verdict on its website. 

Local Democratic Governance 
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The legislative framework on local self-government is unclear and poorly 
implemented, wich weak oversight of municipal responsibilities and finances, 
according co chc EU:19 However, local governance does nor appear co be a 
government priority. In October, che government abolished che National Council 
for Decentralizacion, citing the need to reduce expenditures. Boch che council 
and the inter-ministerial Municipal Finance Commission were not operational 
throughout much of 2013-a year dominated by political wrangling over the 
auronomy ofVojvodina and control of rhe capital Belgrade. 

For years, officials have fought over che extent of Vojvodina's autonomy. 
Opinions hinge on political affiliacion and ethnicity, with proposals ranging from 
very limiced autonomy ro near statehood, including everything from a Aag co a 
separate budget. In the former camp, the SNS has long warned of increased 
separatism in Vojvodina. Once ir became clear char rhe parcy would join the 
new government afrer che 2012 elections, the Conscicutional Courr declared 
unconstitutional certain provisions in the Stame ofVojvodina, the law esrablishing 
che province's jurisdiction, in a move some critics said would drastically reduce 
its auconomy. As a result, in May 2013, the assembly of Vojvodina adopted a 
declaration reasserting ics constitutional rights and autonomy. 

However, the province faced an effective consticutional crisis in December, 
when the Constitutional Court of Serbia declared unconscirucional some rwo
rhirds of all articles in che sracure. In a 140-page ruling, the court said it would noc 
immediately annul che scacuce lest a "legal vacuum" emerge. ' 0 It gave Vojvodina until 
June 20 14 ro amend rhe provisions or wrire a new scacure. lsrvan Pasztor, speaker 
of Vojvodina's assembly and a represenrarive of che echnic Hungarian minoriry, 
and Bojan Pajcic, head of the provincial government, said chey aimed co amend 
che stacute in full compliance with the Serbian conscicurion, though it is unclear 
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wherher rhe June 2014 deadline will be mer. Given rhe scope of the Consrirutional 
Courr ruling, Paszwr said, the stature will probably need ro be rewrirten. Separate 
bills and bylaws are also planned to define the purview ofVojvodina bodies, as well 
as a law on their financing that has been under developmenc since 2008. 

If the Vojvodina legal issues are nor resolved, rhe SNS will probably call for early 
elecrions in rhe provincial assembly in a bid ro ride irs popularity ro more depuries. 
Meanwhile, rhe OS, which pledged ro prorecr Vojvodina's auronomy after winning 
majorities chere in 2008 and 2012, was inrernally shaken by rhe sweeping legal 
challenge. Some parry officials said Pajric went roo far in adding provisions roward 
broader auconomy char ulcimacely undermined rhe srarute. Across rhe polirical 
spectrum, there is concern chat some officials in Vojvodina are after independence, 
although irs staruce defines rhe province as pare of Serbia. The issue is parricularly 
sensitive given rhe legacy of Kosovo and also reAeccs rhe difficulty of balancing srare 
wirh local-level powers in Serbia, where governance is largely centralized. 

In rhe ocher major local governmem development of 2013, Belgrade Mayor 
Dilas of rhe OS was ousred in Sepremhcr when former allies in che municipal 
assembly withdrew their support amid allegations char Belgrade had a debt of nearly 
€1 billion due to Dilas's ambitious infrasrrucrure projects. 1he mayor insisted rhe 
figurt'. was grossly inflared, bur Belgrade's murky financial records allowed rhe 
concroversy ro fester, giving che SNS and irs SPS allies an opening char which rhey 
seized wi ch a 60-0 voce in che 110-sear ciry council on 24 Seprember ro remove 
Dilas.'11 The Serbian government appointed a temporary council ro run rhe cicy 
until mayoral eleccions on 16 March 2014. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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In July, Serbia adopted a new five-year strategy and accion plan fO improve judicial 
independence, accoumabilicy, and efficiency. This followed a failed arrempt in 2009 
co overhaul rhe judiciary by streamlining rhe court network and sraff, among ocher 
changes. A related, highly controversial reappoinrment procedure in 2009 and 2010 
cosr hundreds of judges and prosecurors their jobs. Following a 2012 Consrirurional 
Courc ruling, 500 of rhe 877 officials who appealed cheir non-reappointment were 
reinstared. The court nerwork nearly doubled in 2013, from co 34 co 65. 

In irs progress report, rhe EU said char rule of law would be a key prioricy 

in accession talks given the amount of work required to reform Serbia's judiciary. 
In particular, rhe EU noced rhac rhe legislacive and consrirucional frameworks 
leave room for political influence. Ir also urged the government ro redouble 
efforts ro create an evaluation system for judges and prosecutors ro improve 
accouncabilicy. In addition, the EU wanes all judicial appointments to pass rhrough 
rhe Belgrade-based Judicial Academy, which provides addirional training ro judges 
selected by rhe High Judicial Council. The academy is an important element of 
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che new judicial reform scracegy. However, che president of che Judges' Association 
of Serbia noces chac giving ic final say over appointments could jeopardize 
independence because one-chird of che academy's managing board members are 
government appointees.42 

Efficiency is anocher key issue, wich che case backlog ac over 3 million.43 The 
judicial reform scracegy includes a unified program co clear che backlog, and che 
EU said chac implementation should be a prioricy, pointing co che Adminiscracive 
Courc in Belgrade as an example of che logjam in Serbian courcs. le has resolved 
all cases older chan chree years and, in che firsc six months of2013, anocher 9,551 
cases. 44 However, 11,315 new cases came before che courc in che firsc half of 2013, 
compared co 4,938 in all of 2012. In June 2013, che backlog cocaled more chan 
23,000 cases, roughly 1,500 more chan ac che end of 2012.45 

In Occober, a new syscem of criminal investigations based on che U.S. model 
was introduced in an efforc co cackle organized crime. Under che new syscem, 
auchorities execuced a sweeping drug raid in early December, arresting 127 suspects 
and seizing 18.5 kilograms of narcotics. However, early resulcs suggest che judiciary 
may lack che resources for chis new approach, which gives greater auchoricy co 
prosecucors and less co invescigacing judges. In Occober, che Higher Courc in 
Belgrade received only 2 criminal charges, compared wich 26 in September and 37 
in May.46 The new syscem does noc provide free counsel co defendants who cannoc 
afford a lawyer. 

The judiciary can be opaque and vulnerable co political influence. In 2013, 
che judicial syscem received 539 complaints against judges and prosecucors 
for mishandling cases, buc a special disciplinary commiccee only accepted 8 for 
consideration, saying che ochers were incomplece.47 In February, Supreme Courc 
of Cassacion President Naca Mesarovic was replaced afcer che Consticutional 
Courc found unconstitutional an earlier law chac led co her appointment, buc 
some saw chis as political because che OS had backed MesaroviC's appointmenc. 
In November, SNS Justice Minister Nikola Selakovic escimaced chac che failed 
reappointment of judges cosc €15 million and said criminal charges mighc be filed 
demanding compensation from members of che High Judicial Council and che 
Scace Prosecucorial Council, which carried ouc che procedure.48 The main cargecs 
would be former Juscice Miniscer Snefana Malovic and Mesarovic. 

Several war crimes cases49 continued in Belgrade before a special courc, 
including che 1999 murder of che Bycici brothers, chree echnic Albanians who 
had come from New York co fighc Serb government troops in che 1998-99 war 
over Kosovo, only co be killed as prisoners of war. Two Serbian policemen, Srecen 
Popovic and Milos Scojanovic, were acquicced of che killing in a March decision chac 
was upheld on appeal in May. In a surprise ruling in December, che Constitutional 
Courc overcurned che 20-year prison sentence of Safa Radak for parcicipacing in che 
1991 killing of detainees in Croatia. The courc said che conviction was based on che 
uncorroboraced evidence of a single procecced wicness. Viccims' families and human 
righcs groups questioned che ruling.50 
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Grafr and misconduct are widespread in Serbia. After taking power in 2012, the SNS 
followed through on pledges to gee tough on corruption wich several high-profile 
cases. The biggest ongoing investigation is against Serbia's richest man, Miroslav 
Miskovic, founder and owner of Delta Holding, one of che largest companies in 
che region. Serbia's ranking in Transparency lntemacional's Corruption Perceptions 
Index improved by eight places to 72"d in 2013.51 However, che watchdog's Serbian 
branch said rhe year saw little concrete progress in anticorrupcion efforts, blaming 
an inefficient judiciary and weak public adminiscracion.52 

On 9 May, charges were filed against MiSkovic, his son Marko, and nine 
associates, following their arrest in 2012. The 122-page indictment implicates tbe 
men in a 16.95 billion-dinar (almost $200 million) fraud scheme related co a road 
repair project and construction companies, as well as tax evasion to the cune of 
472 million dinars ($5.57 million). Each charge carries a maximum 10-year prison 
sentence. The trial opened on 14 November. Miskovic, who had been released 
on bail along with Marko, maintained innocence and hired an international 
defense ceam. Afcer che initial hearing, court president Vladimir Vucinic permitted 
Miskovic to travel abroad briefly buc was subsequently replaced for allowing a high
profile defendant to leave che country. Vucinic complained to rhe High Judicial 
Council about che pressure exerted on him by Higher Court President Aleksandar 
Stepanovic, prompting rhe council to demand char rhe independence of rhe 
judiciary be respected. The case was ongoing at year's end. 

In July, legislators adopted a new five-year anticortuption strategy and action 
plan chac gives the Anti-Corruption Agency a lead role. The agency increased 
oversight of public officials' finances, requiring chat asset and income declarations be 
verified against data held by ar least four authorities, including the Interior Ministry 
and Tax Adminiscration. Several criminal charges were filed against officials, 
including a member of parliamem, for failing co disclose holdings. In ocher anti
corrupcion efforts, the Administration for che Prevention of Money Laundering 
intensified reporting on suspicious transactions. Jc has improved cooperation wich 
banks and financial regulacors, as well as staff training. Meanwhile, some 180 police 
officers received basic training on seizing and handling digital evidence in an effort 
co uncover corruption. 

However, in irs progress report, the EU said the Ami-Corruption Agency 
remains inefficient, law enforccmem lacks expertise in financial invescigarions, and 
whisde-blower protection is weak. Serbia also lacks key information technology 
resources, namely a centralized criminal intelligence system-an IT nerwork linking 
che police, prosecution, and courrs to improve efficiency in battling corruption and 
organized crime. The EU has noted char the High-Tech Crime Unit ac the Interior 
Ministry, operational since 2012, needs additional resources to manage complex 
cybercrime invesrigacions.B 
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Despite the urging of the EU, Serbia has not completed the investigation of 24 
flawed privatizations from the 2000s. The task is daunting because of the number 
of people and companies involved, but some cases were nevertheless closed in 
2013. In May, the Belgrade-based Special Court sentenced 16 people, including 
investors and judges, to a total of 44 years for fraud, abuse of office, tax evasion, 
and accepting bribes in several privatizations.54 Meanwhile, the July sale of Serbia's 
loss-making carrier Jae Airways to Etihad Airways of the United Arab Emirates 
raised transparency concerns, as the terms of the deal were not disclosed despite 
public demands. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S ince Slovakia accained full independence in 1993, Direccion-Social Democracy 
(Smer-SD) became che firsc policical parcy co form a one-parcy cabinec. Afcer 
ics eleccion in 2012, Smer-SD mainly focused on screngchening che scace's role 

in several seccors, including che economy, social policies, public adminiscracion, and 
healchcare. The pacey supporcs a cencralized model of governance and has caken 
seeps co empower che cencral auchoricy ac che expense of self-govemmencs. 

The political acmosphere during 2013 was marked by frequenc confroncacions 
between Smer-SD and opposicion cencer-righc parcies, which cried co preserve che 
reforms implemenced under che brief cenure of Prime Miniscer Iveca Radieova 
(2010-12). The candidace who was elecced prosecucor general by che parliamenc 
during chac period, Jozef Cences, could noc cake office wichouc che official approval 
of Presidenc Ivan Ga5parovic, which che presidenc wichheld on vague, procedural 
grounds for nearly two years. In January, che presidenc's call for new eleccions co che 
posicion provoked che firsc-ever impeachmenc actempc against a Slovak presidenc, 
buc che mocion was voted down in che parliamenc. In June, Gasparovic appoinced 
anocher candidace alcogecher-Bracislava regional prosecueor Jaromlr Ciinar, a 
former universicy dassmace of Prime Miniscer Roberc Fico. 

Cronyism, cliencelism, and corrupcion persisted in the public sphere, and 
alleged cases of misuse of public funds and bribery were not investigated properly. 
The judiciary concinued co scruggle wich problems inherited from the pasc and 
resisced reform iniciacives aimed ac curbing nepocism and increasing cransparency. 

National Democratic Governance. Cencer-lefc Smer-SD concinued eo 
concencrace power in ics hands and sidelined che parliamenc as a mechanism of 
concrol on numerous occasions. The appoincmenc of a new prosecucor general 
and che dismissal of che already elecced opposicion candidace indicaced negacive 
cendencies in che ruling parcy's approach eo separacion of powers. In January, che 
opposicion launched che firsc-ever impeachmenc accempc againsc che presidenc. 
The govemmenc refused co invescigace allegacions of embezzlemenc at che Milicary 
Incelligence Services (VSS) and dismissed cricicism from Public Defender ofRighcs 
Jana Dubovcova. Slovakia's rating far national democratic governance worsens from 
2.75 to 3.00. 

Electoral Process. Regional eleccions in November broughc viccory co che 
ruling Smer-SD in six ouc of eighc regions. The unexpected viceory of far-righc 
candidace Marian Kotleba in the cencral region of Banska Byscrica sparked fears of 
radicalizacion. The Ministry of Interior submitted a draft eleccoral law and a bill on 
eleccoral campaigning eo che parliamenc in Sepcember. Opposition parcies criticized 
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several provisions of the drafts and demanded amendments to it. The adoption 
of the laws was postponed until 2014. Slovakia's rating for electoral process remains 
unchanged at 1.50. 

Civil Society. The basic conditions for Slovak civil society did not change in 
2013, and the sector remained independent and diverse. Cooperation with the 
government was satisfactory, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 
successfully prevented the adoption of an amendment that would have limited the 
scope of the freedom of information law. At the same time, N GOs have repeatedly 
expressed their concerns over financial sustainability, and the mobilization of 
extremist groups seems to be an increasingly serious issue. Slovakia's rating for civil 
society remains unchanged at 1.75. 

Independent Media. Press freedom in Slovakia is constitutionally guaranteed 
and generally respected, and there were no legislative changes in 2013. Judges 
and politicians have, on numerous occasions, used defamation suits to gag critical 
outlets. Criminal proceedings were dropped against a journalist and a filmmaker in 
January. The police attempted to pressure investigative journalist Tom Nicholson 
to reveal his sources in September, however, setting a dangerous precedent. Due to 
financial problems, several outlets changed hands during the year. Slovakia's rating 
for independent media remains unchanged at 2.75. 

Local Democratic Governance. The government continued with the reform 
and centralization of public administration. The October 2013 Law on Local 
State Administration replaced the country's 248 local government offices with 
72 district offices and 49 greater-district offices. A proposed amendment to the 
law on municipal councils, if approved, would strengthen the position of mayors 
in municipal councils. At year's end, self-governments struggled with the central 
government over their share of income tax. 1he country's rating for local democratic 
governance remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The year was characterized by enduring 
problems in the judiciary-including a significant backlog of cases, nepotism, and 
low levels of trust-and continuing clashes between Supreme Court chief Stefan 
Harabin and other members of the judiciary. In recent years, disciplinary panels 
have become dysfunctional due to the reluctance of judges to serve on them. The 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) rejected all three of 
Slovakia's judicial candidates to the European Court of Human Rights. Slovakia's 
rating/or judicial framework and independence remains unchanged at 3.00. 

Corruption. Nontransparent, clientelistic, and corrupt practices persisted in 2013 
due to the lack of political will to fight graft. Some of the government's steps 
contributed to less transparency, including the September dissolution of a planned 
advisory body. Experts generally welcomed the amended Public Procurement Act 
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adopted in March, but some of them warned about loopholes in the law. Corruption 
cases attracted significant media attention and provoked harsh criticism from the 
public; however, they did not result in prosecutions. Slovakia} ratingfor corruption 

remains unchanged at 3.75. 

Outlook for 2014. Slovakia will hold presidential, local, and European Parliament 
elections in 2014. The preelection atmosphere will probably be marked by frequent 
confrontations between the ruling Smer-SD and opposition parties. A potential 
decline in public support could encourage Smer-SD leaders to step up nationalist 
and populist rhetoric and eventually increase social spending, affecting the state 
budget. Prime Minister Fico's candidacy in the presidential elections will likely 
have an effect on the government's performance and internal politics in Smer-SD. 
Improvements in the area of rule of law, justice, and the fight against corruption 
are unlikely in 2014. 
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Following rhe 2011 collapse of rhe cenrer-righr governmenr led by lvera Radieova, 

rhe March 2012 elecrions broughr a landslide vicrory for Roberr Fico and his 

cenrer-lefr Direcrion-Social Democracy (Smer-SD), and Fico became rhe prime 

minisrer of a one-parry governmenr. Since irs vicrory, Smer-SD has increasingly 

concenrrared power in its hands, capturing independent institutions and sidelining 

rhe parliamenr as a mechanism of conrrol on numerous occasions. During rhe year, 

Smer-SD depuries obsrrucred rhe work of parliamenrary commirrees by refusing ro 

discuss agenda icems proposed by opposirion parries, blocked rhree excraordinary 

sessions convened by rhe opposirion, and misused rhe inrerpellarion procedure ro 

highlighr rhe posicive achievemenrs of rhe governmenr. 

On 17 January, 44 depuries from rhe 5 opposirion parries made rhe firsr arrempr 

ro impeach a president in independenr Slovakia's hiscory. The depuries accused 

Presidenr Ivan Gasparovic of inrenrionally breaching rhe consrirurion in order ro 

promore Smer-SD's inreresrs by refusing ro appoinr Jozef Cenres as prosecuror 

general afrer his elecrion by rhe previous parliamenr in 2011. However, rhe morion 

did nor collecr enough parliamenrary suppon and was vored down in March. 

The saga around rhe elecrion and appoimmenr of a new prosecuror general 

poinred ro a deep polirical divide and indicared worrisome rendencies in rhe ruling 

party's approach ro rhe separarion of powers. By January 2013, rhe posirion of rhe 

prosecuror general had been vacanr for a year and a half. Ar first, Gasparovic had 

argued rhar Cenrffs elecrion was unconsrirurional because rhe Radieova governmenr 

had changed rhe elecrion procedure righr before rhe vore and had elecred Cenrcs 

rhrough an open bal lor. However, afrer rhe Consrirurional Courr ruled in 2012 rhar 

rhe change in procedure had nor violared consrirurional norms, rhe presidenr was 

legally obliged ro make a decision in a reasonable rime. 

On 2 January 2013, Gasparovic officially announced he would nor ro appoinr 

Cenres as public prosecuror and called for a new election. Prime Minisrer Fico 

expressed srrong suppon for rhe president's decision, insisting rhere was no 

consrirurional impediment ro new eleccions. 1 In May, Fico confirmed rhar Cenres 

was no longer an acceprable candidare for the posicion and could nor run as rhe 

opposirion parries' candidare.2 In new e!ecrions on 17 June 2013, Smer-SD depuries 

in rhe parliamenr all vored for rheir parry's proposed candidare, Jaromfr Ciinar, rhe 

regional prosecuror of Brarislava and Fico's former universiry classmare. The vote 

was boycorred by all opposirion parry depuries. Gasparovic appoinred Ciinar righr 

away, despite rhe facr thar a complaim was pending ar rhe Consrirurional Courr 

from Cenres ar rhc rime. 
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As the election approached, critics accused che Constitutional Court of 
deliberately delaying its decision on CenteS's complaint.3 Endorsed by Fico, an 
amendment to the Law on the Constitutional Court was adopted in an accelerated 
legislative procedure in April, permitting the assignment of cases to judges who had 
previously been disqualified for lack of impartiality. Even before the amendment 
came into effect, Constitutional Court Chair Ivetta Macejkova assigned Centes's 
complaint to Judge Peter Brnak, who had previously been disqualified for 
showing bias. 

Slovakia's Military Intelligence Service (VSS) has been at the center of a number 
of scandals in the last several years. In May, the daily newspaper Sme published a 
134-page leaked report indicating that thousands of euros in public funds had been 
embezzled in the 2006-10 period with the knowledge of then VSS head J uraj Sebo 
and the director of Military Defense Intelligence (VOS), I'..ubomfr Skuhra.4 The 
cwo services were merged under Skuhra's leadership in January 2013 after a 2011 
wiretapping scandal. 

Although a high-ranking former officer publicly supported the report's 
accusations, Defense Minister Martin Civic and the government as a whole 
dismissed the claims. Meanwhile, Smer-SD deputies voted against opening an 
investigation by the parliamentary committee responsible for military affairs. In 
June, state prosecucors charged former VSS director Roman Mikulec-who had 
initiated the investigation of Sebo and Skuhra under the Radieova government
and a former secret service officer, Katarina Svrcekova, with leaking classified 
information. 

A 2013 report by Public Defender of Rights Jana Dubovcovi criticized the 
· state's approach co the protection of fundamental rights and highlighted a number 

of human rights violations by the authorities, including their failure co protect 
the rights of Roma children. The ruling party dismissed Dubovcov:i's critique and 
accused her of politicizing the protection of rights and abusing her office.5 In March, 
the parliament returned her annual report for correction, although deputies had 
no right to do so according to the constitution. In September, Smer-SD deputies 
blocked a committee hearing about a special report Dubovcova had submitted that 
pointed to human rights violations during a June 2013 police raid on a Roma 
settlement in eastern Slovakia. 

The parliament failed co elect a new chairman to the Supreme Audit Office 
(NKU) in 2013. Although Smer-SD had promised that the opposition would be 
allowed co nominace che officeholder and that it would support the opposicion's 
joint candidate, none of the nominees garnered enough support in the parliament. 
At year's end, the NKU was still headed by former chair Jan Jasovsky, nominated by 
Vladimir Meeiar's Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (HZDS). Jasovsky's term 
officially ended in February 2012. 

In October, the government rejected a local referendum in the village of 
Te5edikovo, where in March 2012, the ethnic Hungarian majority voted co change 
the village's name co its pre-1948 version, Pered. Minister oflnterior Robert Kalinik 
stated that it would be "inappropriate" to recurn to the previous Hungarian name.6 
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Electoral Process 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 ·---------

Eleccions held in Slovakia since che collapse of [he Communist regime in 1989 have 
been assessed as free and fair by domescic and incernational monitors. Cicizens freely 
exercise cheir policical rights and elecc representatives to the nacional parliament, 
European Parliament, regional assemblies, and city and community councils every 
four years. Presidential elections are held every five years. 

Slovakia has a multi-parcy policical sysrem, where parties often had to form 
coalicion governments in the pasc. There are no significant obscacles co the 
registration of newly established parties. According to che Law on Political Parcies, 
new movements need to submic at lease I 0,000 signacures to che Ministry of 
Interior, pecicioning the creation of a new parcy. In 2013, chere were 62 political 
parties registered with the Ministry of che lnterior.7 Parcies or coalitions of parties 
running at the parliamentary elections muse submit a candidate list co the Central 
Election Commission (CEC) and pay a deposit of€16,596.H 

Candidates to the National Council (parliament) are elected according to a 
proportional representation system, with a 5 percent chreshold for parcies running 
alone, a 7 percent chreshold for coalicions of 2 or 3 parties, and a 10 percent 
threshold for coalitions of 4 or more parties. Local and regional candidates are 
elected according co a modified majoritarian system. 

The most recenc parliamentary elections were held in March 2012 and resulted 
in a substantial shift in che configuration of Slovakia's parliament. Following che 
sweeping victory of Smer-SD-which won 44.41 percent of the vote and received 
83 seacs in parliament, enabling ic co form the country's first non-coalition 
government since 1990-rhe dominant left is facing a fragmented right in che 
parliamenL ll1e rest of the scats went co five parties: [he conservative Christian 
Democratic Movement (KOH); the new populisc formation Ordinary People and 
Independent Personalities (01'..aNO); Mosc-Hfd, one of the parties representing 
ethnic Hungarians living in Slovakia; [he cencer-righc Slovak Democratic and 
Chrisrian Union-Democratic Parcy (SDK0-DS); and [he liberal Freedom and 
Solidariry pany (SaS).9 

Since che eleccions, chree parties' parliamentary representation changed as a 
result of incernal confliccs and splits. Two members of parliament (MPs) who had 
left KOH escablished a new party called Nova vacsina (New Majority) in October 
2012, while a third former MP became independent. In June 2013, five SaS deputies 
joined New Majoricy, increasing rhe number of parcies withouc a parliamentary 
caucus co cwo_ w Wirh che cwo other MPs chac left OI.:aNO during the year, che cocal 
number of independent MPs reached 16, accounting for more chan 10 percenc of 
all MPs ac year's end. 11 

Regional eleccions were held in November 2013. Gubernatorial candidates 
supported by Smer-SD won che eleccions in six ouc of eight regions, while in the 
remaining cwo regions, a broad right-wing coalition led by an SDKO-DS member 
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and a candidate of the extremist parry LS-NS (People's Parry-Our Slovakia) 

succeeded. 12 Far-right candidate Marian Korleba's success in the Bansk:i Bystrica 

region sparked fears of radicalization in the councry. 
Political parry membership in Slovakia is low, and citizens who counc 

themselves as members of parries currently represenced in the parliamenc number 

less than 40,000 our of more than 4 million eligible voters. Of those, 16,376 
belong to Smer-SD; 13,024 are registered members of KOH; 4,868 are members of 

SDKU-DS; 4,642 are members of Mosr-Hld; and 292 belong to SaS. The new 

movemenc OCaNO has only 4 officially registered members. As far as bigger 

excra-parliamencary parries are concerned, rhe Peoples' Parry-Movemenc for a 

Democratic Slovakia (CS-HDZS) has 4, 175 members; the Parry of Hungarian 

Community (SMK-MKP) has 9,800 members; the Communist Parry of Slovakia 

(KSS) has 5,250 members; and SNS has 2,335 members. 13 

The Hungarian minority is represenced by cwo political parries: Mose-Hid, an 

intererhnic parry rhar encered parliamenc in 2012 for the firsc cime, and SMK-MKP, 

which had been a member of che government between 1998 and 2006 buc lose ics 

parliamencary represencacion in 2012. The councry's second largest ethnic minority, 

rhe Roma, is underrepresented in parry policies and public administration. The chree 
officially registered Romany political parries are weak and politically insignificanc. 

In September 2013, parliamenc approved che first reading of a drafr electoral 

law that would replace specific laws on local and national elections. The drafc did 
nor contain significant changes to the existing legal framework, although che face 

char rhe councry consists of one electoral discricr had been criticized on numerous 
occasions before. 14 The government also prepared a draft law on electoral campaigns. 

111e bill included a provision prohibiting rhe release of opinion polls three weeks 

prior to rhc elections and introduced a 48-hour preelecrion moratorium, banning 

campaigning before rhe vote. Ir also introduced limits on campaign spending and 

required the escablishmenc of a rransparenc accounc for parries and candidates 
running in municipalities with over 5,000 inhabirancs. 1> The bill, however, did noc 
ser up an independent supervisory organ co oversee compliance with the rules. 

Boch drafts received criticism from opposition parries, who complained chac 
Smer-SD MPs did nor accept any of their amendmenc proposals in parliament. 

The Ministry of Interior agreed co hold consultations with opposition deputies; 

however, no compromise was reached by the end of November, and the adoption 
of the laws was postponed umil 20 14. 
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The basic conditions for Slovak civil society did nor change in 2013-rhe sector 

remains independem and diverse, operating in a favorable legal environmem and 

respected for challenging the authorities and advocating public imeresr. Besides 
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regiscered nonprofic organizacions, many new informal iniciacives and projeccs, 
often oflimiced scope, have emerged and become more visible. 

Cooperacion between che governmenc and che civic seccor made some formal 
progress under che Raditova adminiscracion, which creaced a new office co facilicace 
communicacion between che scace, civil sociery organizacions, and che general 
public. As Slovakia's firsc governmencal plenipocenciary for che developmenc of 
civil sociery, Filip Vagac organized an ongoing dialogue between governmenc and 
nongovernmencal organizacion (NGO) represencacives, concribuced co che approval 
of a law on volunceering, and prepared a scracegy for civil sociery developmenc 
approved by che governmenc ac che end of February 2012. Ac che end of 2013, Vagac 
handed in his resignacion, alchough he agreed co concinue his work as an adviser co 
Depury Prime Miniscer and Miniscer oflncerior Roberc Kalinak. His achievemencs, 
as well as two governmenc iniciacives-che Scracegy for che Dcvelopmenc of Civil 
Sociery and che Open Governmenc Parcnership lniciacive-were praised ac che 
annual conference of nonprofic represencacives in Occober. 16 

Vagae's deparcure and che resignacion of che Governmencal Plenipocenciary 
for Nacional Minoricies Liszl6 Nagy in June, however, prompced concerns abouc 
che governmenc's commicmenc co minoriry righcs. Nagy left che office afcer che 
governmenc rejecced his reporc on che sicuacion of minoricies in March and afcer 
Smer~SD depucies voced down his amendmenc co incroduce bilingual signs ac railway 
scacions in June. Also in March, Prime Miniscer Fico accacked echnic and ocher 
minoricies and accused chem of"blackmail," adding chac "che scace was escablished 
for Slovaks, noc for minoricies." 17 Several days lacer, NGO represencacives in che 
Council of che Governmenc for Human Righcs, Nacional Minoricies, and Gender 
Equaliry prepared a resolucion condemning che scacemenc, which che council 
adopced wich che voces of governmencal officials presenc ac che meecing.18 

NGOs and civil sociery acciviscs were successful in prevencing changes co 
Slovakia's progressive Freedom of lnformacion Ace as well. Ac the end of Occober, 
several NGOs launched an iniciative calling for preserving che currenc ace and 
blocking any atcempcs that would limit the public's right co information. Their 
pecition was signed by 8,000 people, including prominenc public figures.' 9 The 
Miniscry of Juscice, responsible for drafting the amendmenc, decided to poscpone 
its adopcion until March 2014. 

Ac che same time, NGOs continue to struggle with limiced financial resources 
and have repeatedly expressed cheir concerns over cooperation with the governmenc 
and inclusion in the policymaking process. Several NGO leaders claimed that 
communicacion with che scace adminiscration is often only a matter of formalicy, 
and although governmenc officials invite NGOs to parcicipate in drafcing and 
discussing legislacive initiacives, cheir proposals are repeacedly ignored in the end.20 

Privace donations constituce a subscancial source of revenue for the seccor, 
alchough the governmenc has been planning to incroduce an amendmenc that 
would reduce potencial tax benefits for corporations donating co NGOs. Meer 
2012, the adopcion of the amendment was postponed in November 2013 for the 
second cime. The legal and regulatory environment places nonprofit organizations 
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providing services in various sectors (health, education, social care) ac a disadvantage 
when competing with the scace. 21 

Extremist rhetoric and the mobilization of far-right groups were visible 
throughout 2013, and the rights of the country's Roma minority continued to be 
violated. For months, the government delayed the investigation of a June 2013 
police raid chat had resulced in 30 injuries ac a Romany settlement in Moldava 
nad Bodvou, despite calls from civil sociecy, the Public Defender of Rights, and 
the UN Commissioner for Human Righcs co invescigate possible human rights 
violations committed by the police.22 Although a Slovak court ruled segregation 
unlawful in 2012, Romany children were still being placed in segregated schools in 
2013.23 Dissatisfaction with corruption and local policies resulted in a protest vote 
and the surprising victory of far-right candidate Marian Korleba-nocorious for his 
extremist views on Roma-at the November local elections in the Banska Bystrica 
region. 

The year also saw heightened public mobilization and verbal clashes between 
supporters of LGBT rights and the increasingly numerous pro-life communicy.24 
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Press freedom in Slovakia is consticutionally guaranteed and generally respected, 
and independent media outlets freely disseminate diverse views. There were no 
legislative changes in 2013, although the government prepared an amendment 
co the Freedom of Information Ace, limiting of the scope of che law.25 Following 
significant protest from civil sociecy, che Ministry of Justice postponed the 
amendment until March 2014. 

The 2008 Press Act offers protection co journalises in Slovakia. However, some 
experts claim that a number of its provisions are outdated. In February, Canadian
born investigative journalise Tom Nicholson published a transcript on his website 
of an alleged conversation between Scanislav Jankovic-lnterior Minister Robert 
Kalinak's former advisor-and Libor Jak!fk, the suspected leader of a criminal 
organization. In connection with che ensuing police investigation, the authorities 
deposed Nicholson and pressed him co reveal his sources. The police argued during 
the deposition chat Nicholson is not protected under the Press Act, which defines 
journalists as people employed by or in contract with media oudets.26 Press freedom 
NGOs criticized this interpretation of the ace, and the Internacional Press Institute 
published a statement in September, claiming chat Nicholson is entitled to che 
proceccion of journalistic sources and content according co Slovak and international 
law.27 In 2009, Nicholson came into possession of an alleged secret-service file 
related co a major wiretapping operation (the so-called Gorilla file) chat revealed 
widespread corruption berween cop officials and che financial group Penta during 
the 2002-06 period. Nicholson published a book about the file in 2012. 
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The pressure grew on Nicholson when tapes containing phone conversations 
between him and Slovak organized crime figures leaked in November. Police said 
that the conversations had been intercepted in connection with the 20 l 0 murder 
of prominent lawyer and former Constitutional Court justice Ernest Valko, whom 
he had taught English. The source of the leaks was unknown at year's end, and 
Nicholson argued that they were an attempt to discredit him. 28 

Politicians have frequently used defamation suits to punish media and to 
discourage critical journalists. Supreme Court Chairman Stefan Harabin and Prime 
Minister Fico have collected hundreds of thousands of euros in civil cases in recent 
yean;. In 20I3, several members of the judiciary sued the newspaper Novj Cu 
and its publisher for damages totaling €940,000, while another judge was seeking 
€150,000 from the daily newspaper Sme.29 

In May, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) media 
freedom representative Dunja Mijatovic criticized high fines in defamation cases 
and reiterated that public officials have to endure a higher threshold of criticism.30 

In his reply to Mijatovic, Minister for Foreign .Affairs Miroslav LajC:ak mentioned 
the possibility of a cap on damages in defamation cases; however, no such steps were 
taken by year's end.31 

Public figures have sometimes used criminal suits to deter critical journalists. In 
January, criminal charges were dropped in two cases: one against journalist Zuzana 
Petkova and the other against filmmaker Zuzana Piussi. Petkova's prosecution 
started in 201 I, after she had published an article about the salary of Supreme 
Court Chairman Harabin's wife. Following a complaint from Harabin, the district 
prosecutor's office in Bratislava sued Petkova for unauthorized use of personal data. 
The filmmaker Piussi was charged in relation to her critical documentary about the 
Slovak judiciary; a judge featured in the documentary claimed that she had not 
authorized the use of footage. 

Except for public television and radio and the few local journals and TV 
stations owned directly by local governments, Slovak media outlets are in private 
hands. In recent years, investigative and analytic pieces have been replaced by more 
sensationalistic journalism. Television remains the main source of information for 
the majority of Slovaks. 

Due to economic pressures, a number of key outlets changed hands in 20 I 3, 
with the changes resulting in some layoffs. TV Markiza appointed a new director in 
September 20I3, and the managers ofTV JOJ became co-owners of the outlet in 
October 2013. In addition, in April, leader of the Czech political parry ANO 20 I I 
and billionaire Andrej Babis announced the acquisition of the publishing house 
Ecopress, which publishes the daily Hospodarske noviny. 

The Slovak Syndicate of Journalists (SSJ), the oldest and largest professional 
journalistic asoociation in Slovakia, was suffering from financial problems following a 
change in its management in November 2013. SSJ currently represents only a small 
percentage of journalists active in Slovakia. Apan from SSJ, the Slovak National 
Committee of the International Press Institute (IPI) has also been representing the 
interests of journalists. Even though it does not have a large membership base, several 
media managers and editors of key Slovak outlets sit on the board of the Slovak branch. 
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Access to the internet is not restricted in Slovakia; the number of households 
with broadband internee connection increased co 75 percent in 2013.-U According 
to the Institute for Public Affairs (IVO), che digital literacy rate also increased, up 
co 79 percent from 76 percent in 2011.~3 
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The Slovak Conscirucion and other applicable laws provide an adequate framework 
for self-governance ac che regional and local levels. Public administration is based 
on the principle of subsidiarity, and there are three levels of elected bodies: central 
(parliament), regional (regional assemblies), and local (municipal councils). Self
governmcnts join forces in various associations, such as the Association of Slovakia's 
Towns and Villages (ZMOS), the Union of Slovakia's Towns (OMS), and the 
Association of Regional Capitals (K-8), co lobby at che central level. 

The conscicucion and relevant laws allow citizens co exercise rheir right co 
vote at regional and local levels. Representatives of self-governments (deputies of 
municipal councils and regional assemblies, mayors of villages and towns, and 
regional governors) are elected in direct, free, and democratic competitions, which 
are open co political party candidates as well as independent candidates. Candidates 
represent a broad spectrum of opinions, and political parcies play an important role 
in local elections. Slovakia's lase municipal elections were held in November 2010, 
while the last regional elections cook place in November 2013. 

Center-right parcies in Slovakia traditionally favor a decentralized model of 
governance wich stronger powers for elected municipal authorities, while left
leaning and nationalise parties prefer a centralized model with a stronger position 
for scare institutions. As pare of a public administration reform in 2001-2005, 
significant powers were transferred from the central organs to local and regional 
self-governance bodies, including in the field of education, healthcare, social affairs, 
rransportarion, and environmental protection. 

Following Smer-SD's electoral victory in March 2012, the party began 
implementing policies aimed ac strengthening the state's positions in key sectors, 
including public administration. In 2013, Prime Minister Fico repeatedly expressed 
his support of the idea of creating chree "higher territorial units" instead of the 
existing eight regions.-M He also called for a stronger state presence in regional self
governments. The former government plenipotentiary for decentralization Vikcor 
Niinansi<y warned chat Fico's plans could lead co the demise of che decentralized 
model of public administration introduced in 1990.35 

After replacing specialized offices wirh a centralized, integrated system in 
January, the government continued the reform of!ocal and regional administration. 
According co the Law on Local Seate Administration, which came into force on 1 
October, the country's 248 local government offices were replaced with 72 district 
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offices and 49 greacer·discricc offices. The new law strengthened che position of rhe 
Ministry oflnterior by giving the interior minister che power to propose new heads 
of discricr offices. The government argued that the new system is cheaper and makes 
access to government services easier. The critics of che law, however, claimed chat 
the reform aims ro further cencralize power in rhe hands of che ruling party. 

In June, the par:liament approved che first reading of an amendment chat aims 
ro srrengrhen the position of mayors in municipal councils. If passed, the law would 
give mayors the power ro appoinc or remove direcrors of organizations financed form 
public funds wichouc the approval of municipal councils. Since a large number of 
mayors elected on a Smer-SD ticket face municipal councils where che opposition 
is in majority, the ruling party could pocemially benefit from the changes. 

According ro a 2004 law on fiscal decencralizacion, municipalities receive 70.3 
percent of personal income tax yield. The Radieova government, however, reduced 
chis amount to 65.4 percenc in 2011 due to the necessity of fiscal consolidation 
during the financial crisis. Ar che end of 2013, ZMOS started negociarions wich 
the government, demanding ro return to the previous level of 70.3 percent in 
2014. The association underlined char low funding hindered local development, 
deterred investments, and reduced che scope and quality of public services offered 
to cicizens.36 OMS also criticized che siruarion, pointing our thac che government 
required self-governmencs ro cue budget deficits buc at the same time expected chem 
to cover an increase in teachers' salaries. After negotiations with ZMOS, Prime 
Minister Fico agreed in Ocrober to increase the share of taxes for municipalities to 
67 percent starting from 2014.'7 Some municipalities expressed disappoincmenc 
with the compromise. 

Self-governments are subject to internal as well as external supervision. 
Internal control is encrusted co chief concrollers, who are appointed to six-year 
terms. Externally, the Supreme Audie Office (NKO) concrols all funds expended 
by self-governance organs and supervises che financial managemenc oflegal entities 
established by chem. Mose self-governance organs have adequate capacities to 
manage cheir operations; employee training continues ro improve due ro various 
educacion projects char have been initiated and implemented by che government, 
self-governance associacions, nongovernmental organizations, and international 
partners. The situation is significantly better in cities and large towns chan in smaller 
towns and rural areas. Meetings of local and regional self-government bodies are 
held regularly and are open ro che public. 
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Slovakia's constitution guarantees all citizens equality before che law and prohibits 
discrimination on rhe basis of scams, including gender, race, color, language, 
religion, political affiliation, nationality, or echoic origin. The conscirurion ensures 
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rhe independence of the judiciary, and rhe coumry has a rhree-ciered judicial sysrem 
consiscing of rhe Supreme Courr, regional courrs, and discricr courrs. The presidem 
appoims judges based on rhe proposal of rhe Judicial Council, rhe principal organ of 
self-governance wichin rhe judiciary. The Minisrer of Jusrice appoints rhe chairmen 
and vice chairmen of courrs. 

Despire consrimrional guaramees, rhe Slovak courr sysrem has long suffered from 
corrupcion, imimidacion of judges, and a significanr backlog of cases. The public's 
sense of legal certaimy is undermined by rhe courr sysrem's inefficiency, and rrusr in 
rhe judiciary is low. According ro a 2013 opinion poll by rhe FOCUS polling agency 
and NGO VIA IURIS, only 31 percem of Slovakia's cicizens cruse rhe couns.38 

A series of reforms in 2010-11 soughr ro increase rhe rransparency and 
accoumabiliry of rhe judiciary despice resisrance from rhen opposicion parry Smer
SD and from Supreme Courr head Harabin, in office since 2009. Upon emering 
office in 2012, rhe new Smer-SD governmem declared irs imemion co cominue 
with measures increasing rhe overall efficiency and independence of rhe judicial 
sysrem. However, no cangible improvemem was reached in 2013, and many exiscing 
problems persisred. Prime Minisrer Fico, in response co cricicism of rhe judiciary, 
argued in May rhar in order co improve rhe simarion of rhe branch, significam 
funds would have co be rransferred from ocher areas, such as social spending.39 

One of rhe mosr pressing problems rhar undermine rhe independence of rhe 
judiciary is rhe nepocisric seleccion of new judges. According co a smdy by Transparency 
lmernacional Slovakia (TIS), every fifrh judge has close relarives employed in rhe 
judiciary (eicher in rhe courr sysrem or in rhe Minisrry of Jusrice). 40 TIS used 
publicly available dara char courrs have been obliged to disclose since 2011. 

In 2013, clashes berween judges and Harabin, who is also head of rhe Judicial 
Council, cominued. Harabin-who served as jusrice minisrer from 2006 umil 
2009, when he became chairman of rhe Slovak Supreme Courr with a rerm ending 
in 2014-is a comroversial figure in Slovak policies, and his performance has been 
frequendy cricicized by opposicion leaders, NGOs, and judges. In Augusr, in an 
imerview wirh rhe daily Sme, Supreme Courr Jusrice Perer Paluda spoke abouc 
Harabin's influence over rhe judiciary and his personal responsibiliry for rhe current 
scare of rhe courr sysrem.41 The members of the association For an Open Judiciary 
(ZOJ) have amibuted co Harabin a great deal of personal and political responsibiliry 
for exisring problems in rhe judiciary and blamed his resisrance to reforms for rhe 
judiciary's credibiliry crisis. 

Reponedly, judges who cricicized the judicial system and the Supreme Courr 
chairman were subjected co pressure and disciplinary sancrions, while judges loyal to 

Harabin were quickly promoted. For insrance, in rhe pasr, disciplinary proceedings 
scarred againsr jusrices Miroslav Gavalec and Roberr Urban, widely known for rheir 
criticism of Harabin's performance. Harabin also sued his crirics from the general 
public, such as rhe psychiarrisr Renara Papfova, who was charged wirh defamation 
in May for srarements she had made ar a public hearing.42 The Supreme Court 
chief, however, allegedly rewarded judges loyal to him wirh temporary posirions at 
rhe Supreme Court and annual scholarships in rhe Judicial Council.43 
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Harabin's alleged meddling wirh disciplinary acrions and a generally hostile 
atmosphere resulted in low imerest in membership on disciplinary panels. 
After severaJ judges revealed rhar in some cases the disciplinary proceedings had 
been abused ro punish judges for rheir critical commenrs, many others avoided 
parriciparing in rhe work of rhe panels. This caused huge delays in processing 
complaints and handing our decisions and resulred in a dysfuncrional rribunal. 
In 2013, chere were 37 disciplinary cases pending, and some of rhem had been 
ongoing for more than rhree years.4• Harabin proposed ro ameliorate rhe lack of 
inreresr in disciplinary panels by suggesting rhe inrroduction of bonuses in May.45 

A number of judges criricized rhe proposal, fearing it would only help expand 
clienreliscic networks loyal co Harabin and strengthen his posirion in disputes 
wirh other judges.46 Such bonuses were abolished by former justice minister Lucia 
Zimanska during the previous governmenr. 

In June 2013, che Parliamenrary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) 
was unable to elecc a new judge co replace Slovakia's outgoing Jan Sikuca at che 
European Court for Human Righcs (ECHR) in Srrasbourg. PACE refused all 
chree candidates nominared by rhe Judicial Council on the grounds of lacking 
qualifications. AJrhough rhe election was first postponed unril September, the 
Judicial Council managed co nominate new candidates only in December, and 
Sikuta remained acting judge ac year's end.47 

The parliamenr passed several laws affecting the court syscem in 2013, including 
an amendrnenr to the Code of Civil Procedure. The April amendmenr expanded 
che powers of prosecurors co obtain court files in cases where they are nor pare 
of the proceedings. Opposition deputies expressed concerns over the amendmenr 
and suggested co limit prosecutors' access co cases where the scare is also part of 
che proceedings. However, their proposal was nor accepted. The parliament also 
approved an amendment co che Penal Code in May chat expanded che list of 
extremist criminal offenses co include Holocaust denial and che denial of crimes 
commirced by cocalicarian regimes.48 The amendment also adopred a provision 
on the prohibition of hare crimes based on sexual orienration. LGBT righrs 
organizations welcomed the amendment and characrerized it as a srep forward in 
the struggle against homophobia. 
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Corruption ranks among the most pressing societal problems in Slovakia. Corrupt 
practices have deep roots and are tolerated by a relatively large share of che 
popularion. Since che end of che l 990s-when pro-reform political forces adopted 
a number of important ancicorruption measures, such as specialized courcs and 
offices for curbing organized crime and corruption-Slovakia has developed a 
progressive institutional framework for fighting graft and improving transparency 
in che public sphere. 
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A conscicucional law on conflict ofincerest bars che president, cabinet members, 
conscimcional court justices, and ocher cop officials from pursuing any business 
activities, receiving pay for brokering deals between che government and private 
entities or corporations, or receiving income generated by a side job or contract chat 
exceeds che minimum wage. Ocher bills adopted during che lase decade have sought 
co introduce che principle of zero tolerance of corruption among notaries and 
marshals, compulsory disclosure for customs officers, protection of whiscleblowers 
in che workplace and witnesses in court cases, and the creation of che post of 
controller for local and regional self-governance bodies. All Slovak institutions 
financed from public funds are subject co che supervisory authority of che NICO. 

In 2010-11, che cabinet led by lveca Radifova implemented an impressive 
number oflegislative and adminiscracive measures designed co increase transparency 
and public oversight of government spending and co crack down on corrupt 
activities. Although the new government led by Robert Fico declared its intention 
co follow through with che fight, it has not yec proposed any comprehensive 
anticorruption scracegies or legislation, and nontransparent practices continue to 
persist in che public sector, business, and judiciary. 

Some seeps caken by che government even pointed in che opposite direction 
and contributed co less transparency. The cabinet canceled che establishment of a 
council for transparency and open government in September after claiming chat 
chere are already "coo many" existing advisory bodies.49 The council, which would 
have included NGO representatives and members of an intergovernmental working 
group, was originally proposed by che Radieova government. The Fico government 
also removed a page chat lisced the party affiliations of people working in che prime 
minister's office. The list was published in 2010 by the previous government in 
order to inform che public about party nominations in che scace administration. 

In March 2013, che parliament approved an extensive amendment to che 
Public Procurement Acc. The initial draft of che amendment, introduced by 
Interior Minister Robert Kalinak in September 2012, was criticized by opposition 
parties, experts, and NGOs for not doing enough to prevent clienteliscic practices. 
Although che minister of interior pledged to incorporate civil society comments 
into che draft, che government submitted che bill to che parliament without chem. 
Some problematic pares of che amendment, which would have, for example, made 
two-thirds of public procurement exempt from obligatory public tenders, were 
modified during che review process. 

The amendment, which was adopted in two stages in February and March, 
introduced an electronic "marketplace" for che purchase of goods and services under 
a certain limit. The limit ranges from a few thousand euros to €130,000 depending 
on che purchase and excludes services provided by lawyers and consultants. Over
che-limic goods and services will still be procured centrally through che Ministry 
of lnterior.50 The law also established a new body to assess appeals by applicants
che Council of che Public Procurement Office (WO). Its members include che 
chairman and vice-chairman of OVO and seven ocher people appointed by the 
government based on che suggestions of municipalities and NGOs. According to 
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its supporters, che amendment promoces transparency by making procuremencs 
public and facilicacing che comparison of prices and cender criceria. Ochers, 
however, cricicized che large number of exempcions available for procuring cercain 
goods and services.51 · 

Corrupcion cases accracced significanc media anencion during che year and 
confirmed che persiscence of clientelisc praccices in che allocacion of public funds. 
In January, che daily Sme reported abouc che acquisicion of cwo L-410 planes 
wichouc a cender. The Miniscry of Defense claimed chere had been no irregularities 
in che €9.8 million acquisicion.H Sme also reported abouc luxury rentals ac che 
Miniscry of Educacion; che shorc-cerm remal of a limousine from che company of 
former miniscer of economy Jirko Malcharek cosc caxpayers a whopping €10,017.53 

In April, media oudecs broke che scory of a previously unknown procurement 
agency locaced in che ciny village of Horne Plachcince, which had announced a 
cender worth €130,000.54 More chan 20 stace institutions participaced, including 
four miniseries and che scare-run lotcery. In September, che governmem boughc 
back a minoricy scake in the coumry's main gas importer, che Slovak Gas lnduscry 
(SPP). The opposicion claimed che official documentation on che acquisicion was 
drafced by] &T, an invescment company wich close cies to che ruling Smer-SD, and 
initiaced a no-confidence voce in Sepcember. The government survived che voce.55 

As in che judiciary, nepotism and cronyism have been a problem in che scace 
adminiscracion, including in miniseries, as well. An Occober scandal involving 
Miniscer of Agriculcure I:ubomfr Jahn:icek revealed chac his miniscry was employing 
several of his relacives and friends from his nacive village in senior posicions. Smer
SD rejecced a motion in che parliamemary comminee on confliccs of inceresc and 
refused co invescigate the case. Jahn:icek was also ac che cemer of anemion earlier, 
when he failed co lisc an agriculcural ploc on his property declaracion.% 

According co Transparency lnternacional's 2013 Global Corrupcion Baromecer 
survey, l in 5 households admicced co paying a bribe co public inscicucions from 
Sepcember 2011 co Sepcember 2012. The most alfecced seccors included healchcare, 
law enforcement, che judiciary, and regiscry and permic services. 56 percem of che 
respondents claimed chac corrupcion had increased in che lase two years, and 63 
percent of chem considered governmem anticorrupcion accivicies inefficient. 40 
percent of respondents were afraid of reporting corrupcion, and anocher 37 percent 
believed chac reporting corrupc praccices would have no impacc. The mosc corrupc 
inscicucion, according co Slovak cicizens, was che judiciary (69 percent), followed by 
public servants (66 percent) and policical parcies (64 percent).57 
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wich I representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an 
average of racings for the categories tracked in a given year. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S 
lovenia declared independence from Yugoslavia in 1991, establishing itself 
as an internationally recognized state. It joined the United Nations (UN) in 
1992, the Council of Europe (CoE) in 1993, and the European Union (EU) 

and North Aclantic Treacy Organizacion (NATO) in 2004. Slovenia adopted che 
euro as its currency in January 2007 and entered the Schengen Area chac December. 
In July 2010, Slovenia became a full member of che Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). 

The year 2013 was characterized by further contraction of Slovenia's economic 
activity and adverse labor market conditions. Although public debc is still well below 
the EU and eurozone averages, it exceeds 60 percent of gross domestic produce (GDP), 
which is the upper limit sec by che Scabilicy and Growth Pace for EU member states. 

Slovenia's economic struggles and mounting corruption allegations against che 
political leadership brought pressure co bear on the government of Prime Minister 
and Slovenian Democratic Party (SOS) leader Janez Janfa, whose coalition had 
been teetering amid public protests over government corruption and austerity 
measures introduced in 2012. In February, the National Assembly voted co dissolve 
the J anfa government. In March, a new, left-leaning government was sworn in, 
led by Alenka Bracusek, Slovenia's first female prime minister and che head of che 
Positive Slovenia pacey. 

Janfa himself was subsequencly convicted of bribery in che long-running Patria 
Case. The end of che year was marked by che resignation of che three-member 
leadership of the Commission for che Prevention of the Corruption (CPC). 

National Democratic Governance. Following a no-confidence voce by che 
parliament, the Janfa government dissolved in lace February. Tc was replaced in 
March by che new, 13-member government of Alenka Bracu5ek. The Bratusek 
government continued with measures to consolidate public finances, including 
some chat triggered disagreement among various stakeholders; these included the 
introduction of a fiscal rule in the constitution, the increase in value added tax 
(VAT), and the introduction of a property cax. The new government did not bring 
greater political scabilicy, as ic also faced numerous problems and internal divisions. 
Two ministers resigned from their poses during the year. Slovenia's national 
democratic governance rating remaim unchanged at 2.00. 

Electoral Process. The onlyeleccoral events in 2013 were che replacement elections 
for the mayor and four cicy council members in che municipality of Maribor in 
March. However, che parliament did adopt new referendum legislation, as well as 
legislation regulating che financing of political parties and che financing of election 
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and referendum campaigns. Slovenia's rating far electoral process remains unchanged 
at 1.50. 

Civil Society. Civil society concinued co push back actively against ausceriry 
measures in 2013: groups and individuals organized a number of activities 
designed co delay or prevenc che incroduction of a new property cax; strongly 
opposed constitutional changes regarding referendums; and raised concerns about 
the introduction of a fiscal rule in the constitution. The National Assembly finally 
adopted a law on compensating individuals {known as "the erased") who lack any 
legal status since Slovenia declared its independence in 1991. Representatives of the 
group in question were dissatisfied with che law. Public sector unions organized che 
chi rd general strike of the public sector in Slovenia since September 2010. Slovenia's 
ratingfar civil society remains unchanged at 2.00. 

Independent Media. In May, the Bracukk coalition reversed a 5 percent reduction 
in state funding co che public broadcaster RTV chat had been introduced at the end 
of 2012. In November, the governmenc prepared new draft legislation on RTV's 
financing, co be discussed in the National Assembly in 2014. The search for a new 
buyer for the daily newspaper ~fer---<mgoing since 2009 by order of the state's 
media competition wacchdog--continued in 2013, without success. Slovenia's 
ratingfar independent media remains unchanged at 2.50. 

Local Democratic Governance. Lace in che year, che parliamenc passed a 
concroversial new property tax whose revenues are to be split evenly berween 
che national and municipal governments. The opposition also raised objections 
co a government proposal on reducing the number of municipalities. In March, 
replacemenc elections were held for the mayor and four dry council members in 
che municipality of Maribor. In the first round of che mayoral race, the only non
partisan candidate, Andrej Fiscravec, won with 52.73 percenc of the votes. Slovenia's 
ratingfar local democratic governance remains unchanged at J.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Slovenia's large backlog of court cases 
concinued co diminish in 2013. Nonetheless, due co che remaining logjam, the 
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg ruled against Slovenia in rwo cases 
in mid-July and issued a fine in the amount of approximately €11,000. The end of 
a judicial-efficiency initiative called Project Lukenda resulted in layoffs and raised 
fears chat judicial efficiency would backslide; however, the Bracusek government 
approved additional judicial funding co compensate for the decreased staff. The 
year saw several notable abuse-of-power and criminal convictions against politicians 
and businessmen. Slovenia's rating for judicial.framework and independence remains 
unchanged at 1.75. 

Corruption. Following an investigation into the finances of che leaders of seven 
parliamentary parties, the CPC re po reed in January chat the presidents of Slovenia's 
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two main political parties-then prime minister Janfa and Positive Slovenia 
leader Zoran Jankovic-had syscemacically violaced ancicorrupcion legislacion by 
concealing large, unexplained assets. These allegations and others were the last straw 
against Jansa's unpopular government and contributed directly to the no-confidence 
vote. In June, Janfa himself was sentenced to two years' imprisonment and a fine of 
€37,000 for accepting a bribe from Finnish defense equipment producer Patria in 
2006; however, the ruling was still tied up in appeals at year's end. At the end of the 
year, the three-member leadership of the CPC resigned in protest against the failure 
of politicians to react to the commission's warnings. As evidence of corruption in 
Slovenia's public sector mounts and political figures appear unable or unwilling to 
address the problem, Slovenia's ratingfor corruption declines from 2.25 to 2.50. 

Outlook for 2014. The economic forecasc for 2014 is poor, and Slovenia will likely 
remain in recession. As the Slovenian government wrestles against stagnant growth 
and rising unemployment, rescuing the weak banking sector will be a prioriry. The 
ruling coalition will also work on resolving the internal conflicts and instabiliry 
chat weakened the government in 2013. Slovenia's health and economy ministers, 
who both resigned in November 2013, will be replaced, as will the leadership of 
the CPC. Previously stalled anticorruption legislation-a major grievance of the 
outgoing CPC leaders-will also be on the political agenda. Local elections and 
elections to the European Parliament will be conducted. Mass protests are forecasted 
to continue in 2014. 
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Slovenia was hit hard by the global financial crisis of 2008, which crippled exports to 

European Union (EU) markers and lefr rhe country in recession. Once sourheasrern 
Europe's mosr economically successful posrcommunist country, Slovenia srruggled 
in 2013 co overcome an ongoing economic crisis compounded by rising public debr 
and a collapsing banking sector. Gross domestic produce (GDP) fell by a funher 2 
percent in 2013' and the possibility of a eurozone bailout loomed for most of rhe 
year. Over 65,000 unemployed persons found ;obs in 2013--11.5 percent more 
rhan in 2012. 2 However, due co greater levels of reporting by first-rime jobseekers 
and persons reaching rhe end of their shorc-rerm employment contracts, the 
number of people registered as unemployed in 2013 was 8.8 percent higher, on 
average, chan in 2012.' 

Slovenia's economic problems formed the backdrop co a cominuing political 
crisis. The coalition governmem led by Janez Janfa's Slovenian Democratic Parcy 
(SOS) had been teetering for some time amid public protests over government 
corruption and austericy measures introduced in 2012. In January 2013, following 
an invesrigarion into che finances of the leaders of seven parliamentary parties, che 
independent Commission for che Prevention of Corruption (CPC) reported char 
rhe presidents of the rwo largest political parcies-Prime Minister Jan.fa of SOS 
and Positive Slovenia (PS) leader and Ljubljana city mayor Zoran Jankovic-had 
systematically violaced anricorruprion legislation by concealing large, unexplained 
assets.4 

Janfa dismissed che ensuing condemnation and calls for his resignation, 
prompting three of che smaller parries in his government-the Civic List (DL), 
rhe Democratic Parry of Pensioners of Slovenia (DeSUS), and the conservative 
Slovenian People's Parry (SLS)-ro exit che ruling coalition, leaving only SOS 
and rhe New Slovenia-Christian Democrats (NSi) parcy. People also demanded 
JankoviC's resignation from the presidency of PS, che country's largest opposition 
parry. Realizing chat in the likely evenr of the Janfa government's collapse ic would be 
PS's responsibilicy co form a new government and char coa.licion-building would be 
impossible under his leadership, Jankovic handed over a "blank" (undated) letter of 
resignation ac the nexr parry congress as a commirmenc co immediately renounce all 
his presidential functions and step down permanently from his position whenever 
the new government was appointed. Wirh this act, Jankovic signaled his incencion 
to withdraw from national politics, bur he remained in local governmenr as the 
mayor of Ljubljana. 
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A no-confidence vote in the National Assembly brought down the Janfa 
government on 27 February, by which time Positive Slovenia had selected 
JankoviC's replacement, Alenka Bratusek. Lawmakers in the assembly voted 55-33 
to name Bratusek as interim prime minister, giving her a mandate to create a new 
government. Satisfied with JankoviC's resignation, the Social Democrats (SD), 
DeSUS, and DL agreed to be part of a new, PS-led coalition that was endorsed by 
the assembly on 20 March.5 By law, the provisional government's term is scheduled 
to end in 2015, bur Prime Minister Bratusek promised to hold a confidence vote 
one year into her term. Upon coming to power, the government immediately 
reversed two of its predecessor's controversial decisions: it restored the existence of 
the Ministry of Culture and returned the prosecutor's office to the authoricy of the 
Ministry of Justice. 

As the economy continued to struggle, the new government pressed forward 
with measures to consolidate public finances. One important victory was an 
agreement with Slovenia's public sector unions on austericy measures, as frustration 
with previous or proposed job and wage cuts had already prompted significant 
public sector strikes in April 2012 and January 2013. The changes agreed upon in 
May came into force the next month and included a reduction in base salaries and 
lower payments for supplementary pension insurance. 

Among the more controversial moves made by the new government in the name 
of fiscal responsibilicy was the introduction of a provision on public spending-the 
so-called "Golden Rule," adopted by all euroz.one members in March 2012-into 
the constitution. The Jan5a government had attempted the same change in 2012 
in order to send a signal to international financial markets that Slovenia was taking 
serious measures to counter the financial crisis; however, the motion was blocked 
by the opposition, particularly the SD. After lengthy and complex negotiations, the 
drivers of the initiative finally succeeded in amassing the support of all the groups 
in parliament, minus the SD-thus exceeding the two-thirds majoricy required to 
change the constitution. The fiscal rule will not be enforced until 2015, to avoid 
excessively rapid or drastic intervention into public finances. 

In line with the European Commission's "European Semester" policy 
recommendations, the BratU.Sek government also adopted a stabilicy program on 
fiscal consolidation and national reform programs with policies to promote growth. 
One key component of these changes was raising the upper level of value-added 
tax (VAT) from 20 to 22 percent and the lower level from 8.5 to 9.5 percent.6 

The government expects the VAT increase to bring in an additional €250 million 
annually. However, the measure encountered significant resistance from the political 
opposition and trade unions. The former argued that a VAT hike would have negative 
consequences for the economy, while unions complained that it would be especially 
hard on low-income workers.7 The VAT increase comes into effect on 1July2014. 

Another controversial revenue-boosting measure adopted by the National 
Assembly in 2013was a new tax on propercy. Following lengthy discussions and strong 
resistance from various stakeholders, the new tax was confirmed by 46 members of 
parliament, with six voting against it.8 The propercy tax should be introduced as of 
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1 January 2014 and will replace rhe funding local aurhoriries previously received 
from income rax and in compensarion for foresr road mainrenance cosrs and srare 
use of local land. For che firsr rhree years, all revenues from che new rax will go 
direcdy ro che srare. From rhen on, only half of rhe projecred €400 million in 
annual inflows will go co rhe srare and rhe orher half will go co rhe municipaliries.9 

Numerous acrors arrempred ro delay or prevenr rhe inrroducrion of rhe rax, arguing 
rhar ir would reduce municipaliries' already-limired financial auronomy (see Civil 
Sociery secrion) and disproporrionarely burden farmers and the middle class. Ar 
year's end, rhe rax had been adopred bur was nor yer final, having been submirred 
by rhe SOS for review by rhe Consrirucional Courr. 

Polirical srabiliry eluded rhe Bracusek governmenr, as corruption allegarions, 
policy disagreemenrs, and imerpersonal conAicrs persisred. On 20 November, 
Economy Minisrer Stanko Stepifoik stepped down amid allegations rhar he had 
applied for scare subsidies through his ministry for a company that he co-owns. 10 

Five days larer, Health Miniscer Tomai Gancar resigned over healthcare policy 
disagreements wirhin rhe ruling coalition, as well as corruprion wirhin the healrhcare 
sector. 11 Replacemencs for the rwo minisrers had not been appointed ar year's end; 
insread, rhe Ministry of Economy was temporarily raken over by Finance Minisrer 
Uros Cufer, while the Miniscry of Healrh was remporarily led by Foreign Affairs 
Minisrer Karl Erjavec. The lasr demonsrrarion of inrernal drifr occurred cowards 
che end of December, when a morion for ousrer was filed against lnrerior Minister 
Gregor Viranr. Among orher criricisms, rhe opposirion accused Viranr of advancing 
"harmful" proposals, including a plan co reduce rhe number of municipalities, a 
controversial law on compensarion of persons "erased" from the civil registry in 1992, 
and a possibly unconsricurional agreemenr wich trade unions. Toward che end of the 
year, rhe opposirion also began preparing an inrerpellarion againsr Infrasrrucrure 
Miniscer Samo Omerzel, alleging dishonesr and irresponsible use of public funds. 

Prime Miniscer Brarusek has been adamanr rhar Slovenia will noc require a 
bailouc from rhe Eurozone. Ar che end of 2013, results from banking scress cescs 
char were conducted for rhe governmenc and cencral bank by an independenc 
audicor showed a capical shorcfall of eight banks in chc amount of €4.7 billion-a 
massive amounc, bur less chan che €5 billion rhe Brarnsek governmenc had puc aside 
in a reserve. 12 
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The Slovenian governmenc gains ics auchoriry chrough universal and equal suffrage, 
and che will of che people is expressed in regular free and fair elections conducced by 
secrec balloc. The electoral syscem has a mulciparry base, policical parries have equal 
campaigning opporcunicies, and che public's choices are free from domination by 
specific inceresc groups. Wich che excepcion of replacemenc eleccions for che mayor 
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of che Municipality of Maribor and for four members of irs city council on 17 
March (see Local Democracic Governance section), rhere were no ocher eleccions or 
referendums in 2013. However, che year did see che passage ofimporcant legislacion 
affeccing che conduce and financing of parcies, eleccion campaigns, and referendums. 

Nacional referendums have been a regular feacure of Slovenian policies 
since independence. In recent years, frequent referendums have been cricicized 
for deliberacely obscruccing che legislacive process and concribucing co policical 
inscability.13 For years, parcies in che National Assembly cried in vain co build che 
cwo-chirds parliamencary consensus needed to amend conscicucional provisions on 
referendums, but chey succeeded in May 2013. Under che new legislacion-adopced 
wich 74 voces in favor and none againsc14-a pecicion for any fucure referendum will 
scill require 40,000 signacures from vocers buc ic will no longer require che supporc 
of che Nacional Council or one-chird of parliamentary depucies, as previously. A 
referendum may reverse legislacion if ic is voced againsc by che majority of valid 
ballocs, buc only if ac lease one-fifch of all eligible vocers voced againsc ic (previously, 
only a majority of vocers had been required). The 2013 amendments also rescricc che · 
range of issues co which a referendum can be applied, excluding cax laws; cuscoms 
ducies and ocher obligacory duties; laws required for che implememacion of che 
scace budgec; laws concerning emergency provisions to protect national defense and 
security or respond to nacural disasters; laws on the racification of incernational 
treacies; and laws addressing unconsticutional affairs in human rights and other 
areas. The intention of these restrictions is to prevent future political blockades, but 
the wider public still opposed the measure preventing referendums from affecting 
legislacion with fiscal implications (e.g., pension reform).11 

Afcer almost cwenty years of discussion, the National Assembly also imroduced 
radical legislative amendmems to regulate che financing of political parties.16 Under 
the 1994 Political Parties Act (previously amended in 2000, 2002, 2005, and 2007), 
political parties can obtain funds from membership fees, individual contributions, 
property income (not to exceed 20 percent total party income in any given year), and 
the state budget. New legislacion, sec co enter imo force in January 2014, introduces 
provisions intended co patch che holes in che old law and provide a stronger guarantee 
of party finance transparency. The amendments ban all corporate donacions17 and 
revise che criceria for che allocation of state budget funds to political parties: previously, 
10 percent of state funding co parties was split evenly among all parties that had 
received over l percent of the vote and 90 percent was allocated in proporcion to 
their relative electoral performance; now, 25 percent of che funds will be equally 
allocated becween parcies with the minimum level of support and 75 percent will 
be allocated in proportion co their electoral performance. The adjuscment should 
translate into more funding for smaller parties. Up co half of the state funding for 
political parties will be diverted from the funds previously earmarked for education 
of members of parliament, administracive and expert assistance for parliamentary 
groups, and the administration of deputies' offices. 

The new legislation also establishes chat the annual reports of political 
parties are co be submitted co che Agency for Public Legal Records and Related 
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Services (AJPES), rarher rhan to the National Assembly and the Court of Audit, 
and published on the AJPES websire. The amendment specifies rhar any serious 
violarions of financing regularions will be punishable with a remporary suspension 
of a parry's public funding for a period of six monrhs to one year. The amendment 
also increases fines for certain rypes of offenses, and decisions on offenses are now 
authorized by the Disrricr Court in Ljubljana. 

Most efforts to reach a two-thirds consensus within the assembly on fundamenral 
changes to electoral process have failed. At the beginning of 2013, Positive Slovenia 
put forth a proposal to maintain rhe proportional electoral sysrem while introducing 
preferential voring and abolishing electoral discriccs. 18 The abolicion of eleccoral 
disrricrs was rhe mosr controversial element of the proposal, as ic could favor 
larger dries and towns, which would ger a majoriry of rhe representatives in rhe 
parliamenc. In November, SOS (now rhe largest opposirion parry) put forth irs own 
proposal for making Slovenia's government more represencative. 19 The proposed 
consrirurional amendment included raising rhe elecroral threshold and introducing 

a majoriry voring system, among orher changes. For years, SOS has argued that 
rhe proporrional voring sysrem creares unsrable coalicions incapable of reaching 
consensus on key issues. 20 

Towards rhe end of 2013, President Pahor convened a meeting with leaders 
of all rhe parliamenrary parties ro negoriare consensus on these and other recendy 
proposed changes to rhe elecroral sysrem. 21 In rhe ensuing discussion, Pahor 
proposed ro inrroduce preferential voring; abolish elecroral disrricrs; and raise 
rhe electoral rhreshold for entry into parliament ro 5 percent from rhe current 4 
percent. 22 His suggesrions met wich resistance from SLS, SD, and DeSUS. Orher 
parties support rhe proposal in principle, which could lead ro rhe necessary two

rhirds support in rhe Narional Assembly. The discussion on amending elecroral 
legislarion was ongoing ar year's end. 
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Slovenia has more civil sociery and nongovernmental organizarions (CSOs and 
NGOs) per capica than mosr states. 23 The majoriry of rhe country's approximarely 
24,000 NGOs are organized as associations and work at rhe local level in the 
fields of culrure, sports, and arr, or as fire brigades; others rake rhe form of private 
foundations and insrirures.24 However, as in rhe resr of the region, Slovenia's 
NGOs and CSOs are srruggling financially. Social partners, such as employers 
and rrade union organizarions, are the most important civil sociery actors engaged 
in policymaking, while environmencal organizations, university research centers, 
and various interesr groups play an active role where their specific interests are 
concerned. However, the majority of NGOs do nor engage directly with political 
issues. 
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Austerity measures imroduced in 2012 and 2013 sought co generate savings by 
reducing state bureaucracy and imernal governmenc expendicures; incroducing new 
educational, employmenc, and healthcare regulacions; and trimming down various 
governmenc-funded policies and programs. In 2012, these measures prompted 
public sector unions co organize the largest public-seccor strike in independem 
Slovenia's hiscory. On 23 January 2013, public seccor workers in Slovenia wenc on 
strike in protest of governmenc plans co cut jobs and reduce public seccor wages 
by a furcher 5 percenc (following the 3 percem pay cue in 2012). An estimated 
100,000 workers joined the strike from health and social welfare institutions, the 
police, kindergarcens, and schools.25 They were supporced by the Associacion of 
Free Trade Unions of Slovenia, the Slovenian Scudencs' Union, and the School 
Scudenc Organizacion of Slovenia. An estimated 15,000 people joined a nacional 
demonstracion in Ljubljana. 

Other measures put forward in 2013 also prompted pushback campaigns from 
civil society. ln response co the proposed introduccion of a property tax, acciviscs 
iniciated a petition that collected more than 75,000 signatures. In early November, 
the organization Civil Society for Fair Slovenia also organized a public debate on 
the tax in Ljubljana.26 Although the leaders of all political parcies were invited, only 
opposicion party leaders came to the debate, which was accended by several hundred 
people. 

The incroduccion of a fiscal rule in the conscicucion was equally concroversial. 
Trade unions, in parcicular, incerpreted the proposed provision as a nail in the coffin 
of the welfare state, since strict adherence co the eurozone's "Golden Rule" would 
mean decreasing pensions and public seccor wages by 30 percenc or social assistance 
co disadvantaged individuals by 50 percem.27 Unions demanded chat the inclusion 
of the fiscal rule should be decided upon by citizens via referendum. Accivists, trade 
unions, and other segments of civil society also strongly opposed the proposed 
consticucional changes regarding referendums, seeing the changes as a potential 
hindrance co direct democracy. ln both cases, opponencs of the constitucional 
amendments organized numerous protests, petitions, and other tactics, but the 
amendmems were nevercheless adopted. 

Public fruscracion wich the perceived level of corruption in governmenc 
was another theme of protests in 2012 and 2013. When the leadership of the 
Commission for the Prevention of Corruption resigned in lace November, a handful 
of protesters gathered in the cencer of Ljubljana to supporc chem and draw further 
attention co the problem of corrupcion in governmem. The small rally went largely 
unnoticed by the public, though it did include a tear gas attack on Mayor Jankovic, 
who had co be taken co the emergency room. 

The numerous campaign movemencs of the last two years led indirectly to 
the establishmenc of a new party, Solidarity-For a Fair Society, in 2013.28 The 
party's three-member presidency presides over a coalition of three major protest 
movemencs, as well as a number of smaller CSOs. The party's official objectives 
are preventing authoritarian modes of government and building solidarity as an 
alternative to neoliberal ideology. 29 
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In keeping with a 20 I 0 ruling (confirmed in 2012) by the European Court of 
Human Righrs (ECHR), in November 2013 rhe National Assembly finally adopred 
a law on scare compensation to Slovenia's "erased"-individuals whose names were 
erased from the civil registry in 1992 because they had failed to apply for citizenship 
within six monrhs of rhe counrry's declaration of independence, rendering rhem 
srareless. Under rhe new law, claimanrs will be compensarcd in rhe amount of €50 
each for every month of rheir srarelessness. However, only chose currenrly holding 
permanent residence or Slovenian citizenship will be eligible for compensation, 
as rhe government asserts that people must demonstrate their desire to conrinue 
residing in Slovenia in order co prove that rhe "erasure" robbed them of anything.30 

Those who can show that they applied for citizenship or residency but were denied 
it will also be compensated. According ro rhe Inrerior Ministry, around 12,000 of 
rhe more rhan 25,000 "erased" will receive compensation through the new scheme, 
at an estimated cost of€ 130 million to the stare, paid our in five insrallments.31 The 
ECHR rerains the righr ro approve or rejecr rhis plan, a decision ic will make in 
2014. Some represenrarives of rhe "erased" have called for a constitutional review of 
rhe plan, which rhey deem inadequate. 
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Slovenia's constirurion and legal sysrem guaranree freedom of the press, and for 
the mosr parr, the media operate withour direct political inrerference. However, 
press ourlers are sometimes punished or rhrearened for reporring on conrroversies 
and corruption surrounding powerful polirical figures and parcies. The privatization 
model csrablished in the early 1990s enabled rhe scare ro maintain significanr 
ownership of privatized companies through stare-conrrolled funds. In the 2005-07 
period, there were conrroversial changes ro media regulations and takeovers of 

several daily newspapers, the public service radio and television, and the national 
press agency. In many of these ourlets, governing bodies, managers, edirors, and 
reporters were replaced by owners loyal to the political parties in power.32 

The search for a buyer for the daily newspaper ~cer ended unsuccessfully in 
2013. Since November 2008, rhe newspaper company Delo has been the majority 
owner of ~cer. The Office for che Protection of Competition (AVK) ordered Delo 
to sell at least 75 percent of its stake in the newspaper in 2009 after discovering 
excessive concentration in rhe news and advercising market. In April 2013, yet 
another sale fell rhrough as inrerested buyers failed ro provide sufficient financial 
resources for rhe purchasc.11 Having already failed ro meet mulciple AVK calls ro sell 
the newspaper, Delo faced a € 1,000 fine for missing rhe July 2013 sale deadline.34 

At the end of 2013, a cooperative purchase of ~cer, organized by irs employees 
with support from the Slovenian Union of Journalists, was also unsuccessful.3~ The 
issue of its sale will thus conrinue in 2014. 
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In accordance wich auscericy measures adopccd in 2012, funding for public 
broadcascer Radio-Television Slovenia (RTV) was reduced by 5 percent as of 1 

January 2013, despice cricicism from Posicive Slovenia and ocher rhen-opposicion 
parry deputies, who insisted char funding for national broadcasting was essenrial to 
its survival and should nor be cur. 36 Two months afrer the change of government in 
March 2013, rhe new Posicive Slovenia-led coalicion returned RTV contributions 
co their previous levels, using changes co rhe law on rhe implementation of bud gees 
for 2013 and 2014. Government represencarives explained chac che reinsrarement 
ofRTV contributions co their previous levels after only five months was an integral 
parr of che governmenr's recently signed agreement wich public sector unions.37 

The new parliamentary opposition, which sees RTV as an inefficient insrirucion, 
was highly critical of chis aspecc of rhe agreement, emphasizing char an increase in 
RTV contributions was never under che auchority of rrade unions (by law, unions 
arc empowered to negociatc che size of salaries, bur nor their source). 3K Ar the end 
of November, the government put forth a draft amendment co the Law on Radio
Television Slovenia intended to fix the level of RTV funding and rhus guarantee 
its long-term financial independence. The draft will be discussed in rhe Nacional 

Assembly in 2014. 
An incident ar rht: t:nd of 2013 drew arrencion co journalises' right co prorecc 

rheir sources. When investigators visired che home of Defense Minister Roman Jakie 
in connection wich allegations that he had abused his power as Director of Ljubljana 
Spore and Leisure Facilities from 2008 ro 2012, a Veter journalist was already 
waiting on che scene. The special prosecucor's departmenc inviced the journalise for 
an interview co inquire who had tipped her off. The journalist refused co disclose 
her source. The episode prompted rhe Slovenian Ac;sociacion of Journalises co issue 
an appeal co che police and prosecucion co refrain from pressuring journalists imo 
disclosing anonymous sources. Anonymity of sources is pare of che official Code of 
Journalises of Slovenia (adopted in 2002), but ic is nor specifically prorecced under 
che law.3, 
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The main unic oflocal self-governance in Slovenia is rhe municipalicy. In 1994, rhe 
Law on New Municipalicies established 147 municipalities, buc in che years char 

followed, many of these splic into smaller uni cs, creating a coral of212 municipalicies 
in a country with a coral population of only 2 million people. The vast majority of 
these are very small and inadequately staffed, with limited financial resources and 
auronomy. Indeed, over half of municipalities have fewer rhan 5,000 inhabitants. 
The smallesr Slovenian municipalicy has just over 300 inhabitants and the largest
almost 300,000.40 Based on changes to the constitution in mid-2006, procedures 
for setting up chc size, number, responsibilities, and financing of provinces, as well 
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as ocher refaced issues, should be arranged under a special law, which is yec co be 
escablished. 

Weeks of large procesc rallies in Maribor, Slovenia's second-largesc cicy, forced 
che resignacion of Mayor Franc Kangler (SLS) in December 2012. The focus of 
che procescs had been che alleged corrupcion ofKangler and his policical associaces. 
Replacemenc eleccions were held in March 2013. The only nonparcisan candidace 
co run, Andrej Fiscravec, won che eleccion wich 52.69 percem of che voce. Runner
up Macevi Frangei (SD) received 24.66 percem of voces, while SLS's candidace, 
Milan Miki, who had cemporarily run che municipalicy of Maribor after Kangler's 
resignacion, came in chird wich 6 percem. All ocher candidaces received less chan 
5 percenc of che vore.41 The prorescers who had demanded Kangler's resignacion 
in December had also insisced on che resignacion of Maribor's 45-member cicy 
council, buc only four of ics members agreed co seep down. Their replacemems were 
elecced concurrendy wich che new mayor on 17 March. After che eleccions, SD 
cominued co demand che dissolucion of che whole cicy council. 

Unlike any previous local eleccion in Slovenia, che March 2013 vore was 
monicored by members of a local NGO, che Cencer for Cicizenship Educacion. 
Wich che official permission of che Eleccoral Commission of che Municipalicy of 
Maribor, five volunceers made unannounced visics co 43 of Maribor's 114 polling 
scacionsY The volumeers recorded numerous minor and eighc serious alleged 
violacions of eleccoral legislacion, including unsealed balloc boxes; inadequacely 
marked or wheelchair-inaccessible scacions; or failure by some eleccoral commiccees 
co keep minuces ac che polls. 

Despice the scale of che 2012 procesrs and evidem level of dissacisfaccion wich che 
oucgoing local dices, vorer curnouc was jusc over 32 percem for che mayoral eleccions, 
and jusc under 32 percem voced in che concurrem replacemenc elections co che cicy 
council. Turnouc in Maribor's lase local eleccions, in 2010, was over 43 percem.O 

Alchough he was elecced on a nonparcisan cickec, Fiscravec will have co prove 
co many vorers chat he is genuinely independem of long-dominam local dices, a 
concern voiced in posceleccion procescs.H The new mayor has already been cricicized 
for appoincing cadres from his circle co imporcam positions in local governmenc. 

Some of che auscericy measures proposed in 2013 direcdy concern local 
governmencs. In addicion co clashes wichin che ruling coalicion and pushback from 
the policical opposicion and civil sociecy groups, the proposed imroduccion of a 
new propercy cax mec wich scrong resiscance from local auchoricies. Mose mayors 
and ocher local officials argued chac by replacing che paymems their adminiscrations 
had previously received from che scace in cecum for building on local land wich a 
percentage of che proceeds from che new scace propercy cax, che cencral governmem 
was reducing local governing bodies' financial auconomy. Municipalicies will also 
lose the righc co creace cheir own local policies on real escace management. 

In Sepcember, Incerior Miniscer Gregor Viranc puc forward a comroversial 
proposal on reducing che number of municipalicies. The proposal stipulaces char 
municipalicies should have no fewer chan 5,000 inhabicancs, which would reduce the 
current number of municipalities co 120. 45 All three opposition parties (SOS, SLS, 
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and NSi) stood against Virant's proposal on the grounds that many of the existing 
municipalities had been created on the basis of referendums, which represent the 
will of rhe people. The Association of Municipalities and Towns of Slovenia (SOS) 
and the Association of Municipalities of Slovenia (ZOS) also opposed the change, 
citing the same argument. In December, opposition parries filed a motion to oust 
Virant from his position on the basis of the municipality-consolidation plan, as well 
as his role in the legislation on compensation for the "erased" and the government's 
possibly unconstitutional agreement with public sector unions over funding to the 
scare broadcaster.46 

The Ministry of rhe Interior also proposed amendments reducing central 
government funding co municipalities. The proposed legislation would have reduced 
rhe allocation of income rax to municipalities from 54 ro 50 percent, saving rhe 
state an estimated €86 million per year. The proposal, which was rejected before ir 
could come before rhe National Assembly for debate, esrimared char reducing stare 
co-financing of joint municipal administrations from 50 to 30 percent would save 
an additional €14 million annually.47 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Slovenia's judicial branch of government consists of the Supreme Court and the 
Constitutional Court. Judges in all courts may belong co political parries but rhey 
may nor participate in polirical parry organs. They are elected by rhe National 
Assembly after being nominated by an eleven-member Judicial Council consisting 
of five legal experts chosen by rhe National Assembly wirh input from rhe 
president and six more selected by rheir peers with permanent judicial offices. The 
Consrirurional Court is composed of nine judges nominated by rhe president and 
elected by rhe National Assembly; these nine judges elect a president from among 
rheir own number for a term of rhree years. 

Until recencly, government and judicial authorities largely denied the 
existence of corruption within Slovenia's judicial system. 48 In 2013, however, a 
district courr judge from Celje was fined and senrenced ro five-and-half years in 
prison for abusing his judicial office and accepting a bribe.4

" Overall, rhe year was 
characterized by increased activity on the part of the prosecutor's office, police, and 
courts, manifested in more charges and convictions against politicians and ocher 
influential figures. 

Increased 7.cal in law enforcement did nor prevent ar lease one very public 
embarrassment where judicial procedure was involved. Having detained 
"construction baroness" Hilda Tov5ak in February on suspicion of bribery and abuse 
of workers,50 rhc special prosecutor's office then proved unable to collect enough 
evidence to charge Tovfak with rhe crime in question within rhe legally permitted 
rimeframe. Despite the existence of numerous ongoing invesrigarions against 
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Tov5ak on accusarions of embezzlemem, abuse of power, and orher serious criminal 
offenses, rhe official charges againsr her had w be reduced w relarively minor counts 
of bribery. This meant rharTovfak, who had already been in custody for 63 days, was 
overdue w be released. Before a new indicrmem could be filed, Tov5ak disappeared 
and remained on rhe lam for almost a week until she was arresred under an Interpol 
warrant.51 Tov5ak subsequemly wok advantage of the alleged mishandling of her case 
w win resrimrion from the srare in the amount of€ 16,350. Ljudmila Novak, rhe 
presidern of rhe New Slovenia parry, nored rhar Tov5ak's escape had served Slovenia 
by "expos[ing] all rhe mistakes in rhe judicial sysrem."52 

Slovenia's judicial sysrem is burdened by a large backlog of cases, though rhe 
number of unresolved cases has been declining for several years. In mid-July, rhe 
ECHR ruled againsr Slovenia in rwo cases, issuing a fine of approximately €11,000 
for violation of Arcicles 6 and 13 of the European Convernion for rhe Prorection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 53 Arcicle 6 provides che right to a fair 
rrial within a reasonable period of time, while Article 13 provides the right to an 
effective remedy in domesric courts. One of rhe cases had spent 9 years at various 
levels of Slovenia's judicial system, and the other had been unresolved for 13 years. 54 

The judicial backlog continued to decline in 2013, despite deep austerity curs 
in funding w rhe judiciary the previous year. The average rime spent on major cases 
in rhc courts was reduced by one monrh in rhe first half of 2013.55 The number 
of pending cases declined by 7.1 percent in rhe same period, while the number of 
major unresolved cases decreased by 10.9 percent. The wral backlog decreased by 
9.1 percent for all marrers and by 16.4 percern for major cases. 

The rerminarion of Project Lukenda, a judicial efficiency initiative ongoing 
since 2008, resulred in 250 layoffs at the end of2012 and raised fears about judicial 
backlogs worsening again.56 In mid-2013, however, the government approved new 
funding for judiciary means, which enabled co um ro compensate for staff shorrages. 
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Corruption appears less extensive in Slovenia than in mosr Central European 
countries, bur a series of scandals in the last two years has exposed surprising levels of 
grafr in rhe polirical sphere, exacerbating public frustration with austerity measures 
and fueling amigovernment senrimenc. Prompted by rhe amicorruption mood in 
rhe country, Slovenian authoriries were somewhar more active in investigating and 
rrying cases of suspecred corruption in 2012 and 2013. However, at year's end the 
leadership of rhe Commission for Prevention of Corruption (CPC) resigned in 
proresr of the srare's inadequate response to persisrem corruption in governmem 
and rhe banking and health1;are secrors. 

Esrablished in 2004, the CPC is Slovenia's main amicorrupcion watchdog. 
Since 2010, irs mandate also includes oversight of polirical lobbying, whisrleblower 
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proceccion, and the integricy of che public seccor. The CPC is srace funded but ic 
is noc subordinace co any ocher scate inscicucion or miniscry and does noc receive 
direcc inscruccions from che execucive branch or che legislacure. The CPC's criparcice 
leadership-a chief commissioner and cwo depucies-is appoinced by che presidenc 
of Slovenia following an open recruicmenc procedure and nominacion by a special 
seleccion board. The chief commissioner's cerm of office is six years, while che 
depucies have a five-year mandace. The chief and depucies can serve up co cwo cerms 
in office. 

Following a yearlong invescigacion inco che finances of che leaders of seven 
parliamencary parcies, che CPC reporced in January 2013 chac che presidencs of 
Slovenia's cwo main policical parcies-chen prime miniscer Jan5a (SOS) and PS 
leader and Ljubljana mayor Jankovic-had syscemacically violaced ancicorrupcion 
legislacion by concealing large, unexplained assecs.57 Janfa's personal propercy was 
revealed co be ouc of all proporcion co his officially reporced sources of income 
and assecs, and ic had inexplicably increased by ac lease €210,000 since 2004. 
The CPC reporc also described "discincc corrupcion risks and suspecced abuse of 
office" in conneccion wich real escace deals in 2005 chac had generaced €100,000 
in profic for Janfa.58 The commission's January reporc made similar allegacions 
againsc Jankovic-€2.4 million in unreported assecs and "several financial chain
cransaccions becween che companies owned by Mr. Jankovie's sons and companies 
doing mulci-million businesses wich che cicy."S9 Some of che accusacions againsc 
him dealc wich funds connecced to che conscruccion of che Scofice spores complex 
in Ljubljana, for which Jankovic and a number of associaces were already under 
invescigacion. 

Jansa and Jankovic both rejecced che findings of che CPC reporc and maincained 
cheir innocence, filing civil suics againsc che CPC and demanding che suspension 
of che reporc. However, chese procescacions could noc forescall che ensuing scandal 
chac led co a no-confidence voce againsc Jans~ and JankoviC's resignacion from 
che presidency of Posicive Slovenia. In December 2013, che Nacional Bureau of 
Invescigacion broughc charges againsc Jan5a for che cransaccions described in che 
CPC reporc/.O The scace prosecucor's office was reviewing che case ac year's end. 

By chis cime, Jan5a had also been sencenced co cwo years' imprisonmenc and 
a fine of €37,000 for accepcing a subscancial kickback from che Finnish defense 
company Pacria in 2006, during his firsc cerm as prime miniscer.61 Jan5a appealed 
che courc's July 2013 decision, and che judgmenc was noc yec legally binding. 

Published in Occober, a European Commission scudy of corrupcion in che 
heal ch care seccors of che EU found syscemic corrupcion in all 28 member scaces. 62 The 
study deed Eurobaromecer surveys in which 59 percenc of Slovenian respondencs 
agreed chac "che giving and caking of bribes, and che abuse of posicions of power for 
personal gain, are widespread among people working in the public healch seccor." 
(The average for all EU respondencs was 30 percenc.) The scudy also idencified 
weak procuremenc regulacions, abscracc legislacion, and a lack of monicoring as 
che major causes of corrupcion in che field. 63 In Slovenia, che reporc's publicacion 
coincided wich che launch of excensive police invescigacions inco suspecced whice 
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collar crimes---especiaJly bribery-in che healchcare seccor. These will continue 
in 2014.64 

Againsc a backdrop of public frustration with che state of the economy and 
perceived corruption of political and economic leaders, law enforcement stepped 
up efforts to conclude a few longstanding, high-profile corruption investigations. 
As a result, Hilda Tovfak and rwo other business cycoons-Bine Kordd and Dufan 
Crnigoj-were co.nvicced, sentenced, and jailed in 2013. 

Norwithstanding these coken successes, che volatile political situation 
prevented a more systematic government response to the corruption problem. The 
three leaders of the CPC resigned at the end of November-in protest, they said, of 
the government's inadequate anticorruption efforts.6~ Above all, the men expressed 
disappointment at the lack of progress in tackling systemic corruption, the gaps 
in che banking system, corruption in healthcare, and the ease with which public 
officials misrepresent their finances. The outgoing leadership ofCPC will remain in 
office until their replacements can be appointed. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T ajikistanis born after their country gained independence nearly 23 years 
ago have only distant second-hand memories of the brutal civil war 
that engulfed their country during the early 1990s, resulting in possibly 

over 100,000 human casualties and contributing to a state of perpetual poverty 
and socioeconomic malaise. Currently, an estimated 16 percent of Tajikistan's 
population lives and works abroad, mostly in Russia, sending billions of dollars 
annually to their home country.' The steady outflow of economic migrants and 
the significant volume of remittances were key factors in maintaining Tajikistan's 
political stability and macroeconomic growth in 2013. 

It is highly probable that transparently administered elections in Tajikistan 
would demonstrate genuine public support for President Emomali Rahmon 
(in power since 1992), but the incumbent did not leave the November 2013 
presidential dections to chance. His regime disqualified a key candidate, imprisoned 
one potential rival, sought the extradition of old and new opponents, and possibly 
ordered the kidnapping and murder of a critic. Much of this took place with the full 
compliance of the justice system, which is plagued by corruption and submissive to 
the executive branch. Civil society, meanwhile, remained generally docile---cowed 
by tacit government pressure and effectively discouraged from engagement on 
political issues by Western donors' emphasis on "projects." Despite harsh limitations 
on press freedom, Tajikistan's independent journalists acted as de facto human 
rights activists during the year, shedding light on alleged violations of citizens and 
detainee rights by government structures. 

National Democratic Governance. In an apparent effort to consolidate power in 
the run-up to the November 2013 presidential elections, the government targeted 
critics at home and abroad. Tajik authorities unsuccessfully pressed for the extradition 
of former prime minister Abdumalik Abdullojonov from Ukraine, and the State 
National Security Agency (GKNB) was likely complicit in the disappearance of 
government critic and ethnic-Uzbek activist Salimboy Shamsiddinov. Zaid Saidov, 
leader of the newly formed (unregistered) New Tajikistan Parry, was arrested on 
dubious charges and sentenced to 26 years in prison in December. Meanwhile, 
Tajikistan remained the world's most remittance-dependent country, with cronyism 
and mismanagement in government and in the economy exacerbating high levels 
of income disparity. Due to the state's systematic repression of political pluralism, 
Tajikistan's rating for national democratic governance declines .from 6.25 to 6.50. 

Electoral Process. President Rahmon won the carefully orchestrated November 
2013 elections with a reported 84 percent of the vote, extending his mandate to 
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the year 2020. Opposition parties united to support the candidacy of human rights 
lawyer Oinihol Bobonazarova, but she was disqualified from running when she 
fell 8,000 signatures short of the 210,000-signature rhreshold for the nomination 
petition. The Central Commission for Election and Referenda (CCER) had also 
barred Tajikistan's migrant population-many of whom are known to oppose 
the government-from participating in the nomination process. In general, the 
opposition lacked substantial and systematic support in rhe population, which 
remained largely apolitical, uninformed, and easily manipulated by government 
propaganda. In the wake of yet another "virtual" elecrion devoid of genuine 
competition, Tajikistan's rating for electoral process declines from 6.50 to 6.75. 

Civil Society. In January 2013, a court in the city of Khujand upheld a previous 
ruling dissolving Amparo, an activist nongovernmental organization (NGO) 
representing rhe rights of military recruits, many of whom are coerced into 
conscription and/or brutally hazed. The government also closed down five of the 
country's six officially sanctioned Islamic schools (madrasas) and continued to 
closely monitor and target members of the banned Jehovah's Witnesses. Tajikistan's 
rating for civil society remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Independent Media. Intimidation and violence against journalises persisted 
throughout 2013 and the authorities periodically blocked social media and online 
news outlets. A new media law came into effect in March, guaranteeing freedom 
of speech and expression and banning censorship. Defamation and libel were 
decriminalized in 2012 and are now part of the civil code, but insulting the president 
or a public official remains a criminal offense. In the run-up to Rahmon's reelection, 
international media reported char a growing number of young professionals were 
participating in energetic debates abour rhe regime and elections over social media. 
Tajikistan's ratingfor independent media remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. The strong prevalence of crony capitalism 
and the lack of a united opposition make democracy on rhe local level virtually 
non-existent in Tajikistan. Local parliaments, mayors, and district and provincial 
governors are the de facto appoincees of the central government and the president. 
Despite changes in the law, including a 2009 Freedom-to-Farm decree, the 
production of corron remains the major activity of many of the local households. 
Cotton farmers reap extremely small profits while a small handful of national and 
local elites profit from cotton cultivation and export. Ou dying areas also remained 
cut off from electricity for much of the year, including most of the winter momhs. 
Tajikistan's rating for local democratic governance remains unchanged at 6.00. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Throughout the year, Tajikiscan's 
security apparatus and judiciary failed to investigate what appeared to be systematic 
use of torture, mysterious deaths, disappearances and possible murders, and 
reported violacions of due process. Reporrs of torture mounted in 2013, and 
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prosecution of perpetrators were few despite its explicit inclusion and definition in 
changes to the criminal code the previous year. Tajikistan continued to deny access 
to prisons to independent bodies, including the International Committee of the 
Red Cross (ICRC). The government also refused to ratify the Optional Protocol to 

the Convention against Torture (OPCAT), which would allow for a joint UN- and 
government-approved mechanism of prison inspections. Corruption is the main 
inhibitor to granting access to prisons. Tajikistan's ratingfor judicial.framework and 
independence remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Corruption. Tajikistan consistently ranks poorly on all global surveys measuring 
corruption and related indicators. Nepotism, cronyism, and other practices such 
as extortion and bribe-seeking by government officials remained pervasive in 
2013, with no signs of diminishing by the government or associated rent-seeking 
elites. Despite some positive activity by the State Anti-corruption Agency, which 
periodically arrested and prosecuted low- and mid-level officials, resistance to 
corruption by citizens rarely went beyond negotiating the exact size of the bribe or 
fine to be paid. Tajikistan's rating for co"uption remains unchanged at 6.25. 

Outlook for 2014. President Rahmon's government has shown virtually no desire 
to improve democratic practices, enact institutional reforms, or increase political 
pluralism. Thus, it is likely that the authorities will maintain their continued 
harassment of members of the Islamic Revival Party (IRP) and the Social Democratic 
Party (SOP), the two signifieant legally operating opposition parties. It is equally 
doubtful that any new opposition political forces will be allowed to form that would 
challenge the ruling People's Democratic Party (PDP) in the expected February 
2015 parliamentary elections. Income inequality will continue to rise, although 
the development of a new entrepreneurial generation, many of whom have gained 
extensive work experience in Russia, may lead to the establishment of more small 
and medium businesses. It remains unclear how the scheduled exit of American and 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) troops from Afghanistan will affect 
Tajikistan's security or stability. The year may also see localized skirmishes in the 
east or northern parts ofTajikistan, whether related to the 2012 Khorog events, the 
drug trade, or the influence of extremist groups with links to Afghanistan. 
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In his New Year's address, President Emomali Rahmon-in power since 1992-
expressed hope chac 2013 would be characcerized by an "acmosphere of mutual 
understanding and uniry."2 The president's wishes did not materialize, as the need to 

guarancee his reelection in November led to systematic repression of regime critics 
using the Stace's security apparatus and corrupc judicial institutions. 

Promising a return to stability and security after Tajikiscan's 1992-97 civil war, 
Rahmon and his inner circle gradually centralized political and economic power 
in rhe !are 1990s, resrricring political rights and civil liberties while exacerbating 
high levels of income disparity through cronyism and mismanagement of economic 
resources.3 The authoritarian governance style of Rahman has in past few years 
gradually tightened the noose around the only legal Islamic parcy in che post-Soviet 
world, the Islamic Renaissance Party (IRP), and prevemed progressive voices-such 
as the Social Democrats-from promoting their ideas or joining rhe legislature. 
Rahmon's regime has also monopolized the state mass media and pursued an 
ethnicity-based nation-building agenda under which non-ethnic Tajiks (who form 
around one-third of the population) have little representation in the government. 

As the 2013 presidential elections approached, the regime used the various 
legal and extralegal means at its disposal to intimidate critics and eliminace potential 
rallying for the opposition. In some cases, it pursued opposition figures chac 
had already left the country. Former prime minister (1992-93) and presidential 
candidate (1994) Abdumalik Abdullojonov-who fled Tajikistan in the mid-l 990s 
due to accusations of involvement in a failed putsch and presidential assassination 
accempt-was detained in Kiev in February 2013 under an Imerpol warrant.4 

The Tajik government lobbied energetically for Abdullojonov's extradition from 
Ukraine, but he was released after a few months in cuscody, probably due to 

rhe intervention of the United Nations and pressure from member states of che 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), which Ukraine 
chaired in 2013. 5 The United Scares, where Abdullojonov has lived since 1998, is 
thought to have foughc to avoid che embarrassment of seeing its refugee resident 
subjected to a probable kangaroo trial, imprisonment, or torture by a key Central 
Asian ally. The U.S. maintains cooperation with Tajikistan on a number of 
international security platforms, mostly related to the ongoing war in Afghanistan, 
a country with which Tajikistan shares a 1,400 km border. Rahmon's government 
tried unsuccessfully co extradite another of its exiled critics in 2013-businessman 
and opposition personality Umarali Quvvatov, who had been detained in Dubai in 
December 2012. However, Quvvatov was released nine months later.6 
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Perceived regime threats inside the country were also targets in 2013. In March, 
Salimboy Shamsiddinov, the head of the Sociecy of Uzbeks in Tajikistan's Khatlon 
Province and an outspoken critic of the Tajik and Uzbek governments, went mruing. 
After four months, it was announced chac a body resembling Shamsiddinov's had 
washed up on the shore of the Amu River in Uzbekistan. Circumstantial evidence 
convinced many chat Shamsiddinov's disappearance had been che work ofTajikiscan's 
nocorious Scace National Securicy Agency (GKNB). The previous year, Shamsiddinov 
had been brucally beaten by unknown assailants near the GKNB's provincial office 
jusc days afcer an interview in which he had accused the authorities in Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan of committing "[culcural] genocide" through their creacmenc of 
ethnic Tajik and Uzbek minorities.7 The incident reportedly prompted no serious 
investigation. Shortly prior to his disappearance in 2013, Shamsiddinov had declared 
his intention of starting a policical movement co promote ethnic Uzbeks' rights in 
Tajikistan. He had also publicly vowed to promote the candidacy of Social Democratic 
Parcy (SOP) leader Rahmatillo Zoirov ifhe chose co run for president in November.8 

In April, unknown assailants accacked che depucy head of the IRP, Mahmadali 
Hut. Hait cold a Human Rights Watch (HRW) researcher thac he had been under 
surveillance by che GKNB prior co his assault.9 Also in April, a small group of well
known and respected politicians, businessmen, and academics announced plans co 
form the New Tajikiscan Parcy.iu One month later, the leader of chis group, Zaid 
Saidov, a prominent businessman and Tajikistan's industry miniscer until 2007, 
was arrested and eventually cried by che Supreme Courc on a number of dubious 
criminal charges, including statutory rape, illegal deprivation of libercy, polygamy, 
bribery, and fraud. In December, Saidov was convicted and sentenced co 26 years in 
prison, and many of his mulci-million dollar assecs were confiscated by che state.11 

Although che lase 15 years of relative scabilicy have brought important 
infrastructural improvements-including che conscruccion of roads, runnels, and 
hydroeleccricicy plancs-Tajikiscan still has che posccommunist world's lowest per 
capita income12 and ics highest povercy race, with over one-chird of the population 
living on less chan $2 a day.13 High annual macroeconomic growth (averaging 6.8 
percent from 2009 co 2013) belies che crue scace of Tajikistan's economy, which 
relies heavily on remittances from an estimated 1-1.5 million Tajik citizens living 
abroad, 90 percent of them in Russia. 14 In 2013, Tajikistan was che mosc remiccance
dependent country in che world, receiving $4. l billion from citizens abroad-che 
equivalent of 48 percent of Tajikistan's gross domestic produce (GDP). 1 ~ High 
levels of domestic unemployment, underpaid public service positions, insufficient 
agricultural land, a poor economic climace, and che harassment of private businesses 
all encourage emigration. Meanwhile, Tajikistan's remiccance dependence makes 
the Rahmon regime vulnerable co Russia, which has in recent years accempted 
co re-exert its political and economic domination over Central Asia. Russia has 
periodically used the threat of deporting migrants as a crump card when dealing 
with Tajikiscan.16 The sudden loss of income and return of over one-eighth of 
Tajikistan's population could strike a crippling blow co che regime's scabilicy.17 
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In a predicrable landslide vicrory, Prcsidenr Rahmon was elected to a fourrh term 
in office on 6 November 2013. In addirion ro sysremaric inrimidation of potential 

rivals, rhe incumbenr adminisuarion rook advanrage of irs nearly absolute control 
over media coverage, rhe exrremely high rhreshold for signarures required to 

parricipare, and rhe exclusion of migranr workers from the nomination process ro 

cemenr irs dominance over rhe elecroral process. 
Monrhs before rhe elccrions, Presidenr Rahmon publicly promised European 

Commission Presidenr Jose Manuel Barroso rhar rhe November elections would 

be "free, rransparenr, and democraric."'" lnsread, rhe election was another prc

orchesrrared affair, including an improbable vorer rumour of almosr 90 percenr. 
According ro rhe Cenrral Commission for Elecrion and Referenda (CCER), 

whose members were appoinred by rhe presidenr, nearly 84 percenr of vorers casr 
their ballots for Rahman, who ran as rhe official candidate of the ruling People's 
Democracic Parry (POP). Eleccion observers from rhc OSCE and rhe European 
Parliament nored "widespread proxy voting" and "indicarions of ballor box 
sruffing," among orher violarions. The overall ballor counr was derermined ro have 
been "bad" ro "very bad" in about one-third of the 3, 158 polling srarions. 19 

The Economist magazine reflecred bitrerly rhar "the mere presence of the 200-

plus Wesrern observers offers rhe ruling regime a degree of prescige and legitimacy" 
and questioned whether such large election missions were a proper use of $3-4 
million of (mosrly) Western taxpayers' money ro monitor a preordained, fraudulenr 

evenr. 2° Or her observers note that Rahm on has shown no genuine interest in political 
or elecroral reform and skillfully uses rhe presence of international cooperarion as 
propaganda "ro his own advantage."21 

Most analysts agree that Rahmon's vicrory was guaranteed from the outset, 

nor only because of fraudulent vote-tallies, bur also because it represents the will 
of an absoluce majoriry of vorers.22 Rahmon is widely regarded as rhe father of the 

post-Sovier Tajik narion, having brought peace and stability ro his country against 
grear odds and maintained it-often via repressive means-for over rwenty years. 

Moreover, rhe regime has at irs disposal a well-oiled propaganda machine rhar 
works tirelessly ro make sure Rahmon and rhe PDP are the only political forces 
wirh name recognition or credibility on election day. Not satisfied with these odds, 

rhe regime also employed intimidation tactics, including imprisonment, bearings, 

and rhe suspecred elimination of ar least one regime opponent. 
Candidates wishing ro run in rhe elecrion were given 25 days ro collecr 

signatures from ar leasr 210,000 eligible vorers-a requirement the genuine 
opposirion figure was not able ro meet. Respecred human righrs lawyer Oinihol 
Bobonazarova-whose appearance on the policical scene as the joint candidate 
ofTajikisran's main opposicion parties and orher personaliries had caused quite a 
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stir-fell 8,000 signatures short of the required threshold. Bobonazarova blamed 
hc:r disqualification on the government's intimidation tactics, including threats 

against three of her relatives, harassment of individuals signing che petition in favor 

of her candidacy, and the government's refusal to properly cover her campaign in 

rhe scare-run media.23 Ar che same rime, Tajikisran's large population of migrant 
workers-which the opposition claims is a key powerbase for them-was ruled 

ineligible to sign nomination liscsY 
In rhe end, rhe November election was a one-man race despite the presence of 

five ostensible opposition candidates on the ballot. According co historian Andrew 

Wilson, che use of"virtual" or "soft" opponents is a racric used in a number of posc

Soviec regimes to superficially satisfy domestic and international audiences that "a 
real comest is raking place."25 Kirill Nourzhanov, another regional scholar, called 

President Rahmon's rivals "bogus candidates" who "gracefuJly conceded defeat 

[while] calling the elections fair."26 

In addition to clear election irregularities and a far-From-level playing field, the 

outcome of the race reflected a largely weak and apolitical civil society unwilling 

to mobilize resistance against the sracus quo. Some critics blamed rhe ineffective, 
disjointed, and weak opposition, accusing rhem of lacking clear goals and failing to 
unite political parries, civil society, and the population at large into a force capable 
of challenging rhe Rahman regime.27 Some asserted char Bobonazarova's failed 

candidacy was partially due to bickering among key opposition leaders, as well as 
the general population's lack of interest in reformist ideas. 

If Rahmon reaches the end of his seven-year mandate, he will have been in 

power for jusc under three decades. The opposition has repeatedly drawn actention 

co the fact that Article 65 of Tajikistan's constitution limits the president co rwo 
consecutive terms in office,28 bur the servile Constitutional Court has provided 

a more flexible interpretacion of the relevant cexr. In May, the parliament once 
again rejected electoral legislation proposed by a depury from rhe opposition !RP. 
The proposed amendment would have required that precincc and district election 
commissions be composed of members of all eight registered political parties.29 
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In pre-Soviet days, traditional civil society in Central Asia centered around the 
masjid (mosque), choikhona (teahouse), and bazaar (market). These were venues for 
the exchange of ideas and communal cooperation referred to as hashar (assembling), 
a practice Soviet-era authorities also used in organizing communities. 30 The mahafla 
(neighborhood or district) is another pan of the region's cultural history, and rhe 
Tajik government has acknowledged its significance. Since the adoption of rhe 2008 
Law on Self-governing Social lnscicutions-ostensibly intended to encourage self-
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reliance and access to foreign aid at the local level-mahalla committees are allowed 
to register as social organizations and have their own scamp and bank account. 
However, few mahalla committees have had the will and knowhow to establish 
formal organizations, and chose forming organizations have not been free from 
government interference. 31 

Alongside mahallas, thousands of registered nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs) have sprung up since the mid-l 990s. However, due to limited foreign aid 
and, more importantly, the overall low capacity of the NG Os, only a fraction of chem 
are functioning. Mose operational NGOs can be described as service organizations, 
rather than civil society ones, and are normally engaged in implementing expensive, 
often redundant, projects funded by Western donors. 

The Tajik government allows registered NGOs chat deal with apolitical 
socioeconomic or "soft" human rights issues to function relatively freely. On the 
rare occasions when an NGO attempts to tackle politically sensitive issues like 
corruption or systematic human rights violations, repercussions are serious. In 
January 2013, a court in Khujand confirmed an October 2012 decision to dissolve 
the Amparo Association of Young Lawyers, an activist NGO chat had advocated for 
the rights of military conscripts and challenged the common and illegal practice of 
press-ganging, physical abuse, and hazing in barracks.32 Amparo had also suggested 
a bill on alternative (non-military and noncombatant) service, which is permitted 
under the constitution but never actually allowed. Further work on these issues 
eventually might have jeopardized the possible millions of dollars chat military 
personnel extort annually from young men and their parents crying to buy off or 
postpone mandatory military service. 

Proselycization and religious activism, primarily by Islamic and Christian 
groups, appear to gravely concern the government, which has banned several 
religious groups over the lase few years. Among the banned groups are the Islamic 
Jamoaci Tabliq (Proselycization Society) and the Jehovah's Witnesses. In July 2013, 
the authorities also closed five of the country's six officially sanctioned Islamic 
schools (madrasas), all located in northern Sughd province, citing the need to 
"bring order" to the schools' documents and curricula. This left only one madrasa 
open for legal Islamic education in Tajikistan at the end of 2013.33 

The madrasa closures are another step in the government's overhaul of religious 
worship and education chat began with the 2009 Religion Law and the 2011 
Parental Responsibility Law. Among ocher restrictions, these two laws established 
onerous registration requirements for religious groups and forbade children under 
16 from attending most religious services. The 2011 law is specifically criticized 
for contributing to Tajikistan's sociopolitical problems by eliminating religious and 
moral education without offering alternatives in a country chat in 2012 had the 
largest "youth bulge" in the posccommunisc world, with an estimated 39 percent of 
the population being 14 years or younger.34 

In September 2013, a court in Dushanbe fined a Tajikiscani member of the 
Jehovah's Witnesses for violating Article 474 of the Administrative Code, which 
sanctions "carrying out religious activities without state registration or re-registration 
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of the organization." The case was filed by the GKNB, whose regular monitoring 
of religious groups had led them to barge into the accused's home during a private 
Bible-study session. Among other arguments, the Ministry of Culture justifies 
the Jehovah's Witness ban on che basis of the group's tendency ro avoid military 
service, despite the right to alcernative (noncombatant) military service guaranteed 
in Tajikisran's constiturion.35 
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With che exception of Kyrgyzsran, Tajikistan ranks beccer rhan any of its Central 
Asian neighbors in all global press freedom indexes. However, rhe conditions for 
independent media remain exrremely poor.36 Journalists are inadequately trained 
and practice a high level of self-censorship. The government controls mosc printing 
presses,- newsprint supplies, and broadcasting facilities, and television stations, scate
owned or privare, are only nominally independent. The auchoricies also blocked 
some critical websites and online news outlets, having continued these obstructions 
in rhe run-up to the 2013 presidential election. Ac che same time, public discussion 
via social media appeared to increase. 

Independent media in Tajikistan have their origins in the Soviec glasnost era, 
when non-stare sources of information began to operate. Today, the most widely read 
independent newspapers in Tajikistan are Asia-Plus, Nigoh ("Look"), and Farazh. 
The rwo largest scare-owned newspapers, jumhuriyat ("Republican") and Sadoyi 
Mardum ("People's Voice"), are nor particularly popular, but local governments and 
many scare employees are forced to purchase annual subscriptions.37 

Television is the country's most prevalent medium. The broadcasr secror is 
dominared by sratc-concrolled national television stations rhar praise Rahmon and 
deny coverage co independent or opposition poinrs of view. There arc also a dozen 
or more private stations, most focusing on enrertainmem. 

Investigative journalism is rare in Tajikistan and the media practice a high 
degree of self-censorship in rheir coverage of rop governmem officials, parcicularly 
rhe president and Ma.hrnadsaid Ubaidulloev, rhe second most powerful figure in 
the country. Ubaidulloev was appointed mayor of Dushanbe nearly 20 years ago 
and also acrs as rhe head of the Majlisi Oli ("High Chamber" of the parliament). 
References to Rahman or Uhaidulloev in the press usually come in the form of 
praise, while lower-ranking officials at rimes come under criticism "for nor properly 
completing their tasks [as] instructed by the president or the mayor."~H 

Despite limitations and dangers associated with covering sensitive topics, 
independent journalises arc increasingly inclined to report on issues of corruption, 
nepotism, and serious human rights violations. One such example during 2013 was 
an investigative piece by rwo Asia-Plus reporters covering the disappearance of rhe 
ethnic Uzbek acrivist Shamsiddinov. 19 
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After several years under discussion, a new Law on Periodicals and Other Mass 
Media came into effecc in March 2013, replacing media legislacion from 1990. 
The law promises media freedom, bans censorship, and obliges public officials to 
respond to inquiries posed by journalists within three days. The law also stipulates 
chat all media outlets in Tajikistan must be registered as legal entities.40 Defamation 
and libel were decriminalized in mid-2012 and are now part of the civil code, buc 

insulting the president or a public official remain criminal offenses. 
In June, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media criticized 

Tajikistan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs for denying accreditation in December 2012 
to Abduqayum Qayumov, a well-known local journalist working in Tajikistan for 
the Prague-based, U.S. government-owned broadcaster Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty (RFE/RL).41 The OSCE also objected to the re-imprisonment of northern 
Ashe district reporter Muhammadyusuf lsmoilov, who was sentenced to 11 years 
in a high-security prison on charges of extorcion and fraud in Occober 2013.42 
lsmoilov had already spent nearly a year in jail in 2010 on similar charges induding 
"incitement of regional hatred," before being freed and partially amnestied in 2011 
following appeals from the international community.43 

There were also reports ofintimidation and physical violence against journalists 
in 2013. In December, the authorities detained and beat Abdurahim Shukurov, a 

cameraman for the Ozodagon News Agency who had been covering the sentencing 
of the leaderofche unregistered New Tajikistan Party, Zaid Saidov.44 Some bloggers 
also complained of threats from the authorities when they wrote critically about 
government officials or agencies. Blogger Ruscam Gulov, for example, who wrote 
about the government's illegal practices of forcibly extending young people's military 
service, was reportedly detained by the police on multiple occasions.4s In Moscow, 
a Tajik opposition journalist, Bakhtiyor Sanori, survived what is speculated to have 
been a politically motivated stabbing in February.46 

Social networking sites are far more popular than pure news and information 
outlets. An estimated one million Tajikistanis visit social media sites such as 
Facebook and Odnoklasniki (Classmates) on a daily basis via their computers or 
mobile phones, where they discuss not only their personal lives but also cultural 
issues and politics. In che run-up to che election, BBC reported that a growing 
number of young professionals were participating in an energetic debate about the 
presidential elections through social media.47 Thus, despite the fraudulent nature 
of the 6 November elections and lack of objective coverage of its procedure and 
results, one observer called che elections "a milestone for social media discussions" 
in Tajikistan that may "facilicace social and political transformations in the long 
run."4R 

The government continued to block social media and news sites for extended 
periods of time during 2013. In January 2013, the state telecommunications 
agency reportedly ordered a block on several sites, including Facebook, local 
news sites TojNews and TopTJ, and the website of the Tajik service of RFE/RL 
(Radio Ozodi). The news sites had provided critical coverage of the government 
and speculated about the winner of presidential elections in November.49 In May, 
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che government blocked YouTube for nearly cen days afcer a video from che sire 
depiccing President Rahmon's son's wedding, accompanied by commemary from 
Dodojon Acavulloev, a Moscow-based opposicion journalise, appeared on the 
Kazakhscan-based sacellice channel K+.50 Throughouc che video, which wem viral, 
Acavulloev made disparaging remarks abouc Rahmon's demeanor and che supposed 
excravagance of che celebracions.51 

The presidem is an avid proponent of new cechnology, nocwichscanding his 
warnings ro Tajikiscan's youch co avoid excessive use of mobile phones, cicing cheir 
costliness and harmful healch effeccs.52 In che pasc six years, Rahmon has disrribuced 
thousands of compucers ro schools throughout the country, despite the fact that 
many of the same schools lack basic supplies, libraries, or the electricity needed 
ro run the donated compucers for much of che year. On National Youth Day (23 
May), che president d isrribured over 2,000 iPads ro a selecred group of students. 
Critics accused Rahmon of arrempring ro buy rhe loyalty of the generally young 
social media crowd, and his acrions creared a new online catchphrase for attacking 
progovernmenr voices on social media: "You smell [of] iPad," meaning "You have 
been bought off by Presidenr Rahmon."53 
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There are three official tiers of local governance in Tajikisran: regions or provinces; 
discricts and cities; and municipalities (jamoats), rowns, and villages. By law, 
provincial, district, and jamoat parliamenrs are direcdy elecred, bur corrupt politics 
and the weakness of che opposition ensure char rhese governing bodies are made 
up exclusively of pro-ruling party members. District and province governors, 
appointed by the president, are among the mosc powerful local leaders, and 
although local parliamenrs hold a veco privilege, this righc is hardly ever exercised. 
Ultimately, subnational "power brokers," who are ofcen off che radar of foreign 
observers, play a more significant role than most appointed or elecced local officials 
on the local level.54 

An esrimaced three quarter of Tajikiscan's citizens live in rural areas where the 
main source of employment is agriculture. Wirh rhe encouragement ofinternational 
financial institucions, Tajikistan began eliminating formerly communise state
owned structures in the mid- l 990s. The process of privatization, including land 
reform and agricultural privatizacion, has been contaminaced by corruption and 
favoritism, leading some critics ro label Tajikistan a "case study of post-Soviet crony 
capitalism ."11 

Tajikisran's terrain is 93 percent mountainous, and arable land is extremely 
limited. Around half of rhe country's irrigaced lands are devoced co conon 
prod L1crion, an indusrry ser up during the Soviet era. In 2009, a leaked U.S. Embassy 
cable referred co corton production in Tajikistan as a "money-losing proposition."16 
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However, despice che inefficient and socially and environmentally descruccive nacure 
of coccon produccion in rhe Central Asia, Tajikistan's government-at rimes wich 
financial supporc from che World Bank-has been using "all available policical and 
economic levers [ac ics disposal] co maintain che coccon monocuhure."57 

In 2013, che councry reporcedly harvesced 393,000 cons of raw coccon, around 
4 percenc less chan in 2012. 5K The coccon crop accounced for 60 percenc of all 
agriculcural outpuc and abouc one fifch of che coca! value of all exporcs.59 Alchough 
cocron sales coraled earnings of $245 million in 2013, few farmers proficed from 
ics produccion.60 Inscead, mosc cotcon farms remained closely cied co the domescic 
incermediary "conon invescmem firms" char provide all inpucs co che farm ac 
inAaced races and hold righcs co che final harvesc.61 

In an apparent efforr to sacisfy Wescern cricks of forced cocron culcivacion, a 
2009 Freedom-ro-Farm decree guaranceed che righc of farmers co grow the crop 
of cheir choice. In rcalicy, forced cotcon cultivacion remains the norm. Many rural 
households do noc possess landholder cerrificaces and chus are ineligible co grow 
food crops. An additional problem has arisen since 2007, when the government 
approved changes co Tajikiscan's land code chac allowed che morcgage of land use 
cercificaces in recurn for agricultural loans.62 Given che concinued indebtedness of 
farms, thousands of rural households are at risk of losing their land co creditors. 

There were some signs of possible progress in 2013. For exam pie, Tajikistan 
produced over 650,000 tons of wheac, which was around 20 percent more than 
2012.63 However, any improvemenc ro che lives of local residencs is not the result 
of improved governance ac che local level, betcer local employmenc opporcunities, 
or increased fairness in che distribucion of land and cocton profics. Racher, ic is a 
produce of continued emigracion and growing remiccances sent home by family 
members working outside Tajikistan. There are also signs chat the local population is 
beginning co ucilize remiccances and ocher economic sources for income-generating 
acriviries. 

Despice Tajikiscan's ample wacer resources, che councry is in vircual blackouc 
during most of che coldesc months of the year, particularly in rural areas. The 
presidenc promised a quick turnaround in che production and supply of electricicy 
with the planned conscruction of che Roghun hydroelectricity plane, for which 
the population supplied, often by force, over $800 million of funds by purchasing 
scare bonds in 2010. During 2013, alchough Tajikiscan allegedly had an eleccricicy 
deficit of around 2.5 billion kWh, it reporcedly exported up co l billion kWh co 
Afghaniscan.M Recem explorations by Russia and the Canadian company Tethys 
have reported findings of massive natural gas and potential petroleum reserves, 
which hint ac future material benefics for the country. 
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Tajikistan's judicial and law enforcement systems are deeply corrupt, exercise almost 
no independence, and, in virtually all cases, side with the state or the wealthy. Though 
the scale of repression has subsided since the civil war era, the "climate of impunity 
[still] prevails."65 Law enforcement bodies, including the GKNB, routinely "solve" 
suspected criminal cases through intimidation, beatings, and corcure.66 

Suspects in custody are enticled by law co be interrogated in the presence of 
a lawyer within 24 hours and muse be brought before a judge within 72 hours co 
have the legality of their detention evaluated. Such rules and regulations are almost 
never followed by the police in their entirety, and they are often intentionally 
avoided by the GKNB.67 The undisclosed internal directives of the Interior 
Ministry and the GKNB regulating communication berween defense lawyers and 
detainees-contrary co domestic and international law-almost always prevent 
defense attorneys from visiting the detained for days, or even months. These 
practices contribute co the vulnerability of suspects co physical and psychological 
abuse and torture-induced confessions.68 In February 2013, four policemen were 
accused of torturing a suspect, 28-year-old Bahromiddin Shodiev, with beatings 
and electrocution, which allegedly led co his death. Of the four men, however, only 
one received a sentence, and chis was limited co a rwo-year detention for violating 
Article 316 of the criminal code, which penalizes "dereliction of duty."69 

Article 88(3) ofTajikiscan's criminal code ouclaws the "use of evidence in judicial 
proceedings obtained under corture."70 However, the European Court of Human 
Rights, of which Tajikistan is not a member, has described a "disturbing situation" 
in the country, claiming chat the use of torture is "systemic," "widespread," and 
"routine." As a resulc, the court has declared the forceful return of suspects from its 
member states co Tajikistan co be a potential violation of Article 3 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, which prohibits corture.71 

Aside from a nine-month period in 2004-05, Tajikistan has consiscencly denied 
access co prisons co independent bodies including the Internacional Committee of 
the Red Cross {ICRC). In 2013, the government used familiar excuses and delay 
tactics co once again avoid ratifying the Optional Protocol co the Convention 
against Torture (OPCAT), which would allow for a joint UN- and government
approved mechanism of prison inspections. While the main barrier co regular 
prison inspections is corruption within the penitentiary system leadership, the lack 
of concerted pressure from domestic civil society organizations or international 
funders also seriously inhibits progress on chis matter. 

Amnesty Internacional reports the use of "bacons, truncheons, sticks, and 
kicking and punching" by Tajikistan's security forces co extract real or false 
confessions, as well as "use of electric shocks co the body, including the genitals; 
pouring boiling water on a decainee's head; drenching with cold water; attaching 
plastic boccies filled with water or sand co the decainee's genitals; [and] burning with 
cigarettes or chemicals." Human rights defenders also report about cases of rape or 
rape threats against male and female decainees.72 

Abuse of chis kind is also used co intimidate any who may seek legal redress. 
During 2013, there were at lease four reported cases--one involving a child-where 
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complaints to law enforcement officials abour abuse and torture led to reprisals in 
the form of intimidation, ill-rrearment, and torture in detention centers under rhe 
auspices of rhe Interior Ministry and GKNB.73 

In Occober 2013, rhe Tajik media gave arrention co a court verdict against rwo 
detainees, Sadriddin Toshev and Sunnacullo Rizoev, whose previous prison sentences 
were exrended by seven and nine years, respectively. The prisoners' sentences were 
extended due co rheir alleged "dissemination of lies" about rhe use of torture by rhe 
penitentiary sraff. Toshev and Rizoev claimed co have wimessed rhe 2012 bearing co 
dearh of another detainee in a Dushanbe prison, Hamza I kromzoda. Upon transfer 
co a correction facility in northern Khujand, rhe two claim co have been bearen by 
rhe prison sraff alongside a number of ocher detainees.74 

Tajikisran's judicial and security systems have also failed co adequarely 
investigate incidents of mysrerious deaths and possible disappearances, which 
many suspect are linked to security agencies and are de facto scare policy. In 2011, 
rebel leader Alovuddin "Bedaki" Davlacov and up to seven of his followers were 
allegedly detained, corcured, and exrrajudicially executed by GKNB agencs, despite 
the government and the OSCE reporting char Bedaki and his men had died in a 
gun batde with government troops.75 ln another case during a 2012 procest against 
the government in Khorog, the capital of Badakhshan, a regional representative 
of IRP, Sabzali Mamadrizoev, was abducted, corcured, and killed. Independent 
observers blamed the security forces for his killing. Sherik Karamkhudoev, another 
IRP official from Badakhshan, was also detained by the security forces during the 
2012 Khorog clashes. In 2013, Karamkhudoev was cried and sentenced to 14 years 
of imprisonment on charges of"participaring in mass disorder," despice claims char 
his confession of guile was exrracted through rorrnre.76 

Despite a climare of impunity as well as a lack of proreccion of human righcs in 
praccice, rhere have been a few positive sreps in the legal sphere in the pasr decade. 
111ese include rhe 2004 moratorium on rhe death penalry, rhe criminalization of 
torture in 2012, the 2012 adoption of the Law on the Prevemion of Violence in the 
Family, and the adoption of measures that are imended co provide protection for 
participants in criminal investigations as well as minimize or eliminate intimidation 
and pressurc.77 In accordance wirh rhese positive seeps, in May 2013, a Dushanbe 
court required rhe Imerior Ministry to compensate a sum equivalem to $10,000 to 
rhe widow of Safarali Sangov, who had died from police bearings in 201 I.7M 
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The pervasive and longscanding corruption in Tajikistan's governmem offices, law 
enforcement agencies, universities, hospitals, and businesses cominues unabared. 
Corrupt practices remain a serious barrier to improving the economy, the education 
syscem, law enforcement, and good governance in general. Citizens appear co be 
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resigned to extortion, informal payments, illegal fines, and various ocher types 
of predatory behavior by government employees. Police officers and government 
bureaucrats openly seek or demand bribes from rhe general public, businesses, local 
and international organizations, resident foreign nationals, and even unsuspecting 
tourists. 

Tajikistan consistenrly ranks poorly on all global surveys measuring corruption 
and related indicators. Transparency International's 2013 Corruption Perceptions Index 
placed Tajikistan l 54'h our of 182 countries, alongside the Republic of Congo.79 

Tajikistan was also ranked l 43rd by the World Bank for its business environment, 
another indicator of government corruption. Ocher countries in the region performed 
significantly berrer on the World Bank's Doing Business indicators-Kazakhstan 
ranked 50'h and Kyrgyz-stan ranked 68'h.so Tajikistan's corruption ranking declined 
on the Heritage Foundation's Index of Economic Freedom, which placed Tajikistan at 
139"' our of 178 countries. 81 The Basel I nstirure's 2013 index on money laundering 
ranks Tajikistan as the fourth worse country in rhe world for money laundering risk. 82 

Government officials and well-connected elites highly value their business 
interests and use coercive roofs and bureaucratic procedures ro eliminate their 
business competitors and gain unfair advantages. In 2013, rhe U.S. Department 
of State reported char "government officials have in several notable cases leaned 
on judges to produce 'correct' outcomes in business dispures."83 Unsurprisingly, 
connections to Rahmon himself are rhe most valuable of all. In 2013, rhe president's 
son was appointed ro rhe directorship of rhe Stare Customs Service.8~ Individuals 
from Rahmon's home region of Kulob are repeatedly appointed to a variety of 
lucrative government poses. 

There is so much contradictory and overlapping legislation in Tajikistan, 
especially in taxation, chat ir is nearly impossible ro be in full compliance with 
the law. As a result, businesses and individuals are constantly exposed to fines and 
vulnerable to being jailed, extorted, or stripped of rheir assets by rhe scare rax office. 
Some of these charges have political motivations behind chem, as exhibited most 
prominenrly by the 2013 imprisonment of businessman and aspiring politician 
Saidov on various charges, including corruption.85 

Everyday citizens regularly suffer from rhe actions of corrupt officials. As pare of 
an ongoing program of charitable land distribution, 8,000 square kilometers were 
supposed robe disrribured ro impoverished farming families in southern Tajikistan's 
Kharlon Province, bur many residents reported being asked for bribes or offered 
unusable land while large plots were sold off ar price.86 Meanwhile, corruption in 
the healthcare industry and rhe theft of donor funds intended ro finance treatment 
of diseases like AIDS or tuberculosis has contributed ro increasing rates ofinfecrious 
diseases. 87 

Resistance to corruption by citizens rarely goes beyond negotiating the exact 
size of rhe bribe or fine to be paid. Even indirect criticism of corruption can lead ro 
government persecution. In July 2013, an elderly writer in Tajikistan had a book 
manuscript confiscated and was interrogated by security forces, likely due ro his 
unffarrering fictional portrayal of corrupt government officials in his stories.RR 
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Overall, little is being done co combat corruption. Anticorruption laws that 
are often the product of pressure from international organizations occasionally 
make their way into legislation, but their provisions are rarely put into practice. 
On the surface, the State Agency for Fighting Corruption and Economic Crimes 
appears to be a worthy entity with vigorous promotion of its goals.8? However, 
arrests and convictions of government employees and law enforcement officers on 
corruption charges do not extend beyond token low-level figures and fewer mid
level state employees. Powerful or well-connected individuals are rarely prosecuted 
or investigated. When they are, official measures taken against chem are invariably 
a political maneuver rather than a response co corruption.90 Moreover, some 
anticorruption units are known co be highly corrupt, themselves.91 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S ince the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Turkmenistan has been widely 
regarded as one of the 21" cemury's most repressive regimes. Although a change 
of regime cook place following the 2006 death of the coumry's first presidem, 

Saparmurac Niyazov, independem Turkmenistan has not experienced a regime 
cransicion under the rule of ics second presidem, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow. 
The leadership is able to sustain its brand of auchoritarian, personaliscic rule through 
extensive security services and patronage networks financed by the sale ofTurkme
niscan's vast hydrocarbon resources. The acuce shortage of qualified personnel and the 
relatively small size ofTurkmenistan's imelligentsia limit opportunicies for reform. 

In 2013, Turkmenistan held ics first mulciparty parliamentary eleccions, 
buc chat body nonetheless looked set co firmly retain ics rubber scamp character. 
The omnipresent leadership culc was emrenched even more firmly through its 
extension co some of Berdimuhamedow's family members and forebears, and the 
regime's opponems remained confined for the most part in the country's prisons 
or in emigracion. A new media law officially forbidding censorship did not lead co 
any meaningful increase in freedom of information. Nevertheless, some positive 
changes were made in the sphere of education, such as the abolition of the teaching 
of Niyawv's quasi-spiritual guidebook for the nation, 1he Ruhnama {Book of the 
Soul), in schools, and the move co a 12-year schooling system. The issue of the 
rights of dual Turkmen-Russian passport holders was partially addressed. 

National Democratic Governance. Decision-making power is concentrated in 
the hands of the execucive branch, with the parliament acting as a presidential 
appendage. Internal security and law enforcement agencies ensure chat the regime 
remains in power through tight control of society and by discouraging dissem. 
Almost all opposition groups are based abroad, and their leaders fear arrest if 
they return to Turkmenistan. In 2013, President Berdimuhamedow continued to 

appoim relatives and people from his home region in the western part of Ahal 
Province to senior government posts. Under his rule, officials have been replaced or 
rotated less frequently than in the Niyazov era, allowing chem greater possibilities 
co establish their own power bases. Turkmenistan's rating for national governance 
remains unchanged at 1. 00. 

Electoral Process. Parliamentary elections in December 2013 were heralded 
as Turkmenistan's first multiparty elections, insofar as two registered parties 
were allowed co field candidates. A few months before the election, President 
Berdimuhamedow stepped down as chairman of the government-sponsored 
Democratic Party of Turkmenistan (DPn and announced he would withdraw his 
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membership while in office, ostensibly so as not to give an advantage to any single 
party. Despite these changes, the elections were fundamentally noncompetitive, as 
all candidates were pro government and previously vetted by government leadership. 
As usual, the Central Electoral Commission reported voter turnout of over 90 
percent. Pending evidence that changes in Turkmenistan's electoral process are more 
than symbolic, Turkmenistan's ratingfor electoral process remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Civil Society. Domestic and foreign nongovernmental actors (NGOs) remain 
strictly monitored, and the government continues to introduce constraints against 
their work. Unregistered NGO activity is punishable by a fine, short-term detention, 
and confiscation of property. All political parties, public associations, and religious 
congregations are required to register with the Ministry of Fairness to gain legal 
status. A resolution adopted in January 2013 required all foreign funding for 
registered public associations to undergo approval by at least five government bodies. 
In addition to the jailing of prisoners of conscience, systematic rights violations 
under President Berdimuhamedow include state control of religious leaders and 
communities, severe restrictions on religious education, raids on both registered 
and unregistered groups, and restrictions on places of worship. Turkmenistan's rating 
for civil society remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Independent Media. The authorities maintain near-total control over Turkme
nistan's traditional media, whose primary function is to describe and praise the 
activities of the president. Extremely low internet penetration limits access to other 
sources of information, and the government continues to block websites critical of 
state policy. Text-message filtering and surveillance are common. Turkmenistan's 
first media law, which claims to forbid censorship and "interference in the activities 
of the media," entered into force in January 2013. Turkmenistan's ratingfor indepen
dent media remains unchanged at 7. 00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Turkmenistan's governors (hakims) are directly 
appointed by the president. In 2013, President Berdimuhamedow abolished the 
study of 1he Ruhnama as a mandatory subject and instituted a 12-year system in 
general secondary schools, set to begin in the 2013-14 academic year. Since coming 
to power, the president has made a number of infrastructural improvements to 
Turkmenistan's decaying education system, but there remains a chronic shortage 
of qualified teachers, bribes are regularly accepted for places in higher education 
institutes, textbooks are laden with ideology, and young people are required to miss 
significant school hours in order to participate in state events. Turkmenistan's rating 
for local democratic governance remains unchanged at 6. 75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. Of the 183 recommendations it 
received from the United Nations Human Rights Council in May 2013, Turkme
nistan's government rejected 16 outright, including the release of political prisoners 
and the decriminalization of sexual relations between consenting adults of the same 
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gender. Turkmeniscan's imprisonmenc race is reporced co be among che highesc 
in che world, which has led co serious overcrowding and the spread of disease in 
che prison syscem. In February, two Turkmen civil society activists who had been 
convicced on policically mocivaced charges in 2006 finished cheir prison sencences 
and were released. Afcer years in legislacive limbo and following a series of high
level diplomacic negociations, approximately 43,000 Turkmen residents who also 
hold Russian cicizenship were promised new biomecric Turkmen passporcs in July. 
Previously, che auchoricies had insisced chac dual passporc holders muse renounce 
cheir Russian citizenship before receiving replacements for cheir no-longer-valid 
Turkmen crave! documents. The Law on Cicizenship was alcered accordingly, 
allowing dual cicizenship in cercain cases, despice ics prohibicion in che 2008 
Conscicucion. Turkmenistan's ratingfor judicial framework and independence remaim 
unchanged at 7.00. 

Corruption. Turkmeniscan ranks among che world's worse performers in several 
annual indices measuring corrupcion and economic freedom. There is a notable lack 
of cransparency wich regard co economic figures, including governmenc income, 
spending, and excra-budgecary accounts. Berdimuhamedow presides over a syscem 
chac enables him co legally appropriace and use che revenues from hydrocarbons 
sales ac his own discrecion. Governmenc concraccs for che conscruccion of large 
physical assecs such as miniscry buildings, hocels, and airporcs are a preferred means 
of providing elites wich opporcunicies co pockec allocaced funds. For che firsc time 
since independence, in Augusc 2013, Turkmeniscan encrusced local construccion 
firms wich a major developmenc project, possibly heralding a move towards 
increased use oflocal labor. Turkmenistan's rating for corruption remains unchanged 
at 6.75. 

Outlook for 2014. Liberalization in Turkmenistan is unlikely uncil a collection 
of social and culcural changes occur. Parcicularly essencial would be higher levels 
of educacion and a concomitant growth in the number of intelleccual elices, 
increased levels of occupational specializacion and urbanization, and a freer media 
environment. The presidential cult will most likely develop and entrench itself 
furcher, while some governors and relacives of the president can be expected co 
continue establishing their own power bases. Some improvements to the educational 
syscem are also expected. 
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While formal governing insrirurions have evolved over rime in Turkmenistan, they 

have been manipulated by the leadership to provide a veneer of legitimacy and 

have no power to influence the decision-making process. The parliament (Mejlis), 
a unicameral body comprising deputies elecred in single-mandare constiruencies 

for five-year rerms, acts as a presidential appendage. In addition ro his role as head 

of the executive branch of power, Prcsidenc Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow serves, 

incer alia, as chairman of rhe Council of Ministers (prime minister), supreme 

commander-in-chief of the National Armed Forces, chairman of the Council of 

Elders, head of the Council for Religious Affairs, and chairman of the Higher 
Council of Science and Technology. The president appoints the members of 
governmenr and the Cenrral Election Commission as well as high-ranking judges. 
Under the revised 2008 constirurion, he was granred the power ro directly appoinr 
the counrry's governors ar all levels. 

In order to maintain power, the regime suppresses dissent and rightly conrrols 

independent acriviry, employing extensive inrernal security and law enforcement 
agencies overseen by rhe Ministry of National Security (MNS), independent 

Turkmenistan's equivalent to rhe Soviet-era Committee for Stare Securiry (KGB). 
The Ministry oflnternal Affairs (MIA) directs rhe criminal police, who work closely 

with rhe MNS on marcers of national security. Boch ministries systematically abuse 

individuals' rights in order to enforce the government's policy of preempting regime 
threats. The armed forces in Turkmenistan have been stripped of any real securiry 
functions, leaving rhe MNS, rather than the Ministry of Defense, responsible for 

milirary counterintelligence. For years, rhe MNS, rhe MIA, the armed forces, and 
the Prosecutor General's Office have been engaged in a battle for rhe expansion of 

their respective spheres of influence, engaging in murual espionage and prompting 

regular purges of their own ranks. 

Turkmenistan's presidential personaliry cult, an integral element of the regime's 
nationbuildingstrategy, was developed under former leader Separmurat Niyazov and 

continues, with some modifications, under Berdimuhamedow. Niyazov's honorific 
tide was Turkmenbashi ("Head of AJI Turkmen"), and since 2011 Berdimuhamedow 

has been known as Arkadag ("Protector" or "Protective Mountain"). Particularly 

lavish or innovative ways of praising rhe president can result in promotion and 
access to scarce resources. Consequently, the cult is not simply promulgated "from 
the top" but also susrained "from below" as an accepted and fumiliar social mobility 

vehicle for civil servants. Berdimuhamedow, who began his career as a dentist, has 
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accumulated a plethora of honorific tides, degrees, awards, and prizes, including 
doctorates in economics and medicine, the rank of Army General, membership in 
the Academy of Sciences, a black belt in karate (awarded for his contribucion co che 
development of che sport), and, in 2013, che tide of "Distinguished Architect of 
Turkmeniscan.h1 

Portraits of che president adorn boch che inside and outside of government 
buildings, and his activities are che primary focus of state media. Turkmen media 
make visible efforcs to present Berdimuhamedow as a youthful, energetic, and 
versatile reformer. Since 2009, he has been seen on state media riding a bicycle, 
behind the steering wheel of a race car, in the cabin of a fighter jet, dancing 
(somewhat awkwardly) at a circus performance, playing guitar, singing popular 
music, and performing surgery in a newly equipped clinic. After finishing first in 
an equestrian race in May 2013, the president was thrown to che ground when his 
horse stumbled after crossing the finish line. Footage of the accident was carefully 
edited out of all broadcasts, and no word of the fall appeared in Turkmenistan's 
official media; however, a video clip of the incident chat made its way onto an 
American website was reported co have received over 500,000 hits.2 Apart from 
school textbooks, most newly published books in Turkmenistan are either tributes 
co Berdimuhamedow or works allegedly written by the president himself. The latter 
category includes books on topics ranging from Ahalceke horses to the arc of carpet 
weaving and the use of medicinal planes. Six volumes of the Arkadag's selected 
works, citied Towards the New Heights of Progress, had been published by mid-2013. 
The president also published a book about his father's childhood entitled The Bird of 
Happinm.3 A statue ofBerdimuhamedow the elder, who is scill living. was unveiled 
in the president's hometown in 2012. 

Mose political appointments are based on loyalty and subservience to the 
president rather than merit. In the past, fear of potential challengers has led the 
leadership to carry out widespread, regular purges of officials. However, after initial 
large-scale purges in 2007-08, officials have been replaced or rotated much less 
frequently, allowing them more opportunity to establish their own power bases. 
Whereas during che final years ofNiyazov's rule hakims (governors) typically served 
less than a year, more recently it has not been uncommon for regional hakims to 
serve 30 months or longer. When hakims are replaced, it is usually by a native of 
the region in quescion.4 

In contrast to Niyazov, who steered clear of kinship or region-based networks, 
Berdimuhamedow often appoints his relatives and persons from his home region 
in the western Ahal Province (dominated by the Ahalceke tribe) to senior poses. 
The disproportionate number of Ahalceke tribe members in central government 
is also partly due co the face that rhe capital city, Ashgabat, is icselflocated in Ahal 
Province. Like his predecessor, the president has also cultivated a close circle of 
non-Turkmen cronies who are "above clan politics," comprising a handful of ethnic 
Jews, Russians, and Armenians in addition to selected Turkish, French, and German 
businessmen. 
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For the first time in independent Turkmeniscan's history, two registered parries were 
permitced to field candidates for parliamentary eleccions held in December 2013. 
The country's firsc "opposicion" parry, che Pacey oflndustrialiscs and Entrepreneurs, 
was launched in Augusc 2012, ostensibly co bring togecher representatives of small
and medium-sized businesses. In Augusc 2013, President Berdimuhamedow made 
anocher gescure in the name of electoral compeciciveness, officially stepping down as 
chairman of che government-sponsored Democracic Parry ofTurkmeniscan (DPT) 
and wirhdrawing his membership while serving as president.~ 

By making che pro forma shift co mulciparcy politics, the leadership is able 
co claim char ic meets one of che criteria sec by some incernacional organizations, 
governments, and financial institutions as a benchmark for furcher investment and 
cooperation.6 Turkmeniscan's new veneer of political pluralism also enables it to 

keep pace with its Cencral Asian neighbors: Uzbekiscan has long had arcificially 
creaced "pocket parries" in parliamenc, while Kazakhstan finally allowed rwo 
addicional parties-boch of which are loyal co che regime-to enter parliament in 
January 20 I 2. 

As in previous eleccions, all candidates running in December 2013 were 
progovernment and previously vetted. Ac lease one-Maisa Yazmuhamedowa, 
rhe former depury chairperson responsible for ideology-was declared as having 
secured a sear before the preliminary resulcs were announced.7 According to the 
official election results, 283 candidates vied for 125 seats, 47 of which went co the 
DPT, 14 co the Parry of Industrialises and Entrepreneurs, 33 ro the trade unions, 
16 to women's groups, 8 co che Magcumguly Youth Organization, and 7 to ocher 
citizens' groups.x As usual, the Cencral Electoral Commission (CEC) reporced voter 
tumour of over 90 percent. At the first session of the newly elected parliament, Akja 
Nurberdieva was reelected chairperson, a position she has held since December 
2006.9 

Following an official inviration from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Turkmenistan, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe's Office 
for Democratic lnscicurions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR) deployed an 
Election Assessment Mission ro observe the elections. Consisting of 15 international 
experts, che mission looked into issues such as the legal framework and media 
coverage of the campaign, but it did not carry out systematic observation of voting, 
counting, or tabulation. A final report was co be issued only in February 2014. The 
OSCE/ODIHR had not previously observed or assessed elections in Turkmenistan, 
although it had senc election supporc reams co the presidencial elections in 2007 
and 2012, rhe parliamencary elections in 2008, and the local elections in 20 I 0. 10 

Unrelencing harassmenc by the authorities has driven the relatively small 
unofficial opposition eicher underground or into exile, primarily in Russia and 
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some Western European countries. The opposition-in-exile remains weak and 
prone ro internal division, although some independent human rights activists from 
Turkmenistan operating abroad publish regular reports on the country's domestic 
and foreign politics. 
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The 2003 Law on Public Associations requires all nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs) to register wirh rhe Ministry of Fairness (Ada/at), which also approves their 
internal governance structures. In addition to other restrictions, the law requires 
a high number of founding members for registration and limits organizations' 
cerricories of operation. The authorities are free co suspend registration alcogether 
afcer two written reprimands." A resolution adopted in January 2013 required all 
foreign funding co registered public associations to undergo approval by at least five 
government bodies. While in 2000, there were approximately 200-300 registered 
and unregistered NGOs operating in Turkmenistan, che Internacional Center for 
Nor-for-Profit Law estimates chat by August 2013, only I 00 or so were registered. 12 

The vase majority of these support che government or receive direct government 
funding. The government-controlled Association of Trade Unions ofTurkmenistan 
is the only central trade union permirted. Workers are barred by law from bargaining 
collectively or staging strikes. 

Groups without official sanction wishing co register as NGOs have their 
applications turned down or dragged out for years. Because the prospects for 
securing official registration are considered so remote, many groups have chosen 
either to register as business societies or to forego the bureaucratic process and 
operate covertly, although the penalties for unregistered activity can be severe: 
unregistered NGO activity is punishable by a fine, short-term detention, and 
confiscation of property. In 2013, Turkmcn officials continued co procesc che 
parriciparion of representatives of unofficial Turkmen NGOs operating abroad at 
annual OSCE human rights review meetings.'·~ 

In order co prevent the emergence of Islam as a locus of opposition activity, the 
Turkmen leadership has thoroughly infiltrated the official religious establishment. 
Religious maccers are administered by the Council on Religious Affairs (CRA) sec 
up by Niyazov in 1994, whose members are appoimed by che government and 
report co the president. The CRA controls the hiring, promotion, and firing of 
Sunni Muslim and Russian Onhodox clergy, who are required co report regularly 
ro the CRA. 

As with political parries and public associations, all religious congregations are 
required co regiscer with the Ministry of Fairness co gain legal status. In 2012, 
Turkmenistan's government reported that 128 religious communities had state 
registration, among which I 04 were Muslim (Sunni and Shia). 13 were Russian 
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Orchodox, and l l were of ocher faichs, including Procescanc groups, che Baha'i, 
Roman Cacholics, and che Hare Krishna community. 14 Many minority religious 
groups, including che Lucheran, Jehovah's Wicness, Armenian Apostolic, and Jewish 
communities, have faced repeated regiscration refusals. 

Ac che end of December 2013, che religious freedom watchdog Forum 18 
reported chac chere were 11 known prisoners of conscience jailed for exercising 
freedom of religion or beliefin Turkmenistan. Seven of these had lodged applications 
co the UN Human Rights Committee protesting against their imprisonmenc and 
malcreacment. 15 In addition co the jailing of prisoners of conscience, systematic 
rights violations under President Berdimuhamedow include state concrol of 
religious leaders and communities, severe restrictions on religious education, raids 
on both registered and unregistered groups, and restrictions on place of worship. 

Lierle is known about the existence of radical Islamist groups in Turkmenistan 
beyond a few allusions in unofficial media. Despite reports chat the Islamist group 
Hizb-ut-Tahrir has won converts in Turkmenistan's labor camps and prisons, a 
significanc presence in the councry has yet to be established. A well-known Turkmen 
blogger and journalist operating under the pen name Annasoltan wrote in 2011 chat 
pockets of followers of Hizb ut-T ahrir, Tablighi Jamaat, Atageldi aga, and Myrat aga 
"play a much more significanc role in Turkmenistan's underground policical life 
chan the government has ever admitted," although the evidence is circumstancial. 
According co Annasoltan, rather than advocating jihad, "hidden Islamists" are using 
the incernec "to directly propagandize regular Turkmen."16 
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Indices measuring media freedom around the world, including Freedom House's 
Press Freedom survey, rank Turkmeniscan's media environment among the 
mosc repressive in the world, alongside North Korea and Ericrea. Virtually all 
newspapers, magazines, celevision stations, and radio stations in Turkmenistan are 
owned and concrolled by the government. The only news agency in the country is 
the governmenc's Turkmendovlechabarlary (TOH). The state employs a number of 
techniques co censor information, from information blackours in scare media to 

incernec and cexc-message filcering, cyber-arracks, and surveillance. 
Turkmenistan's first media law, which claims co forbid censorship and 

"interference in che activities of the media," encered inco force in January 
2013. Having been drafted with the assistance of the OSCE, che law conforms 
to incernational standards but is highly unlikely co serve any practical effect in 
liberalizing the councry's carefully concrolled media. To accommodace a provision 
of che new law banning press monopolies, Presidenc Berdimuhamedow officially 
relinquished his ownership of all the councry's major newspapers, only co cransfer 
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them to the Cabinet of Ministers, of which the president is the head, and to ocher 
government offices under his direct control. These offices will now be credited as 
the "founders" of various publications formerly "founded" by Berdimuhamedow 
and will be officially responsible for them.17 

Turkmenistan regularly denies visas to foreign correspondents; the few 
correspondents who obtain permission to enter the country are accompanied by 
"minders" from the security services who severely restrict their movements and 
choice of interviewees. Some Ashgabat-based correspondents working for the 
U.S.-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL), which has neither a 
bureau nor accredited journalists in Turkmenistan, noted in 2013 chat much of the 
interference in their work now comes from mid- and low-level officials rather than 
directly from the central government and security services.1 8 One of the journalists 
commented chat there had been fewer interruptions to phone service and less 
obvious surveillance of lace. 

Ordinary citizens are still unable to subscribe co any foreign periodicals at their 
home addresses, and foreign print matter remains generally inaccessible.19 Aside 
from the radio broadcasts of the Turkmen Service of RFE/RL (Radio Azadyk) and 
the German Deutsche Welle in Russian, both of which are specifically targeted at 
Turkmen listeners, satellite television-widely viewed in the capital as well as in 
ocher cities-provides the most popular as well as only source of alternative media 
in Turkmenistan for chose without access to the internet. 

In 20 l l, Turkmenistan founded a National Space Agency, a major goal of which 
is to launch a commercial satellite to develop the country's telecommunications 
systems and provide services to a larger market. 20 The artificial satellite will also be 
employed to monitor agricultural areas and conduct research for the needs of the oil 
and gas industry. 21 The Turkmen satellite, scheduled for launch in late 2014, should 
end Turkmen dependence on the Russian JSC Gazprom Space Systems satellite 
for the provision of digital television and the broadcast of Russian and Turkish 
television programs. 

Turkmenistan has one of the world's lowest official internet penetration 
rates-about 5 percent in 2012, compared with 45 percent in Kazakhstan and 30.2 
percent in Uzbekistan.22 Scace-owned Turkmen Telekom began connecting private 
citizens to the internet as recently as June 2008, and long waits and administrative 
requirements for getting connected-including a signature from the local police 
station--continue co hinder access. Dial-up access rates are prohibitively expensive 
for the average citizen and service is unreliable and slow; neighboring Afghanistan's 
average download speed is more than twice as fast. 23 

The percentage of citizens who access the internet through mobile phones 
is higher, estimated at 14 percent of the population, of which 6 percent had 3G 
service.H Mobile phones, which are much cheaper than fixed lines, are estimated 
to be used by over 60 percent of the populationP In November 2013, it was 
reported that the government had blocked the mobile messaging services WeChat 
and Line, having blocked the popular applications WhatsApp and Viber the 
previous year.26 
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Websites cricical of official government policy, independenc news sires, and 
ocher undesirable online content are blocked by rhc authorities through rhe use 
of new filrering technologies, alrhough parcerns of censorship are inconsistent. 
Ir is nor always a srraighrforward process co determine which websites have been 
sdecred for censorship, since some bandwidth rhar is purchased from Uzbekistan 
and Iran has already been subject ro filtering by aurhoriries in chose counrries.27 
YouTube, Facebook, and Twirrer are either blocked or impossible ro open due ro 
slow connecriviry, prompting increasing numbers of Turkmen ro rry popular char 
forums such as VKontakre.ru and Odnoklassniki.ru. Electronic mail is monitored, 
alrhough there are reports char communications berween Gmail accounr users can 
be more difficult for aurhoriries ro intercepr.1K 

Unlike in ocher closed societies, such as China and Iran, circumvention rools 
used to bypass inrerner blocking systems are relatively unknown in Turkmenistan, 
while many inrerner users who are aware of chem are fearful of using rhem.29 

However, some hacked versions of mobile browsers have appeared with builr-in 
proxying, enabling amateurs ro use chem wirhour having ro code.3

(l In April 2012, 
there were over 80,000 page views of a popular Turkmen news service char Psiphon, 
an open source web proxy, uses as irs landing page. 31 
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Tribal idenriries, which play an imporranr role in Turkmen society and informal 
local policies, manifest primarily in social pracrices, such as rhe maintenance of 
preferential nerworks, endogamy, and rhc persistence of dialects. Virtually all 
Turkmen have ar lease a minimal knowledge of rheir own rribal affiliation, which is 
still a relatively reliable indicator ofbirrhplace. There are some 30 tribes, comprising 
more than 5,000 clans. The scare flag contains five carper guls (a design used in 
producing rugs), each of which is associated wirh a different tribe. Applicanrs for 
some public sector jobs muse provide rheir prospecrive employers with a rhree
generarion family genealogy (rhe so-called "rhird generarion resr") in order ro avoid 
a concentrarion of people from rhe same clan or family. 

Scare power in Turkmenistan's five regions (welayatlar), irs disrricrs (etraplar}, 
and irs dries is vesred in rhe largely decorarive people's councils (halk maslahatlary). 
Villages have legislacive councils (.genge1iar}, whose members are direccly elected 
for five-year terms. The more rhan 600 genge§lar are administered by councilors 
(arrinlar), who are elected from among rheir respective memberships. The genge§lar 
are responsible for confirming local budgers, accounring for rhe rational use of 
narural resources, prorecring rhe environment, overseeing sanirarion and warer
supply sources, and organizing moral and parrioric education among youch.-12 
In realicy, however, rhey follow rhe insrrucrions of rhc hakims, who arc directly 
appoinred by rhe presidenr. 
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Berdimuhamedow has made a number of changes to Turkmenistan's decaying 
educacion infrastructure, which was virtually dismantled during the last seven years 
ofNiyazov's rule. General secondary schools switched to a 12-year education system 
starting from the 2013--2014 academic year. High school students are no longer 
required to undergo two years of practical work before applying to universities. 
Foreign degrees are once again recognized. New areas of study have been introduced 
or reintroduced (e.g., physical education and the social sciences), and post-graduate 
and doctoral studies have been reestablished at certain universities. The Academy of 
Sciences, which had been the mainstay of the scientific and academic community 
before its closure in 1993, was reopened in 2007. 

·Universities and institutes have already been permirred to remove Niyazov's 
quasi-spiritual guidebook for the Turkmen nation, 7he Ruhnama (Book of the 
Soul), from their curricula. As of September 2013, it is no longer a mandatory 
subject in primary and secondary schools, either. However, an exam on the book's 
content is still an entry requirements for university applicants.33 

In practice, many of Berdimuhamedow's educational reforms lack substance. 
The tenth year's curriculum reportedly repeats that of the ninth year, and textbooks 
for most years and subjects are outdated, ideologized and in short supply. Despite 
the flurry of new schools being built, there is a chronic shortage of qualified 
teaching personnel. Furthermore, unofficial reports indicate chat the long-standing 
practice of paying large bribes to procure a place in universities, instirutes, and 
even some secondary schools has not abated, and bribes required to enter the most 
prestigious institutions can reach $40,000-$70,000. University students have 
become subject to greater restrictions on their personal lives, including dress codes 
and curfews. As of 2013, students are required to sign an oath that they will nor 
drive an automobile or travel with another srudent driving an automobile until they 
have finished their studies, under threat of expulsion.34 They are also forbidden to 
frequent discotheques and bars. 

In 2013, the president asked his cabinet to consider serring up a new English 
language university in Ashgabat, not unlike Nazarbaev University in neighboring 
Kazakhstan. In 2013, the number of students in higher education in Turkmenistan 
was nearly 24,000, in addition to the approximately I 0,000-15,000 students studying 
abroad. (This is comparable to the late Soviet period, when the number of students in 
higher education in the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic was over 40,000).35 Many 
Turkmenistani students go to Belarus for their studies--6,514 in 2013, compared 
to only 67 students in 2006--<iwing to the long-standing friendly relations between 
the two authoritarian states, the relatively high standards of education in Belarus, 
and the favorable conditions offered to foreign students, including accommodation, 
reasonable tuition rares, and the possibility to study in Russian.36 

Unlike his predecessor, Berdimuhamedow has invested heavily in the country's 
healthcare infrastructure, building sanatoria and diagnostic and specialist centers in 
regional capitals, including the International Center for Head and Neck Diseases 
and the Oncology Center in A§gabat, which has eight stories and a gold faljade. 
Turkmen media estimate the cost of constructing such facilities over the past 
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decade at more than $1.5 billion. From 2012 to 2016, the government plans to 
allocate another $500 million for pharmaceutical factories, five emergency centers 

in regional capitals, and the purchase of modern medical equipmenc.37 The regime 

has also liaised wich international organizations to introduce maternity and 

immunization programs. 
Despite chis investment, most new facilities-many of which contain stace

of-che art equipment-are neither accessible to the vast majoriry of che population 
nor staffed with qualified medical personnel. Statistical daca is notoriously 
unreliable, medical education is substandard, hospital staff are discouraged from 

reporting malpractice, and infant mortality races are among the highest in the 

world-approximately 45 deaths per 1,000 live births, more than rwice the rares 
of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.J8 The existence of certain communicable diseases is 
neither acknowledged nor addressed. The multi-drug resistant form of tuberculosis 

in particular poses a high risk of creating a serious health crisis:19 

Many parts of the country still lack sanitation systems and unified gas supply 
systems, despite the country's abundance of hydrocarbons. Dozens of villages 

lack steady supplies of eleccriciry, and clean water supplies are often unavailable, 
requiring rural residents to use well or surface wacer chat often contains residues 
from pesticides, fertilizers, and animal wastes. In 2013, there were reporrs of 
shortages of fresh water, particularly in the western regions of the country. In the 
cicy ofTurkmenbashi, moreover, there was an absence of heating in the majority of 
schools and kindergartens as well as in the ciry hospital.40 
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Unchanged since the Soviet era, the courr syscem in Turkmenistan consists of a 
Supreme Court, six regional courts, and approximately 60 district and ciry courcs. 
The Supreme Economic Court hears all commercial disputes and cases involving 
conflicts between state enterprises and ministries. There is no consticucional court, 
and the president appoints all judges for five-year terms without legislative review. 
Judges and lawyers, however, play a marginal role in the legal system compared to 

the prosecutor general, a policical appointee whose primary function is repression 
rather than oversight. Convictions are often based on confessions extracted by 

force, including the use of torture and psychotropic substances. 
Under the proceedings of the Universal Periodic Review held in Geneva in 

May 2013, the UN Human Rights Council delivered 183 recommendations to 
Turkmenistan, of which the government ulcimately fully accepted 166, partially 
accepted 1 and rejected 16.41 While the government accepted the recommendation 
to investigate the use of torture, requests for visits from nine Special Procedures of 
the UN Human Rights Council remained pending in 2013, including the request 
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from the Special Rapporteur on Torture, who had already been received by all other 
Central Asian states.42 

The Turkmen government rejecced che recommendacion co decriminalize 
sexual relacions becween consenting adults of che same sex, arguing chat it was in 
contradiction co che mencaliry and culcure ofTurkmen society. Also rejected was 
the recommendacion co release policical prisoners, since, according co the Direccor 
of Turkmeniscan's Nacional lnscicuce for Democracy and Human Rights, chere 
are no such prisoners in che country.43 One nocorious a.speer of Turkmeniscan's 
prison syscem is chac a number of persons have disappeared into ic wichouc a crace, 
including some 50 prisoners convicced in conneccion co che 2002 accempced coup. 
On a posicive noce, in February, 2013, cwo Turkmen civil sociecy acciviscs who 
had been convicced on policically motivaced charges in 2006 were released from 
prison, alchough only after serving ouc cheir seven-year cerms. The cwo acciviscs 
cogecher wich a chird, Ogulsapar Muradowa, who subsequencly died in prison, 
had been arrested afcer helping a French journalise make a documentary on che 
scace of human rights in Turkrneniscan. Numerous appeals for the prisoners' release 
were made by international bodies, including che European Parliament, over the 
course of cheir internmenc. No reliable invescigacion has ever been made into che 
circumscances surrounding Muradowa's deach. 

The aurhoricies rescricc freedom of movement by confiscacing passporcs and 
maintaining an excensive "blacklist" of cicizens prohibiced from leaving che country. 
According co the Vienna-based Turkmen Initiative for Human Rights, on 24 
January 2013, 48 Turkmen cicizens were barred-wich no official explanacion
from boarding flights descined for Istanbul, Dubai, and Moscow.44 For internal 
crave!, Berdimuhamedow's government eased resrriccions early in his rule by 
reducing the number of roadside checks and inspections becween cicies. However, 
che influx of migrants co Ashgabac's oucskircs from che country's various provinces 
reportedly led to an increase in crime and other social problems there in 2013, wich 
the resulc chat migrancs are reported co be decained by police, interrogaced, and 
occasionally forcibly returned to cheir place of official residence.45 

Wich the advent of independence, Turkmeniscan accorded a de facco higher 
stacus to ics cicular population, echnic Turkmen, and legitimized che adoption of 
policies and praccices char promoted their specific interescs. Many jobs in che public 
sector were effectively closed co non-Turkmen, particularly in the judicial syscem, 
law enforcement, securicy agencies, and financial and military organizations. In 
2000, Turkmen was introduced as che language of instruction in all the councry's 
schools, including in regions where ethnic Uzbeks or Kazakhs are preponderant. 
There are only a few schools in the country char offer classes with Russian as the 
language of instruction (approximacely 30 classes in 2011), and chese are mainly 
incended for members of ethnic minoricies.46 On che other hand, English has 
become a compulsory subjecc from the firsc chrough che cwelfth year. 

In June 2013, a series of phone calls becween Turkmen and Russian heads of 
scare was required co make headway on the vexed issue of righcs for the approximately 
43,000 residents ofTurkmenistan holding boch Turkmen and Russian passporcs,47 
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in violation of a 2008 conscicucional provision against dual citizenship. From 
July, new biomccric passporrs were to become mandacory for crave! oucside che 
country, alchough Russian passpon-holders were reponedly denied their new-scylc 
Turkmen documents unless they surrendered their existing Russian ones. With 
only one monch to go before che July deadline, Turkmenistan's Foreign Affairs 
Miniscry announced thac che Migration Service would begin immediacely issuing 
biometric passporrs co che citizens of Turkmeniscan holding Russian citizenship, 
thus averring a potential diplomatic crisis.4K Though che consticucional ban on dual 
cicizenship remains, che Law on Citizenship was subsequendy revamped, allowing 
Turkmen cirizens who had received Russian passports under a 1993 agreement 
between Russia and Turkmenistan-bur not chose who received chem afcer ic was 
unilacerally rescinded by Turkmenistan in 2003-co retain chem. 
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Turkmenistan's presidenc presides over a system that enables him to concrol and 
use ac his own discrecion che revenues from hydrocarbons sales, which form the 
country's primary source of income. The government is able co sustain ics rule 
chrough che receipc of chese exporc revenues, which ic uses to finance pervasive 
securicy services and vanicy conscruccion projeccs as well as co secure che suppon of 
patronage networks. 

Turkmeniscan docs noc publish ics nacional budgec in full, contribucing 
to a widespread lack of transparency in economic figures. Those figures char are 
published are often compiled from local economic reporcs char have been inAaced 
co show growch. No informacion has been released regarding exporc revenues held 
by former president Niyazov in foreign banks, and it remains unclear what share of 
export revenues are currendy being diverted by the Berdimuhamedow leadership 
co off-budget accouncs. The overall amount of exporc revenues remains a closely 
guarded secrec. In 2013, reporrs continued alleging cronyism among che president's 
relacives, who were reporced to hold lucracive posicions in various economic seccors, 
panicularly crade, where chey amass personal fonunes.49 

Policical dices in rhe country have craditionally builc up local power bases 
by allocacing key posts and opporcunicies co rheir loyaliscs. A limiced number of 
patronage networks commanded by Berdimuhamedow control the country's 
economy, which is divided inco spheres of influence dominaced by a close circle 
of che president's appointees. The exiscence of pacronage networks as the basis 
of power has inevitably given rise co a political culture of bribery, nepotism, and 
embezzlement. Bribe-raking is panicularly prevalenc among customs, licensing, and 
social service agencies. Turkmeniscan ranks among the world's worse performers 
in several annual indices measuring corruption and economic freedom, including 
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1he Wall Street journal's Index of Economic Freedom and Transparency Imer
nacional's Corrupcion Percepcions Index. 

Inconsiscem regulacory praccices, feeble rule of law, and che absence of 
incernacional business norms remain major disincemives co foreign invescmem.50 

Under boch Niyazov and Berdimuhamedow, Turkmeniscan's governmem has 
cancelled licenses and comraccs wich foreign firms and had cheir assecs seized, as was 
che case wich MobileTeleSyscems (MTS), Russia's largesc mobile phone operacor, in 
2010. Forging a personal relacionship wich che presidem or, alcernacively, working 
chrough escablished foreign businessmen or high-ranking foreign officials remain 
che best ways co penecrace che coumry's marker. 

Because of che nomransparency of capical expendicures, che awarding of 
comraccs for che conscruccion of large physical assecs such as miniscry buildings, 
hocels, or airporcs is a preferred means of providing dices wich opporcunicies co 
pockec some of che allocaced funds. U.S. diplomacic cables obcained by che 
amisecrecy organization WikiLeaks idemified construction as the masc corrupc 
induscry in Turkmeniscan, wich comraccors inffacing coses by up co 30 percem 
co cover bribe paymencs.51 Foreign comraccors, such as che Turkish Polimex and 
French Bouygues, regularly pay kickbacks co Turkmen officials. 

Tradicionally, Turkish companies have been comracced co build che lion's share 
ofTurkmeniscan's landmark public works. In Augusc 2013, however, Turkmeniscan 
emrusced a local conscruccion firm wich a major developmem project for a new 
disrricc in che capical city. The governmem's unprecedemed hiring of a Turkmen 
conscruccion firm for such a projecc may herald a very gradual move cowards che 
greacer employment oflocal labor, which would be policically popular, given excam 
complainrs over the use of Chinese laborers in the gas induscry. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I
n 2013, Ukraine entered a period of political turbulence caused by a growing 
conflict berween the government's evident authoritarian trend and society's 
determination co seek democracy, European integration, and the rule of law. 

After years in which President Vikcor Yanukovych worked co concentrate power 
in his own hands, the system of checks and balances had been undermined, and 
the authorities were increasingly misusing the judiciary for political purposes. This 
process was interrupted by massive protests in lace November, triggered by the 
government's abrupt refusal co initial an Association Agreement with the European 
Union (EU). 

Since gaining independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, Ukraine has 
held five presidential (1991, 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2010} and six parliamentary 
(1994, 1998, 2002, 2006, 2007, and 2012) elections. The latest parliamentary 
elections, held on 28 October 2012, were widely recognized as a step back from 
the democratic standards chat had previously been achieved. Moreover, under a 
2010 Constitutional Court decision, the Verkhovna Rada {parliament) lose much 
of its authority co a stronger presidency. The legislature is no longer authorized 
co appoint and dismiss cabinet ministers, though it retains the right co confirm 
the prime minister appointed by the president. In practice, the parliament lose its 
ability to exercise oversight and control over the executive branch. The government 
and its allies retained a slim majority in the body in 2013, while three opposition 
faccions-Backivshchyna {Fatherland), Ukrainian Democratic Alliance for Reforms 
(UDAR}, and Svoboda (Freedom)-colleccively held about 40 percent of the seats. 

The government cook some steps co meet demands from the international 
community and the opposition co release members of the former government who 
were imprisoned on politically motivated charges. Two former cabinet ministers 
were freed after receiving a presidential pardon in April. However, former prime 
minister Yuliya Tymoshenko remained in prison at the end of2013, having received 
a seven-year sentence for "misuse of power" in 2011. 

Ownership changes and an increase in violence drove an overall deterioration in 
the media environment during the year, though some television channels offered fair 
coverage of the antigovernment protests of November and December. Civil society 
organizations continued co operate in a relatively free environment, representing 
a wide spectrum of interests. New legislation on nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs) cook effect in January, providing a more hospitable legal framework for 
civic activity. Nevertheless, as the political crisis emerged in November, there 
were new signs of pressure on the NGO sector. Some positive reforms targeting 
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corruption were enacted in the spring, but they were overshadowed by reduced 
transparency on procurement and the growing wealth of the president's inner circle. 

Meanwhile, the Ukrainian economy entered into recession, contracting slightly 
for the full year. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) refused to resume its 
stand-by program until the government could fulfill all the relevant conditions. 
In December, after the government declined to initial the EU agreement, Ukraine 
received a $3 billion loan from Russia and the promise of an additional $12 billion 
in 2014. 

National Democratic Governance. From che time he cook office in 2010, 
President Yanukovych consistently attempted to build an authoritarian regime on 
the basis of personal connections and the predominance of the executive over the 
legislature and judiciary. However, lack of public support and the relative strength 
of opposition forces prevented him from achieving lasting success. The massive 
protests of November and December 2013 in Kyiv and other cities presented 
the government with a major challenge. Hundreds of people were beaten and 
some arrested during police assaults on the demonstrations on 30 November, 1 
December, and 11 December. While the regime remained in place at year's end, its 
public legitimacy was substantially undermined. During the crisis, the government 
was reluctant to conduct genuine negotiations with protesters, relying instead on 
the loyalty of police and judges. No policemen were punished for the excessive use 
of force against peaceful demonstrators, and as of the end of December, officials had 
taken no steps to address the protesters' grievances. Due to the authorities' failure 
to respond properly to society's expectations and demands, which resulced in the 
escalation of the political crisis, Ukraine's rating for national democratic governance 
declinesftom 5.75 to 6.00. 

Electoral Process. There were no national elections in 2013. The Verkhovna Rada 
adopted reforms to the electoral framework chat reflected many but not all of the 
recommendations issued by international monitors following the October 2012 
parliamentary elections. Voting was held on 15 December in five constituencies 
where winners were not determined in 2012. However, these elections demonstrated 
almost the same shortcomings chat were detected the previous year, with even 
wider use of fraud and vote buying reported. In some cases, there were major gaps 
between the exit polls and official results, raising doubts about fairness. Separately, 
due to obstruction by the ruling party, the Rada failed in its obligation to set dates 
for local elections in Kyiv and seven other cities. Ukraine's rating/or electoral process 
remains at 4. 00. 

Civil Society. Civil society is a central pillar of Ukrainian democracy, with a variety 
of groups and initiatives playing a crucial role in the defense of democratic values 
and practices in the country. The new Law on Civic Associations, which cook effect 
on 1 January 2013, opened wider space for nonprofit activity, liberalizing the 
registration of new NGOs and removing some administrative barriers. The mass 
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protest movement that emerged in November and December became an engine 
for the recruitment of a new generation of civic activists. It represented not just a 
substantial and consistent protest action, but a truly bottom-up self-organization 
by the public, featuring highly productive horizontal civic necworking. Due 
to the evident and growing power of Ukrainian civil society as expressed in the 
Euromaidan movement, Ukraine's rating/or civil society improves.from 2.75 to 2.50. 

Independent Media. Ukraine has a diverse and competitive media market, and 
the constitution and legal framework generally provide for media freedom, but 
respect for these fairly progressive laws has diminished in recent years. The overall 
situation for the media deteriorated in 2013. Controversial ownership changes at 
Ukrainian Media Holding (UMH) and the independent television channel TVi 
led many respected journalists to resign, and the level of violence against reporters 
increased during the year. At least 51 journalists were attacked on the weekend of 
30 November alone as they covered the Euromaidan protests, and impunity for 
such assaults remained the norm. In one of the most prominent cases, investigative 
journalist and activist Tecyana Chornovol was forced off the road and severely 
beaten in late December. Meanwhile, new internet-based media outlets emerged to 
provide accurate information about public affairs, and cyberattacks and misleading 
clone websites rose in response. Ukraine's rating for independent media declines from 
4. 00 to 4.25. 

Local Democratic Governance. The key problems hindering the development of 
local self-government were left unaddressed during 2013. They included an excessive 
concentration of power and revenue at the national level, fragmentation of lower
level administrative units, vague criteria and procedures for establishing various 
territorial units, inadequate financing for local government budgets, and poor 
staffing of local self-government bodies. The head of the Kyiv city administration, 
Oleksandr Popov, was suspended in December, and at the end of the year, the capital 
had neither a mayor nor an administrative head. The Euromaidan movement could 
have a positive impact on the development of local self-governance in the future, 
as decentralization and the empowerment of local communities were among the 
strategic demands of the protesters. Ukraine's rating for local democratic governance 
remaim unchanged at 5.50. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The country's justice system remains 
undemocratic and unreformed; lacking transparency and the trust of citizens. Most 
of the developments in the judicial sphere in 2013 were negative, leading to greater 
control over and misuse of the judicial system by the executive branch. An exception 
was the implementation of a new code of criminal procedure, which continued in 
2013 and was generally recognized internationally as a positive process, though 
Ukrainian experts disagreed in their assessments of the code and its enactment. The 
government continued to use the courts and law enforcement agencies for political 
ends during the year, refusing to release Yuliya Tymoshenko, the former prime 
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minister, and giving free rein co police and prosecutors as they cracked down on 
the Euromaidan protesters. In addition co police assaults and trumped-up criminal 
charges, demonscracors and activists faced abductions and corcure by unidentified 
men who were apparently acting in concert with che authorities. Ukraine's rating/or 
judicial framework and independence remains at 6. 00. 

Corruption. Corruption has been a core characteristic of the Ukrainian political, 
economic, and social systems, though the Euromaidan movement demonstrated 
che readiness of citizens co mount a real etfon co combat the problem. The political 
and judicial systems are still considered the most corrupted pares of the scare, and 
poorly regulated public procurements continued co present opporcunicies for 
large-scale graft. Observers noted che ongoing and extremely rapid enrichment of 
Yanukovych's close associates, known as the "Family," and his elder son Oleksandr 
in particular. Ukraine's corruption rating declines from 6. 00 to 6.25. 

Outlook for 2014. Ukraine is at a critical point in the development ofics statehood 
and democracy. The year 2014 will be full of challenges due co che obvious conflict 
between che interests of antidemocratic forces-whether native co Ukraine or 
directed by Moscow-and the will of the majoricy of sociecy to overcurn che old 
system and establish transparent governance chat meets European standards. Such a 
transformation is possible and would include, but not be limited ro, res coring checks 
and balances, limiting presidential power, and ensuring free and fair presidential 
and parliamentary elections. However, che most negative potential outcomes of the 
crisis, including armed conflict, cannot be fully ruled ouc. 

Regardless of che shore-term political implications, which are still uncertain, 
the Euromaidan movement will have a lasting impact on all spheres of political, 
social, and economic life in Ukraine. Sociecy's demands for reform and European 
integration may play a crucial role in che further consolidation of Ukrainian 
democracy. At the same time, because a substantial part of the sociecy does not 
support che movement, reconciliation efforts will be needed co build a sustainable 
consensus on che goals and means of any major changes. Areas of possible agreement 
could include che strengthening of local self-governance, a reform of the judicial 
system, and measures co eliminate corruption and personal enrichment by public 
officials. All of chis will depend on a positive resolution of the immediate political 
crisis and che creation of a peaceful atmosphere in which che long-term interests of 
che country can be freely discussed. 
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From the time he took office in 2010, President Viktor Yanukovych made continuous 
efforts to build an authoritarian regime on the basis of personal connections and the 

predominance of the executive over the legislarure and judiciary. However, a lack 
of public support and the relative strength of opposition forces in society prevented 

him from achieving any lasting success. Despite the emergence of the Euromaidan 
protest movement late in the year, there were no changes in the cabinet in 2013, 
and major interest groups preserved their positions of power, competing for access 
to state resources and inAuence on the president. 

Although a conscirutional assembly continued its work during the year, the 
constitucional reform effort was essentially frozen, as there was a lack of political 
will on the government's side to change the existing presidential model, which 
allowed one person to dominate all branches of power. 

The political opposition maintained a strong minority presence in the 
Verkhovna Rada (parliament), with Backivshchyna (Fatherland), the Ukrainian 
Democratic Alliance for Reforms (UDAR), and Svoboda (Freedom) controlling a 

combined 40 percenc of the sears. Moreover, the government rook some steps to meet 
international and opposition demands co free members of che previous government 
who had been incarcerated on politically mocivaced charges che previous year. In 
April, Yanukovych pardoned former interior minister Yuriy Lutsenko and former 
environment minister Heorhiy Filipchuk, clearing the way for their immediate 
release. However, the most prominent political prisoner, former prime minister 
Yuliya Tymoshenko, remained behind bars at year's end, having been sentenced in 

2011 to seven years in prison for "misuse of power." 
For most of the year, the prospect of initialing an Association Agreement with 

che European Union (EU) at a 28-29 November summit served as a constructive 
factor char encouraged political dices to cooperate in order to achieve che criteria 
laid out by the EU in December 2012. The Rada successfully drafted and adopted 
a number of required laws, including those on elections and countering corruption. 
This positive trend was rhen shattered on 21 November, when rhe president 
unexpectedly decided-under strong Russian pressure-not co initial the EU 
agreement as planned. 

The sudden reversal of pro-EU policies after three years provoked a feeling 
of betrayal in the public, leading co the largest civic protests since the Orange 
Revolution of 2004. The Euromaidan rallies in Kyiv-so named because of their 
support for European integration and rheir base in the cicy's Independence Square 
(Maidan Nezalezhnosri)-drew hundreds of thousands of people. The number 
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reportedly swelled to over half a million on I December, after the government tried 
on 30 November to disperse rhe protesters with brute force. The use of violence 
seriously undermined rhe administration's public legitimacy, and protesters 
began demanding nor just the signing of rhe EU pact bur also the resignation of 
Yanukovych and his entire cabinet. 

Despite rhe massive proresrs, the opposition in rhe Rada failed ro secure a 
majority for a no-confidence vote against rhe cabinet on 3 December. Only 186 of 
450 lawmakers voted ro dismiss the government. 1 

As antigovernment rallies continued in Kyiv and other cities through the end of 
the year, the administration proved reluctant ro conduct genuine negotiations with 
the protesters, relying instead on the loyalty of the police and judiciary. Hundreds 
of people were beaten and some arrested during police assaults on 30 November, I 
December, and 11 December, and a number of policemen suffered injuries as well. 
However, no policemen were punished for using excessive force. 

On 29 December, a so-called Maidan People's Assembly adopted a manifesto 
char included a comprehensive list of objectives, including punishment for human 
rights abusers, adoption of a new constitution, decentralization of power, rhe 
lusrrarion of judges, and fundamental reforms of rhe law enforcement system. 2 

Even before the protests began, Ukraine's finances were close to defaulc, 
devasrared by a combination of economic mismanagement and unchecked 
corruption. In exchange for Yanukovych's decision nor ro go forward with the EU 
agreement, rhe Russian government offered relief in rhe form of a $15 billion loan 
and a discount of roughly one-third on rhe price Ukraine would pay for imports of 
Russian narural gas.3 The relevant deals were signed in Moscow on 17 December, 
and the first $3 billion of the promised loan was paid char month. 

According to a poll conducted by rhe Democratic Initiatives Foundation, the 
country remained politically divided at year's end, with 50 percent of respondents 
supporting the Euromaidan protests and 43 percent opposed. Ar rhe same rime, 
75 percent agreed char rhe movement was the most important event of the year, 
and large majoriries supported some of rhe key demands of the protesters. For 
example, 61 percent were in favor of criminal charges against those who beat 
demonstrators, and 78 percent agreed on criminal proceedings against anyone 
involved in corruprion.4 
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There were no national elections in 2013. The main developments of the year were 
connected to legal changes prescribed by rhe Venice Commission, rhe EU, and 
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) following the 
October 2012 parliamentary elections. 
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The Ministry of Justice drafted legislation chat would amend the laws 
governing parliamentary elecrions, but a number of recommendations of the Venice 
Commission and che OSCE were noc accounted for, including chose chat would 
require a constitutional amendment (particularly with respect to rules disqualifying 
candidates who lack Ukrainian residency or have criminal records); chose chat imply 
harmonization of electoral laws governing local, parliamentary, and presidential 
elections; and those rhac the government said would require further exploration 
(such as introduction of public funding of political parcies).5 The draft legislation 
was nevertheless adopted by che Rada in November, incorporating many if not all 
relevanr recommendations from che international bodies. 

Also during che year, chc High Administrative Court revoked the mandates of 
five Rada members in a series of rulings, and, although technicalities were cited in 
each case, political motivations were widely suspected. Two members whose elections 
were invalidated in February-Oleksandr Dombrovsky and Pavlo Baloha-had 
reportedly refused co join che ruling Party of Regions faction in che parliament. 
Serhiy Vlasenko of Backivshchyna was srripped of his seat in March because he had 
served as Tymoshenko's defense lawyer. Also in March, Andriy Verevsky of the Party 
of Regions losr his mandate for leading a commercial entity while also serving as a 
lawmaker. And in September, the court removed Ihor Markov, also of the Parry of 
Regions, for alleged electoral violations, though he had publicly clashed with the 
parry leadership.<· 

Five other seats had been left vacanr since rhe October 2012 elections because 
fraud and other irregularities made it impossible to determine a winner. Legislation 
passed in September 2013 cleared the way for special elections, and fresh voting for 
these mandates was held on 15 December. However, che elections demonsrrared 
many of the same shortcomings that were detected the previous year, namely the 
misuse of adminisrracive resources, unequal access to media, and vote buying. The 
last problem was allegedly even more extensive rhan before. In some cases, major 
gaps were noted between exir polls and the official resulrs, adding to serious doubts 
about che fairness of rhe elecrions.7 Opposition forces ultimately captured only one 
of rhe five sears. 

The ruling parry prevented the Rada from setting dares for overdue municipal 
elections in Kyiv and six other major dries during rhe year.8 The mandate of the 
incumbent Kyiv ciry council expired in the spring, and the capital had been without 
an elected mayor since July 2012. In May, the Constitutional Court approved the 
postponement of Kyiv's elections until October 2015 . 

Civil Society 
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Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) continued ro operate in a relatively free 
environment in 2013, representing a wide spectrum of interests. Civil society played 
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a crucial role in defending democratic values and practices in Ukraine, particularly 
toward the end of the year, when the emergence of the Euromaidan movement 
generated unprecedented levels of civic self-organization and mass mobilization 
around issues of common concern. 

Substantial progress has been achieved with regard to providing a legal 
framework for nonprofit activity. The new Law on Civic Associations, which took 
effect on I January 2013, created greater space for NGOs to operate by removing 
some administrative barriers. Among the major reforms were a simplified registration 
process and rules allowing organizations and companies to establish NGOs. 
Problematic restrictions that existed in the old framework were also eliminated, 
including chose limiting where organizations could physically operate or conduct 
activities within Ukraine, banning advocacy on behalf of individuals or groups that 
are not members of the organization, and prohibiting commercial activity to raise 
funds. By allowing NGOs to conduct nonprofit commercial activity aimed at their 
legitimate goals, the new law could help diversify such groups' sources of income 
and strengthen their financial sustainability. 

The government has formal mechanisms for consultation with civil society on 
draft legislation and other matters, including civic councils operating at different 
levels of government. However, the voices of civil society actors were ignored on 
many occasions in 2013 when politically sensitive issues were concerned. The 
unclear procedure for the election of civic council members caused competition 
between NGOs with different political bents. In late December, responding to the 
massive protests, the government prepared a draft law that would severely restrict 
organizations with funding from international sources, branding all such NGOs as 
"foreign agents" in an imitation of similar Russian legislation. The bill had not yet 
passed at year's end. 

The Euromaidan protests became a source for the recruitment of a new 
generation of civic activists, .and a number of groups addressed the crowd 
from the stage in central Kyiv. Low confidence in political parties gave NGOs 
additional responsibilities, and they attempted to focus on the goal of institutional 
transformation rather than a simple change of government. There were various civic 
networks operating at the maidan, including "Civic Sector of Maidan," "Maidan 
Civic Council," and "All-Ukrainian Forum of Euromaidans," providing the means 
for an array of individual groups and interests to coordinate their activities. In 
order to improve communication between political and civic actors involved in 
the protests, the All-Ukrainian Association "Maidan'' was established in December. 

The Euromaidan movement represented not just a substantial and consistent 
protest action but a truly bottom-up process of mass self-organization and 
horizontal civic networking. Such a process had been lacking in Ukraine since its 
independence, and it will affect the country's future for years to come, even if the 
direct political results of Euromaidan are still uncertain. 
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Ukraine has a diverse and competitive media market, and the constitution and legal 
framework generally provide for media freedom. However, respect for these fairly 
progressive laws has diminished in recent years. The overall situation for media 
freedom deteriorated further in 2013. 

The country's politicized state media remained unreformed and continued to 
serve the interests of senior politicians and the state bureaucracy. The private media 
sector, while pluralistic at the national level, has faced increasing political pressure. 
Biased coverage in favor of the government continued at some television channels 
in 2013, and self-censorship was a visible phenomenon. 

In June, it was announced chat the Ukrainian Media Holding (UMH) group 
had been sold for an estimated $340 million to East European Fuel and Energy 
Company, or VETEK, owned by 28-year-old Serhiy Kurchenko, who belongs to 
the inner circle of associates of President Yanukovych and his son Oleksandr, known 
collectively as the "Family."9 UMH owns some 50 broadcast, print, and online 
brands, including che well-known publications Forbes Ukraine and Korrespondent. 
A large group of journalists, including Korrespondmt chief editor Vitaliy Sych, 
resigned from the company over the subsequent months. 10 The new management 
had allegedly instructed chem not to pursue critical stories about lawmakers from 
the ruling Party of Regions or investigate corruption in the executive branch. 11 

Journalists also left che formerly independent television channel TVi after a 
highly opaque hostile takeover in April. The station had already been weakened by 
an allegedly politicized tax investigation in 2012 and pressure on cable companies to 
drop it from their packages. Afrer the change of ownership, the channel reportedly 
began to reappear on many cable networks. 

Internet-based media continue to expand rapidly. More than 35 percent of 
households have regular internet access, and about 40 percent of the adult population 
are regular internet users, though in the larger cities this indicator exceeds 65 
percent. 11 At the same time, cybercrimes are also proliferating, and a number of fake 
websites have appeared to mislead readers. For instance, the most popular online 
news outlet, Ukrayinska Pravda (Ukrainian Truch), has two clone sites dedicated to 
discrediting independent journalists, civic activists, and opposition politicians. In 
October 2013, Oksana Romanyuk, direcror of the Institute of Mass Information 
media watchdog, was targeted in a cyberattack chat stole the contents of her home 
computer and posted chem online. A link to the material was published on one of 
the Ukrayimka Pravda shadow sites, called Ukrayimka Kryvda (Ukrainian Lies). 
Experrs blamed the government for such attacks, noting that infected e-mail used 
to hack the target computers often bore rhe domain name of the Interior Ministry. 13 

The political crisis and protests of November and December had a variety 
of effects on the Ukrainian media landscape. Some television channels seemed 
to improve their standards, providing comparatively fair coverage of the 
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demonscracions, and new incernec-based broadcascers like Hromadske TV and 
Spilno TV became key sources of informacion abouc che Euromaidan movemenc 
and relaced developmencs. However, che crisis also led co increasingly biased 
coverage on progovernmenc stations and a dramatic rise in physical accacks against 
journalists. At least 51 journalists were reportedly attacked on the weekend of 30 
November while covering protests in Kyiv and other ciries.14 The assailancs included 
police and unidencified thugs. However, the most prominent incidenc occurred 
away from the protests on 25 December, when a group of attackers drove well
known investigative journalist and activist Teryana Chornovol off the road, dragged 
her from her vehicle, and brutally beat her. 15 
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Ukraine has four tiers of subnational adminiscrative divisions: the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea and oblasts (regions), including cwo cicies with oblasr status, 
Kyiv and Sevastopol; raions (districts) and cicies with raion scams; cities; and villages 
and townships. Each raion is divided inco a number of village councils. Ukraine has 
24 oblasrs (plus Crimea), 490 raions, 118 city raions, 459 cities, 1,344 cownships, 
and 29,787 rural populated localities. 

Local governance is regulated by Section XI of che constitution and a number 
of specific laws, including the 1997 Law on Local Self-Governmenc and the 1999 
Law on Local Scare Administrations. 16 The laws have been amended many times 
since their original adoption, but they still mostly reflect and operate on principles 
inherited from Soviet rimes-namely, strong cencralization, lack oflocal auronomy, 
and a disproportional distribution of the stare budget. 

Over the past 17 years, che authorities have repeatedly attempted to implemenc 
a package of legislation on local governance reform. However, each attempt failed 
co reach completion, and every successive government starred the process anew. 
There were no new accemprs of chis kind during 2013. 

The key problems hindering the development of local self-government 
remained unchanged: an excessive centralization of power at the national level; 
excessive fragmentation of lower-level administrative units; assumption of the 
powers of local self-governance bodies by the administrations appointed by rhe 
president and cabinet; vagueness of the criteria and procedures for establishing 
various territorial units; absence of an adequate financial basis for local government 
budgets; unfair and inefficient accumulation of funds by the central government; 
and poor staffing of local self-government bodies. 

There were local elections in about 400 jurisdictions during rhe first half of 
2013, and rhe ruling Parry of Regions won the majority of che contescs. 17 There was 
no election in 2013 co fill che mayor's post in Kyiv, which had been vacant since 
rhe incumbent resigned in June 2012. Moreover, the city council's cerm expired in 
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rhe spring of 2013, and the Conscicucional Court ruled in May rhar voting for both 
rhe mayor and rhe council could be postponed until October 2015. In December, 
rhe maidan proresrers occupied che dry council building. Oleksandr Popov, rhe 
presidentially appointed head of rhe Kyiv cicy adminisrrarion, was suspended on 14 
December as a result of his role in rhe beacing of proresrers by police on 30 November 
and 1 December. Though tht: suspension was welcomed by rhe opposition, Popov 
was widely seen as a scapegoat rather rhan rhe principal organizer of rhe police 
abuses. Ar year's end, rhe capital had only acting executive officials. 

In October, rhe Council of Europe's Congress of Local and Regional Authorities 
adopted a report on rhe scare of local and regional democracy in Ukraine. •K The 
document nored thar char several cicies had lacked mayors for long periods of rime 
and rhat the financial autonomy of local auchorities was limited. Ir also observed 
rhar rhe Ukrainian government had failed co acr on pledges co reform rhe system and 
clarify rhe division of responsibilities between national and local entities. The reporc 
recommended legislacive changes rhar would remove resrricrions on the powers of 
local authorities, as well as prompt eleccions to fill vacancies in local governments. 

The Euromaidan movement could have an impacc on the future development 
of local self-governance. Many residents and some officials in the regions, 
particularly in western Ukraine, organized their own local protests and civic 
networks, emphasizing rheir differences wirh rhe central authorities. Allies of rhe 
Yanukovych administration also attempted, wirh less immediate success, ro mobilize 
supporters in orher regions in rhe sourh and east. Decencralizarion became one of 
the long-rerm political demands of rhe Euromaidan proresrers and was wricren into 
the manifesro adopted on December 29: "Decentralization of power, giving real 
power co local governments, including che creation of rheir full executive powers, 
limiting rhe powers of the president and the aurhoriry of appoimed local governors 
w only administrative funcrions, providing conditions for rhe development oflocal 
communities through the decentralization of public finances." 19 
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Apart from rhe implemenracion of a new criminal procedure code chat had come 
in co force in lace 2012, mosr of rhe developments in rhe judicial sphere in 2013 were 
negative, refleccing rhe courts' dependence on and misuse by the executive branch. 

The reforms contained in the new criminal procedure code included equalization 
of the rights of the defense and the prosecution; introduction of the principle of 
adversarial argument; an end ro the exclusive right of invesrigacors and prosecurors 
ro produce evidence; a requirement char the defense be conducted only by lawyers, 
whereas previous rules allowed rhe defendanr ro be represented by relatives; a ban 
on prerrial detention in cases rhac do nor involve grave or extremely grave crimes; 
and a ban on detention in the investigatory isolation ward for commercial crimes. 
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International organizations praised rhe code and encouraged the authorities to 
fully implement it. 20 Some respected Ukrainian NGOs also positively assessed the 
impact of rhe code's implementation on rhe judicial sysrem.21 However, others 
argued that ir had been drafted wirhour proper inpur from Ukrainian specialists 
or rhe opposition, rhar ir was adopred in violarion of normal legislarive procedures, 
and rhar some provisions may be contrary co rhe consrirurion, existing legislarion, 
and international convenrions ratified by Ukraine.22 

Long-awaited judicial reforms rhar would guarantee the independence and 
professionalism of judges were noc undertaken in 2013. The membership of rhe High 
Council of Jusrice srill does nor meer international srandards, and rhe independence 
of rhe High Qualificarion Commission of Judges also remains insufficient. 

Former prime minister Tymoshenko continued ro serve her 2011 sentence, 
and there were no new courr decisions on the additional allegations that had been 
lodged against her. In April, rhe European Courr of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled 
char Tymoshenko's pretrial derenrion was arbitrary and unlawful, rhough rhe judges 
rejecred claims rhar she had been bearen or denied proper medical rreatmenr. 
The ECHR was still considering a separate case focused on Tymoshenko's 
actual conviction and sentence. Also in April, rhe pardon of former interior 
minister Lursenko and former environment minister Filipchuk was welcomed 
by rhe opposition, international observers, and much of the public,23 bur ir was 
neverrheless a political decision by rhe executive rather than an incernal correction 
by rhe judicial sysrem. 

Ukrainians continued ro widely distrust rhe country's law enforcement bodies, 
according to opinion surveys. The judiciary, prosecutors' offices, and police agencies 
were considered co be among rhe most corrupt spheres of public life. One poll 
found that 59.8 percenr of respondents do nor support rhe work of rhe courts in 
Ukraine. 24 

The judiciary and law enforcement agencies were used to suppress the 
Euromaidan movemenr in lace 2013. Riot police and other internal security forces 
carried our brutal bearings of protesters, rhe courrs jailed acrivisrs on trumped-up 
charges, and a number of governmenc opponents faced abduction and torrure by 
unidentified assailancs who seemed either to belong co or be working in league 
with stare entities. Such abuses highlighted the need for a rhorough overhaul of the 
country's jusrice sysrem. 

Corruption 
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According to rhe prosecutor general's office, civil servants are the most corrupt 
group in Ukraine, followed by police officers, the military, and tax officials.25 

Similarly, Transparency lnternational's 2013 Global Corruprion Barometer found 
char 82 pcrcenc of respondents in Ukraine believed public officials and civil servants 
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to be corrupt or extremely corrupt. Some 84 percent said che same of police, 87 
percent did so regarding che judiciary, and 74 percent deemed political parties to 

be corrupt or extremely corrupt.26 Another poll released in August found that 18.9 
percent of Ukrainians had paid a bribe over the past year.27 President Yanukovych 
himself stated in February char corruption was costing che state budget 20 billion 
hryven ($2.4 billion) annually.28 

Corruption continues to hamper economic development in the country. 
According to a smdy by Ernst & Young released in May, 85 percent of Ukrainian 
executives reported char ic was impossible to do business in the country without 
paying bribes.29 In March, che same company found thac corruption was considered 
by foreign businessmen to be che biggest problem for Ukraine's investment climace.30 

In March, the lacest report of the Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) 
indicated that Ukraine had fully implemented only 2 of the 13 recommendations 
for tackling corruption chat were still oucscanding as of 2012, having originally 
been issued in 2007.31 GRECO noced some positive steps but encouraged the 
Ukrainian authorities to fulfill che rest of recommendations, including the creation 
of an independent and effective anticorruption body, ensuring the protection of 
whistle-blowers and the political independence of prosecutors, and reforming 
public procurement laws co comply wich European standards of transparency and 
accountability. 

Procurement legislation adopted in 2012 had carved out extensive exceptions 
to che underlying law's transparency and competition requirements, exempting all 
procurements by public, municipal, and state-owned enterprises as well as private 
business entities in which the state interest exceeds 50 percent. Experts predicted 
that che new rules would effectively exclude 80 percent of all state procurements 
from the law's regulations. Consequently, in the first half of 2013, public data was 
provided on only about 131.94 billion hryven ($16.l billion) in public renders, 
compared wich 307.75 billion hryven ($37.6 billion) in transactions chat were 
disclosed during the same period in 2012.32 

ln May 2013, the Rada rejected anticorruption legislation proposed by che 
opposition, buc ic did pass a bill chat expanded income-disclosure rules to a wider 
circle of officials' relatives and to lower-ranking officials. Related legal changes 
introduced criminal liability for corporations whose employees pay bribes and 
enabled asset seizures in corruption cases. 

As in previous years, any positive changes in che legal framework were 
undermined by an apparent lack of policical will to combat corruption, and 
overshadowed by evidence of illicit enrichment among the president's closest 
associates. ln April 2012, Yanukovych's son Oleksandr was already on Forbes 
Ukraine's list of the l 00 richest Ukrainians, wich an estimated fortune of $99 
million.33 A year later, his assets had reportedly jumped co $187 million. And by 
November 2013, his net worth was estimated ac $5 l 0 million, having nearly tripled 
in che intervening months.34 

Dissatisfaction wich the high level of elite corruption was among che core 
grievances chac brought people to the screecs co participate in che Euromaidan 
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movement. European integration and ics attendant reform requirements were 
seen as a means to fight chis feature of the Ukrainian scare and sociecy, and the 
government's decision to back away ITom che EU Association Agreement amounted 
co a rejection of chis reform path. The Euromaidan movement can be interpreted 
as a signal char Ukrainians are finally ready to take the necessary steps co defeat 
corruption and cleanse the governing system, though it will be a long and difficult 
undertaking. 
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Uzbekistan 
by Sarah Kendzior 

Capital- Tashkent 
Population: 29.8 million 

GN/lcapita, PPP: US$5,340 
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Governance 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since 1991, Uzbekistan has been ruled by Islam Karimov, a communist 
apparatchik turned nationalist dictacor who has retained the most pernicious 
aspects of Soviet rule. Karimovwas appointed first secretary of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Socialist Republic of Uzbekistan in 1989 and maintained his 
hold on the country during the Soviet transition period. Obsessed with threats co 
his power, Karimov employs a massive security apparatus to monicor the activities 
of real and perceived opponents and to scan the Uzbek population for signs of 
dissent. His regime has banned opposition groups, persecuted civil society activists, 
and nearly eradicated independent media. Citizens are arrested on arbitrary charges, 
denied due process, and tortured during interrogation and in prison. Since the 
events in Andijon in May 2005, when government forces opened fire on a crowd 
of protesters, including women and children, Uzbekistan's regime has become 
increasingly insular, opposing foreign efforts to monitor or intervene in domestic 
political affairs and rejecting cooperation with international organizations. 

In 2013, Uzbekistan was subject to international condemnation that did little to 
curb repressive policies. Forced labor, child labor, and human trafficking continued, 
despite monitoring efforts from international groups. Uzbekistan cooperated with 
other authoritarian former Soviet republics in the extradition of refugees, who face 
torture and prison at home. Corruption remained pervasive while fallout from the 
2012 international money-laundering and bribery scandals hurt the finances and 
reputation of the presidential family. 

National Democratic Governance. The Karimov regime offers citizens no 
opportunities to meaningfully participate in the country's political system. Pervasive 
surveillance and intimidation by the state's security apparatus persisted in 2013. 
Unemployment remained high, prompting millions of citizens to work abroad as 
migrant laborers, which the government mocked and condemned. Clashes over 
resources and territory soured relations between Uzbekistan and neighboring 
states. Uzbekistan's rating for national democratic governance remains unchanged at 
7.00. 

Electoral Process. Elections in Uzbekistan are preordained affairs, orchestrated to 
maintain the power ofKarimov's allies. All opposition parties are denied registration. 
Despite the existence of a constitutional term limit, Karimov has been in office for 
more than 20 years. In 2013, rumors of a presidential successor swirled as foreign 
media reported plots against first daughter Gulnara Karimova from members of the 
Karimov administration. Uzbekistan's rating for electoral process remains unchanged 
at 7.00. 
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Civil Society. Human rights acuv1sts, Karimov cnucs, and devout Muslims 
continued co be the targets of brutal anacks, bogus legal charges, and ocher punitive 
measures. State agents harassed dissidents and their family members, including 
relatives of dissidents living abroad, as exemplified in the arrest of the Uzbekisran
based father of the leader of the U.S.-based Birdamlik People's Movement. 
Surveillance and intimidation by the national security services is rampant. In 2013, 
several elderly dissidents were arrested on what appear co be fabricated charges, 
with rape accusations used co jusrify unlawful detention. Uzbekistan's rating.for civil 
sodety remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Independent Media. The Karimov regime has all bur eradicated free media 
in Uzbekistan. The few independent journalises who remain are subjected to 
harassment and detention. As most of the country's independent journalises have 
/led the country, foreign-based Uzbek websites and their contributors are now the 
primary targets of government censorship. The regime continued co restrict access 
co borh domestic and foreign websites, issuing new censorship directives, acracking 
proxy servers, and blocking several popular news sources. They also cracked down 
on popular music deemed insufficiendy loyal to national objectives and stripped 
musicians of their performing licenses. Uzbekistan's rating for independent media 
remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Local Democratic Governance. Mose local and regional officials are chosen by 
the scare, without input from Uzbek cirizens. Mahal/as, or neighborhood councils, 
serve as the eyes and ears of the central government, reporting suspicious activities 
co higher authorities and working to preempt manifestations of antigovernment 
sentiment. In line with regime directives, local authorities continued to abuse their 
power by forcing citizens co work in conon fields, at the expense of educational and 
professional activities. 

Although the Uzbek government allowed an international labor group co 
monitor harvest conditions, state officials directed citizens co lie co investigators 
about forced and child labor. Uzbekistan's rating for local democratic governance 
remains unchanged at 6.75. 

Judicial Framework and Independence. The Karimov regime maintains 
strict control over the judicial system, routinely violating citizens' fundamental 
legal rights. Citizens are arrested on arbitrary charges, denied due process, given 
lengthy prison terms, and even tortured. Uzbekistan cooperated with Russia and 
other authoritarian scares on the extradition of refugees and other targeted citizens. 
In 2013, the International Committee of the Red Cross haired prison visits due 
co the uunconstrucrive attitude" of Uzbek officials. Uzbekistan's rating for judicial 
framework and independence remains unchanged at 7.00. 

Corruption. In 2013, a series of relecom industry money-laundering and bribery 
scandals in Europe were linked to President Karimov's daughter, Gulnara Karimova, 
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resulting in friction within the ruling family. Hundreds of millions of dollars in 
accounts belonging to Karimov family associates were frozen. In June, the US State 
Department dropped Uzbekistan from Tier 2 to Tier 3 on its annual Trafficking 
in Persons report, citing forced labor, child labor, sex trafficking, bribery, and the 
arrest of forced sex laborers as prostitutes. Uzbekistan's corruption rating remains 
unchanged at 6.75. 

Outlook for 2014. Survival, not politics, is likely to remain Uzbeks' primary 
concern in 2013. Corruption is endemic, and the national security services wield 
enormous power over Uzbekistan's civil affairs. Though Uzbek government officials 
pay lip service to international monitoring efforts, it is unlikely they will reform 
their forced labor practices in a significant way. Migrant labor will increase and the 
status of migrants will continue to be a contentious issue for Uzbeks in Uzbekistan 
and abroad. Despite rumors that Karimov is preparing a successor, there is no 
proof that the president intends to leave office at or before his next opportunity 
for reelection in 2015. Moreover', there is no reason to believe that a hand·picked 
successor would adopt a more humane approach to governing. 
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National Democratic Governance 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 ___ R____ --------
6.50 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
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2012 2013 

7.00 7.00 

2014 

7.00 

Meering with local farmers and officials in Uzbekistan's Jizzakh and Sirdaryo regions 
in June 2013, President Islam Karimov proclaimed char Uzbekistan's "lazy" people 
had mostly lefr rhe country. "I describe as lazy," the president explained, "chose who 
go ro Moscow and sweep its srreers and squares. One feels disgusted with Uzbeks 
going cherc for a slice of bread." He added char Uzbekistan was free of beggars 
because "people's dignity does nor allow chem co do thar."1 

The statement, which was broadcast on national television, elicited outrage 
from rhe only Uzbek citizens who could safely express it-namely, those living 
outside of the councry, including in Moscow, where migrant laborers remit earnings 
char consciruce 16.3 percent of Uzbekisran's economy.2 By lashing our ar migrant 
workers-whose number is esrimared at chree co five million-Uzbekistan's leader 
of more than rwo decades demonscraced one of the many ways in which his 
administration is oblivious (or impervious) ro rhe hardships faced by its cicizens.3 

Earlier in the year, Karimov called chose who could nor find jobs in Uzbekistan's 
economy a "shame on rhc nation."4 

Mass oucmigrarion challenges the carefully crafced ficrion-bolstered by gross 
domestic produce growth in 2011 and 2012-rhat Uzbekistan's economy is thriving. 
In reality, poverty is widespread in the country, and the World Bank estimates chac 
20 co 30 percent of the population is unemployed.5 Hericage Foundation data puts 
inflarion at 12.8 percent for 2013.6 In January, the government also banned the sale 
of foreign banknotes to citizens, causing the value of Uzbekistan's national currency 
to drop dramatically on the country's black market.7 

Wirhin Uzbekistan, criticism of government policies, economic and otherwise, 
is dangerous. In violation of che constitution, which guarantees freedoms of speech, 
media, and religion, rhc Karimov regime uses legal and extralegal mechanisms 
co deny citizens any participation in polirical life. Throughout 2013, Uzbeks 
experienced eight restrictions on civic engagemenc and personal expression, while 
rhe National Security Service (SNB), a massive surveillance force responsible for 
curtailing perceived threats co the regime, monitored and harassed citizens. 

Only four political parries, all progovernment, are currently registered in the 
country. Unregistered opposition groups function primarily in exile. In 2011, 
rhe parliament gained rhe right to nominare rhe prime minister, who must then 
be approved by the president. The chairman of the senate was also named the 
president's successor in case of death or incapacitation. These cwo reforms have 
served to minimize rhe power of the prime minister and strengthen rhe role of 
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parliament. Analysts view rhc changes as either window-dressing or moves by 
Karimov ro manipulare rival elites. 

Vigilant against cha I lenges ro Uzbekistan's internal stability, rhe Karimov regime is 

equally convinced rhar rhe counrry's sovereigmy is in danger from abroad. Through our 

2013, rhe Uzbek governmem engaged in comenrious negotiations with neighboring 
stares over resources and rerrirory. The year opened with clashes in Sokh, an island 

of rerrirory conrrolled by Uzbekisran, enrirely surrounded by Kyrgyzsran's Barken 

province, and populated mainly by erhnic Tajiks. Residenrs of Sokh seized roughly 

30 residenrs of a Kyrgyz village afrer an alleged conAicr with Kyrgyz border guards. 

1hough rhe hosrages were freed within days, tensions in the region remained high. 8 

Border checkpoints were closed, making ir impossible for residenrs ro obrain food 
and gasoline unril rhey reopened rwo weeks larer. Talks berween Uzbek and Kyrgyz 

srare officials in March led ro no firm resolurion.9 Relations wirh Tajikisran were also 

strained afrer Uzbekistan banned rhe road rransponarion of liquefied narural gas, 

curring olfTajikisran's gas supply ar rhe height of winrer. 10 

High-level visirs berween U.S., European, and Uzbek officials conrinued 
rhroughour 2013, even afrer neighboring Kyrgyzsran decided nor ro renew rhe U .S.'s 

lease of rhe Manas military airbase, reducing America's presence in rhe region. 11 

Uzbekistan conrinued ro cooperate with Russia on security issues-in particular, 
rhe exrradirion of migranrs and refugees-bur mainrained a fiercely independenr, 

isolarionisr public profile. 

Electoral Process 

2005 

6.75 

2006 

6.75 

2007 

6.75 

2008 

7.00 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
----~-~--- - ~-~~----~-~-·-·-•M~--~-~ 

7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 -- -·- ----· -----------·-- - ---------·-·---------
Since Uzbekistan gained independence in !are 1991, no elections held rhere have 

been judged free or fair by rhe Organizarion for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE). The OSCE's Office for Democratic lnsrirurions and Human Rights 

(ODIHR) declined ro send a full election monitoring ream ro rhe last parliamenrary 

elections in 2009 because rhe system in Uzbekisran does nor meer minimal srandards 

for democraric elections by "offer[ing] rhe elecrorare a genuine choice." 12 

Popular elections are only held for rhe office of the presidenr and rhe lower house 

of parliamenr (Oliy Majlis). Only four registered parries-the Democratic Parry of 
Uzbekisran, rhe Adolar Qusrice) Social Democratic Parry, rhe Liberal Democratic 
Parry, and MilliyTiklanish (Narional Revival)-are allowed ro nominate candidates 

and participate in elections. In the last presidenrial election, in 2007, all four parries 
proclaimed their loyalty to Presidenr Karimov. No opposition parries are allowed 

to register, and rhere is no way for an independenr candidate or a candidate from a 

civic group to run. The nexr presidenrial elecrion is set to be held in 2015. 
Though Uzbekisran's consrirurion stares char rhe same person cannot be 

presidenr for more rhan rwo consecutive terms, Karimov has served rhree since 

1992. 13 In 1995 and 2002, national referendums extended his term and postponed 
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elecrions. In 2002, rhe parliamenr passed a law lengthening the presidenrial rerm 
from five ro seven years. Karimov's supporrers argued rhar rhe change nullified his 

previous rerms and jusrified his sray in power. In December 20 l l, rhe parliameoc 

cur rhc:: presidential rerm back ro five years, a move rhat potencially creares a new 

loophole for his nexr reelecrion. The srare press praised che shorcening of cerm 
length as emblematic of Karimov's cradirion or democratic reform. 1 ~ 

In 2013, unsubsranriared rumors spread online rhar 75-year-old Karimov 

was in poor health, and choosing a successor. Rumored candidates included first 

deputy prime minister Ruscam Azimov; che chairman of Uzbekistan's National 

Security Service, Ruscam lnoyatov; Prime Minister Shavkar Mirziyayev; and 

Karimov's billionaire daughcer, Gulnara Karimova, who works as a fashion designer, 

philanrhropisr, and aspiring pop scar. 15 

Karimova, who recurned co Uzbekistan in 2013 afrer being investigated for 
money laundering in Swiczerland, France, and Sweden, 16 appears more eager for 

conract wirh the outside world rhan her facher. Her use ofTwiccer co engage followers 

and spar wirh Western critics was initially viewed as a srare-sancrioned efforc co boost 

her popularity. Bur by year's end, few considered Karimova a likely candidare to 

replace Karimov, who is rumored ro view his daughrer's financial scandals abroad 
as a vulnerabiliry. '7 In September, Karimova's younger siscer, Lola, rold BBC Uzbek 

rhar Gulnara would never succeed rheir father and emphasized their estrangemenc. 13 

Karimova responded by saying rhar her sisrer "practiced wicchcrafr"19 and by 

comparing her plight co rhar of rhe doomed sons of Joseph Sralin.10 She lacer accused 
ocher officials in the adminiscrarion of trying co poison her.21 

Though Karimova's proclamations shed some light on Uzbekistan's dynasric 
politics, che elecroral process itself remained unchanged: a marrer of elite 

machinarions divorced from civic engagemenr and removed from public view. 

Civil Society 
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6.50 
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7.00 
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7.00 
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7.00 
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7.00 
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7.00 
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7.00 

Backed by a formidable Incerior Ministry and securiry forces, Karimov has eliminated 

nearly all civil society groups rhar do nor embrace stare policies. Criticism of local 

officials, judges, and law enforcemenr represenracives is rarely permitted. A few 
small independent rights organizations remain in Uzbekistan, including Ezgulik 
(Virtue), the Human Rights Society of Uzbekistan (HRSU), che Expert Working 

Group (composed of members of Ezgulik and the HRSU), and rhe Initiative 

Group of Independent Rights Defenders of Uzbekistan. Ocher organizarions, like 
rhe Birdamlik (Solidariry) People's Movemenr and Sunshine Uzbekistan, are run 
primarily by Uzbek exiles abroad bur have members in Uzbekistan, all of whom 

face consranr harassmenr by scare officials. 
One of che SN B's most common tactics ofinrimidation has been ro punish rhe 

family members and friends of dissidenrs in the hopes of curtailing their activiry. In 
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2013, this tactic was applied to Uzbeks living outside the country. The most 
prominent example was the detention of Hasan Choriyev, the 71-year-old father 
of Birdamlik leader Bahodir Choriyev.22 In June, the elder Choriyev was taken 
away by police in his hometown of Shahrisabz co an undisclosed location.23 He 
was lacer charged with raping a I 9-year-old woman, despite the fact that che ailing 
Choriyev, who has had his prostate removed, is physically incapable of forced sexual 
intercourse.24 (Rape accusations are a common pretext for detention in Uzbekistan. 
In August, another activist, Fakhriddin lillaev, was accused of rape and then beaten 
by a crowd; lillaev denied the allegation and was never charged.25) 

A few weeks before his father's arrest, Bahodir Choriyev had announced his 

ambition to run for president on a popular diaspora website. 26 The Choriyev 
family believes chat chis declaration, as well as their near-decade of political activity, 
prompted their father's arrest. Seven of the ten Choriyev siblings live in St. Louis, 
Missouri, where they operate a trucking business. One cold Al Jazeera English chat 
the arrest would not deter Birdamlik's political aims: "We love our father. Bue we're 

noc changing our fight. Because there are thousands of people like him, thousands 
of people in jail for no reason."27 On 28 June, the brothers covered their semi
trucks in Birdamlik banners and drove to Washington, D.C. for a protest against 
the Karimov regime.28 The demonstration shut down Massachusetts Avenue. 

On 3 July, Birdamlik activists in Uzbekistan went to the prosecutor's office 
to protest Hasan Choriyev's detention. As soon as they arrived, they were beaten 
by a group of about 20 people and each charged a $2,200 fine for holding an 
unsanctioned demonscration.29 In August, Hasan Choriyev was sentenced to five 
and a half years in prison.30 

The arrest of Choriyev is pare of a broader strategy to curtail Uzbek dissident 
activity abroad. le follows auacks on Uzbek exiles allegedly orchestrated by the 
Uzbek government and carried our by agents of the SNB, including the shooting of 
outspoken imam Obidxon Qori Nazarov in Sweden in 2012, the murder of imam 
and People's Movement of Uzbekistan activist Fuad Rustamkhojaev in Russia in 
20 I 1, and the murder of the ethnic Uzbek journalist Alisher Saipov in his native 

country of Kyrgyzstan in 2007.31 

Other politically active Uzbek exiles faced difficulty abroad. In June, former 
British embassy official Kayum Orcikov revealed chat he had been tortured by 
Uzbek au charities after being accused of being a spy.32 The Orcikov family, living as 
refugees in Ukraine, asked for asylum in Britain, but their requests were ignored.33 
At the end of the year, the Orckiovs were given asylum in che United States.'4 

Activists aiding Uzbeks with their struggle were also threatened. In January, 
Vicalii Ponomarev, the lead Central Asia expert with Memorial Human Rights 
Center in Moscow, received three threatening emails all stemming from an IP 
address in Tashkent. Ponomarev believes they were from the SNB. The anonymous 
authors chreacened to kill Ponomarev, or Ponomarev and his family, if he continued 
co go to southern Kyrgyzstan. Ponomarev had previously documented the 2010 
ethnic violence in southern Kyrgyzstan as well as SNB activity in Russia.35 
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In 2013, the Uzbek government continued to pay lip service to improving 

civil society. In January, in a self-dedared "act of humanism" commemorating 

the country's 201
1. anniversary, the government amnestied 840 inmates, with 

no political prisoners among rhem.3" In April, they released activist Mamadali 
Mahmudov, imprisoned since 1999, a week before U.S. Assistant Secretary of State 
for South and Central Asian Affairs Robert Blake visited Tashkent. Since his release, 

Mahmudov, 72, has remained silent on politicaJ matters in Uzbekistan. 

Many dissidents arrested in Uzbekistan in 2013 were among rhe older 
generation who were active in the late Soviet transition period when Karimov rook 

power. In August, 75-year-old activist Turaboi Juraboev was sentenced to five years 
in prison for exrortion,57 and in September, Bobomurod Razzakov, rhe 61-year·old 

leader of rhe Ezgulik movement, was sentenced to four years for involvement in 

human trafficking.38 Both Juraboev and Razzakov were outspoken critics of the 

Karimov regime and had condemned irs use of forced labor in rhe cotton indusrry.·19 

Independent Media 
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Uzbekistan's national and local media outlets parrot stare rhetoric, while 

independent media have been almost eradicated through decades of government 
intimidation and censorship. The 2005 Andijon events marked a turning point for 

Uzbek media, as state authorities sought to control coverage of the violence and its 
aftermath by expelling foreign journalists from Uzbekistan; most are still denied 

entry today. The majority of independent Uzbek journalists have fled the country, 

and many now run websites rhar report on and critique stare politics. As a result, 

foreign-based independent Uzbek websites and their contributors are now rhe 

primary focus of government censorship efforts. 1he few remaining independent 
journalists in Uzbekistan are routinely harassed and imprisoned on charges ranging 

from defamacion to exrorrion, forgery to smuggling. 

Compared to previous years, fewer journalists were arrested in Uzbekistan in 

2013. There are few independent journalists lefc to arrest. In July, the Tashkent
based website Uzmetornom briefly shut down after a military prosecutor chrearened 
the site's owner for covering a shooting on the Uzbek-Kyrgyz border. 40 The website, 

known for conspiratorial and controversial reporcs on Uzbekistan's political affairs, 
reopened a few days lacer. In September, journalist Sergei Naumov was arrested after 

going missing and sentenced to 12 days in jail for assaulcing a woman. Naumov, a 
well-known critic of forced labor in rhe cotton fields, denies rhe charges and says 

rhey are politically motivaced. 41 

In June, rhe Uzbek government moved to develop a bylaw to regulate bloggers, 
deeming rhem equivalent to mainstream media and requiring citizens get a license 
to blog.42 Political blogging is rare in Uzbekistan since most citizens self-censor 
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online. The bylaw, if passed, would make whac is already caddy forbidden fully 

illegal and would prevent critics from writing under pseudonyms.43 

Throughouc 2013, Uzbekisrnn continued to block access to foreign websices 
covering policies in Central Asia, including RFE/RL, Uznews.nec, Ferghana.ru, and 

Regiscan.nec. Amhoricies also cracked down on che proxy servers many Uzbeks 
use w access prohibiced websites. In Ocrober, Ferghana.ru reported chac some 

websices had become remporarily unblocked, buc chey were blocked again days 

larer.44 While blocking foreign websires, che government also developed websices 

char covered topics like religion and policies, such as Olam.uz, Mezon.uz, Ladoshki. 

uz, and lslom.uz. Stace-sanccioned religious figures are somerimes given slighdy 

more leeway rn comment on current affairs so long as rhey do noc direccly cricicize 
rhe Uzbek government.4~ 

In 2013, che government cracked down on pop cuhure boch in Uzbekistan 

and beyond. In June, rhe Uzbekistan's Culrnre and Spons Miniscry announced 
a ban on "meaningless" songs char fail to "praise che morherland."46 They singled 

ouc che pop groups Mango and Ummon and singers Dilfuza Rahimova, Ocabek 
Mucalhojaev, and Dilshod Rakhmonov for being "meaningless from musical and 

lyrical standpoints" and scripped chem of che licenses chac had allowed chem co 
perform in public.47 Ocher pop scars were given a deadline of I July to reform. In 

Ocrober, Jasur Umerov, a popular Uzbek singer, was suipped of his performing 
license afcer he failed to cake pan in mandarory conon harvescing.48 Foreign pop 
cuhure was also decried: in April, Uzbek culcural officials declared che popular 
"Harlem Shake" dance a "vonex full of meaninglessness and shamelessness."4~ 

Local Democratic Governance 
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In Uzbekisran, che scace appoints key local officials based on cheir loyahy and ability 

to fulfill demands from Tashkent. Provincial governors are usually rotaced every 
few years, apparendy in order to prevent any single official from gaining significam 
power. Maha!!as, or neighborhood councils, che mosc localized level of governance, 

are expecred to report suspicious accivicies to higher amhoricies in order w eliminace 

antigovemment sentiment. Local officials also continue to follow national direccives 

thac force Uzbek cicizens, including children, w work in che country's conon fields. 
The use of forced and child labor in Uzbekistan's cocton industry has long been 

che targer of domestic and internacional human righcs campaigns. Local officials in 
Uzbekiscan are tasked wich ensuring chac enough residents work in cocton fields to 

meet government-sec produccion targecs. Children and ceenagers are forced to pick 

conon and are told ic is cheir patriotic ducy. 
Following years of internacional cricicism, in 2013 che Uzbek government 

approved che Internacional Labor Organizacion ([LO) w deploy ceams w 
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Uzbekistan to monitor the harvest.50 In preparation for the monitoring, the Uzbek 
government allegedly ordered citizens to hide the conditions of che harvest from 
the organization. "My brother cold me chat all scudems were ordered to write a 
stacemenr char rhey have never picked cotton in rheir life--even their elder siblings 
have never been forced co pick cotton-and char only during the Soviet era had 
some of their relatives taken part in the cotton harvest," one source wrote in a 
message to Radio Free Europe's Uzbek-language Ozodlik service.51 

Ozodlik played an instrumental role in bringing evidence of cotton field 
conditions to the public. Uzbeks used cell phones to send testimonials, documents, 
and photos, which the service posted online.52 One student identifyingas Shokhrukh, 
using rhe WhacsApp mobile-messaging application, wrote that studenrs were given 
instructions on how to answer ILO questions: "We have to say we are picking 
cotton completely voluntarily to help our government, to relentlessly work to help 
improve our country's economy."S3 

Despite the presence of ILO monitors, the cotton harvest continued co 
structure the lives of ordinary Uzbeks in the same detrimental ways it had in the 
past. Hospitals were shore-staffed as doctors, nurses, and surgeons were sent into 
che fields to pick cotton.54 Parents in Jizzakh were told by local officials chat the 
social service benefits for their children were being withheld co pay for their "place" 
in che cotton field. They were also cold they could pay $55 ro avoid che harvest.5S 
Parents of college students in Angren were cold that if their teenagers did not pick 
cotton they would not be allowed to macriculate.56 

By September, several Uzbek citizens had died in the harvest, including a six
year-old who suffocated under a cotton load in a trailer, mulciple stabbing victims 
in rhe mandacory cotton-picking site in Qashqadaryo province, and one victim 
of electrocucion.57 There were also cwo suicides in the fields. On 17 October, a 
38-year-old cotton farmer committed suicide on his own field after Uzbek officials 
berated him for nor meeting his quota, telling him, "You would be better off 
hanging yourself."58 On 22 September, a female college student committed suicide 
in a cocron field in Karakalpakscan after being insulted by teachers monitoring the 
harvesting process.~9 

Uzbekistan's national cotton industry continues co exploit local officials' fears 
of disobeying state laws and citizens' fears of government punishment. There is linle 
indication char che industry will be reformed in the foreseeable future. 

Judicial Framework and Independence 
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Uzbekistan's judiciary functions as a cool of the executive branch, serving the 
president's interests. Judges are appointed, which compromises their independence. 
The presumption ofinnocenceand right to an attorney are guaranteed by Uzbekistan's 
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constitution but routinely overlooked in detention facilities and courtrooms. While 
the right to appeal exists, lower court rulings are rarely overturned by higher courts; 
at best, the appeals process provides an opportunity to reduce one's sentence. 

The judicial framework within Uzbekistan remained unchanged in 2013, but 
extradition and cross-border violence played a greater role. In February, Shukhrat 
Musin, an Andijon refugee whose return the Uzbek government had demanded, 
was reported missing in Kyrgyzstan/'° In March, Amnesty International reported 
that Azamat Ermakov, an Uzbek who had disappeared within hours of his release 
from prison in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, had been abducted and sent back to 
Uzbekistan for trial.61 In November, the European Court for Human Rights found 
Russia responsible for the illegal extradition ofErmakov.62 In August, a Tajik citizen, 
Abdumavlon Abdurakhmonov, was allegedly detained by Uzbek security officials 
without explanation.6

3 

These judicial maneuverings are not unique to Uzbekistan but represent a 
broader network of cooperation between security forces in former Soviet authoritarian 
states.64 An official at Amnesty International noted in July that all Central Asian 
states collude in "the abduction, disappearance, unlawful transfer, and torture of 
wanted individuals" but that "requesting states are overwhelmingly Uzbekistan and 
Tajikistan" and "the offending torturers are Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.''6~ 

Prison conditions in Uzbekistan remain dire. In June, Reporters Without 
Borders called for the release of imprisoned Karakalpakstan journalist Solidzhon 
Abdurakhmanov, whose health had deteriorated since his incarceration in 2008. 
In 2012, the International Committee of the Red Cross attempted to visit 
Abdurakhmanov but was denied.66 In 2013, the ICRC announced that it was 
stopping all prison visits in Uzbekistan due to the "unconstructive attitude" of 
Uzbek officials who refused to let them see prisoners in their everyday state.67 In 
July, former British embassy worker Kayum Ortikov described his own torture in 
an Uzbek prison and claimed that Uzbek guards beat him with an iron bar and lit 
his genitals on fire. 68 

Besides real and perceived critics of the regime, devout Muslims are the most 
common target of the legal system. In February, 11 men were sentenced to terms 
of up to 12 years for founding a group allegedly called "Jihadism," and in July, 
20 others were sentenced to lengthy terms for membership in another new group 
called "Hizb-ut Nusrat."69 No evidence of the existence of either group is available.70 

In Tashkent, a Muslim father and son who taught the Koran to school-aged 
children were charged under Criminal Code 229-2: "Teaching religious beliefs 
without specialized religious education and without permission from the central 
organ of a [registered] religious organization, as well as teaching religious belie& 
privately."71 lhey face up to three years in prison. In November, Ravshan Gulyamov, 
the chairman of the Samarkand branch of the Uzbekistan-Iran Friendship Society, 
was sentenced to five years in jail for propagating Shia Islam.72 

Christian groups are targeted as well. In August, a group of nine Baptists 
were fined more than $21,000 for possessing religious texts and holding private 
services. Several devout Christians had their homes searched and their religious 
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literature, including rhe Bible, confiscated. Fines for possession of such materials 
grew increasingly harsh throughout the year.73 

In June, the U.S. State Department dropped Uzbekistan from Tier 2 to Tier 
3 on its annual Trafficking in Persons reporr. Uzbekistan and Russia received rhe 
lowest rating in the world, beating our Afghanistan, Belarus, and Turkmenistan. 
The government reporr primarily cited forced labor in the cotton fields-including 
"verbal and physical abuse and lack of freedom of movement"-but also noted 
that Uzbek citizens were subjected to forced labor and sex trafficking around the 
world, with Uzbek orphans the most vulnerable. (In June, an Uzbek woman was 
convicted for trafficking women to the United Arab Emirates and Thailand for 
forced prostitution.)74 The report also cited bribery and human trafficking among 
border guards and that women forced to work as sex laborers were being prosecuted 
for prostitution.75 

Corruption 
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Corruption is pervasive in Uzbekistan, which is ranked as the world's 8rh most 
corrupt country in Transparency lnternarional's 2013 Corruption Perceptions 
Index. Uzbek citizens must pay bribes to public officials and borh public and privare 
sector jobs can be purchased. In 2013, Uzbekistan contended wirh the fallout from 
the previous year's relecommunications scandals-parricularly those implicating 
first daughter Gulnara Karimova-as well as criticism of forced labor and human 
trafficking. 

After Swedish relecom company Teliasonera's local affiliate was shut down by 
the state in 2012, revelations of corrupt business dealings among the presidential 
family came to light. In January, new documents revealed that Teliasonera sought 
to negotiate directly with Karimov's daughter Gulnara and allegedly paid more than 
$300 million in bribes to an off.~hore shell company believed to be controlled by 
the Karimovs.76 

In February, the Chief Executive Officer ofTeliasonera was forced to resign a fr er 
an external review showed serious misconduct.77 In May, Swedish media reports 
revealed rhat Karimova had dictated the terms of the contract and threatened the 
company wirh persecution from multiple government minisrri<::s if rhey refused 
ro pay.78 Money laundering inv<::stigations in Switzerland and Sweden continued 
throughout 2013, and hundreds of millions of dollars in accounts belonging ro 
Karimov family associates were frozen.79 In October, anorher Teliasonera executive 
resigned over allegations of corruption, and in November, four more execurives 
were dismissed as the investigation continued."" 

By rhe end of the year, Karimova was rumored ro be ostracized within the 
presidential family. Her 1V and radio channels in U7.bekistan were cut off, her 
bodyguards fired, and her organizations-including Fund Forum, a powerful 
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philanthropic and cultural organization popular among Uzbek youth-were put 
under investigation.81 In October, the bank accounts of Terra Group, a media 
holding company associated with Karimova, were frozen.82 Karimova later 
confirmed that the company was being investigated for taking bribes.83 

As Karimova complained she was a target of state abuse and attempted to 
reposition herself as a human rights activist,84 Uzbek political exiles occupied her 
multimillion-dollar luxury villa in Switzerland. Activist Safar Bekjon, who says 
he was given the keys to the Geneva villa by an unidentified Karimova associate, 
posted photos ofKarimova's possessions on his blog.85 Many were later identified as 
artwork and relics stolen from state museums in Uzbekistan.86 

Though it was the subject of avid media attention around the world, Karimova's 
downfall should not be taken as a sign that corruption is being seriously addressed 
by the administration. Instead, it shows that in Uzbekistan, no one-not even the 
president's daughter-is safe from the whims of the regime. 
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